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To the people of Bhutan:
Your architecture is like a hidden treasure

PREFACE

"The world has lost its house," a child said recently - a comment illustrating an unsettledness shared by many in today's world. Modem society is
vulnerable, and we are becoming increasingly apprehensive of our safety and
well-being.
There is much to learn from Bhutan. The living knowledge of Bhutan's architecture represents an unbroken lineage to the past. Here the buildings reflect 'the
basics of architecture'. Most people live within an ordered cosmos centred in
their own house. A cosmic harmony is reflected, if imperfectly, in the buildings,
and the sacredness of architecture is maintained through mindfulness and rituals.
Bhutan's legacy of architecture thus represents a 'window' into past traditions,
and it makes us understand what architecture used to mean to people.
This thesis provides new insight into the Bhutanese and Himalayan architectural
traditions, which are also insight into our common, global heritage. But it is not
my intention to present the architectural traditions of Bhutan as an example to
be followed by the rest of the world. There is no such thing as a retum, not even
for the Bhutanese who are still living with their historical roots vibrantly alive.
However, by rejecting past traditions, the modernist paradigm in architecture has
tried to close the door to important parts of man's perceptions.
Experiencing Bhutan for ten years through living there with my family and practising as an architect, created deep impressions. The architectural traditions of
Bhutan have been revealed to me as hidden treasures, and it is my hope that their
knowledge may serve as an eye-opener to the meaning of architectural roots.
Such roots represent the accumulated wisdom of a people, and need to be studied
carefully in order to be transferred into future buildings benefiting both ecological balance and the well-being of society.
I hope that this thesis will be of value both globally and for the Tibetan cultural
area, and most of all for Bhutan.

In this thesis the traditions of Bhutanese architecture are viewed in a broad
perspective including both professional knowledge and practical skills. It also
brings in other academic tields such as Tibetology, religion and Buddhist studies,
history and anthropology. This opens for a minefield of possible errors, which I
have attempted to counteract by seeking guidance from specialists.
My main tutor has been Professor Dr.Techn. Halina Dunin-Woyseth of the Oslo
School ofArchitecture, who deserves to be acknowledged 'the mother of this
thesis' for the genuine interest and continuous encouragement provided; the
Oslo School ofArchitecture itself has generously provided both grants and extra
funding. I also thank Marianne Askheim for her dedicated and professional
assistance in preparing the final lay-out for publication.
I have had several external supervisors of whom the most notable has been the
ethnographer Dr.Corneille Jest of the Centre National de Recherche Scientifique
in Paris. He came to Bhutan frequently, and kept me linked to the outside world
through frequent letters of information. Dr. Per Kvarne, Professor of Tibetology
and History of Religions at the University of Oslo, has provided professional
support, and I am grateful for his efforts in keeping me aware of the scientific
implications of this research. Architects Romi Khosla and Pierre Pichard provided information and feed-back, and the historian Dr. Erling Sandmo provided
widened perspectives.
Thanks to the staff at the archives of Royal Geographic Society and the Oritental
and India Office Collection of the British Library for kind assistance.
This research could not have materialized without the support provided by
Bhutanese friends and colleagues who generously shared their knowledge.
Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi was there when texts required translations, and both he
and Dasho Shingkhar Lam, Kunzang Wangdi, contributed generously with their
knowledge through interviews. With their warming hospitality, I have felt like a
part of their families. Others include Namgay Retty, Dasho Karma Galey, Dasho
Bap Kesang, Karma Ura and Man.jusha Rai. Sarah Harding in Thimphu and
Kalsang Yeshe in Oslo, kindly helped with translations.
My husband Chris Butters has provided effortless support especially with his linguistic and religious knowledge, and our discussions have been fruitful in the development of the themes of this thesis. Our children, Mai and Lucian have been a
continuous source of inspiration.
I am grateful for all kind support and comments given during this long process of
work, however, its remaining shortcomings are my responsibility.
This thesis aims to fill in a limited part of a vast picture of largely unexplored
knowledge. My aspiration is that this may both inspire, and provide stepping
stones for, further research in the future.

ILI.lJS'l'RA'I'ION C R E D I T S

Samuel Davis drawings and watercolours from Bhutan in 1783 are from Aris'
Kews of Medieval Bhutan, 1982. This book also includes a few early drawings
by other artists.
When the name of the photographer is not specified, this is credited either to
Chris Butters or the author. The photographs from Tibet in 1996 was taken by the
author.
By courtesy of the Royal Geographic Society (RGS) and the Oritental and India
Ofice Collection (OIOC) of the British Library their illustrations are referred to
by the initials of either of these two archives. When photographerlyear is known
this is specified - see the list below.
Amundsen, M.J.B. 606
Bailey, F.M. 229 Fig.5a - OIOC; 3 18 Fig.3 - OIOC; 324 Fig. 13 - OIOC; 330
Fig.14 - OiOC; 446 Fig. 12 - OIOC; 466 Fig.25b 010C, all in MSS. Eur.
F. 157/49 1
Bell, C. 3 10 Fig.4; 323 Fig. I I, both credited Merseyside County Museums
Campell, M. 48
Chapman, S. 469 Fig. 28
DEPED6 334 Fig. 16
Fielding, R. 427 Fig. l a
Florelius, B. 686
Haab, A. 213,662
Hamilton, P. 5
Henss, M. 428 Fig.2b; 654
Hyslop, H. 339 Fig.20; 383 Fig.7, both credited Hyslop's private collection
ITAB 669-75
Jest, C. 468
Kuensel 344
Maseland. J. 369 Fig.20: 632 Fig.4a
Meade, H.R.C. 229 Fig.5b - RGS, neg. no. D 175;
Morris, C.J. 388 Fig. 12b - RGS, neg.no. A5942
Patko, 1. 510 Fig.13a
Peissel, M. 322 Fig.9
Richardson, H. 154 Fig. I l a
Ruggles, J. 28 1 Fig.9 - OIOC, W D545-6; 466 Fig.25a - OIOC, WD545- 12
Simpson, B. 380 Fig.2 - RGS, neg.no. D2497; 445 Fig. l la - RGS, neg. no.
D2498; 445 Fig. l l b - RGS, neg. no. D2499; 467 Fig.26a - RGS, neg. no.
D2500; 467 Fig.26b - RGS, neg. no. D2501

-

Taylor, G. 242 Fig. l b - OIOC, 743110 28; 255 Fig.5a - RGS, neg.no. D8 1-6;
275 Fig.6 - OIOC; 277 Fig.7a. - OIOC, 74319 406; 465 Fig.24a - RGS, neg.
no. D2485
Thondup. L. 368 Fig. l8
Volkmann, R. 227
Wangchuck, D. W 358 Fig. 7; 389 Fig. 13
Weir, L. 663
White, J.C. 271 Fig.4 - RGS. neg.no. D2494; 3 10 Fig.5; 324 Fig.12 - RGS,
neg.no. D2492; 358 Fig.8 - RGS, neg.no. D2489; 360 Fig.9; 362 Fig. 12
- RGS, neg.no. D249 1 ;362 Fig. 13 - RGS, neg.no. D2490; 365 Fig. l6 - RGS,
neg.no. D2496; 38 1 Fig.4 - RGS, neg.no. D2488; 382 Fig.6 - RGS, neg.no.
D2487; 384 Fig.8 - RGS, neg.no. D2486; 399 Fig.3 and 435 Fig.5d - OIOC,
no. 613132; 436 Fig.6b; 452 Fig. 16; 614; 64 1 ; 646; 655; 658
Unknown photographer 256 Fig.6 - RGS, neg.no C3336 (White?); 32 1 Fig.7
- RGS, neg.no. A2 1719 (White?); 405 Fig.5a - OIOC, no.734110-73; 428
Fig.2a - RGS, neg. no. D259

LIST OF MAPS WITH CREDITS:
Map I
Bhutan in the Asian context
Map 2 The region
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Map 3 Bhutan
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Map 6 Ancient India and its neighbours
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Map 7 The main travel routes of the region in ancient times
(From Olschak, Gansser, Biihrer, 1987)
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Unfortunately there is no commonly accepted system for phonetic rendering of
Chdkd and Dzongkha words. In this thesis I have thus attempted to represent the
sounds of such words as accurately and consistently as possible, with transliterations close to colloquial pronunciation. In the text such words are used in romanised versions, but they are generally not given in italics.
Comprehensive Glossaries are provided by the end of this thesis.
When more accurate Roman transliterations are provided of the Dmngkha or
ChdkC words, these are always given in italics, and according to a simplified version of the Wylie system where the root letters are not capitalized.
In order to make the text more readable for non-Tibetologists, the Dzongkha or
ChBki spellings are normally provided only in footnotes or in the Glossaries.
Names and place names are spelt according to the usual Bhutanese way of writing them, however, such colloquial spellings are not complying rigidly to official attempts of standardisation. For instance the spellings of the place names
for Tashigang (bkra shis sgang), Tashiyangtse (bkra shis yang rtsc) and Tongsa
(krongsar) were officially altered in the 1990s to Trashigang, Trashiyanytse and
Trongsa. The 'r' which was introduced is in line with the Romanised spellings
in Dzongkha, but this 'r' is in practice almost mute. The previous way of spelling these names is thus closer to the way the names are pronounced. The 'r' in
Trashigang and Trashiyangtse also gives negative associations for English readers. I have thus throughout written Tashigang, Tashiyangtse and Tongsa in line
with how these names used to be spelt.
It is important to note that there is uncertainty, also in Bhutan, as to the

Dzongkha spelling of some of the terms, and the Romanised spellings are not
always consistent.
Sanskrit terms are included in Romanised versions without superscripts and subscripts.
In quotations however, spellings given by the authors are followed.
For further transliterations and explanation of terms. see the Glossaries.

DEPED

textbooks prepared by the Department of
Education, Royal Government of Bhutan as follows;
DEPED6, Introductory book for Class VI, Thimphu 199 1
DEPED7, Course book for Class VII, Thimphu 1992
DEPED8, Course book for Class VIII, Thimphu 199 1

DH SD

Demeures des Hommes, Sanctzraires des Diezur.

A History oJ'Bhuttm. 3

Begu in, G. and

Vergara, P. M. (eds.). Rome 1987
EVAW

Encyclopediu of Ve~.nacularArchitecture of the World,

Oliver, Paul (ed.), London 1997
ITA B

An Introduction to Traditional Architectltre of Bhzrtun.

Department of Works, Housing and Roads, Thimphu 1993
JBS

Journul ofBhurun Studies, journal

published by the Centre for
Bhutan Studies, Thimphu. Published from 1999 onwards.

TAG

Department of Urban
Development and Housing, Thimphu 200 1
Traditional Architect~reGuidelines.

See p.535 for further abbreviations.

SUMMARY

This thesis contributes with new insight and knowledge on the architectural
traditions in Bhutan and the Himalayas, and also discusses questions relevant to
architectural theory and history. In Bhutan the traditional society is still living,
and thus represents a 'window' into past architectural traditions. The buildings
express the fundamental relationships between architecture and culture, interlacing religious and socio-economic structures and perceptions.
Bhutan's monumental dzongs are at once both fortified monasteries and administrative centres for the surrounding areas. The historical developments and the
typological variations of the dzong type of buildings are discussed in the thesis.
The dzongs were drawn and photographed by British expeditions from 1783 onwards, and this historical material has been collected in archives and other sources. Through what the author calls 'visual archaeology' it is documented how the
dzongs have changed up until the present.
In Bhutan there is no essential difference between the monuments and the vernacular traditions, and this research on the dzongs thus also investigates the overall transition processes which have taken place in this architecture.
Modernisation processes and issues are also discussed with a view to constructive attitudes towards the challenges of building today.

NORWEGIAN SUMMARY

Avhandlingen bidrar med ny innsikt og kunnskap om arkitekturtradisjonene i
Bhutan og Himalaya, og belyser ogsi faglige sprarsmbl med relevans til vestlig
arkitekturteori og historie. I Bhutan er det tradisjonelle samfunnet fortsatt levende, og representerer derfor et slags 'tidsvindu' til tidligere tiders arkitektur,
Bygningene uttrykker det grunnleggende forholdet mellom arkitektur og kultur,
og vever sammen religion og samhnnsmessige strukturer og oppfatninger.
Bhutan's monumentalbygg, dzongene, er bAde storslagne, befestede klostre og
regionale administrasjonssentre. Den historiske utviklingen og variasjonene
innen denne bygningstypologien belyses i avhandlingen. Dzongene ble tegnet
og fotografert av Britiske ekspedisjoner fra 1783 og fremover, og dette historiske materialet er hentet frem fra arkiver og andre kilder. Via hva forfatteren
kaller 'visuell arkeologi' dokumenteres hvordan dzongene har endret seg fiem
til idag. I Bhutan er det ingen grunnleggende forskjell pb monumentalbygg og
folkearkitekturen, og studiet av dzongene visualiserer dermed ogsb de generelle
endringsprosessene som har funnet sted i denne arkitekturen. Modernisering i
arkitekturen dr~aftesogsi med tanke p i en konstruktiv holdning til dagens
byggeoppgaver.
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1.1. l Introduction
1 . 1 . 1 . I G E N E R A L 0U'TL.INE

"As the pigments ure but the vehicle ofpainring, so is building but the
vehicle of architecture, which is thought behindform, embodied and
realised,for the purpose of its maniJestation and rransmission.
Architecture, then, interpenetrates building, not for the simple needs
of the body, but the complex ones of the intellect. 1 do not mean thur
we can thus distinguish between architecture and building, ... yet
architecture and building are quite clear and distinct as ideas the soul and the body. "

W.R. Lethaby'

Bhutanese architecture, although little known abroad, is recognized as being of
exceptional interest and beauty. It constitutes a cultural tradition which is still
very much alive, representing an unbroken historical legacy of a sacred architecture which may also provide insight into how architecture in general developed
historically.
This thesis has its main focus on the architectural traditions of Bhutan. These
are also seen in a wider perspective of historical developments in neighbouring
areas and most noteworthy in Tibet. The historical background and typological
developments of the architecture are highlighted through special focus on the
dzong type of buildings. The history, cosmology, decorative symbolism, rituals
connected to the construction process etc. are discussed.
The typological changes which have taken place through the centuries will be
discussed, but the overall impression is that of strong continuity in the typological patterns. However, dramatic changes took place in Tibet with the Chinese
take-over in the 1950s, which coincided with Bhutan's first steps towards modemisation. Bhutan is now facing the tensions experienced by countries in the
early critical phase of exposure to the modem world, and it is urgent to can)?
out this research now since knowledge of the architectural legacy is fast disappearing. However. Bhutan has a government full of self-respect and faith in the
values of its own culture, expressing the desire for development as a thoughtful
process of integrating the new with the old.
This thesis aims to contribute both to documentation and understanding of the
architectural traditions. It also reflects on possible future evolution of Bhutanese
architecture as well as lessons from Bhutan of importance also for western
architectural history and theory.

Sources which have influenced the Bhutanese architecture are explored in
layers of historical and religious developments, providing both macro and micro
perspectives. This does not pretend to be an exhaustive investigation of the
subject, however, to my knowledge it explores more deeply than any previous
study.
In the book Archifecfure andthe Sifes of'Hisfor~:the editors lain Borden and
David Dunster write that any understanding of the history of architecture
"...should excavate below the surface of facts and objects to unearth and
confront the multiplicity of possible meanings."' This is of course a very general
statement in line with what Lethaby expresses in the introductory quotation
above, but such an approach is considerably wider than is often the case. The
architects behind the book The Lhasu Aflus, for instance, write in the Preface
that: "We have approached the challenge of this project as experts in observing
and analysing physical structures and environments, and thus this study has a
primary focus on what can be seen and touched."' However, particularly in the
Bhutanese and Tibetan culture, the essence of the architecture is far more than
physical. The strong links between architecture and religion are the main reason
for the necessity of stepping outside strict 'architectural' boundaries in such
research - with the dangers which that implies. Specialist Tibetologists who
understand this, will be generous enough to appreciate the merits as well as the
pitfalls of the wider approach. In order to reach towards new understanding, the
present thesis thus expands the topics beyond plain physical matters in search of
the changing meanings of the Bhutanese architecture over the centuries. It is here
the hidden treasures of the Bhutanese heritage are to be found.
The thesis will discuss how the traditions of Bhutan and Tibet may have been
influenced by ancient Indian and Chinese legacies of architecture. In India
there are manuals on arts, crafts, building and planning, documenting traditions
which may date back as far as Vedic times; and the Chinese also recorded their
ideals on how to build. Sources of form are to be traced in such ideals, beliefs,
and myths connected to buildings. The making process will also be touched,
including the artisan traditions.
Architectural developments are to be discussed within the framework of the
historical process. The architecture is thus seen in a wholistic perspective of
religious, political, sociocultural and technical aspects.
The religious and symbolic dimensions of Bhutanese architecture and their
significance are discussed. The thesis focuses on how important these nonmaterial dimensions are for the culture concerned, both as regards architectural
decisions as well as architectural perceptions - the role of the architecture in the
daily life of the Bhutanese.

1 . 1 . 1 . 2 1 N ' f ' R O I ) I I C ' f ' I O N TO BIiU'f'ANESt.: AHC'tIITL-.CT'IJRE

Bhutan seems lo be one ot'the last places on earth where architecture is still
strongly integrated in the socio-religious fabric of the culture. 'This gives the
unique opportunity to view architecture in a wholistic per~pective.~
In Bhutan we find a living legacy of architectural traditions. The religious
traditions are vividly maintained, and religious beliefs and ideas are deeply
imbedded in the architecture and in rituals accompanying the building processes.
The way society is organized also reflects age-old traditions at the same time as
new developments are taking place.
Today a great variety of building types are to be found. Traditionally the building
types have had certain typological developments which to some extent will be
elucidated in this thesis. In brief the main types may be listed as follows;
- temples and monasteries
- the dzongs - fortress-like buildings which incorporate both temples.
nionastic quarters, and civil district administration
- palaces
- dwellings - farmhouses which incorporate both housing facilities,
livestock and storage of crops
In addition to these main building types there are structures such as bridges and
mills, and also the chortens which have a symbolic significance for Buddhists
rather like the cross for Christianity. Chortens may be physical structures (fig. 1 ),

Fig. I C'l~ortc~l\
are lbund all over the l ' i k t a n cultural area. and [hey s),mhdizs the Uuddh~stdoclrlnc 'l'he Icti (by I'eter tianlilton) is fro111the quite barren 1-adahh. and the r ~ g h tis in tile 'Tang ba1lr.y
ill 13hutall.

Fig. 2 ('h1 Ihahliang In < h a . w h ~ c hmay be one ol'I3li~1rans oldest temples I he band h ~ g hup on the

wall

15 called

a hernar and lndlcates a sacred bulld~ng

from small to huge, and they may also be made as sculptures. There are also
other religious structures such as the mani-walls and water-driven prayer-wheels.
In all architecture we find elements of the Bhutanese entablature, which represents the presence of the sacred (with varying degrees of elaboration), expressing
the hidden presence of the divine (see chapter 4.4.8).
The main focus of this thesis is on the dzong type of buildings (tlgs. 3 and 4).
~ a k monastic
e
establishments are combined with administrative functions in
the Bhutanese dzongs. The dzongs may be described as the architectural expression of the Bhutanese concept of government, called the 'harmonious blend of

religion and politio'.' The d ~ o n g srnerged the huge 5tate monasterie\ and c~vrl
administration within the same fortilled building cornplexes. 'fhey al\o used lo
contain housing facilities for the admini\trative statT. and were in addition the
palaces of the early rulers. Such dzongs were built all over Bhutan and represent

a unique Bhutanese architectural development. Through the centuries, the architecture of the dzongs became more and more elaborate, and this process is to be
analysed and elucidated in the thesis.
The huge building complexes of the dzongs as well as ordinary houses, were
mainly built through community work by the local people, in cooperation with
master carpenters and trained artisans (figs. 6 and 7).
Among the Bhutanese the architectural traditions have been like an innate, unconscious knowledge. One learned to build, just as one learned to walk. People
had the skills they needed to live, but there was also a certain division of labour.
Some were trained in various artisan skills, and such training usually took place
within families, where the father trained his sons. It was the carpenters and especially the masters among them, who were the traditional architects.

Fig. S A palace built by Jigme
Nanigyal ( 11125-8 1 ) in Dungkar.
north of I.huentse dzong.

Figs. 6 and 7 Farmhouses In the Paw vallej Such bu~ld~ngs
contaln all necessq. faclllt~esH e l o ~a
house be~ngbull( through conlmunlty parllcipatlon The ramrnlng ofthe earth 1s thc women S rcspons~bll~ty

The traditional society may be described as a kind of a cultural continuum.
where ordinary people live without the reflection or distance necessary to be
aware of 'history' as such. This does not however, imply that the s o c i e ~and its
architecture were static. But how did changes take place? And what where the
changes - both in relation to typological developments and in the architectural
expression? Today Bhutan is exposed to foreign influences and modernisation.
and the knowledge of the traditional architecture is not transferred properly to
the young generations any more. The traditional legacy is sought maintained by
new building rules which state that in order to be approved all buildings have to
at least appear traditi~nal.~
Today these traditions are often reduced to superficial
and decorative imitation only.
As a result of the rapid modernisation taking place today, new building technologies and at times even styles are being imported. Combined with elements from
the traditional architecture, this often leads to functional and structural absurdities and not least to a general loss of meaning in the built environment. In Bhutan
the legacy of the past is of utmost importance. It is thus necessary to have indepth knowledge of the past in order to come up with relevant proposals for the
future. Future challenges are therefore also reflected on in this t h e ~ i s . ~

1.1.2 On Bhutan
1 . 1 . 2 . 1 INTKODIJCTION

The Bhutanese call their country Druk Yul; Land of the Dragon.' The origin
of the name Bhutan is obscure, but it may have been derived from the Indian
term ' bhotanta', meaning 'end of Tibet'. Today the population is approxiniately
650,000, and the majority are farmers living in scattered hillside settlements.
The population density is low, and the size of the country rese~iiblesthat of
Swit~erland.~
The population may have been larger in earlier times, but so far we
know very little about the size and develop~nentsof the Bhutanese population in
a historical perspective.I0
Bhutan is a developing country with faith in the values of its own culture. It was
never a colony, and has remained very much a self-reliant society where nature
and man-made creations live side by side in ecological balance.
In a global perspective, Bhutan has been amongst the nations usually classified
as 'least developed'. Although that term normally relates to economic indicators
such as Gross National Product (GNP), it should be seen in a wider perspective.
One prime indicator of development is a nation's knowledge of itself. This
may be in environniental terms (plant species, wildlife, natural resources),
human terms (population, socic+economy, statistics), or cultural terms (history,
architecture, religion.) Bhutan is as yet largely uncharted in many of these fields
and particularly in the fields of culture and architecture.
In his book The Politics of Bhtrran, Leo Rose wrote that "...Bhutan accomplished
what no other society in southern Asia was able to do during the colonial
period - that is, to isolate itself from the wide variety of revolutionary 'secular'
influences from the West and, more recently, from the 'socialist' movement.
The Bhutan experience with the development process thus differs in some
significant respects from that of most other Asian states. When Bhutan
introduced coordinated programs directed toward fundamental change, it was
still a traditional society in the narrowest meaning of the term, untainted by the
insidious concepts and values of Western origin that have quietly reshaped even
those facets of cultures that are often identified as traditional in most other Asian
societies."" During the last forty years, Bhutan has started on what is usually
termed a development process.
Bhutan has been a kingdom since 1907, and the king has extensive powers.
Bhutan aims for a careful, thoughtful development process of integrating the
new with the old. This is a very difficult challenge, and contradictions are
arising today, including between ethnic groups, young and old, as well as further
common tensions and threats experienced by countries in the early phase of
exposure to the modern world.
Bhutan is a landlocked country situated between India and Tibet, and this
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location in between powerful neighbours has influenced Bhutan in various ways
and made skilled diplomats of the Bhutanese. To the west lies Sikkim, a fonner
Buddhist kingdom which was incorporated into lndia in 1974, an event causing
great concern in Bhutan. To the south are the lndian states of West Bengal and
Assam, where independence movements and guerilla actions pose a growing
security risk along the south-eastern border. To the east is the lndian state of
Arunachal Pradesh, of which the area known by the Tibetans as Mon Yul was
ceded to British lndia in 19 1 4.12
To the north is Tibet, which has been a part of China since the 1950s. The
Tibetan provinces directly adjoining Bhutan's northern border are Tsang,
Lhodrak, and Tsona south of Yarlung.
1 . 1 . 2 . 2 ECOLOGY, CLIMATE A N D G E O G R A P H Y

Bhutan encompasses an area of 40,000 km2, and extends from the plains of the
lndian subcontinent to the high Himalayas. Nearly all of the country is extremely
mountainous, and densely forested up to around 4,000 m. altitude. In the few
wide valleys, rice is cultivated extensively, but most settlements are scattered on
hillsides and mountains. Whilst the climate in the narrow southern belt is mild to
hot, with a heavy summer monsoon, most settlements are at a high altitude with
a temperate climate.
The varied geography of Bhutan created conditions where people combined
herding yak, cattle and horses with agriculture, hunting and foraging. The ability
to utilize various sources of sustenance was a necessity for survival. Large parts
of the population thus lived a semi-sedentary life, and in parts of Bhutan this
implied shifting between two houses in areas of different climatic conditions.I3
In the Thimphu and Punakha valleys, the climate changes from temperate to
sub-tropical within a distance which one can cover by foot with livestock in one
day. Such shifting patterns have so far not been studied, but the way borders have
been drawn between the Dzongkhags gives indications in this respect.14 People in
Thimphu and parts of Punakha shifted between their summer and winter houses,
and contributed with their various tax-obligations to the same Dzongkhag
administration. In the high border areas in the east and north of Bhutan, the yakherding Brokpas, Dakpas and Layaps have practised nomadic and semi-nomadic
traditions for centuries.
Along the southern belt, people of mid-montane Nepalese cultural background
often practice what is called 'tseri', a kind of shifting agriculture. Some people of
lndian cultural origin settled in the narrow fringe of the Duars and southern foothills, practising settled agriculture.
Bhutan has to a large degree comprised a natural geographical entity even
before the area emerged as a nation. To the north was the Himalayan watershed.

a natural*border, only traversed via a few very high altitude passes. Along the
southern foothills of the Himayalas there were passes as well, and this is also
a natural transition zone to the hot, malarial Indian plains. In the west, high
mountains mark a borderline towards the Chumbi valley. In the east, the natural
borders are less significant.
The northern mountain ranges towards Tibet may be called the Greater
Himalayas, and the belt towards India the foothills. The zone in between may be
called the Inner Himalayas.I5 Here the mountain ranges are divided by several
valleys, and through these valleys major rivers flow towards India. The western
valleys of Paro, Thimphu and Punakha are quite broad with areas of flat land,
while towards the east the valleys are often more deep and narrow.
Using irrigation techniques, the Bhutanese built terraces and cultivated the hilly
slopes, however, only about 8% of the land is c~ltivated.'~
The Bhutanese have a strong attachment to their environments. This is reflected
in the landscapes where borders between the cultured landscape and more wild
areas are marked in various ways.
1 . 1 . 2 . 3 LANGUAGES A N D T H E POPULATION M A T R I X

Recent linguistic research suppol-ts a theory that people of several cultural
groups settled within today's geographical area of Bhutan." There are twentyone languages spoken in Bhutan, and all with one exception are Tibeto-Burman
languages.
People in the western and central parts of Bhutan and in Kurtoe, speak Dzongkha
or other languages such as Bumthangkha, KurtGkha and Khengkha.
In eastern Bhutan the main language is called Sharchogkha, meaning the
language spoken in the east, whilst its linguistic name is Tsangla. The eastern

population have been mixed with the western and central population, and they
also have parallels with people towards the Kongpo area in Tibet as well as
further north-east in Arunachal Pradesh, the Monpas and Sherdukpens.
A small minority along the Indian border speak Indo-Aryan languages. and
practice Hinduism.
Dzongkha, now the national language, was originally spoken in the western and
central parts of Bhutan. It is closely related to Tibetan, and uses the same written
alphabet, with a few minor differences. Dzongkha presumably began to develop
as the official language after the founding of Zhabdnmg's dzongs in the 17th
century. The name literally means the language spoken in the dzongs, and each
district is called a Dzongkhag, thus reflecting the importance of the dzongs. In
one of the languages spoken in the east, Dzalakha, the term for Dzongkha is
GarkC, meaning the language of the Garpas, the dzong officials.
Dzongkha evolved from classical Tibetan through centuries of independent linguistic evolution.18 The Dzongkha speakers of western Bhutan have tradition-ally
been known as 'Ngalong'. A folk etymology explains the term to mean 'the first
to rise' to the Buddhist teachings, but linguistic studies suggest the term probably
derives from a term meaning 'ancient region'.19
One of Bhutan's least known ethnic groups, the Lhops or Doyas, may have been
among the earliest settlers in the region. They were slowly marginalised and are
~"
evidence
today found only in small pockets of south-western B h ~ t a n . Linguistic
indicates that their language was influenced by some archaic form of Dzongkha
which suggests that the Lhops may have been the first group encountered by the
early Ngalongs during their southward expansion in ancient times." Their native
dress resembles that of the Lepchas of Sikkirn, and they are elsewhere identified
with the Kiranti or Kidita people who may have been the earliest inhabitants of
the Himalayan foothill^.^?
Extensive warfare and harsh rulers contributed to displacing people. Some escaped to more peaceful environments, and legends of peaceful, secluded valleys
have flourished in the Himalayas throughout the last millennium. Such valleys
were called Beyul,*' and many of these legends are connected to areas in Bhutan.
Bhutan's varied and inaccessible geography may have provided safe haven for
many groups of people on the move.
1 1 . 2 4 A N O T E ON T H E P R E S E N T E T H N I C I S S l l E S

Due to the overpopulation in Nepal, emigrants from Nepal have settled in many
regions, including south-westem Bhutan. Some of this dates back as far as the
end of the 19th century, whilst more recently it has been illegal immigration and
settlement. This has been a cause of increasing concern both in Bhutan, and in

neighbouring India. In Bhutan it has been seen as posing a long term threat, and
has led to ethnic tension and etforts by the government to stop immigration, and
to enforce 'Bhutanese' culture. Many emigrant families were also expelled.
The immigration of Nepalese settlers to Bhutan as work force was encouraged
by the British at the end of the 19th century. In neighbouring Sikkim, which was
a British protectorate, this policy was enforced. In fact, the British themselves
realised that this immigration caused a growing problem, and Basil Could, then
Political Officer in Sikkim, wrote in 1938 that "...both in Bhutan and Sikkim a
very practical problem in politics is whether the local races are destined to be
overwhelmed by the Nepalese.""
In Bhutan the Nepalese were initially only permitted to settle in the southern belt
along the border with India up to Sarpang and Geylephug, and they were banned
from living in the Inner Himalayan region. There was limited assimilation of
the Nepalese settlers into the Bhutanese society, and such immigration was
immigration continued after this as
prohibited from 1959 ~nwards.~Wowever,
well, but was since then considered as illegal.
Many Nepalese and Indians were also brought in officially as migrant workers
to build roads and other major undertakings when the amount of development
projects escalated in the 1960s, and some of these settled and mixed with the
Nepalese population in the south.

Fig. I1 I4ouses have oilcn been Iiugc Ilhe t h ~ one
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The government was concerned about the illegal immigration and the very rapid
growth rate among the Nepalese. Karan suggested that a quarter of Bhutan's
.~~
population, and probably more were of Nepalese origin in the 1 9 6 0 ~They
became politicised, influenced by developments in India and Nepal, and also by
the armed struggle in Darjeeling which ended with the district being governed by
Nepali speakers." Nepali nationalism was also aroused and a movement voiced
the idea of a 'Greater Nepal', Gorkhaland.
In Bhutan many saw the potential danger of experiencing Sikkim's fate. In
Sikkim, just as predicted by Basil Gould, the indigenous population was
unfortunately out-numbered by the immigrants. Through an election in 1975,
Sikkim became one of India's many states, and the more than three hundred
years old Namgyal kingdom came to an end.:"
In 1988 the Bhutanese government initiated a census, following which the
immigration policy was enforced and illegal settlers expelled. This process
has been criticised for having been harsh and at times unjust. Today there are
approximately 100,000 people living in refugee camps in eastern Nepal, claiming
their right to return. The Bhutanese and Nepalese governments have agreed to
make a verification of the refugees in order to establish who has the right to
return.29This process started in 2001. but no repatriations have yet taken place.
In the context of these problems, Bhutanese culture was emphasized, and for
instance the ancient code of oficial conduct called Driglam Namzhq3" was
proclaimed and enforced. This code may have had a monastic origin, but applies
to official etiquette in general. Courses in Driglam Narnzha were organized for
government servants, and an edict was issued in 1989 regulating a formal dress
code which implies that people in general are to wear the Bhutanese dress of gho
and kira in public." The Building Code which specifies that architecture shall be

Fig. 13 tiasa dzong slrale-

I gically placed overlooking
che valley and visible from
far away.

traditional Bhutanese, has been linked to the dress code, but apparently this dates
back to 1983. However, this rule was more eagerly implemented when the socalled 'southern problem' became an issue.>?
1 . 1 . 2 . 5 SOC'IO-ECONOMIC PATTERNS

The Bhutanese society has been and still is mainly an agrarian society. The
household was the nucleus of the society. All generations within a family constitute the household, and form a basic productive unit. Traditionally these households consisted of so many members that by sharing responsibilities they were
able to cany out all necessary tasks.
In western Bhutan the broad pattern has been that women are in charge of the
households, with a matrilineal inheritance. In the east inheritance is shared between all the children.

It was the household as such which was responsible in relation to tax obligations.
There were tax-paying households, the trelpas and suma, and there were also
serfs until as late as the 1960s. The trelpas paid their taxes to the government
oficials (the DzongpOns) of the regional dzongs, while suma households paid
taxes to aristocratic, or later royal estates.
Taxation implied various obligations, both the payment of taxes in kind, labour
tax and assistance in transporting goods. The amount of such obligations may
have increased during the periods of unrest. mainly in the 19th century. In this
period the central government was weak, and the various local Dzongpns may
have taken advantage of the situation.
In the first half of the 20th century the taxes were a heavy burden on the people,
and in the east quite many people are said to have left the country. The taxation
system was then revised and the burdens reduced.I3
In Bhutan one finds some aristocratic family lineages such as the Dhung, Shengo
and Chtije. Among these the Ch6je families were not necessarily rich, but represented a religious nobility. In general there was a fairly 'feudal' system,34with
local chiefs maintaining their power over subject communities.
The society was based on strict hierarchy and discipline, which today may be
characterized as having had many repressive elements. However, the social stratification was not as strict in Bhutan as it used to be in Tibet. The socio-economic
patterns were complex, and gave room for a certain flexibility. Recruits to governmental positions could come from all layers of society. High positions were
normally not hereditary, and the system
provided the option of working one's way
up, even though family connections were
certainly an asset. There are also wider farnily connections resembling a 'clan' system
in several parts of the country.
Artisan work is normally carried out by
farmers in the winter months, but a few of
the artisans cany out their crafts on a full
time basis.
Many monks were recruited through a
monk tax, and as a rule families sent one or
more sons to the monasteries. The system
of 'monk tax' has been terminated. but
there are still both religious and pragmatic
reasons for sending children to the monasFig. 14 Lhahdrung Ngawang Na~ngyel
teries.
( 159.1- 1 h5 l ?). the hierarch of the Drukpa
The religious communities were very varliarayud order who was in charge of the
uniication of Bhutan. ( ~ ~ ~ ~ D ? . 1 9 9 2 : 3ied.
6 ) In addition to the state monasteries

within the dzongs, there were and are, monks and nuns in many other monastic
establishments. Among the Nyingmapa school in particular, there are lay priests,
the gomchens, and there are also wandering mendicants, healers, hermit meditators and others.
The villages form the basis of the social structure. These are usually small communities headed by an elected village headman, the gup. A certain local autonomy has been maintained. Historically the people have had responsibility for
maintaining the paths, mule tracks, and bridges within their local districts. They
also carried out works on their regional dzong - both maintenance and new constructions, in the form of a labour tax.
The morphology of the villages varies considerably, from dense clustered villages
to dispersed settlements. Why such differences evolved has not been studied in
the Bhutanese context, but a study of the settlement patterns in Dolpo, an area
influenced by Tibetan culture in western Nepal, gave the following conclusions:
"The pattern of the settlements is not uniform. There are single houses widely
dispersed over the fields, while the unit of a house and courtyard is very compact.
Frequently, however, the scarcity of arable land leads to a very compact village
pattern: arable land which can be irrigated is not occupied by buildings at all."3s
This explanation may be adequate in the Bhutanese context as well, while another reason may have been differing habits among the various people who settled in
Bhutan. An overall pattern in the villages is that the local temple, the lhakhang,
will be found in a dominant position, and the houses below. The next level of
hierarchy is represented by the regional dzongs. These monumental buildings are
placed in dominant positions in the landscapes, thus physically marking their socio-economic and religious control of the surrounding areas.
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l . 1 . 2 . 6 IIIS'I'ORICAI. OIJ'I'LINE'"

Bhutan emerged as a nation in the 17th century, when the area was unified under
the leadership of Ngawang Namgyal ( l 594-165 l?). Bhutan had by then been influenced by settlers and Buddhist missions from the north, mainly from the turn
of the first millennium and onwards. What are considered to be typical culturdl
traits of Bhutan today, were strongly coloured by this Tibetan influence.
Ngawang Namgyel, who later took the honorific title of Zhabdrung - meaning
'at whose feet one submit^',^' created a uniform rule throughout the area
corresponding closely to modem Bhutan. He established a code of law and the
Bhutanese dzong system.
Zhabdrung was the head of the Drukpa Kargyud school of Tibetan Buddhism as
the reincarnation of the eminent scholar Pema Karpo ( 1526-92). However, his
reincarnation-status had been contested, causing strife in the Tibetan kingdom
of Tsang, and in 1616 he had had to leave his ancestral monastery of Ralung. He
then came south to western Bhutan followed by other important scholars and
followers.
This area was ruled by local lords and various religious establishments, and
Zhabdrung rose to power thanks to an increasing success in attracting 10cal patrons. This took place in the same period as the 5th Dalai Lama and his
Gelugpa school unified Tibet with the support of a foreign power, the Mongols.
Zhabdrung, however, succeeded in his unification efforts thanks to support from
within Bhutan, but in this process he had to both fight internal resistance fiom
other Buddhist schools, and several attacks from Tibet. The first of these were
carried out by the rulers of Tsang, and later by the Dalai Lama's Gelugpa government assisted by Mongol forces. The fact that the Drukpa Kargyudpa rule
in Bhutan survived this pressure, was due both to the charismatic leadership of
Zhabdrung as well as the many dzongs which were built in order to govern and
protect the districts (see chapter 4).
In the 17th century the river valleys of western Bhutan were well settled, but not
wealthy. Planned irrigation was practised widely, and wheat, rice and fruit were
probably grown in sufficient quantity for local consumption and some export.3B
The population often combined cattle-breeding and agriculture. They fully utilized the valleys as well as the mountain pastures.
A considerable surplus of wealth was necessary to enable the young and
embattled government to expand quite quickly and build the substantial
dzong structures. One explanation may possibly be found in the expansion of
territories that took place in this period. and taxes and labour requisitioned fiom
increasingly larger areas, and not least from the fertile southern plains of the
Duars.

M a p 5 The area influenced by Tibetan culture in the 6th to loth century. The area of Bhutan had
close contacts with Tibct until the borders were closed in the 1950s.

Zhabdrung's rule was first established in the valleys of Thimphu and Punakha,
called Thim and Thed at that time, and Paro further west was soon included.
This took place from 1616 onwards. In the 1640s the eastward expansion started,
followed by inclusion of the south. By the end of the 17th century the country
coinprised the whole area we know as Bhutan today. It also included the area
called the Duars which reached into the plains of India, and parts of Sikkim and
West Bengal which were also parts of Bhutan in the following two centuries.
Zhabdrung's success seems to have been due to a remarkable combination of
military, spiritual and diplomatic skills.
The date and circumstances of Zhabdrung's death are still a mystery. His death
was kept a secret, probably to avoid strife regarding the succession. He probably
passed away in 165 l , however he was said to have withdrawn into meditational
retreat. His embalmed remains were faithfully attended to as if he were alive, for
the next fifty years and still are today.'9 In the years to come his reincarnations,
together with the reincarnations of Tenzin Rabgye ( 1638-1696)"" were regarded
as the ultimate rulers of Bhutan, and often termed Gyalt~ab,~'
or the Dharma
Rajas.j2 State matters were in the charge of the Desi.'" The chief abbot, titled Je
Khenpo, headed the Dratshang, the monastic community.
In the following two centuries, regional chiefs and governors were striving for
increased power, and the reincarnations of Zhabdrung and Tenzin Rabgye were
often used as pawns in a power game. Their position weakened, and the cou~itry
at large suffered deeply from internal strife. This confusing situation with several

contenders for the leadership, was terminated with the rise of the family of the
strong Tongsa governor, Jigme Namgyal(1825-81) as a unifying force. His son,
Ugyen Wangchuck ( l 862-1926) became the first king through a general consensus in 1907, and a hereditary monarchy was established. The present king, Jigme
Senge Wangchuck (1955-) is the 4th in the line, and he has followed up his
father's initiatives of merging traditions with reforms.
1 . 1 . 2 . 7 B H U T A N A N D I T S NEIGkIBOURS I N A I i I S ' l ' O R I C A I . P E K S P t C T I V E

'M6n' for the area and 'MUnpa' for the people, are the general terms applied by
Tibetans to denote various groups of people living along the southern belt of the
Himalayas. The term is connected to a certain derogative meaning, implying people living in darkness, not enlightened by the Buddhist teachings."
The historian, Dr. John Ardussi suggests the area was inhabited largely by tribal
and acephalous peasant communities.4~umeroussurface finds of prehistoric
stone implements make it plausible that Bhutan was inhabited from a relatively
early date, and according to the late historian, Dr. Michael Aris Bhutan once possessed a sophisticated lithic culture.% However, early population movements in
the Himalayan region have hardly been explored.
Bhutan's history from the turn of the millennium until the 1950s was strongly
influenced by events in Tibet, by Tibetan immigrants and exchanges in both
directions. Ardussi describes the close contact between Bhutan and Tibet in this
period as follows: "In fact the first thousand years of modern Bhutan's recorded
history are virtually a record of settlement and m issionizing from the north.
These processes ultimately imposed a very Tibetan character upon the elite culture of Bh~tan.."~'
In A Culrural Histoq) of Tibet, Snellgrove and Richardson write that from the
7th century onwards, the Tibetans "...transported to Tibetan soil the whole active Indian Buddhist culture, developing it energetically until it permeated every
sphere of Tibetan social life and became the psychological mainstay of every
individual Tibetan."48
From the period of the Yarlung empire (7th to 9th centuries) onwards the
Tibetans were also active in 'exporting' their religious culture to surrounding
areas. The 'Tibetan' culture, originally that of ij- sang, gradually spread to vast
parts of the Himalayas. This will be referred to in this thesis as the Tibetan cultural area, and included Bhutan, Sikkim, Ladakh, and parts of Himalayan Nepal,
Mongolia and China. It is also important to be aware that the area of Tibet itself
has changed through history (see map 5).
What is presently known about Bhutan's history between the 7th and the 17th
centuries is based almost exclusively on Tibetan sources.49One of the names
applied by the Tibetans to the region of Bhutan was Lho Mon Kha Zhi, meaning
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the southern land of four approaches, which illustrates how the Tibetans saw
Bhutan's four main valleys as links to the plains of India. Seen from the southern
side, the passes into Bhutan from the foothills of the Himalayas were called the
Duars by the Indians and the British, meaning doors or openings.
Parts of northern Bhutan and southern Tibet may in periods have been connected
to some extent,s0and the same is the case with the southern belt in relation to
various historical entities along the neighbouring Indian plains.
The Tibetan rulers launched several attacks against Bhutan in the 17th and 18th
centuries, however, in spite of these hostilities, the cultural contacts between the
two countries remained close until they were broken by the Chinese occupation
of Tibet.

Since then there have been few direct contacts between Bhutan and China.
After the introduction of the monarchy in 1907, Bhutan's focus increasingly
turned southwards. Since the Chinese occupation of Tibet in the 1950's, lndia
has been Bhutan's most important foreign contact. Almost all trade also passes
through India. lndia has thus had a large influence on Bhutan's first steps
towards modernisation.
But what about earlier Bhutanese relations with her southern neighbours? Such

Fig. 16 The vajra or dorji. the lnairl sy~iibol
of the tantric Buddhism. This 'diamond thunderbolt' symbolizes strength and is used In
rituals. (Bechert and (iotnhrich. 1991:261)

connections may have played an important role in Bhutan's early history, but
very limited research has been carried out in this context. One book. A C'ulrurol
History of Bhutan, written by an Indian, focuses on several cultural and historical
However.
links between the lndian sub-continent and the area of Bhutar~.~'
unfortunately this book is not scientifically v e y reliable. and the source material
is presumably in any case very limited.
Such links between lndia and Bhutan are refuted in the Tibetologist perspective
~
Ardussi, who seems to have explored more lndian sources than
of A r i ~ . 'while
Aris, writes that historically the relation to Tibet has "...been far more intense
and influential than the connection with India.""
A 15th century terma text claims to describe Bhutan in the 8th century. and
here it is written that the Man region in general consisted largely of lndian settlements, and the area is described as the then border between lndia and Tibet.
where the residents practised a mixture of Indian and Tibetan custonis."
Certainly. the main religious impetus for both Bhutan and Tibet came originally
from lndian Buddhism, and from a geographical point of view it appears illogical
that this intluence should have reached Bhutan only via Tibet. even if the Tibetan
connection was more important during the last ~nillennium.The questions as to
the more ancient roots and origins of the architecture. reaching back into India.
are only briefly explored in the context of this thesis.

Certainly, prevailing historical knowledge places Bhutan and 'Tibet within a
largely common cultural sphere, and this applies to the development of the
architecture of Bhutan within the historical frame addressed in this thesis.
1.1.2.8 T H E V A J R A Y A N A BUDDHISM OF BHCJTAN A N D T I B E T

Tibet was for centuries surrounded by societies with Buddhist culture, but it
is only from the 7th century onwards that Buddhism was formally introduced,
according to the traditional histories. At this stage Buddhism in India was
strongly influenced by tantric tradition^,^^ and this was the type of Buddhism
introduced in Tibet.
There are indications that early forms of tantric Buddhism developed along the
eastern belt of India, starting in Assam in the north and continuing south through
This was presumably the type of Buddhism practised in the old kingdom of Kamarupa bordering on the geographical area of Bhutan in the south and
east partly in today's A ~ s a m . ~It' is thus likely that tantric Buddhism may have
trickled into Bhutan from more sides than Tibet alone.
Tantrism was an esoteric approach to Mahayana Buddhism, and it also became
known as the Vajrayana - 'the diamond vehicle'; the path of the thunderbolt (the
vajra - fig. 16) with the strength of diamonds. The tantric practices were regarded
as especially potent. Its adherents required initiation, and the role of the teacher
acquired a special significance.
The concept of tantra is complex. It relates to spiritual continuity, comparable to
a thread, assuring the validity of spiritual transmission, ritual practice, and also
of social and physical organization. The essence of tantra is the interdependence
of ritual and reality - the world of spirit and the world of matter - content and
structure. Tantra thus implies unity of thought and action, where action is often
seen symbolically and dealt with in terms of ritual. Ritual ceremonies have
the power to transform the individual, but, as will be elucidated in this thesis,
the physical form and appearance of buildings are also believed to have innate
powers.58This again has its parallels in other cultural traditions of sacred
geometry and architecture.
Mainly two Buddhist schools are active in Bhutan today, bbth being branches
of the tantric Vajrayana traditions, the Tibetan form of Mahayana Buddhism.
The Drukpa Kargyud school which spread from western and central Bhutan, is
the state religion. In the central and eastern parts of the country there are many
followers of the Nyingma tradition, the so-called 'old school'. In the southern
belt along the Indian border, the communities consist to a large degree of Nepali
and Hindu culture, though some of the ethnic Nepalis belong to Buddhist groups.
Most monasteries belong to one of the Buddhist schools, but there are some that
belong to several orders, being multi-sectarian. Samye in Tibet is an example of
the latter.

1 . 1 2 9 'I'HE P H I - l 3 l I I ~ I ) H I S ' I LIE1.IEFS

The sources on pre-Buddhist beliefs are scarce, since later Buddhist historians
tended to interpret previous history in a Buddhist perspective. However, the preBuddhist beliefs are actively maintained in parts of Bhutan, and for centuries
such practices, with elements both of the Bdn religion, animism and shamanism,
have lived side by side with the Buddhist tradition^.^^
In The Bon Religion of Tibet, Per Kvaerne writes that Bdn has been explained in
three ways. First, as the pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet which was gradually suppressed by Buddhism in the 7th - 8th century. Second, as a religion that appeared
in Tibet in the loth and I I th century, which had many parallels to, but was a
kind of unorthodox Buddhism. Thirdly B6n has been connected to a vast and
amorphous body of popular beliefs such as divination, cults of local deities and
conceptions of the soul.* Kvserne writes that there are many thousands adherents
of the B6n religion in Tibet and in exile today, and the BOnpos maintain that
their religion is anterior to Buddhism in Tibet, and in fact identical with the preBuddhist B6n religion. This fact has tended to be either contradicted or ignored
by western scholars. Tibetan Buddhists, however, also regard BOn as a distinct
religi~n.~'
The Bonpos regard B6n as a universal religion, and call it 'Eternal
Bern', and they believe that in former times B6n was propagated in many parts
of the world, as is reflected in their cosmology.~One of their main symbols is
the left-turning swastika, whereas the Buddhist swastika-symbol has a clockwise
direction (see chapter 2.4.1).
In Tibet three main processes of evolution from one religious system to another
may have taken place. This was suggested by Erik Haarh in his doctoral thesis.
The Yarlung @ n a ~ r y According
.~~
to Haarh, Buddhism replaced Bun, and B6n
replaced earlier beliefs.
The pre-Buddhist Bon religion was based on the triple division of the cosmos
into heaven - earth - underworld. There were three corresponding classes of deities. The Lha was the principal power of the heavenly sphere; the divine Tsen
rulers of the earth, and the Lua and the dead ruled in the underworld. In this
three-tier structure, predominance was given to the upper tiers of the cosmos and
the gods of this realm. The B6n tradition was patriarchical, their mythology explaining how their forefathers had descended from the heavenly Lha gods. This
old term of 'Lha', is reflected in the word for temple - Ihakhang, meaning house
of the Lha.
The pre-Bbn religion on the other hand. was an earth-oriented, and possibly matriarchal tradition. This religious system described the creation of the earth with
an archetypical notion of world-creation, namely that all sentient beings originated from an egg.6' A metaphor in this context was the woman's body as the lifevessel, defined as the Great M ~ t h e rThere
. ~ was also the notion of dead beings

continuing their activities among the living. The ' R ~ l o n g ' ~is' feared especially
in eastern Bhutan, and certain measures are incorporated into the architecture in
order to keep Rolongs away from houses.b8
In general, as in many early belief systems, nature was regarded as wild and
unpredictable, and represented dangerous powers. The forces of nature were an
enemy, but also a potential ally, and had to be attended to and propitiated accordingly. I t was in this context that a personality with magical powers has been honoured for his leading role in the successful spread of Buddhism in the Himalayas.
This was the tantric master and exorcist Guru Rinpoche (Padmasambhava) who
visited Tibet and Bhutan in the 8th century. The factual historical role he played
during his lifetime may have been very limited, but his importance has taken on
mythical dimensions. By many in Bhutan he is regarded as the second Buddha.
The conversion to Buddhism is often described as a process of subjugation and
taming of the pre-Buddhist spirits who ruled the landscapes. Thanks largely to
Guru Rinpoche, these nature spirits and demons were converted into protectors
of Buddhism, and the landscapes of Tibet and Bhutan were turned into more
peaceful environments. The material world of buildings, chortens, mani walls
and prayer flags, combined with prayers and rituals, are the basic elements maintaining the sacredness of the landscape. It is important to understand that these
man-made, sacred structures are today still seen as essential for maintaining control over and harmony with, the land they stand on.

1.1.3 Definition of objectives and terms
1 . 1 . 3 . 1 D E F I N I T I O N S O F ' A R C ' H I T E C T U R I : ' A N D OF ' B H U ' f A N E S E '
ARCHITECI'IIKE

In order to determine how the term 'architecture' is to be applied in this thesis, it
is necessary to present in short some east-west perspectives on 'material culture';
of which buildings are amongst the largest items.
What 'material culture' represents for people within western civilizations
today, is vastly different from what it means and meant to the people of Bhutan
and Tibet. In the west, artefacts including buildings are in our age regarded as
earthbound and material. Their properties are largely limited to the physical
realm of substance and functions. On this basis we differentiate, for example.
between items of art and mere artefacts - and we make a similar distinction
between architecture and mere buildings, where aesthetics may raise buildings
Architecture is thus often described as being more
to the level of 'arcl~itecture'.~~
or less successful according to aesthetic norms. We also have traditions of sacred
architecture, however, and it is something close to this we need to have in mind
when approaching all Bhutanese architecture.

In the context of Bhutan, the architecture has strong 'invisible' elements reaching
far beyond both material properties and aesthetics. Bhutanese civilization is
deeply rooted in religious, mainly Buddhist traditions of thought. To bridge
the gap between the real world and a cosmic order, architecture in this culture
should reflect as close as possibly an ideal, universal order. Seen with the eyes
of those who created them, the buildings are charged with power. Cosmological
symbolism and rituals are incorporated into construction ceremonies and
buildings.
This resembles our own ancient architectural traditions, as noted by Bruce Allsop
who writes in The Stu& of Architectural his tor)^: "The practice of architecture
was extended from a holy rite and retained a ritual character. For this there is
documentary evidence in Vitruvius. It is this religious element which raises ancient Greek architecture above the level of a craft."'O In line with this, there is
hardly a building in Bhutan which reflects purely 'craft'. In fact the word 'craft'
itself has religious connotations in Bhutan too. In the Bhutanese context there
are nuances in the religious significance of the buildings; for example temples
are naturally enough regarded as more sacred than houses. What is important
to understand however, is that even with such nuances in mind. all these items
of 'matter' are part of the religious realm. One of the main objectives of this
research is to elucidate this focus in architecture, since it is only in this perspective that the architecture may be fully understood. All buildings have a religious
dimension and could thus be termed 'sacred architecture'.
The Vajrayana Buddhism of Bhutan is often called 'tantric Buddhism', and the
essence of 'tantra' implies the interdependence of ritual and reality. A useful
definition of the Bhutanese architecture may thus be 'tantric architecture', a
question which is discussed in chapter 2.6.
This thesis also discusses how religion aid political power are linked in Bhutan,
and how this is reflected in the architecture. This is however not done in a
normative perspective of judging the 'other' culture, as will be explained in
chapters 1.3 and 1.4.
As described above, Bhutanese civilization represents mainly Buddhist traditions
of thought which are layered onto the BBn religion as well as popular beliefs.
Along the Indian border the communities do not follow this general pattern.
qowever, the architectural traditions which may have originated in the western
and central parts of the country centuries ago. are today found all over Bhutan.
This is now being defined as 'the Bhutanese style', and is consciously applied as
a nieans of consolidating national identity." This thesis applies throughout the
equivalent tenn of 'the Bhutanese architecture'. which then implies the architectural traditions with mainly Buddhist roots.

1 . 1 . 3 . 2 O N ' T K A D I T I O N A L ' ARCHIl'EC7'I.IKE A N D T H E ' V E R N A C I I I , A R '
CONTEXT

In this thesis the term 'traditional architecture' is preferred to 'vernacular' or
'folk architecture'. One reason is that this is the term usually employed in Bhutan
itself. The term is for instance applied in the building rules,72and similarly,
a Public Works Department book is titled An Introduction to the Traditional
Architecture oj'Bhutun

The comprehensive publication Encyclopedia qf Vernacular Architecture of
the World (EVAW), edited by Paul Oliver, was published by the end of 1997.74
In his introduction Oliver defines vernacular architecture widely, stating that it
"...comprises the dwellings and all other buildings of the people. Related to their
environmental contexts and available resources, they are customarily owner- or
community-built, utilizing traditional technologies. All forms of vernacular
architecture are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the values,
economies and ways of living of the cultures that produce them."75He writes
that the most widely used alternative term is 'traditional architecture', but argues
for his choice of the term 'vernacular', that "...while most of the building forms
discussed in this Encyclopedia embody traditions, the phrase is also broadly
applicable to a variety of monumental and architect-designed constru~tions."~~
Oliver appears to be generally sceptical towards monumental buildings, and in
a part of the EVAW discussing the theme of 'Authority and Status', he writes
that such buildings "...are no more representative of the vernacular than the
institutions they
In order to understand this political tendency of the EVAW, one may recall
the conventional western approach to architectural history where the various
expressions of vernacular architecture are largely excluded and regarded as
insignificant buildings. Our architectural histories are thus mainly presentations
of monumental architecture, and a dichotomy was thus created between
vernacular and monumental architecture. The EWAV thus has its main focus on
what it terms 'the neglected heritage' of the popular dwelling architecture."
In the west, there has for a long time been a focus on 'high art', at the expense of
the culture of the 'common people'. There are strong links between the vernacular and the 'architecture of the elite', and however problematic politically this
may be, in some cases it is surely wrong to separate the two.
Studies of vernacular traditions emerged mainly in the 1960s and 70s partly
as a reaction towards the lack of human qualities in the western architecture.
Monumentalism in the 20th century has often been associated with expressions
of unpopular power, such as Albert Speer's Nazi architecture, Mussolini's Italy
and Stalin's classical ventures in the Soviet Union. Monumental architecture has
thus to some become synonymous with expressions of authoritarian power, not

suited for democratic societies. In a research on the architectural rhetoric typical
at that time,79Elisabeth Ibstrup writes that the monumental architecture assumed
negative connotations since it was associated with "...civic power and social
rigidity, to oppression and misev as in the past. The persuasive ideological
alienation did not invite closer attention or appreciation of the inherent
architectural q~alities."~"
A move towards the organic and the vernacular was visible in the exhibition
and famous book by Bernard Rudofsky Architecture wirhout Architects ( 1964)
followed by Amos Rappoport's classic House, Form and Culture ( 1 969). Paul
Oliver's publications combined a social perspective with ethnic and organic traditions, which is pursued in the huge undertaking of the EVAW which he supervi~ed.~'
On the background elucidated in short above, the political bias in the discourse
of the EVAW is thus understandable. However, this is also a weak point in this
publication, which otherwise presents very informative articles on a wide range
of issues. The problem with this tendency is that it is misleading, and hampers a
broad, in-depth understanding of the great variety in vernacular traditions worldwide.
This thesis includes a perspective on how power-structures are reflected in the
architecture; however, this topic is elucidated on a broad basis where the inherent
architectural qualities of all building types are studied. For instance the historical
dzongs in Bhutan, which are monumental buildings, are fully covered by the definition of 'vernacular architecture' given in EVAW as quoted above: they were
community built, utilizing hditional technologies, and they reflect the values of
the society that produced them.
EVAW's definition of vernacular architecture may thus serve as a definition for
the Bhutanese architecture in this thesis. However, I insist on applying the term
'traditional' rather than 'vernacular' for the same reason Oliver objects to it,
since it covers both dwellings as well as the monumental buildings.
This thesis thus contributes to a widened perspective of the professional discourse on traditional, vernacular architecture in general. since in Bhutan there
appears to be a homogeneous tradition, where the farmhouses of the people and
the dzongs are expressions of the same continuum. There are no fundamental differences between dwellings and monumental buildings. This thesis will contribute with research in support of this view.
1 . 1 . 3 . 3 O N T H E C O N T l N L l l T Y OF T R A D I T I O N I N THE PAST

The meaning of the term 'traditional architecture' is defined above, however, the
concepts of tradition and continuity require more in depth discussion. Tradition is
generally defined as that which is handed down. Tradition is a process of cultural

transmission, and may be linked to such aspects as custom, manner and habits.
Architecture is man-made, and all that is made by humans may be reproduced by
others. However, traditions as such are not static, but to what extent have changes taken place? Such issues were discussed in my first paper, "Bhutan. Living
starting with two fairly opposed comments.
culture and cultural preservati~n",~'
The historian Michael Aris wrote about the housing architecture of today in view
of the drawings made during an early British expedition: "Domestic architecture
certainly shows the strongest conservatism of all; the fine structures drawn and
painted by Davis in 1783 are identical to those described by a Portuguese Jesuit
in 1627 and still visible everywhere today. Indeed what we find in the humble
world of the village is but an expression of a force felt throughout the whole of
Bhutanese society; customs and tradition acted as restraints upon innovation and
enterprise and men sought everywhere to just@ and perpetuate the present in
terms of the pa~t."~'
Here Aris points at the forces within the Bhutanese society which resist
change. Their particular perception of time, history and cosmology is of great
importance in addressing these questions, and we must note that within the
Buddhist cosmological perspective, development and change is almost inevitably
connected with decline, since we are in a 'declining aeon'.84According to Aris,
these forces resulted in the architecture hardly changing at all. However, a fairly
opposed view on the process of change in Bhutanese architecture has been
expressed by the architect Marc Dujardin, who has written that: "Traditional
architecture in the context of Bhutan is actual and a very dynamic process.
Traditional concepts and designs have continually been altered and elaborated
over the past centuries. The strength of' Bhutanese architecture lies in the ability
to absorb the ever changing requirements of its dwellers, without disrupting the
continuity of a well developed building tradition, based on centuries old cultural
This point of view characterizing the changes in the architecture as 'a very
dynamic process' sounds good in western ears, since our perspective has been
shaped by the dynamics in our own cultural background. Here we have become
accustomed to believe that change is inevitable, and that development and
progress are linked, in an optilnistic future perspective. However, according
to Terje Tvedt at the Norwegian Centre for Development S t ~ d i e s , it~ 'appears
that "...for the majority of the world's population, which has experienced the
changelessness of history, it will be unnecessary to highlight the difficulties in
creating change^."^' For them change is not the rule of life, but the exception.
Thus, whilst social and econo~nicaldevelopment is recognized and interpreted
in the west as the natural process for all societies, many will emphasize on the
contrary that stability and repetition has been the general rule.

Instead of the above fairly opposed conclusions by Aris and Dujardin, a more
valid interpretation is probably likely to be inclusive, that is to recognise strong
elements of both points of view: On the one hand it is almost certainly true as
Dujardin says that continual change was present. On the other, there is truth in
Aris' point that forces are at work which resist change.
This discussion introduced in 1994 triggered the research carried out in this
thesis.88Since neither of the two quotations by Aris and Dujardin were based on
research on the Bhutanese architecture in a historical perspective, such analyses
appeared necessary before any conclusions in this respect could be considered as
valid. One focus for this historical study of the traditional architecture of Bhutan
is thus the rate of change, as well as to identify the changes themselves.
I 1 3 . 4 C O N T R I B U T I O N S T O 'I'HE A R C ' I i I T E C ' I ' I I R A I . t 1 I S T O R Y O F
BHUTAN

Within the continuum of a traditional society. people pay less attention to
'history' as such. The society was not static, but to what extent did changes
take place, and how did they evolve? In order to elucidate on the historical
developments of Bhutanese architecture, 1 chose to focus on the dzongs. The
reason for this was nor the monumental character of these buildings, but because,
due to their importance, they were nearly alone in having been documented in
historical records. It is thus possible to determine their dating, and also to some
extent a chronology of important changes like extensions and rebuildings can
also be traced.
Another important question in the context of architecture is to elucidate on the
visual expression. What were the main architectural changes that took place?
Here the dzongs also have the advantage of having been visually recorded
through recent history, with the first known drawings dating from 1773 and
1783. On the basis of case studies on the historical developments of selected
dzongs, the process of their architectural change is traced and identified.
In Bhutanese architecture the aspects of religion and power are inter linked, in
what is referred to as the 'glorious blend of religion and politics'. The thesis
focuses on the significant role of architecture in the society, and on how religion
as well as the power-structures in the society are and were reflected in the architecture.
In the general field of vernacular architecture, historical studies are scarce. In
EVAW it is written that "...research in vernacular architecture may have to wait
some time before it has a h i s t ~ r i a n . " ~
This is the first thesis to be undertaken in the field of historical research on
Bhutanese architecture, and the sources are limited.wThis research has collected
large amounts of historical information related to architecture which have never
been assembled and collated previously. However, more detailed studies and

archeological work needs to be undertaken before a more full history of the
Bhutanese architecture may be written. The objective of the present research
is thus to present a broad sketch of the historical process, linking the historical
narrative to architectural developments of the dzongs. The findings in this thesis
may then be followed up later with further research, where the architecture of the
dzongs are compared with architectural developments in general.
1 . 1 . 3 . 5 THE ' M E A N I N G ' I N 7.1-IE H t i U T A N E S E A R C H I T E C T U R E

'Meaning' and its opposite 'meaningless' are terms referring to values and imply
interpretations. Meaning as a concept needs to be related to time, space, and to
the specific observer. Meaning may be understood on diverse levels from 'high'
to 'low'; from scholarly to more popular interpretations. 'Ideal' descriptions
may be found in literary texts or among educated religious experts and may be
understood as the intentional meaning expressed in the architecture, usually
being religious in character.
In the Bhutanese context power and religion are linked, while in the western
context there appears to be a preference for keeping these aspects separate since
it may be felt that the power aspects in a way diminish the religious aspects.
However, such separations are not applicable in the Bhutanese reality.
Bhutan is a hierarchical society, and patterns of hierarchy are reflected in space.
Linda W.Donley-Reid has studied the influence of hierarchy in architecture
based on the theories of Bourdieu and Giddens,'' and she writes that: "Powerful
people determine the use, symbolic meaning, and form of domestic spaces. As
a result the spaces 'loaded with meaning' help to ensure that the powerful will
remain in power.
The people in power make the architectural space into mnemonic devices that
cue their superior position. These ranked spaces do not determine the use, but
they do aid the continuation of the pattern of power relations."" In the Bhutanese
context hierarchical patterns are present both in people's houses and the dzongs,
and they are religious-political in character. This thesis will explain the architectural hierarchy in Bhutan (called thobthang), within the framework of documenting a historical legacy, however, not in a normative perspective.
Meaning is connected to ideas, and in order to explore the meaning of the
Bhutanese architecture, their ways of thinking and beliefs have been elaborated
in chapter 2. This is illustrated by historical examples of both esoteric, hidden
meanings and more easily recognizable interpretations. Various practices related
to buildings and building processes are also explained. Through ritual practices
the religious ideas are visualized through what may be described as a 'performative meaning'.

1 1.3.6 C'ONC'I.USIONS

This thesis focuses on the sacred and also the religious-political context of the
Bhutanese architecture, on the basis of historical information on architecture
which has never been assembled and collated previously. A broad sketch
of the historical process is presented, linking the historical narrative to the
developments of the dzong type of buildings: i.e. the process of architectural
change in relation to typological developments and changes in the architectural
expressions.
This thesis also documents some of the traditional architectural knowledge.
The term 'Bhutanese architecture' refers to the architectural traditions with
mainly Buddhist roots, and the term 'traditional architecture' is defined as all
buildings built by the people utilizing traditional technologies.
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W.R.Lethaby in Architecture. Mysticism and M~jth.(189 1 ) 1974:1-2

* Borden and Dunster, 1995:1
Larsen and Sinding-Larsen, 2001 : 10
The standard spelling of this word is 'holistic', but in common with some other auihors I apply
this spelling througliout this work. By spelling 'wholistic' in this manner, it i s made clear the term
refers to a 'whole' and not a 'hole'. Wholism applies to efforts to understand a totality. as opposed to
'specialist' approaches.
This refers to a distinct term used in Bhutan. spelt: chos srid rung 'brel

he Building Rules state: "The building should look traditional Bhutanese style" RGOB. 1983
7

This is discussed in part 5. and were also in focus in my papers IBA (1994195) and (1997)

This is sometimes referred to as either the peaceful dragon. or the thunder dragon The elements of
peace and thunder are both present in the dragon o f Druk Yul - at the same time. These two loosely
correspond to the twin elemeiits of peaceful/w~athfulfound throughout the Buddhist pantheon and
symbolism.
Bhutan covers an area of 40.000 sq.km. or exactly: 4 007 671 ha. 72,50/'0 of the area i s covered by
forest, and high mountains cover 12.5%. The area utilized for agricultural purpses including grazing
land i s 11.7%. and habitation 0.196. Source: RGOB. Land Use Planning Project's Map of Land
Cover, 12.11.1994
'Oln Sikkim and Bhutan J.C.White comments on a previous larger population: "All the valleys I
have seen to the north orthe watershed - viz.. froni Eastern Bhutan to some distance west of SiLhini
- appear to have at some reniote period been much more densely populated than at present." White.
(1909)1992:209. Southern Tibe~may also have had a larger population historically. See Tucci. 1983:
191 and p.225
'l

Rose. 1977:2 1 1

l2.rIlis tonlied a part ol'the Simla Convention. which gave the British a strategic advantage as i t drew
the new border along the crest of the Himalayas. This so-called Mac Mahon line is one of several
border alignments in the Himalayas which has never bee11fully accepted by all parlies involved. See
Shakya. 1999:279
" In the

district of Ha there may have been a three tiered shifting systcni.

l'' I used to ask people about how such traditions were practised where they came from. l'he niany
answers gave me the impression that semi-sedentary practices have been widespread. A prevailing
derogative attitude towards habits which may be seen as 'nomadic'. may be behind the lack of public
focus on such matters.

IS ~hese
terms were introduced by Karan (1967), and I find them adequate to describe Bhutan's
geographical zones.

"This excludes grassland. See note 9 above for further information and the source.
" van

Driem. 1992

"Ibid. p.3. Dzongkha i s also closely related to the former national language o f Sikkim. Ibid, p.4
l9lbid.

p.3

"Ibid.

p. 18-22. See also Dorji, 2001 a & b

'' Ibid, p.20

'* Dorji. 2001a:4. See also Chapter 3.1
The Beyul (sbasylr/)tradition is primarily a spiritual one. referring to 'secret havens' or paradises,
but is also understood in a niore everyday sense. See also chapters 2.5.7 and 5.3.6.

'3

24 see Jigme Thinley's

paper in tltm (ed.). 1994:74 n.21

All Nepalese immigrants resident in Bhutan before 3 1.12.1958 were granted citizenship. according
to a resolutio~iapproved by the National Assenibly in 1958. See Jigme Thinley's contribution in Hun
(ed.). op. cit. p.58. 'Thus the rule today that Nepalese inimigrants must prove they lived in Bhutan
before 1959 in order to be allowed to stay.

27

See A.C.Sin1ia.s article in tiinral. Jul./Aug. 1992:36

28

See Nari Rustonlji's Sikkirrr. A Himakryan Tragedjv (1987). and B.S.l)as' The Sikkirn Sogo ( 1983).

29 Bhutan and

Nepal agreed bilaterally that the refugees were to be placed in the four ti>llowing
categories: 1. Bona fide Bhutanese forced to leave, 2. Bhutanese who emigrated. 3. Bhutanese who
committed criminal crimes. and 4. Non-Bhutanese.This was agreed by a Joint-Ministerial Committee
in October 1993. See Amnesty International's Bhutan report o f 01.09.2002
spelt: sgrig lam rnonr bzhug, meaning 'basic rules o f disciplined behaviour'.
" See

Kinley Dorji's contribution in Iiutt (ed.) op.cit.. p.86

''This was my own experience from the design works I carried out in Sanitse in this period. Mark
Dtjardin also describes such experiences. see 1994a:153-4
33

Ura. 1995:218-22. Also personal communications with Ashi Tashi Dorji in 'Tliimplit~.I5.12.1995.
Aslii Tashi, tlie sister of tlie Queen Mother. was in charge o f revising the taxation system in eastem
Bhutan in the 1950s on behalf of the 3rd king.
34

The term 'feudal' is a European concept. and it is put in inverted commas in order to make the

point that this t e n may not be directly applied to the description o f non-kuropean condit~onssuch
as those that prevailed in Bhutan - and Tibet. For a discussion o f this and other related tenns in
historiography, see Seyfort Ruegg ( 1991), and chapter 1.4 o f this thesis.

3b See Annexes

for a chronology o f Bhutmese history

"Spelt: zhabs dnmg. He and his laler reincarnations will throughout this thesis be referred to by the
title, Zhabdrung.
"Ardussi,

1977:217-218

j9His first recognized reincarnation was born in 1708, accord~ng
to Aris (1979:237). Wha took
place in this period i s rather complex, and both Ardussi and Aris focus at length on these matters.
Zhabdrung was first reincarnated in the three aspects o f body, speech and mind but the body lineage
terminated in the 18th century. The mind incarnaions carry the name of Zhabdrung, and his speech
incarnations were titled Chogley.

40 ~ e n z i n
Rabgye reigned as

the 4th Desi ( 1680-95), and is acknowledged as one o f the greatest personalities in Bhutan's history. AAer Zhabdrung himself. he was the only other ruler who effectively
exercised both spiritual and temporal authority.
Spelt: rgval rsab. This title was first applied to Tenzin Rabgye ( 1638-96): and was intended as
'spiritual regent'. When it became official that Zhabdrung had died, the term signified 'spiritual successor' to Zhabdrung, according to hrdussi, op.cit. p.369

4'

42 The
43

t e n Dharma Raja was also applied in the British reports, and means a religious king.

Spelt: sde srid. Called the Deb Raja in the British accounts, signiQing the administrative ruler.

Hasrat, 1980:l. Stein suggests the term may be "...related to h e word 'Man' used in literary
Chinese for all southern 'barbarians'." Stein, (1962)1972:34-5

44

45 Ardussi,
46

op.cit. p.54

Aris. op.cit. p.xxiii, and plates 1 - 4

Snellgrove and Richardson, 1968: 159. See a parallel description o f what Buddhism means for the
Bhutanese in chapter 1.4.2.

48

49 Aris.

op.cit. p.xxvii

50 Exa~nples
are the areas of Paro and Ha in Bhutan and Phari in Tibet. See Tucci, ( 194 1 )1989:50;
Ardussi. op.cit. p. 104. Burnthang and upper Kurtoe niay have had connections of various strength
with Lhodrak.

Chahavarti. Vo1.1.1980. and Vo1.2.1981
Aris. op.cit. p.56-8. See also the Introduction. p.xviii
" Ardussi.

op.cit. p.2

Ardussi writes that: .'This description is clearly meant to be taken seriously. though whether it
refers to conditions in the 15th century. or to the 8th as it pretends. cannot be said without further
evidence." Ibid. p.63
TS

Lopez writes that the origins o f tantric Buddhism in India remain nebulous, with some scholars
dating the carly texts with tendencies in this direction to the 4th centurq AD. Lopez 1997:10
--

57 Josepli Needhaln

points at the niany parallels between Chinese 'l'aoism and Indian 'Tantrism
Needham, 1962:428. See chapter 2.2.7.
"See chapter 2.0 which discusses in what sense il niay be appropriate to apply the term 'tantric architecture' to the architectural traditions o f Bhutan.
Dorji (2000). Pelgen (2000). and Francoise Pommaret's Ph.11. dissertation, LeS
Revenants de L 'AM-Del6dans le hlonde Tibelain, I'aris 1989
" See Chhoki (1994).

Kvzrne, 1995:9-10

O'

'

Ibid, p. 10

OZ

'Eternal Bbn' - g . y g drtrng bon. Ibid, p. 1 I

'"aarh,

1969. See especially the summary. pp.426-37. See also Volkmann (1995)

6JAccording to a Biin text. the habitat o f the L u (khr or rather klu mo) is the lakes. springs, wells
and the ocean. I n cosmology the origin ol'the world and its structure is attributed to water. Water In
general constitutes a female element, an agency o f creation, identical to the womb. Volkmann, op.cit
p.181
65 Haarh,

op.cit. p.427

Volhann, op.cit. p. 19 1. Matriarchal societies were known in the early history o f Tibet. Such
societies are also found in the western parts o f China. Ibid, p. 187. In Bhutan one also finds traces of
matriarchal traditions.

O6

67.

The Rolong may be defined as a corpse that is revived after death and possessed by a malevolent
spirit. See Kunzang Choden, Folktales ofBhutan. Bangkok 1994: 195
It is believed that tlie Rolong is not able to bend down, and I have been explained that tlie entrance
door Inay be made low in order to keep the Rolong out. When roofs in the east often tit more closely
to the walls than in western Bhutan, this has been explained to me as a measure to keep nialevolent
spirits out.
69 Potential parallels between art and architecture are an interesting topic. however deeper discussion
o f these relations has been beyond the scope o f the present work. It is thus not an objective of this
thesis to draw links between architecture and art traditions.

Allsopp, 1970: 17
Aspects o f this policy have been critically discussed in my paper Amundsen, 1994195, especially
p.90- I.See also note 6 above.

7'

72

See note 6 above

74

Oliver (ed.), 3 vols.. 1997

75

Ibid, p. xxiii

76 Ibid.

p. xxi

77

Ibid, p.659. In the same context he also writes tlial; "The buildi~igso f domination and authority
have been planned by architects.." One photo o f the historical Tongsa dzong in Bhutan illustrates the
chapter on 'Authority and Status'. and this was not planned by architects.
7 R ~ htern1
e 'neglected heritage' is applied in the introduction. p.xxi

'"

El~sabelh'I'oslrup's docloral thesis on Amhrtectuw and Rktorrc, elucidmes this perspective. (hlo
School o f Architecture, IW6
lbid, p.75
'I Paul Oliver's mairi publicat~onsare: Shelter; Sign and Sjmbol( 1975). Shelter and S o c r e ~
( 1976).
~
Lhscllmngs: the house across the world (1987, updated in 2003), and the Encyclopedja of Vernacular
Archrtectuw ( 1997).
82 Amundsen,

83 Aris,

op.cit. p.84-6

1982: 14

8 4 ~ hi s ian
~ elementary attitude which development planners and advisers to a country like H h m
might do well to consider.
85 Dujardin,

1990:iii

Dr. Terje Tvedt's research focuses on the historical development o f ditiercnt types of relaticmships
between Europe and the non-European world, presented in several publications.The one referred
to here is Bilder av "DE AAIDRE Oslo 1990. He i s known internationally for his television
documentary 'Man and Water'.

".

~vedt,1990:190-1. This quotation i s referring to Robert Heilbroner's Thefuturp q f h r s t o ~ ,(New
York, 1960). My translation.
My paper (Amundsen 1994195) also appears to have triggered some o f Dujardin's fwther research.
In the aftermath he carried out an evaluation o f changes which had taken place in Punakha dzong
within a period o f thirty years - from the19605 to the 1990s, with a few brief remarks on earlier developments. See Dujardin, 2000. See also my comments in this context in chapter 1.5.6

Methodological aspects in this context are discussed in Chapter 1.4.
idea o f a house as a 'structuring structure, in Outlrne o l a Theor),o j
Practice. Cambridge 1977:90. Anthony Giddens described it as 'a form o f structurafion' in Central
Problems in Social Theory: Action. Structure and Con~radictionin Social Anolysrs. London 1979:

91 Pierre Bourdieu developed the
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Donley-Reid. 1990: 1 I5

1.2 Need for and value of the research
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1.2.1 Value for Bhutan
"C'ulturc. is ussrrted us (111 anchor in o seu ofchunge. "

Karma Ural

Few scholars have provided historical information on the architectural
developments in the Himalayas, and the historical developments of the
Bhutanese architecture in particular have never been studied in the context of a
full doctoral thesis.
A total of sixteen historical dzongs have been recorded by the Bhutanese
themselves, and this registration is presented in a Unesco report of 1992,
Sajeguarding of the Cultlrral Heritage in Bhutan.* However, according to my research, the number of dzongs given in this report as well as some of the supporting information given, is misleading and incomplete. This thesis documents more
than sixteen historical dzongs. Some of these are in ruins, while others have undergone extensive changes during the centuries. The Unesco report thus reflects
the urgent need for more research. Two of the dzongs defined as 'historical' were
built in the 20th century,' while some early dzongs from before the era of the unifier of Bhutan, Zhabdrung in the 17th century, are' not included in this report.
However, this Unesco report is not the only example revealing the prevailing confusion and lack of in-depth knowledge on the architectural heritage of
Bhutan. Further examples will be presented in this thesis which include both
documentation on the historical developments of individual dzongs, as well as
deeper insight into the dzong typology and its developments.
In Bhutan the very first archeological excavations have just started, and the casestudies presented in this thesis may be useful in a future perspective assisting
such works. Many dzongs are also in urgent need of maintenance and more
extensive restoration, and the documentation of individual dzongs may provide
useful information in this process.
This research with its focus on the Bhutanese legacy of architecture, may also
benefit future development of the architecture, in Bhutan itself, rooted on better
knowledge and understanding of its own traditions. The tindings of this study are
thus to be 'returned' to Bhutan in various ways, in order to fulfil this objective.
This project aims at recording and rendering accessible the cultural heritage of
architecture, and is thus in line with the Bhutanese Government's own objective
of promoting and preserving their cultural identity.
1.2.2 Value for regional and global heritage

This thesis may be valuable both to the Tibetan ci~lti~ral
region of the Himalayas
and to humanity. The region defined included Tibet and also Bhutan, Sikkin

Ladakh, and parts of 14imalayan Nepal, Mongolia and China. In many of these
areas and of course principally in Tibet itself, the traditional culture has been
threatened and is partly destroyed today - much has been irretrievably lost.
Bhutan is now the only remaining representative of the 'Tibetan cultural area
within a sovereign nation. The documentation and understanding of this tradition
is thus partly only possible today in Bhutan, the last area where the traditions are
largely unbroken - in both the physical and cultural sense.
Bhutan's unbroken legacy of a sacred architecture would also be interesting in
a global context, since the presence of the sacred has largely been ignored in
established discourse on architectural theory and history.
When lecturing on Bhutanese architecture, I have several times been asked
why some of these buildings are not included on Unesco's World Heritage
List. Undoubtedly they qualify, but since this architecture is not sufficiently
known abroad, the Bhutanese architecture is not present in the 'international
canon' represented by this list. I am concerned about how the international
heritage conventions may be applied in the Bhutanese context of living cultural
tradition^,^ but the established canon of world heritage would without doubt
benefit from including examples of Bhutanese architecture.
1.2.3 International value
Internationalisation calls for insight and abilities to communicate with other
societies and cultures. This also applies to the field of architecture. where the
conventional scope of architectural studies will have to be broadened to include
an understanding of historical, cultural and anthropological issues, both in order
to approach projects in developing countries, as well as to establish relevant programs and competence at schools of architecture. Many of today's educational
programmes are trapped in the paradigm of modernist architecture, which excludes, amongst other issues, sufficient knowledge of historical roots. A widened
perspective will be necessary in the future, and this thesis may hopefully provide
one step along this path.

Another issue is that the Bhutanese architectural traditions are important and potentially enriching for humanity, because they convey an understanding of what
may be termed different realities, where non-material considerations play a more
important role in cultural life and expressions, than is the case given the very materialistic focus in large parts of the world today.
There is a growing awareness in Aid and Development circles that the cultural
dimensions of development have been neglected; that the choice of appropriate
and successful development strategies depends on better understanding of the
cultural aspects and foundations of the societies concerned.

1.2.1 Value for Bhutan

"Cullurc.is asserted us un anchor in a sea of chcmge. "
Karma Ura'

Few scholars have provided historical information on the architectural
developments in the Himalayas, and the historical developments of the
Bhutanese architecture in particular have never been studied in the context of a
full doctoral thesis.
A total of sixteen historical dzongs have been recorded by the Bhutanese
themselves, and this registration is presented in a Unesco report of 1992,
Safeguarding ofthe Cultural Heritage in B h ~ r a nHowever,
.~
according to my research, the number of dzongs given in this report as well as some of the supporting information given, is misleading and incomplete. This thesis documents more
than sixteen historical dzongs. Some of these are in ruins, while others have undergone extensive changes during the centuries. The Unesco report thus reflects
the urgent need for more research. Two of the dzongs defined as 'historical' were
built in the 20th century,' while some early dzongs from before the era of the unifier of Bhutan, Zhabdrung in the 17th century, are not included in this report.
However, this Unesco report is not the only example revealing the prevailing confusion and lack of in-depth knowledge on the architectural heritage of
Bhutan. Further examples will be presented in this thesis which include both
documentation on the historical developments of individual dzongs, as well as
deeper insight into the dzong typology and its developments.
In Bhutan the very first archeological excavations have just started, and the casestudies presented in this thesis may be useful in a future perspective assisting
such works. Many dzongs are also in urgent need of maintenance and more
extensive restoration, and the documentation of individual dzongs may provide
useful information in this process.
This research with its focus on the Bhutanese legacy of architecture, may also
benefit future development of the architecture, in Bhutan itself, rooted on better
knowledge and understanding of its own traditions. The tindings of this study are
thus to be 'returned' to Bhutan in various ways, in order to fulfil this objective.
This project aims at recording and rendering accessible the cultural heritage of
architecture, and is thus in line with the Bhutanese Government's own objective
of promoting and preserving their cultural identity.
1.2.2 Value for regional and global heritage

This thesis may be valuable both to the Tibetan cultural region of the Himalayas
and to humanity. The region defined included Tibet and also Bhutan, Sikkim,

Ladakh, and parts of Himalayan Nepal, Mongolia and China. In many of these
areas and of course principally in Tibet itself, the traditional culture has been
threatened and is partly destroyed today - much has been irretrievably lost.
Bhutan is now the only remaining representative of the Tibetan cultural area
within a sovereign nation. The documentation and understanding of this tradition
is thus partly only possible today in Bhutan, the last area where the traditions are
largely unbroken - in both the physical and cultural sense.
Bhutan's unbroken legacy of a sacred architecture would also be interesting in
a global context, since the presence of the sacred has largely been ignored in
established discourse on architectural theory and history.
When lecturing on Bhutanese architecture, I have several times been asked
why some of these buildings are not included on Unesco's World Heritage
List. Undoubtedly they qualify, but since this architecture is not suffjciently
known abroad, the Bhutanese architecture is not present in the 'international
canon' represented by this list. I am concerned about how the international
heritage conventions may be applied in the Bhutanese context of living cultural
tradition^,^ but the established canon of world heritage would without doubt
benefit from including examples of Bhutanese architecture.
1.2.3 International value
Internationalisation calls for insight and abilities to communicate with other
societies and cultures. This also applies to the field of architecture, where the
conventional scope of architectural studies will have to be broadened to include
an understanding of historical, cultural and anthropological issues. both in order
to approach projects in developing countries, as well as to establish relevant programs and competence at schools of architecture. Many of today's educational
programmes are trapped in the paradigm of modernist architecture, which excludes, amongst other issues, sufficient knowledge of historical roots. A widened
perspective will be necessary in the future, and this thesis may hopefully provide
one step along this path.

Another issue is that the Bhutanese architectural traditions are important and potentially enriching for humanity, because they convey an understanding of what
may be termed different realities, where non-material considerations play a more
important role in cultural life and expressions. than is the case given the very materialistic focus in large parts of the world today.
There is a growing awareness in Aid and Development circles that the cultural
dimensions of development have been neglected; that the choice of appropriate
and successhl development strategies depends on better understanding of the
cultural aspects and foundations of the societies concerned.

By investigating the nature of recent developments, this thesis also highlights
issues of appropriate responses to modernisation in architecture in such societies.
In an era of globalisation, local cultures are increasingly being replaced by a

weste~nizedmonoculture; while in Bhutan the architecture is still a result of basic
constituents and ancient traditions. The impact of religion on the architecture is
given particular attention, in order to understand more fully the meaning of the
Bhutanese architecture. This thesis thus focuses on the fundamental relations
between architecture and culture, and the important role of architecture in the
society. These are questions of great importance in architectural theory.
1.2.4 The general field of research on traditional architecture

The previous chapter elaborated on how monumentality has become a controverThe vernacular perspecsial concept in the general field of vernacular re~earch.~
tive of the EVAW has its main focus on popular dwelling architecture, while this
thesis also includes the monumental dzong buildings of Bhutan as an integrated
part of the very same architectural tradition as dwellings. This thesis may thus
throw new light on the developments of the architectural patterns historically,
and lead to a broadened framework for, and understanding of the great varieties
of traditional architecture. Historical research has so far been scarce, and this thesis may contribute with broadened insight and perspectives in this field.
This thesis is concerned with the conimon frameworks and cultural basis which
influence both the monumental and the mundane, within one culture. In general,
this study of Bhutanese architecture has as one of its main dimensions, a study of
the sacred or numinous in architecture. The case of Bhutan is quite unique in providing the opportunity to study this dimension in a context where the traditional
beliefs and practices are still so much alive.
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Karma Ura in tlic article "l'radition and Development'.. 1997:247

'This report was written by C'orncille Jest for llnesco and UNI1P.s Cultural tleritage Prograninit. for
Bhutan on the basis of information obtained from the Special Commission for Cultural An'airs ( ~ i o ~ .
called the National Conimission) in Thimphu. See Jest. 1992: IOa

'This refers to the dzongs in t la and Mongar
Illis is discussed in both Aniundsen (1994/95) and Aniundsen (1997) I'or a cl.itica1 perspectivt: on
tlie prevailing charters. see chapter 5.2.
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-fhe present status of tlie professional discourse on vernacular architecture is elucidated in chapters

1.1.3.2and 1.1.3.4.

1.3 Approach, context and process

DETAII.ED T A B L E OF CONTENTS
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T H E PROCESS O F W R I T I N G T H I S T H E S I S

INTERPRETATIONS

1.3.1 'Truth' and the role of the researcher

"Our own degree of understanding
natlrrallj~determines the degree oJ'truth
uf whaf we are writing. "
Lopon Pemala'

This chapter describes the transition I experienced from being a reflective, practising architect to becoming a researcher. My position as a researcher in relation
to the investigated phenomena is also elaborated, as is my experience both of living, and of working as an architect in Bhutan.
Being a Westerner, it is impossible to escape completely what Edward Said in
his classic Orientalism defined as the western conception of the Orient, being
"...an idea that has a history and a tradition of thought, imagery and vocabulary
that have given it reality and presence in and for the West."' He states that
'Orientalism' is a western way of "...dominating, restructuring, and having
authority over the Orient."'
For Michel Foucault it is imperative to be aware that the intellectual is not a
carrier of 'universal values'. Rather, he explains "...it's the person occupying a
specific position - but whose specificity is linked, ... to the general functioning
of an apparatus of t r ~ t h . "He
~ lists three specificities as: the class position, the
conditions of life and work, and the politics of truth in our societies. Accordingly,
he writes that: "It is necessary to think of the political problems of intellectuals
not in terms of 'science' and 'ideology', but in terms of 'truth' and 'power'. In
Foucault's perspective, questions on what is true are always dependent on where,
when and for who. Or as summed up by the historian Erling Sandmo: "Truths
have their own ~tories."~
This is much in line with what the pheno~nenologicalhermeneutics maintain.
Especially Hans-Georg Gadamer's Truth and Method renewed hermeneutical
method from the approach of the positivists whose aim was studying objects
without preconceptions and to avoid prejudice^.^ For Gadamer by contrast,
preconceptions or prejudices are what make understanding possible in the first
place. According to William Outhwaite understanding is "...not a matter of
forgetting our own horizon of meanings and putting ourselves within that of
the alien text or the alien society; it means merging or fusing our own horizons
with theirs."' Understanding is accordingly the result of an existential 'meeting'
between the researcher and the reality to be researched. This implies that as a
researcher it is essential to clarify one's own position and thus, accordingly,
on what basis the 'truth' of one's thesis is derived. This implies an openness
and also the possibility that there may be other 'truths' to be told about the
researched phenomena.

Interestingly, the above issue of 'where, when and who' in Foucault's discussion
of truth, has a close parallel in Mahayana Buddhist philosophy. The concept
of' 'three separatenesses' refers to the inevitable gaps in understanding or
comlnunication which arise due to time, place and person."
This chapter lhus sets out, partly in 'thick description'," my approach to this
research and the working process of this thesis. It also elaborates on my professional experience from being educated as an architect within the paradigm of
modernism, to professional experience in two such differenl settings as Norway
and Bhutan, before being trained as a researcher. The intention is not self-centredness, but to reveal the premises for understanding.
This thesis has its fundament in architectural history, and it links the architecture
to the religious context of Bhutan. I am not an expert on religion, but
experienced personally through a decade the strong impact of religion in this
society. Questions of religion - both theoretical tenets, and practical issues related
to architecture and daily life - also had to be researched and discussed, both with
monks and with lay people, throughout the work in this thesis.
This perspective is not only relevant but essential for an understanding of what
architecture means for the Bhutanese, and it will hopefully be understood and
forgiven that one may at times be necessarily less than fully precise regarding
details of other academic disciplines.

1.3.2 Life and work in Bhutan: 1987-98

The broad scope required for a wholistic understanding of architecture implies
stretching knowledge to its limits. There is a lot one does not know. One is
studying a particular landscape; one understands that the whole of the landscape
is interrelated, but there will always be many parts of which one only has sketchy
knowledge.
Much of this work was carried out when my family and I lived in Thimphu.
Well-stocked libraries were far away, and the internet was unavailable. In those
years 1 spoke to many people, and read all 1 could find on topics related to this
thesis, but the books consulted were at times quite random. When I visited large
documentation centres outside Bhutan," it was a revelation to find one after another of the original sources. If this research had been carried out in the western
part of the world, it could have been done more systematically and quicker; but
it would have lost the genuine insight developed through the ten years of living
within the reality it claims to investigate.
My family moved to Bhutan in 1987, where we lived in the capital, Thimphu,
and my husband and I worked there as architects for more than a decade. The
Bhutanese culture is very different from the Norwegian which shaped me, and
the move was filled with challenges. Both Noway and Bhutan have state re-
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ligions, but in Norway the society may be described as quite secularised. The
religion is Protestant Christianity, and the cultural and political system is permeated by what may be termed social democracy. The realities of life in Norway
are thus very far from Bhutan. There, the political system may be described as an
oligarchic hierarchy, the state religion is the Drukpa Kargyud order of Mahayana
Buddhism, and religion and power infuse all aspects of peoples' lives.
Bhutan is however, not an undisturbed Shangri-la as some outsiders like to see
it. The society struggles with its own problems, but when things were difficult
to comprehend, I always realized there was far more 'underneath', worth
knowing. Events and decisions could not be fully understood before their whole
cultural and social context was understood. Explanations, similarly, could not
be understood - and could very easily be misunderstood - until one had a wide
background knowledge of the context. The words cannot be grasped until we can
also 'read between the lines'. We dug steadily through layers of such invisible
knowledge, and we learned a lot both about architecture as well as the complex
cultural matrix.
Gadamer writes that "...only the beautihl things that speak meaningfully to us
evoke our total interest."" This describes how I experienced the architecture of
Bhutan. To start with, it caught my interest due to its harmony, and when studying its cultural and historical context it became more and more meaningful. It
evoked a total interest. Today I may say 1 identify with the Bhutanese and their
culture, and regard myself as having one foot in each of the two cultures. This
Norway-Bhutan axis implies a fruitful challenge. It gives wider perspectives
on architecture and its relation to culture and religion within different 'worldviews'; east and west, and there are parallels between Norway and Bhutan when
it comes to respect for traditions. The fact that the Norwegian building traditions
are well documented opens for some comparative perspectives.'*
Conditions of life in the capital Thimphu are quite different from the realities in remote parts of Bhutan. In Thimphu we lived the lives of the privileged.
However, I got to visit most of the country, either through work or privately
organized journeys. A kind of 'mental breakthrough' in relation to knowing the
realities of life in Bhutan took place in May-June 1992. Then I spent a month
walking from one remote school to the next in eastern Bhutan.I3We were a team
of three with myself as the only foreigner,I4 and we stayed overnight in villagers'
houses, and shared their food. When you walk, the pace is so slow that one has
time to absorb the world around in a profound way. If this had been seen from a
car. or just as photos from the countryside, the beautiful landscape settings would
have looked picturesque and the people exotic - and no more than that. But I was
close enough to sense their struggle for survival. 1 encountered some of the realities of life in Bhutan, even though experiences of this kind have obvious limitations.

During these ten years we also had the opportunity for a very wide range of
contacts: from villagers to nobility, personal and professional, technical and
spiritual. This also provided a greater breadth of context and, it is surely fair to
claim, understanding, than would often be the case with short-term journeys of
research or professional study.
1.3.3 Research in Bhutan and the general problem of ethnocentricity

Bhutan is a country where access for foreigners is still very restricted, and even
more so as regards access to traditional and cultural material. These ten years
gave a unique possibility for studying the architectural traditions, but our great
interest in this context was not without problems. On one side were challenges in
comprehending the cultural matrix. On the other hand the Bhutanese always have
a certain scepticism towards foreigners exploring their culture. Such scepticism
may have ancient roots, but it is made worse by the fact that some western researchers at times misinterpret their findings. Some were also suspected of being
after personal gain and academic careers.
Cross-cultural studies face several challenges such as ethnocentricity. Outright
ethnocentricity may quite easily be detected, but ethnocentric attitudes may also
be wrapped in a veil of superficial 'tolerance'. The result of this may be that differences in the 'other culture' are tolerated, but 'the others' are still regarded as
strangers who are not really taken seriously.
We became well acquainted with various categories of foreigners who were
in Bhutan as aid workers and development experts. They often related to the
Bhutanese as 'the other' in different ways. The few missionaries did what they
could in terms of merging with people in order to gain confidence and convey
their clear message: the Christian faith as the one and only truth. The experts,
for their part, took the attitude of instructing the Bhutanese on what to do and
how to do it. They were the carriers of supreme knowledge, and not often open
to a two-way learning process. Such attitudes are displayed not only in Bhutan,
lack of insight and
but by experts in developing countries around the world.'"y
sensitivity to the local cultures, what has become mainly an aid business is increasingly discredited.
After having lived in Bhutan for so long, my ways of thinking have changed.
I shall not claim immunity from eventual ethnocentric attitudes; upbringing
and education leave deep traces. However, I shall not venture into the western
approach ofjudging 'the other' culture by applying a normative focus. My approach to this research may be described by the following simple image: Whilst
I am trying to cross a bridge, the Orientalist (or Tibetologist) is often observing
from the western river-bank.Ib

1.3.4 Gender aspects
Knowledge and power are closely connected, and in Bhutan the main carriers of
supreme knowledge used to be the men of religion - the lamas. Bhutanese society
is in many ways patriarchical, but the position of women is incomparably better
than in most other neighbouring countries such as India, Nepal or Bangladesh.
To be a female professional was never a problem in Bhutan. and women in
general are highly respected. To elucidate on these aspects of Bhutanese society
is beyond the scope of the present work.
However, research on the dzongs touches on several gender related issues. The
dzongs were and are a male environment. Large monasteries were accommodated within the dzong walls, and the male, administrative staff also used to live
here. Women's access to the dzongs have always been limited to the day-time
only.
The architecture of the dzongs expresses religion and power as well as war. The
fortress-typology developed during times of instability, when men served as soldiers. They were protected by wrathful deities, whose ferocious images are kept
in special temples inside the dzongs, together with armoury. These temples called
the g6nkhangs are, with a few exceptions, closed to women. I always respected
these rules, but in Tibet they are no longer followed. When I visited the famous
ancient temple of Sa~nye,I unexpectedly found myself inside the gonkhang. It
was like a chamber of horrors to ward ott'evil. A secluded room where the men
were infused by strength to fight. I knew I was not supposed to be there and left,
but it was important for this research to have seen it.
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A young man we knew made friends with the monks in Punakha dzong. He told
me about using the communal latrines inside the dzong. 1 had once glanced into
one of these large rooms. The openings in the floor and the smell left no doubt
about what kind of room this was, but my friend could render the atmosphere,
the sounds and the conversations. This kind of banal detail is also important in
understanding the reality of a place. Places of power and high spirituality like the
dzongs, also have their everyday, often crude functionality.
Foreigners need a special permit to enter the dzongs. The dzongs are protected
territory, and the most holy rooms are supposed to be open only for the initiated. This rule was enforced with increasing strength through the years we lived
in Bhutan. Sometimes I went inside the dzongs for work. Sometimes we were
invited guests at special occasions. When we applied we were usually granted
permits, and I thus got to visit most dzongs.
1.3.5 O w n background and working process

This research has its basis in my experience as a practising architect through
twenty years. The first ten years in Norway, and the latter in Bhutan. Through
the first period in Norway I was what Donald Sch6n terms 'a reflective practitioner'." However, there was still quite a vast step from this role to that of a
researcher. The Oslo School of Architecture started to educate researchers in
1992. 1 was granted a doctoral scholarship, and attended their doctoral training
programme. In the article "Introduction to the research education programme",
Halina Dunin Woyseth and I wrote that: "While reflecting on physical objects,
architects play the role of reflective practitioners which is a part of the metier.
When architects turn to the role of architectural researchers, they study the reflection itself; conceptualised models of physical objects and the practice."'We
elaborated on how one of the problems involved in this transition is that conventional education gives few opportunities for insight into theoretical research. For
architects to become researchers almost requires being 're-educated'. Whilst the
competence of the profession has traditionally been directed towards practical
skills related to design and construction, the doctoral students "...are now being,
trained to develop their ability to think anew. to combine the known in new ways
and dare to face criticism for the re~ult."'~
The crucial challenge for 'the research
education concept' is "...to make it adequate for architecture both as a discipline
and a profession - these two naturally being inter linked as well."'o That these
two are linked may appear obvious, but there is always a potential gap between
academic discipline and professional practice.
For the same reason, the professional and even personal context of'the researcher
are important, which is why they are described at some length in the present
chapter.
Before my architectural education. I was trained in carpentry at the Trade School
of Oslo. In the context of Bhutan this proved to be very valuable. It was fortunate

to have this base in a practical training which was ruled by the carpenter's
guild, since in Bhutan the carpenters have been and still are the architects in
the traditional construction processes. While in Bhutan most carpenters are just
practitioners, some develop advanced skills and become master carpenters.
Through the research education, I received the methodological tools for research,
and extended it through writing papers and attending conferences - thus standing
criticism. The study emerged to combine the various inputs accumulated during
earlier practice, to more conventional research like the 'visual archaeology'
1 carried out in archives in London searching for historical photographs and
drawings.
In the early phases of this research work, I focused mainly on contemporary issues related to my experiences as a practising architect in B h ~ t a n .However,
~'
already the first paper "Bhutan: Living Culture and Cultural Preservation" conceptualized the frame for historical studies. Little had been done in this context, and
l realized the importance of the historical legacy in Bhutan. In order to be able to
come up with solid contemporary solutions, the past had to be explored first.
I must admit that while we were living in Bhutan the Ph.D.project appeared quite
far-fetched. There, life just went on. Why write about it? But I saw all those
signs - still small, but growing seeds of change. The continuum of the past is
trembling today. Documentation is essential in order to keep the knowledge of
the Bhutanese legacy.
Returning to Norway involved a renewed encounter with the Norwegian culture
with its deep roots in traditions, and on the other hand, by leaving Bhutan at a
distance I was able to see that culture more clearly.
1.3.6 The first working experience in Bhutan.
This present study started with my work for Unesco as the Project Coordinator
and Architect for the National Institute of Education (NIE) in Samtse, a teacher's
training college.?' Before leaving we went to England for a course where Dr.
Michael Aris had been hired to give us an exclusive two days of briefing.23
In Bhutan I was based in the School Planning and Building Cell (SPBC) at the
Department of Education in Thimphu, and travelled frequently to S a m t ~ e . ~ ~
Samtse is situated in south-westem Bhutan only approximately two kilometres
from the lndian border, at the very feet of the Himalayas. The buildings were
mainly on a large scale, and the designs had to cope with a tropical climate, some
of the most extensive rainfall on earth. in an area prone to earthquakes. Termites
and other insects were a threat to the traditional timber structures, and the
Bhutanese architecture had to be radically adapted to withstand these challenges.

In 1983 Bhutan had introduced the Building Rules which state that: "The buildn to be approved. This rule
ing should look traditional Bhutanese ~ t y l e " ~ 9order
went against what 1 had been taught as a student and practised as an architect in
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Norway. With my background and modernist education at the Oslo School of
Ar~hitecture,'~
copying traditional forms was taboo.
I was from the very start fascinated by Bhutanese architecture, but from there
to design the same architecture myself was a vast step. My husband and I thus
started to study the architectural traditions. We consulted Bhutanese scholars,
studied old buildings, and slowly realized what a significant position the
architecture possesses in the cultural life of the Bhutanese. l~nportantin this
process was especially one Bhutanese colleague in SPBC, Namgay Retty, who
provided guidance with his detailed knowledge. I hope one day he will publish
some of his wide knowledge in this field." It is the Bhutanese themselves who
will be able to provide the most intrinsic documentation on their heritage.
The experience of working as an architect in Bhutan for a decade, and the present
research have fundamentally changed my attitude to questions of architectural
form. If l had not met with the Bhutanese culture as a designer, I might have
remained stuck in the modernist rejection of historical roots. Today I think we
are due for a change of the modernist paradigm in architecture.'"
1.3.7 On Tibet
Bhutanese architecture did not evolve in a cultural vacuum; Tibet is included as
a vital comparative reference contributing wider perspectives to this research.'"
The strong ties between neighbouring Bhutan and Tibet developed through
centuries of complex, and at times hostile relations - but "...mostly love," as the
Bhutanese Foreign Minister said re~ently.~"
When I travelled to Tibet in 1996, 1 received many impressions on these relations. Holy places in Tibet used to be populal- destinations for pilgrimages, but
after the Chinese takeover, few Bhutanese have been there. My own journey
became like a combined pilgrimage and research trip thanks to my Bhutanese
friends. They saw me off with white scarfs and offerings to be presented in the
temples of Jokhang and Samye, and I was asked to bring back relics. Empty
film-boxes were accordingly filled with sacred soil from the places visited. On

return I was told I could even make relics of my shoes since I had walked on
such holy sites.
By 1996 we had lived in Bhutan for nine years. I had read a lot about Tibet, and
heard stories like that of Dungtsho Pema who had walked to Lhasa to study traditional medicine. To walk had taken him eight days. I had this feeling of Tibet
being near by. Still in terms of geography and ecology Tibet is as different from
Bhutan, as Bhutan is different from Bangladesh. Once 1 went on a special reconnaissance flight with Druk Air, the Royal Bhutan Airlines. This tlight provided
impressive views of the high, dry plains of Tibet visible through the Himalayan
mountain passes, down to the lush, green valleys of Bhutan, and further down to
the flood-ridden plains of Bangladesh and India.
The most striking difference between Bhutan and Tibet, however, is how the
Tibetans are not in control of their own country. It is indeed sad to encounter how
their culture is cunningly undermined. Some temples are restored and rebuilt, but
the religious culture is opposed in a range of insidious ways. Nothing is sacred
any more. In Bhutan photography is restricted, but in Tibet one can now just pay
and click. Some of the monks who guard holy objects now make an income by
charging for previously forbidden photos.
At the Academy of Social Sciences in Lhasa where I was a guest researcher, l
received all possible support." The stay was filled with an extensive program,
but with a duration of five weeks - not years. My field knowledge on Tibet is
thus far less than that of Bhutan, but Tibet has still been a very important source
for comparative perspective^.)^
1.3.8 The other neighbouring countries
Bhutan's location between India and China has influenced developments in
various ways. The quite recent tensions between these super-powers have had
strong impacts. Since the Chinese occupation of Tibet in the 1950s, and the
1960's border war between lndia and China. Bhutan is like a buffer zone for
India. lndia has a strong niilitary presence, and the Bhutanese play a challenging
diplomatic game to keep their independence. One meets a lot of Indians in
Bhutan, but some of them relate to the Bhutanese in ways resembling superior,
colonial attitudes imprinted by the British in relation to the Indians themselves.
When we lived in Bhutan, lndia was mainly a place of transit, and our attempts
to visit Sikkim did not work out.33
Initially a part of my intention for this research was to get as wide-ranging perspectives as possible on architectural patterns in areas influenced by Tibetan
culture. However, this met with several logistic problems,34and such studies will
have to await future research. 1 was on a study trip in Nepal when working for
Unesco, but both the north-west and north-east of lndia could well be explored
with this perspective in mind.

When I travelled to and from Lhasa via Kunming and Chengdu, the altitude of
the Chinese was restrained. Knowing my destination created uneasiness, since
Tibet appears to have become China's Achilles' heel.
I had visited China once before my 1996 journey to Tibet. In 1977 1 had travelled
via the Trans-Siberian railway from Moscow via Ulaan Baator to Beijing and
spent three weeks travelling in China.'That time I encountered a China filled
with pride and generous hospitality, and the meeting with the Chinese culture left
deep impressions, and triggered an interest in Asian cultures in general.
1.3.9 Languages, interviews and interpretations

When it comes to languages, the situation in Tibet and Bhutan is very different. Whilst only a few in Tibet have any viable knowledge of English, everyone
with public education in Bhutan knows some English. English became the main
language of teaching in the government schools, when it took over from Hindi.Io
Still many, especially elderly people do not know English. That English was
chosen as the main means of teaching, stems from the fact that in Bhutan several
languages are spoken in addition to dialect variations. Only about a quarter of
the population has the national language, Dzongkha, as their mother tongue. In
the Thimphu area they speak Dzongkha, and I picked up a little of the language
as a natural process, but at work everyone spoke English. In the early 1990s, the
government enhanced the policy that spoken Dzongkha was encouraged in the
government offices, but by then my assignment as Unesco Expert was over.
For this research it would have been an advantage knowing Dzongkha. However,
it helped a lot having my husband as an interpreter. He is a good linguist, and his
language abilities developed into making translations from Dzongkha and ChokC
into English." Throughout the work on this thesis he has been my main support
in relation to language issues.
I also found support in other ways. When for instance I wanted to know what
was written about early dzongs in Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's biography, I requested
to
Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi who is a long time friend and research ~olleague,'~
read and translate for me. This was done in the form of a recorded interview,'"
which was transcribed and is included in the annexes of this thesis.jO
Khenpo has been one of the main informants for this thesis on various matters.
and I often made notes from our interesting conversations, which are referred to
in notes as personal communications.
The other main informant for this research, Dasho Shingkhar Lam, speaks only
little English, and three interviews with him were carried out via interpreter^.^'
However, we knew each other well, and I was no stranger just appearing for
the interviews. Dasho had been our landlord the first years in Thimphu, and my
husband and 1 are highly respected for our architectural works in Bhutan." TO
some extent Dasho and 1 are colleagues with a common interest in documenting

Bhutan's architectural traditions, and the interviews were thus conducted in an
atmosphere of mutual confidence and respect.
1.3.10 The process o f writing the thesis

The Danish anthropologist Kirsten Hastrup has written on how to analyse culture
in anthropology, and in this context she explains how the anthropologist writes
about other cultures and other peoples' lives, and in a way invents the reality of
others. She illustrates this process by writing that "...the lives are theirs, but the
words are ours."4' According to anthropological rapprochement, it appears as if
I could write on the Bhutanese culture with the words of the Norwegian culture.
After ten years in Bhutan my words had to be adjusted to a renewed perspective,
and it has been a long process to reach this stage where the words of this thesis finally appear 'right'. However, it is important to note that even if 'my words' have
changed after having lived in Bhutan for so long, I am very much aware of the
truth in the following words of Hastrup: "We may never 'represent' other cultures
with what we rite."^ The words of this thesis are thus not 'theirs', but 'mine'.
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Padma Tshewang in The Treasure Revealer of Bhutan in a parc discussing "I-Iistory and Truth",
Padma Tshewang et al, 1995:37

* Said, (1978) 1995:s
Ibid, p.3. Said writes here that he has found it useful to apply Michel Foucault's notions o f a discourse in this context.
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Foucaulc 1980: 132. in the interview "Truth and Power".
Sandmo. 1999b:392 (my translation)
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William Outhwaite in Skinner (ed.), 1985:25

' ~ i r n e(historical continuum). place (one's own cultural and contextual frame~orli).and person
(individual views and predispositions). Spelt: lkog ' p r gsum.
9

In The In~erpwtationsofCulrums. Clifford Geertz writes "...that ethnography is thick description.
Doing ethnography i s like trying to read (in the sense o f 'construct a reading o f ) a manuscript foreign, faded. full of ellipses. incoherencies, suspicious emendations. and tendentious commentaries.
but written not in conventionalized graphs o f sound but in transient exaniples o f shaped behaviour."
Geertz. 1973:9-10
...

10

I visited the library of the School of Oriental and African Studies in 1.ondon. the library of
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299 of CNRS in Paris. the Nepal Research Centre ia Kathrnandu. and the libraq a1 the Nordic
Institute of Asian Studies (NIAS) in Copenhagen where I was a contact scholar in 1W.
" Gadamer.

(1975)1989:49. This quote i s here taken out of its context.

See chapters 4 and 5
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l 3All the eastern Dzor~gkhags
were visited; I-huentse. Mongar, Pemagatshel, Sanidrup Jongkhar and
'Tashigang which also included Tashiyangtse at that time. I was a consultant for the Department of
Education and UNCDF with the task to evaluate existing buildings at remote schools and to suggest
improvements.
l'' I was accompanied by the Zonal Educational Otficer, Mr. Thinley Wangdi, and an Engineer from
the School Planning and Building Cell of the Department o f Education. Mr.I).S.Gurung.

I s There i s a vast literature on these topics. and the criticism i s well expressed in the title of one such
book. naniely Graham Hancock's Lords of Povery, (London, 1989).
l61 have borrowed and adapted this expression from Sigmund Kvaloy S~tereng'scontribution in
P.Tshewanget al. 1995:148 11.20

l7

Title o f his book - Schon, 1983

l8Aniundsen and

20 Ibid.

Dunin-Woyseth. 1995:8

p.8

" Amundsen (1994195). Amundsen and Butters (95) and Amundsen (97) reflect many thoughts along
this line.
22TheNIE was a multi-lateral. funds in trust project. aiming to enhance the education of Bhutanese
teachers for all levels oitheir educational system. The funds were provided by the Norwegian
Government. and the Arab Gulf Funds in Trust (AGFUND). The name o f the village where the
college is situated used to be spelt Sarnchi.
Late Michael Aris was the renowned English scholar on Bhutanese history whose works are referred to throughout this thesis. This took place at Farnliani Castle in September 1987.
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I was heading the NIE project team. prepared designs for the new buildings, and implemented their
construction behveen 1987 and 1991. By 1991 all the designs were completed, and an engineer carried out the two final years of construction. I attended the final inauguration in 1993.
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Royal Government of Bhutan, Building Rules. Thimphu 1983.

260sloSchool of Architecture emerged from initially having formed a part o f a school of arts and
crafts. and its education is rooted in the Bauhaus tradition.
27

Nan~gayReny was the main source for the recent booklet on 7iadir1onul Archi/rc/ure Guidelines
(TAG), which was released by the Department of Urban Development and Iiousing while we were 111
Thimphu, July 2001
28 Such

issues were discussed in Aniundsen. 1997:33-5

20

Through the network for university cooperation Tibet - Norway I was granted a research visa as a
visiting research scholar at The Academy of Social Sciences in L.hasa in 1996.
3%yo~ipoJigme Thinley said this in a lecture at the llniversity of Oslo. 25.04.2001
31

I had In particular wanted to vrs11Lhodrak to study the tower structures. but regulations kept
me away from the border areas towards Bhutan. I was permitted to go to Kongpo as well as to the
Yarlung valley, Saniye, Ciyantse and Shigalse. All the way I was acconipanied by Tibetan guides and
translators from the Academy of Social Scicnces.

"l'his was the topic for my paper:"Bhu~anand Tibet: On tradition and modernity in wnflia end harmony." Amundsen. 1997
j3 We tried several times to obtain visas for Sikkim via the Indian Embassy in Thimphu. but were
turned down. When we learnt that such permits wuld be bought in Siliguri in WW Bengal, it was too
late.

While in China Ialso wanted to travel to western Yunnan, but Ionly got to visit the Institute of
Minority Studies and the Museum in Kunming. Sec also note 3 1.

j4

1 was a student of architecture in 1977, and this formed a part of a semester focusing on archittctural history.
All subjects except the Dzongkha classes are taught in English.
3 7 ~ h Butters
r i ~ (also architect) had close working relations with Khenpo Phunkhok I k h i and L.opon
Pemala (Padma l'shewang) at the National Library of Bhutan. Together they wrote and published a
book on one of Bhutan's great saints, the treasure-revealer Pemal~ngpa,which will be referred to in
chapter 1.4. See also note I above.
For further information see his profile in Annexes.
3 9 ~ h itook
s place in Thimphu 24.01.1998. In Oslo Kalsang Yeshey has assisted wilh several translations, for instance did we go through some of the ritual texts mentioned by Khenpo in our 2nd interview.
40Thisnamthar has later been translated, see Dargye and Serensen. The Biograply oJPha 'Brug-

sgom Zhig-po called the Current of C:ompassion, Thimphu 200 1.
4 1 Transcriptions are

provided in Vol.2, Annexes

42TheNIE in Samtse was very well received and often referred to. This was also the case with the
hospital my husband, Chris Butters designed and built in Punakha and our common project for the
Royal Institute of Health Sciences & IECH- office which was built in Thimphu.
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Hastrup, 1989:18. My translation from Danish.

"Ibid. p.20. My translation from Danish

1.4 Issues of theory and methodology
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1.4.1 Introduction
"Duzed b)?science's limpid brightness and the clarify of' its tenets,
we have grown accustomed to sneer at beliefs fhat escupe scientific
proof und, deluded by our one-track mind, we have jorgolten our owl1
superstitions. Our haughtiness has blinded us to thefact that science
is the most arrogant of szrperstitions. Our modern extrovert habits have
czrf us oSffvom everything that takes place within us, in a world
connecting our unconscious present with man's hoary past, harbouring
a turmoil of fears and hopes,forebodings and premonitions, on which
only our dreams shed sometimes an ambiguous twilight. Fear of the
unknown lefs our intellect drive back thaf uncomfortable mystery. '"

Giuseppe Tucci'

This chapter discusses how epistemologies mirror civilizations and religions,
and describes a Bhutanese and Buddhist perspective on 'truth' and its impacts
on a wholistic understanding of the architecture. Theoretical questions related to
historical research, and niethods applied in this thesis are also discussed.
One of the objectives of this thesis is to highlight the impact of religion in
Bhutanese architecture. In Bhutan, religion is fully integrated in the people's
concepts of space, time and material culture. That people strongly believe in
something may be conceived of as 'disturbing' in a scientific context, as elucidated by the renowned Tibetologist, Giuseppe Tucci. in the introductory quote
above. Tucci carried out his research based on extensive travels in Tibet before
the Chinese takeover, and he possessed a profound knowledge of the language
and culture. He thus knew the depth and impact of religion in this area, which
may have caused this reaction to the positivist views on science among his contemporaries.'
Several shifts of paradigms have taken place during the last fifty years, and what
might have been controversial in the 1940s and 50s may today be presented
within what for some may be radical, but now more widely accepted epistemologies of science.' Perspectives which were disturbing then, may be the ones contributing with new understanding today.
If we approach a foreign culture with our own epistemology and methods, we
may both miss the most interesting parts, and worse, actually misinterpret our
findings. On the other hand, if we only approach it 'from within' the perspective
of a foreign culture, how can this view be made relevant in the context of a
western doctoral thesis?

1.4.2 Epistemologies, civilizations and religion
1.4.2.1 A BHUTANESE EPISTEMOLOGY?

This Ph.D. dissertation is being submitted for evaluation in Norway, and as such
it is to be related to an interdisciplinary context of the epistemologies of science.
At first this appears to present a situation fused with contradictions. Choosing an
epistemology seems in part like choosing a civilization, since epistemologies are
rooted in cultural traits. Common definition explains epistemology as the theory
of knowledge, especially with regard to its methods and validation.
,~
In his globally oriented research the Norwegian scientist Johan G a l t ~ n ghas
dealt with such questions. In an essay on "Methodology, Epistemology and
Cosm~logy"~
he discusses the old Occident/Orient divide in the light of religious
and scientific traditions. Here he writes that: "Since a civilization looks 'normal'
to those who are part of it the knowledge produced will be evaluated relative to
the epistemology of that civilization, but the epistemology will not be evaluated.
If h addition the civilization has universal and centralist inclinaIt simply
tions like western civilization in its expansionist mode, then the epistemology not
only is, but it is the only one; it is the universal epistemology. The others are objects to be studied, not the basis on which these studies are undertaken. 'Native
theory' is what others have, not we."7
Galtung's essay inspired the following discussion, since the inter subjective
world of common understanding and 'truth' among the Bhutanese is basically
different from that of western civilizations, and as described in the previous
chapter, it has been paramount in this research to be aware of the dangers of ethnocentric attitudes.
Would it be possible to unravel a Bhutanese epistemology - what an ethnocentric
minded person might call a 'native theory'? Theory may be conceived as what
enables us to see, and subsequently to analyse and interpret, and would thus form
the basis for an understanding of the Bhutanese architecture as a cultural phenomenon.
A Bhutanese theory of knowledge would be based on Buddhist philosophy, but
this requires some further elaboration. Historically, Buddhism spread in Bhutan,
not only as a religious doctrine, but as a way of life. Sonam Chhoki writes in a
paper on religion in Bhutan that: "For the Ttibs. the inhabitants of the area, the
term cho implies not only dharma or 'Religious Law' but also 'learning' and
'culture'. It is closely linked to their notion of luso, usto torn'."^ On this background she describes Buddhism as a vibrant and all-encompassing cultural phenomenon. Her research is based on studies in the area of Ttibesa situated between
Thimphu and Wangdiphodrang in western Bhutan, but what she describes is very
widely applicable in B h ~ t a n . ~

In Buddhist lhought, there are two concepts of special importance for an understanding of Bhutanese architecture. The first of these is 'impermanen~e'.'~
Impermanence implies that reality is a process of constant change - nothing at all
is fixed. The universe is constantly being created, it is always 'becoming'. The
universe is thus dynamic, not static. A Buddhist perspective is always intrinsically wholistic and process-oriented.
The processes are synchronic, not in the sense that they do not unfold in time,
but in the sense that what takes place at any time in one part of reality, is connected with what is taking place in other parts.
For building and architecture, this may have a range of implications. For example, that architectural conservation may not be seen as important, since decay is
normal and one can just as well build a new structure to embody the same meaning; or that visible decay and the passage of time is more easily accepted in the
built environment. 'Impermanence' also places far more focus on the processes
than on the finished product.
The second Buddhist concept which is particularly central to an understanding
of the architecture is that of shunyata or 'voidness'.'' This is also linked with the
concept of 'dependent origination', since within the realm of Buddhism, nothing
has its 'own nature' or independent existence.
David Snellgrove in his lndo-Tibetan Buddhism elaborates on dependent
origination by writing that "...the elements of which the process supposedly
exists are themselves mutually dependent, and whatever is dependent upon
something for its existence cannot be truly existent."" One may ask accordingly
how important objects or buildings actually are? Neither the 'aim,' nor the
'reality', is ever only the material (economic1 technical1 functional), but the
spiritual. In one sense, therefore, this means that the intention behind an act
(such as construction) is as important as the physical result. The ideal temple is
constructed in the mind during meditation.
'Voidness' underlines the point that physicallmaterial reality cannot be separated
from spiritual reality; that no 'thing' has, ultimately, any intrinsic existence of
its own. It follows that phenomena such as architecture are not to be seen as
'separate categories'. This again underlines the need for a wholistic approach to
the subject.
A Buddhist saying goes: "However well you do something, without good mind,

the whole will fall apart anyway." At the same time, objects and buildings are
very important as practical devices or means to spiritual ends.
However, the presence of the sacred is only prevalent for those termed by Mircea
Eliade as 'religious man', who knows and "...has at comnland an entirely different experience from that of the profane man."I3 These insights are inaccessible to
non-religious man, "...because he no longer lives in a cosmos in the proper sense

of the word and is no longer aware that having a body and taking up residence
in a house are equivalent to assuming an existential situation in the co~mos."'~
Descriptions of the religious context of the architecture, may according to Eliade,
be a 'mute' message to some, however, this perspective is a must for an understanding of what architecture means in the everyday life of the Bhutanese.
C.G. Jung's writings on comparative perspectives in Ps~~chology
and Religion:
West and East, describe the limited western 'either-or' view which is rooted in
the fact that the west loves clarity and unambiguity - instead of what he calls
the magnificently affirmative 'both-and' of eastern thought.15The 'archetypical
western epistemology' is based on an atomistic and deductive approach, which
results in dualistic ways of thinking. This is reflected in for instance a subject-object separation. The paradoxical reality of the Bhutanese can not be explained by
theories aiming at being unambiguous and 'contradiction-free'. Yet this typically
western, 'either-or' view of reality is mirrored in many writings on the east by
western scholars, of which some examples will be given in this thesis.
1 . 4 . 2 . 2R E L I G I O N A N D P O W E R . MIND AN11 M A T T E R

It cannot be emphasised too often that reality for the Bhutanese is inclusive.
This is not only a matter of perceptions, but extends to practical issues as for
instance in their system of government based on the so-called 'glorious blend of
religion and politics'. This is called the ChOesi system, and has been named the
'dual system' by western historians. The translation is very misleading since it
focuses more on the duality than on the wholeness, and is in fact a very typical
cultural-linguistic 'trap' of the kind discussed herei6The Chtksi system will thus
throughout be described with the term 'religious-political', and the architecture
of the dzongs is a telling example of the meaning of this term.
For the Bhutanese, this religious-political system is not like a coalition
government of two different parties, but an expression of a single realitv with
two aspects. This distinction is important, and very much so in a discussion of
architecture.
We might say: religion and secular politics combined; and we might distinguish
the functional and the symbolic levels in the architecture. For the Bhutanese,
these separations do not exist. Several sources apply for instance the term
'secular' architecture to housing or dwellings." which displays a limited
understanding of the role of architecture in its cultural context. Within Bhutanese
reality, almost nothing is ever only secular.
In the west, we may say that everything 'has a sacred dimension'. but again,
our language has trapped us. It is difficult for us in the west now to conceive of
religious and secular actions as one.I8Western religion is based on concepts of
transcendence, as opposed to the pervasive immanence of the East.
The main point in this context is aiming at understanding the wholeness of

architecture. We see architecture as having 'sacred' and 'profane' aspects, but
the Buddhist will only see architecture. This is of course a simplitication, since a
Buddhist is as capable as anyone else of seeing categories; but the Buddhist point
of view sees categories and sees wholes - and no contradiction between these.
In a dualistic way of thinking, a fundamental gap is created between mind and
nlattel; and viewed in this perspective 'material culture' is labelled as matter and
not really regarded as interesting (unless we talk about art or antiques of high
market value),'' or we may talk of 'cultural value' which is still not the same as
the power laden numinosity of architecture in the Bhutanese sense.
In the Buddhist perspective, there is a hierarchy: the sculptures of the Buddha
are regarded as more holy than the temple building, and the temple is more holy
than a house. What is significant to understand however, is that even with such
nuances in mind, all these items of 'matter' are part of the religious realm. It is
only in this perspective that the meaning of the Bhutanese architecture may be
fully understood.
I 4 2 3 BUUDIiISM AND ' S C I E N C E '

In a scientific context, the validation of knowledge is of utmost importance.
How does this take place in a culture like the Bhutanese? During our first years
in Bhutan, Michael Aris published the book Hidden Treasures and Secret Lives
(1989), which presents the view that Bhutan's great saint and miracle-worker
Pemalingpa (1450-1 52 1) was a fraud. Pemalingpa was a so-called Terton who
revealed hidden treasures within the legacy of the Terma tradition.20
This tradition is little known in the West, and Aris' study opened up this topic
related to miracles in Buddhism to a wider readership. However, being primarily
an historian, his approach is coloured by several shortcomings in addressing
philosophical issues in the Buddhist tradition. His 'negative' view triggered
a Bhutanese reponse,?' and to give the indigenous view, tlie highly respected
monk and scholar Padma Tshewang wrote Peling lo Gyus which was published
in English together with a wide range of commentary texts as The Treasure
Reveulcr oj'5hutan: Pemalingpa, the Terma Tradition and its Critics (1995).
This book includes interesting contributions by Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi and
Chris Butters on the significance of western science in relation to the Buddhist
concepts of 'truth' and 'proof, on which the following discussion is based.
In Buddhism there is a long and scholarly tradition of philosophy and logic wit11
methods and criteria for establishing one's position. Generally there are three
types of reasoning, which all have to be e~nployedand the conclusions mutually
supportive. The three are:
"Firstly, reasoning based on cogent evidence, that is on empirical observation
and dialectical logic; secondly. reason based on renown; and thirdly, reason
based on conviction or faith.""

The first is parallel to the western scientific world view with processes of
analysis based in the mental-rational sphere. The second and third types of
reasoning are particularly important in questions of religion. Butters elucidates
these types as follows: "Reasoning by renown is the 'proof which is formed
by the mutually supportive judgements of skilled people. It presupposes that
we accept conclusions and judgements made by others than over~elves."~'
Quoting Stcherbatsky's Buddhist Logic, that right knowledge is knowledge not
contradicted by experience, he adds that the Buddhist definition of empirical
truth "...embraces the rather obvious notion that those with most experience
know best."24On the third type, reasoning by faith, he writes that this "...is the
experimental fulcrum in most religions, and few people would argue with its
status or function."25
Ultimately, all three types of reasoning form the basis for 'truth'. But what is
'truth' in Buddhism? Buddhism has the two concepts of 'relative' and 'absolute'
truth; "Absolute Truth is immutable and indescribable; it is Shuyata, the
Emptiness of all conceptions and mental constructs whatsoever. It can only be
grasped or apprehended by the whole person, body, heart and mind. Relative
Truth on the other hand is mundane everyday experience, and is dependent on
time, on place and person."2b
Butters writes that "...in Buddhism, 'Reality' and 'Truth' are to a greater extent
than in most religions, internalised. To one who believes only in objective reality,
belief in miracles (which requires faith) is contradictory to empirical truth;
whereas in the Buddhist view, there is no contradiction since there is ultimately,
no such dividing line between physical and spiritual, between subjective and
objective truths."*'
The discussion above shows that the gap between the traditions of Buddhist
cultures and western science is not as vast today as it used to be. One may
say that science in many ways has moved towards Buddhist philo~ophy.~~
Most notably towards seeing reality as a process of continuous change, where
science may provide only smaller 'truths'. but possibly with greater depths.
One may draw parallels, if simplified, between Buddhist thought and the
phenomenological philosophers as well as with other directions of thought
applied in this thesis.

1.4.3 Historical research
1.4.3.1 HISTORICAI. RESEARCH A N D ' M E N T A L I T Y '

Amongst researchers of history there have been thorough discussions on an
approach to history described as 'history as mentality', being a part of the
history of ideas. The Norwegian historian Erling Sandmo devotes a full chapter
, ~ ~ is introduced by the words
of his Ph.D, dissertation to this d i ~ c u s s i o nwhich

of Simon Scha~nawho describes how the historians are left forever chasing
shadows, painfully aware of their inability ever to reconstruct a dead world in
its completene~s.'~
When historical artefacts are found, it is up to the researchers
to 'create' the context these artefacts belonged to. History is thus constructed
and represented by the historians, while the past for most people is like a foreign
country.'' The past signifies something very different from today's reality, and
it is in this context that 'mentality' is used to define why it is so hard to grasp
the past. The people of the past had similarities between them, be it 'high or
low',3' but their mentality was dit'ferent from ours. This image of 'the other' has
parallels to the ethnocentric perspectives western researchers sometimes apply
to the rest of the world.33As expressed by Sandmo, our time is taken as the
measuring stick for all other times, and all differences from 'ourselves' are taken
as a commonality shared by 'all the others'.34
In the context of Bhutan, l shall argue that this problem is at least to some extent
not as pressing as it appears in Sandmo's descriptions of historical research. In
Bhutan one may say that 'history is alive'. Traditions, ways of life and thinking
which we normally associate with the past, are still the everyday reality in
today's Bhutan - often in cohabitation with facets of the modem world. Bhutan
presents itself in a way as a kind of 'time capsule' of living history.
Here it is still possible to view the past in the present. This is not a problem for
the Bhutanese, because they are still 'inside' a continuum of historical legacy,
legacy being a binding characteristic of the society. It is more our own problem,
as we attempt to place theoretical definitions and borders around pieces of an
object which we have called 'history'.
An example of this problem will be illustrated in my discussioli of the dzongs.
Most of the dzong buildings studied in this research, are approximately 350 years
old. They played a significant role in society when they were created, as they do
today. Much has changed in the processes taking place in this period, changes
which are researched as a part of this thesis, but the dzongs still function as the
fulcrum of both religious and political power.
To focus on mentality or ideas as reflected in the discussions of the impact of
Buddhist philosophy on ways of thinking, is a means to understand the culture
on its own ternis. The aini is thus the opposite of the criticism of 'history as
mentality' as described above.
1 . 4 . 3 . 2 IiISTORY AND 'TtIRIJTtI'

'Truth' in the discipline of history has been vividly debated among Norwegian
historians recently, Erling Sandmo being one of the main discussants. One
example highlighted in this debate from different angles will be presented below
since it is relevant for this research.JS

The discussants agree that in 14th century France the farmers performed magic
rituals calling for rain in order to avoid droughts, but there is divergence when it
comes to according a reason to these rituals. One historian, Roben Muchembled,
stated that the farmers lacked knowledge about natural science and climatic
processes, which would have enabled them to pose the right questions and solve
agricultural problems more effectively. Another, Stuart Clark refuted this view
by stating that those farmers did not feel themselves confronted by technical or
scientific problems when their corn wilted, but by problems of a magical dimension. Sandmo supports Clarke's explanation, and comments that the explanation
of the farmers' magical actions, must be that they felt themselves to be confionted by problems of a supernatural order.I6
I am not familiar with the farmers of 14th century France, but my immediate
thought when reading this is that the farmers of 20th century Bhutan regard
themselves to be a part of a similar cosmic whole. In their reality, drought is
caused by cosmic disturbances which it waslis up to themselves to influence both by rituals and merit. In the tantric realm of Bhutan they would pursue both
rituals and related actions in order to influence the karmic reality they are a pan
of. The Bhutanese can comfortably accept that both logical gxJ supernatural
forces are at work. They do not see any problematic contradiction in the coexistence of these realities - and thus, their actions will also often be on two levels
too. The Bhutanese have for example been highly skilled in irrigation technology
for several centuries; so they would both carry out physical measures to avoid
droughts, as well as the tantric rituals. People also behave in the same way in relation to architecture and building processes, as will be elaborated later.

When I read this debate among historians, I assumed architects would have responded in much the same way as the following discussant, Tor Egil Fsrland.
Fmland comments on the example of the French farmers above that today we
possess "...more truth, we know better."j7 And he states that: "We know that
nature has no more soul than a ship's engine, and that appealing to supernatural
powers does not stop droughts. Our description is therefore true, and theirs is untrue. ... Science has improved our understanding of the world, and thus given us
a truer picture than that which 14th century farmers had."38
Such a line of argument avoids seeing that science is another type of faith. and
implies the arrogance described by Tucci in the introductory quotation. In the
sense that 'science' means knowledge. the behaviour of the 14th century French
farn~erswas perfectly scientific, relative to their knowledge of the world. They
knew that the problems were supernatural, and in case the magic did not work,
there was always the self-fulfilling answer that the magic was not good enough.
or that there were other unsolved magical problem^.^'
In Bhutan interesting new developments appear to be taking place. Here as

always the approach is an inclusive 'both - and'. The Bhutanese appear to be
able to live with what for a westerner would be contlicting world views. Their
'reality' may include both scientific, religious as well as magical elements.40
1 . 4 . 3 . 3 IllSTOKY A N D P O W E R

'History' often comprises the great tales told by those in power in support of
their legacy, and those in power suppress unfavourable versions. Processes of
altering or adjusting history also took place in Bhutan and Tibet. Tucci writes
how the Gelugpas attempted to suppress the historic literature they did not like,
when they rose to power in Tibet.ll Ardussi presents the sources for his historical
research with several examples of Tibetan racialism and cultural chauvinism, and
on the other hand how Bhutanese sources are at times what he calls 'revisionist'
when dealing with historical records.42Today there are examples of Chineseinitiated research in Tibet which appears to have a political aim of providing
historical links between China and Tibet in order to "...testify that Tibet is an
integral part of China at all times.."j3
In these cultures where historical lineage has been, and still is essential, such
'revisionist' alterations of history are important. History evolved in the past, but
it may be utilized in the present.
Ardussi writes that the Buddhist historical sources are "...fundamentally reliThe main focus for the local writers has been to record
gious in ~rientation.."~~
events of religious importance. The primary goal of for instance the genre of the
bibliographies is to inspire faith, not to record mundane facts. They thus provide
historical information on merit-making, but not much on the society at large.
This attitude pervades all Himalayan historiography. However, Ardussi states
that "...the texts do provide a more or less connected and accurate account of the
progression of events and personalities at the centres of power and administration.""' The historical narrative may thus be traced in the local sources, but when
it comes to the socio-economic realities little is documented.
1 4 3 . 4 B R I T I S I i R E P O R I ' S A N D P O W E R S'rRIJtitiL13S

The British sent several missions to Bhutan from India, the first ones taking
place towards the end of the 18th century." One of the aims of these missions
was to record the living conditions of the people, the structure of government and
so on, and extensive reports were prepared from these journeys. But how objective are these records?
Aris describes Samuel Davis' attitude in 1783 as "...inspired by the realization that here (in Bhutan) was a society almost as good as his own, enjoying a
high state of civilization and surpassing natural beauty, inhabited by people to
whom he could truly relate.""' This attitude was drastically altered by the time
of Captain Pemberton's mission in 1838. Pemberton himself considered the

Bhutanese primitive and despicable, whilst Dr.Cirifiith, Pemlwrton's surgeon,
wrote in his report that the Bhutanese "...are tolerated by not the equals of - the
gigantic British power."48
In Bhutan and the British, Peter Collister discusses the changing attitudes
displayed in these records. He writes that "...the eighteenth century visitors
wrote as agents of an expanding trading company, scholarly accounts of
privileged visits, which aroused enormous interest in the west, where the age of
enlightenment comprehended a thirst for knowledge about far away places. Early
twentieth century officials represented a great imperial power with benevolent
but on the whole, empty-handed intentions towards a country from which there
was nothing to fear."49

-

However, in between, in the 19th century the situation was different. This was a
period of extensive British expansion, where they shrewdly utilized the internal
problems they knew were disintegrating Bhutan at the time. Ashley Eden's mission in 1863-4 was not welcomed by the Bhutanese. and it was followed up with
an expansion of the British area of influence along the foothills of the Himalayas
through warfare. The fertile belt along Bhutan's southern borders, the Duars. was
seized by British lndia in 1865 (see chapter 4. l).
About the British of the 19th century Collister writes that they were "...influenced in their personal reactions to Bhutan by the evangelistic and moralising
spirit of the times. They represented a nation whose interests clashed with those
of the Bhutanese; and official criticisms of Bhutanese actions were reinforced
by personal moral judgements on a society so different from their own."m Here
the expansion of the British empire appears to be disguised as a moral struggle
against the 'evil' elements found in Bhutan. The missions certainly played their
part in the on-going British aim of domination in the Himalayas. When searching
in the archives at the Oriental and lndia Office of British Library, I came across
Captain Meade's Secret Report, which was prepared during Bailey's mission in
1922." This report shows the British also were spies collecting rnilitaty information. Such information was not included in the official records, but why has this
information not been revealed by the British historians? I doubt 1 was the first to
find this report.
The reasons behind the British missions to Bhutan appear to have been manyfaceted, and the travellers' accounts were strongly coloured by the prevailing
relations between the two countries at the time they were written.
1 . 4 . 3 . 5 ARCHITECYTIIRE, T H E D Z O N G S A N D P O W E R

Today there are trends in architecture such as deconstructivism, representing
a rebellion against classical order which is seen as being repressive and thus
'negative'. Such views on how power is expressed in buildings. however, depend
on the eyes that see.

A simplistic perspective on the aspect of power in relation to the dzongs is displayed by the architect Mark Dujardin in an article in JBS. Here he writes that
the Bhutanese dzongs at first glance share similarities with western, medieval
fortresses, which "...usually on the one hand act as a vivid reminder of a distant
heroic past; on the other they are evocative of an obscure and oppressive episode
of our history. In Bhutan, however; ... neither the term nor fhe,form-expression
are loaded with negative connotation^."^' (my emphasis). In Dujardin's rhetoric
the fortresses of our western culture are ascribed to an episode of repression
(which most historians would say are far from obscure, and lasted for several
centuries), while in the other culture of 'exotic' Bhutan, the dzongs are described
romantically as purely 'positive'. This tells us nothing about the dzongs, it only
tells us something about the eyes that are observing. The description illustrates
how architectural tourists might perceive the Bhutanese dzongs today - superficially, detached from their historical significance as the architectural embodiment
of power for several centuries until'today.
Dujardin also applies a tenn from the architect Aldo Rossi to characterize the
Bhutanese dzongs, calling them 'propelling monument^'.^^ By doing this he
applies the theories of a rationalist590the religious realm of Bhutan, and wraps
the dzongs into an alienating term rather than unveiling their significan~e.~~
A quotation from an article by Tashi Wangchuck in an earlier edition of JBS dis-

plays how some Bhutanese linked the dzong buildings directly to how the entire
state apparatus was supported by the taxes of the peasants: "We had to pay taxes
from the Utse (gold roof) of the dzong all the way down to the tari stable^)."^^
This sentiment describes how the construction and maintenance of the dzong
buildings implied the contribution of labour tax, and the taxes paid in kind were
stored in the dzongs. The taxes were a heavy burden on the population through
centuries until the thorough changes which took place in the latter half of the
twentieth century. This was also the case (and maybe even more so) in Tibet, and
at the Gyantse Dzong Museum the suppression in the 'old society' is displayed
in various ways through texts and models showing people bringing their taxes in
kind to the dzong (see chapter 5.2 fig. 12).
In other words, however much one may well admire the dzongs, there is no
doubt that they are associated with power, in both positive and negative ways.
The dzongs express an impressive monumentality, they appropriate space and
time and assert control.
This power perspective should preferably have been discussed further in the context of this thesis, but such information as the sentiment quoted above are scarce
in the available sources, due to the character of the prevailing historical records.
This does not alter my basic understanding of the dzongs as buildings whicll are
fraught with the implications of power.

1.4.4 Methods applied
1 4 4 . 1 TIBETAN STlJDlES A N D 1 , A N G l J A C i E ISStJES

This thesis is a contribution to Bh~tanology,~'
and it touches on 'Tibetology in
many respects. The empirical data for the research is mainly historical, visual
sources of buildings and field observations of the same buildings, and interviews
carried out in Bhutan.
In classical Tibetological research, Tibetan sources are regarded as primary,
while foreign language sources are secondary. As explained in chapter 1.3,
the present language situation in Bhutan differs from the Tibetan. Today
many Bhutanese publish in English. This is also the case with Government
publications, while the old texts as well as some recent studies are written in
ChiSkC and Dzongkha. Although knowing English brings one a long way into the
topics of this research, I acknowledge that it would have been an advantage to
also master ChClke and Dzongkha. In order to open the doors to sources in ChOkC
and Dzongkha, l have thus relied on the assistance of interpreters in various
One example is the recorded interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi about the
namthar of Phajo Drugom Zhigpo which he kindly translated for me.59Such
a method, however, often elicits vague or unclear answers. There are several
reasons as to why this may be so: The inherent difficulties of interviews the
possibility that the respondents may not actually be sure of their answers - or the
inherent lack of consistency in the explanations and symbolisms - and problems
of transferring terms to English.
The anthropologist Toni Huber aims at merging textual studies with field
experience. He recognizes "...that more than just an accurate understanding of a
text's grammar is required in order to translate the Tibetan pilgrimage-guides to
sacred places. He accordingly took the consequence of this, and omitted certain
parts of such a text since he had been unable to visit the places in question
per~onally.~~
This tells something about how challenging translations into English
are.

-

This research includes a minor re-translation of the Tibetan text "How to
organize Shenrap's Palace" which was published in 1987 by Samten Kannay
together with translations into French and Italian.61Finding the text interesting
In this process the value of the
for this thesis, I had it translated into Engli~h.~?
text was augmented, since I realized that Kamay had omitted several religious
references in his tran~lation.~~
The re-translated text became like a verification of
the religious significance of architecture.
Taking part in this translation process opened my eyes to the necessity of direct
consultation of the original sources. Translations from Tibetan into western
languages imply a constant struggle for adequate terns covering the original
meaning, and the example above shows how a translator may colour his products.

This study has relied mainly on sources written in English, which has been a
satisfactory approach up to the present point of completing this thesis. However,
in order to pursue further in-depth research on these topics, it will be necessary
to consult many more original Tibetan and Bhutanese manuscripts.
1 . 4 . 4 . 2 ON 'THE I N T E R V I E W S

Interviews were chosen as one of the methods to gather information both on
the architecture itself, and on the 'invisible' aspects of the architecture such as
divination and rituals. In a way one may say that the interviews included in the
Annexes, represents a feed-back on this thesis from the culture itself.
The construct of knowledge discussed in paragraph 1.4.2.3 above, had direct
impact on how the informants were selected. The two scholars who were
interviewed, Dasho Shingkhar Lam and Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi," and others
consulted in the course of this thesis, represent the knowledge of 'renown'.
They are unquestionably amongst the most knowledgeable persons in Bhutan,
and are also consulted by the few other academic researchers who visit Bhutan.
Their scholarly perspectives on architecture and related topics are important
contributions to this research. This choice of informants places this research
within what may be termed 'a top down' approach. Much of the time it is not
the voices of ordinary people who speak, but scholars who inform about the
traditional, religious-political order reflected in the architecture. These 'cultural
experts' are highly placed in the hierarchical organization of the Bhutanese
society.
As written elsewhere, I am fully aware of that there Inay be other 'truths' to
be told about the same phenomena. Bhutan offered the unique possibility of
elaborating on relationships between ancient ideals and architecture - a reality
which is in rapid change today. The informants are fully aware of this state of
affairs, and express their frustrations over what they see as a decline. Their view
thus opens up both for the past and the present as seen from their positions, and
provides us the knowledge of their unique experiences.

In a way the choice of main informants may be described as a choice of convenience, since both of them are persons I know well. More interviews with other informants might have brought further details to the topics researched, however, I
am confident that the chosen infornlants represent the knowledge of the educated
elite in Bhutan today - except for the fact that they may have given these topics
niore thought than most.
The interviews were conducted in the homes of the informants, in a relaxed and
familiar atmosphere providing ~penness.~'
The recording was always sanctioned
in advance, and the equipment discreet. The transcriptions are close to the
colloquial manner of talking," and quite easy to read even though vagueness
and broken sentences occur."' The texts are accompanied by drawings made

during the talks, and also photos and other illustrations discussed. For the sake of
authenticity all are included in their original form, even though some of them are
very informal.
In the course of the ten years in Bhutan, I also had many conversations with ordinary lay people, villagers, and building artisans, thus also acquiring a 'bottom
up' sense of how they view the architecture. I cultivated the habit of noting down
interesting information from these talks. Since such notes do not refer to formal
interviews, the information given in such contexts is presented as personal communications.
1 . 4 . 2 . 3 F R O M CASE S T l l D l E S TO WHO1.ISTIC W H E E L S

In the circular problem of inductive method in science one is supposed to
discover a pattern in the facts, but one must first have an idea of the pattern in
order to know which facts should be considered. In such a process, the parts
inform the whole, and the whole informs the parts. in a never-ending. spiralling
process.
Such approaches to research are to be found among scientists working in the
Asian context. The Tibetologist and Sinologist R.A. Stein, in The World in
Miniature, records the general principle applied by his teacher Marcel Granet,
that "...no single detail of any civilization can be understood and explained
except in the context of the entire civilization, just as in a jigsaw puzzle the
meaning of a piece can be seen only when it is put into its place in the larger
picture. Any interpretation from outside, based on a priori principles, was
immediately rejected. ... He would accept only explanations that resulted
from casting new light on facts by putting them side by side, revealing their
relationship to each other, and finally grouping them into a whole."*
This is a description of my approach to the study of dzongs. Selected case studies
of dzongs are joined into a larger web where patterns evolve and new insights
on their significance become visible. The details are connected, and Galtung
writes that: "Atomism and wholism cannot be seen as mutually exclusive but as
hermeneutically related; nor can deductive and dialectical approaches towards
explanation be seen as mutually e x c l ~ s i v e . "He
~ ~thus suggests they are all
connected in a wholistic wheel.
1 . 4 . 4 . 4 M E T H O D S FOR RESEARCH O N T H E D Z O N G S : T Y P O L O G Y AND
VISUAL ARCHAEOLOGY

A useful approach for this research has been the concept of type in relation to
architecture. Micha Bandini has written that: "Typology is concerned with those
aspects of human production which can be grouped because of some inherent
characteristics which make them ~ i m i l a r . "Typology
~
is thus concerned with
conceptualizing such categories. The established perceptions of various types
contribute to maintaining an architectural legacy, but there may still t
x room for

innovations. The concept of type represents established architectural conventions, but the types as such are not static, though historical precedent is of umost
importance within traditional societies, as discussed several places in this thesis.
A definition of an architectural typology implies both function and form, even

if some might argue that only the formal aspect is relevant to architecture.
However, such a limited definition is not interesting in the context of this thesis
having as one of its main objectives to view architecture in a wholistic perspective. The dzongs are thus seen as elements in a physical world which is inseparable from the process of historical developments to which they are subjected.
This thesis thus views the dzongs both in space and time. It focuses on how the
dzong typology evolved historically in the Himalayas (chapter 3), as a backdrop
for an understanding of the Bhutanese dzongs which were built from the 17th
century onwards. In the Bhutanese context the process of typological changes
continued, as described in chapter 4.
It is also important to mention the distinction between type and model, where the
model rather represents an ideal understanding. The model may inspire rather
than determine what is being built, and the mandala concept represents such an
ideal for the sacred architecture of the Himalayas. Such ideals and beliefs will be
presented in chapter 2.

In Bhutan, to contribute to the building of dzongs and temples brings spiritual
merit, and information on the patrons is often well documented in the historical
sources. It is thus possible both to trace when the dzongs were built, and to some
extent when and how changes took place. The building history of individual
dzongs may thus be determined, as elucidated in the dzong cases.
The dzongs also have the advantage of having been visually recorded, the first
known drawings dating from 1783. When these visual records are combined
with the building histories, comparative studies can elucidate the architectural
developments. The process of determining the chronologies and physical
changes for each dzong was at times intricate, but also of great significance for
this historical research.
The book An Inirodzrctio~~
to Traditional Archilecture ofBhirtan presents
~ ' Tashichb dzong in Thimphu it
architectural descriptions of various d ~ o n g s .Of
is written that the "...outer walls consist of neatly dressed granite stone niasonrY
with mud mortar, whereas all other dzongs are built with roughly dressed or
even non-dressed stones."" The information given in this sentence, howevel; is
completely meaningless utiless seen in a historical perspective, since the outer
walls of Tashicho dzong are a very recent construction from the 1960s.~'This
example shows that a historical focus on the architecture of Bhutan is certainly
highly required.

The British lnissions that visited Bhutan from 1783 and onwards, described both
some of the dzongs as well as some dwellings, but for the dwellings there are no
records on their dating. The study of the dzongs is thus essential to establish a
chronology of architectural developments. The findings in this context can then
be compared with the visual records of dwellings in order to draw a broad picture
of the Bhutanese architecture. Similarities and differences in architectural patterns between dzongs and dwellings may thus also be elaborated, however, a!
this stage only a few brief comparisons are made in chapter 4.4.74
1 . 4 4 . 5 A CONTRIBIJTION TO G L O B A L KESkARC'Ii O N I'KADITIONAL
ARCHII'ECTURE

The Encyclopedia of Vernacular Architecture ofthe World contains a chapter on
historical research in which it is stated that in the 'Third World' the processes of
architectural change have been very slow: "These, then, have no history in the
sense that they cannot be seen to have developed from earlier and simpler forms.
It follows that this discussion must concentrate on vernacular architecture within
the western cultural traditi~n."'~
This seems to me to be a kind of argument that bites its own tail. The conclusion
brings the writer into safer waters and well-trodden paths, but the enormous
potential of wisdom on architectural traditions globally is just put aside. The
present research thus has an extra mission in breaking the western dominance in
this field, by showing that' small changes in Himalayan architecture may also be
studied, and may even be of interest.
1 . 4 . 4 . 6 V I S U A L A R C H A E O L O G Y A N D ITS S O U R C E S

Today's architecture has its roots in the past, but how did the architecture actually look at different points in history? For the architecture of Bhutan there are
historical, visual sources of mainly two kinds. The most valuable sources are
'foreign', since they were made by the British during their expeditions to Bhutan.
The British visual records include drawings, water colours and photographs of
buildings from 1783 onwards.
The other category comprises thangkas, wall paintings and other indigenous
illustrations of buildings. These are a kind of secondary source in the context of
this study, since it was never a point in these artistic traditions to make exact,
'realistic' renderings. Such sources are interesting for the stories they tell and
the overall impressions they give. but the architectural details may hardly be
explored.
I have searched for visual records in two major archives in London: the Royal
Geographical Society (RGS) and the Oriental and India Office Collection
Another important source is the
(OIOC) which is part of the British Librar~.'~
book Views ofMedieval Bhutan by Michael

To use such images as documentation requires some discussion. It was part of the
British military tradition to train teams of draftsmen and surveyors, since such
skills were required for map-making as well as for recording unknown places
before the era of photography and other advanced equipment. The images they
made are distinguished by sobre lines, and the landscapes and buildings look
real and tangible. This is especially the case in Davis' works, which are much as
I know Bhutan today. Whether the focus is people's houses or the monumental
dzongs, his intention seems to have been to record the objects as faithfully as
possible. Samuel Davis was an exceptionally skilled draftsman, and his drawings
are executed with great care and attention to detail.'"
Eden's mission to Bhutan in 1863-4 was the first to bring photographic
equipment.'? The mission's surgeon, Dr. Benjamin Simpson did the
photographing, but his main interest seems to have been some sort of ethnoracial studies. Many of the photos from this mission are a documentation of
different human types, and only a few show buildings and landscape^.^^ The
next missions took place in 1905 and 1907, and were carried out by J.C. White,
the British Political Oficer based in Sikkim. He carried out a very thorough
photographic documentation. White was followed by increasingly fiequent
missions, and all took photographs.
Old photographs are unique sources. However, photographs also need to be
used consciously, since a photo is an intellectual interpretation, and not only a
technical product. Behind all photos there are thoughts, since the photographer
chose the motif. In the context of research, it is an advantage to know as much
as possible about why the photo was taken and who the photographer was.''
The various visual images of the British missions were usually accompanied
by written accounts, and the information of the context and the personalities
involved may thus be both read and seen, making these visual records authentic,
primary sources for this research.
Today mechanical manipulations of images are easier than ever before. However.
none of the photos included in this thesis has to my knowledge been manipulated.
I . 4 . 4 . 7 A R I S ' I'IEII'S O F MEDIEI'AL B H 0 7 : 4 h 1

Being such early visual records, the works of Samuel Davis from 1783 are of
utmost importance in order to discern architectural developments. His drawings
and paintings are now spread in many places, such as the Victoria Meniorial
in Calcutta and the Paul Mellon collection at the Yale Centre for British Art. It
would have been very interesting to go through his originals, however in 1994
I asked Michael Aris in London, if he could recall from when he went through
Davis' works, if there were other drawings or records, referring to buildings,
which he did not publish. His reply was a quite definite no.R2
Aris' book is of utmost importance for this research, and some comments on its

Fig. 2 An engraving of Tash~chbdzong by J B Allen based on a copy of Ilavls' onglnal above b)
Williarn Daniell. In Ans' I iews ojAtedrrvu/ Bhutan, p 49

content are thus relevant. Davis' works exemplify how close a good draftsman
can come to photographic recording before photography took over. However, in
the aftermath of Davis' journey, his drawings and watercolours were extensively
copied and repainted by others. Apparently even copies of copies were made
(fig.2).These works differ significantly from Davis' originals. They were ofien
coloured by the romantic approach at the time, as if these artists painted their
dreams of a Bhutan where they never set foot. Aris has reproduced several of
these copies as well as copies of copies in his book in addition to Davis' original~.~-'
Aris writes in his introduction referring to the images of a yak that "...to
some extent the legacy of the Himalayan and Tibetan missions was transformed

in Europe into a few fanciful parodies and harmless exoticisms..",~and he cornments that the Punakha dzong building behind the yak is "...greatly distorted".8'
However, later copies which mainly show buildings do not get parallel comments, except for a general mention that behind what Aris terms 'the reworking~',"...one senses the sobre, open eye of Davis."'' This is right to some extent,
but Davis' originals and the copied 'reworkings' are muddled together in the
book. The various 'views' are thus applied as illustrations only, and the potential
of Davis' originals for historical documentation is not re~ognized.~'

Aris carried out his research with a profoundly critical attitude to the texts he
studied, but as an historian rather than an architect, he was not particularly interested to notice how copies of Davis' originals often lost many of the details
which are of great interest and importance for another field of study such as
architecture. 1 am discussing this at some length, since visual images may be as
important for architectural research as manuscripts are for a historian." When
it comes to the architectural elements of Punakha dzong in 1783, Daniell's reworked image is inconsistent, while Davis' original provides interesting inforrnation.
1 . 4 . 4 . 8 VITAL.1 A N D T H O L I N G M O N A S T E R Y

Roberto Vitali has recorded the ruined Tholing monastery in Guge in Westen
Tibet, and this is to my knowledge the first attempt within Tibetology to make a
visual reconstruction of historical buildings.89Vitali has collaborated with Bianca
Visconti and others, who prepared the drawings for the book. The historical
reconstructions of the monastic buildings have been worked out on the basis of
textual evidence, oral contributions, as well as studies of a few old thangkas and
old photographs. Renderings of possible historical buildings are then presented,
but one has to wonder what is based on 'facts', and what is qualified guesswork
or artistic fantasy. Nothing is published on the visual documentation forming the
basis for the new thangkas, paintings and drawings of these buildings. Neither is
anything written about what reflections and considerations they may have had in
this context and the process they must have gone through while discussing possible historical developments of architectural form. On the other hand, the original
Tibetan texts referred to in the book, are included as annexes.
The textual material gives indications of architecture, which was then converted
"...into a coherent reconstru~tion.."~~
Vitali writes that the drawings were the
results of detailed analysis, and "...a remarkable achievement, given that, at the
beginning, it seemed almost impossible even to attempt a summary of visual organization."" However, the analysis he refers to are not presented in the book.
It is important to note that in the preface Vitali writes "...that the sketches of
Tho.ling, found in this book, aim at giving an impression of how the complex

and the temples, which composed it, appeared before their demolition rather than
~
with the prevailing
at depicting that with architectural e x a c t i t ~ d e . "Certainly,
limitation of sources exact drawings would have been impossible to make, but it
would have been interesting to know to what extent the 'impressions' represent a
historical reality.
Giuseppe Tucci had visited and photographed Tholing, and once I asked Vitali
why Tucci's photos had not been included in the book as a reference." He replied that unfortunately they had not been permitted to publish them, and also
that the relevant photos were few and not crucial. I am confident Vitali and his
assistants did a serious job, but again this appears to be a question of a lack of
conscious awareness regarding visual images. All the visual images in Vitali's
book are beautifully prepared. They are far from sketches. The buildings are perfectly finished with many details, and as such they give the impression that there
are no questions at all related to how these buildings may have looked when
they were built, from approximately one thousand years ago and onwards. This
is misleading. When the process behind remains mute, it is impossible for other
researchers to know if they communicate a visual 'truth'. The inter subjectivity
is lost.
Just as architects may be superficial in their way of using written words,9i it
seems as if some of those whose main concern is on textual studies do not
scrutinize the authenticity of architectural images seriously enough.
1 . 4 . 4 . 9 METt1ODOLOGICAL POSTSCRIPT

This research comprises three main methods. The first one is the interviews and
the written sources which will be described in the next chapter. The second is
what I have termed the 'visual archaeology', and the third is typological studies
of the dzongs.
The thesis is thus the result of a triangulation between these three main methods.
However, the 'research design' of this thesis emerged and developed throughout
the process of work. In the final stage of works, the typological developments
have been in focus. I realize this thesis could have benefited from experiences
accumulated by other professionals in this field such as those within a field
termed 'urban m o r p h ~ l o g y ' . ~ Wisi san emerging interdisciplinary field, which
spans archaeology, architecture, planning, history and geography, and focuses on
studies of urban form, but also applies a historical perspective on typological developments. Such typo-morphological analysis may be based on the three main
hndamental components: form, resolution and time. Formal studies are based
on the 'reading' of physical form, and form is defined by the buildings and their
related open spaces. which may be understood at different levels of resolution.
However, these two components can only be understood historically - in time,
since the physical elements undergo continuous transformation and replacement

as the result of social and economic forces. In this context the rate of change is
also an important issue."
It thus appears that I have raised several issues in the context of this thesis which
parallels this field of 'urban niorphology'.
As highlighted in the paragraphs above, the visual images of historical architecture are as important sources for architectural research as texts are for a historian,
and I have called the study of such sources a 'visual archaeology'. This thesis
searches for a chronology of the dzong architecture, and in this process the visual
images are collated with available textual sources and architectural docurnentation.
In chapter 4.2, the case studies of dzongs evolve as a scrutiny and recapitulation
of all relevant sources, and a summary is provided, proposing a chronology of
typological and architectural developments.
Initially, I aimed at bringing these studies one step further, into comparing the
findings on the dzong architecture with those of the architecture in general.
However, this wider scope of research has only been discussed briefly in the context of this thesis, and thorough studies have to await a later following up.

I consciously calls my conclusions 'finds' rather than facts, since I am aware this
discussion is quite much at a starting point. Further investigations both of textual
sources and most of all close scrutiny of each and every dzong 'in situ', will
reveal further in-depth knowledge. The dzong architecture also needs to be seen
in the wider perspective of architectural developments in general. However, I
am confident the findings of this thesis may provide a useful platform for further
studies.
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Giuseppe Tucci in To Lhrrsa and Beyond, (1956)1983:28

l

2

Notably. Tucci was fully aware of the works of Jung (rekrrcd to in his book on the mandala - Tllccl.
(1932)198X:vii). and Eliade contributed to his 'memorial papers' (Eliade. 1985).
3

In this thesis the ter~iiscience is applied in its broad meaning as scholarly linowledge in general. not
only the natural sciences.
4

Jolian Cialtung (1930-) is a n~athe~natician
and sociologist wllo is known especially for his
cotitributions to international peace research.
S

Cialtung. 1988: 15-67. This essay explores the rclatiotiship between nietliodology and the social col1text in which it is applied, and rocuses on whether the structures o r t h o ~ g h etnhedded
t
in religioll are
facilitating development and peace in a global perspective.

Signiticantly the most common Tibetan word Ibr 'Buddhist' is nungpa, which simply means
'insider'.

'Chhoki, 1994:107. Sonam Chhoki is a Bhutmese rescarchrr. The terms cho (chos)and d h m a
mcm religion i.e. Buddhism. TBbs or rather 'l'bbpa refers to the people ol'thc erea T&sa
See Chapter 1.1.3.1.As written here the southern belt of Bhutan may bt an exception in this context, but elaboration in this respect is beyond the scope of the present study. See also chapter 1.1.2.7.
where a quote from Snellgrove and Richardson's A Cultural Histor), of libel describes Buddh~smas
an encompassing cultural phenomenon among the Tibetans.

l'

In choke spelt: slongpa

l 2 Snellgrove,

1987:82-3

'-'Eliade, 1959:171
l4

Ibid, p. 175

l6 Seyfort Ruegg has discussed parallel issues in the paper '-Mchodyon,yon mchod and mchodgnar:
yon gnus: On the historiography and semantics of a Tibetan religio-social and religio-political con-

cept." See Ruegg. 1991
"Some samples are Dujardin (19W and 1994 a&b), Karmay (1987): and Shukla (1995)

'

For instance to equate the exercise of priesthood and that of a dmng governor or tax collector. is
very difficult for us. But the ruler of the dzong is executing religion when he imposes taxes; when he
builds it is a religious act; yet in these things. and when he meditates, it is not a religious act only, but
part of one wholeness which he might call life. The difference. to put it simply end inadequately. is
that the Christian goes to church on Sunday, and is a tax collector the rest of the week.
l9 here are also signs of research on 'material culture' being regarded as rather insignificant among
Tibetologists. One such was the 9th seminar of IATS in Leiden 2000. Here the organizers had lumped
together most of the panels related to aspects of 'material culture' on the verq last day of a conference
which lasted for seven days. As Westerners, it may be hard also for some Tibetologists to comprehend
the impact of religion in the Himalayas.

20~ermas
are spiritual treasures said to have been hidden n~airllyin the 8th century by Guru
Rimpoche, which began to be rediscovered from about the I Ith century onwards. Termas may be
religious texts etc. connected to the terma tradition with its sophisticated set of doctrines. The textscrolls or objects found serve only by way of keys which awaken a message in the mind of the discoverers. Tshewang et al. 1')95:7
21

It should be noted in this context that the termalterton tradition has also to some extent been controversial in the Tibetan context. Such criticism has mainly been raised by adherents ofthe Gelugpa
school.
22 Tshewang et

U Ibid.
24

p.20

Ibid, p.20

2s Ibid. p. 19

al. op.cit.. in the Introduction by Butters.

lbid. p. 17-18
lbid, p. 17

'7

A relevant example in this contest i s the work by the French geographer and Japan specialist
Augustin Berque. During the research education programme at the Oslo School ol'Architeclure in
1993 his lectures presented such views. See Aniundsen and Dunin-Woyseth (eds.). 1995
9 revised
~
version of his Ph.D. (1998) was published by the Norwegian University Press. Erling
Sandmo. ~bldssamfunnets~mndergang.On1 disiplmneringen m Norge pii 1600-tallet. Oslo 1999
2

Simon Schama, Dead Certainties (Un~t*arrartted
Speculations), 1991320

'O

" Here I have borrowed

David Lowenthal's book title:The Past IS a Foreign

count^:

1985

-" Sandmo is here reierring to a comparison o f Caesar and his soldiers - op.cit. p.63 and 74
" See

for instance the orientalist perspective o f Edward Said referred to in Chapter 1.3.

Sandmo, op.cit. p.63
I5Thisexaniple was introduced by Sandmo in an article in Historisk Tidsskr~J( Nonvegiali
University Press). See Sandmo. 1999b:390-1. It fonned a part o f a discussion where the most notable
contributions were: H~storrskTidsskrrji No.311999: Ottar Dahl. liliut Kjelstadli and Erling Sandmo.
No.2/2000; Kilre Tmneson and Tor Egil Fsrland. No 312000: Erling Sandmo. On the basis of this
discussion I found Erling Sandmo's contributions the most interesting and convincing. and contacted
him for a discussion of this thesis. He responded by generously providing his insights.
36

Here Sand~norefers to Robert Muchembled, Pop~rlarCulture and Elrtr Cultrrw m France 14001750 (1978). and Stuart Clark's article in Past R Present. "French Historians and Early Modem
Popular Culture" (1983).
j7

Fsrland. 2000: 108. My translation from Norwegian.

" Ibid, p. 109. M y

translation from Norwegian.

see the 2nd interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi for such examples from Bhutan.
JOThis is not only the case in Bhutan. but in other far more 'developed' Asian countries as for instance .lapan. South Korea and Thailand. where similar approaches take place. See also Aniundsen.
(1994)1995:81

"Ardussi. 1977: 13-5
43

I t i s written that:"Only by clarifying the origin. evolution of the civilization and its relations with
the adjacent cultures. we would reliably testify that Tibet i s rui integral part of China at all times.." In
the preface of the journal Southern Ethnolo~yand Archeolo~)?,S special issue on Tibet, Vo1.4. 1991:4
Such attempts to use research for political alms is of course to be found in several contexts. not
in the People's Republic of China.

Ardussi. op.cit. p. II
45

Ibid, p. lI

40

The first British mission took place in 1773

47

Aris. 1982: 10. Samuel Davis both drew and took notes, and cxtracts from his Bhutan journal is
included in Aris. 1982:40-63

48~ritTith's
report in Eden et al. ( 1864) 1972:336

4YCollister,1 9 8 7 : ~Maybe
.
the Hrilish had nothing to fear, but still the missions to H h u t ~were utilized as an opporlunity to record informahon of militaty impotlmce. See nolc 51 below.

'"lbid, p.xi
''Captain Meade represented the Survey o l India, aid recorded information all along theirjc~lnrey
in Bhutan in 1922, such as this from Bumthang: By the Kurjk Ciompa "...there is a good camping
ground for two regiments." Higher up in the valley "...twoor three companies could camp after
crossing two rapid unfordable, though small streams, by bridges h u t 15 feet span. ... Water and
fuel plentiful. Supplies from neighbouring villages. Crops are buckwheat w d Me).See
.'' Meadc's
Secret Report, p.9. in British Library, OIOC, Mss.Eur.F.1571290. See also Bailey, I924:ZYI
S2Dujardin,2000: 166. The full passage is: "In Bhutan, however. both the term 'fortress' and the
shape that is usually associated with it. are not only evocative of the nation's feudal and heroic
part, but still play an active role in the country's quest for cultural uniqueness and national identity.
exteriorized in material culture. In this regard neither the term nor the formtxpression are loaded
with negative connotations. On the contrary, in modernizing Bhutan d-ong-s still represent the
tangible corner stones of the nation's political system of decentralized governance."
This term is introduced already in the title of the article on the dzongs: "From Living to Propelling
Monuments." Dujardin, op.cit. p. 164
This direction in architectural theory is rooted in Marxist philosophy. I assume that Rossi would
not have been convinced by the 'positive' description of the Bhutanese dzongs in the quotation
above.
"Ways of communicating also have implications of power. Elisabeth Ibstrup in her Ph.D. dissertation Architecture and Rhetorrc describes this as "..giving in to the ephemerality offashion that often
results in disconnected. easy solutions. or deceptive arrogance. The tendency to leave the core professional values open to mystification and prophetic pretensions may sustain the traditional structures
within the profession." i.e. elitism and incomprehensibility versus egalitarian communication and
reason. Tostrup. 1996:176

"said by Aum Thinley Bidha one of Tashi Wangchuck's infonnanls in his research in the field of
land use and nature conservation in Bhutan. Wangchuck. 2000:62
"The first international seminar on Bhutanese Studies will take place in September 2003. arranged
by the Centre for Bhutan Studies in Thimphu. Such seminars are intended to be an annual event.
58

See also chapter 1.3.9.

9
'

This interview is included in the Annexes: 1st interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi

Karmay, "L'organisation de I'espace selon un texte Tibetain du Xlleme siecle". See DHSD, 1987:
92-8. Copies are provided in the Annexes as a reference.

6'

62

Sarah Harding prepared the first. rough translation tiom the Tibetan, while the final version was
prepared in collaboration with Chris Butters.

63

Discrepancies between the translations are pointed out in h e foomotes, see Chapter 2.4.

&l

See Annexes for their profiles.

65

M

The settings of the interviews are hrther described in chapter 1.3.9

Chris Butters has gone through and checked on the interpretations given. and his commenls or
supplementary information are given as footnotes in the transcriptions. In between he has also added
information to the sketches drawn during the interviews.

"The original recordings niay be made available upon request
Stein, 1990:2. This quote may also be seen as supporting why a mundane description of our ten
years living in Bhutan. is an iniportant factor - see chapter 1.3.

ITAB, Department o f Works and Housing, 1903

7'

72 Ibid, p.86. This example is far from the only one. See chapter 1.5 for further informationon this
source.

73

See chapter 4.2.3. the case study ofTashichl) dzong.

74

See chapter 4.4 for a brief comparative evaluation.

7'

EVAW, 1997:46

7 6 ~ h earchives
~e
possess historical photographs dating back as far as Ashley Eden's mission of
1863-4, and at the OlOC they also have watercolours by John Ruggles from the Duar war of 1865.
To my knowledge most of the images from 1863-5 are unpublished. One photo from Par0 valley is
published in Aris, 1994:63.
During the Duar war of 1865 between Bhutan and the British, John Ruggles made some walercolours
of enemy positions. and other drawings o f the events were published in the Illustrated London Reivs.
See Aris, 1994:64-5
77 Aris.

1982

78 Variations

in skills and attitude Inay be seen in the contemporary drawings from 1773 by Captain
Claude Martin, published in Aris, 1982:16. Here ' Dellamkotta Fort ' in southern Bhuta~iappears plcturesque rather than natural. see chapter 4.1 fig.8.
79 ln Norway photographical documentation started in the 1860s. and landscapes were often the
preferred motive. See Bo and Folling Eilertsen. 1994:194

''~hese photos are kept in the archives ofthe RGS
BB and Foiling Eilertsen, op. cit. p. 196
82

Personal communications during the conference on Tibetan art in London in the sumnler of 1994.

''The copies of copies are plates 32 and 33 pp.94-95. and on p.49. See Aris, 1982
'"bid.

p.30

Ibid, p.28
"Ibid.

p. 1 1

87

Aris may even have been attracted to thc copies, since a reworked engraving by Williani Daniel1
of Punakha dzong decorated the cover of his first book Bhutan. The eurbv His1or7, qfo Himalo~an
Kingdom, and not Davis' original.This 'reworked' engraving i s reproduced for a second time inside
the same book in plate 23. and is the only image of Bhutan's most importa~itdzong. Aris. 1979:216.
At least Davis' original version adorns the cover of 1ie11-s
c!jMrdievol Bhu~an.
88

Apparently there i s an example in Aris' work whsre close scruliny ol'the visual sources could
have provided the answer to a question he raises and leaves open for speculation. 'This is about the
famous 'Raven Crown'. In the book with the same name Aris shows a plloto of Tshering PenJor. the
Par0 Penlop. The caption stales that he is "...wearing .The Raven Crown of the Bhutanese nlonarch to

which lie was not formally enlitlcd." Aris, 1994:106. Comparing t h ~ crown-ha
s
wilh hio f thc: king
himself shown in several photos in the book, it is evident that Tshering Penjor's Raven Crown-hat is
a replica. This fact opens for other interpremions o f the role o f the Raven Crown.
Vitali, Records ojTho.Irng. A Literary and I'isual Reconstructron ofthe "Mother " monastety m
Gu.ge, 1999. A few other works have been carried out within the field o f 'visual archaeology'. See
89

chapter 1 .S.
Personal communicalions 01.07.2000during the IATS conference in L.eiden
9'

See chapter 1.4.3.5 above and especially notes 52-5.

92 Vitali,

op.cit. p.3

93 Ibid,

p.3

" Ibid,

p.3

95 The

following information is based on an article by Anne Vernez Moudon, "Urban Morphology as
1W7.Here Moudon presents a summary o f the theoretical basis for the group which has been established. called the International Seminar on Urban 170rm.
an E:merging Interdisciplinary Field",

Ibid, p.7-9
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1.5.1 Introduction
"The histovy cfurchitecture, us of any other art, tnust riof be confined
to masterpieces, nor is it primarily concerned with aesthetic evaluations
which, in any case are hound tofluctuate~fiomtime to time. The subjecl
is much bigger arid comprises all that man has done and is doing by
means of building to shape his environment. I t cannot be properly
t
the forces - social, politic.al, economic,
understood ~ l i t h o uknowing
ideological - which have influenced building. No artist works in
isolation, least of' all the architect, and no building exists in isolation.
We are concerned with relationships, with the eSJl?ctsofthose
relationships upon building, and with the eflects of the built
environment upon people. "

Bruce Allsopp'

This chapter presents an overview of the prevailing knowledge within the field
of study (status questionis), and the available sources. The outline has been subdivided into 'Architecture', 'Arts and Crafts' etc., even though this method of
demarcation is somewhat artificial seen in the context of the concept of culture
as elucidated in the previous chapters. The outline ends with perspectives on my
own contributions in this field.
There are very few works in the field of architectural research in the context of
Tibetan and Bhutanese studies. Some relate to contemporary issues, and when
it comes to historical studies of architecture as such, the sources are scarce. One
may wonder why architecture has not attracted more studies. One explanation
may be that architects usually are practitioners at heart, while for instance there
are many scholars on oriental art. Himalayan architecture, in contrast to oriental
art, has little value in the western market except as a tourist attraction. This
results in coffee-table books, not in academic scholarship. However, even when
architectural scholarship is present at conferences, it seems to be a problem to get
these papers published.' Studies related to art receive far more atte~ition.~
I have searched widely for sources referring to architectural and related issues,
and as this outline shows there are some sources to build upon, even though
a few receive critical comments as to their reliability or lack of originality.
However, an inherent difficulty of this research, is that one finds time and
again that some Tibetologists tend to be less diligent or specific when it comes
to architectural questions; just as an architect like myself would undoubtedly
be imprecise as regards aspects of other professions. One feels that earlier
researchers, preoccupied as they were with other fields, have failed to record a
lot of valuable observations related to the architecture. I am not alone in having

such reflections. In the En~yclopediuof Vernuc-ulur Archiieciure ojihe World
(EVAW) it is written that: "With certain notable exceptions, few ethnographers
and anthropologists gave much attention to arcl~itecture."~
And on historical
studies EVAW notes that: "Documentary sources are numerous but fragmentary,
and the information they provide about buildings is usually incidental, since
I have consulted a wide
their purpose was rarely, if ever, to describe a b~ilding."~
range of sources in search of relevant information, including on history, religion,
culture, literature, art and artisan traditions, anthropology and geography, some of
which will be referred to in the following outline on the sources for this t h e s i ~ . ~

1.5.2 Architecture
1 5 2 1

BHUTANESE ARCHI TECI URE

In Bhutan architecture, arts and crafts are all considered to be 'spiritual sciences'.
They all have essentially religious dimensions. In the traditional Bhutanese and
Tibetan context, the authoritative writing on architecture, art and crafts is to be
found within the religious canons.
Chief Justice, Lyonpo Sonam Tobgay and the research unit at the High Court of
Bhutan have searched for references to architecture in the canons of Vajrayana
Buddhism, the Kanjur and Tenjur, as well as in other religious texts. The purpose
of their investigation was to find guidance in the planning process for a new
building complex for the High Court, but unfortunately their findings were not
documented systematically and are without references to the original sources.
Their draft document thus has only a limited value as a source for this thesis.'
However, the work shows that there are various references to the cosmological
settings, buildings and building parts in such sources. But there is always a gap
between the ideal, theological plane and the 'real world'. The implications of
the theological background for practical building solutions are both dimcult and
unclear, and would require much further research.
In Bhutan one hears rumours about the existence of old architectural treatises,
but none have surfaced so far to my knowledge. In line with the ancient tradition
of manuals on arts, crafts and architecture, Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi. one of the
has published a manual on the construction of
main informants for this re~earch,~
c h ~ r t e n sHe
. ~ is also presently working on a book on the Zorig Chusum, meaning
'the 13 arts of making' i.e. the crafts.I0
In recent years he has been in charge of colloquia on history and culture aiming
at developing Bhutanese scholarship." The 3rd colloquium took place in 2001.
and had dzongs as a main focus. The book of proceedings includes papers on six
of the major dzongs. These papers are recordings of historical knowledge, and
are not focused on the architecture of the dzongs as such.'?
The architect Nanigay Retty has for many years collected information on
architectural details, and some of his findings are included in the recent

(TAG) published by the government.IJ
The first foreign source specifically on Bhutanese architecture was an article
written by Philip Denwood who visited Bhutan in the 1960s with David
Snellgrove.14 Denwood is an English architect turned Tibetologist, who has
written several articles on issues related to architecture including perspectives
on the sacredness of architecture,I5but to my knowledge no real in-depth studies
on Tibetan architecture as such.'' Ditlef Lauf, Michael Aris, Yoshiro lmaeda and
Francoise Pommaret have written articles on a few Bhutanese temples, but with
their main focus on history and art history.I7
One of the important sources for this thesis are the works by the French architect
Pierre Pichard. As consultant for Unesco he documented some of the dzongs, and
he was also the architect for the restoration of Dechenphug monastery, which
I followed ~ l o s e l y .Pierre
'~
Pichard and Corneille Jest have been consultants
for Unesco and UNDP responsible for initiating overall planning for the
safeguarding of Bhutan's cultural heritage.19
Other sources of specific relevance to the study of dzongs are the Austrian
Government's reports on their assistance in the restoration of Tongsa d~ong,'~
and a team of specialists documented the architecture of the utse of Lame GiSnpa
in Bumthang before it was dismantled."
Some Danish architects have documented two dzongs. Svend Algren prepared
measurements of Jakar dzong in the mid 1990s, and Ida Richter Braendstrup and
Marie Hesseldahl Larsen measured Wangdi dzong in the summer of 2001 ."
Trclditionul Architeclurul Guidelines

The information on Bhutanese architecture included in EVAW was written by Eli
Stcaa" and Jos Maseland. Maseland took the first ever Ph.D. on Bhutanese architecture, which was published in An Introdzrc~ionto the Ti-uditional Archilecture
of Bhulun
The book is on Bhutanese architecture in general and includes several interesting architectural surveys, but the text is mainly descriptive
and a derivative collection of prevailing inf~rmation.'~
The Belgian architect Mark Dujardin quite recently had the second
Ph.D.dissertation on Bhutanese architecture accepted at Leuven university."
Dujardin has a contemporary perspective on his studies, with a focus on
architectural anthropology and dwelling architecture. The core part of Du-jardin's
research took place in the village of Rukubji.17His dissertation included a study
of Punakha dzong, which focused on the changes that have taken place over the
last thirty years.'' One of Dujardin's first works was the report of a case study of
the construction of a traditional house at Begana in the Thi~nphuvalley. Here he
docunlents the technical, functional and formal issues of one specific building.I9
1 . 5 . 2 . 2 TIREi'rAN A R C I i I T E C T I J R E

The book Gutrway to the Temple by Thubten Legshay Gyatsho gives an
introduction to how ancient Tibetan manuals described ritual customs and

architect~re.~~
This was written in Nepal for the Tibetan exile community, and is
based on what he calls "...my own innate and acquired knowledge."'' Thubten
Legshay Gyatsho being in exile may have had limited access to old texts, and he
writes that: "1 did not weary myself with the task of gathering the seeds of many
texts, nor did I sprinkle the ground with the water of various oral accounts of
others."j2 However, wisdom always has roots, and the fact that he acknowledges
certain limitations in this respect reduces the value of the source to some extent.
On the other hand, this expression of humility is conventional, and one should
remember that classical scholars memorized large numbers of texts.
Other Tibetan manuals have not been available to me, but Giuseppe Tucci
studied such texts as basis for his research on Tibetan art published, in his classic
Tibetan Painted Scrolls.
The early Tibetologists often had wide interests and skills. Giuseppe Tucci and
Rolf A. Stein included a broad spectre of disciplines in their research. Tucci
covered religion, art, architecture, archeology, ethnology, history and linguistics,
and he had a vast production. Tucci's works will be referred to throughout,
as will be R.A.Stein's. Tucci leaned towards lndology and carried out several
studies in Western Tibet.j4 Stein was also a Sinologist, and his publications
point at cultural links between Tibet and China. Both were concerned about
architecture. Sources with particular relevance for this research are Tucci's
Transhirnal~ya,'~
and Stein's The World in M i n i a t ~ r e . ~ ~
A memorial exhibition titled 'Homage to Tucci' took place in Rome and Paris
in the 1980s. The theme of the catalogue was architecture, and this is the
most comprehensive publication on Tibetan architecture so far: Demeures des
Hommes, Sanctuaires des Dieux. Sources, Dhveloppemenr et Rayonnemeru de
/'Architecture Tibe'taine (DHSD).j7Paola Vergara Caffarelli, a Tibetologist and
architect, was one of the editors, and she also contributed several article^.'^
Other major contributors were Anne Chayet, Corneille Jest, Fernand Meyer and
Heather Stoddard.j9DHSD covers a broad spectre of issues related to Tibetan
architecture. There are inputs on historical developments as well as a brief presentation of Bhutanese architecture by Chantal Massona~d."~
Architecture has also received attention From Siegbert H ~ m m e l . and
~ ' from
Snellgrove and Richardson in A Cultural Hisroqi of 7ibet.42Erik Haarh's Ph.D.
dissertation The Yarlung Dynasty has some interesting textual references and
comments to the ideas incorporated in the earliest known Tibetan buildings and
tombs.43Matthew Akester has published accounts of some textual studies which
are utilized in my discussion of possible tantric influences on the architecture."
The contemporary team of Andre Alexander, Pimpim de Azevedo4hnd John
Harri~on"~
have been documenting old Tibetan buildings as well as implementing
restoration works in Lhasa.

A Nordic team recently published their study of the town scape and building surveys in Lhasa.-" William Semple wrote about Tibetan architecture in EVAW. He
has also written about architecture and religion in Chii-Yung.""
Patricia Shields' dissertation From Fortress to Monastev~:The Evolu~ionoj'
Tibetan Temple und Monastic Architecture, is to my knowledge the only Ph.D. on
historical developments of Tibetan ar~hitecture.~~
Unfortunately, this is a source
I find disturbing rather than revealing. Already the title poses problems, since it
is misleading to state that the Tibetan temples and monasteries evolved from the
fortress architecture. However, I will not pursue this argument further here, since
such evolutionary patterns are discussed later in this thesis.
Shields seems to have a background in language studies and she lists an impressive amount of Tibetan manuscripts and other sources in her Bibliography, but it
seems she never set foot in Tibet.'O The door to the architectural history of Tibet
is thus sought opened only via textual studies, but the implicit limitations of
this approach are not acknowledged in the dissertation. She writes in the introduction that the "...dissertation examines the evolution of Tibetan architectural
forms, specifically fortresses and nlonastic structure^."^' And that; "A typology
is presented in this dissertation for all Tibetan monastic and fortress structures,
one that is consistent with the state of the field of architectural history as a disciline."^^ The objectives are thus lavishly worded, but there is little real substance.
The dissertation provides information on the patterns of patronage for various
historical buildings, which is the kind of information recorded in the textual
sources. When it comes to the announced typology it would better have been
left out, since the fragments of information she provides are not put into a convincing framework. Erroneous inferences are made on the basis of very limited
knowledge. With very little archaeological research to build upon (see below),
the scientific basis consistent with the field of architectural history as a discipline
is only poorly explored. Until further such in situ documentation is available, the
architectural developments reaching back to the early history may only be briefly
explained.
1 . 5 . 2 . 3 I I I M A L . A Y A N A K C ' t i l T E C T I J K E AND A R C ' I i I ' T E C ' f I J K A 1 2
AN'I'HROPOLOGY

Architectural traditions within the Tibetan cultural area have principally been
studied in two areas, Ladakh5' and Nepal. A classic source is the co~nprehensive
study by the Indian architect Romi Khosla, published in 1979 titled Buddhisl
Monas~eriesin the Weslern Himal~yas.'~
Ladakh's cultural heritage is recorded
by Snellgrove and Sko~upski,"and Neil Howard has studied developments of
the fortresses in Ladakh, as well as fortresses in Nepal and in the ~imalayas.~"
There are interesting examples of team work between architects and other professions in restoration related works." One example is the cooperation between

Corneille Jest and John Sanday on the palace in Leh.58John Sanday is a practising architect based in Kathmandu. and he has also worked with building conservation for U n e ~ c o . ~ ~
Nepal is the best documented part of the Himalayan region, and this also
includes architectural research. In the context of this thesis, studies on the
Buddhist, Newar architecture and artisan traditions are the most relevant.
The only Ph.D. dissertation on architecture to my knowledge is the thesis by
Mary S. Slusser, Nepal Mandala. A Cultural Study ofthe Karhmandu V ~ l l q ~ ~
The architect Niels Gutschow has worked in Nepal for several years, and has
published several interesting studies on the ritual context of the ar~hitecture.~'
The dwelling architecture of various places in the Himalayas has been studied
by several architects or architectural anthropologists. The Centre National de
Recherche Scientifique in Paris has published collections of such studies, which
mainly took place in Ladakh and NepaLb2
Manfred Gerner's Architekturen in der Himulayas is mainly a coffee-table book.
It presents beautiful photos, but is derivative in the sense that it does not contribute with new information. Ronald M. Bernier's H i m a l q a n Architecture needs
to be mentioned since it contains a chapter titled "Palaces and Monasteries of
B h ~ t a n . "Here
~ ~ it is written that Wangdi h n g was built "...in remote eastern
Bhutan..",* that Tashichii dzong in Thimphu "...is claimed to be more than 800
years old",6Sand "...Bhutanese structures fall into the consistently Himalayan
method of using frame and fill.."b" Such blatant mistakes are disturbing, and the
approach is simplistic, as in the following statement; "...the architectural standard of the Himalayan region as a whole - vertically oriented and multiple roofed
buildings with peaked roofs - is sometimes assumed to derive from the bold inspiration of the mountain forms themselve~."~~
1.5.2.4 ORIENTAL ARCHITECTURE

General books on 'Oriental architecture' barely mention Tibetan architecture,
and Bhutan not at
Chinese and lndian architecture on the other hand have
attracted a wide scholarship. In order to focus on possible lndian and Chinese
influences on Bhutanese and Tibetan architecture, several sources have been
~ o n s u l t e dOne
. ~ ~ recent update on the ancient Indus Valley Civilization including
its architecture was written by J.M.Kenoyer.'O
Within both lndian and Chinese traditions, architectural manuals are known from
ancient
The lndian Sanskrit scholar, Dr. D.N.Shukla, terms this the ancient science of architecture in his book bV&tu-~~stra,
which provides information on the content of some of these manuals.'? The Ten Books on Architecture by
the Roman architect Vitruvi~s,'~
written in the first century B.C., allows for a few
comparative perspectives on the traditions of manuals on architecture.

1 5 . 2 . 5 GENERAL. SOIJRC'ES O N ARCHI'rEC'TIJKAl. T H E O R Y A N D
HISTOKY

Bruce Allsopp's book O n he Stzr47 ofArchitecturu1 History was a useful
introduction to this topic. Spiro Kostof's A Hisrory ofArchitecture. Seftings and
Rituals, provides the broad, global framework of architectural histot-y.74Kostof
and Martin Briggs have studied the practice of architecture in the ancient world
, ~ ~ provided
of Egypt and Greece, and the developments of the p r o f e ~ s i o nwhich
interesting information to my brief attempts to identify possible links between the
legacy of Bhutanese architecture and other ancient traditions. Mark Gelerntner's
Sources of Archifecturul Form, which discusses architectural theories from the
,~~
ancient world to the present day was also a source for this d i ~ c u s s i o nand
several studies have been made on proportions and sacred geometry.77
Joseph Rykwert's The Idea of a Town, describes the ritual context of Roman and
ancient architecture, and he also draws links to the Asian, mandala traditi~n.'~
Architectural beginnings have also been studied by lndra Kagis McEwen, and
her view on the early Greek architecture has many parallels to the Bhutanese
legacy.79Vitruvius is mentioned above, and Hanno-Walter Kruft presents his ten
books in his history of architecture theory.80
Micha Bandini has written an informative outline on typological theories," while
Yi-Fu Tuan's classic Topophilia presents a broad framework on the topic.82
The history of fortifications has been written in the western context, and such
sources gave relevant information on the defence measures one finds in the
This was also the perspective from which the British
Bhutanese dzong~.~'
missions saw and commented on the Bhutanese dzongs as recorded in their
reports.

In part 5, some theoretical questions will be discussed such as attitudes towards
'authenticity', which was the topic for an international conference in 1994,''
and conservation in a historical perspective which is elucidated in Cevat Erder's
Our Archilectural Herituge: from Consciousness to C o n ~ e r v a f i o nSome
.~~
international conventions on cultural heritage and their possible consequences
for Bhutan will be discussed in this context.86
An introduction to the discourse related to traditional and vernacular architecture
was given in Chapter 1.1.3.2. EVAW is the most significant source in this field
of study." It has received a few critical comments in this thesis, since an objective of this research has been to contribute with constructive criticism in order
to broaden and improve the d i s c o u r ~ eEVAW
. ~ ~ has roots in the dynamic group
of professionals in the International Association for the Study of ~raditional
Environments (IASTE) which gathers bi-ann~ally,~"
and the field is continuousl~
developing.

1.5.2 6 A K C I i A f i O L O G Y

When it comes to archaeology only little is done.w In the Bhutanese context the
first such works are at the very starting point.91In Tibet some excavations have
taken place, but works of direct relevance for this thesis are scarce.*
John Vincent Bellezza has recorded data of archaeological interest in western
Tibet,'j and in the Mustang area of Nepal several archaeological studies are under way." Neil Howard focuses on forts in the Himalayas in his research, and his
comprehensive article on the historical developments of fortresses in Ladakh is
relevant for this thesis.9sThe Baltit Fort in Hunza used to be within the area of
Tibetan influence. This building complex has been extensively renovated, and
detailed documentation of the historical changes which have taken place was
recorded.%

1.5.3 Arts and craft traditions and art history
1 . 5 . 3 . 1 ARTS AND C R A F T T R A D I T I O N S

On the making process of buildings there are limited sources available in western
languages consulted in the context of this thesis.97What was certainly recorded
were the names of the donors or patrons of buildings and art objects, since they
gained merit from their donations. The Italian art historian, Erberto Lo Bue
has studied both the specific artisan traditions of the Newars which originated
in the Kathmandu valley as well as traditions of royal patronage in the Tibetan
context.98
Veronika Ronge wrote a PhD dissertation on the Tibetan artisan traditions before
1959 based on information gathered in Tibetan exile c o m m ~ n i t i e s . ~
The master carpenters have been in charge of the building processes. The mythical. divine master is Visvakarma who in some ways resembles Daedalus of
Greek mythology. Visvakarma is said to have been the master of a thousand
arts, the carpenter of the gods and superior to all architect^.'^^ There were also
the really advanced masters such as Rinchen Zangpo (958-1055) and Thangtong
Gyalpo ( 1 36 1 - 1485?), whose biographies are well recorded. Tucci has published
a book based on studies of Rinchen Zangpo's namthar,I0' and Janet Gyatso wrote
her Ph.D. dissertation on Thangtong Gyalpo.lo2The outstanding artisan within
the Newar tradition, Amico who served the Chinese emperor of the Yuan dynasty, is referred to in several sources.
1 . 5 . 3 . 2 ART H I S T O R Y

In studies on Tibetan art, much work has gone into establishing iconographies of
deities as well as studies on artistic schools and traditions; 'styles'.lo3A conventional western approach to art history thus appears to hold its sway in Tibetan art
studies too. It is not an objective of this thesis to draw links between architecture
and art traditions, so the study of such relations has been beyond the scope of

the present work. However, some art historians write about architecture, such as
Anne Chayet in Art et Archiologie du Tibet.lU4David Jackson has referred to this
book, calling it "...the most comprehensive account to date of Tibetan art and artifacts, including as it does within its scope even architecture and archeology."~~~
Chayet's publications also include studies of Samye monastery which are referred to in this thesis.lU6Other sources are the works of Amy Heller,'07Michael
Henss,IoBHeather Stoddard and Roberto Vitali, whose research on Tholing
monastery in western Tibet has been discussed in the previous chapter 1 .4.4.8.Io9
His study of the Early Ten~plesof Central Tibet has also been a source for this
thesis.Il0
David Jackson lias studied several original Tibetan sources such as art manuals
and the biographies of painters in order to contribute with new knowledge in
his book A Histoty of Tibetan Painting."' The main part of the book is on "The
great Tibetan painters and their styles","' and this history thus has a conventional
western focus on individual Tibetan geniuses and their styles. In only one
sentence does Jackson mention the fact that individual focus was not a real issue
in Tibetan art.lI3These artists were honoured due to their divine talents, and their
art was created in a context fundamentally different from the western approach
However, the book provides interesting information as to
of I'urt pour
how these master craftsmen worked and functioned, and on how ideas spread.
The Chinese occupation of Tibet caused an upheaval also for art traditions, but
hardly any western scholars have been concerned about the contemporary art.
Clare Harris is an exception in this context. Her Ph.D. is published in the book
In the lmuge of Tibet, which focuses broadly on the problems encountered by
Tibetan painting after 1959."'

l .5.4 History
1 . 5 . 4 1 O N HIS'TORICAL S O l J R C E S I N GENERAL,

Himalayan historical texts are of various kinds. There are biographies or rather
hagiographies of individuals, termed namthars, as well as the histories of religious lineages and of family lineages. One problem with these sources is that
they are often inaccurate or obscure in their dating of events. Hanna Havnevik
translated the namthar of Jetsun Lochen Rimpoche in her Ph.D. dissertation. and
she notes that: "Both traditional Tibetan as well as Indian literature and historiography show little interest in accurate dating."'Ib She adds that it was comlnon
in Tibet that people simply ignored or forgot their birth dates, and this is common in Bhutan too. This results in several discussions on the likely life span of
historical persons.
Traditionally, the historical texts were written within what Ardussi terms 'the
karmic model of historical causation."17 These sources thus need to be viewed

within this religious-political perspective, but their value as historical sources are
debatable.
The namthar of Phajo Drugom Zhigpo ( 1 1 84?- 125 1 ?)"%an serve as an example
of possible problems faced in applying original texts as historical sources.119
Ardussi and Aris both comment on the historical value of this namthar. At first
Aris makes sonie cautious remarks, writing that the narnthar "...must in part be
based on historical fact."I2' And; "However mythical these origins may have
been, there is plenty of evidence pointing to the existence and strength of all
these families,"I2' However, when concluding on the early developments of
the various Buddhist schools, his scepticism seems to take the upper hand. He
writes: "The fact that the 'Brug-pa school which later rose to dominance lacked a
great figure who had been active in Bhutan at the beginning of its history meant
that it had to create its own folk hero: Pha-jo 'Brug-sgom Z h i g - p ~ . " l ~ ~
Ardussi appears more reserved when he comments on this namthar with the following words: "Legend-making during the intervening centuries has made this
text not particularly reliable as a historical document. But the principal events of
his (Phajo's) career are clear enough, and though not confirmed by any Tibetan
records before the 16th century, there is no particular reason to doubt their general authenticity."lZ3This implies that the significance of Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's
life may have been increased and given mythical dimensions in his namthar, a
kind of revisionist 'improvement' process which almost certainly took place with
many such bi0gra~hies.I~~
1 . 5 . 4 2 FOREIGN SCHOLARSHIP O N BHUTANESE HISTORY

As regards points of history, for this thesis I have relied mainly on the two

Ph.D.'s on Bhutanese history by John Ardussi and Michael Aris, both based
on studies of original manuscript^.'^^ Ardussi's Bhutan before the British
is written in line with the established historiographic tradition of 'the grand
narrative'.Il6This dissertation has been a very important source, since it includes
a comprehensive coverage of the 17th and 18th centuries, the most intensive
Aris' Bhutan. The Early History of a Himalayan
phase of dzong-constr~ction.~~'
Kingdom is more fragmentary with its focus on Bhutan's earlier history.'= This
was followed by his Views of Medieval Bhutan ( 1 9 8 2 ) ; ' ~
Sourcesjbr
~
the Histoty
of Bhutan (1986) and lastly The Rmen Crown (1994) which covers more recent
history.
Blanche C. Olschak's Ancient Bhutan contains the translation of a historical
text, namely the account of the so-called Sindhu Raja of Bumthang, but it is
mainly an easy-going traveller's account.'30
While the works of Ardussi and Aris include only scattered information on the
various dzongs, Nirmala Das' book The Dragon Countv has brief sections
on some dzongs and temples.131There are also several other books by Indian
authors,"* but they often lack proper information on their sources.

'The great majority of the later works are derivative, repeating the information
given by Aris and Das, some of which has also been garbled in the process.
1 5 4 . 3 TRAVELLERS ACCOUNTS

The accounts of early travellers provides some relevant information. The very
first 'western' foreigners in Bhutan were the Jesuits Cacella and Cabral, who
stayed in Bhutan as guests of Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal in 1 627.13'
As described in the previous chapter, most of the early British missions
prepared extensive reports from their j 0 ~ r n e y s . IThey
~ ~ recorded a vast amount
of information on the places visited and especially on the dzongs, the living
conditions of the people, the structure of government, flora and fauna etc.13'
On Tibet, travellers' accounts are plentiful, and the most noteworthy may have
been those of the Indian Sarat Chandra Das who also prepared one of the first
' ~ ~ are also accounts from other parts of the
Tibetan-English d i c t i ~ n a r i e s .There
Tibetan cultural area, such as that of Marco Pallis, who went to Ladakh when
he was not granted permission to go to Tibet. His Peaks and Lamas describes
the traces of Tibetan culture in north-west India.I3' Michel Peissel was one of
very few who managed to obtain permission to visit Bhutan in the 1960s, and
his account Lords and Lamas, is in style and content inspired both by Pallis and
Haab
i n visited Bhutan in the 1950s and Guy van
the British a c c o ~ n t s . ' ~ ~ A r m
Strydonck in the 1960s, both as royal guests. Their publications belong to the
genre of coffee-table books, but they include interesting photographs.13"
I 5 4 4

REC'EN'I' B H U T A N E S E SCHO12ARStiII' O N I-IISTORY A N D

RELATED TOPICS

Bhutan has a long tradition of scholarship on history, and it was mainly monks
' ~ ~ for many years on
who wrote these accounts. Lopen Padma T ~ h e w a n gworked
the history of Bhutan which was published in 1994.14'
Another quite recent book on Bhutan's history was also written by a monk,
Lopon Nado's Druk Karpo. I J 2 In 199 1-2 the Royal Government of Bhutan's
Department of Education released three volumes of textbooks on Bhutan's
history. This was a major undertaking by the Curriculum Development
Commission, and several Bhutanese and foreign sources were consulted in the
preparation.""
Recently the Centre for Bhutan Studies was established in Thimphu, and in 1999
their bi-annual Journal qf Bhuran ,'?ftrdies (JBS) started. The volumes available to
date keep a generally high standard, and present a mix of papers on Bhutan from
both Bhutanese and foreign scholars. JBS seems to invigorate an expansion of a
broad spectre of Bhutanese scholarship, which is also retlected in several scholarly articles in Bhutan's only newspaper, K u e n ~ e l . ' ~ ~
Karma Ura who is in charge of the Centre for Bhutan Studies and JBS, has published two books related to histo~ywhich have been important for this work.

namely The Hero with U Thousand Eyes, "'and A Wind Borne Feather
One of the Queens of Bhutan, H.R.H. Ashi Dorji Wangmo recently published
the memoirs of her father Yab Ugyen Dorji, OfRuinbows and C'loudu, which
supplements other records on some of the historical events which took place in
the 20th century.14'
Ugyen Pelgen and Tandin Dorji, teachers of history, have written about the first
archeological excavations taking place in Bhutan in Sherub Doenme (meaning
'the light of learning'), the academic journal of Sherubtse College.'4s Ugyen
Pelgen also took part in writing a historical profile of Zhemgang Dzongkhang,
to my knowledge the first of its kind concerning local historical records.14' There
are also several other Bhutanese scholars and not least many 'in the making'.
1.5.4.5 T I B E T A N H I S T O R Y

The sources on Tibetan history are many, and they follow much the same
traditions as described above for Bhutan. Quite recent publications by Tibetans
are Shakabpa's Tibet - a political history, and Tsering Shakya's history of Tibet
after 1 947. I5O
Some of the most relevant foreign authors have already been referred to in
previous sections, but I will still call attention to the classics, R.A.Stein 'S
Tibetan Civilization,I s ' and the historical documentation included in Tucci's
Tibetan Painted Scrolls. Is* H.E.Richardson's collected writings and Tibet and
its History,'53A Histoty of Western Tibet by A.H.Francke. Is4 and Casselini and
Ekvall's studies of the principality of Sakya,Is5were all sources of relevance for
this thesis.

1.5.5 Other sources
1.5.5 1 R E L I G I O U S THEORY. H I S T O R Y A N D R E L A T E D T H E M E S

The book Tibetan Literature. Studies in Genre, edited by J.I.Cabezon and
R.R.Jackson, presents a survey of the range of literary traditions developed over
1300 years, of which most are set within a religious frame.'%
Buddhist studies have attracted a wide scholarship of academics including
anthropologists. The most notable sources for this thesis have been David
Snellgrove's lndo-Tibetan Buddhism,"' and Tucci's The Religions of Tiber."'
The book of 1894 by Austine Waddell, Buddhism and Lamaism of Tibet had
some historical interest.Is9Rdne de Nebesky-Wojkowitz established an iconography of protective deities and their cult in the 1 9 5 0 ~ . ' ~
Sources on the B6n religion have been mainly The Bon Religion of Tibet by
Per Kvarne,Ib1and Samten Karmay's works.'" Karmay also wrote about the
religious history of the Gelugpa school in his Secrer I/isions ofthe F ~ f i hDalai
Lama. 16'
Geofiey Samuel contributed with an innovative and very interesting historical

perspective on Buddhism in Tibetan societies in Civilized Shamuns, l" however,
some found its title and anthropological twist quite provocative.
Papers related both to religious history and practice are included in Religions of
Tibef in Practice, edited by Donald S. Lopez.I6' My main sources on rituals have
been the writings by Yal Bentor and Cathy Cantwell.IMThis thesis provides a
minor re-translation of the Tibetan text "How to organize Shenrap's Palace",Ib7
and one of the interviews with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi focuses on ritual
practices. Ib8
Mircea Eliade's The Sacred and the Projane. The Nuture of Religion has been an
important source,Ib9as have C.G.Jung's Man and his Symbols. I7O
Tucci's The Theoty und Practice of the M a n d a l ~ , 'and
~ ' his Stupa: Arf,
Architecfonics and Syrnboli~m,'~~
have been important sources on links between
architecture and religious symbolism. Some texts translated by Khenpo
Phuntshok Tashi and Chris Butters explain the intended symbolism of a three
dimensional mandala,17' and other texts refer to various ~ h o r t e n s . ~ ' ~
Dagyab Rinpoche, a Tibetan living in Germany, has written extensive books on
art-related issues, one of which has been a source for this study, namely Buddhist
Symbols in Tibetan Culture.175 With insight he describes the nine best-known
groups of symbols.
~~
A recent book is The Encyclopaediu oj'TibefanSynibols and M ~ r f s .It' includes
an abundance of Robert Beer's beautiful line drawings supplemented with his
knowledge on related issues, but his sources are not recorded. This greatly limits
its use, as does its lack of encyclopaedic editing.
1 5 . 5 2 ANTt1ROPOl.OGY A N D E T H N O - H I S T O R Y

In recent years many anthropologists have researched topics related to territory,
identity, and sacred landscape. Interesting collections of such papers are
Mandalu and Land~cape,"~
and Rejlections ojthe Mountain. '78 Francoise
Pommaret, who lived in Bhutan for many years,I7" was one of the contributors
to the latter of these books with a paper "On local and mountain deities in
Bh~tan".'~O
Her publications cover quite a wide range of topics - both on Bhutan
and Tibet, and some have been sources in the context of this work, like Bhutan.
Mountain Forfress (y (he Gods, which she edited in collaboration with Christian
Schi~klgruber.'~'
Some of her articles on ethno-historical issues have been used
as ~ources,'~'
and the papers both she as well as Tandin Dorji and Ugyen Pelgen
presented at the IATS conference in Leiden provide interesting exa~npleson
various rituals performed in Bhutan, some of which may have ancient roots.I8'
Charles Ramble and Martin Brauen edited Anthropolog), of Tibet and the
Himulaya, from which several papers have been source^.'^.' With Nari ~ustomJi7
Ramble also edited the book Himolqlan Environment crrld ( ' ~ l t u r e ,which
~~'
included papers on Bhutan. Brauen has prepared an exhibition on Bhutan and the

role of women,IB6and very relevant for this study has been his rendering concrete
the mandala concept.'"'
1 5 5 3 ( j E O G R A P t I Y A N D CiIJlDES

Turrell Wylie translated a Tibetan text on geography, written by an incarnate
lama in the early 19th century. In English translation its title was The Mirror
which illuminates all (he Inanimare and Animate Things and explaim fully the
Creut W ~ r l d . ~It" 'deals with both the geography of the world in general, and

Tibetan geographical information.
Pradyumna P. Karan made a geographical analysis of both Bhutan and Tibet.ls9
His studies in Bhutan took place in the 1960s, and was published in Bhutan. A
Physical and Culrural Geography.Iw Some of his maps have served as a useful
base for further elaboration in the context of this work, and Bhutan's Survey
Department has in recent years produced useful maps.
Victor Chan's Tiberan Handbook is a useful guidebook on Tibet. Chan is
familiar with the general field of Tibetan studies, and the prevailing sources are
broadly incorporated into this comprehensive book. However, guidebooks being
derivative as a genre, his sources are not specified. This is also the case with
Francoise Pommaret's An illustrated Guide to Bhutan. I9l

1.5.6 Own contributions
I have attended several conferences and presented papers internationally in the
context of this research. The first paper was titled "Bhutan: Living culture and
cultural preservation", and was presented in Tunis at a conference arranged
by the International Association for the Study of Traditional Environments
(IASTE) with the theme "Value in Tradition".I9' After my research trip to Tibet,
l presented the paper "Bhutan and Tibet: On tradition and modernity in conflict
and harmony" at a conference on conservation in Rome.'93
These two papers addressed the contemporary situation of Bhutanese and Tibetan
architecture, and raised issues related to conservation and to preservation as
I ~ ~ resulted in later references in other works,
a problem in this ~ 0 n t e x t . This
such as Ewamarie Herklint who gives a presentation of my views in her Ph.D.
dissertation on preservation as a phenomenon, where Bhutan is included as one
among other example^."^ Pierre Pichard writes about the complex position of
Bhutanese architecture today in his article "Can Tradition be enforced?', where
my contribution to this discussion has been one of his s ~ u r c e s . ' ~
Mark Dujardin refers to my first paper in his contribution to the book Bhutan.
Mountain Fortress ofrhe Go&, edited by Christian Schicklgruber and Francoise
Pomn~aret,'~~
and both here and later he made use of conceptual themes defined
in my paper.198

My focus on the historical developn~entsof the architecture was elaborated in
the paper on Bhutanese and Tibetan dzongs presented at a conference on Tibetan
architecture in Paris in 1997.19'At the IATS conference in Leiden in 2000, 1 gave
a presentation on the theme: "Tantric Architecture. On Buildings with Tantric
Symbolism in Bhutan and Tibet."2w
My research has also been presented in several other contexts, and presenting
papers and thus standing criticism, has been fruitful in the development of this
thesis. I am grateful for all contacts made and comments received, and this
extroverted process has contributed to the thesis.
As a contribution to the architectural history of Bhutan, this thesis builds on
available source material - much of which has never been collected or collated
before. The bibliography is without much doubt, the most comprehensive now
available on the subject.
The thesis is the first study which has attempted to trace in depth, the history
This knowledge is also
and architectural modifications of individual d~ongs.'~'
put into a broad pattern of phases in the dzong building and elaborations on
typological variations.
This thesis is also the first to attempt a preliminary description and evaluation of
the architectural developments, seen in the context of a broader understanding
of the architectural details, their origins, symbolism and hierarchical structure.
This is made in the light of study of a range of sources referred to in this
chapter, describing the spiritual or 'idealized' level of the architecture, as well
as the vernacular traditions as handed down and documented here through a
triangulation of interviews, typological studies and visual archaeology.

l

Allsopp in The S / I ~c?fArcliirecrural
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T'his was the case with the international seminar 011Tihetan architecture: "1.a vallee dc I.hasa.
Histoirc, conservation et niodernisation de I'architccture Tibktaine." w,hicli took place in Paris at
C.N.R.S.. Meudon in 1997. 11 was a fruiti'ul seminar with several presentations. hut the collection of
papers was not published as planned.
3

Four papers on architecture were presented at a large international colllrrence on Tibetan art
the Victoria and Alberl Museum in London in 1994. hut only two ofthe papers were included 111
the ellsuing book: Singer and Denwood (eds.). 1997. liliosla's and Uluardin's papers \\ere 1101
published. hut both kindly sent me thcir papers prepared for the book.

'EVAW. 1997: xxiii
''

Ibid. p.47

Some of the sources have been discussed in a critical perspective in chapters I . I end 1.4
''Their draft document is titled; "A brief explanation on the traditional arcllilcclure and the
appearance in the world o f the first traditional style housing derived from the architectural designs of
the Palace of (iods". Research Division. High Court. 1994
See Annexes for his profile
9~ashi,19911. The book is titled gangs 'bul mrhong h shespa. The illustrations arc mainly his
own paintings.
''see in the 2nd interview in Annexes. Together with Chris Butters k produced several transllions
of texts, see Butters and Tashi (1992 a), (1992b) and (1994). m well as the book on Pemdingpa
Tshewang et al ( 1995).
'l

He edited the proceedings of both the 2nd and 3rd colloquia. Tashl (ed.), 1999 and 2001

l 2 Papers on dzongs in the following locations are included: Paro (both the main dzong and the ta
dzong). Thimphu. Punakha, Wangdi, Dagana and Tongsa. Ihave relied on translations and rnforrnation from others regarding the content o f those o f the papers written in Dzongkha.

" Department of Urban Development and liousing, 2001. Narngay Hetty used to be one o f my colleagues in SPBC, see chapter 1.3.6, and note 27.
l4

Denwood, 197 1

l5

~enwood,1994. For his many articles, see the Bibliography.

In London in 1994 he told me he was collecting architectural terms in Tibetan, but this has not to
my knowledge been published yet.
"see Aris (1988). Lauf (1975). lmaeda and Pommaret (1987), Pornmaret (1997). Yoshiro lmaeda
and D o f i Drukpa published a pamphlet on the Tarhigomang of Bhutan (1982).
l8See the

Bibliography for his publications which he has generously forwarded to me

l9
~est( 1992). Jest

and Pichard (1995).

20

Falch, 1994-5. The reports lack an architectural focus, being mainly o f engineering interest.

2'

Schrnid et al. 1995

22 Algren has kindly

informed me o f his work. bul so far he has not completed the drawings.
Brzndstrup and Hesseldahl Larsen. who are students o f architecture. finalized their drawings o f
Wangdi dzong for an exhibition at the Aarhus School o f Architecture spring 2002. They have
generously sent me copies of all their architectural drawings.
23

Stoa. a Norwegian architect, carried out a few weeks of research in Bhutan in the early 19%.
Bhutanese architecture i s briefly mentioned in her Ph.D (1996) on Norwegian housing culture. She
has also written a few entries on Bhutanese architecture in EVAW (1997).
24

ITAB was published by the Deparmient of Public Works (PWD) in Thiniphu. 1993. Maseland
had worked for PWD, and is acknowledged in the introduction with the words: "We are also thankful to Mr.Jos M.F.Maseland.Associate Expert, fielded by the UNCHS on the request of the Royal
Government of Bhutan under "Housing Technology and Urban Development Project" for documenting the traditional architecture.." In Bhutan I was told they had 1101been aware that tile work he carried out as a government employee would emerge as a PhD. in the Netherlands. It was accordingly
published in Bhutanese style as a governmental publication.
25

Unfortunately thc footnote work i s very poor. ITAB's lack o f a conscious, historical perspective is
commented on in chapter 1.4.4.4.

*'.rhe title of his 1'h.D. is: "Bhutanese architecture and the dynamics o f tradition: an architectural
study of identity and change in traditional dwelling culture and built environment". 1,euven
IJniversity 2000. 'This dissertation has so far not been available to me by the time o f writing, hut I
assume the general outline i s well reflected in his previous papers which are very similar in content.
See the Bibliography.
"See Dujardin (1997). ( 1994a) and ( 1994b).
"The part of his dissertation on Punakha dzong was published in JBS, see Dujardin, 2000. A central
aspect of his approach in this context is discussed in chapter 1.4.3.5.
29 Dujardin.

1990. In the introduction, he rettrs to rituals which usually take place during the
construction period, but the actual rituals which took place at Begana were not documented. I have
questioned Dujardin about this. and he conlirtncd that all the rituals took place.
Gyatsho. 1979. Its subtitle i s h~lontrulqf Tibelan Monastic C~rslorns,Art. Building and Celebrarions.
It was translated by David Jackson.
" Ibid,

p.9

32

Ibid, p.9. However, in the text itself he refers to some specific texts.

j4

See Tucci's Indo-Tibetica series in the Bibliography.

Stein. 1990

''DHSD, 1987. It includes botl~French and Italian versions o f all texts
" In her own

research she has followed up Tucci's study of the royal tombs in the Chongye valley

- CaHarelli (1997). The other editor was Gilles Beguin.
391'hese contributions in DHSD are not specified il~dividuallyin the Bibliography.
40

-rhe fact that there were so many contributors on a wide range of topics, gives a quite fragnientav

impression.
4'

Hummel. 196314

4'

Snellgrove and Richardson, 1968

43

Haarh, 1969

j4

Akester. 200 1 a and b

45

When I was in Tibet in 1096 Alexander and dc Azevedn generously shared their knowledge.
Through them I also met the Tibetan architect. Chbkyi Gyaltshcn who had worked on the restoration
of Samye. Alexander kindly arranged a lneeting with his lllost experienced carpenter. which is olll!
very briefly referred to in chapter 2.2. See the Bibliography for tlieir publications.
46

Several of John Harrison's drawings are included in Alexander et al. 1999. tie lias also carried
out work in Mustang and Kailash - Harrison (1995). t l i s unpublished paper from the conference on
Tibetan architecture in Paris i s included in the Bibliography as Harrison (1997).
-1 7

Larsen and Sinding-l.arsen. The Lhasa Atlas. 2001. A team of Norwegian arcliitectural students
also studied Tibetan architecture in ex~le- I-ivattumet al (1991).
semple. 1992

Shields. 1998. 'The dissemion was accepted by Indiana llniversity in pertial fulfilment for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy. I thtlnk Francoise Pommaret for informing me about this work. This
source is discussed several places in this thesis.
JY

50 In her CV it is listed that she spent the summer of 1992 in Mongolia. If she had been to Tibct I
assume it would have been mentioned. Ibid, p.300

5'

Ibid, p.2

"Ibid, p.3

''

The International Association for Ladakh Studies has published proceedings from their gatherings
on various topics since 1981.
Khosla, 1979
5%nellgrove and Sliorupski. 1977
56 See

Bibliography for the list of his public~ions.

57 See

for instance Christian Luczantis and Gerald Kozicz studies of the Wanla temple in I,ower
Ladakh, published in Klimburg and Allinger (eds.), Bu&ihist art and fibetan prmnage ninth to
fourteenth centuries, Leiden 2002
"Jest and Sanday. 1982. Another example was presented at the IATS 2000 from the temple of Wanla
in Ladakh where a team from the Technical llniversity of Graz cooperated with the Institute of
Tibetan and Buddhist Studies of the University of Vienna (see note 57).
5 9 ~ a n d a(1974)
y
and (1978) as well as a contribution in kPproprrate technologres in /he conserva~ion
of c u l t u r a l p r o p r ~ Unesca
,
(1981). See also Jest (1981) and Sestini and Somigli (1 978).
Slusser, ( 1982)1998. See also Korn, 1989
6'

See the Bibliography for various publications by Gutschow et al

62Tofin. Barre and Jest.eds. (1981), and Blamont and Toffin, eds. (1987). Robert Powell is an architect as well as artist who has written on Ladakh - Powell (1977). See also Herdicli, 1999
63

Bernier. 1997.There are few photos and illustrations. no map. and few references to its sources.
Ibid, p.61 Wangdi dzong is located in western Bhutan, see chapter 4

65

[bid, p.60. Tashichl) dzong was built on its present site in 1773. see chapter 4.2.3.

65

Ibid, p.66. The only part of Bhutanese buildings which may be covered by the term 'frame and f i l l '
is the ecra panels of the rabsels, and some minor structures such as outbuildings. See chapter 4.4.

67 Ibid.
68

p.34

One such book is included in the Bibliography - Busagli (1973)

69

On the architectural history of India the sources have been Tadgell (1990) and others. On China
mainly Boyd (1962), Siren (1930). Steinhard1 et al (1984) and Needham's Scrence a?ufCivrlrration in
China, vo1.2 (I962), vo1.4(1965),and vo1.3(1970).
70 Kenoycr.

1 998

71

See for instance Guo (1995). which is a recent Ph.D. dissertatio~ion 12th century Chinese timber
architecture.
72

Shukla, 1995. In this book the references to sources could have been better, and there is neither a
bibliography nor a glossary. See also Coomaraswamy. 1995

Kefewnces to Vivtruvius' Trn Rooks on .Irchrtrcture are based on the recent translation by lnpid
D.Rowland. 1999

7hGelemter,1995.This is done within the framework o f western design theories, which has only lim.
ited relevance in this contexL but there may be parallels in the ancient roots.
77 Pennick (1980).
" Rykwerl.

Jarlaway (1995). and Padovan (1999)

1976. Unfortunately, I only got hold ofthis book recently.

7Q McEwen. 1994

Bandini, 1993
82 Tuan.

1974

Brice (1984), and liogg (l981 )
84

Larsen (ed.), 1995

" Erder.

1986

"Bhutan ratitied the convention on culture and natural heritage during Ilnesco's 3 1st general
conference in October 2001
8 7 ~ t h eimportant
r
sources in this context have been the 'classics'; Rapoport (1969) and Rudof~k~.
( 1964). See also the more recent Turan (ed.), 1990
See chapter 1.2.4.
the IASTE conference in Tunis in 1994. 1 presented the paper "Bhutan. Living culture and cultural preservation", see chapter 1 S.6.
89 At

Regarding excavations in Tibet, see Chayet (1994). and Southern Ethnology and A r c h e o l o ~
(1991).
91 See

Pelgen and Dorji. 2000

92 Cafarelli.

1997

93

See Bellezza, 1999. His book Divine D~pads:..lncirnt Civilizatrons in Tibet ( 1 997). has not been
available to me.
94

Only a few of the findings have bcen published so far to my knowledge. See Seeber ( 1994).

%

Historic Cities Support Programme, Karimabad and Baltit Project Development. 1996

97

The type of literary records termed Karchag, meaning 'table of contents'. may provide such inbrmation, see Martin ( 1996) and the 2nd interview with Khenpo Phunshok Tashi.
98

See the Bibliography o f several o f his publications as well as his publications on Gyantse together
with Franco Ricco. See also Wylie, 1980
99

Thanks to Veronika Ronge. who kindly entrusted me with her own copy of this dissertation for

wpying as well as thal o f her Swiss collcagw t i m b k r - S c h w e k u . Soc hubw-Schwcizer
(1976), and Range ( 1978)

1°'

Tucci. ( IY32)IY88

1°' Denwood's small paper on brackets in the architccturc o f Buddhist CentrPl Asia, falls into this
category when he discusses architectural styles. See Denwood, 1975

Io4Chayet,1994. See the bibliography for further references

'Ob~hayethas kindly sent me mpies of these publicalions - Chaya ( 1988) d( 1990) RuIfcville has
also written about Sarnye and the reconstruction process, Ruffecrille (1989).
Io7
1 recently had the pleasure o f giving advice to Amy I4eller on s l r u d d manen for her r r s e ~ ~ c h
on the Jokhang temple. Her theory on the early developments of the Jokhmg temple was pracnttd at
h e international seminar on Tibetan architecture in Pmris,1997. See tht bibliography fa her wplblished paper in this context, and the major work, her recent book fiberan A r t (1999).
Ion
Michael Henss has kindly provided assistance whenever requested, including sending mc sllbes
for copying, included in this thesis.
Io9Vitali,

1999a. See chapter 1.4.4.8.

'l0Vitali,

1990

"l Jackson. 1996. Jackson is a distinguished scholar on textual studies. lie is unc o f the authors o f a
book on Tibetan thangka painting: Jackson and Jackson (1984). and he also took p m in preparing rhe
book Gatewcry to the Temple, see nole 30 above.

Ibid. Part 2. pp.67-380
'l3Ibid, p.15. He claims that; "The point has been well made that what stands in the fangrod in
Tibetan Buddhist art is not the relation between artist and work o f art. but r&r that b ~ d e duaor
n
and deity." To underline this point he refers to one source (an exhibition catalogue) of one page. Ibid.
p.15 n.3
] l 4 The western audience may be perfectly satisfied with the identification o f individual Tibctan
genius. The conference on Tibetan art which Iattended at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London
(1994) had several art collectors in the audience. During the summing up session some of them
expressed how hitrating it is not to know the exact value o f their collections. ancl how displeased
they were that the conference had not provided clear answers. There i s a great market fur such
knowledge, which is also displayed in the exclusive journals on Oriental m.
'l5Harris.

1997

Ardussi. 1979:213. This refers to L e Buddhist concept o f accumulalion of 'merit' - as ' k m k
capital' which leads to the attainment of enlightenment. Merit can lead to a bcucr rebirrh long and successful life. The life of a monk for instanoe. is considered very meritorious.
117

118

Nirmala Das (1974:9) suggests the date of his death to be at the age of 68 in 125 1 . Ardussi (1977:
168-9) discusses these dates. and gives his life span tentatively as 1 184-125 1. Ans (1979: 169-70)
sugeests 1208-1276. Later sources apply either h e dates given by DIE and Ardlssi (RmmD.
199 1 : 19-20). or the dates given by Aris {Pommaret 1990:56).

' l yl'his

namthar is also mentioned in chapter 3.

Aris. op.cit. p. 174

'l'

Ibid. p. 198
Ardussi, op.cit. p. 120

"'See

also chapter 1.4.3.3, for liiore informalion on such sources.

A 3rd ph.D. on Bhutanese histor): naniely Yoshiro Iniaeda's dissertation o f 1987. has not been
available to me. It is titled: La constirlition de la thiocratie 'br~rgpaau 17dme si6cle er 1esproblPmrs
de succession dir premrer zhahs drung, Departmelit o f Oriental Languages and Civilizations.
University o f Paris
Ardussi. 1977 (unpublished dissertation). Ardussi kindly provided me with a copy, for which Iam
most grateful. Ardussi has recently published papers in SBS, see the Bibliography. He edited the proceedings on Bhutan o f the IATS 2000 together with Henk Blezer, published in 2002.
Ardussi's period o f study ends in 1763. a few years before the 1773 war over Cooch Bihar ensued
and the British interest in Bhutan was awakened.
"I3 Aris.1979. l'his book was a sliglilly revised version o f his Ph.D.. which was titled A study on the
historicalJour~dutionsof Bhutan 1111tha cri/icul edition and translation ofcertain Bhutanese rexls m
7'ihetan. See the Bibliography for further references.

""ie

has also published several articles which will be referred to. See the Bibliography.

Olschak. 1979. See the Bibliography for further references
Das. 1974. Iier sources are not specified. but though I realized that her information is often
inaccurate. tlie events described are usually contirmed by other sources.
')"or

example Chakravarti. Hasrat. Mehra, Rahul. Sinlia. See the Bibliography.

' 3 3 Aris translated parts o f Cacella's report. see Aris. 1986. A comprehensive translation was recent\}
published in JBS. Bailey (1999).
134

I have been able to trace most o f the original reports. mainly through reprints. See also Collister
(1987).
l"

See chapter 1.4.3.4 for a critical discussion ofthese sources.

136

The compilation o f his dictionary look place at the end of the 191h century. See also D&.

( 1889?)1998

'.'I3

Peissel. 197 1

""nnin

Haab ( 196 1 ), and Guy van Slrydonck et al ( 1984)

110

He is oflen called I.opon or Lama Peniala (b. 1926). and is tlie most renowlied alllong the present
scholars. He was the director o f the National Ldibraryfor twenty years before he retired in 1993.
141

Tshewang. 1994. This work is in Dzongklia. and I have tlius 011l) been able to check certain PartF
of it. For Tshewang et al (1995). the hook on Penialingpa. see chapter 1.4.2.3.
142

Nado. 1986. 1 am grateful to Karnia Ura who recently sent me an E~iglishtra~islationofthis work.
which provided interesting information. The translation is approximate and the editing muddled-and

there i s thus no point in giving page references when referring to this source.
143 The style of writing is adjusted to pupils in grades 6 to 8, however, some interesling itllormation
may be found in these books. 'These are referred to as DEPED 6. 7 and 8. Only one such textbook
on Bhutanese history had been published before, written by an Indian. Hasrat (1980). 'These have
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Architecture and the divine
D E T A I L E D T A B L E OF C O N T E N T S :
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2.1 Architecture and the divine
"From the eurliest times more than.Jiulctionul eflicienql ~ l u srequired
from the urchitect. It was understood that lhis was a hob! art, a mnyjleq?
governed by strict rules (flpructice which were not to he logicallJ)
examined or historically considered. Like the blind story-teller who
spoke the legends which he knew to be true, the architect practised
accordi~igto I m ~ swhich he knew to he right, I m ~ slike the grummar
cfthe languuge he spoke and of which no man knew the origin. "

Bruce Allsoppi

In the view of ancient cultures, buildings on earth were designed to please the
gods in order to secure their goodwill and presence. Such divine presence was a
goal worth striving for since this granted protection and well-being, health and
prosperity.
It was believed that the forms of buildings were divinely ordained, and they
were thus not to be questioned. This called for specitic knowledge, in the
form of divinely given rules. In his study Sources ofArchitectura1 Form,
Mark Gelernter writes that the recipient for such instructions had to be "...the
highest representative on earth of divine authority. The earthly kings took on
this responsibility, and often claimed to have the form for a temple revealed
to them by the divinity."'Such divine revelations were often given in dreams.
The architectural historian Spiro Kostof relates from Mesopotamia how the
specifications for a temple were revealed to King Gudea in a dream.'
In the Himalayan context, the recipients of such knowledge are either high lamas
or their representatives. Indications on architecture are also contained in sayings
ascribed to the historical Buddha Shakyamuni. The plans for Punakha dzong in
Bhutan are said to have been revealed in a dream to the master carpenter of the
divine ruler, Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal, in about 1637. This dream occurred
when the master carpenter, Zow Balip, fell asleep at Zhabdrung's feet.'
2.1.1 Divine rulers in the Himalayas

According to the legacy of the Yarlung dynasty which reigned in ancient Tibet,'
the kings had descended from the heavens by means of a cord or ladder, and
the society they established reflected the cosmic order of heaven. They were
divine kings, in Sanskrit called Cakravartins, who "...represented the continuall~
reboni essence of the divine ancestor, who was reincarnated in each king.."'Tlle
kings were thus both endowed with magical powers and a special magnificence.
Cakravartin means 'the wheel-turnerr, and is a symbolic term from pre-~uddhist
times who is also referred to as a 'universal monarch'.'
This symbol has later been given a Buddhist meaning; the Chogyal or Dhama

King who has both religious and political powers, and keeps on turning the
spiritual wheel of religion.'
Bhutan came into being as a recognisable nation state in the same period as the
lineage of the Dalai Lamas gained hegemony in Tibet, and the governments
of both countries, established from the 17th century onwards, maintained this
combined religious-political tradition.
Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal who rose to power in Bhutan was seen as
being such a divine universal monarch with religious-political powers. In the
18th and 19th centuries, the reincarnations of Zhabdrung were regarded as the
ultimate rulers of Bhutan, even though their worldly powers later diminished
considerably. Also today in Bhutan there are echoes of this tradition of divine
kingship. King Jigme Singye Wangchuck (r. 1974-) is a highly respected
personality of compassion and wisdom. Parts of the population regard him as
a divine ruler, and some even identify him as a reincarnation of Zhabdrung.'
Thus the historical traditions connecting rulers to divine powers are still alive in
Bhutan.
The ruling traditions described above gave prominent roles to a trinity of king,
head priest and chief minister.I0An architectural symbol often carved and painted
on the capital, the zhu, of the most prominent columns, reflects this pattern by
symbolically depicting the following persons and objects, called 'the seven
jewels of royal power': the precious wheel, jewel, queen, minister, elephant,
horse and general." Dagyab RinpochC in his book Buddhist Symbols in Tibetan
Culture, comments on this symbol that it is clearly derived from its "...original,
strongly magical, meaning of the signs in the cultural context of the ancient
Indian tradition."'*
The prominent role of the religious kings of India may be exemplified by king
Bhojadeva (1 0 18- 1060). He was a respected scholar and apparently the author
of more than thirty treatises (sastras) on such vast topics as architecture. archery,
medicine, poetics, grammar, astronomy, philosophy, politics, religion. yoga, etc."
His manual on architecture was one of the main sources for the Sanskrit scholar.
Dr. D.N.Shukla when he wrote the book ~ & t u - ~ k t r on
a , what he calls the science of architecture.
2.1.2 Divine makers of architecture

Gelernter describes how the kings increasingly devolved the responsibility of
building "...to the first professional architects. The architects were supposed to
act on behalf of the king and to base their design on his divine sources."" The
architect thus stood halfway between the gods and the work force. He interpreted
the divine sources of form, and directed the builders accordingly.
In the Himalayas, his origin was also divine, or serni-divine - as was that of
Daedalus, the legendary first architect of the Greek world. Visvakarma of the

ancient Indian tradition is said to have been the master of a thousand arts, the
carpenter of gods and superior to all architects.15
Shukla refers to King Bhojadeva's architectural manual when he writes that the
"...essence of the Sanskrit word Vastu is planning. Creation and Planning must
go together. Creation of the world and its planning are twin sisters. ... Brahma,
before creating this world, created V ~ ~ S ~ LAll
I . "creation
'~
is thus planned, and
cosmologically this universal truth corroborates the "...essence of civilisation,
in which the ordered society and lawful, peaceful, beautiful way of life is to
be evolved. ... (This) requires concentrated effort of the trinity or triad, i.e. the
architect-planner, the patron king and the substratum, the earth. This trio is represented by Visvakarma, the heavenly architect, appointed by Brahma himself, to
build places of habitation on earth."17
King Bhojadeva's manual was written in India just after the turn of the first millennium AD, when Hinduism developed from much the same roots as Buddhism.
It echoed what was written on architecture in the Rigveda, the earliest known literary d o ~ u m e n t . ~ ~ h uwrites
k l a about the hymns of the Rigveda that they "...invoke Vastospati as the special deity supposed to preside over building sites."I9
Vastospati is identified both with Indra, and also with Tvasta, the carpenter of
gods. Tvasta is for instance said to have sharpened the thunderbolt of Indra, thus
mastering both wooden and metallic crafts, while Visvakarma is invoked as the
creator of the universe as a whole.'O
Shukla writes that Visvakarma had four sons, "...and each got the responsibility to plan one of the four quarters of the earth with towns, villages, houses,
public places, gardens etc. together with forts in between the mountains and the
rivers for security reasons. ... He himself did the planning of the capital of the
Universal m ~ n a r c h . " ~ ~
Visvakarma is also designated an important role in myths and rituals in
Bhutan. According to Shukla, artisans in general are seen as descending from
Vi~vakanna.~?
The legendary carpenter of Zhabdrung, Zow Balip was a part of
this pattern, and is described as an incarnation of Visvakarma. This connection
between artisans and Visvakarma gives not only the artisan, but even his instruments a sacred significance. In Bhutan such traditions are maintained, and it is
for example regarded as sacrilege to step upon the tools of a carpenter."
The t e ~ marchitect is a Greek word of antiquity, which literally means 'chief
~rafisman'.~'
Vitruvius quotes the Greek architect Pytheos, and writes that "...an
architect ought to be able to accomplish much more in all the arts and sciences
than the men who, ... have brought each single subject to the highest perfection.'?'5 For those who had scholarship, but no practical experience "...were obvlously hunting the shadow, not the sub~tance."'~
It is also worth noting that high lamas are also often expected to provide
leadership in the design not only of mandalas and chortens but temples and

other buildings. High lamas are expected to be well versed in all the 'major' and
'minor' sciences - which include the arts, crafts - and architecture,
2.1.3 Early learning and training

Learning may initially have been mainly like an unconscious imitation. Gelernter
writes that: "As long as builders merely extemporized on forms which had successfully worked in the past, the 'knowledge' they required for their craft involved little more than a command of physical skill and a mental image of the
successful forms."" Then with increasing complexity more formalized training
evolved. According to Gelernter, "...once architects sought one true and timeless
form of building, and offered precise design method by which the true forms
could be realized, then it naturally followed that a young architect would have to
learn those essential rules of design. ... Since those rules ... are divinely revealed
religious truths - then the young pupil had to be immersed in an abstract and
even arcane body of special professional kn~wledge."~"
There were various degrees of training and knowledge among the artisanarchitects, and for instance in ancient Egypt the guilds of initiated artists were
instructed in the sacred canons by a priestly caste. Senmut who was the famous
architect of Queen Hatshepsut, wrote: "I had access to all the writings of the
prophets; there was nothing which I did not know of that which had happened
since the beginning."29A kind of professional dynasty developed, where the
'trade secrets' of the great masters were jealously guarded and handed down
from father to son.'O
The Newar artisans of the Kathmandu valley were Buddhists, and due to their
reputation of being highly skilled, they were invited to both Tibet and Bhutan
for special works. These craftsmen were organized in a kind of guild, and their
skills were handed down through apprenticeship and often from father to son.
The wood carvers possessed extensive knowledge concerning iconography and
the religious significance of various motifs. John Sanday describes "...the head
of the family acting as the teacher to the younger generations. handing down
both his religious knowledge and the skills of his craft to his sons, nephews and
grandsons. Only when his eyesight fades does he hand over the leadership of the
group to his next of kin.")'
2.1.4 The making process and the divine

The making process is not the result of 'inspiration', but of attention based on
concentration. In the book The TransJbrmatior~of Nature in Art, the Indian scholar A.D.Coomaraswamy renders a ~ h i n e s etext about a carpenter who is making a
wooden stand for musical instruments. His royal client asks him:""What mystery
is there in your art?He replies, "No mystery. your Highness. and yet there is
something. When I am about to make such a stand ... I first reduce my mind to

absolute quiescence ... I become oblivious of any reward to be gained. ... ofany
fame to be acquired ... unconscious of my physical frame. Then. with no thought
of the Court present in my mind, my skill becomes concentrated, and all disturb.
ing elements from without are gone. I enter some mountain forest. I search for a
suitable tree. It contains the form required, which is afterwards elaborated. I see
the stand in my mind's eye, and then set to work."" Thus in the process of concentration the mind and hand are coordinated, and the conformity of a thing to its
inner nature is incorporated.)'
The relative unimportance of originality is also highlighted here (as discussed
other places in this thesis), the ideal being to confonn to divine models.
The state of mind of those taking part in the construction process was thus believed to influence the potential positive effect of the structure. Those who were
to build Thangtong Gyalpo's special chorten-temples in Tibet and Bhutan in the
15th century, had to have abandoned 'all attachment to their lives.' Janet Gyatso
explains that: "This state of mind was thought to indicate that the proper causes
and conditions for success had come together.")"
Tucci writes in Tibetan PaintedScrolls that to paint is to evoke, and he states that:
"Every painting is an e v o c a t i ~ n . "The
~ ~ making process is guarded with ritual in
the same way as the preparation process for a liturgical rite. Tucci describes this
in detail from the gathering of cotton to the spinning and weaving process, all
the weaver will
accompanied by purification rituals. As with building proces~es,'~
only start the work on an auspicious day and hour, "...and perform a lustration of
the articles used for weaving. When the material is ready the painter, who must
be a sGdhaka, a person capable of mystical realizations, begins to paint.")'
In this process of painting, we are dealing with an increasing importance in terms
of artisans involved. The crafts of painting, statue- and mask making are ranked
the highest, being highly meritorious. Spinning and weaving had female and thus
impure associations, but the most unclean were the smiths and especially those
who made instruments for killing.'"
In the making process of buildings, the significance and type of the actual
building determines which artisans are to be involved, and the amount of rites
taking place in the proce~s.~"
2.1.5 Sacred buildings and supernatural making processes

Many legends are connected to supernatural building processes, and everyone
with experience from construction knows what efforts and strains are involved
in such undertakings. The supernatural process is thus described by its extreme
ease of accomplishment. Many holy buildings are thus conceived in a single day.
which vouches for their sacredness. The name of the valley of Ha in Bhutan,
means 'sudden', and it is believed to date back to when the 'White' and 'Black'
temples were built in a single day.4o

Legends also tell how nature spirits helped in supplying the timber and stones
to the building sites. This was among the most demanding parts of the making
process.4'According to the legend of Sarnye's construction, the nature spirits
provided the materials at night.42
For the construction of Punakha dzong in 1637 there was an abundance of wood
and stone for the construction thanks to the divine support given by the local
deities. The source of this information is the biography of Zhabdrung Ngawang
Namgyal written by Tsang Khanchen in 1674. Ardussi refers to this namthar, and
he writes that already "...some thirty-five years later, legends of divine assistance in the project had become widespread. River spirits reputedly washed up
supplies of pine logs even as mountain spirits brought quantities of marble and
stone, the whole project being thereby quickly completed by troops of protective
Ardussi sounds a bit ironic
deities under Ngag-dbang-mam-rgyal's dire~tion."~'
here, but certainly Tsang Khanchen wrote his biography in accordance with the
ancient legacy for sacred buildings. He may both have referred to legends as
well as contributed to them. Zhabdrung was thus described as a ruler with divine
powers, and Punakha as a sacred dzong where local deities protect the Buddhist
religionY
2.1.6 Merit and donors
Merit or virtuous actions are an indispensable part of Buddhist doctrine and practice. Merit is acquired by good deeds carried out in order to benefit all beings,
not to fulfil individual greed. The selfless intention behind the act of merit is thus
as essential as the act itself.
The significance of merit may be exemplified by a legend about Guru Rinpochd.
The Guru (and teacher) is visiting king Sindhu Raja in Bumthang in Bhutan,
when he gives the King the following advice: "Although you have built many
castles, when the time of dying comes, only the bier will be yours! Therefore,
from now on, you must no more build so many houses for yourself. but you must
erect temples and present holy statues, (these are actions) which are helpful for
the next life too."45
The concepts of merit and karma form the basis for proper behaviour. Karma is
not only concerned with what in the West would be termed moral issues. It is
also connected to "...the belief that virtue brings happiness and nonvirtue sorrow,
A sensible person makes efforts to
a powerful system of purity and p~llution."~"
accumulate merit in order to improve his or her karma in this or in future lives.

The accumulation of merit is also connected to donations, such as of various
religious objects or sponsoring of ceremonies. For instance to donate a new pinnacle, called a serthog, to a temple, brings much merit to the donor. This we shall
encounter time and again in the histories of individual dzongs. Such actions refer
to the triple aspects of the faith represented by the three receptacles or supports.

'The 'body' is represented by mainly icons of Buddhas and Buddhist saints. The
second is the 'speech' aspect or the words of the Buddha, represented by the
Buddhist canon, mainly the Kanjur, but other religious texts as well. The third,
the 'mind' receptacle, meaning almost always the chorten (stupa)." These three
supports of body, speech and mind, represent the basic nature of reality and are
the starting point for doctrines of great complexity, and are to be present in all
temples.
The Buddhist doctrines also distinguish a triad of outer, inner and innermost/
secret divisions, where the very 'inner' state is completely 'pure', but this is
not to be found as a physical form - only a mental state. Such divisions are also
reflected in how space is organized in temples and dzongs, as described in other
chapters.
The artefacts may be categorized in 'higher' or 'lower' physical forms. Paintings
and sculptures are the 'higher', being directly related to religion, while buildings
belong to 'the lower physical forms' with temples and shrines ranking highest.
Merit connected to the donation of artefacts is often recorded in the Karchags,
meaning 'table of contents', which are a special genre of books kept in temples,
monasteries or dzongs. It is thanks to these sources as well as the personal
biographies (namthar) that it is often possible to date the construction of temples,
and to know who the donors were. Sometimes other information related to the
construction is also recorded.48
Merit primarily accrues to the donor, but also to those involved in the making
process. To live the life of a monk, or to go on pilgrimages, is also highly
meritorious.
2.1.7 The significance of measurements
Spiro Kostof writes that as "...late as the Baby Ionian period, the kings were
supposed to keep measurements secret, and themselves lay out the dimensions of
the temple and initiate ~onstruction."~'It was thus the ancient kings themselves
who determined the measurements. These were of utmost importance, since
to measure out the world was regarded as the very process of its genesis. To
measure thus implies to give existence to something.
Geometry, which literally means 'measuring the earth', developed in Egypt
precisely for that purpose. The underlying geometry of buildings was accorded
a magical significance, and special ceremonies were carried out on such occas i o n ~ . This
' ~ was also the case in Tibet and Bhutan, and such rituals are described
in chapters 2.3 and 2.4.
In Indian tradition Visvakarma is in charge of the measuring rods. These rods
were to be made only fiom special trees, and such yardsticks were of three different kinds according to the use. The superior stick was used for lneasuringteInples, and the inferior one would measure weapons, the rod of the bow etc.5'

Fig. I The anthropometric scale of the Bhutanese measuring syslern. with the unit o f the cub~t10 the
left. By utilizing the cubit of a powerful person, h ~ spower would be embedded in the building.

The act of initial demarcation is included in a ritual which has the significance
of establishing and determining an ordered space from out of the 'chaos of
unlimited extension'. Since royal power derived from cosmic power, the unit
of measurement was the cubit of the king, being the length of the forearm
from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger. The Kumburn in Gyantse had its
foundations laid out in 1427, and it was recorded that the "...unit of measure was
the cubit (khru) of the king and this exceeded the normal measure by four fingers
( s ~ r - r n o ) .The
" ~ ~cubit of donors could also be applied in constructions.
In Bhutan the standard measurements are based on an anthropometric scale,
which is basically identical to the canon of measurements recorded by the
Roman architect Vitruvius around 30-20 BC.53The unity of measurement is multiplied according to certain rules and determines the proportions.
2.1.8 The manuals - sastras

The manuals linked the divine, theological plane and the mundane world. Most
of them explained both the religious significance of the various building types
as well as giving practical advice. The Indian tradition of manuals or treatises
on architecture was maintained in written form at least since Vedic timesz4
They also include many other related topics like sculpture, painting. mechanical
construction etc.
Through the concept of type. architecture kept its links with the past. The types
were continuously reconstructed as a result of cognitive perception and memory,
as well as due to the ideal models described in the manuals. The building types
are like frames for hrther elaboration in relation to the actual setting and requirements. However, the ancient model where the architect was not conscious about
making an individual 'opus' prevailed. One followed the norms, and the architecture expressed an amazing stability over long periods of time.

Bhutanese manuals on architecture have so far not surfaced.ssAmong the Newar
artisans of the Kathmandu valley the sastras are plentiful and modelled on the
Sanskrit classics, adhering to both the practical and ritual aspects of building as
defined in them.sb
The architectural historian Andrew Boyd writes about the Chinese traditions,
that compared with books on most other arts in Chinese literature, there are few
books on architecture, of which not all have survived. The Ying-tsao Fu Shih was
first printed in 1103, and "...is a remarkably detailed and methodically illustrated
Its
summary of Sung practice in all the main branches of building pr~per.."~'
author, Li Ming-chung, was a scholar and official, who was commissioned by the
Emperor to write the book. In technical matters he learned from the experience
of his master craftsmen, since he did not master technique from his own
experien~e.~~
Kostof writes about the importance given to what he terms 'the ofice of the
architect' in ancient Egypt. This o f i c e was in charge of the execution of sacred
or prestigious public works. The plans and other pertinent information about
the design of temples were preserved in archives. This was also the case for all
official institutions and palaces. These "...written instructions, divinely inspired
and contained on rolls of papyrus and leather, would have to be consulted by
the state architect in remodelling extant buildings or replacing them with new
ones."" The legacy of architecture was thus maintained, and this represented a
divine knowledge not to be questioned or examined in line with what Allsopp
writes in the introductory quotation above.
2.1.9 Divine models and the example of Samye
The manuals reflected an ideal plane, however; there is always a gap between
theory and practice. Shukla writes that the sastric injunctions were guiding the
works,b0but those in charge of the practical implementation of the buildings were
only illiterate custodian^.^' These 'mason-architects' had their knowledge and
practical guidance handed down in their families from generation to generation:'
but being illiterate they had presumably no direct knowledge of the manuals.
The authoritative concepts of how to build the most important of all buildings,
the temples, were also formed by certain examples which gained a special
significance as a kind of models for later buildings. Shields terms such models
'pr~totypes','~
a term associated with a modern, industrialized setting where
exact copies are made on the basis of an original standard item. The term
prototype thus gives inadequate associations, and misses the two main points in
relation to such historical models.

Firstly, the temples were generally constructed according to the prevailing
understanding of the typological pattern at the time they were built. A few

buildings became renowned for their successful architecture and the fame
connected to the establishment, and these became 'models' for later buildings.
However, at the moment they were built these temples also had their own models.
The most famous model for temples in the Himalayas, Sarnye in central Tibet
consecrated in 779, exemplifies this process. According to various textual sources
Samye was built according to Indian models, and Samye itself later became a
kind of model for other temples in the Himalayas. This is how the legacy of
Buddhist architecture evolves. It is an on-going process, not a static system.
Secondly, it is not likely that the model was directly copied from the original.
Written sources maintain that Samye was built on the model of famous, lndian
and others
monastic institutions. Some sources give Odantapuri as the
give both Odantapuri and Vikram~hila.~'
Here historical chronologies may be of
some help, since according to Dutt, Odantapuri may have been built around 750
AC,66and Vikramshila was founded by Dharmapala who reigned (770-8 1 O).67
Vikramshila thus appears to have been built after Samye, however, both being
approximately contemporary establishments, make them less likely as architectural models for Samye. This was a period when several tantric colleges were
established by the Pala dynasty in north-eastern India, and the general typology
of these establishments was most likely the mandala concept, discussed in
chapter 2.5.bs
How much did the Tibetans actually know about these lndian establishments?
Stein writes that one of the King's envoys had visited Nalanda just before Samye
was built, and he thus writes that a temple at Odantapuri or at Nalanda is regarded as the pattern usedSb9
Odantapuri was a college within the tantric Buddhist tradition. while Nalanda being an older institution possibly followed more traditional concepts of monastic
education. However, Odantapuri and other tantric colleges on the Indian subcontinent may have been the model for Samye both as institutions and in terms
of architecture.
New establishments were also often connected in what is called a mother-daughter relationship to the main establishment of the same religious school. This may
have influenced the way textual sources referred to models, which underlines my
point, that to have a model, - to build in accordance with an established legacy
- was the important focus, not direct architectural copying.
In the texts about the building of Samye, it is also stated that Indian, Chinese,
Khotanese as well as Tibetan architectural traditions influenced the central
temple building. Anne Chayet has listed the many variations to be found in the
textual sources, in temis of which floor of the building supposedly reflects the
influence of which country.70The sources are thus not conclusive on this point,
and this information has also been interpreted in various ways. Some take it liter-

ally, and write that the ground floor may be reflecting Tibetan architecture and so
while Tucci suggests that the artisans working with the interior works may
have been distributed sort of 'nation wise' in the b~ilding.~'
This may well have
been the case, but the texts may equally indicate an intentional idea of merging
the traditions of the surrounding countries with their own in one monumental
building.
A temple which is more than 1200 years old, and has suffered damage many
times from earthquakes and fires,73as well as outright vandalism during the cultural revolution during the 1960s, may of course have changed in this process.
However, Amy Heller writes that it was restored time and again over the centuries according to the original plan, and knowing the strength of the legacy this
may certainly have been the case.74
The apparent lack of consistency in the textual sources referred to above, may
indicate that we are dealing with a convention for how important buildings were
to be recorded - a textual reflection of the architectural legacy. A monastery
was supposed to be built according to established norms, and a Buddhist temple
within the tantric tradition is to follow the model of the mandala. A temple plan
will follow the principles of the divine model, however, the scriptual texts do not
give exact instructions which can be translated into physical form. It is thus fair
to assume it was the ideas and intentions that were transferred, and only rarely if
ever the buildings themselves as exact physical models. Such ideas and beliefs
influencing the architecture, are to be discussed next.
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2.2 Beliefs and ideas related to architecture
"Whatever the historicul context in which he is placed,
hotno religiostrs alulays believes thcrr there is an absolute reulitj:
the sucred,
which transcends this ~ ~ o r lbut
d , munijests itself'in this ~ ~ o r l d ,
thereby sanctrbing it and mtrking it real. "
Mircea Eliade'

To understand architecture in general, and especially architecture as history,
requires an understanding of ideas as generators of built form. Architecture is
founded in cognitive models, which may be traced in beliefs, religious theories,
myths and various symbolic interpretations.
Whilst visible architecture belongs to the world of material phenomena,
architecture also reflects spatially, what beliefs and ideas express verbally.
Forms, proportions, colours and their symbolic significance are amongst the
many expressions of aspects of inner or religious experience. This was the focus
of Jan Slavik's Ph. D. dissertation Dance of Colours,' in which he concludes
that such visual aspects are "...extremely important within both the theory and
practice of Vajrayana Buddhism.") In this context both the spatial concepts of
architecture as well as the way it is painted and decorated, play an important role.
The architecture of the Himalayas has for many centuries been infused
with a tremendous web of beliefs and ideas. These have undergone cultural
assimilations and changes of meaning which may be traced through layers of
historical developments. Eliade writes that: "History cannot basically modify
the structure of an archaic symbolism. History constantly adds new meanings,
but they do not destroy the structure of the ~ y m b o l . "The
~ effectiveness of such
symbolism is based on people's common memory, and its force is maintained
by repeated use. While new ideas are included, the original meanings may be
forgotten, and according to Eliade this is a common phenomeno~iin the history
of religions; but he writes that: "A religious symbol conveys its message even
if it is no longer consciousl~~
understood in every part. For a symbol speaks to
the whole human being and not only the intelligen~e."~
Beliefs Inay thus be
understood on diverse levels. On one hand there is an abundance of popular
beliefs. On the other there is refined spiritual knowledge.
However, these do not represent separate entities. They are interrelated and
display different levels of knowledge and understanding. The cosmological worldviews may be seen as representing ideals. and as such rather refined knowledge7
while the more popular notions are displayed in the practice of for instance rituals.
Architecture and its connected rituals reflects all these levels of 'meaning'.

2.2.1 The significance of hidden meanings

In the Himalayas, the earliest sources from the 7th century onwards are coloured by the religious 'experts'. These were the lamas of the various Buddhist
schools and BGn, who reinterpreted and assimilated previous beliefs into their
religious symbolism. In the esoteric and tantric traditions, some of these meanings are not meant to be visible to the profane eye. That meanings are hidden is
both required and increases, their significance. Various examples in this respect
have been studied in NepaL6 Gutschow and Bajracharya describe a setting in the
Kathmandu valley where ancient shrines founded as the seats of pre-Hindu, and
probably also pre-Buddhist deities, were filled with a new content and given new
interpretations. The shrines were thus absorbed into new spatial patterns and assembled through a rite to form an imaginary mandala: "The connection between
the three systems of eight shrines each only exists in the minds and in the acts
of those who perform the ritual; there is no visual trace which would make the
system evident to the uninitiated."' This mandala is thus realized only in time, in
its actual ritual performance, and Gutschow and Bajracharya explain this hidden
meaning with a quote from an ancient text;" ...'the gods as it were love what is
hidden'".8
When writing about these issues, my intention is the opposite of mystifying the
architecture and the built environment. The intention is to illustrate the meanings behind, and explain through examples how this architecture bridges the gap
between the visible and the invisible. I shall describe beliefs and ideas which
had impact on the architectural developments mainly in Bhutan, but also in the
Tibetan cultural area. I have searched for information in what may be described
as Bhutan and Tibet's cultural realm, in between India and China.
2.2.2 How ideas spread

In early historical times Bhutan was influenced by its neighbours, including the
Indian subcontinent, and Tibet had a great impact on the ideas that evolved in
Bhutan especially from the turn of the first millennium onwards. Tibet was itself
influenced by both India and China, and there were also cultural exchange between these cultural areas from early on. Tibet also had links to the Central Asian
cultures, but with these northern neighbours being far from Bhutan, such threads
of influence have not been explored in the context of this thesis.
In Ancienr India and Ancient China. Trade and Religious Erchanges AD 1-600,
Xinru Liu writes that the Buddhist ideology and institutions which developed in
Kushan India, were transported to China along trade routes,' and he concludes
that in the "...Sine-lndian trade, cultural values were conducive to economic
activities. However, cultural values evolved in association with economic
conditions."lo

Map 7 The main travel routes of the region in ancient times. The track via Paro and Tremo La in
Bhutan was in use until the 1950s.

Marco Pallis made an interesting distinction between the influences Tibet
received from lndia and China. He wrote that whilst lndia had reigned in the
sphere of sacred things - purely religious objects such as pictures or sculpture
- the Chinese influence "...exerted itself more in the things pertaining to worldly
life.."" Religion and worldly life are of course interconnected. But whilst Tibet
adopted Indian Buddhism mainly between the 7th and I l th century. they had
closer links with China in later history. Especially the way of life of the Tibetan
aristocrats may have been influenced by Chinese culture. Pallis mentions Chinese
forms and characteristics found in interior tittings and furnishings of houses, as
well as other domestic items.'? Some aspects of how the architecture niay have
been influenced will be discussed later in this chapter, but ce~tainlymanners and
dress customs cany traces of Chinese influence. An item in high esteem, silk, was
for instance not produced locally in Tibet, but imported from China." Chinese
silk also found its way to Bhutan. The Jesuit father Cacella was a guest at

~h~bdrung's
court in 1627, and reported from their first meeting that Zhabdrung
was sitting on a high platform dressed in red silk trimmed with gold.."I4
Bhutan was not on the Silk Road, which in modem terms has been called an
international highway for the spread of many beliefs and ideologies.15 However,
one trade route on a regional scale connected Bhutan via Paro to India and
Tibet, while several other routes on a smaller scale connected the area to the
surrounding world.
Bhutan had an economy based on subsistence agriculture, but still a certain
surplus and special items such as horses, were traded. Cacella wrote that: "This
country receives goods from China such as silk, gold, and porcelain all coming
south from the town of Kong-po."16 The Bhutanese thus went north to Tibet, and
there were trade relations to the south mainly with Cooch Bihar and Assam in
India.)' Pilgrimage to sacred places like Bodhgaya is still very popular today, and
trade was often combined with pilgrimage.
When today's tourists may be described as observers, the pilgrim was a
participant in the meeting with other cultures.
2.2.3 Ordering systems and cosmology

The early builders sought guidance in geometrical ordering systems. Gelernter
explains the reason for this to have been the belief that an orderly geometry
reflected the order of the divine world, and precise geometrical systems were
established with which to generate forms. This was the very beginning of ideas
that have formed the basis for the creation of architecture throughout history,
being good design "...based on timeless principles of form; these principles
originate in divinity; and geometrical systems can capture these principles."18
By building according to such divine rules, the buildings are incorporated into
the sacred realm of the universe. Eliade writes that "...every construction or
fabrication has the cosmogony as paradigmatic model. The creation of the world
becomes the archetype of every creative human gesture, whatever its plane of
reference may be."I9
Since time immemorial people knew the power of the sun, and in Vedic times we
know the circular form gained significance as the symbol of cosmos itself. The
square symbolized the earth, and these two shapes were also the physical forms
of the earliest dwellings.20
Man's central concern was to define himself and his actions in relation to
the cosmos, and to live in balance with it. Cosmic harmony was maintained
through building according to the divinely given physical forms. It also implied
knowledge of both how to keep the forces of heaven, earth and the underworld
in harmony, and on how to influence these forces. One distinguished between
uninhabited, dangerous areas and those which were environments of human
habitations. Between these extremes an axis could be drawn reflecting various
levels of chaos and order - nature and culture.

2.2.4 Early lndian traditions
The lndus valley civilization foreshadows later lndian traditions, with for
example worship of a Mother Goddess, devotion to water and tree spirits, the
genii of sacred places etc.
The origins of traditions that were to become central to Buddhist and Hindu
practices may be traced to Vedic Brahmanism, as well as other traditions centred
on worship (puja) and devotion (bhakti). These traditions emerged in the run of
time, and are of prime importance in the development of sacred lndian architecture."
Their town planning was based on a grid relating to the cardinal directions,
which has parallels to the later cosmological oritentation of the mandala. This
pattern was specific for the lndian sub-continent according to a recent book on
the lndus valley civilization, where J.M.Kenoyer writes that "...in contrast, the
layout of early Mesopotamian cities was quite irregular, and temples or other
important buildings were oriented with the corners (instead of the walls) pointing
to the cardinal directions.""
The lndus settlements comprised courtyard houses in walled cities dominated
by citadels containing public buildings.'' At Mohenjo-daro, the citadel mound
perched high above the surrounding plain, underlining the power and authority of
the ruler^.'^
Buildings were shaped according to a standard set of proportions, found in
everything from the average size of bricks, to the size of rooms, in the overall
plan of houses and in the construction of large public building^.^' This was based
on rectangular shapes, while a preference for square shapes became the preferred
aesthetics in later architecture.
Stone blocks used as sockets for holding wooden pillars have been found in
several places, and Kenoyer writes that: "Some of the largest public buildings
at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa appear to have been made entirely of wood, and
specialized tools would have been needed to shape and fit the huge timbers for
gateways and columns.
There is evidence of large public buildings which according to Kenoyer may
have had religious purposes, but so far their precise function remains a mystery.
Some of the huge structures were at first thought to have been granaries. but are
now rather identified as having been great halls,27which may have resembled
'the thousand pillared halls' referred to in the later Ripedu.
The Rigvedu is a collection of hymns connected to sacrificial rituals, and they
were presumably compiled froni archaic material which had been transmitted
orally until written down around the turn of the first millennium BC.?$The Vedas
focus on the ritual fire offering (homa) at the Agni altar. This raised platform for
the sacred hearth was the fulcrum of macro-cosmic and micro-cosmic interrela-

[ions. 7'he construction o f these altars followed an established canon of proportionate measurement, where each brick had a meaning and was interpreted as
part of the configuration o f the univer~e.~"
There i s a contirluity of symbolic content from Vedic Brahmanism to Buddhism.
which in turn also generated the change of Brahmanism into Hinduism. There i s
thus similarly a considerable overlap of symbolic expressions in later tlinduism
and Buddhism."'

2.2.5 The mandala
The basic Indian cosmological concept i s represented in the mandala, which is
a Sanskrit word literally meaning circle." In its extended meaning 'mandala'
indicates a centred space for ritual action, based on emanation from and return
to the centre, the most sacred spot. This i s reflected in an abundance o f symbolic
correlations. In relation to architecture it reflects mainly a sacred enclosure. an
ordered and protected space. The Buddhist tradition o f the mandala mirrors an

ideal cosmic diagram o f heaven with Buddha's divine palace in the centre. In thi!
pattern everything is interconnected and interdependent; from liouse to site to
village to region to nation to the world and the universe. It i s applied to all forms
of planning and building.
A cultural landscape may also be described as a mandala.'? This is for instance
reflected in the title o f Mary S. Slusser's Ph.D. dissertation, NepuI Mandala
which refers to the ancient Indian usage o f the mandala concept, in which the
niandala also signified an administrative unit or a country."

'---.,l

Fig. 3 An old mandala drawing, 9thJ
lOth century. (Brauen, 1998:14)

The most common mandala form is a two-dimensional symmetrical diagram of concentric
circles set within a square and further enclosed
by a circular boundary. The square has a door
on each of its four sides, the main one being
normally towards the east. However, among
mandala representations there are huge variations. In and around the centre, complex pantheons of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, protectors
etc. are often depicted. These are used in tantric
rituals, and to aid meditation as a visualization
on the Buddhist path. The mandala represents
the essence, and needs to be 'realized', that is,
understood and internalised by the practitioner.

Mandalas are not only depicted as diagrams or paintings in two-dimensional
form, but are also built as three-dimensional models. The construction of these
reveals many of the principles behind the mandala. The three-dimensional mandala palace is a key to understanding Buddhist architecture. For instance the term
'chorten' literally means a receptacle of offering^,)^ and the chorten structure is
a physical object reflecting the three-dimensional mandala. A chorten is like a
physical-spiritual manifestation of Buddhism.
The function of the mandala is to create a place in which the invoked deities may
dwell - at least for a certain time. It seems as if mandalas originally were made
only for temporary use in connection with rituals.3sThere is seemingly a long
step from the temporary mandalas to the mandala patterns reflected in landscapes
and buildings.
To trace the historical developments and variations on the mandala theme has
been beyond the scope of this thesis, however, a few such traces of information
have been given by Martin Brauen in his book The Mandala. Sacred circle in
Tibetan Buddhism. One of these is the oldest known ink drawing of a mandala
found in a cave at Dunhuang in northwest China (fig.3). This dates from the
9th - 10th century, and illustrates an altar prepared for a ritual.j6Even though
the drawing does not reflect buildings, its shape corresponds quite closely to
the overall lay-out plan of early Indian temples, as well as the main temple at
Tholing built in western Tibet in 996." However the temple of Samye, consecrated in 779. is usually referred to as a mandala, but differs in outline compared
to the later Tholing temple. The architecture of Samye will be explained below.

In The Throv and Practice ofthe Mandala, Tucci writes that what he calls the
Indo-Tibetan 'cosmogrammatap,the mandalas and their meaning "...are dealing

with the archetypes which are innate in the soul of Man.."-'8 Such archetypes
are not only present in Buddhist contexts. Parallels to the mandala are found
in many cultures, for instance among the Coptics as well as the alchemists of
medieval Europe.j9 There are also parallels to the Chinese mingtang which will
be described below.
The mandala cosmology was to become the most important source of influence
for the architecture in Bhutan,"" as explained in this thesis.
2.2.6 A note on the mandala form and the Christian cruciform

An important part of the mandala concept is its four doors opening towards the
cardinal directions. The graphical image of the mandala with these doors has
some parallels to the so-called 'Greek cross' - the equilateral cross. The cross or
crucifix is the main symbol in Christianity, and in Europe until Carolingian times
(8th century AC) the equilateral cross was the usual form. However, it developed
in the course of time, and took on the Latin form; a crucifix with a stake and the
crossbeam. This formal development reflected developments in the Christian
doctrine. C.G.Jung compares this to Christ's saying: "My kingdom is not of this
world," and describes this as "...the tendency to remove the centre of man and his
faith from the earth and to 'elevate' it into the spiritual ~phere."~'
The centre of the cross thus moved upwards, which is also reflected in the
increasing height of the Gothic cathedrals towering above a cruciform ground
plan.
So although there may be a superficial formal parallel between the shape of the
equilateral cross and the mandala, it is misleading to apply the term 'crucifonn'
to describe the formal structures of temples in the Himalaya~.'~
2.2.7 Chinese traditions of beliefs and ideas
In Chinese culture the general perception is coloured by the concept of harmony.
Harmony was the essence of 'right living', and was linked to happiness. The
hamiony on earth was established both in the overall planning of the landscape.
in architecture, and in peoples' lives. The means to achieve this was through
codes of conduct, astrology, geoniancy, divination, and a proportionate
architecture. The external macro-cosmic world was reflected in the micro-cosmic
world - from cities to dwellings.
Heaven and earth were believed to have a power called 'chhi''' - breath - on
which the prosperity of the nation depended. Everyone from the emperor to the
comnion people should be in harmony with the chhi; personal and dynastic liarmony. Life in all its forms interacts with heaven and is modified and conditioned
by the chhi, the cycle of the elements, and the two forces, yin and yang, which
interact with each other in a dialectical relationship. This encompassed the old
Taoist philosophy which held that actions on earth afTect the heavens. and lllovements in the heavens act upon the surface of the earth.u

In Science und Civilization in China, Joseph Needham writes that lndian
Buddhist tantrism appears to have come to China in the 8th century.45However,
as written above, Buddhist ideas from India had reached China earlier via the
trade routes, and "...during the +7th and +8th centuries Indian scholars were
employed in the Astronomical Bureau at the Chinese capital."46
Taoism has been linked to tantrism, and Needham writes that there is even a
possibility that tantrism may have originated in China. For instance the king of
Kamarupa (close to today's Assam) had the famous Book ofchanges - I Ching
(or Tuo T i Ching), translated into Sanskrit in 644 AD.47Alex Wayman writes
that "...there are indications that early Tantric Buddhism was found along the
Eastern belt of India, starting in Assam in the north and continuing south through
Bengal."48This is just south of Bhutan.
2.2.8 The mingtang

Royal power in China was since ancient times linked to a ritual hall - ~ n i n g t a n g , ~ ~
meaning 'bright hall'. This building complex was the emperor's ritual home,
and it connected the divine ruler closely to his role as being in charge of the astrology and the calendar. Astronomy was the secret science of the priest-kings,
and Joseph Needham writes about these 'sciences of the heavens and the earth'
that for "...an agricultural economy, astronomical knowledge as regulator of the
calendar was of prime importance. He who could give a calendar to the people
would become their leader. ... The use of it signified recognition of imperial authority."'O In China in Antiquity Maspero writes that at "...the beginning of each
year, the prefects of regions and circles went to learn about the new laws posted
by the King at the Sacred Palace, Ming-t ' ~ n g . " ~ '
On the basis of textual sources Maspero writes that: "The old arrangement of
four buildings placed symmetrically at the four points of the compass around a
central building had remained unchanged. For in each of them the king had to
perform the monthly ceremony of donning the robes of the right colour for the
season."'' The east with the rising symbolized spring and the green colour. The
south symbolized the summer and red. The west with the setting sun the autumn
and white. and the north was winter and black. At the centre and top (zenit) the
Yellow Lord presided over the central region of heaven.53
The symbolic power of the mingtang was very persistent, but the descriptions of
it vary ~onsiderably.'~
The importance of the mingtang was in decline fiom the
end of the Han dynasty (206 BC - 220 AC). In Chinese Traditional Architecture
Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt writes that the rituals seem to have been sporadically
maintained up to the time of the Ming dynasty ( l 368- 1644). when its ceremonies
were taken over by the ritual complex of the Altar to Hea~en.'~
A reconstruction of a mingtang shows a structure formed as a configuration
of four concentric circles and squares.s6The central complex had three stories

placed on top of a circular platform, and it was enclosed on all four sides by a
wall and encircled by a water canaIo5'
Shatzman Steinhardt sums up the essence of the architectural symbolism to lie
*'...in the two perfect shapes that comprise the hall - the circle, denoting heaven,
and the square, representing the order imposed by man on his universe, the earth.
The emperor provides the link between the two through his enactment of rites at
the ritual hall.''58
2.2.9 On geomancy and divination
In the Indian sub-continent there were traditions with parallels to the Chinese
divination and geomancy practices, but in China these ancient traditions reached
such a level of sophistication that Needham terms them 'the pseudo- science^'.^"
These included astrology and cosmology, and related the directions of east.
south, west, north and centre (including zenith and nadir) to the elements of
wood, fire, earth, water and metal. A central feature was also the so-called 'Four
Protectors', the guardians of the four directions, as well as the theory of the
two forces, Yin and Yang. All were interconnected, and their changing relations
were interpreted as a means to divining the future, to predict lucky and unlucky
days, and the impact of a pantheon of spirits and demons. This coloured Chinese
ancient and medieval thinking, and had also a strong impact in Tibet and Bhutan
which will be described below.
Most important in relation to architecture and planning is geomancy, called Feng
Shui, meaning winds and waters.60The function of geomancy is to determine
where to build in order to maintain the harmony between heaven and earth.
This applies to all levels from macro- to micro-cosmos. The chhi of the earth
is seen as flowing in vessels comparable to those in the hurnan body. Chhi is
influenced by the topography of the natural landscape, as well as the man-made
environment, and it is thus of utmost importance to chooSe the sites for various
purposes on the basis of qualified evaluations involving astrology and divination.
For instance both sharp bends, and straight lines were "...unfavourable, as they
act like 'secret arrows' directing demons to the site or destroying or removing
the ch'i acc~mulations."~'
The situation of the capital, the location of its religious and public buildings.
down to the selection of sites for houses and tombs, were all to be in the deepest
possible harmony with the laws of nature and its energetic flux. However, if
a bad site had been chosen, it was not irremediable, since measures could be
carried out in order to improve the situation. Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi explains
in one of the interviews that such antidotes may be either physical measures or
ritual~.~?
Feng Shui practices are still implemented today in many parts of Asia, even for
large, modem office buildings.
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The sites chosen for auspicious structures like cllo~tensand teriiples in Tibet and
Bhutan \\ere called 'he!-spots'. a [em1 I\ hich refers to geomantical calculation."'
Jallet G! atso \r rites on Thangtong Gyalpo ( 1 385- 1464'1). \+hoseconstruction
sites \+ereoften described \\.it11 this term. that this \+asdetined in relation to the
,geonianticaltheories ctlrrent in Tibet. and in a general sense it iniplied "...that
a religious structure as a stupa or temple i s beliebed to dissuade criminals from
misdeeds in i t s vicinit}. thus indicatillg the influence that such a structure \+cluld
e\etl on its area of location."N
These traditions ilia) also he a possible explanation for one of the curious
featllres of the Rllutarlese landscape. Especiall) in eastern Bhutan the landscapes

are characterised by a large amount of cho~tens,many of a considerable scale.
These chortens may have served as border markings of various petty kingdoms,
and as such they would also denote areas to be protected and pacified. Many
chortens as well as temples definitely mark key points of religious and geomantic
significance in the landscape.
2.2.10 Numerical symbolism and the ideal of nine stories
Divination also incorporates numerical symbolism. In China, nine is the number
of the active element of the universe, yang. Nine is the preeminent number of
the deployment of space, namely the eight directions and the centre, representing
energy-fields. According to Snodgrass, this was analogous to the Indian VastuPurusa mandala, as the metaphysical foundation for planning, and the "...Chinese
imperial throne had nine steps, the Taoist baton had nine nodes, the imperial
palaces had nine ~tories."'~Such symbolism is also described by Stein, explaining how the ideal was applied to a vertical hierarchy revealed by the number of
stories; "The king (or queen) had as many as nine, the people up to
Many of the old tower structures may also have had nine floors."

Nine is an ideal, auspicious number with ancient roots in shamanistic mythology.
A similar numerology is also reflected in the old Bonpo text from the twelfth
century presented in chapter 2.4, which relates how palaces are to be organized.
This text describes the symbolism adapted horizontally in the plans within a 3x3
pattern, being an ideal which buildings were striving to achieve in order to please
the gods and attract divine presence.
The strength of the ideal of nine stories influenced architecture, and in wallpaintings there are many examples of nine-storied tower like structures and legends tell of ancient palaces having nine floors.
2.2.1 1 Ordering systems, geomancy and divination in early Tibet
It is apparent that in Tibet during the Yarlung dynasty, geomantic principles were
used in order to determine the most favourable sites. During this period they
applied a complex amalgam of Indian, Chinese and Tibetan forms of divination."
and by the end of the 8th century an otticial geomancer was employed at the
Tibetan court."" King Songtsen Gampo (r. 61 0-649) was honoured as 'the first
religious king' by later Tibetan Buddhist historians, but Aris writes "...the king.
far from being the great propagator of Buddhism as all later sources insist, was
instead the codifier of all those indigetlous beliefs known as gts~rg-lug,a word
misappropriated of its meaning by the first Buddhists in Tibet along with several
other key terms in order to convey Buddhist concepts.."'"
The situation in Tibet at this time may have mirrored the religious openness,
which according to Slusser was the prevailing attitude among the western neighbours at the time. Both in India and Nepal, the religious climate "...encouraged

the practice of many faiths. Foremost were Hinduism and Buddhism, but the
Vedic tradition and popular cults also fl~urished."'~
The Ramoche temple in Lhasa was built on the initiative of the Chinese princess
who came to Tibet to marry king Songtsen Gampo in 164 1. This was built to
house the famous statue of Buddha Sakyamuni, the Jowo, which she had brought
with her.7' The following text as translated by Erik Haarh, displays all the prevailing beliefs, be it indigenous, B6n, Indian and Chinese which appear to have
been incorporated in the construction of this temple:')
"...And the prelates (blu-mu) came and said:
"The king's chapel should be built in the traditions of the prelates!"
And the tantrics appeared and said:
"The king's chapel should be built in our tradition, the tantric one!"
And the Bon-pos appeared and said:
"The king's chapel should be built in the traditions of the Bon-pos!"
And the Tibetan subjects appeared and said:
"The king's chapel should be built in the tradition of the Tibetan subjects!"
At that the king was very pleased and he accepted all of them.
He made the four doors in the manner of a mandala and the prelates
rejoiced.
He made pillars in the shape of aphur-pa (ritual dagger) and the
tantrics rejoiced.
He made the quadrangle (four corners) in the shape of a Swastika and the
Bon-pos rejoiced.
He made it in the shape of a chequer-board (ri-mig) and the Tibetan sub
jects rej~iced."'~
This quote displays what appears to have been an openness, or at least an attempt
to satisfy the followers of all the various prevailing beliefs. The inbuilt meanings
of the temple represented various ordering systems: a mandala with four doors, a
quadrangle or square in the shape of a swastika, and a chequer-board. The shape
designated as the Tibetan tradition is according to Haarh, "...describing a main
quadrangle or square, subdivided into equal quadrangles. a chess- or chequerboard. in the form of a sme-ba, divination table or board." He further writes that
this "...has nothing to do with the structure of the walls themselves, but applies
to the arrangement of the walls or partitions in the ground-plan."7sHaarh draws
this as a square subdivided into three times three squares, and he also illustrates
how the swastika may have been a part of the overall shape of the building.76
Here he may be going a bit far in interpreting this symbolism into buildings, but
it is interesting in this context to note the existence of such a symbolism. Such a
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pattern is also found in the burial chambers of the Yarlung kings in the Chongye
valley.77
It also accords with the specifications given in the Bon text called 'How to organize Shenrap's palace', see chapter 2.4. By comparing this text with the text
quoted above, it appears as if the Bonpos here may have adapted a possibly older
Tibetan tradition as architectural guidance, and that the Tibetan tradition was
closely linked to divination. The nine-celled plan is also found in the so-called
'mewa', which was a diagram showing the universe revolving around a central
point, used by astrologers to prepare horoscope^.^^
In her article "Architectural style in tombs from the period of the kings'.,
Cafarelli draws an Indian parallel from ancient architectural symbolism, namely
the 'tripada', which is a square subdivided into nine equal parts with an analogous cosmological nieaning.'"
The Bon symbolism described as a square in the shape of a swastika, is easily
merged with the shape of a chequer-board, a 'mewa' or a 'tripgda', and the mandala with its four gates is partly a square as well. A synergy between all these
various traditions does not cause problems from a geometrical point of view.
Seen in a religious perspective, this also appears to reflect the prevailing attitude. In the commemorative inscription by the tomb of king Trisong Detsen (r.
755-97), he is described as a ruler combining devotion to Buddhism with responsibility and regard for the old religious practice^.^" It is important to be aware
of this wide religious approach, especially since he is also credited for making
Buddhism the state religion of Tibet.
2.2.12 The architecture of Samye: mandala and mingtang

A similar synergy as the one described above appears to have been applied to
the main temple at the monastery of S a m ~ e .This
~ ' was built during the reign of
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king Trisong Detsen as Tibet's first Buddhist academy for monastic teaching and
practice, That an incorporation of various beliefs also took place in this context,
has bben identified by Anne Chayet in the article "Le monatkre de bSm-yas:
sources architecturale~."~~
Samye is traditionally considered as a mandala, but
Chayet compares the temple further with both the Ban text of Shenrap's palace,
ritual artefacts (rnd~s),@~
and Chinese planning, models in geneal and most significantly with the mingtang. She describes haw the temple may be included in
a square divided into nine, and h t h the square and the elevation are based on
a three-fold derivation, Chayet has shown drawings which illustrate my point
above that this synergy does not cause geometrical pr.obIems.@'
Steinhardt writes that during the first millennium AC up to the time of the Ming
dynasty, a mingtang was only erected "...at those times when the emperor needed
€0invoke the most powerful imperial ~yrnbolism,.""~
When king Trisorig Detsen
declared Buddhism the state religion, which was publicly annotineed by inscriptions on a stone pillar by the entrance to Samye. he may certainly have been in
need of the most p ~ w e r k supports.
l
Vie state was to be protected by the new
fRdsaand Tuwi writes that the king also regarded Samye as much man: than a
temple: "fn the mind of its f~underit was rather a magic reconstruction of the
world having the king himself as its ideal centre."@&
This was in line with the
intentions of the n~ingtangas described above, and such knowledge may have
been prwided by some of the niany Chinese present in Tibet some of whom
also took part in the building of Samye." That Samye trnay have been planned to
incorporate various ideas and beliefs is in line with the discussion on the Lhasa
temple above,

-

The lay-out plan of the Samye complex may certainly also be interpreted as a
mandala as follows. First, as in meditation practices. one enters through the cir-

cular (or rather oval) wall surrounding the whole monastery complex (fig.6).88
Symbolically this represents the protective circles around the mandala, and on
top of this perimeter wall there are several small chortens. This wall is thus
shaped like the circles called 'the eight cemeteries' surrounding the ideal mandala palace (fig.7).u9
The central temple may be interpreted as a three-dimensional n~andala,with
Buddha Sakyamuni in the very centre. On his left side is Guru Rimpochd who
played such a significant role when this temple was consecrated (see chapter
2.4.3). Samye has three main floors, and a great variety of temples, organized
within an overall square plan. Four main gates in the cardinal directions are
symbolically marked in the outer walls, and the opening is towards the east. The
main temple building is protected by the four large chortens in the four intermediate direction^."^
There are vast differences between the symbolic significance of the mandala and
the mingtang, but when related to architectural forms there are several parallels,
the most obvious being the applications of the symbolism of circles and squares.
2.2.13 The importance of good proportions - thigshed
Cosmic harmony is reflected in harmonious proportions. There are therefore
sacred norms for such proportions, and the individual parts of buildings are to
be given proportionate dimensions according to the overall size and type of the
actual building.'" This is in line with both the Indian and Chinese architectural

tradition^.^^
Shukla explains in detail the sastric rules of five proportions for the height compared with breadth, and the ensuing building types are given specific terms.
They are also ascribed various values from peaceful and good to marvellous. The
most magnificent look was achieved by the highest building of which the height
is twice the breadth.97Proportions are also important in relation to the form of
rooms, and are reflected in the architectural details. For instance in the Bhutanese
tradition the most harmonious shape is the ~quare,~%nd
there should always be
an even number of columns in a room.9'
In Bhutan the rules of proportion are termed the thigshed."
Proportionate measurement was regarded as the very essence of architectural
planning and making. Together with the sculptures of deities, the chortens are the
most ilnportant among the various artefacts. for which the rules of proportions
are of utmost importance. These are followed by temple buildings in terms of
importance. For other buildings the rules still apply, but their implementation is
given less attention.
It would be erroneous to seek for ultimate clarity in questions of form
or proportions. As is generally the case in the Himalayas, there are often

differing versions according to different sects and local traditions. 'Consistent'
interpretations are rare. In the Rhutanese context all such rules are regarded with
a pragmatic attitude, where exactness is not always very important. One sees thus
that temples and chortens actually display quite wide variations.
When the structures are 'well done' as with the Khamsum Yuelley Namgyel
Chorten at Yerpaisa in Punakha, the newspaper Kuensel wrote in the context of
its inauguration that it was "...an intense act of merit, marvelled by the physical
splendour of the chorten.""
On the other hand, if they are not made properly according to the norms, this is
seen as a display of ignorance, one of the root evils of Buddhism. Shingkhar Lam
commented on some quite badly built chortens in Kuensel with the following
words: "Erecting a chorten is not like building a house. It is as sacred as building
the statue of the Buddha. In a Buddhist country like ours if such chortens are
built (wrongly) it will not only distort our future chorten models but also bring ill
effect^.''^^
Shukla writes that if a building is devoid of lustre after completion, it is regarded
as inauspicious. When radiant beauty is there, its effects are always beneficial and omnipresent - not only to the family in charge, but also to society as a
whole.99While beauty and harmony give merit, defects and ugliness are inauspicious. Imperfection is "...beset with evil consequences.."'* The examples above
from Bhutan of today thus reflect the ancient Indian traditions of the sastras.

In the quote above, Shingkhar Lam underlines not only the possible negative
effects, but also how such badly built structures may contribute to a general decline. This points at how artefacts are like models. and it is thus important not
to deviate from the ideal. It is not only the written norms that are important. but
each and every artefact contributes to maintaining a consensus. As in Buddhism
generally, such ideals always relate to an original ideal given by the Buddha. As
time goes on, it is seen as harder and harder to maintain the purity of the ideal,
and in the Buddhist cosmological perspective we are in an era of decline.
In Bhutan people used to know quite well what were good proportions - so it is
said. Aris records the following legend which explains why a sculpture was out
of proportion: When the main image of Amitayus in the 'White' temple in Ha
was being made, "...an unidentified person abruptly turned up carrying its head.
The image took the head, which then soldered itself magically onto its neck: this,
it is said, explains why the head happens to be too big for the image."'''
The concept of ideal models does not, however, rule out innovations and subjective sensibility, and geolnetry and measurements alone are not seen as being sufficient to ensure beauty.
For architecture in general there are not really definite ~ l e for
s good proportions.
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One has to learn through a master in order to develop a sense for good proportions. In our first interview Shingkhar Lam explained how he himself developed
this feeling for proportions through working with an experienced master.'"

2.2.14 Architectural form and hierarchical order - thobthang
The religious-political hierarchy of society was reflected in a hierarchical S F tem in the architecture. In Bhutan there were formerly unwritten norms called
the thobthang, which regulated the kind of architectural elements to be used in
buildings.''' One of its utmost expressions was the shape o f the roofs. There wer'
rules for who could have what kind o f elevated roofs. The amount of roof layers
on the temple buildings reflected the importance of the temple and the preciousness of its artifacts. In Bhutanese buildings the huge columns, kachens. by the
entrance resulted in additional expenses, since having large. inlpressive columns
by the entrance. implied there had to be elevated roofs on top o f that building.'''
Such roofs again had certain variations which reflected the social-religi~usstand

ing of the inhabitants. Seen from a distance, a Bhutanese village may be 'read' in
terms of who lives where. These patterns are slowly vanishing today, since people here as in other societies strive for symbols of high status and wealth.'05Even
small buildings incorporate fancy details which traditionally were reserved for
important buildings. Such processes underline the strength of the symbols.
f i e thobthang norms represented appropriateness, and were merged with the
thigshed rules. Together they represented the ultimate requirements for beauty
and harmony.
Similar norms may have prevailed in Tibet. The most holy parts of the temple
complexes are covered with sloping roofs, and in the Potala palace the Dalai
Lamas got memorial chortens crowned by roofs which vary in size according to
their importance.'"
While in Lhasa I interviewed a carpenter who had worked on the conservation
of Potala, and he explained that here the entablature was to be the most elaborate
with nineteen layers of ornament^.'^' I told this to Shingkhar Lam during the 2nd
interview, and he responded by explaining that in meditation you visualize these
layers by constantly constructing them in your mind.IoB
Chapter 4.4 explains both the thigshed and thobtang rules as well as the layers of
the entablature more in detail.
In China such rules were also an ancient tradition, known from before Christ. In
The Art and Architecture of China, Sickman and Soper write that: "At least by
middle Chou, architectural forms and ornament seem to have been allotted by
rank."lWThis was also the case in later Imperial times, and violations of custom
were regarded as an early sign that the feudal order was weakening. Architectural
extravagance became one of the telling symptoms of misg~vernrnent."~
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Fig. 10 Roofs crowning the burial chorten's of three of the Dalai Lamas at Potala palace in Lhasa
reflect their importance.

Extravagance was also reflected in the dressing codes, as seen in the about one
hundred year old photo of the Ming Enipress dowager, Tzu-hsi being carried
through the pa lace gardens by the imperial eunuchs (fig. 1 l)."' Long sleeves underlined that the wearer was not involved in any manual work, and when parallel
traditions existed in Tibet (fig. 12), one may assume that the origin was China.
Marco Pallis writes that the "...cultured society in Tibet modelled its manners on
those of the Court of Peking.."'I2
2.2.15 Ceomancy and the 'taming' o f land
According to a legend, King Songtsen Gampo converted Tibet to Buddhism
by building twelve temples throughout Tibet plus the Jokhang temple in the
centre. Two of these temples were in the area of today's Bhutan. The legend
incorporated divination and geomancy into the symmetry of the Buddhist
mandala, and may be interpreted as symbolizing a civilizing force superimposed
on the unruly landscape and population of Tibet. The legend thus illustrates how
ideas from both India and China were interpreted in a local context.

On the basis of divination charts brought to Tibet with the king's Chinese queen.
the ground of Tibet was seen as the body of a female demon lying on her back."'
hampering the spread of Buddhism. The denloness was lying with her head towards the east,'I4 and her arms and legs are spread out encompassing all of Tibet
and the border areas. Three peaks stand in the Plain of Milk where the Jokhang
(andlor Ramoche) temple was to be built,'" and "...two of them are her breasts
and the third is the vein of her l i f e - f ~ r c e . " ~ ~ TJokhang
he
temple was thus built
on top of her heart. The other twelve temples were built throughout the area
in order to pin down the rest of her body. By nailing her down, she was ilnmobilized and unable to surface to the level of the earth and disturb the spread
of Buddhism. As geomantic key places. these temples were intended to work

together in a larger geomantic unity.'" Four temples built in the central region of
Tibet were called the Rugnon temples."The four Thadul temples were built to
tame the border. and the four Yangdul temples were to tame the area beyond the
border. ' I g
The legend says that malignant spirits destroyed by night what was built by
day,Iz0and king Songtsen Gampo realized that further actions were required.
While meditating at Pabonka he received divine guidance on how to solve the
problems,'2'not only for the temple in Lhasa, but for all Tibet. If Buddhism
were to flourish, all Tibet needed to be 'tamed', and temples were to be built
to facilitate this process. Afierwards he completed the temple in Lhasa without
firther hindrances.
This legend originated as a terma in the 12th century together with other texts.
during restoration works at the Jokhang temple, and was said to have been hidden by king Songtsen Gampo himself.'" However, there are no contemporary
sources confirming this building program. On the other hand, according to documents found in the Tunhuang caves, king Trisong Detsen a century later built
temples in all the regions, at the centre and on the border.I2)From the 12th century onwards the legend appeared in various texts, and its content is presumably
based on some historical reality. Aris questions whether all the temples in the
scheme were actually built during king Songtsen Gampo's reign, and his discussion makes it clear that there are several problems related to the identification of
many of the temples. Aris concludes that the scheme "...seems to fit several of
the temples built under successive kings..".'24
The 'taming' legend places the Jokhang temple in the geometrical centre, but
according to recent research by Amy Heller, the Jokhang may have been built as
a palace ( b a r ) in 642."' There are also textual sources pointing to Tandruk in
Yarlung as the first Buddhist temple in Tibet.'%However, one of the intentions
behind the legend may have been to promote the Jokhang as the first temple, and
as the centre of Tibetan Buddhism.
Aris writes that "...the basic structure of the legend resembles that of a mandala,
whose cosmological significance was never lost on the Tibetans.""' However,
the mandala concept was not really present in the minds of the Tibetan Buddhists
before in the 8th century and ~ n w a r d s . 'If
? ~this terma was hidden by the king
himself ill the 6th century. it may have been reworked when discovered in the
12th century. Aris comments that the material the historians drew on may have
been of ancient provenance, "...albeit thoroughly doctored to their
The main intention behind the 'tamirig mandala' of maybe the 12th century, may
have been to describe tile religious subjugation of Tibet and its border areas,
and to define the whole area as a sacred, Buddhist space. In the very centre of
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this Buddhist universe is the Jokliang temple linked to king Songtsen Gampo,
identified as 'the first Buddhist king'. The 'taming' mandala thus also linked the
main Buddhist heritage to the period of Tibet's greatest power.
The 'taming niandala' was very successful seen in a religious-political
perspective, and even more so when the 5th Dalai Lania of the Gelugpa order
moved the capital to Lhasa in the 17th century. Aris notes that the legend "...was
accepted uncritically by the late dGe-lugs-pa historians who were usually
sceptical of these 'revealed' texts."'"'

The Gelugpas were striving for regional hegemony, and their ambitions had
consequences also for the newly established Drukpa Kargyud government in
Bhutan under Zhabdrung's leadership.
Two of the early temples within the 'taming mandala' identified as being within
the area of Bhutan,13' may thus have given the Gelugpas a certain legitimacy
when several armies were sent to conquer Bhutan in the 17th and 18th centuries.
Matthew Akester has also studied the religious-political role of the mandala
concept^,"^ and he writes that in 16th century Lhasa, different lamas competed
in establishing mandala patterns. In opposition to a contemporary Nyingmapa
lama, the 3rd Dalai Lama struggled for what Akester calls "...an alternative
vision, a rival version of the mandala of the city, and as we know, the one which
ultimately prevailed."13'
Myth has been defined as knowledge that comes from the depth of the soul, and
Aris writes that in the process of writing his dissertation on Bhutan's early history, he searched "...for historical fact embedded in the legends which constitute
the myths", and he studied "...the myths themselves to appreciate the psychological attitudes of the society for which the myth acts as a statement of
However, when mind concepts and texts are transferred into the reality of material phenomena, it is important to be careful when interpretations are being made,
but certainly the concept of the mandala had both religious and political implications which are displayed in architecture and settlement patterns.
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2.3 On rituals
"Thepractice of urchitecture
was extended.fiom a holy rite
and retained a ritual churacter: "
Bruce Allsopp'

Rituals are an integral part of the making process and consecration of sacred
artefacts, temples. dzongs and houses, and these rituals are carried out according
to ancient traditions. Rituals may also communicate the underlying meanings
of cosmological nature and contribute to taming of land. In Bhutan rituals take
place on various levels. There are large scale rituals of national importance like
the new year celebrations at Punakha dzong, while others take place at village
level. In the households people carry out simple ritual acts as part of everyday
life, like tending their shrines and the early morning purification ritual of burning
juniper in the lukhangs2 outside the houses. Most households have one major annual ritual, in addition to others when required for special needs and occasions. If
a household suffers severe illness for instance, the house may even be abandoned
since the building may have caused the bad karma. lf evil spirits enter a perfectl!l
good house it may be vacated, and left to fade slowly into a ruin, or the bad influence may be counteracted with ritualse3
Tantra in Vajrayana Buddhism implies a unity of thought and actions, where
action is often seen symbolically and dealt with through ritual^.^ The ritual
principle is that by performing the desired events in micro-cosmic form, the
tantrist may trigger off corresponding events in the real world. In general the
aims of these actions are to enhance the good forces and to ward off evil.
According to Shukla, the ritualistic origin and evolution of architecture in India
may be taken as an established canon.' He writes that vastu-sastra "...in its fullest exposition belongs to Tantra. ... As a ritual, architecture is moreover doubly
linked with the primordial knowledge, i.e. the Veda and is included in two ofthe
six VedZngas. ... in which are laid down the rules of the sacrificial acts, the ritual,
are ... essential constituents of the science of Indian ar~liitecture."~
2.3.1 Background for the rituals connected to the making process
Construction implies that the natural balance in the environment is disrupted
and needs to be restored. The natural landscape has many indigenous 'owners',
whose properties are taken or disturbed; such as the owners of the trees or tile
owners of the soil. The Tibetan and Bhutanese pantheon of ancient gods, nature
spirits and demons is vast. Tucci and Nebesky-Wojkowitz attempted to classify
Inany of them, such as the gods of the mountains and the underworld.'

T ~ U the
S

rituals carried out when sites are appropriated for building purposes include warding otT evil spirits with origins in pre-Buddhist traditions. A ritual dagger (phurpa) is the most efficient tool in this context, as will be explained below.
Lamas perform an earth ritual when they 'borrow' the site from the 'owner of
the earth', before the earth is purified and blessed. Rituals are thus carried out
in order to include the new edifice into the cosmic order and establish a new
balance. This may also be interpreted in more sophisticated Buddhist terms as
'skilful means' along the path to enlightenment.8
There is also a Buddhist interpretation relating to the background for the earth
ritual and the agreement reached with 'the owner of the earth' which has been
. ~ explanation has its background in a well-mainstudied by Cathy C a n t ~ e l lThis
tained myth from when Buddha Sakyamuni was about to attain full enlightenment at Bodhgaya. He is challenged by Mara,1° who is the personitication of evil
in Buddhist mythology, but then Buddha is assisted by the earth goddess. The
myth relates that Buddha touches the earth with his right hand, and calls on the
earth goddess as his witness. The earth rumbles, and the goddess emerges from
it and confirms that the Bodhisattva has won the right to attain Enlightenment."
Mara and his host then scatter in confusion, and are no longer able to disturb the
Buddha's meditation.
In the hymns of the Rigvedu, Vastospati is invoked as the deity to preside over
building sites. Different explanations of his significance have been offered. but
Shukla writes that the name indicates all heavenly deities who fit into the pantheon included in the later development of the Vastu-Purusa mandala.I2 Purusa
is considered to be the 'cosmic man', manifestation of "...the Universal Essence,
the Principle of all things, the Prime Person whence all originates."I3
It is imperative to cany out a consecration of the site, which involves drawing
the grid of the Vastu-Purusa mandala before the building activity may be undertaken. This was regarded as the first limb, the first discipline which the master
builderlarchitect (sthapati) had to master.I4

This ceremony has obvious parallels to the Bhutanese earth ceremony. The
Bhutanese version is coloured by the Himalayan tradition of pacifying evil spirits, but otherwise there are more parallels than differences. It is also interesting
that in these days when the religious traditions in relation to building are in decline, this first ceremony is still maintained by most people.''
Rituals in relation to the making process are canied out in several steps in which
the master carpenter in charge of the actual construction plays a prominent
Part. I will not go into detail since these rituals have been described in several
sources.'bIn brief, the first step is examination of the qualities of site. An

Fig. 1 r. b. c and d From a consecralion ceremon) dedicated to the 'owner ofthe cartlt'. Sai 1-ham.
wh~ch~ool,place in Th~mpliuin 1997 Hert: the goddess shown in fig. 2a is drawn with colourrdsand
and ox~depowders before the digging starts under Iier leA arm h) the heart.

astrologer determines the date and timing for the first ceremony, the earth ritual
- the consecration of the site. This involves first to ward off evil, then the site
is requested from the earth spirit and offerings given, the soil is examined and
purified, and the site consecrated. Ritual objects and offerings are often buried
in the ground at what is considered the heart of the site. Then the balance is
restored, the deities invoked and the site protected.
2.3.2 O n the iconography of the earth deity

The earth ritual starts by invoking the local deities, and the lama requests the
site from the 'owner of the earthr, in Bhutan represented by a mother deity. Sai
Lhamo (fig.2a).
This ritual is perfonned in niany ways, from simple popular versions to elaborate ones. One important ritual took place in Thirnpliu in January 1997 wllen tllr
Special Commission for Cultural Affairs'' started - symbolically - the construction of a new cultural centre. They speeded up this process because the mming year of the Tiger would be inauspicious for starting construction. The earth
ritual was thus performed as a symbolic start,ln in line with the description of the

Bhutanese ritual described by Chimi Wongmo (1985).Iq What is interesting in
this context, however, is that the deity invoked in Thimphu is different from the
two other illustrations I know (figs.2b and c),2"and far more elaborate.
The iconography of the Bhutanese deity shows clearly she is female, while the
one in fig.2b is a male. This illustration was published in Gyatsho (1 979). but by
a mistake printed the reversed way. I have turned the image, and fig.2b should
thus be correct. The female and the male earth deities of figs. 2a and b then have
some clear parallels. Both have snakes adorning their heads and the lower body
of a serpent. Both also hold a jewel by their hips with the right arm, and the left
arm is raised to the ear.21However, while the female deity is beautiful with the
snakes nicely arranged as her hair, he is far from handsome with a pig-like nose
and horns. While the male deity's left hand is nearly hidden by his face, her left

Fig. 2 a. b and c Variations o f the ~conographyofthe eanh deity.
a) Sai 1-hamo. the Bhutanese earth goddess
b) Illustration ofthe cart11god in ( ; o / r ~ c . aro~ /he
. rim,
(NB. Here the printing mistdie is corrected. see note
C) lllustralion o f the earth goddess in DHSD. 1987

arm is lifted towards her head with the palm in an elegant open-handed gesture
(mudra). What is significantly different is that in the Bhutanese version one is to
start digging under her left armpit by the heart,:' while in the presumably Tibetan
version of G u t e w q to the Temple, one starts digging under the right arm holding
the jewel.
The third version of 'the owner of the earth' was printed in DHSD (fig.2~),!~
and
this shows a simple sketch of an apparently female deity. Here the digging is to
start under her right arm, which is also the arm she holds high. The left hand only
rests on her hip and is not holding a jewel. These different versions may show
the wide variety (or the lack of consistency) referred to in several instances.
However, Chimi Wongmo writes that "...if one digs in the wrong place by mistake this will have bad effect on the occupants of the house."24
This part of the ceremony is completed by placing 'a treasure vase' (bumpa) with
offerings to the earth goddess in the hole.
The Bhutanese earth goddess was drawn within a pattern of four times ten
squares, but the image made on the ground was a chequer board of ninety
squares. One way of interpreting this is that there are two sets of grids serving
various purposes: the simple one is related to the earth goddess, and the more
complex version for astrological purposes. Here is another difference between
the described versions, since the deities of both the Gatewajl to the temple and
DHSD are drawn within nine times nine squares.
2.3.3 Rituals during the construction process and the final consecration

Other ceremonies related to the construction process are at the start of laying the
foundation, when fixing the main entrance door, when fixing the rabsel at the
front side of the building, and when roofing the house. Later stages of building
will only be the object of further rituals if special problems occur.15
On an auspicious day the final consecration ceremony will take p l a ~ e . For
'~ a
house this involves a ceremonial transfer of responsibilities from the master carpenter to the head of the new household. The rituals in this context are accompanied by feasts, and friends will bring gifts. Once I took part in such a ceremony
in Thimphu; we all went through the house at a stage in the ritual screaming and
shouting, warding off eventual evil spirits. After expelling evil forces who may
have occupied the building (screaming, fire etc.) the peaceful forces are invited
in (rabney ceremony).
It is also during this ritual that carved, wooden phalluses are hung from the
corners of the roof in order to expel evil forces. These phallic images are often
crossed with a carved sword. Together it is believed these symbols will keep
malicious gossip and lightning away from the house. Such symbols niay also be
seen fixed over the main entrance door or painted 011 the walls." These traditions

bear witness of popular beliefs mixed with Buddhist, tantric practices.
The making process of temples and sacred objects is accompanied by more
thorough rituals, but their purpose is broadly the same. Yal Bentor writes that
the function of the consecration ritual conferred on receptacles of the Buddha's
body, speech and mind is embedded in the etymological meaning of the term for
this ritual in Sanskrit, which may be rendered in English as 'firmly established'
or 'stably residing' implying that the 'holy' or 'sacred' is established within the
object. The literal meaning of the Tibetan term is 'together with the sacred', and
by means of the consecration ritual, the sacred is invited to reside within the obe s buildings for worship, but
ject, thus making it suitable for ~ o r s h i p . ~ V e m p lare
all buildings containing a shrine are places of worship. Today in Bhutan, this still
includes a majority of all types of buildings.
2.3.4 Rituals and changes upsetting an established order

Gutschow and Bajracharya have studied examples in Kathmandu of how rituals
were established to mediate meaning.29Here the "...Kings not only built a great
many temples, but they also installed rites to connect them with each other: thus
we see various models of sanctification which aimed at integrating city or kingdom, in order to ensure protection by a particular god or groups of gods."30 This
entailed a fundamental re-structuring of sacred space, described in chapter 2.2.1.
Gods may also become upset by changes or manipulations of the physical
environment. Gutschow & K6lver describe how an important monastery in
Kathmandu had to be moved to facilitate an extension of the palace in Patan, and
then an annual ritual was established in order to reconcile hist0ry.j' They write
that according to the legend the temple had been "...founded at the site of a rivulet. When fire was seen above that rivulet it was taken as an auspicious sign to
build a monastery. Fire and water are symbols of worlds above and below earth,
thus defining a sacred place of communication between this world and that of the
gods. ... Space had been transformed - yet preceding conditions seem to convey
certain qualities of space. In a way we have to believe that a given spatial order
is virtually unchangeable. Therefore, if any change, i.e. any manipulation changing a religious environment, takes place, a ritual is needed for reconciliation with
the gods or powers ~oncerned.")~
It is worth remembering here that any notion of
'gods' is inherently pre-Buddhist. There are no 'gods' in Buddhism. only representations of good and evil forces. However. in the popular perceptions these are
conceived much as in other religious traditions of deities.
Dujardin has studied Rukubji village in central Bhutanq3'and found parallel ritual
connections. In the foundation myths and legends of the village, Guru RimpochC
purified the land from evil spirits and a snake denloness was subdued and her eye
pinned down by the local temple.J4A simple spirit house, the tsenkhang." was re-
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located in the 1980s when the motor road was built, but six villagers died shortly
after of various causes, and it was suspected that the local deity was upset about
the changes. A high lama thus recommended the villagers to move the tsenkhang
back to its original location, which was quickly done and the shrine was also improved in this pro~ess.'~
2.3.5 Rituals in the dzongs

Already in the 1640s Zhabdrung initiated public rituals within the premises
of the new dzongs, and large courtyards were incorporated in the complexes
to provide place for such events. The promotion of spiritual welfare for the
population is fundamental in a Buddhist country, and these festivals called
'tsechu' were established as annual events.
This was in line with ancient traditions connected to the marking of special
events - mainly the agricultural seasons - celebrated at the village level." Most of
the tsechus take place in the autumn, corresponding to the 'thanksgiving' rituals,
and a few are in the spring when fertility is celebrated. These rituals divide
peoples lives in space and time into meaningful segments, and are acknowledged
as important events. They may be compared to the Christmas tradition, which
takes place about the time when winter solstice used to be celebrated in the preChristian era. Christianity gave this ancient ritual a new content, which has faded
since and become overshadowed by the commercialism of modem times, but as
a celebration it is maintained.
The tsechu in Punakha has been an occasion of national importance since it
was established in the 1 6 4 0 ~It. was
~ ~ established by Zhabdrung and takes place
during new year. The rituals focus on one of the victories won over invading
Tibetan forces. and this tsechu became like a manifestation of his rule. Envoys
from all over Bhutan paid homage to the ruler on this occasion and presented
the government's share of taxes. In the central courtyard several ritual dances
take place. The head Lama presides over the event from a seat in a high position,
It lasts for several days, and on the
protected by a colonnade of kachen~.'~
last day the thongdrel - a gigantic appliqud tapestry of Buddhist divinities - is
displayed on the wall of the utsd facing the court yard where the ritual dances
take place.1°
,411 dzongs celebrate their annual tsechu festival, and for the participants a
special significance is connected to seeing the thongdrel. People travelled from
long distances to see it, as it is believed that as soon as one sets ones eye on it,
sins are washed away.4'
In Bhutan today the rituals in the dzongs are vigorously celebrated by the
population, and the only impact of westernisation in this context so far, are an
increasing amount of tourists at the main venues in Paro, Thimphu and Punakha.
The thongdrel haditiori has even gained a renewed momentum, with many
dzongs having had new ones made in recent years.
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In Tibet it was an established tradition that each monastery had its annual ceremony which also incorporated the display o f huge applique thankas. The most
prominent monastic institutions had special structures built purely for the purpose o f displaying these thangkas, called 'the cloth image tower'.." At Samye
there used to be this kind o f structure. At the Potala palace two huge tapestries
are displayed on the main walls facing the city on special occasions."
Such traditions are being taken up again in Tibet today, and while in Lhasa in
1996 1 visited a tailor's workshop where a completely new tapestry was being
made for Tshurphu monastery to replace the old one which had been damaged
during the Cultural Revolution. This was a huge undertaking, and meticulous
studies had been carried out in order to remake it as close as possible to the
original.

2.3.6 Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal and tantric rituals
From an early age Zhabdrung received training in all branches o f Buddhist
scholarship including tantra and meditation. He became a tantric master, and his
biography tells o f several instances where magical rituals were used. When the
Bhutanese managed to fight back one Tibetan invasion after the other. this lnust
at least in part have been due to the increasing amount of strong dzong buildings
in Bhutan, but it was largely attributed to the magical rather than military skills
of Zhabdrung and his close a l l i e ~ . These
~"
powers infused his soldiers with
strength, and fear spread among the attackers. I t was even included in peace
settlements that Zhabdrung had to refrain from fu~theruse o f
When a victory had been won with thanks to the divine assistance invoked
through the magic rituals, this was duly acknowledged. Druk Yul Dzong, 'the
dzong of the victorious Drukpas' was built in comniemoration o f a victory over
the Tibetans.'"

When an attack was about to come, Zhabdrung went to Chari where he meditated
and perfbrmed rituals to repel the invader^.^' He also performed the stronger
'black' ritual aimed at harming his opponents. I t i s was known to be very successful, since both the king of Tsang, his wife and other opponents o f Zhabdrung
died shortly after such rites had taken place.4uBut this i s also a dangerous action since it may cause karmic retribution. The fact that Zhabdrung's only son
was unfit to inherit the throne, has been explained as a retribution for this use of
'black' magic.'"
Here he i s depicted wearFig.6 shows Zhabdrung in his wrathful rnanifestati~n.~'
ing the equipment of the tantrists and the black hat used at exorcists ceremonies
and sacred dances, the cham dance^.^' He i s holding a ritual dagger (pl~urpa)'~
in
his right hand with a gesture symbolizing defence. In his left hand he holds a cup
of mustard seeds, a substance connected to wrathful activities for overcoming
hindrance^.^' A triple-framed drawing o f a wrathhl face i s also hanging from this

hand. On his chest he carries what looks like a mirror (a ~ n e l o n g )reflectinga
,~~
line drawing of the ritual dagger.
Geoffrey Samuel writes in Civilized Shurnrrris that the "...Tantric deities are more
powerful than the worldly gods, and ... they enable a competent lama to keep the
worldly gods in order."55Zhabdrung was a lama with such abilities. The country prospered, and he was also highly respected well beyond Bhutan's borders
as a Kargyudpa hierarch. Francke renders in Catholic terms that "...the Pope of
Bhutan was the patron Lama of the King of Ladakl~.".'~
2.3.7 On the ritual dagger - phurpa

The ritual dagger is believed to possess the power to exorcise and suppress
malevolent demonic forces, and this symbol of strength may also have intluenced architecture. The daggers resemble in shape the three-edged pegs used
to tie down the nomad's tents from time immemorial, and one of the many
meanings of the word phurpa is tent peg.57Another symbol of strength, the
~ incorporated in the handle, and in the drawthunderbolt ( v a j r d d ~ r j i )is, ~often
ing of Zhabdrung in his wrathful aspect he is holding such a phurpa in his left
hand. The dagger is an indispensable tool in many rituals carried out by various
Buddhist sects and Bonists, and has ancient origins.59
Thomas Marcotty has studied the cult connected to these daggers, and he writes
that traces of such a cult have been discovered among the relics of the Sumerian
culture of Mesopotamia - at least a thousand years before Buddhism. Sumerian
daggers were used for the soil consecration, which means "...they were driven
into the ground as a kind of border marking to indicate to everybody, mainly the
roaming demons, that the marked and bordered area was inhabited by man and
thus out of bounds to demons."G0

Fig. 7 Details of onc oftlie old pillars In tlic Johliang le~ilplein I.hasa
which has a shape around the capital rcscnihling a dagger. I000

We know that the dagger cult was present in the Himalayas from the 7th century
onwards, but it may be older. Marcotty writes that the arrow throwing ceremony
may have been an earlier tradition in Tibet than the dagger cult, - or h i s may
have been a preliminary form of the cult.61Some rituals involve both the dagger
and the arrow, as will be described in chapter 2.4.
AS referred to

in chapter 2.2.11, Haarh writes that a temple in Lhasa "...was built
with pillars shaped as phur-pa in the system of a rnandala," and the tantrics rejoiced at the decision to shape the pillars like daggers.62One may speculate if this
may explain the special shape of the oldest pillars found in the Jokhang temple,b3
which differ from the later ones, and may be interpreted as resembling the ritual
daggers.
The effects of the phurpa rituals are believed to be very powerful, and they flourish in Bhutan today. Their effects may be both for enhancing luck and well-be. ~ worship of the magical dagger has
ing, as well as for destructive p ~ r p o s e sThe
been amplified, and incorporated in Buddhist rituals. Their strength from ancient
times has been merged with the powers of the Buddha and the Tantric deities. In
the ritual text presented in the next part 2.4, the dagger plays a vital role in the
consecration ceremony for a building site.
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In a qualified and auspicious place3
the faithful. followers of S h e n r a ~ , ~
on a propitious and favourable day (to start construction),
assisted by the strength (of) bow and arrow,5
having taken the measurement of one (of the) side directionsb
mark four daggers7without error in the (four) intermediate directions (l7g.A)
delineate a circle around them, containing the Four Compassions.
(fig.B)
From these four directions,
lines should be delineated from the corners inward^.^
(fig0
Mark four daggers without error in the (four) intermediate directions,'
thus are the measurements of Shenrap's palace.I0
Encircling the ground thus delineated,
mark four lines in the intermediate directions,
then divide each direction into three
by delineating four lines, making nine areas.
East, northeast, southwest - these three,
are not to be divided by individual lines,
but in the dust (of) north and northwest
make line delineations from west to east.
In the northern part of the northern compartment,
fire-wood, charcoal and precious wood are to be stored."
The door of that storeroom faces south.
Then the accumulation of merit will be complete.
In the northern part of the north western compartment
store the grains and essentials, which are the conditions of Shen's activity."
This storeroom door faces south-south-east.'>
(Then) the goddess TenmaI4 will bestow her essence.
The southern half of the north-west compartment,
is to be the cooking (room), (according to the) rules of Shenrap.15
This storeroom door opens from west towards the east.
(Then) the radiance of clarity will cause blessings to occur.
The southern half of the western segment
is to store the precious treasure of Shen.I6
The storeroom door faces from south to north.
(Then) the demoness, Dogzangma,
will bestow the siddhasI7of precious treasure.
In the border compartment of the south-west,
in order to shut the door for the Ragsha and Srinpo demons."
construct the palace of the gods, well placed (according to) the swastika.'9

40 The god's palace looks to the east.
(Then) the god's children, the sun and the moon will bestow their radiance,
Then the compartment of the circle to the south
should be cut towards the east, in three parts.
In the two western thirds is the vestibule,
45 the place of virtuous behaviour of monks.
The one third cut to the east
is Shen's palace door, facing south.
The two thirds of the south-eastern compartment,
delineated in the southern direction,
50 are refuge for beggars and dependants.
The door, from the edge, faces west.
(Then) one obtains a good place for the power of pure compassion.
The left third of south-east and the eastern (compartments) are mixed,
the outer hall of Shen's palace,"
55 the possessions of Shenrap Bon."
The direction of that door of the outer hall, further,
faces to the west from the south-western border.
Then you will see the path of Swastikasatt~as.~'
In the assembly hall for practice in the north-eastern part
the two doors look south and west.
60 Half of the centre and north
are for horses and domestic animals.

2.4.1 Significance of the text
1 shall first interpret and explain the content of the text and the illustrations, and
then put it in a wider context.
"How to organize Shenrap's Palace" was written within the Bon tradition in the
12th century, and is to be found in the B6n Kanjur, the canon of Bonpo texts."
The text is considered to be a tenna, said to have been hidden during the Tibetan
Royal period (7th - 9th century BC). It was discovered by Terto~lGyelmi Nyib
(Nyo), who was born in 1092. It may thus have a more ancient origin, but is
dated to the 12th century. Shenrap is the founder of the Bijn religion whose significance is parallel to that of the historical Buddha Sakyamuni, and his abilities
may also resemble those of Guru Rirnp~chC.?~
The text describes the ideal for how Shenrap would wish palaces to be organized.
The references to Shenrap's palace as the palace of the gods,25resemble the
Buddhist way of describing their ideal, the three-dimensional mandala as the
palace of the gods. This is the concept people have in mind, and when the
faithful build in accordance with the prescribed ideal, this will cater for divine
presence. The ideal shape of the swastika symbol is merged with a surroundillg
circle and square (figs. A,B,C), giving obvious parallels to the mandala concept.

The first part of the text describes the consecration ritual for the construction.
The first line recommends the qualities of the site to be chosen specifically for
those who want to build, and line 3 states that construction has to start on an auspicious day. In the consecration ceremony the strength of the bow and arrow are
given the central role of determining the length of the first side of the square. The
four corners of the palace are thus delineated accordingly and placed according
to the four intermediate directions as illustrated in fig.A. The strength of the bow
and arrow thus determines the measurements, where the length of one side is
transferred to the rest of the square. Four ritual daggers fix the four corners, but
their purpose is not only to mark the physical setting out of the future building.
They also have spiritual purposes as the subduers of evil demons, and they provide the preliminary demarcation of the consecrated area for construction. The
sacred realm of the site is determined by the delineation of a circle around the
square containing the virtue of the Four Compassions. This is shown as a circular
movement marked with an arrow in fig.B.26
Then the text describes the next step to be a delineation inwards from the four
corners. Karmay has illustrated this with diagonal lines from the four corners
forming an 'X'.*' 1 rather suggest an interpretation of this as shown in fig.C. Here
the four lines towards the centre form the swastika, the characteristic symbol of
the B6n religion. The text only states that lines are to be drawn inwards from
the corners, and the bent lines of the spokes of the swastika are not specifically
mentioned, but this may have been obvious as line 39 states; "...construct the
palace of the gods, well placed (according to) the swastika". The text translated
by Haarh, quoted in chapter 2.2.1 I, also refers to the B8n tradition of making the
four corners of a quandrangle in the shape of a swastika.
In the swastika-traditions of both Buddhism and Biln, the inner parts of the lines
are placed according to the cardinal directions of the compass. but the very ends
of the lines start in the intermediate directions.
The revolving cross of the swastika symbolizes the ceaseless activity of the
universal life principle evolving in the cosmos. In Indian tradition the two rnovements complement each other as 'the two forms of Brahma'. The clockwise
direction symbolizes the outgoing flow (evolution) of the universe, and the reverse the return flow ( i n v ~ l u t i o n )Buddhism
.~~
also incorporates such a wholistic
concept, but supposedly due to the rivalry between BiSn and Buddhism in the
Himalayas, each adapted a direction for their ritual movements. The Buddhist
movenlents are in the clockwise direction. which Waddell in his Buddhism and
Lamaisn~of Tibet called 'the respectful attitude' and the 'orthodox way'."
The movement in the B(jn tradition is in the anti-clockwise direction. The d i m fion of the anti-clockwise movement is clearly given in the text by the way it
describes the succession of rooms to be created. I t starts in the north (line 20) in

the darkest storeroom with its black content, and goes anti-clockwise all the way
around describing the flow of rooms, and ends up in the centre (line 60). This is
illustrated in the two plans.
The swastika is an archaic symbol found in many cultures. In the cult ofApollo
connected to Delphi in Greece, the swastika wheel used had four spokes placed
like in an X . I 0 In Scandinavia the swastika was called 'fylfot' and connected to
Thor's hammer which created the thunder. Its very origin Inay be from an object
of two crossed wooden sticks which were turned in order to create fire.jl This
may also be the reason why the symbol is closely connected with movements.
In his translation of the text, Karmay dropped references to the swastika, and he
translated the Tibetan word g.yung drung as 'eternal'. This is valid as an interpretation of the meaning of the term, but the ritualistic movements specified in
the text thus seem to be missed.
Karmay wrote in his introduction to the translation that the spatial division
described in the text is conceived in the manner of the mandala." I have also
drawn this resemblance above, but there is further geometrical information in the
text which signifies its connection to the B6n tradition.
Lines 14 and 15 give the instructions to delineate a kind of chequer board of nine
squares (fig.D). The texts translated by Haarh in The Yarlung Dynasly refer to
principles of how the space of tombs as well as temples were organized during
the Tibetan royal period, presumably the date of origin for this terma text. Haarh
writes that "...it appears that the customary ... ground plan, was a quadrangle, a
square, defined either as gru-bzi (quadrangle) or ri-mig (a square subdivided into
the likeness of a chequer b~ard)."~'
According to Haarh these principles are connected to the Bonpos and the Tibetans. whilst the Buddhist mandala may have
been adapted only later.j4
The spatial organization conforms to the cosmic directions and reflects certain
beliefs. The ways the doors are to be oriented are carefully described according
to various deities, such as the goddess Tenma towards the south-south-west. Four
to five rooms designated for various religious activities are located in the areas
from north-east to south-west. The kitchen and stores are placed in the north to
north-west. All in all the passage describes where to place the different activities
on what appears to be the ground floor.
Karmay writes that the spatial division and orientations of the house described in
the text is still applied to house construction in certain regions of Tibet today, and
that most Tibetan houses are divided into three levels, especially in eastern Tibet.
The ground floor is for domestic animals, the first floor for habitation, and the
upper one is reserved for fodder. Houses are also in general built according to a

square plan." This description conforms to how farm-houses are built in Bhutan.
In the final part of Karmay's introduction he writes that; "However, in the text,
the space for human habitation is on the ground floor. It thus corresponds to
certain houses in central to western Tibet, and is maybe an indication of the
geographical origin of this text."I6
This comment does not really make sense on the basis of the passage of the text
published in DHSD. Here nothing is written about rooms for human habitation,
and Karmay's comment seems either to refer to parts of the text not provided, or
something has been misunderstood.
The location given in the text for various spaces, all seems to refer to the same
floor.The most obvious interpretation is that this refers to the ground floor, since
space for horses and domestic animals are incorporated (lines 60- 1 ) This seems
to indicate that the living space is up on higher floors in the palace. However,
Karmay writes that; "Further, in our text the chapel, described in detail, is conceived as being detached from the main house and described as being on the
upper floor. The only indication of size is that it contains 29 pillars."" I am not
able to read this from the provided text, and as stated above this may either be a
misunderstanding, or refer to other parts of text not published. However. the text
certainly describes several shrines presumably on the ground floor, as integral
parts of the palace-complex.
It is questionable if they would have worried about the levels. If the text was
applied to a house, it might have been understood implicitly that it referred to
the localisation of the important hnctions to be incorporated in the building - at
whatever level.38
2.4.2 Comparative perspectives on the organization o f the palace
In the article "Early lndian Architecture: palace^",^^ Coomaraswamy wrote with

reference to ancient Indian texts that: "The palace was surrounded by an outer
wall ... having a main gate, or perhaps four gates, one on each side of the rectangle of the palace enclosure."40The Shenrap's Palace text does not describe
a wall, but the building described forms an encl~sure.~'
Here only one entrance
door facing south is mentioned. but there are interesting parallels in the following description by Coomaraswamy: "Passing through the outer gate, one entered
the royal courtyard, or in pretentious palaces, the outermost of a series of courtyards. ... In this court or courts, accessible to the public ... were to be found various buildings like stables, judgement hall, gardens and tanks and SO forth, and
most likely also the royal temple or chapels."41According to Coomaraswamy the
gate(s) were a place of congregation, and "...here men sat at the rich man's door
or an honoured guest was met." He further describes a trough for food (alms?) at
the door of a palace.43And the judgement hall was close to the palace entrance,
since the celestial wheel "...stops in front of the judgement hall ... at the entrance
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to the palace ... and lights up the pala~e."~"
The Tibetan text tells o f a special room for beggars and dependants just by the
entrance door, and the temple located here may have parallels to the :judgement
hall' close to the entrance.

2.4.3 Another consecration ritual: the Sarnye myth
The early temples of the 7th century set a standard for how problems related to
the introduction of Buddhism were being addressed. When Samye was being
built in the 8th century, this construction was initially hampered in the same way:
What was built by day by humans, was tom down at night by malevolent spirits.
These problems were solved by Guru Rimpoche's consecration o f the site, and
I have termed the legend describing this process the San~yemyth. This is a brief
sulnma~y:~
At Samye the local demons first strongly opposed the constru~tion.~%ing
Trisong Detsen (r.755-97), who initiated the construction and was its donor, had
to go tlirough a long process with many attempts in subduing the resistance. until
i t was acknowledged that the problems were due to the fact that the site had not
been properly consecrated. A lama with superior powers, Guru Rimpoche, was
thus called from India, and on the eighth day of the eighth month the proper consecration took place.
The King, lama Santarakshita, and high otTicials gathered for the occasion. Guru

~ i ~ p o c hmade
b the magic circle of Dorji Phurpa (the ritual dagger) with colouredstone-dust,47and he fixed four pegs shaped like chortens in the ground. He
&b...appointed
Brahma and Indra directors-in chief of the building operations, the
Four Kings of the Four directions he made ~verseers.."~~
Dressed in white,49the King started digging in a place fixed by the Guru. In the
trench one could see white, yellow and red soil - all very auspicious. After this
ceremony, Santarakshita drew the plans for the building using the King's cubit as
measurement. King Trisong Detsen thus symbolically projected and mu1tip1ied
himself into the sacred structure. Identified with the utsk, the central temple, he
'became' the axis around which the entire country revolved.s0
Guru Rirnpoche had managed to subdue all the evil spirits, and they took active
part in the building process. Men carried out the work by day, and the spirits carried it on by night and brought timber and stones to the site. The progress was
thus very rapid, but the snake-like earth demon, called the Naga King in this
legend, had not been subdued. Guru Rimpoche thus went to the Chimphu cave
in the vicinity, and through deep meditation he managed to subdue the body, but
not the mind of the Naga, since king Trisong Detsen broke off his meditation too
early. Guru Rimpoche thus recommended king Trisong Detsen and the Naga to
become friends. The Naga King responded positively by flooding the shores of
a nearby lake with gold, and with this financial support the monastery was completed, and some gold was applied to the images and paintings.
The legend concludes with Guru Rimpochk carrying out the consecration ceremony on the fifteenth day of the eleventh month. This was accompanied by
auspicious miracles, and he placed the monastery under the guardianship of the
wrathhl protector Pehar.
The myth focuses on the necessity of taming the land through meditative powers.
and on the consecration ceremony as the means to achieve this goal. It is of utmost importance to can7 out such rituals on auspicious dates, and the dates given
in the legend are generally among the preferred ones due to their connection to
Guru Rimpoche.
The legend also makes a point of great importance, namely that the demons were
not eradicated, and the earth demon was not subjugated. These forces are thus
to be kept in continuous balance through religious practice, and with the earth
demon cordial relations are to be maintained.
One of the fierce evil spirits was converted to a wrathful deity, and designated
the role of local protector of the temple supported by the guardians of the f ~ u r
directions. This is a pattern found at virtually all temples and dzongs in Bhutan.
The myth instigated several analogous legends at other, later constructions, and
Such a legendary connection vouched for the sacredness of the actual building
and the powers of the Lama in charge.
The legend also confirms the point made earlier about the leaders of the society

(the kings) having a divine role both in the making process, and as representations of the 'centre' of the cultural cosmos expressed by the architectural work.
2.4.4 Perspectives on the consecration ritual

Two important elements of the consecration ceremony in the Shenrap palace text
are the arrow which is shot in order to determine the overall measurement of the
palace, and the stakes in the shape of daggers which mark the orientation of the
building complex. Here the text corresponds closely to the legendary consecration ritual carried out at Samye described above, where king Trisong Detsen
also shot an arrow to determine the measurement. The Samye legend gives
some more details in this context, and says that the king wanted Samye to be
an extreniely large monument to reflect the glories of Buddhism. His ministers
thought this unrealistic, but were afraid to contradict the king. They therefore injected the hollow of his arrow with mercury, thus effectively reducing its flight."
At Samye four daggers were also placed in the corners in order to suppress
the earth spirits, and four chortens were built above these daggers after the
completion of the monastery, supporting the protection of the monument.
2.4.5 Conclusion

"How to organize Shenrap's Palace" is written within the Bon tradition, and
the ritual practice described has been widespread in the Himalayas. Such a
ritual with some adjustments is still carried out in Bhutan today. This text is
thus of particular interest for this thesis. The value of the text was enhanced
when I noted that the first translation seemed to have omitted several religious
references. The retranslated version above thus presents the sacred realm of the
Tibetan and Bhutanese architecture.
The sacred measurement delineates the building with the help of the bow
and arrow. Divination and geomancy determine the site; astrology provides
auspicious timing for when to start construction. The text also displays the
importance of following divine guidance in building layout. It shows how the
various aspects of sacred architecture are woven into a whole in a ritual context.
The text also displays the traditions of the Himalayas at an early stage in history
when Buddhism was being introduced, and to some extent merged with BBn and
popular beliefs.

1 See p a 2.4.2 for further information on the original text which is a part o f the M n Kanjur. Samten
K m a y published a translation of this text i n DHSD. 1987:92-8: "1,'organisation de I'espace d o n
un texte Tibctain du Xllkme siecle", which is found in Annexes as a reference, together with the text
in Tibetan published in DHSD together with Karmay's French translation.
Realizing the significance o f the text for this thesis, I had it retranslated into English. Sarah Harding
assisted in preparing the first. rough translation, while the final version was prepared i n collaboration
with Chris Butters. Discrepancies between the two translations are pointed out i n the footnotes below.
In order to facilitate the understanding of the text, Ihave also prepared new illustdions referred to i n
the right margin. The illustrations which accompanied Karmay's translmon are included in Annexes.

*The text describes the building as a palace (Rshen rob pho brong) not a house. Shenrap is the
founder o f the B8n religion TOnpa Shenrap. 'Shenrap' is also used as an honorary title for a priest in
the BOn tradition.
qualified place refers i n all probability to the cosmological and geomantic qualities o f the site.
Karmay translates h i s as 'a devoted priest'. A literal translation from the Tibetan text would be
something like 'the faithful, earnest (to) Shenrap'. This may o f course refer to a priest, but it may also
imply the wider meaning o f 'the followers o f Shenrap' which is chosen here.
S wer
6

hrim means 'arrow and bow' i n the Zhang-Zhung language. See Haarh, 1968:39

.

L~terallythis line says 'taken the clung o f one side direction'. The word chang is not found i n
Haarh's Zhang-Zhung dictionary, but it is most probably a term for a measurement.
7

phur orphurpo is explained by Das as "...any peg. staple, or large nail whether o f wood or iron;
but usually a metal three-sided dagger ..used by exorcists and lamas in their ceremonial. wherewith
theoretically they stab demons." Das, ( 1902)1987:8256

his may imply the lines o f the swastika symbol as illustrated in fig. C with arrows marking the
direction of the movement from the corners inwards as explained in part 2.4.1.
9

This i s an exact repetition of line 5 above; phyogs mrshams mo nor phur bzhr gdob. Karmay has
translated these two sentences differently. First he writes that the daggers mark the four intermediate
directions. and then in line I 0 the daggers mark the cardinal directions. The Tibetan text states the
intermediate directions in both lines. and I have thus translated it accordingly. However, Karmay's
translation may have been based on other sources.
10

This may also mean 'the palace for the followers of Shenrap'

II

Precious wood would mean special wood for religious ceremonies such as wood from the cedar
tree.
12
13

Omined 'the conditions o f Shen's activity'.
K m a y writes 'south-east'. The text says lho shar Iho ru.

14

K m a y added goddess ' o f the earth' to Tennis's name. According to Per Kvaerne. Tenma - or
rather Sherab Chamma (She5 rob Byams ma) is 'the Loving Lady o f Wisdom'. She is thus the female form of Jampa (Maitreya) '-...with whom she otherwise does not seem to share any attributes."
Kvrrne, 1995:28. Kvcme also writes that: "There is a clear parallel between Chamma in her eightfold aspect of protectoress against dangers, and the Buddhist goddess T&3 'Who takes care ofthe
eight fears'." 0p.cit. p.54.
IS
16

Omitted '(according to the) rules o f Shenrap'
Oniitted ' o f Shen'

l7A Sanskrit word applied to those who have succeeded in acco~nplishing
a niag~calpower. See
Snellgrove. 1987: 130- 1

'"rhe ruksasa or rug sha o f India have their parallel in the srrnpo demons in Tibet, according to
Nebesky-Wojkowitz. ( 1956) 1993: 14. 'These are regarded as evil spirits who are not wanted in this
divine palace.
IyKannay

did not translate all the words here. g.yrmng drung is Tibetan for the Zhang-Zhung word

drung tnu meaning swastika. tiaarh. 1969:34.

"Omitted 'oTShen,s palace'.
?'

Omitted 'Shenrap BOn

''Again the word o f the text is g.jmng drimng, ref. note 19 above. Karmay has translated this as ' b e
eternal beings'. However. by using the Sanskrit term o f SwastikasaUvas. i t implies the Bbn-parallel
to the Bodhisattvas. Bodhisattvas are the Great Beings who do the work o f Buddhas amongst living
beings. Snellgrove, op.cit. p.79
23

This and the following information on the text is drawn from Karmay. op.cit. p.92-8. tlere Karrnay
writes that the text is considered to be very important by the Bclnpos. The manuscript he used for
his translation came from Dolpo in north-western Nepal. but the date o f its origin i s not known.
However, another corresponding manuscript originated in Gyarong. The following passage is a pm
o f a larger text titled g. Yung drung las rnum par dagpa'i rgyud consisting o f 210 folios wilh 20
chapters. The tollowing passage is found in Chapter 10.
'4

~ c c o r d i to
n ~Per Kvzrne. personal communications in Oslo. 29.05.2002

'"ee

lines 39 and 40.

The sacredness o f the site is thus determined and present, even if this circle is not drawn in all Ihe
following figures.
27 Karmay,

op.cit. p.95. The figure corresponding to my fig.C is fig. LVb. See Annexes

Humphreys, ( 1984) 1992: 191

3I

Ibid. p. 107. After Hitler's Nazi party used the swastika as a ~ y m b ofor
l the good fortune oftheir
Third Keich. this symbol has negative associations in the western world.
Karmay, op.cit. p.96
33

Haarh, op.cit. p.385

j4

Ibid. p.384

35

Karmay. op.cit. p.96

36

Ibid. p.96 (translated from French)

37

Ibid. p.96 (translated from French). The number of pillars given in the chapel is 29. a very strange
number. In a Buddhist temple the amount of pillars are to he an even number Does this indicate
another dilference between ROnpo and Buddhist traditions. and does number 29 have any Bbn
significance?
38

The arrangement of other levels would in any
main level.

nornlaIIy follow t i o ~ nthe disposition ofthe

40 lbid, p.2
4'

Many Bhutanese temples and houses also form a courtyard with buildings w d partly ourer walls.

42~oomaraswamy,
op. cit. p.2
43

Ibid, p.2
Ibid, p.2. Here is also a parallel to the many Tibetan temples which have the symbol ofthe wheel

of Dharrna above the entrance.
4 5 ~ is
h drawn
i ~ on the basis o f following sources: Evans-Wentz, (1954)1%8: 182-8; Waddell,
(1894)1993:266-7 n.2; Chan, 1994:298.
46~vans-Wentz
comments that: "Although the external visible cause for this war probably earthquakes, the Tibetans considered the hidden cause to be demonical." Ibid. p. 182 n. 4
47 Waddell,

op.cit. 266

49~ha
the
t king was dressed in white during this ceremony, may signify the imporlance assigned
to this, since when the kings of pre-Buddhist Tibet assumed power, they performed a ritual dance
wearing a white dress. Nebesky-Wojkowitz, 1997:1

5'

lbid, p.298
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2.5 Typological developments of early Buddhist architeetun
"Jusrus the temple is u model of (he cosmos on eurth,
so it nlq) niirror rhe moltntain thar is the cenrre of rhar cosmos. "
Humphrey and Vitebsky'

When the dzong type of building emerged, it incorporated temples and
monasteries within a defensive fort structure. However, the temple, the
monastery and the fort originated as separate building types, and were only
merged through history.
As a basis for this historical research, I will define the significance ofthese types
and explain the origin and early developments of the Buddhist temples and monasteries.
The historical Buddha Sakyamuni,' Siddhartha Gautama (c.560-480 BC) was
born among the Sakya people, who occupied a small territory on what is now
known as the Terai, the borderland of India and Nepal. Buddha Sakyarnuni
reached enlightenment (bodhi) under a tree in Gaya. David Snellgrove writes
in The Image of the Buddha, that when he had reached this suprenie state of
transcendence, he was thus "...regarded as higher than all the gods and as representing, just as Buddhas of the past had represented, the supramundane aspect
of existence."-' The place where his enlightenment was reached is known as
Bodhgaya, and a great temple was built there around the 5th century AC."he
Bodhi tree became the symbol of the event, thus linking the ancient fertility and
world axis symbol of the 'tree of life' with the Buddha's enlightenment.
2.5.1 The earliest known Buddhist structures

Buddhism adapted an ancient Indian tradition of defining sacred space as an area
enclosed by a wall or a fence containing a sacred tree and an altar stone. The
architectural scholar, Adrian Snodgrass writes that: "This form of sacred enclosure existed in India's most ancient past: it appears on seals from Mohenjo-dare
and also on coins from the pre-Buddhist Vedic period.""n the early period of
Buddhist art, the Buddha was not depicted anthropomorphically, but by a vacant
stone seat at the foot of the Bodhi tree. The pre-Buddhist altar stone had thus
become the Buddha's throne." This symbolism had analogies to the cosmogonlc
model, where the stone as altar or throne was the centre of the earth, an axis
mundi.
A tumulus, a hemispherical burial mound was raised over Buddha ~akyamuni's
relics, and this then became the archetypical and prime Buddhist monument.'
It was called a stupa in S a n ~ k r i tWhile
.~
the sacred texts represent the verbal
aspects of the Buddhist doctrine (Dharma), the stupa represents its architectural

embodiment in the form of a three-dimensional visualisation of the Dharma. As
such it became an object of utmost importance for Buddhists in general.
The Magadha King Bitnbisara was a contemporary of Buddha Sakyamuni. Both
he and his son Ajatashatru espoused the Buddhist cause as did the later Mauryan
emperors who rose to power around 320 BC. Royal patronage contributed to
the flourishing of Buddhism, and most important was emperor Ashoka (c.270232). The Mauryan empire reached its largest extent under Ashoka, and he initiated Buddhist structures throughout his huge empire. As many as 84,000 stupas
were built, and the number resembled the 84,000 chapters of the Pali canon of
Buddhism at the time.' Such a literal correspondence between religious texts and
their physical manifestation in artefacts, is similar to the legacy expressed in the
construction of the Vedic altars.I0Representing the doctrine, the stupa may as
such contribute to an understanding of the underlying truth of phenomena.
In addition to all the stupas, emperor Ashoka built monasteries and erected
monolithic pillars, but according to Shukla it was to the stupas, "...as the symbol
of the Buddha, that the pious pilgrims paid their most fervent devotions."ll These
early stupas are referred to as having great spiritual significance.
2.5.2 The stupa architecture
The stupa structure is loaded with religious symbolism, as described in several
sources.12The earliest stupas consisted of a domelike mound referred to as 'anda'
- the egg. They were the receptacle of a relic, which was kept in an inner chamber often referred to as the womb or cave. On the top of the dome there is the
sacred altar called the 'harmika', and it was crowned by an honorific parasol,
a symbol of royalty and power." According to Snodgrass the ancient prototype of the harmika was the square balustrade enclosing a parasol the symbolic
equivalent of a Bodhi tree,I4which may be seen on the early stupas like Sanchi.
The parasol was sometimes made of wood, at others like in Sanchi of polished
stone. The stupas were surrounded by a processional passage for circumambulation, and embellished with railings and gateways placed by each of the cardinal
points. thus resembling the outline of the mandala.I5

The stupa became increasingly sophisticated. Stupas are found over large parts
of Asia. and with quite vast variations such as domed, towered and pyramidal
forms. Snodgrass suggests the variations found in Asia are the unrelated products
of isolated architectural traditions.16In spite of formal differences, there some
are characteristics underlying all the stupas. such as the axiality and orientation.
The stupa represents a pure, ideal form symbolizing the religious doctrine, and it
became as integral to Buddhism as the monastery and the monk body. A stupa in
one form or the other is a must in every Buddhist temple and monastery.

2.5.3 Wandering mendicants become coenobite
In a paper on the architectural traditions in Buddhist monasticism, Gadjin N a p o
gives a definition of a monastery which sounds obvious today, namely b6...a
building in which Buddhist icons are lodged, and in which monks and nuns are
housed."17 However, in its early phase Buddhism was aniconic and there was no
monastic tradition. It would take some centuries from passing of the historical
Buddha Sakyamuni before this definition of a monastery was to become
appropriate.
Buddha Sakyamuni lived a literally homeless life as a wandering mendicant as
did his disciples. According to Nagao their wandering was interrupted every
fortnight by a convocation when they gathered in selected places like groves.
However, the wandering was not possible during the rainy season. During the
three to four months of rains an annual retreat took place, where they stayed
in one place. Nagao writes that: "These two circumstances occasioned the first
choice of a convenient meeting place, then the erection of small hut^."'^ At first
the huts were dismantled when the rains ended. The next stage of development
included donations, not only of land and gardens, but also of huts and of solid
buildings. The monks became coenobite, the wanderers settled down and became
dwellers.19
In his textual studies Nagao has come across several terms denoting the early
monastic settlements, including terms for gardens and groves which appear to
have been important elements. Another term is a 'vihara', derived from a verb
meaning 'to pass time', and in Buddhist usage it denotes a wide range of structures ranging from a modest hut to a monastic c~mpound.~"
'Vihara' became the
central term used to describe Buddhist monasteries. A vihara was built in line
with the ancient courtyard typology, and enlarged to accommodate the required
amount of cells for the monks. The surrounding buildings were built in one or
more stories, with brick walls and a superstructure of timber.
In the monasteries the monks disciplined themselves in religious practice like
yoga and meditation, and a system of training came into effect. The principal pad
of the complex was the assembly hall. There were also store houses, kitchens,
wells, baths etc., but no one seems, Nagao writes, "...to have thought of a place
for worship.""
2.5.4 Monastic developments and the first temples, the chaitya-halls

Stupa-worship became widespread, and eventually the stupa was incorporated
into the first rock-cut caves called a 'chaitya' hall," dated to about the first
century BC. Nagao describes these early cave temples, as '&...a long spacious hall
with high ceilings, divided by pillars into a nave and an aisle on both sides. The
end of the hall, usually apsidal, has a chaitya, surrounded by enough free space
for circumambulation." He adds that without much doubt, this was an assembl~
hall, and if the chaitya was taken to be the Buddha himself, the monks thus held

Fig. I Exaniple o f a chaitya-griha plan. This shows Karli c. 120 AC
(Tadgell. 1990:22)

their convocations in his pre~ence.'~
The cave with the chaitya existed side by side with the vihara-cave, i.e. the monastic dwelling, and at this stage in history these two types of caves accommodated significantly different functions.
Changes also took place in the overall configuration of the monasteries. A
large scale stupa, the 'maha-stupa', was built slightly removed from the vihara.
facilitating circumambulation by both monks and lay people. The monks may
have gathered in a new kind of a pillared hall, a 'mandapa', a covered courtyard
surrounded by the monks' cells.2"
The chaitya hall was transformed into the much smaller edifice of the 'chaityagriha', which maintained the apsidal accommodating a chaitya, but there were no
pillars and the space for circumambulation had been reduced. Two such chaityagrihas were placed in opposite directions next to the vihara area, and these may
thus have been specifically for the use of monks, while the great stupa was accessible for the public in general.:'
In later times the vihara also changed, like those of the Ajanta caves in the
western Ghats, dating from the 7th century AC. The cave excavations marked an
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increasing confidence in the handling of stone, with timber details being adapted
into stone and masonry.:' The central cell against the back wall of the vihara
was transformed into a shrine where the image of the Buddha was installed.
The pillars and the walls surrounding the shrine and the spacious hall in front of
it were embellished with sculptures and paintings. This hall became the place
of assembly for the monks, and further icons were installed in the surrounding
niches, reducing the number of cells for the monks. Outside India, from
Afghanistan to China, Nagao writes, this concept developed to become purely
'shrine-caves'. "...to which no monastic cells are attached at all."27
2.5.5 Images of the Buddha
Anthropomorphic representations of the Buddha were only introduced some
centuries after the passing of Buddha Sakyamuni. Snellgrove explains that "...the
earliest expressions were mythological and symbolic and that attempts at a more
realistic representation came several centuries later, only to be submerged almost
The attitude may have been
at once in more elaborate forms of ~ymbolism."'~
that it was sacrilege to depict a Buddha in human form, and the first appearances
of images are in narratives of the main events of Buddha Sakyamuni's life.
Nagao writes that the size of a Buddha in these contexts equals that of other
persons around, however, when the image itself becomes an object of worship it
grows in size.29
At Nagarjunakonda in the eastern Ghats, dated to the 3rd century AC, it is
possible to trace the evolution from aniconic to iconic Buddhism. In the early
period there were no Buddha images in the temples, but later such images were
included together with the chaitya. This development was not uniform, and
Nagao mentions a group of chaitya-worshippers who later split in two, "...one
group worshipping images, the other refusing to do so."'O
The earliest Buddha images occurred in the 1 st century BC both in Gandhara and
in Mathura. geographically quite far apart. Two artistic traditions thus developed.
The one in Gandhara in north west India resembled Hellenistic art, and the other
in Mathura close to today's Delhi, reflected Indian traditions. A very rich artistic
heritage evolved, with the monks as painters and sculptors being the expertson
iconography.
2.5.6 The great monastic institutions

In line with the pattern of patronage, the greatness of a king was considered to
be commensurate with the magnitude and grandeur of the great monasteries. the
maha-vihara, which he initiated.>' During the Gupta period (320 -5501650 AC)
many monasteries grew into impressive complexes, of which the most famous
maha-vihara was Nalanda. It was founded around 440, and had its peak period
in the 8th century. Between the 9th to the 13th centuries it went into a decline,
which may partly be linked to the growth of tantric Buddhism. Other maha-"1-

haras, such as Odantapuri and Vikramshila were established, possibly impairing
Nalanda's importance. However, Sukumar Dutt writes that this was also a period of general decline of Buddhism in India, a process which culminated when
Muslim invaders sacked and razed Odantapuri and Vikramshila to the ground at
the end of the 12th century. Much damage was also done at Nalanda, but some
activities may have continued there until the end of the 13th century.I2
The large monasteries were also important places of learning, like Buddhist
colleges or universities, and we know from textual sources that they were visited
by several pilgrims from China, as well as by Tibetans. The first known Tibetan
visitor was Thhnmi Sambhota (in 632?),j3 who was sent to Nalanda for studies
by king Songtsen Gampo. He was followed by many monk-scholars in the years
to come, and a huge amount of Buddhist texts were translated into Tibetan. When
Buddhism went into decline on the Indian sub-continent, it flourished in Tibet
and large parts of the Himalayas.

Fig. 3 Oulline ol'Nalanda Maha-vihara. founded 440 AC
(Grovrr. 1980:98)

The visiting pilgrims recorded some information on the architecture. HsilanTsang from China visited Nalanda in 637, and here he saw richly adorned towers,
fairy-like turrets, dragon-like projections and coloured eaves. There were pearlred pillars and richly adorned balustrades, and roofs covered with tiles.J4
Archaeological excavations at Nalanda have revealed several blocks of viharas."
Nagao describes them as all lined up in a straight line running from north to
south. These monks' quarters had a frontage of from 50 to 60 meters, and were
enclosed by solid brick walls. The buildings may have had several floors and a
timber superstructure. These monasteries may have resembled palace structures
which also had their compounds distributed north-south.j6 Tadgell writes that
"...the kings' pavilions were presumably multi-storey. timber trabeated structures. The upper levels no doubt contained the living quarters.."27According to

another architectural historian, Satish Grover, this was also the case at Nalanda.
He writes that: "The lower storeys contained the refectory, areas of instructions
and communal worship while the upper floor built in timber was a quadrangleof
cells for resident student^."'^
Towards the inner courtyard, a kind of verandah with pillars ran around all four
sides. There were wells in some of the courtyards, while in others there were
rostrums for preaching, a subsidiary shrine and other miscellaneous facilities.
In some cases the courtyard appears to have been used as a kitchen, and as an
assembly hall in others. The main sanctuary invariably occupied the central cell
in the back row.'"
To the west of these quarters, there was a row of large shrines facing east, thus
facing the monks' quarters. These buildings were not quite face to face, since
there were fewer shrines than quarters. Nagao suggests they may have resembled
the Great Temple of Bodhgaya, enshrining Buddha-images.40
Just south of Bhutan in what is now Bihar, West Bengal and Bangladesh, a revival of Buddhism took place under the patronage of the Pala kings. In India Pasr
into Present, Robert Knox calls the period between the 8th to the 12th centuries
the golden age of Bengal, and he writes that this eastern form of tantric Buddhism
had a profound influence on the religion of Tibet and its artistic expressions."
Scholars, and especially the Tibetans flocked to these religious centres.
The first Pala ruler, Gopala, revived the activities at Nalanda, and established
several new religious centres. Odantapuri was founded around 750 quite close to
Nalanda, but it was tom down by invaders in 1198 and little is known about it.4?
The second Pala king, Dharmapala, built Vikramshila, possibly in about 800.J3

Fig. 4 Outline of Vikramshila Mahavihnra, foundcd
c 800 AC. (Durrans and Knox, 1982:SO)

DUI~
writes that Vikramshila was completely effaced by 1235, to such an extent
that ever1 its actual site s t i l l remains uncertain." However, later archaeological
works suggests the site to be the ruins at Antichak in Bhagalpur district in Bihar.
According to Knox, the Antichak ruins forms a square compound some 330 meters on each side, and the cells were built into the perimeter wall.4' The main entrance had an imposing gale on the north side o f the complex, and a brick-paved
avenue lead to an imposing edifice in the centre which may have been a terraced

st~pa.~~

Fig. 5 I'lan ol Iau~la.Dliarmariq~hathe niost ~mportantrrnlatnlng c\ample o f Ihe earl! film1 01.
monaster) fhe huge stupa \\as wrrounded b! teniples and b~haras Ciandhara - prz 249 AC' (Tadgell,

1990 3 1 )

I have compared the description of the outline of Nalanda with drawings of other
archaeological sites of early monasteries such as Taxilad' and Sanchi.'"hese
nlonasteries were earlier establishments than Nalanda, and their plans tell of a
conglonlerate o f buildings which do not seem to follo\v any overall ordering
principles. Nalanda appears to be the most ordered in this context. however. the
plan of Nalanda differs again from the taotric college o f Vikramshila. which ap-

pears to reflect the mandala concept with the holy stupa in the centre. The cornpound is defined with by a wall formed by the cells, thus delineating this as a
consecrated. sacred enclosure.
On the basis of this brief comparison, it seems as if a shift in the way of ordering
monastic architecture may taken place between the 5th and 8th centuries AC - at
least for the Vikramshila college of tantric Buddhism. This also corresponds to
the period when tantric Buddhism grew in influence, and the following chapters
will discuss how such patterns were adapted in the architecture of the Himalayas,
and especially in Bhutan.
2.5.7 Later lndian and Nepalese developments
Knox explores archaeological evidence and traces developments of villages and
cities from early times through the Indus civilization to the 12th centu~yAC. His
conclusion is that of a strong continuity, and he writes that even "...aspects of
classical culture and tradition can be preserved and handed on by word of mouth
by 'illiterate' villagers from one niillennia to the next."J9 Brian Durrans describes
how village life in Gujarat today combines the new with the cultural traditions of
the past, such as in architecture and the crafts, and he emphasises the resistance
to change in the caste system and social relation^.^"

In Nepal Mundala Mary Slusser documents the architectural traditions of Nepal
from the Licchavi royal period (c.300-879) onward^,^' when the Licchavis
conquered the Kirata chiefs, possibly the earliest inhabitants of the Himalayan
foothill^.^"
The Licchavis presumably originated in Mauryan India, and brought with them
their cultural traditions which at the time were a niix of Hinduism and Buddhism.
and also Vedic traditions and popular cults flourished." Licchavi inscriptions
refer to towns and the many structures filling them, like temples and stupas.
many monasteries and votive pillars. There were brick-built temples with tiered
roofs which may be survivals of an Indian type, later discontinued in the land
of their origin. The people lived in wooden houses which were sculptured and
painted.
The architecture was based on highly developed artisan skills involving wood
and stone carving and nietal works." The artists and artisans of the ~athrnandu
valley were termed Newar," and they were renowned in the whole region for
their skills.They received extensive patronage, and travelled throughout Tibet
and during Zhabdrung's time they contributed to the building of dzongs and ten1ples in Bhutan.
Slusser presents a backward glance at the traditions from the 7th century to the
Malla kings of the 17th century, and discusses the developments which took

place both of architectural elements and ornaments, as well as building types and
structures. Her conclusion is that the architecture of the Kathmandu valley maintained a strong continuum, and the architecture appears to represent a unified, but
modified tradition, based on centuries of antecedent^.^^
2.5.8 Conclusions

The earliest Buddhist objects of worship were the sacred trees, thrones and
stupas. Especially the stupas evolved as the main symbolic object, regarded as
representing the doctrine.
When the wandering mendicants became coenobite monks, monasteries, called
viharas, were established. The monasteries adapted the concept of the courtyard
house, with ancient traces on the Indian continent, and they often had gardens or
groves.
From early on the monasteries incorporated stupa structures, and later also temples.
The first Buddhist temples had the stupa, called chaitya, as their sacred object.
In the first centuries AC, the previous aniconic Buddhism became iconic, and
anthropomorphic representations became more and more widespread. Buddha
images became the central focus in temples, however, the stupa maintained its
position of being as integral to Buddhism as the monastery and the monk body.
In the Indian vihara typology, the central cell against the back wall was
transformed into a shrine where the image of the Buddha was installed, and
the space in the middle became the place of assembly for the monks. In the
Himalayas, this was later to become purely shrine-temples with no monastic cells
attached at all, for the extensive pantheon of deities in Tibetan Buddhism.
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Hurnprey and Vitebsky in Socred..lrchi/er~re.1997:22. Mount Kailash in Tibet is revered by both
Buddhists. Hindus and Bbnpos. and this mountain bears a distinct resemblance to the mythical Mount
Meru. the centre o f the universe.
2

Sakyamuni nieans the sage (muni) of the S d ~ people.
a
Snellgrove (ed.). 1978:9. Snellgmve
explains the term 'Buddha' as the awoken one - the enlightened one. which in Buddhism "...is reserved for the supreme state of transcendence as achieved by the great teachers of the past and of
the present. ofthis world and of other worlds in the various quarters o f the universe. The use of the
term to refer exclusively to Sakyamuni a though he was the one and only Buddha is largely a recent
Westem habit." Snellgrove op.cit.p.448
1

Ibid. p.9

54 lbid,

p.39

"'The Newars form a large part ofthe population ofthe liathrnandu vallcy. and ns a group they
would be considered predominantly Mongoloid and Buddhist. They have kept their dislind culture
and language to a larger extent than the rest o f Nepal's poplllation which was increasingly lildianized
Nepal has also been extensively exposed to the international tourist industry. Today Nepal is
experiencing a decline in its cultural traditions, especially those with Buddhist roots.

"1bid, p.179-84
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2.6 Sacred architecture and tantric architecture?
"Just us ruin leaks into a house with a poorlv-made roof;
desire ut~tlattuchment will seep into a house
unpt.otec.fedby meditative mlureness.
Just U S rain does not enter tr house with a well-made rood
desire and uttachrnet~tdo nor enter a house
protected by meditative awareness. "
Dhammapada'

This chapter illustrates that in Bhutan one is dealing with a sacred architecture,
and stresses that this sacred dimension does not only apply to religious structures, but to all types of buildings. As described in the previous chapters, this
sacredness is expressed in the buildings through various structural and formal
characteristics, proportions and decorations. In addition the sacredness is also
invisible, being established and maintained through various rituals.
It was the tantric form of Buddhism which was adapted in Bhutan through influence via Tibet, and possibly also directly from neighbouring Bengal during the
golden age of the Pala kings. In this part I shall discuss in what sense it may be
meaningful to call the architecture of Bhutan a tantric architecture.' This investigation is relevant in seeking an appropriate term which fully covers the significance of this architecture."
2.6.1 The significance o f the term 'tantric'

The tenn 'tantric' is very often applied when describing the sacred realm of religions of the Himalayas, be it Buddhism or Bon. Tantrism is present, if to a varying degree, in all the various sects of Vajrayana Buddhism, as well as in Bon.
The two main Buddhist schools active in Bhutan, the Kargyud and Nyingma, are
both among the lineages where tantric traditions are the strongest. In his book
The Religions of fibet, Tucci writes that the Kargyud school gives "...a particular
emphasis to Tantric exercise^."^
Ancient popular beliefs are also alive in Bhutan. The folk religions include cults
of local deities, some of the most important being the mountain deities, and
rituals aimed at defence against nialevolent spirits.9uch traditions have been
researched both in Bhutan, Tibet and the Himalaya~.~
There are also certain
customs directly connected to buildings, such as the fixing of carved wooden
phalluses at the corners of roofs. The walls of houses are often decorated by
phallic symbols, for the same purposes as the carved ones. Tucci has written ?

that "...the entire spiritual life of the Tibetan is defined by a permanent attitude
of defence, by a constant effort to appease and propitiate the powers whom he
fears."'This may sound like ignorant superstition to some, however the anthropologistMalinowski makes the point that many of these rituals may be seen as
quite sophisticated ways of dealing with human problem^.^ These actions have
elements of both magic and religion, which may be one of the reasons why the
Geoffrey Samuel titled his book on Buddhism in Tibetan societies Civilized Shamans.' This book stirred extensive debate, much due to the
connections Samuel makes to shamanism. In his introduction, Samuel clarifies
that the way he uses the term 'shamanic' is far wider than Eliade's definition in
his classic Sharnani~m,'~
and that "...the term is in no way derogatory." He adds
that: "In fact, I believe that the sophisticated body of shamanic practices within
Tibetan Buddhism probably constitutes Tibet's most important single contribution to humanity."" In spite of his intentions, however, some of the reactions to
his book may in part be the result of a generally negative understanding of the
term shamanic.I2

I shall not venture into suggesting that Bhutanese architecture be termed shamanic. Shamanic may be an adequate term for certain elements and rituals that infuse
the buildings with magical power, but this does not make an adequate definition
for the architecture in general. However, 'tantric' is not a simple term to use either. Tantrism has met with many negative reactions amongst scholars, including
attempts at excusing or minimising its significance. One example is Ditlef Lauf S
book Tibetarl Sacred Art which has the sub-title The Heritage of Tanrra. l 3 Here
he writes that Buddhism in Tibet proved its great capacity for adaptation and assimilation and that "...elements of the Ban religion or of local Tibetan popular
belief were taken over and integrated after a most extensive re-evaluation."14
Such extensive 'scrutiny' may have taken place, but a more accurate description may be that the assimilation between various beliefs developed slowly over
a long period of time, and in this process Buddhist scholars were inventive in
myth-making. One example is the role given to king Songtsen Gampo, who
ruled Tibet (627-650 AC) during the most expansive phase of the Yarlung dynasty. Tibet conquered vast areas during his reign, and he was thus a successful
Word. He is also known as the one who introduced Buddhism to Tibet, and
by later religious historians he has been termed 'the first religious king', and a
"incarnation of Chenrezig, the Buddha of compassion. Samten Karmay refen
tothis as a "...wild Buddhist fantasyW.'5However, by linking Buddhism to king
Songtsen Gampo, one also connected Buddhism to the most powerful period of
Tibetan history.16
In the religious realin of the Tibetan cultural area, many religious traditions live
sicitby side. and have mutually influenced each other through history. Focus is

Fig. I In Rh~ilansyt~?bls
Frenl rhe mandaln diagram are ol'ien p a i n ~ don buildings. Especially
&m~ndthe windows and doors one a Aen t?n& elements from the eirdles protecting the innet centre
The elaboration oisl~chpainting varies with rlw importanccr o:f the building. fhis is fmm t h p~ ~ n m Dmgkhag building in Prakhar*Butmhang. I V94

on both the spiritual and the material, as described in the introductory quote from
Dhummapuda above. Buildings are seen as part of a total reality, and they reflect
in various ways the meaning in the environment.
It is an indispensable fact that tantric practices are deeply integrated into peoples'
lives, and such practices also play important roles in relation to architecture.
Tantrism is expressed through the ritual^,'^ however, physical form and the appearance of buildings are also believed to have innate powers. In the following I
shall focus on some examples of how tantric symbolism is applied to buildings.
2.6.2 Bhutanese architecture and the mandala

The mandala is an iqdispensable part of tantric practice, and it is also a key to
understanding the symbolic dimensions of the Bhutanese architecture. The mandala as such is described in chapter 2.2.5, but how may this symbolisln have
influenced the architecture?
The mandala ideal is mainly reflected in temples and monasteries, but also in
buildings in general. In one of the interviews, Shingkhar Lam calls the mandala
palace the 'palace of the gods', and he says that this is "...the concept people
have in mind. You try and build your houses (accordingly) ... Maybe not as elaborate as this, but keeping this in mind."l"his
makes it clear that the mandala is

only an ideal for temples, but also a concept to be applied for houses in general. When the faithful build in accordance with the ideal concept, they cater for
divine presence.
The mandala palace usually has roofs.19According to Shingkhar Lam all sacred
buildings should have a roof,20in line with the hierarchy of roofs explained in
chapter 4.4.
The square or rectangular shaped Bhutanese houses resemble the mandala palace, and their spatial division follows certain norms. The main entrance should
preferably face east, and in the altar room, the chGsham, the altar should face
east. When it comes to hrther internal distribution of space, this has to my
knowledge not been studied,=' but 1 assume it reflects a combined religious and
pragmatic response to local conditions.

Symbols from the mandala diagram, such as elements from the circles representing protection and hindrances to be overcome in the process of moving towards
the centre, are to be found around doors, windows and other decorated elements.
The entrance doors are encircled by carvings and paintings of the thunderbolts,
lotuses, and pearl chains with varying elaboration. These are all protective patterns framing the sacred space within.
When one builds according to the mandala concept, and the rituals are being
carried out, the buildings have become symbolically placed in the universe and
integrated in the world through a web of correspondences between macrocosm
and microcosm.
2.6.3 The mandala and properties of geometrical shapes
Scholars have focused on how overall temple structures relate to mandala patterns, but not much on the individual parts and shapes. These have very diverse
meanings, and such symbolic properties of geometry, colour etc. are important.
The mandala symbolizes the essence of completeness, displaying the unification
of different geometrical shapes. ~fwe focus on each of the individual shapes,
however, these have diverse symbolic meanings and propenies.
It is important to note that in Bhutan and Tibet, one finds varying and not al-

ways consistent practices regarding cardinal directions, elements and co10ursConsistency is not a requirement as it is in the west, and such variations are thus
easily tolerated.
One version is displayed in the Cakrasamvara (Demchog) mandala which was
built in three dimensions in the utsd, the central tower of Tashichu dzong in
T h i m ~ h uin 1989-9 l . An explanation of this mandala was written by the 68th Je
Khen~o.
Tenzin Dondup, who describes the shapes and the significance of the
foundation part as follows;

Fig. 2 The 'Platonic solids'. (Gelernlrr. 1995:Sl)

"A. The base is in the form of the semicircular mandala ofAir, black in colour,
surrounded by the ring o f thunderbolts and the five-coloured flame border;
B. Upon this is the Fire mandala, triangular, in red;
C. Upon this i s the Water mandala, round in shape, in white;
D. Upon this i s the Earth mandala, square, in yellow.""
These four basic shapes also symbolize the four activities o f tantra. The bowshaped semicircle i s powerful symbolizing strength, subjugation or influence,
and the triangle i s for destruction or wrathful activity. The circle i s peaceful, and
the square i s 'comfortable' symbolizing enrichment.
In the three-dimensional mandala, these shapes must be constructed in the right
order, which also corresponds to the sequence o f creation o f the elements of the
universe.
Quite parallel interpretations o f geometrical properties may also be traced in the
works of the Greek philosopher Plato (427-347 BC). Gelernter writes that Plato
thought about form as an ideal pattern, or generic type, which physical matter imperfectly tries to copy, as "...a shadow imperfectly copies the object from
which i t is cast.":' Plato was striving for universally valid knowledge, and in his
theory of physics, he reduced the basic elements of the world to four geometrical
solids, the cube, the pyramid, the icosahedron, and the octahedron, which later

became known as the Platonic solids.24
For these he proposed, "...in order of increasing complexity, the cube (earth),
the tetrahedron (fire), the octrahedron (air) and the icosahedron (water).'Q5
~nterestingly,these forms, with slight variations, have been designated the same
elements we find in the tantric mandala tradition described above.
2.6.4 Examples of how properties of geometry are transferred to buildings

This may first be exemplified by the legendary hardships the saint Milarepa had
to go through when building Marpa's tower in Lhodrak, as described in various sources. Marpa first made Milarepa build a circular tower on a mountain to
the east, which he was then made to dismantle when only half finished. Then
a semicircular tower was built on a spur to the west, which also had to be tom
down when half-completed. The third, triangular tower was only one-third done
when destroyed. The final square tower was built towards the north. Milarepa
then finally received initiations from his master, and Marpa won the struggle for
hegemony of the region.
In his article "Mar-pa' S Tower: Notes on Local Hegenions in Tibet,"16 Turrell
Wylie writes that Marpa thus had made "...Mi-la-ras-pa build the towers according to the shape and directions of the mandala of the universe..", and he comments that the victory Marpa had won resulted from the confusion created by the
construction process, and that it was more plausibly due to "...his estate or his
purse. nor his magic."" (my emphasis) Certainly. a more generous interpretation
might give him credit for both - including the magical strength embodied in the
tower and the confidence which magic gave his warriors.

Fig. 1 a and b A sculptt~reof Lhe Ii~mou\warlord, Krrlg (iesar ofl-~ng.In he shrrne ded~zated to Iilm In longsa la drong 0 1 1 tlv allar
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This thesis describes how Zhabdrung Nawang Namgyel in the 17th century managed to survive repeated attacks by the Tibetans thanks to his dzongs and his
warriors as well as his famous ability to perform magic. tantric rituals. Thanks to
Samten Karmay's Secrclt I/'i.sions (?#'theF~/tfih
Duloi L~nru,'~
we know that even
some of the Dalai Lamas occasionally ventured into this powerful domain.
In The History qf'For/~#iccr/ion,
lan Hogg describes an Italian fortress of the 13th
century, which had a ground plan reflecting a complex relationship o f circular
shapes resembling the shapes o f a tor-toise, a symbol o f strength. Hogg thus
writes that the outline o f the fort "...may have been conceived on a theoretical

basis of maximising defensive opport~nities."~~
He also writes that: "AS well as
stout walls, good morale is of the utmost irnportan~e."~~
Shingkhar Lam was asked in a interview why a royal residence next to Tongsa
dzong was shaped like a semicircle. This had been built during the reign of the
2nd king (1926-52) for his two queens, as an 'outside residence' since they were
to stay within the dzong at night.jl
not
n e normal shapes for such buildings are generally square or rectangular, which
would signify the comfort and enrichment which most households would like to
be associated with. Regarding this semicircular residence, Shingkhar Lam answered that along with astrological predictions, such forms in buildings may give
more power to a family at a time when they for instance require more energy in
line with the properties of the various shapes described above.I2
When I related this explanation during my presentation at the IATS conference
in Leiden, I received the comment from a western scholar that of course a lama
would give a reply like this, but if 1 had asked a carpenter the reply would be different .
This argument has some sense in that religious symbolism certainly may be understood on diverse levels. The carpenter may be familiar with the semicircle as
a type, whilst the lama possesses a more refined and scholarly knowledge on a
topic like this, involving quite advanced religious insights. Amongst carpenters

Fig. 6 The ta dzolig above Paro has a shape \vhich colnbilics hvo semicircles, 1999

there are also variations ill their level o f knowledge, and a master carpenter will
have more religious insight than a carpenter o f lower rank who may have almost
none. During one o f the interviews I asked Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi how much a
normal carpenter actually knows about the religious implications o f his work. He
replied that they only know they have to do the most essential rituals during the
building process, otherwise the house will not be successf~l.~~

1996 'l lie scniicircular rock niay hake give11 [he building this shape. but the rock
chosen due to its auspicious shape.
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in knowledge, however, are not an argument against my descripsuch
tion of how particular geometrical shapes are found in buildings where the intention is to invoke a specitic kind of energy. On important building projects there is
always a master carpenter in charge, and the lamas are involved fiom early on in
the building processes. This kind of archetypical symbolism related to the main
geometricalshapes may also be like an unconscious knowledge.I4 The effectiveness of symbols are based on people's common memories, and their force is thus
maintained by repeated use. It is thus relevant to mention that one of Bhutan's
princesses recently built a peaceful, circular mansion after a divorce, which underlines that this symbolism is still maintained in Bhutan.
2.6.5 Other examples of buildings shaped as semicircles
In Tongsa there are further examples of semicircular buildings. These are the
watchtowers of the ta dzong above the main dzong complex. These towers were
built for defensive purposes, and are at the same time consecrated buildings. I
suggests these outposts were strengthened as much as possible by being solidly
built in the geometrical shape of the semicircle^.^' Today there are several temples in these watchtowers, designated for protective deities and the most powerful warlords through history such as Jigme Namgyal, the 'black regent' during
the Duar war (1 864-5), and the mythical king Gesar of Ling. The temples are to
be found in the central, circular part of the building complex, however. the dating
of these temples is not known to me at present.j6

In Bhutan there are also other examples of semicircular bastions as well as buildings within the dzong complexes or in their vicinity. Examples are at Gasa and
Jakar dzongs, and the ta dzong of Paro is a building combining two semicircles.
When Ashley Eden visited Paro in 1863, he described this as "...a curious building formed of two semicircles, one large and the other small, built up against the
other for about five stories high.""
In Tibet the Pabonka rock close to Lhasa is known as the site for one of king
Songtsen Gampo's nine stol-eyed palaces. In a cave here the king meditated and
received divine guidance on how to suppress the female demon hampering the
spread of Buddhism.j8The building standing there today has a semi-circular
shape and only a few floors, but its lay-out plan may resemble that of the older
stmcture. This is speculation, but the particular rock with the cave underneath
and the semicircular shape of the building may have been seen as auspicious for
the palace of a warlord.

When the buildings described above were built in the shape of semicircles, it apPears to have been an intentional choice. Rounding the walls makes the building
strong, which is the pragmatic advantage of this shape in relation to

defence. However, when these buildings were made semicircular and not circular, this may be explained by the scholarly knowledge about the semicircle being
the tantric symbol of strength and subjugation, whilst for others this would have
been an innate, instinctive knowledge of this typology.
The ancient origin of the semicircle being associated with strength may have
been the shape of the bow, one of man's eldest weapons, later adapted into the
tantric, Buddhist realm.'9
The sen~icirclehas probably mainly a military significance, where both functional and symbolic dimensions work together. Through geometric symbolism and
decoration, the intention is to evoke the desired strength.
2.6.6 Conclusions

It is characteristic of the Hi~nalayan'making arts' that artefacts have both visible spiritual attributes, such as shape and colour, and invisible ones, such as the
power invested in them by the making rituals.
Within the tantric tradition one very often finds the trinity of outer, inner and
esoteric - also in buildings. The esoteric dimensions are only accessible or coniprehensible to initiates. Such 'secret' attributes of structures will normally not
be mentioned, let alone explained, to 'outsiders'. Still the first clue on buildings
displaying the geometrical codes of tantric symbolism was given during the 2nd
interview with Shingkhar Lam. I have followed it up searching for more examples presented above, but the 'secret' character of the topic involves some intrinsic ob~tacles.~~'
However, in the future it may be worthwhile to search for textual
evidence to support the idea, and further examples would also be an advantage.
There are other arguments supporting my suggestion of a connection between
architecture and tantrisni in Tibet and Bhutan. One is the overall impact of the
mandala concept on the architecture, and another is of course all the rituals carried out in direct connection to buildings as explained in the previous chapters.
Buildings would be seen as incomplete and ineffective, if they lack the spiritual,
symbolic attributes. In addition, many temples are specitically built to fulfil certain necessary spiritual functions related to taming of the environment, preserving hannony, or the like. The purpose of these buildings is to effectuate a tantric
function.
Furthermore, a structure with incorrect symbolic attributes may result in the
wrong effects, which could be catastr0phic.l' This further reinforces an understanding of the tantric context of the act of architecture in the Himalayas.
There is a certain decline in the amount of making rituals today, but still these
traditions are alive in Bhutan. My conclusion is that as long as the rituals are
maintained, the Bhutanese architecture may be termed tantric.

I One of the twin verses spoken by the Buddha 10 Ananda i n Sravasti. Quoted from the
Dhommapa&, Berlieley, Tibetan Translation Series, Dharma Publishing, 1985:7

z'rheconcept of [antra and tantrism is explained in chapter 1.1.2.8. See also the introduction to chapter 2.3
'This is a further elaboration of my presentation at the conference o f IATS in Leiden, 2000: 'Tanb.ic
Architecture. On Buildings with Tantric Symbolism in Bhutan and Tibet".

See chapter 1.1.2.9

For Bhutan see Chhoki ( 1994). Pommaret (1996) and her Ph.D dissertation ( 1989), Ugyen Pelgen

(2000),Tandin Dorji (2000). Blondeau and Steinkellner (eds.) Reflectrons of the Mountain (1996) includes research on the mountain cult throughout Tibet and the Himalayas. See also Lopez (ed.), 1997
'TUCC~, op.cit. p. 187. This

quote may be applicable to the Bhutanese as well.

Hendry, 1999:123

l' Samuel, op.cit. p.8

12~amuel's
use o f the term proves useful for his in-depth discussion o f the dynamic interplay between what he calls the clerical and tantric approaches i n Tibetan Buddhism and Bbn.
l'

~auf,( 1976)1 995

l4Ibid, p.29
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In Kamiay. Secret I'isions oJthe Fflh Dalai Lama. 19883
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See also chapters 2.2.16-8

"See chapters 2.3-4
"2nd interview with Shingkhar Lam
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Mandala illustrations without roofs may be found in Brauen (1994) and (1998).
Is1 interview with Shingkhar Lrun. See also chapter 4.4.

21

For instance in Dujardin's case study of a traditional house. the focus is on technical and aesthetical matters. and beautiful drawings are made of carpentry details and the physical appearance of the
house, but the lay-out plans are not marked with the cardinal directions. He has collected Some infor"ation on cultural traits in relation to house building i n general. but these are not referred back to and
with the actual case study. Dujardin, 1990
22
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Tenzin Dondup ( 1992) see Butters and Tashi, 1992b:2
Gelemter, 1995:50. The source for this theory is mainly Plato's dialogues in The Republrc.
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Ibid. p.50. CJelerntercomments that -...curiously architects much later changed these into the
h e cylinder. the cone, the pyramid and the cube. presu~nablybecause these are
bu'lding blocks for architectural form.'.
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Ibid, p.5 I
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3.1 On towers and the fortress-palaces called khar
"Seen,fromwithout, it's a rocky escarpment!
Seenjrom within, it's all gold and treasure!"'

What we call dzongs today have a long history of development through centuries
of varying religious and socio-economic conditions. This chapter explores how
the merge between sacred architecture and fortresses took place historically. It is
arranged chronologically, starting with the early tower structures and the khars,
followed by focus on the later dzongs in the next chapter.
As explained in chapter 1.1.2.7, historical sources are scarce on the early history
from before Bhutan emerged as a nation in the 17th century. This chapter thus
focuses on the developments within the Tibetan cultural area of the Himalayas,
and a few links are also drawn to the Indian sub-continent and China.

Sources on the history of fortifications point out that one of man's main concerns
always has been to defend himself. With growing sedentary settlements, man
applied increasingly sophisticated ways of making places of refuge more safe.
Fortifications were also active instruments of political means, and the fort was a
defined building type on the Indian subcontinent since ancient times.'
Bhutanese and Tibetan histories describe periods verging on civil and religious
war, while others were more peaceful. The living conditions were tough, even
in peaceful times. Whatever wealth one possessed had to be very well protected,
whether one was a layman or a lama, since warfare and strife appear to have
been endemic. Security measures were a must, and this is apparent in all building
types: in camp settlements and houses, in temples and forts. People seldom lived
on the ground floor of their houses. and the stairs were simply made like ladders
which could be drawn up like miniature drawbridges in case of raids.
Tucci writes that it is easy to see why military architecture developed in Tibet,
when "...recalling the antagonisms between China and Tibet, the frequent
conflictsbetween the royal family and the aristocracy, the struggles between
Powerful families for land and grazing rights, the emergence of various local
Overlords and, at a later date, the quarrels between monasterie~."~

In the border areas between Tibet and Bhutan there were often threats of looting
and strife, as is visible in the remains of defence towers in Lhodrak and many
places. In Tibet I have been told that people in Lhodrak say their towers
wereneeded against the Bhutanese who came across the passes on raids.4On the
Bhutane~e
side of the border, the Tibetans are accused of the Same. Here several
fonification~
and dzongs bear witness to the necessity for defence. Rinchen
Dolma Taring describes in her autobiography how the villagen in Bhutan were

terrified of being looted by refugees coming across the pass of Monla Karchung
in 1959: "..these villagers were not rich at all and it was pathetic to see them
hiding their little treasures, like aluminium bowls and copper plates. The monk in
charge of the temple was also hiding the precious religious books under rocks."'
It may appear as if age-old instincts lay behind these actions, and even though
she assured them that there would be no looting, nobody believed her, and she
comments: "I don't blame them".
The towers and khars, like the later dzongs, embodied the ambitions of their
patrons in space, be it the unifier of Bhutan, Zhabdrung and others. To challenge
the building was to challenge the power of its master.
During warfare people could seek protection within local fort-complexes. Such
citadels were strategically located, and in early times they were usually on hill
tops.6 Here they were the means for expansion and control for various rulers, and
contributed to the domination of territories.
3.1.1 The archetype of Tibetan architecture

In Tibetan Civilizatio~~,
Stein terms monumental stone structures, like towers or
fortresses "...the prototypes of Tibetan architecture in general."' He suggests they
originated in eastern Tibet in the 6th century as "...nine-storeyed houses and defence towers, some 75 to 90 feet in height.'lg Towers are also known in Lhodrak
and Kongpo." Sometimes they are octagonal, sometimes square, with very thick
walls.
According to Stein the period preceding Tibet's unification was characterised by
petty kings who fought amongst themselves, and there were strongholds on the
hills and steep rocks. Among the warring aristocrats, mobility went hand in hand
with having one's power base on an estate defended by a fortified castle.I0
The annals of the Chinese Tang dynasty (61 8-907) tell of one fortress for every
100 l i of territory in the Tibetan area." These may have been fortified castles
with towers and other defensive structures, as well as watch-towers and siglial
stations for use in war.
3.1.2 Perishable pretentious buildings

Tucci writes that according to the traditions of the Bon religion, "...each king had
his own palace; and when the king died, his successor abandoned the previous
royal residence and built a new one of his own, in the same way as he appointed
a new minister and a chief priest.""
Tucci also notes the vast amount of ruins, which he writes litter the Tibetan
landscapes," and which must have been the result of such extensive building
traditions.
The early Indian tradition recorded in the sastras, states that each new dynasty
should lay out its own capital. It was thought particularly dangerous to take over

another king's capital. According to Slusser, the sastras set forth that, "..a king
residing in a city founded by his enemy or even by another king will meet death
in no time."I4
Parallelpractices also prevailed in the Chinese context. Osvald Sirdn writes
about the history of early Chinese architecture, that: "The houses for the Chinese,
just as well as those of the Japanese, were in olden times reckoned to last only
for the lifetime of a man; the Imperial residences were changed by successive
rulers, and so on. When constructing for living men one never had the ambition
of building something for eternity; the home was not a castle but a temporary
abode, whereas the tomb was made to last for longer periods."I5
The most permanent materials and methods of construction were thus reserved
for important tombs, sacred buildings and defensive works. However, the shortterm perspective did not hamper the building of palaces. Siren refers to old
chronicles which state that each ruler of the early Han dynasty had to build their
palaces anew, and they did this on a magnificent scale. The palaces were large
and imposing, and "...also adorned with decorative devices of extraordinary
splendour and refinement."I6
Such traditions as those described above may also influence the practice of
Bhutan's royal lineage. The kings of the present Wangchuck dynasty have
during the century of their four successive reigns always shifted residences
from one king to the next. Whilst the second king downgraded the importance
of the dzongs and built many palaces, the last two kings have focused on one
prestigious dzong project each.
3.1.3 Ancient tower structures
Tne obvious function of ancient towers was defence, but at the same time they
may also have been means for communication with heaven. The tower structures
were utilized both in fortifications and in palaces as fortified dwellings. The
so-called 'demon-towers' - such as the dudkhang of Kongpo which I visited in
1996" - are interestingly shaped like twelve cornered mandalas and clustered in
groups of three (fig.2). These towers are believed to have been built, not by humans, but by A Chung. the king of demons named in the Gesar Epic.

Stein writes in The World in A-f,niarum that "...such dwellings and defence towers
are noted by Chinese texts from the Han, Sui, and T'ang (second to eighth centuries) in connection with independent kingdoms and peoples of Tibetan stock.""
The towers he describes have a small, square base measuring four to five meters.
At the bottom level one enters through a small door, and then climbs upwards inside. Each story is closed off by a notched tree trunk that can be pulled up.''
The interiors of the tower ruins at Kongpo are bare today, but the Panern of
Squareholes in the stone walls shows where internal wooden floor structures

have been fixed. The craftsmanship of the walls is impressive and obviously
exceptionally solid since they have stood for centuries even without the internal
structure to stabilize them. I was told there had even been unsuccessful attempts
to demolish them during the cultural revolution. In many cases, ancient stone
masonry in Bhutan and Tibet appears to be of quite astounding quality, which
may contribute to the conimon belief that some of these old structures were built
by non-humans.
Towers like the ones in Kongpo may have ancient roots, and were efficient defensible structures. Their strength may be exemplified by the fact that even as
late as during the time of the Chinese Manchu emperors, and especially Chi'en
lung (1 736-96), such Tibetan style stone towers were built near Beijing, purely
for the purpose of giving the Chinese soldiel-San opportunity to practising assaults on such structures and thus to prepare them for Tibetan campaign^.'^
The fortified towers used as dwellings were more accommodating than the
defence towers. Some of the tower dwellings may have had a cantilevered upper floor resembling architectural traditions in Himacha1 Pradesh, as visible for
example in the Thakur castle in Gondhla (fig.3). In Buddhis~rnonu.steries uf'fhe
weslern Hitnal~yas,~'
the architect Romi Khosla writes about this building which
he calls the Gondla fortress, that it guarded the entrance to the valley. Below the
cantilevered upper floor there are several holes in the stone walls, which Khosla
explains as the remains of lower timber balconies which "...have been removed
and the material reu~ed."'~I was puzzled when reading this, since lower timber
balconies would be prone to attacks and in conflict with the typological pattern.
I asked him in writing about this, and in his reply he wrote that there were many

holes in the wall, all the way down to the base, and when asking the family he
...was told that there were beams sticking out of it at one time which had been
re-usedin other constructions. I presumed that they may have supported balconies UP to some lower levels. However, having looked at a number of Himachal
structures since that observation, 1 have realized that your contention about the
top floor only being with a balcony is true."23
A cantilevered upper part on the old towers, thus appears to have been a development characteristic of the western Himalayas. The drawings of the Baltit fort
(fig.8) also show a cantilevered upper part on all the towers.
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In Bhutan the only known evidence of a similar structure is found in a washdrawing from 1783 by Samuel Davis; "View from the Bridge at Wandepore"
(f1g.4).~~
This shows a tower with a minimum of openings, and a slightly cantilevered wooden structure called a rabsel on all four sides of the top floor.25This
was a bridge house by the river of Pho Chu in Wangdi, a place for tax collection
and control, of obvious strategic importance.
Albeit an isolated example, it provides important confirmation of the probable
typology of cantilevered upper floors, which have survived in a more moderate
C ~the~ dzongs in Bhutan. The typological precedent of the utsC
form in the ~ t s of
structures are certainly the ancient towers.

Fig. 3 The ruined T.hal;ur castle of Gondhla in 1.ahoul. HimaChal
Pradesh. R.Volli~iiann.1999

Fig, 4 Tawer srructurc:by the river k J o wWangdi & C I ~ I ~Drawing by D a ~ s 1, 783,

The towering centre of the khars parallels the keep of European medieval castles.
In case the fortress was taken. the tower would resist the attack for some more
time.
It is a characteristic of Tibetan and Bhutanese architecture, that the amount of
openings in the nlassive walls gradually increases upwards, which is especially
visible in these structures. Even if the upper floor was not widely cantilevered as
in the traditions of Himachal Pradesh, this was the most accommodating place
with many window openings and extra space created by the cantilevered wooden
structures on the upper floors.
3.1.4 The ideal o f nine stories

Many of the old tower structures may originally have had nine floors, since this
is an ideal, auspicious number with ancient roots in shamanistic mythology."
The ideal of nine stories also influenced Buddhist architecture. Tliere are several
historical precedents, but one frequently referred to in Buddhist texts is the tower
of Sekhar Gutok, meaning 'the nine storeyed son's castle' in Lhodrak.?' This was
the khar which the saint Milarepa had to build over and over again for his master
Marpa at the end of the I I th ~entury.'~
An earlier example is the Pabonka monastely near Lhasa, which may be older
than both the Jokhang and Ramoche. The legend tells that "...Songtsen Gampo
went to the Pabonka rock on the advice of Palden Lhamo and erected a nine sto-

rey tower."30This is supposed to have been built out of bricks mixed with bronze,
and with iron chains attached to the four sides.3'
A vertical hierarchy is also described in an old Bhutanese text where the ninth
floor has the most prestigious reception room. The legendary King Sindhu Raja
resided in Bumthang in central Bhutan in what is described as the nine-storeyed
Iron Castle,32and when Guru Rimpochk came to visit "...the King had great
pleasure and he invited everybody to the ninth floor of the Iron Castle."33
3.1.5 Warfare and fortresses during the Yarlung dynasty (7th-8th centuries)

In the early 7th century, the kings of the fertile valleys of Yarlung in Tibet
expanded their power rapidly. The Yarlung kings became one of, if not the
main military power in the region. They became emperors in a dynasty of a
considerable size, conquering the other Tibetan entities, as well as areas in
Central Asia.
Their method of warfare has been described as warriors wearing full suits of
heavy iron chain mail, who dismounted their horses to do battle.34Warfare may
have been a way of life for many men, and the warriors were in high esteem.
They set up camps and built fortresses which played a vital part in the Tibetan
military strategy. Philip Denwood writes that when in possession of fortified
Central Asian cities, the fortifications were duly strengthened and ganisoned. and
new forts were built on salient points, forming defensive networks: "This was
evidently the traditional system and one which the Tibetans felt they needed."31
During the Yarlung dynasty the districts were subject to the authority of the local
The kings may have had one main seat, but they also moved around a lot,
both on warfare and between various castles in different areas." Tucci writes that
Yarlung was the winter capital, while in Lhasa they had the summer residence.

''gn a arld h M ~ l as 1o~vr.r.Sekli;lr (;iltok. today called Tse or Sliey Gompa. Climbing around the
;I cltans~ng
rit~lal.Raile) (left - 010C) and Meade (KGS). 1922

""'er 1s regarded a5

Thus the "...cradle of Tibet's political power had been in the area between
Yarlung and Lhasa."j8 This kind of transhumance resembles the pattern later
practised by Zhabdrung's government in Bhutan. However, the pattern of having
the winter capital in Yarlung and the summer residence in Lhasa may not provide
the full picture. Anne Chayet has registered some of the royal movements in
the 8th century according to textual sources, which shows that they spent some
winters in Lhasa as well as some winters in the Tragmar region, and some years
Tucci writes about the royal palace at Tragmar which was
remain ~nregistered.'~
well placed there, since through that green valley a road had run joining Yarlung
and Lhasa.40
Stein writes that in Lhasa in 7 10 "...there were two temples and a stone pala~e."~'
However, this may possibly only refer to the most prestigious and holy buildings, since there appear to have been several royal residences a few decades earlier during the reign of king Songtsen Gampo. On the Marpo Ri, the hill where
Potala palace was to be built a millennium later, legends say the king himself had
a nine-storeyed palace. The Tibetan architect Choekyi Gyaltsen Minyak has discovered the remains, not only of one, but of several khar buildings on Marpo Ri,
attributed to king Songtsen Gampo's time.42
There may also have been a nine storeyed tower at Pabonka near Lhasa, as referred to above.
Aris mentions the Sogpo Khar where the Nepalese queen lived,43and king
Songtsen Gampo's five queens may thus have had separate residence^.^

Fig. 6 Yanlbu I .akhar was still all i~ripressivobuilding in 1900

Recent research by Amy Heller suggests the sacred Jokhang temple was built as
a mansion for king Songtsen Gampo when founded in 642, and that it became a
temple only some years later.45Heller proposes the building in this first stage of
development may have resembled a quite narrow, tower-like structure, with parallels to the Gyama residence of the king.46Heller writes that it was presumably
around 7 10-50 that the core tower of the Jokhang was reconstructed as a central
chapel and lateral chapel^.^' Later it went through several phases of extensions
and embellishments.
The architecture of most khar building in Lhasa at the time may have resembled
the moderate scale and architecture suggested by Heller, thus indicating the scale
of a mansion rather than that of a fortified palace. This implies that the Yarlung
kings had more extensive castles somewhere else. Erik Haarh suggests they had
a main castle in the core area of Yarlung, namely Yambu Lakhar (figs. 1 and 6)."
Here their wealth would have been properly protected.
3.1.6 An early khar - the example of Yambu LakhaP9
Yarnbu Lakhar is an example of a khar building which was once a dwelling
place for the early Yarlung kings.50The origin of the building is hidden in myths,
and construction on this site may date back as far as 2 100 years. In A Culrural
Histovy of Tibet, it is suggested that the building Hugh Richardson visited in
1936 may have been an authentic survival from the 7th or 8th centuries.'' Tucci
visited this castle in 1948, and he writes that although it is said that the present
building is the original structure, the buildings are much later than the date attributed to them: "They have apparently been rebuilt several times after destruction
by war or the ravages of time, invariably on the same site - perhaps because of
the tradition attached to the site, perhaps also because it is the most suitable place
for a watchtower commanding the valley."52He also identified remains "...which
suggests there were once a series of much larger buildings on the spur of this
rocky hill."53

Yambu Lakhar is situated in a commanding position on a ridge overlooking the
valley below, and Tucci describes it as 'extremely imposing' with a slender tower
with a roof shaped as a pagoda, soaring proudly above a range of lower buildings. However, the building seen by Richardson and Tucci was destroyed down
to its foundations during the Cultural Revolution.
When visiting Yambu Lakhar in 1996, most of what I saw was a reconstruction
the 1980s. The authenticity of the reconstruction had been distorted by
fact that the height of the tower had been reduced by about one floor, to the
detriment of acknowledged conventions of cultural heritage. According to Victor
Chan there used to be a fj-ontterrace and a rear chamber with a passage linking
the tower to the chapels." Today the only way to reach the tower is by an outside
terraceand across the roof (fig.7b).

-

Fig. 7 h The skyl~ghton the mofruw~~ihltng
a
Bhula~iesc~anithog.
and the tower bcli~nd(1996)

It i s interesting to note that this tower i s built together with the structure next to
it, but i t i s not in the centre o f the building complex. This possibly exemplifies
an earlier stage o f typological develop~nentsthan the centrally placed tower. The
tower o f Yambu Lakhar is narrow and would not be appropriate to live in, thus
underlining its strategic importance."
Above today's chapels, which might have been a high guild-hall for the early
Yarlung kings, there i s an elevated roof atranged as a huge skylight allowing
light to filter through the mezzanine floors below (fig.7a). This huge space would
otherwise have been in darkness due to the windowless walls, and the elevated
roof would also have contributed to the ventilation of the large hall. This roof
arrangement may be characterised as an early version o f a type o f roof, the
jamthog, ranging high in the hierarchy o f roofs in Bhutan.
The roof on the tower is according to Tucci a pagoda roof of the Chinese type,
being "...an architectural feature which does not appear to be attested in any
surviving structures earlier than the Sakyapa period."'"The
Sakya period refers
to the 13th century, and this roof may thus possibly be a later addition to Yambu
Lakhar. On the other hand this roof may also have emerged through earlier influences from the Indian sub-continent.

BY the end of the 9th century the Yarlung dynasty had collapsed and was divided
into three minor kingdoms. In time it became even more fragmented, and Tibet
remained without a centralized form of government until the 13th century when
the Sakyapas gained hegemony with Mongol
Following the fall of the Yarlung dynasty, a troubled period followed. Little
is known about this 'dark' period of Tibetan history, but it is likely that the
powerful families built fortified palaces in line with the khar typology.
3.1.7 Early Bhutanese castles

Many noble families in Bhutan trace their lineage back to the early Tibetan
monarchs of the Yarlung dynasty. Lhaset~angma,~~
or 'the Chronicle of Prince
Tsangma', tells the story of one of King Trisong Detsen's (r.800-8 15) sons, who
escaped the problems which stopped the first spread of Buddhism by fleeing
south from Tibet. He travelled from west to east throughout the area of Bhutan,
where he is claimed to have had a series of female relationships on his way. The
resulting children were thus all connected to the major royal lineage, and they
created what evolved as noble families. In the chronicle one reads again and
again that these men took over important royal sitess9and built royal castles.*
Sometimes they only had to take over existing ones. The text also mentions district castlesb'and watchtowers or turrets.62
The castle of prince Tsangma himself is named Jamkhar in the text, and may
have resembled the ruined castle of Tshenkharla at Rongthang Woong in eastern
Bhutan. Tshenkharla is located on a hill, and one would have had full control of
the movements in the area from here.63The most interesting part of this ruined
structure may be an entrance shaped as a s e m i ~ i r c l e . ~
The ground plan of the Iron castleb5of king Sindhu Raja in Bumthang has also
been described as a wide semicircle.66This description given in a terma text, may
reflect that in tantric terms the semicircle is associated with strength and subjugationa6'The text provides a glowing description of this royal nine-storeyed castle,
having a 'castle without gates' in its centre with a subterranean passage. There
are also two outer gates towards the east and the west, and the place is defined in
geomantic terms and with auspicious signs in all directions.
Today one can see that the site is impressive, with obvious strategic advantages.
The British Political Officer, John Claude White, wrote from his visit in 1905
that the castle appears to have been a square of sixty or seventy feet, surrounded
by a well-defined ditch." A century ago, he was still able to observe the ruins of
the castle, surface remains which are no longer visible. Stones from the ancient
castle may have been reused in the nearby buildings such as the Chagkhar [hakhang.
On the basis of what he saw, White wrote that '....the wall apartments could not
have been very wide, as there seems to have been an open space in the centrel

unless this again was covered in by a floor above, in which case the building
would have been an exact counterpart of the central towers we find in every
Jong."Oq His description implies that the Iron castle may have resembled the
Shenrap's palace described in chapter 2.4 with a structure surrounding a central
square, and possibly also incorporating a higher structure above this courtyard
which may have resembled the later utse-towers of the dzongs. However, only
archaeology may provide certain answers to its actual architecture.
There are also rumours about a nine-storeyed underground castle in the area
of Lhuentse in eastern Bhutan, which may have been built by a refuge Tibetan
prince according to the local legend. I have spoken to the Dzongdag (governor)
of Lhuentse who had inspected the place which is in a forest today, covered by
stones.70Of fear of snakes he had only gone down to the first floor below the
ground. Here he found eight rooms and even furniture carved out of solid stone.
There were remains of paintings on the walls in red and black colours. This is
certainly another place in need of research by specialist archaeologist^.^'
The first archaeological research has recently been taken up in Bumthang7?
During construction works several finds were discovered in an area called
Bathpalathang. I visited the site in late 1998, and was told the name is a derivation of its old name of Bodpa slag thangs, meaning 'the field where Tibetan
soldiers were defeated'. At the site was found a circular underground stone structure, which according to carbon dating had been in use until late 8th century to
early 9th century. The stone structure close by may have been a protection wall.
while a square platform close by dated to the 16th century, may be the remains of
a collapsed chorten. What has been referred to as a possible tower structure has
so far not been studied. It is a mound of stones covered by pine tree^.^' Possible
defensive structures which may have involved Tibetans, have thus been dated
back to the 8th century.
The many place names, especially in central and eastern Bhutan, which contain
the term khar, may refer to ancient feudal principalities named according to the
fort-palaces of their lords. Rulers existed side by side as local lords, and such
clan principalities had well recognized borders.74Some of these local chieftains
may have ruled remote areas in the south and east as late as the 16th century
Aris writes
when they were subjugated by the expanding rule of Zhabdr~ng.~'
that the chieftains ruled their territories from defensive royal castles, and those
who have seen these buildings describe them as square stone towers.76
Such feudal lords were often at war with each other, and they struggled with 10cal resentment. Most of these local lords were overrun in the end in one way or
another, and on some of the auspicious royal sites the ruins of their khars were
replaced by dzongs.

3.1.8 The history of a building complex
The Baltit fort in the Hunza valley of the
Karakoram mountain range has been found to
be more than 700 years old, and at that time it
was located within the area of Tibetan influence.
Historical research which has been carried out
during the conservation works suggests that the
earliest part of this structure consisted of one or
two single-storey houses, one with an attached defensive tower.77Richard Hughes, the conservation
engineer for the restoration works, has made an
interesting series of diagrams depicting hypothetically the various building stages the fort may have
gone through based on related details observed in
the historic structure (tig.8).77All in all more than
seventy phases of construction were identified using archaeological techniques.

Unfortunately, there are very few, if any similar
building complexes in the Himalayan area which
have undergone such thorough conservation and
documentation processes allowing comparative
studies. However, this process of growth from a
small to a grand building complex will presumably
apply to most of the monumental dzongs. One
determining factor for such developments was the
site which had to be superbly located and auspicious in relation to geomantic criteria.
3.1.9 Conclusions

The main function of the forts is physical defence.
There is thus a fundamental distinction between
the courtyard typology of temples and monasteries
described in chapter 2.5, and the walled fortifications built to withstand physical
attacks. The dif.
ferences relate to functions as well as questions of
form-scale and the strength of physical measures
for defence.
The forts were defensive structures, often built to
house a palace. and in the Himalayas they were
called a phodrang or a khar." Not to say that the
early forts did not contain temples, they almost

Fig. 8 Hy~otheticalevolution
of the Baltit Fort, depicting the
v,ious
end,nr
with its current condition.
Diagrams by Richard Hughes

certainly did, but tlie walls surrounding these building complexes were built as
strong as possible in order to protect the wealth of the rich. We know the sites
had to have strategic advantages, and that they were oAen on hill tops or ridges.
Yambu Lakhar Inay be an example of an early type with a defensive tower added
to another building providing the housing facilities. This main building had
closed off walls, and an elevated roof allowing light into all three floors through
an open space in the middle o f the two upper levels.
Little is known about early khars in the area o f Bhutan, but the description of the
Sindhu Raja's Iron castle in Bumthang indicates a structure strategically placed
and consciously oriented according to geomancy. I t may have been organized as
a courtyard structure, possibly with a higher tower above in the centre.
The khar architecture generally appears to have had parallels to the ancient towers, being slim and high structures, with the most attractive facilities located on
the upper floors, partly being cantilevered wooden structures.
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The verse continues: "Rut as for me and my opinion, Iwonder. is it good to live in? blow sad I am
and lonely!" From an early song preserved in the Tunhuang documents, being the lament of a 'Tibetan
princess who was married to the King o f Zhang-Zhung and living in the 'Silver Castle' (dngirl
mkhur) o f Khyung-lung. Snellgrove and Richardson.1968:60. A photo o f a desolate palace-fortress
both resenibling this description and located at Khyunglung in western Tibet is published by Tucci in
Trunshimala~a.The caption says: "Ruins o f castle at Khyunglung. The original structure dales fronl
the 8th-9th century.'' Tucci. 1973:58&223 Chan writes that this supposedly was the castle of Limur
Gyalpo. king o f Zhang-Zhung, who ruled until mid 7th century when Zhang-Zhung was conquered
and incorporated in the Yarlung dynasty. C'han. 1994:785.'Today this is one o f the most important
placcs o f worship for Bbnpo pilgrims.
Where and how to build forts was described in the architectural treatises. the sastras. One sucll
manual. the Ar/hasus/rtr. was probably written for the first Mauryan emperor Chandragupta in the
last quarter o f the 4th century BC. 'This classified fortified establishnients according to various VPes
o f sites. See Tadgell. 1990:8
Tucci. op cit.p.75
?ilcci refers to two such instances o f raids from Bhutan into Tibet in Ih69 and in 167 1 . l'hey
"...were beaten back and the situation soon restored without drawing the country into a serious war.
Particularly in the second case, they were only local raids. quickly put down by the frontier garrisons.'' Tucci. 1999( 1949):73
L

Taring, (1970)1994:288. This occurred when she was waiting in the village o f Shahjc T'llang in
Bhutanjust below the Monla Karchung pass during her fight from l'ibet in 1959.
Denwood writes that this is how the earliest period is described in the l'ibctan sources. UcllwWd.
1971a:R
'Stein, (1962)1972:29. In the heading abovc I have applied the term archetype instead, as a lllorc

appropriateterm, see the discussion on the term prototype: i n chapter 2.1.9
Ibid, p. 1 19-20
9 1 3 writes
~
that

a nine-storeyed tower is reporled i n Kongpo i n the early 12th century. Ibid, p. 120

l l Chan. 1994:540. Parallel information is given by Tucci (1973:74), but he gives a distance of l 0 li
(576 meters) between these towers. The same is repeated by Vergara Caffarelli (DHSD, 1987:254).
1 have not been able to check the original source. but a tower every 576 meters obviously appears
excessive. and may possibly be due to lacking a decimal.

"lbid, p.76
l4Slusser, (1982)1998:94. It is worth noting that it is possible to alter the prevailing conditions
through rituals, see chapter 2.4.4.

" 1 visited these towers during a journey to

Kongpo in 1996.

''stein (1987)1990:165. See also Stein: (1%2)1972:29
l9 lbid,

p. 166

" Khosla

1979

Ibid. caption of fig.8
Khosla in a fax to me, dated 18.04.1997.
24

Aris, 1982: 110, Plate 47. Wandepore refen to today's Wangdiphodrang. Davis also drew the new
bridge, seen in chapter 4.3.
25

Spelt: rob gsal which literally means clear light or best light. See chapter 4.4 for n detailed descriplion of the rabsel.
26

Spelt: dbu rtse, lit. 'the central peak'.

"see chapter 2.2.10
Spelt: sras rnkhor dgu [hog
19seechapter 2.5.4
30

Chan. 0p.cit. p. 129-130. According to Chan the building has undergone several devastations and
rebuildings. but never again since its legendary beginning has it had nine stories. Most recentlv it was
Severely damaged during the cultural revolution. and then extensively repaired again in the 1980s.
See photo in chapter 2.6, fig.7.
11

lnfornlation liom the Chronicle of the Fgjh Dala; Lama (of 1643). fol.25B. referred to by Stein.
(198731990:322 n.55
32
J1

information on Bhutanese khars is given below in parl3.2.7.

Frmla translation of the Sindhu Raja text called "'me clear n~irroro f mysticism". A vertical

hierarchy is also displayed in the seating arrangement. where the Guru was seated on three cushions,
while the k i n g sat on two. See Olschak. 1979:78

'' Heckwith. 1987:13 n. I
j5

Denwood. op.cit p. 10

j6Snellgrove and Richardson. op.cil. p.32. They also render that ancient l'ibetan forts have been excavated in the Taklamakan area. which were like frontier outposts.

j7 Beckwith writes that when both Tibetan a i d Chinese sources reniark on the castles b u i l ~
by various
Tibetan emperors. this is "...surely evidence oftheir non mobile lifestyle." Beckwith. op.cit, p.11.
Here he seems to make a short-circuit, possibly with basis in today's static nolion o f 'my home is
my castle'. There appears to have been quite vast varieties between the extremities o f noniadic and
sedentary living traditions.

'l

Stein. ( 1962) 1972: 1 18

" ~ h e s e were identified when Potala palace was being restored. llis findings were presented during
the 1998 IATS seminar in Bloomington, so far unpublished. but referred to by Heller, see note 45
below. Usually his Marpo Ri palace is referred to as having nine stories. but Tucci writes that i t had
eleven stories. See Tucci, 1973:74
43

Aris. 1979: 13. The site o f this khar has riot been identified.

"'Chan. op.cit. p. I 2 I . tlere he gives the number o f five queens. According to Erik Haarh. one of
them, the Chinese princess who arrived in 641. may rather have married king Songtsen Gampo's son.
See Haarh, 1969: 452 n.92
During the international seminar on Tibetan architecture in Paris 1997. Amy Heller presented the
paper "The Lhasa g7'sug lag khang: observations on the ancient wood carvings." This paper remains
unpublished. but she has kindly given me a copy. given as Iieller. 1997. Here she refers to Chab Spel
( 1984: 14) as the tirst to discuss the idea o f the core area o f the Jokhang temple as a khar.

45

46

Heller. op. cit. p. I.The Gya~na(spelt: r m a niu) residence o f king Songtsen Gslipo was photographed by Llugli Richardson. reproduced in Stein. (1962)1972:8 1 fig.9. Vitali has drawn a diagram
indicating tlie outline o f tlie original structure oftlie Jokhang. See Vitali. 1990:79 diagram 3
" tleller.

op.cit. p.6.A poinl working against this t h e o ~is the unusual choice o f site, called the Plain
o f Milk. for a khar type o f building at this stage in history. To drain and build in this niarsliy area
W~LF a technical challenge described in text and several wall paintings. Being close to the liyichu. the
Jokhaig was also prone to flood damage. and river protectio~ilater became an issue ofgreat concern
(see Akester. 2000a). Possibly both Ranloche and Jokhang were built as temples. for which defensive
measures had not yet become a must. See chapter 2.2.1l. and note 68.
48

Haarh. op.cit. p.427. Stein (1973: 119) calls this building the family's first castle. For nlore illformation see the article "1.e Tibet a I'epoque de la Monarchie du Vll&nle au lXtme Siecle" by Vergara
Caffarelli in DHSD. op.cit. p.258
49

Snellgrove and Richardson spell tlie name lirm hu hlu sgcrng ( 1 968:51). as does Haarh (1969:
429). Aris writes Yani-bu-hlu-mkhar (1979:92). and there are other variant spellings. l'oday i t is @hell
called Yambu Lliakhang. Here as so often in the Tibetan sources. one finds how similar sounding
words such as khung, mkhar and sgat~g- all of which can refer to places - beconie cunt'used and
corrupted in the course o f time.

SO,rhcydso had a palace at Chingpataktse in the nearby Chongye valley, which is referred to as the
former capital of the Yarlung kings by Tucci. He also writes thal the method o f construction is the
same in both these palaces. See Tucci, 1973:74
51 Snellgrove and Richardson, op.cit. p.51. They also write that the name Om-bu 'rshal occurs in the
Tunhuang Annals in connection with royal residences in that area.

Ibid. p.73-4

55~uch
strategic towers next to the housing facilities may also have been the established typology
in the area of Lhodrak. Irequested the Academy o f Social Sciences i n Lhasa for a permit to visit
Lhodrak in 1996, but this was unfortunately not granted, see chapter 1.3.

Wylie, 1980:370
"Spelt: Iha sras gtsang ,m.
This manuscript was written i n the early 18th century. possibly i n 1728
by Wagindra. See the translation by Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi and Chris Butters, 1992. Previously
tanslated by Aris (1986: 12-85), but some parrs were missing.
59 Spelt: rgval sa

61 Spelt: yul

mkhar

62 Spelt: mkhar

nrrhon

63

When walking to the village of Kheni i n 1992,l saw the dominant position of Tshenkharla at a
distance.

61

According to personal communications with Ugyen Pelgen during the IATS conference in
Leiden, June 2000. He had then recently visited the ruins of Tshenkharla and i~forrnedme of his
observations.
65

Spelt: lcags mkhar, or lcags rnkhor sgo med, literary 'the iron castle without gates'.

66

In the text; "The Clear Mirror of Mysticismv.A translation is provided in Olschak op cit. p.63-88;
The reference to the semicircle is given on p.64. Aris also discusses this text and the castle. and SWgests it may have been an early fort possibly of the 'Late Stone Age' which was built around or near
prehistoric megaliths. See Aris. 1979:44-7, and especially note 5. p.296-7
67

See chapter 2.6 for a discussion of how such beliefs related to geometry may have influenced the
architecture.

White, (1909) 1902: 167
69 Ibid.

70

p.167

Dasho Sherap Ciyaltsen. personal communications at our home in Thimphu, 05.07197

71Thisis in an area with a hot and llumid climate. and the fear o f snakes niay have protected it
72
13

A Swiss-Liechtensteinfunded team of archaeologists has been attached to these works.

Locally there are many interpretations of possible uses of the finds which have been reported by
Pelgenand Dorji. 200032-35. See also Kurnsel. 0 1.05.1999. p.2

Aris. op.cit.p.109-10. Karma Ura has inlbrmcd that border stones from the era of King Nagpo
llra are still to be seen in the forest around IJra village. Personal commu~licationsin Oslo, 11.09.01,
These are also mentioned by Aris (1979:49). but are possibly remains from the 17th century. since
King Nagpo was the last of the opposing rulers 10 submit to Zhabdrung's supremacy.
74

75

Rigden and I'elgen. 1999:32-44

77 I-listoric Cities Support Progranime, Karitnahod and Baltii Project Devrlq~ment.1996:10. One of
the Baltit's earliest phases was dated by Carbon-14 tests. The diagram by Hughes i s on p.1I .

7R See the

2nd interview with Khenpo Phu~itshokTashi.
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Fig. I a Senge dzong in Bhutan, where nunhers indicate the location of the eight rocks where Guru
Rimpoche meditated In the 8th ccntury. Drawing by A.Gansser in Olschak. 1979
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3.2 Early developments of the dzong type of buildings
"InZrder to esrablish dominion over Guge and Purong,
soaring while eagle dzongs must be built
ro suppress the nomad borderland places.
The vicrorious Ja Tsi will overcome all.
Nearby the lakes ar the upper part,
(he whire dzong of Neri Ya must be built. "
From the Gungthang Chronicle1

The huge building structures today called dzongs developed from the historical
precedents of towers and khars described above. One of the oldest known terms
applied to these huge buildings is also phodrang, which may have been the first
term utilized for dzongs. According to Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi, the term phodrang may have originated in India, and is found several places in the K a n j ~ r . ~
But in Tibet and Bhutan there were and still are some simple landscape features
like rocks and caves which are also termed dzongs. What is the explanation for
these seemingly vastly different typologies, and thus the original meaning of the
term 'dzong'?

The dictionaries give limited clues, as both Jbchke and Das simply translate
dzong as castle or fortress. Chandra Das adds that the meaning in modem times
is "...headquartersof a district magistrate and revenue office^''.^ The meaning of
related verbs does not appear relevant either for a discussion of etymological developments of the term.
Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi has given a possible clue, as according to him, there are
parallels between the term dzong and the Sanskrit word 'durga'. Durga means
'undestroyable' and applied to a place the meaning thus becomes an 'undestroyable stronghold '.
In the book on the ancient canon of architecture, V ~ s t u - ~ ~ sthere
t r a , is supporting evidence for such a connection, since the words for fort and durga here are
used as synonymou~.~
In an interview, Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi describes a dzong as a place where one
1s protected and the mind may flourish. He thus explains that a dzong refers to an
undestroyable stronghold of mind power.5This interpretation describes how the
Ierm dzong is conceived today among the Bhutanese. As described in this thesis,
Ihedzongsof Bhutan have played and still play a significant role in society, as
housing both religious and political power from the 17th century
Onwards.Almost all dzongs founded by Zhabdmng, were built on the site of

I

nionatsry In 'Ph~liiphuvalle)
15 c r o ned
~ b) a
g) alt4hcn. and known as an early
niedltatlon 5lte
( 1995). which

pre-existing religious establishnients." l'he religious significance o f the sites
contributed to the strength o f the dzongs.
To my present knowledge, the term dzong in literaly sources seems to emerge
during the second spread o f Buddhism. In these documents the word dzong describes specific places which were visited by Guru Rimpoche in the 8th century.'
The legends tell that until he visited Tibet and Bhutan the spread o f Buddhism
was faced with hindrancesROne reason for this was believed to be that the whole
geographical area was occi~piedby evil spirits. Guru Rimpoche, the tantric master and exorcist, was thus called from India in order to subdue the pre-Buddhist
spirits ruling the landscapes. He travelled extensively and visited many places
where he performed rituals and meditated. Through his magical skills he converted the evil-minded nature spirits and demons into protectors o f Buddhisnl.
He thus succeeded in converting the landscapes o f Tibet and Bhutan into rilore
peaceful environnients. 'The landscape settings like caves and special rock formations he visited thus became his own strongholds inhabited by protective deities.
These places were often termed dzongs to describe the111as the power places
they had becolne, and s t i l l are today.
One possible interpretation o f how the term d ~ o n gis used now, may be that since
the meditation places of Guru Rimpoche, 'the mind ruler' were termed d~ollgs.

the term acquired a wider connotation. They were small in size, but strong in
spiritual power. 'Dzong' thus became a feasible term for other rulers to describe
their impressive buildings which were outstanding in scale and for the efforts
expendedon them - especially since temporal power was always related to
spiritual power. The dzongs of the rulers grew in sophistication as the societies
experienced economic growth and centralisation, demonstrating physical and
spiritual security.
~t is commonplace that words have one meaning on the religious level, and another on the everyday level. Thus the two uses of the term dzong as 'sacred site'
and as 'place of worldly protection' can coexist and partly overlap especially
since the later Buddhist dzongs also had religious functions.

This use of the term dzong for Guru Rimpocht's meditation sites creates
confusion at times, since today we have become accustomed to dzongs as large
building complexes.
John Claude White, who was usually very well informed, was on his way from
Bhutan to Tibet in 1906 when he reached Senge dzong in Lhuentse. About Senge
dzong, one of Guru Rimpoche's famous power places, he recorded: "l had a
beautiful ride to Singhi-jong, a very small fort, hardly worthy of the name".9
Presumably disappointed, he did not even stop, but just rode past what is in fact
one of the most revered sites in the whole country.
According to legends Senge dzong in Lhuentse was visited by Guru Rimpocht in
his wrathful manifestation, riding a tiger holding a vajra in his hand." At Senge
there is a comprehensive network of sacred places like caves and rocks, and only
a minor temple, all of which are called dzongs. Senge dzong in Bhutan thus exemplifiesthe typology of the earliest dzongs as sacred power places with rocks
and caves (fig. l a).
A few days after he had passed Senge dzong in Bhutan, John Claude White

reached another dzong called Senge, quite close to the border on the Tibetan
side. Here he recorded that: "Sinhi-jong is a deserted fort in ruins, situated on
a fine rock, and the Jongpen does not live there, but prefers a house at its foot
less pretentious and more comfortable.."" Contrary to Senge dzong in Bhutan,
this Senge dzong represents another version of the dzong typology. namely the
Tibetan dzongs from where the surrounding districts were administered (tig. Ib).
3.2.1 Early connections between tern ples and forts
During the second spread of Buddhism from approximately the turn of the millennium onwards the pace of temple-building increased rapidly. In the legend
referred to in chapter 3.1.4 describing the meeting between Guru Rimpoche
and king Sindhu Raja, the Guru gives the king the following advice: "Although

you have built many castles, when the time of dying comes, only the bier will
be yours! Therefore, from now on, you must no more build so many houses for
yourself, but you must erect temples and present holy statues, (these are actions)
which are helpful for the next life too!"" Buddhism tlourished after the turn of
the millennium. Much due to the tradition of gaining merit, the temples and monasteries grew in size and importance, and at this time of history Buddhism was
not yet divided into the many schools that were to multiply in the Himalayas.
Rinchen Zangpo (958- 1055) and his patron king Yeshey-od (947- 1024) were key
figures in what was to be termed the second spread of Buddhism. This gained
momentum in Guge in the western Himalayas, where an off shot of the Yarlung
dynasty had established a kingdom when the dynasty went into decline in Tibet.
,'~
conversion went hand in
In this old stronghold of the Bon ~ ~ e l i g i o nreligious
hand with the political. The Guge kings propagated their religion on behalf of
Bon, and Tucci writes that through such a unification of minds the Buddhist
kings could have a great influence and control over the population.14
Rinchen Zangpo got his religious training in neighbouring Kashmir, and became
a translator of sacred texts. He also realized that to spread Buddhism, temples
would have to be built and be made attractive to draw people." As many as the
auspicious number of 108 edifices of various importance have been attributed
to him,Ib and several villages in Ladakh, Lahul, Spiti, Kunuwar and Guge pride
themselves in having a Rinchen Zangpo Ihakhang. The temples were decorated
by artists and craftsmen he brought from Kashmir, and according to Tucci
temples in western Tibet bear clear evidence of the craftsmanship of Kashmiri
niasters."
In this period in the western Himalayas, the building types of temples and forts
evolved as parallel developnlents. They were ofien placed close to each other,
but as separate entities. Some of the temples such as Alchi in 1,adakh and Tabo in
Spiti are well preserved. They were built on quite flat grounds and surrounded by
walls which defined them as a consecrated enclosure.lBIn the his study, Blrddhisl
Monustrries in the Western Himuluyus, Rom i Khosla writes that the founding of
these temples was acconlpanied by the building of a defensive fort near by. One
such example is Nyar-ma, where there are ruins of a fort above. Alchi also has a
small fortress nearby.'" Such a pattern is also acknowledged by Snellgrove and
Skorupski in The Clrltural History of Ludakh, where they write that: "Below the
fortress down in the valley just to the east there stand the bare walls of a temple
of the kind that belongs to the time of Rin-chen bzang-po, and this in itself
be taken as a sut'ficient indication that a Tibetan fort was built there together with
a monastery, just as at Chigtan, Alchi and Nyar-ma.""

The typological merge between temples and forts may have evolved slowly.
Khosla dates the shift in the western Himalayas to around 1400 onwards.2' Up
to early 14th century, the monasteries of the western Himalayas had been built
along the established trade routes, so that lay devotees, traders and merchants
could be b e t i ~ e d . ~ ~
When the monasteries became prone to attacks, hilltops were the easiest to
defend. The monasteries thus moved up from the valleys, and adapted the
architectural patterns known from the fortress typology. Khosla describes these
establishments as a conglomeration of separate buildings spread across the top or
side of a hillock with no symmetrical axis or arrangement, "...more determined
by the physical terrain than symbolic considerations.""
When the monasteries required physical defence, this also underlines a change in
their socio-economic role.

3.2.2 The socio-economic power of the monasteries
In a paper on the socio-cultural and economic role of the Buddhist monasteries
in the western Himalayas, O.C. Handa writes that by the mid 14th century the
monasteries had assumed several temporal powers.24The monasteries often had a
number of villages under their control from which they collected taxes and land
revenue, and the land they owned was rented out on a crop sharing basis. The
religious centres also gained economic surplus through for instance donations
from the rich and alms from the laity. They thus even grew into financial
institutions, and began to exercise a whole variety of functions including money
lending, trade, rent collecting, mortgaging and bartering2'
The monasteries were also obliged to fulfil some economic commitments towards the society. In times of need grain was distributed among the laity from
the huge buffer stocks in the monasteries, however, according to Handa the beneficiaries were required to replenish the stock at the next harvest.
The increasingly wealthy religious centres enlarged their buildings, and skilled
craftsmen were recruited from the laity. In effect, the people were drawn t~wards
these institutions both for religious reasons and economic expediency."
Hands concludes that the economic status of monasteries and their influence on
the laity is closely related. He writes that this "...is directly proportional to the
self-supporting economic resources of these institutions. In the Ladakh and Spiti
regions, where the monasteries have been very rich, these institutions have firm
control over the people in their temporal and religious conduct. But in Lahul and
lower Kinnaur, poorer monasteries have less influence..":'
monasteries evolved within hierarchical patterns. Several branch
establishments of smaller monasteries were connected to a main gompa, the
'mother monastery'. Khosla sums up the developments as follows: '"The military

defeat of the tribal chiefs in the earlier period was therefore accompanied by the
setting up of a religious infrastructure that was far more institutionalised than
the totemic BCin. In the later period, and particularly after the 15th century, this
infrastructure was wholly ~onsolidated."?~
The monasteries were the centres of education, and they also became the focal
point of all cultural e v e n t ~ . ~ V h ewealth
ir
was converted into silver, gold and
treasures of art like magnificent sculptures, murals and thangkas. The monasteries represented religious-political power, and they became attractive targets for
attacks. Crucial elements of the fortress and khar architecture were thus adapted
in the monastic buildings.

3.2.3 Sakya Densa3' - an early, fortified monastery
Local rulers and landlords offered support to the religious activities of charismatic lamas in the form of estates or hermitages, and became thus their donors
and patrons. Ardussi writes that such relationships were reciprocal in the way
that "...the chief patron families increased in secular power and influence through
their connections with the Lama and his gdan-sa."" Such combined religious-political cooperation became the means for the expansion of local authority. What
Ardussi terms the 'missionary movement' of what had by now become several
schools, created in Tibet a chequer board pattern of regional political authority."
This also resulted in increasing rivalry between the various Buddhist schools,
and the following centuries experienced severe struggles and at times war.
The lamas of Sakya rose to power in large areas of Tibet in the 13th century
thanks to support from the Mongols, who shortly after became the rulers of
the Yuan dynasty in China (1279- 1368). When the Mongol ruler Kublai Khan
had received his first religious initiation, he gave Phagpa, the Sakya patriarch,
thirteen myriarchies to rule in central Tibet." The Sakya Densa thus played an
important role in Tibetan history, and it is an early example of the practice of
joining the religious and political bodies to govern huge areas. Sakya's physical developments will thus be described quite in detail, and Chan suggests the
Bhutanese dzongs retain architectural features that go back to Sakya.'"
Jeffrey D. Schoening has carried out a study of the religious structures at
Sakya which specifies the chronology of several of its buildings." According
to him Sakya monastery was founded in 1073 by 'Khon ~kon-mchog-rgyalpo (1034-1 102). According the history of the Sakyapa sect, Guru Rimpochd in
the eighth century had erected four chortens like the dorji phurpa in the Sakya
v a l l e ~ . These
'~
were called Sakya's four unchanging spikes. and appears from
Schoening's map to have marked the four intermediate directions in the valley."
The first establishment, later called the Northern m~nastery,'~
developed as a

multi-functionalestablishment with a conglomerate of temples, aristocratic and
buildings as well as dwellings and defensive structure^.^^
The Southern monastery, on the other hand has a strict, fortress architecture. Its
central temple, Lhakhang Chenmo was founded in 1268,4Oand it may have been
completedin 1276." Lhakhang Chenmo stands out with a considerable height in
relation to its surrounding subsidiary buildings. The main assembly hall covers
an area of 5.775 inZ,and it is surrounded by walls that are 16 m. high and 3.5 m.
thick. 40 huge columns support the roof, of which four have a special signifi~ance.~~
Lhakhang Chenmo used to be surrounded by two layers of perimeter walls. The
inner one which is still there, has square towers in the corners and one central
tower on each side. Chan writes that the second perimeter wall which is largely
destroyed today, was enclosed by a moat and placed beyond the remaining wall.J3
He gives the size of the entire area as 14.760 m2,44and he writes that the sides are
100 times 100 meters.45A Tibetan source describes "...an area large enough for a
horse race.."46
The Southern monastery underwent several major renovations. In the 16th
century the complex was gutted by a great fire, and was rebuilt by Kunga
Rinchen (1517-1584). According to Tucci the present complex dates back to this
reconstr~ction.~'In the first period of Kunga Rinchen's life, Tibet was shaken
by war and disturbances - Tucci applies the term 'stormy' when describing the
events of this period,48which may have resulted in the strong fortifications of the
Southern Monastery complex.49
Sakya may have been inspired by the Mongols. The tradition of the Mongols was
mainly tent settlements arranged with defence as an important f a c t ~ r . ~
Significantly, the Sakyapas maintained contacts both towards the Mongol rulers
in China, and the Newar artisans of the Kathmandu valley, thus merging influences from both direction^.^'
The Sakyapas had 'client' rulers in the outlying districts, such as in Gungthang
where dzongs were built to control the area as described in the introductory
quote.
John Harrison has studied the history of Lo," and suggests Sakya inspired the
building of Lo Mustang, describing the close ties between the rulers of L0 and
the Sakya order in the 13th century. The ruler named Amapel (or Amepal)
ferred his powers to his son Agon Sangpo," who moved the royal residence from
a hilltop residence to a new castle down on the open plain below in 144 1 ." First
the palace was built, and then Jampa Lhakhang. Hanison also writes that we do
O"f know what other buildings may have stood around the palace and the temple
during the first years, and suggests the surrounding wall (no longer there) was
erected at the same time as the main buildings.

The size o f the walled enclosure may have resembled that of Sakya's Southern
monastery in size; Hatrison specifies it as square in plan with sides some 105
meters with corner towers and one or two intermediate towers, but he comments
on the lack o f geometrical alignment of the main buildings within the walls. Here
the geometrical expectations aroused by the overall form is not carried out in
detail, and even the square perimeter wall had been oriented thirty degrees east
o f north.
However, Chan describes Sakya South monastery as a building which i s "...off
centre and slightly displaced to the north."s5The 'model' complex which inspired
Lo, was thus not perfectly aligned in the centre o f the courtyard either.

3.2.4 Densa and dzong in Bhutan
The developments in western Bhutan echoed Tibet in many ways. According
to Ardussi a kind of patchwork emerged o f families and lineages coming from
many origins, "...some with claims to exalted ancestry, but none that could establish themselves as having the right to rule others. The village feuds and alliances
worked to maintain sufficient balance to prevent any one chief from gaining too
much power. The role o f Tibetan lamas was key to the workings o f this balance,
as well as to the manoeuvring o f ambitious chiefs to gain greater status within
it.3356
In Bhutan the lamas often functioned as mediators in factional conflicts, in a
process where no one was allowed to become too p o ~ e r f u l . The
~ ' local chieftains
possessed militias o f armed retainers, and the feuds between them were often violent and military prowess played a significant role. In Bhutan this local pattern
may have continued until the rise to power o f Zhabdrung in the first half of the
17th century, however with some interesting developments. Ardussi writes that
"...the chieftain o f a factional alignment could himself be a lama, the two roles
having nearly merged into one."58The important lamas were often reincarnated
within the dominant families, or the affiliation with the lamas increased their pos i t i ~ n .One
' ~ such family in Paro built the Humrel khar which was the precursor
of Paro d z ~ n g . " ~
When the monasteries accumulated wealth and fortifications became necessary,
the ancestral family house called a khar or a phodrang was at times combined
with the head monastery and the presiding lama's labrang into a single fortified
structure, called a dzong. However, this pattern was not universal. The dzong
often contained merely the densa and the administrative offices. Ardussi suggests
that in Bhutan, "...the fortification o f monasteries may have begun during the
13th ~entury."~'
The size o f these early dzongs was presumably much snialler
than the dzongs built by Zhabdrung in the 17th century, which were created out
of the wish to establish a centralized government.

3.2.5 Traces of early dzongs in western Bhutan

The first known Bhutanese source to use the word dzong is Phajo Drugom
Zhigpo's namthar.62This biography may exemplify a stage in the process of how
the term dzong may have merged from being used of meditation places to also
cover fortified monasteries imposing rules and regulations on the surrounding
districts. Phajo Drugom Zhigpo (1208-76) was the first well-known lama of the
powerful Drukpa Kagyud lineage, based at Ralung in Tibet, who came south to
the area of western Bhutan. It had been predicted that he would play an important role introducing the Drukpa faith in the south, according to his namthar. This
biography describes the dream he had on his first night in the new country. In
this dream a white lady tells him regarding his future that he will have "...four
caves, four dzongs and four rocks",63but the text reveals that the third of the four
dzongs, namely Lingshi Jago Dzong, was already in existence close to where
Phajo spent the night. This may have been one of the very first Bhutanese dzongs
to have been an actual building, though at least two of the other locations given
refer to meditation places. There are ruins of old buildings in this area.64
Phajo Drugom Zhigpo became a rival to the Lhapa lineage,65which according
to Aris was the first school to gain a broad measure of control in western
Bhutan. According to Phajo the local rulers opposed the burdens imposed by
the Lhapas, and they con~plainedof their plight: "Every year each district was
made to supply huge quantities of rice. butter, cotton ... and iron, in addition
to undertaking three periods of cowCe. If they failed, then 'laws according to
Tibetan practice' were exacted on
Apparently Phajo managed to gain
local support, and became established in the Thim valley.
There used to be at least one fortified monastery in the Thim valley, namely Do
Ngon dzong, but there may have been more.67According to Ardussi this dzong
had once been a palace of Phajo's descendants, and "...it appears to have come
later under the control of the Lha-pa sect."68Other sources suggests that Do
Ngon dzong had been built by the founder of the Lhapa order, Lama Gyelwa
Lhanangpa, as early as in 12 16. They also say that the building was badly
damaged during strife between the Lhapas and Phajo Drugom Zhigpo in the
13th century. Phajo Drugom Zhigpo won this contest, but it is not entirely clear
from these sources whether the dzong remained under Lhapa control.b9However,
Ardussi's information of the dzong being a palace of Phajo's descendants, may
date from the period that followed. If this was the case, the dzong must have
been recaptured by the Lhapas at some stage. since all sources unequivocally
state that Do Ngon dzong belonged to the order of the Lhapas in the 17th
century. They were also then opposing the rising power of the Druk~aKarg~ud
order. but this time their defeat was more shattering. Ardussi writes that almost
certainly the remaining Lhapa leaders left for Tibet."

The Lhapas had beconie the chief enemy of Zhabdrung's rise to power, heading
the 'five groups of lamas' who cooperated with the Tibetans in the battles against
Drukpa supremacy. Their final surrender took place when they had to hand over
Do Ngon dzong in 1641. Aris writes that the "...other fortresses of the IHapa,
probably defensive monasteries, appear to have been destroyed by fire during
the struggle^.."^' This old dzong was to become a part of Zhabdrung's summer
capital in the Thim valley, now called T h i m p h ~ . ' ~
3.2.6 Examples of early Bhutanese dzongs
Dobji dzong in western Bhutan may possibly be dated to the 15th century.73It
was built to protect the temple where a very sacred statue of Milarepa is kept
(fig.3a). Legend tells this statue was on its way from Tibet to a temple on the opposite side of the valley, but when arriving at this spot it refused to be moved further. The temple and the dzong were thus built on the spot to protect the statue.

Fig. 3 a Dobji dzong as seen from Druli Air (1988). showing how the
tower protects the small temple in front towards the steep ridge.

Turner's mission passed below Dobji in 1783, and he wrote that it was "...built
upon the crown ot'a very steep rock," and he describes it as "...a square stone
tower, with a bastion to defend the approach to the castle, which is gained by an
exceeding steep ascent. The rock supplies it abundantly with ammunition: those
who have possession. require no other weapons to repel their assailants, while
they have stones to roll down upon them."74
The building there today is a rectangular tower, but the core of the tower is a
Square which may have been extended on both sides at some stage. 1 have roughly measured this building, and the core tower has about the same size as the early
tower Structure at Dechenphug monastery in the Thimphu valley, namely about
nine times ten meters (fig.4). The utsd in Tongsa dzong also has the same overall
size.7'and this is believed to be an old khar-structure incorporated in the later
dzong." This may thus have been an optimal size for such tower-structures. The

solid stone walls are suppleniented with two wooden columns on each tloor, and
the size of the inner space increases upwards with the tapering o f the walls.
Dobji dzong has five tloors, and the most attractive space is on the third floor
which has a rabsel and measures 3.5 meters from floor to ceiling (the other floors
have less height). Dechenphug has four floors, and here the most attractive level
i s on the second floor which also has rabsels towards the east and
Dechenphug monastery was established in 1345-6 by Kuenga Senge, the abbot of
Kargyudpa monastery in Ralung in Tibet, as a result of his successful subjugation
of the wrathful local spirit Jagpa Melen who became a protector of B~ddhisrn.~~
The tower is thus painted red with a grey kemar, indicating this is a temple of a
protective deity, and it is located in the corner o f a small monastic ~ourtyard.~"
The utse o f Tongsa dzong is called the Chorten Lhakhang, and there may be a
textual reference to early buildings in this area in the eulogy o f Bumthang by
Longchenpa o f 1355. Ardussi writes that according to this text the regional administration was centred at Gyel Lonsa.") meaning 'King-minister-place', which
he suggests was probably in the vicinity o f modem Tongsa dzong. Here there
was a palace o f unnamed former kings, and a settlement for the homes of the

minister^.^'
3.2.7 Origins of the Tibetan government system of ruling from dzongs
According to some sources i t was the Buddhist lama Jangchub Gyaltshen (130273) who pioneered the Tibetan system o f dividing vast territorial holdings into
districts, each administered from a fortress termed 'd~ong'.~'
Shakabpa's Tibet.
A Politicul History relates how Jangchub Gyaltshen replaced "...the thirteen
myriarchies (Trikor), he divided the land into numerous districts (Dzong). He appointed those men among his followers, who were o f unquestioned loyalty, to be
masters (Dzongpon) o f the districts..""
Jangchub Gyaltshen established the Phakmo Drupa dynasty (1354 -1435),R4
and was its first abbot-prince. His dynasty exercised both spiritual and secular
authority as had the Sakya rulers before him. However, the Sakyapa patriarchs
had obtained their suzerain role from the Mongols. Jangchub Gyaltshen on the
other hand "...urged the claim that he was restoring a real Tibetan kingship",'"
free from foreign suzerainty. His capital was at Nedong close to the cradle of
the Yarlung kings, and he reinstalled the glory o f the ancient royal traditions in
several ways. Ofllcials were made to wear the dress and ornaments of the folmer
royal court, and he revived and amended the old code of laws of king Songtsen
Gampo. He revised the revenue system, built bridges and established guard-posts
on the frontiers.

Fig. 5 a Gyantbe drag up
on the peak wm a royal hhar
when founded ~n 1365. I'he
mani-hall to the leh (extant
roda) 1 used to lead up to the
entrance of Palkhor Choede
Tak tor, 1938" (RGS)

By the end of the 15th century, the princes of Tsang wrested political control
from the Phakmo Drupa, signalling a return to a more secular monarchy. They
ruled from 1435 to 1565 followed by the three kings of Tsang who held court at
Shigatse ( 1566 - 1642). Gyantse dzong was founded in about 1 365,86and its full
name may mean 'peak of the royal fortress' or royal khar (fig.5a).s7It was built
on the hill where the last king of the Yarlung dynasty had built his palace, arid
it may have followed the ancient khar typology as a palace for lay occupan~y.~~
Victor Chan writes that it "...had secular functions and no mention exists of
temples."''
A large temple, a tsuglagkhang, was established near the castle in 1390, and
later the walled monastic 'city' of Palkhor Chode was established in the vicinity between 1418 and 1425 (fig.5b).w A separation was thus established between
the huge monastic establishment of Palkor Chode and Gyantse dzong, towering
on the ridge above, which parallels the pattern described above in the western
Himalayas, though on a larger scale.
In Shigatse one also tinds such a pattern between the huge monastic establishment of Tashilhunpo founded in 1447, and the palace-fort of Shigatse towering
on the ridge near by. However, Stein writes that the princes of Tsang built a
fortified monastery at Shigatse, close by Tashilhunpo."' He thus indicates that
Shigatse dzong was built for the Karmapa order which supported the Tsang
rulers.
Tucci writes that during the flourishing period of Tsang in the 15th century, one
sees an example of the palace architecture influencing the temple architecture."
He refers this to Palkhor Choede, the tsuglhakhang in Gyantse, and explains that
the central courtyard of this temple was integrated in the overall building and

Fig. 6 The huge monastery oflashilhunpo ill Shigalse. four~dcdin 1447. Shipatse d ~ o n gis seen to
tlic right in lht' pholo. Po~siblyWhite. I903 (K<iS).

coveredwith roofs.y3When the courtyard disappears, he writes, "...the entire
buildingrises massive as a f ~ r t r e s s . "However,
~~
this may also be seen as a developmentof the early Indian vihara-structure which used to have monastic cells
around the central ~ o u r t y a r dIn
. ~Tibet
~ this became huge temples, with shrines
surroundingthe central space and no monastic cells attached at all. The central
space created a dukhang, the assembly space for the monks.
The temples of Samye and Jokhang may also be seen as examples of such an
adaptation of the Indian vihara-tradition, much earlier than indicated by Tucci
above.
The Gelugpa had as the earlier Sakyapa, established a kind of 'patron and lama'
alliance with the powerful Mongol chief, Altan Khan, a descendant of Djenghis
Khan. The tension rose between the faction of the Tsang kings and the Gelugpas,
and in 1640 Tibet was invaded by the Mongols.
Two years later the head of the Gelugpa order, the 5th Dalai Lama, Ngawang
Lobsang Gyatsho (16 17-82), was enthroned and proclaimed the ruler of the
country. The venue for this occasion had been carefully selected. The Gelugpas
demonstrated their new power by conducting the ceremony in Shigatse dzong.

The 5th Dalai Lama greatly admired Jangchub Gyaltshen of the Phagmo Drupa,
and according to Fernand Meyer his entourage stressed "...the necessity for
the reunified territories to have a 'navel' in the ancient Tibetan tradition of fortresses."%During the theocratic rule of the Dalai Lamas, the castles in the unified Tibet ceased to be the domain of quite secular kings. Some such buildings
became integrated parts of the administrative dzong system and the seats of officials representing the central government.
In Tibet the many huge monastic establishments continued as major religious
centres, while the dzongs developed mainly as administrative centre^.^'
3.2.8 Conclusions

In a first historical phase the general pattern in the area of Tibetan influence in
the Himayalas, appears to have been that the monasteries and forts were built
separately and at times close to each other. This thus reflects an Himala~an
adaptation of the early phase of typological developments which took place on
the Indian sub-continent described in chapter 2.5. Here monasteries and forts
evolved as separate entities.
Tllis conclusion may be supplemented with Neil Howard's study, .'The
Development of the Fortresses of Ladakh c.950 to c. 1650 A.D."9BHere Floward
describes the developnient of the Ladakh fortresses in a way which is much in
line with the developments which took place in Europe. The early settlements
wereoften built in defensive ways like for instance walled-in villages.w Such
forms were followed by more advanced fortifications, where fomesxs

were built on inacessible places such as mountain peaks. These often had a
square keep surrounded by cuwed outer walls and outposts.100In such settings
the water supply was a problem, and they were not regarded as cornfortable.l("
Later the fortresses became more accessible. They moved down and were built
on ridges, and even later also down in the valley. Another parallel development
was that such establishments evolved from large to smaller ones during the period described, thus reflecting an increasingly fragmented society.Io2
Patricia Shields titled her Ph.D. dissertation, From Forlress to Monastery. The
Evolution of Tibetan Temple and Monastic Architecizrre,'03 a title which implies
that in the Tibetan context the monastic architecture evolved from the fortress
typology. The argument for such a connection is tenuous, and is misleading seen
in the perspective of typological developments described above.
The two types of monasteries and forts merged when the fortified monasteries,
then often termed dzongs, evolved in the Himalayas. This process may possibly
be dated to the 13th century.
In Tibet, Sakya Southern monastery, founded in 1268, may have been one of the
earliest fortified monastic institutions - at least on a grand scale. Lo in Mustang
had parallels to Sakya Southern monastery, but was more like a palace and a
temple within a walled compound. Neither Sakya nor Lo were adhering closely
to geometrical alignments.
Sakya Southern monastery may have been quite unique in the Tibetan context,
since the huge monastic cities established shortly after, may have been considerably less fortified - rather walled as sacred compounds. They were also often
established close to a dzong, in line with the early pattern described in Ladakh.
In Ladakh the process of building monasteries as defensive settlements may
be dated to the 14th century onwards, and these hilltop fort-monasteries were a
conglomerate of buildings.
In Bhutan the early monastic establishments represented competing Buddhist
schools, and became possibly defensive settlements from the 13th century onwards. They were often built on sites which had a religious significance such as
the rocks and caves where prominent lamas had meditated and given teachings
and blessings. The way such establishments were built may have varied, however
some of them were built like the slim towers of the khar buildings.
In this period the terms dzong, khar as well as phodrang are used nearly as
synonyms. which also reflects the architectural merge between these building
types. In general, the mandala concept placing the most holy building in the
centre, do not appear to have been followed in this early period in the Himalayas.

Towers, fortified manors, castles and other structures in the Buddhist Himalayas
present particular typologies, having naturally their historical and regional
variations.
The fact that there was an overlapping formal feature between the types of
temples, monasteries and forts, all being defined enclosures, may certainly have
facilitatedtheir merge. The walls surrounding the fortified monasteries thus
took on both the sacred symbolism of the temple walls, as well as the physical
measures for defence around the forts. The space within was then protected both
in physical and spiritual terms.
The dzong typology has historical and regional variations, however, as a
typology, the case of the dzong is complex. In this chapter I have summarized
my research on the etymological background of the term 'dzong', which
indicates how it began with a very limited and entirely religious meaning,
implying hardly anything in terms of buildings - it was often just a rock or a cave
for meditation purposes. The term was then later utilized politically for power
places both religious and secular, and especially in Bhutan the dzongs which will
be described in detail in the next chapter, developed into magnificent building
structures which are still vibrantly alive as the fulcrum of both religious and
political power.
However, it is fair to say that all these shades of meaning still survive. There
are sites and buildings in Tibet and Bhutan today which are still termed dzongs,
which range from simple landscape features which are spiritual power places to
the huge architectural complexes of the dzongs.
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The Gungthang Chronicle describes the history of the royal dynasty o f 'AlungjbulGztng /hang'.
Here the myth o f the ruler 'Khr; r g y / Bum Ide ntg~:on
' ( 1253-1280) is recorded in a verse history to
have constructed twelve dzongs to establish 111s kingdom and control the territories. The king was
a client ruler ofthe Sakyapa. Today this area is in western Tibet, and some is inside modem Nepal.
The quote above refers to the first two verses. which continues describing all the twelve d z o n ~1.
thank JohnArdussi for sending me this text, and Chris Butters and Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi for the
banslation.
' ~ ~ 1pho
1 : brang Liierally meaning ~ h - omale hero, and brang - centre. place, residence See Ihe
2nd inlerview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi.
'Das ( 1902)1987-1060. and Jaschke ( 188 1) 1998.469
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Shukla 1995: passim. In the Hindu tradition Durga is a fen~alegoddess who may be fierce and terrlble, the slayer of demons.
c

See both interviews with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi
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was that such establishments evolved from large to smaller ones during the period described, thus reflecting an increasingly fragmented society.Iu2
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The two types of monasteries and forts merged when the fortified monasteries,
then often termed dzongs, evolved in the Himalayas. This process may possibly
be dated to the 13th century.
In Tibet, Sakya Southern monastery, founded in 1268, may have been one of the
earliest fortified monastic institutions - at least on a grand scale. Lo in Mustang
had parallels to Sakya Southern monastery, but was more like a palace and a
temple within a walled compound. Neither Sakya nor Lo were adhering closely
to geometrical alignments.
Sakya Southern monastery may have been quite unique in the Tibetan context,
since the huge monastic cities established shortly after, may have been considerably less fortified - rather walled as sacred compounds. They were also often
established close to a dzong, in line with the early pattern described in Ladakh.
In Ladakh the process of building monasteries as defensive settlements may
be dated to the 14th century onwards, and these hilltop fort-monasteries were a
conglomerate of buildings.
In Bhutan the early monastic establishments represented competing Buddhist
schools, and became possibly defensive settlements from the 13th century onwards. They were often built on sites which had a religious significance such as
the rocks and caves where prominent lamas had meditated and given teachings
and blessings. The way such establishments were built may have varied, however
some of them were built like the slim towers of the khar buildings.
In this period the terms dzong, khar as well as phodrang are used nearly as
synonyms, which also reflects the architectural merge between these building
types. In general, the mandala concept placing the most holy building in the
centre, do not appear to have been followed in this early period in the Himalayas.
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all present particular typologies. having naturally their historical and regional
variations.
The fact that there was an overlapping formal feature between the types of
temples, monasteries and forts, all being defined enclosures, may certainly have
facilitatedtheir merge. The walls surrounding the fortified monasteries thus
took on both the sacred symbolism of the temple walls, as well as the physical
measures for defence around the forts. The space within was then protected both
in physical and spiritual terms.
The dzong typology has historical and regional variations, however, as a
typology, the case of the dzong is complex. In this chapter I have summarized
my research on the etymological background of the term 'dzong', which
indicates how it began with a very limited and entirely religious meaning,
implying hardly anything in terms of buildings - it was often just a rock or a cave
for meditation purposes. The term was then later utilized politically for power
places both religious and secular, and especially in Bhutan the dzongs which will
be described in detail in the next chapter, developed into magnificent building
structures which are still vibrantly alive as the fulcrum of both religious and
political power.
However, it is fair to say that all these shades of meaning still survive. There
are sites and buildings in Tibet and Bhutan today which are still termed dzongs,
which range from simple landscape features which are spiritual power places to
the huge architectural complexes of the dzongs.
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The Gungthang Chronicle describes the history of the royal dynasty of ' I 4 o n g p l Gung thong'.
mgon ' ( 1253- 1280) is recorded in a verse histov to
Here the myth of the ruler ' Khri r ~ aBum
/
have constructed twelve dzongs to establish his kingdom and control the territories. The king was
a client ruler of the S a k y q a Today this area is in westem Tibet. and some is inside modem Nepal.
The quote above refers to the first two verses. which continues describing all the twelve dzongs. 1
thank John Ardussi for sending me this text, and Chris Butters and Rhenpo Phuntshk Tashi for the
translation.
' ~ ~ 1 1 : brang, [.iterally meaning pho - male hero. and brang - centre. place. residence. See lhr
2nd interview with Khenpo Phutltshok T a h i .
3

Das (1902)1987:1060. and J s c h k e ( 1 88 1 )1998:469

4 .

Shukla 1995: passim. In the Hindu tradition D u ~ isa a female goddess who may be fierceand
rlble. the slayer of demons.
5

See both interviews with Khenpo Phuntshok I b h i

ler-

~rdussi.1977:W. See also chapter 4.
For more infornia~ionon Guru Rimpoche. see chapter 2.4.3
'The sources for this information are mainly terma texts. See also chapter 1.4.2.9

" ~ u r uRimpochd may be depicted in eight various manifestations. In his wrathful version he is
called Dorji Drolo (rdo rji gro lod). The other place in Bhutan which he visited in his wrathful form
is Taktsang in Paro district. which is also regarded as one of the most sacred places in the country.
" White.

op.cit. p.203

" Olschak.

1979:79

Guge Inay have corresponded geographically to the area o f ancient Zhang-Zhung. See Tucci.
( 1932) 1988:68
l4Ibid.

I-'

p.68

Ibid. p.3

I 6 ~ u c ctells
i us that this sacred number cannot be taken literally, "... but it is certain that many
temples that still exist in Western Tibet arouse from his initiative.'' Ibid, p.62
l7Ibid. p.3. In fibeton PointedScrolls Tucci writes that there is a sharp distinction between the
artistic influence in Guge and that prevailing in central Tibet, in spite oftlie same spiritual world.
While Guge leaned on Kashmir because o f geographic proximity. central Tibetan schools were
influenced by the Pala and Nepalese idiom. 'rucci. ( 1949) 1999:272-6

Such a wall is still there at Tabo, but is only evident a1 Alchi. See Khosla 1979:36-7
'"bid, p.75-6. Here Khosla writes that this pattern underlines how military occupation and religious
conversion went hand in hand in Ciuge.
'O

Snellgrove and Sliorupski, 1977:93
Khosla. op.cil. p.36 and 76.

22

Buddhist practice involved pilgrimage, and pilgrimage and trade were often combined

" Khosla.

" Ibid.

op.cit. p.80

p. 106-7. See also liliosla. op.cit. p.76

'"lbid. p. 107
l7
1 bid.

p. 108

Khosla. op.cit. p.77
Ibid, p.76
Densa. spell gdun .ru. is a term signifying the principal seat ol.teaching tbr a great lama. It could
in buildings. or temporary in tents.

'O

" Ardussi,

op.cit. p.96

"lbid. p.97. Such patterns continued to exist in Tibet up to 1959

Casseliliiand Ekvall, 1969:15. The myriarchies consisted o f units of ten thousand into which the
Mongolsdivided their population. Ibid, p. 15
33

34chan, 1994:886. In these descriptions Irely on written sources, since I have not visited either
Sakya or Lo in Mustang.
l'Schoening,

1990

I7Ibid.p.22 map 2. Schoening is only referring to the literary sources, not commenting on the
probable significance o f these chortens.
IB
Wylie,1962:

133 n.161. This is in a ruinous slate today.

4Ulbid.p.881. Sources vary a bit when giving these dates. Harrison (1998 - see note 52 below)) writes
it was built in 1268.
Schoening writes that it may have been completed only thirty or forty years later. Schoening.
op.cit. p. 17
4'

4'~heyare formed by huge. single tree trunks o f approx. 2 m. in diameter. One was the gift from
Kublai Khan, who was the temple's main donor. I t is known to have been carried by hand all h e way
from China. Another one was according to legend carried from lndia on the back o f a tiger, called the
Tiger Column. A third was delivered on the horns o f a black yak. and the fourth known to cure diseaes was brought from lndia and a protective naga spirit had lived inside this tree. See Chan, op. cil.
p.886. See also Caselini and Ekvall, op.cit. p.291-2
43

lbid, p.885

"lbid, p.884
4 S ~ hsize
e of the area as specified. implies the side o f the square being I21 m. l b i d p.885. The W O
layers of perimeter walls may have contributed to the confusing numbers.

49

I am not able to trace the c h r o n o l o ~of the fortifications. Schoening's stud)' only provides
lnforrnation on the religious structures.

50

These arrangements may have been quite like the tent settlements also seen in later times in Tibet.
Stein ((1962)1972) presents a photo of the camp sel up around a huge central tent for the Dalai Lama
on his way to Lhasa in the 1930s. Here an abundance of tents are arranged in ~0nCzntricsquares
around the central tent and Stein draws a parallel to the mandala pattern.
SI

The famous Newar artisan, Arniko ( 1245-1306). arrived at Sakya in 1261 heading a team of
craftsmen and artists. He built a golden stupa or pagoda commissioned by liublai Khan. the Yuan
since the Sakya patriarch Phagpa was his spiritual teacher and viceroy of Tibet. See
1985:265
22

This h a heen studied by the architect. John Harrison. Harrison's paper "King's Castles and Sacred
Squares:The founding of Lo Monthang" was presented at a symposiuni in Heidelberg in 1998. 1
Only Posses the draft of this paper. mid do thus not give the page-numbers. Harrison. 1998
S1

Ama~el(or Amepal) took religious vows in 1427 from the foremost religious teacher of'the day.

Ngorclien (1382-1457) who had established the Ngor scct ol'the Sakya scllool. Inscriptio~lsill the
Il~akhangdescribe Anlapel and Agon Sangpo as patrons of Ngorchen and the bu~ldiny.IItlrlison. Ibid.
Sakya had been built down in the valley I50 to 200 years earlier.

"Chae Baraba mediated in a conllict between the two most i~iiporlantlocal mai. and his record,
describe that a rupture had been stirred up between then1 by "...some people who feared that. were
these two men to join together on the same side. there would be no one in Bhutan able to match (111eir
conibined power) and that they would then become (rulers) above everyone else." Ardussi, op.cit.
p. 15. Ardussi's translation.

Ibid. p. 19

"

Ardussi ( 1977:98) writes that tlie "...close personal ties bctwee~iindividual sects and local patron
chieftains almost certainly contributed to the rise o f a kind o f native aristocracy, though the sxtremr
social stratification ol'later centuries in Central Tibet never fully took root in Bhutan.'. tie also
describes how the honorific speech panerns o f colloquial Lhasa Tibetan are but poorlq reflected in
1)zongkha.
"Spelt: Hunr rul m k h u ~and also Humrel dzong at times. Ardussi writes the records of the Humrel
family describes the founding o f it as "...a showcase edifice for lama Drung-Drung Rinipoche."
Ardussi. 2002: 19 11.34
Ardussi. 1977:97-8

''Phajo L)rlrgo/rr Zhrgpo's .:bm/hur, the National Library o f Bhutan. l'himphu. undated. c. 1995.
The colophon states that the namthar
dictated by Phajo Drugom Zhigpo himself to his son
Dampa in the 12th century. Even if this is disputed information. Aris (1979: 174) writes regarding this
namthar that "...it must be based in part on historical facts.'' The equivalent namthar available to Aris
was rediscovered by Drukpa Kunleg's son in approx.1580. Ibid. p. 169.
I thank Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi for going through and translati~igthis na~ntharfor me. This was the
focus for our 1st interview. see Annexes.
63

According to the text o f folio 33.3. these dzongs were: Taktsang Se~igeSamdrup Dzong (the famous rneditation place o f Guru Rinipocht in Paro valley which was severely damaged in a tire in
the spring o f 1998) and Tango Chdying Dzong (one o f Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's rneditation places
about two hours walk above tlie well known Tango riionastery in the Tliimphu valley). The last two:
L~ngshi.jag8 Dzorig and Yar-tse Thu-WODzong are not know11today. See 1st interview
A photo by A.(iansser o f one ruin is pri~itedin Olschak. op.cit, p.21. The caption suggests this was
a small frontier fortress.
65 This

had been founded by the Tibetan lama G)alwa Lhanangpa (1 164-1224)

~ r i sop.cit.
.
p. 169. C'orvee was forced labour contributions
"Spelt: rdo rngon rd-ong or rather rdo snj-ug rd-ong. lit. 'fortress o f tlie hlue stone'. The
Nenyingmapas according to their chronicle had a mother-convent called a dzong and several branch
monasteries in the Tliimphu valley. as listed by Aris. op.cit. p.322 n. 13 1. See further ~nfomiationin
chapter 4.2. case Tashichd dzong.
Ardussi. op.cit. p.226
I.ama Gyelwa 1.hanangpa is specilied as the founder - see LIEPED7. 1092:39; [)as. 1974:75
Sources for the year o f 12 16. see ITAB. 1993:84. and Ponimaret. 1990 156

7 2 k e chapter 4. case 3 Tnshichd dzc>ngfor further information on Do Ngon dzong.

I,atcr it

7

in use as a Dungkhag office, before it was a prison for a period this century

7 4 ~ continues:
e
"This kind o f natural millery is common to dl h e fortresses of India. which arc:
sii~tedonhills: they are called muhr~ollahs,or drunkards, from their continually varying direction in
lhtirdescenl, occasioned by their irregularity o f shape. and the protuherances they meet with in thcir
way. In the assault of Chunarghur, in Ihe year 1764, or 1765, our European grenadiers were twice
repulsed by these fbrmidable weapons." Turner. ( 1800)1991: 59-60

751 took a rough measurement when visiting Tongsa dzong in 1999. This u W i s shown in the photo
on the front page.

n~echenphughas recently been renovated with the assistance o f the Unesco experts Pierre Pichard

and Comeille Jest. This work i s mentioned in chapter 5.2

79~he
surrounding buildings are quite new additions, according to ITAB, op.cit. p.113. Here it is also
wrinen that the temple as it stands today may be dated to about 1630. Ibid. p. 112
"spelt: r g ) d blon so

" Ardussi, op.cit. p. 101. Aris refers to the same text, but he places the district castle Owl mkhar) in
the Chokhor valley (Bumthang). See Aris. op.cit.p.79. The original text provided by Aris specifics
only the name of the village as r m a l blon sa, the name of the valley is not given in this parsage. Ibid.
p.308 n.34
82

Meyer (1987:15). Chan (op.cit. p.98) and Shakabpa (1984:8 1). Unfortunately neilher provide the
source for this information.

Spelt: phag mo gm pa
85

Snellgrove and Richardson, op.cit. p. 153

86

Tucci writes it was constructed in the year of the 'sin-sbrul' which almost certainly corresponds 10
1365. Tucci, (1941)1989:80

87

Spelt: Gyal-mkhor-me, by Ricco and 1-0 Bue. 1993: 11

BB

Tucci writes that according to the local &adition. Gyan&e had "...been the Seal of the Chos-Wd
D~al-hhr-btsan(grandson of Glmg-dar-ma). It seems that originally it was called Seldkar-%W
rtse." Tucci, op.cit. p.61
89 Chan, op.cit. p.417
wlbid. p.419
PI

Stein, (1962)1972:81.See also chapter 5.2. fig. 13.

92 Tucci,

91

(1941)1989:38

Along the same line. Stein points at the analogy between the Chinese mingthang and m w a r d
structures. Stein, I990: 162

Tucci. op. cit, p . 3 8 Tucci's description underlilies that such an architecture resulted ill a huge
building. not that the temple adapted a for1 typology as such.
*4

"See chapter 2.5
"Meyer.

op.cit. p. 15

his is in line with C'handra Das' explanation ofthe tern1 dzong, see note 3 above
98 Howard,

1989

Ibid. p.244
'00 He describes the example o f Wan-la where the builders had taken into account that the outpost
could be overtaken. and it was thus built with open walls towards the main building, thus denying
protection to an eventual attacker. Ibid. p.252
''l

See note I in chapter 3.1.

'02 This

also has a parallel in the fluropean context. see Robert Bartleti The A4ukrng of Grropt. (95013511). 1-ondon. 1993. In par1 3 "Military Technology and Political power" (pp.60-84) Bartlett concludes that the military technology interacted with the political power. but did not deterniine it.
l'

Shields. 1998
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4.1 The Bhutanese dzongs from the 17th century
onwards
"Do not srund on your knee, und do not show them rhe hill,
because the Drukpa lama will make you build.

"'

There used to be impressive dzong complexes in Tibet and many areas of
the Himalayas. Today most of them are lost or in ruins, a few are restored as
museums, and it is only in Bhutan that we find the dzongs still in use today,
much as when they were built.*
The previous chapter explained the wide range of meanings attached to the term
'dzong'. This chapter will explain the developments of the specific Bhutanese
type of dzongs from the 17th century onwards, which have the following
characteristics in common:
They represent the merge of the religious-political system initiated by
Zhabdrung, which implies that the complex was built to house a monk body
within its walls, as well as administrative personnel. The dzongs adapted the
towers of the khar buildings, and the utsC was called the 'peak in the centre'.
As in the former khars, the utsd was built to withstand attacks. In case the dzong
was captured, the utsd would be able to withstand attacks for some more time.
The utse was presumably the first stage in the building process, and was like a
towering fortress in itself. In the first dzongs he initiated, Zhabdrung's ofice and
private quarters were in the tower-like keep or utsd.'
Zhabdrung's dzongs represent the fulcrum of the Bhutanese society, and they
both administered and controlled the surrounding areas. The dzongs were built as
defensive settlements, where the outer buildings formed an enclosed perimeterwall, often including defence features. A dzong was a consecrated and sacred enclosure, marked with a red band, the kemar, around the top part of the outer wall.
This chapter describes the dzong building from the 17th century onwards in view
of the historical developments as a whole. This to my knowledge has never been
collated as such previously. The dzongs included below, are only the dzongs
known today. In the textual sources there are also references to other dzongs,'
but when no information prevails on their location and architecture, they have
not been included in this study. There is thus still uncertainty in particular about
Some of the lesser known dzongs, and research work remains to be done- The
chapter concludes by suggesting four main phases of dzong building from early
17th century until today, while the following chapters will document the W P logical developments and the dzong architecture.

4.1.1 Zhabdrung's first period in Bhutan 1616-29
When Zhabdrung moved from his ancestral monastery of Ralung in Tibet and
came to western Bhutan in 1616, he en-joyed long periods o f a peripatetic existence going around in camps, accompanied by his monks.Vlis main seat in this
o f Chari up in the Thin1 valley - a few kilometres
period was at the ~nonaste~y
north o f today's Thimphu. This had been established by Phajo Drugom Zhigpo
between 1225 and 1230 according to Ardussi, at the same time as Tango just
near by.' Tango and Chari appear to be a kind o f twin establishment, and there
are clear parallels in how they are placed in the landscape. Together they commanded the upper part o f the Thim valley.
Zhabdrung initiated new constructions at Chari,' and as a part o f this process
both Tango and Chari were enlarged and fortified. Ardussi describes this as llis
earliest known defensive works in B h ~ t a nWhen
.~
Zhabdrung's father Tenpa
Nyinia died, a workshop was founded in 1620 and Newar artists erected a silver
stupa in his memory." The casting o f icons and clay sculpting required special

training.According to Ardussi such training was largely unavailable in Bhutan
before the Zhabdrung's era, and he writes that: "Even after 16 16 the first workshop~were only informally set up whenever a special need arose, and skilled
artisans were enticed from Nepal and Tibet, probably with offers of generous
salarie~."'~'
Zhabdrung had a personal preference for painting and sculpture, and he himself
was an acknowledged master of them." His talents in this respect had been seen
as one of the omens that he was the true rebirth of Pema Karpo, who had been famous for his paintings and texts on the subject of art.'* Important literary projects
attributed to Zhabdrung's reign included a collected edition of the works of Pema
Karpo, and Zhabdrung also composed several commentatorial works on logic
and ritual practice."

In the sources there are several references to C h a i as the favoured place to perform rites against invading Tibetan forces, and it was frequently used for this
purpose in the years to come. To my knowledge there is no information on the
early buildings at this site. The present buildings are more recent, since Chgri
was destroyed by a fire during the civil war in 1 735.14 Tango has also been rebuilt and extended several times. The overall outline of today, which follows the
mandala concept with a towering utsk in the centre surrounded by outlying buildings forming a square courtyard, may possibly date back to the works initiated by
Tenzin Rabgye in the 1680s.
Zhabdrung was a lama with a charismatic personality, and he acquired many followers and patrons locally. This may have enhanced his ambitions in extending
his area of influence, and in 1629 the construction of his first dzong at Simtokha
started - at the very opposite end of the Thim valley to Tango and Chtiri.'"
4.1.2 Zhabdrung's Bhutan - the western dzongs

Fig. 3 Mollhs at C'h~riw ~ t hthe Thinlphu valley b e l o ~- today as in
[he past

Tenzin Drukgyal16who was to become the first Desi (r. 165 i - 1 656),17 had
followed Zhabdrung from Ralung. He had been an able student, and his skills
in sorcery were reputedly responsible for much of Bhutan's success in the wars
against Tibet before 165 l.'Wetween 16 16 and 165 1 he served Zhabdrurlg as an
able and vigorous civil administrator, and the construction of Zhabdrung's great
dzongs was personally supervised by him.
The two valleys o f T h i ~ nand Thed formed the area of Wang, where Zhabdrung
had his strongest local support. His next two dzongs of Punakha (1637-8)19and
Wangdi (1638-9) were thus built in Thed. In the early 1640s, Tashichd dzong was
established in the Thim valley,'O and a system of dual capitals was established
between the two dzongs o f Punakha and Tashcih&2
i'
Aris suggests the establishment o f the dual capitals was determined by the annual
migration o f the Wang people," but Ardussi comments that this shifting tradition
may not have been the only reason since "...the custom o f having dual capitals
had been widespread in Tibet for centuries, including areas (e.g. Sa-skya) where
seasonal changes in climate can be ruled out as a cause. I suspect that the origin
should be sought in the monastic calendar o f periodic retreat and travel taken
over from Indian Buddhist practice, where climate was a fa~tor."'~
He adds that
the migration o f the Wang people between Thed and Thim valleys may underlie
its local adaptation.
The climate differs very significantly between the valleys. Whilst Punakha has a
subtropical climate, Thimphu i s situated about one thousand meters higher and
has a temperate climate. The farmers have utilized the best o f both by seasonal
shifting, a system still maintained to a limited extent,24and these shifting
practices also have many parallels in other parts o f Bhutan.
Tibetan troops supported by 'the five groups of lamas' attacked Thed valley in
I t seems
1639, but according to Aris, the Bhutanese claimed conlplete vi~tory.'~
as if Zhabdrung at this stage was accepted by the king o f Tsang as the de facto
ruler o f western Bhutan, but Tsang was shortly after (in 1642) taken over by the
Gelugpas and the Mongols. Already in 1644 the 5th Dalai Lama sent soldiers
into Bhutan, and again the Bhutanese were v i c t o r i o ~ s . ~ ~
Another war was launched by the Tibetans in 1648, and Ardussi suggests this
took place in order to seek "...revenge and to regain face after earlier defeats. In
this, however, the Tibetans were to be disappointed. ... The defeat was clear and
the Tibetans admit it."?7
The dzongs cel-tainly marked Zhabdrung's power locally, and the dual capitals
thus formed a substantial base in Zhabdrung's core area. When further areas
were included in the growing power in the years to come, the two dzongs of
Punakha and Tashicho remained the nucleus of governmental religious and

political power.
4.1.3 Extending and securing western Bhutan

The area to the west of Thim, the fertile Paro valley, came under Zhabdrunges
hegemony when Paro dzong was built in 1645-6, on the premises of the old khar
of the aristocratic Humrel family, who thus submitted to Zhabdrung's rule in return for privilege^.^'
Minjur Tenpa ( 1 61 3-8 1 ) was a Tibetan monk, who was in charge of the eastern
campaign which will be described below. The first step was the establishment
of a dzong at Tongsa in the Mangde valley. Here the utse may have been an
older khar structure with a temple29possibly dating back to one of the 'princes'
of Ralung, Ngagi Wangchuck (1 5 17-54), who founded monasteries in eastern
Bhutane3'Tongsa dzong may have been established as early as 1644, and Ardussi
writes that Tongsa dzong had been built by 165 1
Dagana dzong south of Thim and Thed was captured by the Drukpas, and
Ardussi writes that: "Following a brief struggle with its unnamed occupants
the fortress and its surroundings were taken."-" Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi describes this dzong as a Dra dzong, specifically built to fight the enemies in quite
a barbarian part of the country.33The one in charge of this campaign was Druk
Namgyal, who was the brother of the first Desi Tenzin Drukg~al.-'~
After it was
captured, new constructions took place between 1648 and 165 l .jS Dagana dzong

--

p
-

big. 4 The eastern side of Tongsa dzollg showlllg one o f the tuo eiitrdllces White. 1905

(RGS)

controlled an ancient trade route to India, and according to Ardussi one of its
major functions was to oversee the collection o f taxes from Indian estales under
Bhutanese ~ o n t r o l . ' ~
Towards the Tibetan border several dzongs were established protecting the 'inner' core area. These were Druk Yul dzong built in 1647, and Lingshi and Gasa
dzongs, possibly built in the early 1650s.
When Tenzin Drukgyal was the Desi, he was in charge o f fo~malizing"...the hierarchy of functionaries charged with administering the district fortresses, and to
strictly enforce edicts regulating their duties and public behaviour."'
Zhabdrung's first dzong, Simtokha was mainly a monastery after Tashicho
dzong had been established, so in this period the government was administered
primarily from six dzongs. The three most important dzongs were Punakha,
Tashicho and Wangdi, all headed by a Dzongpon . 3 8 The three other dzongs at
the time were Paro, Tongsa and Dagana. Ardussi writes that the heads o f these
dzongs were theoretically o f equal rank with the three Dzongpons, though in
practice o f lesser importance, and they were known as the 'regional monastic
superintendencies'.'" Following military subjugation and the extension of' direct
political authority, their duties became virtually indistinguishable li-o~nthose
o f the Dzongpons o f Punaklia, Tashicho and Wangdi and they received the title
o f Penl~p.~'This
title was already in use by 165 1 . Their equality in rank was
insisted upon in the legal code, "... but being distant from the capital they were
less frequently involved with state at'fairs in early times. Distance also promoted
tendency towards administrative autono~ny,a trend which became pronounced

during the 19th century.""
Ardussi writes that the precedent very quickly became established that appointees for the office of Dzongptrn should come from respected and probably wellto-& families, and their monastic background was of secondary importance.
These appointments were prestigious, but the formal salaries were apparently
largely nominal, so that candidates of independent financial means were preferred. The Dzongptrns and Penlops were mainly responsible for adjudication of
local disputes, maintenance of general peace, the collection of taxes, and they
kept detailed district records. The peasants had the right of appeal to higher authorities, which at least theoretically prevented these officials from arbitrarily
increasing taxes or withholding portions for their personal gain. However, numerous regulations in the legal code confirm a persistent inclination to augment
the perquisites of office.42
The struggles between Tibet and Bhutan went on for a long time, however, within the country Zhabdrung was, according to Aris "...fully accepted as the ruler
wherever he had built his gigantic fortre~ses."~~
The recurrent sieges by the Tibetans did not harm the religious life in the dzongs.
On the contrary, the Gelugpa's suppression of some other schools in Tibet, resulted in some excellent scholars taking refuge in Bhutan. Zhabdrung received
them with great delight, and gave them posts in the monastic communities of the
dzongs."
Bhutan continued struggling with repeated Tibetan attacks, but on an everyday
level society may have become more peaceful. According to Zhabdrung's biographer, the country thrived with enforcement of law and order, which "...suppressed all robbery, banditry, and other malicious ways including disrespectfulness, lack of compassion, ungratefulness and indifference for fear and injury
caused to others. By these the entire country became peaceful and wealthy.."45
Zhabdrung headed both the government and the Drukpa Kargyud order, and
his intention was to be succeeded by male descendants in a hereditary fashion.
According to Ardussi Bhutan was "...to be a religious state. similar to Sakya,
with a religious head and an appointed civil branch, not a civil state with strong
ties to a monastic centre."*
After the Tibetan defeat of 1648, Zhabdrung started the construction of a memorial chorten, and he delegated state matters to Tenzin Drukgyal. Zhabdrung may
have passed away in his secluded retreat, presumably in 165 1 ..' When death is
approaching a Buddhist lama may sit peacefully in meditation posture, and the
duration of the meditation reflects their spiritual powers. AAer 165 1 Zhabdrung
Wasattended to as if he was in retreat for the next half century and more. When
he actually died may be regarded as a secondary issue. but historians believe it

happened in 165 1 ." His demise was kept secret for a very long time,4qand his
first recognized incarnation was born in 1708.")His final rites were not publicly
performed until 1 754.5'
Ardussi compares the accomplishments attributed to Zhabdrung with those of
Jangchub Gyaltshen ( 1 302- 1364), the founder o f the Phagmo Drupa dynasty in
Tibet, writing that one may probably have to go back to Jangchub Gyaltshen in
order to find a man o f comparable qualities in Tibetan his to^-y.52
Since Zhabdrung's time the western part of the country had a dominant and prestigious role. This is less apparent today, but Shingkhar Lam who accompanied
the 2nd King on a journey from Bumthang to western Bhutan in the 1940s, tells
that arriving to the west was marked by ritual. When coming down from the
pass, Pele-la they reached Samtengang quite near Wangdi dzong, which "...was
then considered somewhat o f a threshold to western Bhutan. As the entourage
approached Samtengang, all the bundles o f silk ghos were unwrapped, and a
number o f these ghos were distributed to the garpas, who instantly wore them
over the ones they already had, unmindful o f the sweltering heat they felt. The
garpas, with their rifles and silk ghos, marched to the tune o f bagpipers playing
full tilt, down the hill from Samtengang illa age.."^'

4.1.4 The expansion eastwards and eastern dzongs
In this early period Bhutan was often referred to in just two tenns, east and west,
and all the eastern part was initially governed from Tongsa dzong. Later the areas
of Tongsa and Bumthang are referred to as central Bhutan, and the east became
distinguished as the area to the east o f the Black Mountains range. The extension
o f Bhutan eastward was a process o f subjugating local rulers, and i t also implied
further struggles with the Tibetans.
Both the Kargyud order in Bhutan and the Gelug order in Tibet utilized dzongs
as a way to expand their power. When Zhabdrung's followers embarked on
their eastward expansion, the Tibetans responded by building dzongs. Under
the leadership o f the 5th Dalai Lama. serious struggles took place. An account
by Niranjan Sarkar describes how this took place in the Mon Yul corridor of
In
today's Arunachal Pradesh, just beyond the eastern border of Bh~tan.'~
the area at the time there were scattered Drukpa Kargyud temples, and also
Gelug establishments like in the village o f Merak.ssTlie Merak Lama5"was
studying for his doctoral geshe degree at Sera monastery outside Lhasa when
he was informed his religious establishments had been attacked by adherents
of Zhabdrung's Drukpa Kagyud order, expanding their area o f influence from
western Bhutan.
The Merak Lama sought advice from the 5th Dalai Lama on how to retaliate.
They decided to build a new monastery as a Gelug stronghold further east. and

hlap 8 Zhabdrung's dzongs in the west.

Merak Lama chose a site for this new monastic settlement just a few hours walk
east of Merak.57Here the construction of Tawang monastery took place some
time between 1643 and 1647.'8 The Dalai Lama supported the works by ordering
the Dzongpon of Tsona to supply provision^.^^ Tawang was built as a defensive
settlement, and Sarkar describes how the Drukpas of Bhutan "...attacked Tawang
monastery more than once and tried in vain to capture this area. The lamas still
show some bullet marks, said to have been tired by the invading Bhutanese
forces, on the south-eastem gate."b0
The Gelugpas also wanted to administer the surrounding area. and Sarkar writes
that the abbot at Tawang "...used to appoint, on seniority, the four dzongpens
of the Talung dzong and Dirang dzong for three

However. their admin-

istration was initially met with strong local resistance. The people of Dirang had
assisted the Gelugpas in getting established at Tawang monastery, but a serious
conflict arose when Dirang dzong was being built.'? Twelve leading householders o f the village opposed the construction, since they did not want to be under
the temporal control of the Gelugpas: "They felt that as their forefathers had
established the village, they should be its masters. None other had the right to
establish a dzong in their village and direct its affairs. This culminated into an
armed clash and the twelve leaders were killed."63With the local resistance eradicated, the dzong was built as planned.
A firm rule by the Gelug order was thus established in the Tawang area, and the
Mori Yul corridor was incorporated in Tibet as proclaimed in an edict of 1680 by
the 5th Dalai Lama, where he also states that these measures had been necessary
since "...the entire welfare o f Eastern Mon was gradually destroyed by the evil
plans of the barbarian army o f the southern demon^."^ The expansion by the
Drukpas had thus been stopped east o f Merak,b%ut the hostilities between the
Gelug rulers o f Tibet and the Drukpa Kargyud order in Bhutan continued.
The Drukpas consolidated their area in the east and south-east by taking over
existing castles and building several dzongs. Minjur Tenpa was the first Tongsa
Penlop, in charge o f this process o f combined military campaigns and dzong
building.
Aris describes how one o f the local rulers in Kheng gave up his resistance.
When the superior army o f Tongsa Penlop reached the castle o f the Nyakhar
Dung, he had laid out a stockade and prepared for a battle to resist the attack:
"Thereupon the soldiers o f the great force simultaneously let loose such brave
cries that the sky and earth boiled and the roar o f all the muskets being fired
simultaneously tilled the three voids. Terrified, the ruler and his officials together
with their retinues, all o f them, were astonished. Trembling and losing courage,
they fled inv~luntarily."~"
Psychological warfare proved sufficient, and they
bowed to authority and "...offered an infinite number o f hostages and articles of
wealth. Thereafter all the communities and village districts o f Kheng were niade
s~bject."~'
Aris writes that the claim that the dzongs in Tongsa, Jakar and Lhuentse were
built on sites where Ngagi Wangchuck had established temples in the 16th
century, must be viewed with some suspicion, though Ngagi Wangchuck
must have been active in this area. He comments that these dzongs may all
be new constructions dating from the middle years of the 17th century, quite
unconnected with earlier fo~ndations."~
The eastern dzongs may have been new
establishments, but it i s certainly likely that the chosen sites had a religious
significance with connections to the Kargyud order. Many o f the dzongs
described in this thesis were built as extensions of existing facilities - often huge

extensionswhich may have overshadowed what was there from before.
seems as if the areas closest to Tongsa had their dzongs built first. The very
firstone may have been Jakar in Bumthang, possibly as early as 1646.1,huentse
dzong was built in 1654,6yby an ancient pilgrimage route according to Olschak
who calls it the 'ChiSrten Path',70and Zhemgang, Tashiyangtse and Tashigang
may have been built by 1655. Ardussi writes that all eastern Bhutan had been
incorporated into the Drukpa state by 1655, and the subjugation was consoliHe lists an extensive amount of
dated by construction of a series of fort~esses.~'
dzongs which includes virtually all the major district centres which still exist. In
addition to those mentioned above he includes Duksum where the new dzong of
Pemagatshel is today, and 'Gzhongs-dka' which I am not able to identib." He
and
also writes that the eastern dzongs were fortified only later, in the 1680~,'~
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they were also provided with new GiInkhangs "...where the protective deities
could be propitiated and invoked against enemies."74
Zhongar dzong was captured from one of the local chiefs, and extended in
1655.75This dzong controlled the route between eastern and western Bhutan,
and was in use until it suffered from a fire and was replaced by the new Mongar
dzong in the first half of the 20th century.
Minjur Tenpa was promoted and became the 3rd Desi (r. 1667-80). During his
reign the borders were consolidated, and internal administration regularised
on a nation-wide basis. Contacts abroad were also strengthened, and monastic
officials were appointed to Western Tibet and Ladakh.
4.1.5 Sikkim and the Duars

'The expansions described above unified large areas within the Drukpa state,
which are largely included in Bhutan today. However, the latter part of the
17th century also saw further territorial expansion. Parts of today's Sikkim,
West Bengal and Assam were also incorporated in Bhutan, and remained under
Bhutanese control for about 200 years.
South-west of Bhutan, in Sikkim, Chogyal Phuntshok Namgyal had been
crowned by three refuge Nyingmapa lamas from Tibet in 1 642,76and became
the first ruler of the Namgyal dynasty which lasted until 1975 when Sikkim was
incorporated into
At this stage Sikkim comprised the Chumbi valley,
an area of today's Eastern Nepal, the Darjeeling district and some other parts
of today's India. The kingdom was organized as twelve Dzong-districts headed
by D~ongpGns.'~
How this administrative pattern was organized in terms of
buildings is not k n ~ w n , but
~ " Sikkim's borders were volatile and the expanding
Drukpas annexed quite large areas in the south-west ffom Sikkim.
The Drukpas also expanded southwards, and annexed the southern belt called the
'Duars', which formed a narrow strip of very fertile land along the foothills of
the Himalayas, from ten to twenty English miles wide." The tern1 mealis 'doors'
or m passe^',^' and Bhutan could be approached via a total of eighteen such passes
from the plains stretching from Teesta river in the west to the river of Dhunseeree
in Assam in the east. These Duars were of utmost importance for the wealth of
the Bhutanese, and Pemberton recorded from his visit in 1837-8 that -'..the plains
produce those articles of luxury and commerce which cannot be extracted from
the bare mountain^."^' Taxes were collected in these areas, and slave labourers
were also captured. Each of the Duars was under the authority of a Dzongpon.
and White writes that "...attached to each jurisdiction was the portion of the tract
lying below the pass, and bearing its name.""
The Bhutanese hold of the Bengal Duars was stronger than that of the Assam
Duars, but they were all seized by the British after the Duar war in 1864-5.

Map 9 Eady~f@ni$ationof Bhutan ineluding the Duars.

The Bhutanese secured these areas with a belt of dzongs, border check posts, and
also defence arrangements called stockades. The dzongs along the border were
Dhumdzong near today's village of Pedong in Sikkim," and Daling dzong south
of Dhumdzong was in an area which is in Kalimpong district of West Bengal today.s5Dhumdzong was built during Tenzin Rabgye's reign in 1690,%a d Daling
dzong may have been built at the same time. Both dzongs are in ruins today, but
they are described in various sources, and appear to have been comprehensive
complexes.
In April 1773 the British in India sent a force to the Bhutanese border under
Captain Jones. According to Aris the Bhutanese were "...driven back to their
mountains and three of their border forts were taken."87One of the captured forts
was Daling dzong, and when Eden came there nearly a century later, he wrote
with a certain relief that: "The people of the place, however, did not seem to
be aware that we had ever sent a force there."88However, when Eden returned
from his uninvited mission to Punakha, he was attacked by stones thrown from
a catapult and arrows, and "...the men in the fort were observed making hurried
Preparations for defence, by removing the roofs and woodwork from the towers
at the angles of the fort."B9
Asketch drawing of Daling dlong was made in 1773 by Captain Claude Manin.
and published in London in A B e n g ~ l A l l m(l 780).w This shows a fort in a

Fig. H fhc nr~al lort of ljallng Jrong drawn b3 C laude Marlin 111 1773
In Ar15 1982

dramatic landscape setting which may not be entirely realistic, surrounded by a
solid wall and towers in the corners.
Dhumdzong was placed on the highest point on the Algarah-Pedong ridge,
with a magnificent view according to Eden.'" According to Awasty in Behvertl
Sikkitn u t ~ dB ~ ~ ~ I Lit Iwas
I I , shelled by the British just before the Sinchula treaty
in 1865."' Dewangiri dzong in the south-east was also destroyed by the British
when recaptured after they had been forced to retreat."'
Stockades were also actively used in the Duar war, and I found a drawing of one
o f them. the Bala stockade (also called 'Taza dzong), in the archives of British
Library drawn by John Ruggles in 1 865."4 Stockades were quickly niade entrenchments, and when built strategically in a high position like at Bala, gravity assisted the Bhutanese resistance and the British force "...was compelled to
retire.""' Reinforcements were required, and only more than a month later Bala
stockade was captured.
The Assani Duars were annexed by the British in 1841 in payment of a 'quitrent', and it was taken permanently by the British after the Duar war."" The Duar
war ended in the Sinchula treaty o f 1865, where "...the Hritish Government
undertook to pay the Bhutan Government, from the revenues o f the Duars, an
annual sum."'" The sum was a considerable amount in those days and o f such all
importalice to the Bhutanese government, that slowly the habit o f taking captives

from these areas stopped when the British
threatened to stop paying the subsidy. The
main reason why the British seized this
area is clearly expressed in the following
quote by Major Gough who had taken part
in the Duar war. He described the area of
Chichacotta and Bala, and wrote that they
passed through "...comfortable looking
villages and very highly cultivated." He
thought it was "...the richest, best cultivated and most populated part of the duars I
have yet seen and it is a great pity to leave
so fine a country open to the Bhooteas to
draw supplies from or to ravage as they
please."98There are several comments in
the British reports on how much better
they would utilize this area if they were in
charge.

Fig. 9 Bala stockade - 'Taza dzong drawn by
John Ruggles in 1865 (OICK).

4.1.6 Dzong building during Tenzin Rabgye's reign (1680-94)
By this time it had become apparent that Zhabdrung's lineage was dying out,
his son being unhealthy and unfit to rule. Tenzin Rabgye was a kind of nephew
of Zhabdrung, and he was the only one after Zhabdrung himself to rule both the
state and the Dratshang, holding both the office of Gyaltsab and Desi. His successive incarnations were regarded with similar esteem as the incarnations of
Zhabdrung.
A growing administration catered for ruling of the regions. Taxes were levied.
Roads and dzongs were maintained, and the society became increasingly
organized. The peak period may have taken place during the rule of Tenzin
Rabgye. This was a prosperous period, and Tenzin Rabgye promoted an
ambitious amount of construction and art works.

The hold of the country was consolidated during Tenzin Rabgye's reign. The
defence facilities of the existing dzongs were improved, which included as described above the establishment of Gbnkhangs in the dzongs.
The control of the main routes was enhanced, such as the ancient trade route connecting Tibet via the Chumbi valley with India, which went through the huge district of Paro. From Paro down to India there were at least two alternative routes.
The one towards the south-west was secured by the dzongs of Ha and Tsangbi
( S ~ m b e )In. ~the
~ middle of a hamlet in Amu Chu valley, Tsangbi dzong guarded
the route.lmWhen Eden's mission reached this dzong, the Dzongph "...called
On Mr. Eden and told him that it was not the custom of the country to allow the

persons to pass the forts without order^."^'" However, Eden pushed on, and he
lost many of his men in the snow on the pass by Ha.
A route which was accessible all through the year went up from Bengal via a
check post at Buxa or Pasakha,Io2not far from Bala stockade and today's border town of Phuntsholing. Turner's mission in 1783 came this way, and Davis
made drawings of where they stayed. Buxa appears to have been mainly a check
post, and the one in charge was called a Shobah according to the British reports.
According to Bogle's report of 1774, this check post was situated on a hill with
a three foot wall of loose, dry stones all around it.lol Davis' drawing from a few
years later, shows some buildings situated on a flat ridge surrounded by steep
slopes.'"
The next stop would be at Chukha dzong which was next to one of Thangtong
Gyalpo's iron bridges. This is in ruins today, and the stones were reused when
the motor road was built in the mid 1960s. The next day Turner's mission halted
at Chapcha due to rain,lo5and Davis spent this day drawing the small dzong or
rather nagtsang (fig. l I).
It may have been during Tenzin Rabgye's reign that the large areas ruled from
dzongs were subdivided into smaller Dungkhags housed in buildings often referred to as dzongs or nagtsangs. I include a few words on Chapcha here, since it
exemplifies the typology of these buildings.

Fig. 11 Chapcha dzong ar
nagtsang Davis, 1783

Fig 12 a and b Chapcha today
Plan and section. P~chard.1988

Chapcha was documented recently by Pierre Pichard (fig.1 2),1°"which may be
colnpared to Davis' drawing. This shows that Chapcha was a more extensive
complex in 1783 than today, otherwise the contiguration of buildings around a
single courtyard appears to be the same. This small complex has a total outline
of about 25 times 35 meters today. The tower is about 10 by 20 meters. and contained a temple.lo7This nagtsang contained many of the same functions as the
dzongs. but no monk body, which may explain why there was no kemar on its

walls neither in 1783, nor in 1988. It was thus not defined as a sacred enclosure,
and does not comply to the definition of a dzong in the introduction.
Following the trade route from Chapcha one could either proceed to Paro
via the old Dobji dzong,I0%r one could follow the river to Thim valley. The
quickest way east would be to pass below Simtokha dzong and head towards
Wangdiphodrang.Io9Here the bridge and the dzong guarded the route, and this
may have been one of the reasons why Wangdi dzong was built in the first place.
During Tenzin Rabgye's reign this dzong was extensively enlarged, and he also
initiated the construction of a new bridge.'I0 Further east the trade route was
controlled by Tongsa and Zhongar dzongs.
Aris' general statement referred to above that Zhabdrung was fully accepted
as the ruler wherever he had built his dzongs,I1l may be a truth with many
modifications. Druk Yul dzong in Paro valley had been built in 1647, and when
Tenzin Rabgye came on a visit in 1692, Ardussi writes that the people in this
area seemed to have only quite recently accepted the unified rule of Bhutan. In
the dzong he admonished them "...of the need for even greater attention than
before in their vigilant watch over the frontier and the protected stores inside
~ ' gave the patrons of the area horses and silver bowls, and at a
the d ~ o n g . " ~He
ceremony in "...the great inner courtyard in front of the tower, and from a highly
decorated throne he bestowed long life initiation upon all the villagers.."".'
Another example of local adaptations to the rule from dzongs is found in the district of Shar.ll"his area had been ruled by descendants of Phajo Drugoln Zhigpo
and the most powerful was the family in
and his son Garston since early

Fig. 13 Wangdi dzong with the important bridge below. Davis. 1783

controlof Wacan (Wa-can) dzong.'I6 The old stronghold of Wacan is located
up in the valley of Shar, and its ruins may still be seen on a ridge From the road
below ~ele-la.'"Wacan dzong continued to play a significant role in the area for
quite some time - also after Wangdi dzong had been built in 1638-9. Aris writes
that at the start of the eastern campaign, the Shar district was still being administered from Wacan, and not from the new dzong at Wangdi.lI8This refers to mid
17th century, and the administrative responsibilities for the surrounding area
were only taken over by the authorities at Wangdi dzong later.'I9
4.1.7 The 17th century

In 1714 a major earthquake hit the country and caused much destruction. Ardussi
writes that: "Numerous temples and homes were ruined or severely damaged, and
many people were killed.""" The earthquake was followed by another Tibetan
invasion, but the Tibetan armies were dispersed after another unsuccessful
invasi~n.'~'
The period of 1729-35 is termed 'the Bhutanese civil war' by
Ardussi,"' and was accompanied by a Tibetan invasion in the summer of 1 730.Il3
Out of the troubled times emerged the powerful 13th Desi, Shenrap Wangchuck.
His reign lasted from 1744 - 63 and was a peacefil and prosperous period, which
implied a lot of building activities. No new dzongs was built, but existing ones
were improved.
The repeated Tibetans attempts to become the suzerains faded away after the
1730s. Tibet and Bhutan established more balanced contacts, and diplomatic relations were established. This may have resulted in less focus on the importance
ofthe dzongs as fortresses. Ardussi writes that the 7th Dalai Lama, Kalzang
Gyatso (1 708-1 757) was "...anxious to rebuild relations with both Bhutan and the
lesser Buddhist sects in
The Bhutanese donated funds for the restoration of Ralung, and the Tibetans donated funds for religious projects in Bhutan.

The 16th Desi Zhidar (Aka Sonam Lhundrub, r. 1768-1773) had engaged in
several wars, and in 1772 TashichG dzong burnt down. When the building of a
new Tashicha dzong was added to the compulsory war services, Bogle tells that
in 1774 "...people everywhere gave vent to their complaints."l" Desi Zhidar was
expelled from power accordingly, but he instigated some insurrections in the
following years which were witnessed by both Bogle and Turner.
4-1.8 Dzongs at war - as judged by the British in 1783

Samuel Davis reflects on the strategic aspects of the dzongs in general, and he
is especially critical to the entrances, since those he had seen were "...through
a single gate, which is not flanked or defended by any part of the building." He
t l ~ suggests
s
that: '*The best way of forcing admission might be breaking open
the gate with a petard. To effect this would be an enterprise neither difficultnor

dangerou~.""~
Davis writes about Punakha dzong that: "This place is esteemed by the natives a
masterpiece of magniticence and strength. I t has really some pretensions to the
fonner, nor would it be easily reduced by arrows and matchl~cks."l~~
For struggles among their peers, the dzongs served their purpose. From their most dangerous potential attacker, the British, Bhutan's rugged terrain proved to be the most
significant defence. Davis writes that it would not be easy to break the dzong
walls "...by any artillery that could be conveyed through this country."128
When the Younghusband expedition forced its way to Lhasa in 1904, they
brought artillery. This resulted in Gyantse dzong being taken by an assault.129
Along the southern belt of Nepal, the Nepalese built border fortifications
specially designed to withstand British artillery attack^."^ Such measures were
never initiated in Bhutan.
4.1.9 Periods of unrest leading to the establishment of monarchy in 1907

The principal system of rule after Tenzin Rabgye was that the religious heads
of state, the Gyaltsabs (Dharma Rajas) were the ultimate heads of state with the
authority to appoint or remove the Desi from office. However, in reality they had
only religious authority, since according to Ardussi, "...nearly all of the religious
heads were too weak to build a strong constituency for the original concept of
church superiority.""l
This situation led to long periods of unrest and internal strife, sometimes
waging on civil war. In this period the Dzongpons ruled in their districts quite
independently, building alliances with other DzongpGns, Penlops and Desis.
Such alliances appeared to have changed rapidly following cunning and
treacherous plots. No one held ofice for very long.
One person emerged as the strongest among them around the 1850s. This was the
Tongsa Penlop, Jigme Namgyal ( 1 825-8 l ) .
During Eden's mission in 1863 he Inet Jigme Namgyel, and Eden describes
him as being thoroughly bad and unscrupulous, and he "...has the worst and
most repulsive countenance I ever saw in any man of any country.""? Eden's
report is in general very negative and coloured by the fact that his mission was
unwelcome during this period of internal strife, and this report may even have
been instrumental in causing the Duar war which ensued the following year. In
this war the Bhutanese fought back headed by Jigme Namgyel, with an intensity
and shrewdness that greatly surprised the British. Aris writes that the Bhutanese
"...were found to be immensely brave and disciplined fighters, resourceful in
strategy and kind to their prisoners.""'
After the war Jigme Namgyal set off on a pilgrimage to Tibet in order to
compensate for his violent deeds, but first he went to Bumthang. Here at the
ancient temple of Jampa Lhakhang, he initiated the painting of a south-facing
image of the Kalacakra, and donated a copper-gilt roof ornament."'

4.1.10 The monarchy between 1907 and 1952: The era o f palaces

years later, in 1904, it was the son of Jigme Namgyal, Ugyen Wangchuck,
whoassisted the British as mediator when the Younghusband expedition forced
its way to Lhasa in Tibet. In return for his assistance he was knighted by the
British in Punakha dzong in 1905, and he became the first hereditary king in
1907. This change may have been understood by most as a renaming of the previous Desi-position, and the main change was that the title became hereditary
within the Wangchuck family. The previous office of the Je Khenpo as head of
the Dratshang was maintained, and the two positions of King and Je Khenpo offered balance and stability. Ardussi wrote to me that "...it reduces the actual or
implied superiority of the religious sphere over the civil," but at the same time
The Zhabdrung rethe Wangchucks "...do not claim to be the heads of ~hurch.""~
incarnations thus caused some disturbances in the 20th century, but what may be
termed the Wangchuck dynasty brought peaceful times to Bhutan and the dzong
system continued with some adjustments.
FOQ

Punakha dzong was maintained as the main religious centre, and the monk body
has continued its shifting between Punakha and Tashich6 dzong to this day. King
Ugyen Wangchuck (r. 1907-26), however, shifted the government to Bumthang,
and during the time of king Jigme Wangchuck (r. 1926-52) the government
shifted between Bumthang in the summer and Mangdelung, a palace he built
down in the valley south of Tongsa dzong in the winter. In Bumthang the government used Wangdicholing palace, which had been built for the royal family
in the 1880s. This may be called the era of palaces, since the 2nd King in many
ways down played the old dzong system. He was only 22 years old when his
father died, and he may have feared the power of the Dzongptins, who had taken
advantages of a weak central government in the previous century. The office of
Dzongpon, now rather termed Dzongdag, was thus left vacant in many dzongs
during his rule, and the photographs of dzongs from this period show dzongs
which are badly maintained. The King also reduced the power of the previous
powerful Dzongpons of Thimphu, Punakha and Wangdi, and the title of Dagana
Penlop was abolished and replaced by D ~ 0 n g d a g . The
I ~ ~ main function of the
dzongs in this period seems to have been as a repository for taxes in kind administered by officers of quite low rank. The king also started on the long process of
reforming the administration and taxation system. Many officials had done their
best to utilize their positions for own gain, and there were many government
employees within the Dungkhag sub-divisions. The initial reforms focused on
reducing the amount of officials, which was mainly done by reducing the amount
of Dungkhags.117
In terms of construction the first kings reem rather to have focused on building
Severalpalaces rather than d z o n g ~ . ' ~ ~

4. I.l1 How the dzongs were organised in this period
In Karma Ura's historical novel The Hero with a Thoz~sat~d
EJVS,Shingkhar Lain

describes how the dzongs were organized before the 3rd King introduced reforms
in the 1950s."" This was a sophisticated and strictly hierarchical system which
presunlably had been maintained more or less unchanged since Zhabdrung's
time.
The first layer of functionaries were locally known as garpas. The Dzongponl4o
was the dzong master or dzong lord. Below him were the guest master (Dronyer),
the chamberlain (Zimpon), and the chief steward or store master (Nyerchen).
These were often appointed by the King directly, and carried the rank of red scarf
(ny ikem).
The most prominent posts among the next layer of ofticials were the gate
controller (Gorap), the meat master (Shanyer) and the fodder master, who were
appointed by their respective controlling officers."' The gate controller was in
charge of safety and cleanliness, and he was assisted by people requisitioned
through a special labor tax (mewang) to clean and guard the dzongs.
The monks usually shifted with the seasons, not only in Punakha and Tashicho.
When the monk body left the dzong would undergo a thorough cleaning, and the
Zimpon would stay behind to oversee the smooth running of the d ~ o n g . ' ~ ~
The meat master arranged for the meat supplies to the dzong's common mess
which fed numerous monks and staff. For religious reasons it was important to
avoid slaughtering cattle for the direct purpose of serving meat to the monk body.
The monks enjoyed meat as food, and they also needed it for offerings (tshogpa)
in religious ceremonies. Only meat from cattle which had died a natural death
were as such spiritually clean. This was reflected in how the meat taxes were
organized. In Bumthang, being one of the smallest districts in Bhutan, over forty
live cattle were paid as meat tax. These were "...not slaughtered but exchanged
on a one to one basis with carcasses of cattle which had died through either natural or accidental causes. It was mandatory for the people to declare the death of
any cattle and surrender the carcass to the ~ h a n y e r . " ' ~ ~
The fodder master arranged via a fodder tax the food for livestock, and the horses
were especially important since they were kept in reserve for riding and officials
passing through the district. The government oficials were also in charge of the
horse trade, which is visible in sizeable stables outside the dzong complexes.
The functionaries were fed out of in kind tax resources, and it was thus important
to control the amount of staff. Ura writes that the "...number of attendants
assigned to an oficial of the dzong were broadly fixed, so that it would not differ
haphazardly from dzong to d ~ o n g . " ~ ~ "
One of Shingkhar Lam's routine jobs for the second king was to take inventories
at Tongsa dzong. New stocks of in kind tax arrived every year, and the old

stock had to be dug out and put atop of the fresh. To sort out the vast quantities
involvedtook days for several people down in the cool, cavernous storerooms.
There was rice, buckwheat, flour, mustard oil, daphne bark paper etc., but also
items like butter and meat. He claims that butter accumulated for over five years:
&&Buner
remained fresh within; its rancid exterior was peeled away every year.
~ u the
t meat stockpiles became susceptible to meat worms. As the neatly piled
meat packs were disturbed during re-arrangement, the storeroom swarmed with
black worms."'4s
One also started slowly to change the tax system from in kind and labour taxes to
mainly cash payments, and such taxes were certainly easier to handle than the in
kind taxes and needed less storage space.
4.1.12 Beginnings of a 'modern Bhutan' ruled from dzongs

The third king Jigrne Dorji Wangchuck (r. 1952-72) followed up with reforms
and brought back the focus on dzong building. Bhutan was divided into several
Dzongkhags with equal responsibilities of ruling the surrounding districts, and
new dzongs were built in the south. The King governed from Paro for a while,
but he initiated an extensive rebuilding of Tashicha dzong which was completed
in 1969. The government was then established in Thimphu on a permanent basis.
Events of national importance, however, are still taking place in Punakha dzong.
In 1952, it was thus the venue of the 1st National Assembly, the Tshongdu.
The fourth King Jigme Senge Wangchuck (r. 1972-) is also carrying out extensive
reforms which include measures reducing his own powers. The National
Assembly is now housed in a new building complex in Thimphu.'j6 and it is
gaining in importance with a decentralized network of representatives being
elected locally. The government system is also being decentralized. Today the
amount of Dzongkhags are twenty, and they are all headed by Dzongdags, being
in principle of equal rank.'."
New dzongs are now also being built in the inner Himalayan belt. Tashiyangtse
has recently got a new dzong, and a new dzong is being built for Chukha
Dzongkhag at Simakoti. The major undertaking of the present king has been the
rebuilding of Punakha dzong.
4-1-13 Conclusions regarding the hierarchy of dzongs
As described above, the dzongs used to have varying status. though I have never

seen this expressed as clearly in Bhutan as at it was described at the Gyantse
Dzong Museum in Tibet. Here the information was given that there used to be
dzongs of five categories in Tibet. These varied in size from the most important
'royal'. victory dz0ngs.1~~
to the large and middle sized ones. to the outlying- barh o n g ~ . "down
~
to the small dzongs. The Dzongpons received their payment
according to the importance of their d~ong.'~O

Seeber has traced the network of forts in Lower Mustang, and he distinguishes
between their various functions such as those for local refuge, the major castles,
the trade control points and the small observation towers.Is1
As described in chapter 3.2, the palace of Lo was built on the plains down in
the valley, a location which resembles that of the two main Bhutanese dzongs
serving as palaces, Punakha and Tashichi).
This chapter describes that there were certainly dzongs protecting the trade
routes in Bhutan, but in general it seems as if these were full-fledged dzongs
with a monk body and administrative responsibilities for the surrounding area in
addition to controlling the movements along the routes.
The Bhutanese dzongs may have served as what Seeber calls 'refuge castles',
However, I have not
employed in times o f war by neighbouring ~illagers."~
come across references to villagers seeking protection in the dzongs.
In Bhutan some o f the ta dzongs may have served as observation towers, but
towers away from the dzongs are not included in this study.lS3
Along the southern border there were several border check posts such as Buxa
described above which were supplemented by stockades in times of war.
Towards the Tibetan borders there were also check posts, but to my knowledge
there are no visual records o f these.
The nagtsangs which housed the Dungkhag administrations are also not included
in this thesis. As explained above, these buildings were like small compact
dzongs. They were also often referred to as dzongs, but in general 1 assume
they were not sacred enclosures still if there are exceptions to such a general
pattern.Is4
The research on fortresses in Mustang, suggests they may have had inter-castle
communication via bronze mirrors using sun-rays to communicate between
In Bhutan most o f the dzongs were built in commanding positions, but
such a communication system directly between them would not be possible.'56
However, messages may certainly have been submitted in wartime, and one
option i s that the old Norwegian system o f submitting smoke signals from hill
tops may have been in use, smoke signals being suggested as an alternative way
of communicating in Mustang.'"
For Bhutan I suggest the following hierarchy existed between the dzongs until
the first half of the 20th century:
Punakha was the most important o f all dzongs, followed by Tashicho and
Wangdi. These were closely followed by the three dzongs administered by
Penlops; Dagana, Paro and Tongsa. The dzongs of Jakar, Zhemgang, Lhuentse,
Zhongar, Tashiyangste and Tashigang, were also ruled by Dzongpons, who
did not have the same privileges as the Dzongpons of Punakha, Tashicho and
War~gdi.'~"

severalof the dzongs closer to the borders may also have been administered by
Dzongp6ns, but they were generally subject to one of the Penlops. To the north
were Druk Yul, Lingshi and Gasa (and possibly Choso in Lunana). and to the
south Chukha, Ha, Tsangbi, Daling, Dhumdzong and Dewangiri.
However, the status of those in charge of the dzongs varied through history.
When Ugyen Wangchuck was installed as the 'Hereditary Maharaja'159of
Bhutan in 1907, the document signed on the occasion reflects the position at that
time in history of those signing. Within the first grade are Je Khenpo, the four
main Lopons, Zhung Dronyer and Deb Zimpon, as well as the three Penlops of
Tongsa, Paro and Dagana, and the Dzongpons of Thimphu, Punakha and Wangdi.
Among those of second grade we find the DzongpOns of Druk Yul, Jakar,
Zhongar, Tashigang, Lhuentse and Zhemgang. Others are the Ha Dungpa,Iw the
'Tarpon' of Gasa, and the Lingshi 'Nyerpa'.I6'
Gasa and Lingshi was thus at this stage ruled by oficers of low grade only. Gasa
became an independent Dzongkhag only in the early 1990s, which may explain
why this dzong has kept its old fortress typology.
The hierarchical pattern drawn above must thus be seen in a historical perspective. All the Dzongdags in charge of the 'outlying' districts have gained in importance and refer directly to the central government today.
Zhabdrung's first dzong Simtokha, was of course important, but it functioned
as a monastery after Tashicho dzong was established. Due to the imponance it
gained as Zhabdrung's main dzong, Punakha has maintained its position as the
most important of all dzongs. However, the main political centre of today is in
Tashicho dzong.
Both Paro and Tongsa dzongs grew in importance during the 18th and 19th
centuries, due to the increasing local independence and the solid income gained
by the Penlops in these vast districts. However, when Bhutan was divided into
several Dzongkhags under the third king, these dzongs are headed by Dzongdags
ruling their local districts only. The same is the case with Dagana dzong, but
while the title of Dagana Penlop was abolished by the second king, Paro and
Tongsa Penlop are being used as honorific titles within the royal family today.
4.1.14 Conclusions regarding phases in the dzong building

This chapter has described how the dzongs were linked to historical
developments. The extensive dzong building which took place from the 17th
century onwards may be divided into the following main phases:
P H A S E 1 : Z H A B D R I I N G ' S D Z O N G S B l i l L T BEFORE 1651

This includes the early era of Zhabdrung in Bhutan, and how his rule was first
established in the two valleys of Thim and Thed. Before Zhabdrung's demise in
about 165 1, he had consolidated the rule in western Bhutan.

PHASE 2: D Z O N G S BCIl1.T B E F O R E 1700. <:ONSOLIDATION AND
EXPANSION

In this period the dzongs of phase I were extended, and large areas towards
the east came under the rule of the Drukpa Kargyudpas. Bhutan also expanded
towards the south and the south-west, but large parts of these areas were annexed
by the British during the Duar war 1864-5. The rule was also consolidated by the
building of hrther dzongs and the Dungkhag nagtsangs, and the peak period was
during the rule of Tenzing Rabgye (r. 1680-95).
PHASE 3: 1700-1900

The 18th century experienced growing instability, but also peaceful periods such
as during the 13th Desi, Shenrap Wangchuck (r. 1744-63). Some dzongs were
improved, and in 1773 the new Tashichb dzong was built to replace the old one
after a fire.
The 19th century, however, experienced long periods of unrest and also the Duar
war 1 864-5. The Dzongpbns and Penlops ruled quite independently from their
dzongs, and they were also fighting each other. The dzongs had to be repaired
frequently, and new dzongs were not built.
PHASE 4: M O N A R C H Y AND T H E N E W D Z O N G S O F T H E 2OTH
CENTCIRY

With the monarchy established in 1907, the first kings saw the strong Dzongpons
as potential threats to their rule. The role of dzongs were thus reduced, and they
rather focused on building palaces.
The third king revitalized the old system of ruling the regions from dzongs, and
the old hierarchy between dzongs was in principle abolished, except for Punakha
and Tashicho dzongs which both are designated special roles. Today the twenty
Dzongdags rule one Dzongkhag each and answer directly to the central government, however, many of the old borders between the districts are maintained.
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1 A localsaying in the area of Paro, western Bhutan, according to Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi who now
livesinPare. personal communications in Oslo, June 2002

2 For an outline of

Bhutan's history, see chapter 1.1.2.6 and the Chronology in Annexes.

'Ardussi, 1977:288 and 342 n.21
1 have for instance not been able to identify some of the dmng listed by Nado (1986). and another
is found in the British sources which describes the remains o f a fort at the top of Dorju-la
between Thirnphu and Punakha. See Rennie, (1866)1970:80
1986:174 and 184 n.20. His camp is described in Cacella's report from Bhutan in 1627. See
also Baillie, 1999
6kdussispells their full names: "Rta-mgo Rdo-rje-gdan and Lcags-ri Rdo-rje-gdan". Ardussi, 1977:
121. Drukpa Kunleg's son Ngawang Tenzin restored Tango in about 1570, and his son ( 1574-16431
4) was recognized as Phajo's reincarnation. Tango and ChBi were known as "... Rdo-rje-gdan-paw.
0p.cit. p. 132-3.
'~ccordin~
to Pomrnaret (1990: 159) Chari was built in 1619, but it appears likely that he extended
the earlier establishment described by Ardussi.

'~rdussigives the names of the Newar craftsmen: "Ma-ni, Ma-yang, Dza-ti-pha-la, A-mi-pha-la and
Mangala-bkra-shis. the last of whom was an acknowledged master blacksmith." Ibid, p.246 He also
informs that the entire amount o f silver expended on the project i s said to have been supplied by king
Padrna (i.e. P r h ) NBrByan of Cooch Bihar. The amount o f silver was 792 khulsrang. Ibid, p.275
n.160.
'O

lbid, p.245-6
Ibid, p.245 n. 158
For Padma Karpo's texts on arc - see Lo Bue, 1997

l2

l3Ardussi.

op.cit. p.244-5

14

In 1735 Chari was destroyed by a fire during the ongoing civil war. The fire might have been
caused by arson. Ibid. 492 n. 177
l5

For further information on Simtokha dzong see chapter 4.2, case I
Spelt: bsron 'dzm 'brug rgyas

17

Tenzin Drukgyal had entered Ralung monastery as a child, and was one of Zhabdrung's early
Tibetan associates.
I8

Ardussi. op.cit. p.286

19

20
21

For further information on Punakha dzong see chapter 4.2. case 2.
For further infonnation on TashichB dzong see chapter 4.2, case 3.
The origin of this practice of dual capitalscalnot be precisely dated. Ardussi. op.cit. p.266 n.108

22

Ark. 1976:616. arid repeated in his ph.D: "This seaonal arrangement was determined by the
patternof transhumance which still causes some of the Wmg people of Thimphu to migrate to the
warmer valley of sPu-na-kha for tlie winter months." Aris, 1979221
23

Ardussi. op.cit, p.266n.108. Regarding the Indian traditions and their rain retreats during the

monsoon. see lihosla ( 1979:7) and Nagao ( 1980)
A consequence o f this semi-sedentary system is that the borders of'l.himphu Dzongkhag include
parts of Punakha valley. The farmers may thus carry out the shining and pay their taxes within the
same Dzongkhag.
24

Aris, 1979:221
Ibid. p.224
27Ardussi,op.cit. p.236 This war inspired the New Year rituals introduced at Punakha dzong which
are described in chapter 2.4.5

''For further information on Paro dzong see chapter 4.2. case 4.
See chapter 3.2.7
30 ~
~Wangchuck
a
~ wasi followed by both his son. Mipham C'hogyal ( 1543-1604). and his grandson.
Tenpa Nyima (1567-1619), who was Zhabdrung's father. Tenpa Nyima also tathered a son in the
'I'ongsa district, Tenzin Drukdra who was Zhabdrung's half brother and the 2nd Desi (r. 1656-1667).
Aris, op.cit. p.320 n. 106

" Ardussi. op.cit. p.240. Nado (1986) gives the year o f 1644.
l'

Ibid. p.237

" I have not

visited this dzong niyselt but Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi has carried out research locally
and written a paper on Dagana dzong. He thus explained his findings Ior me in the 2nd interview.
There is also a photo o f Dagana dzong in this interview, see Annexes.
" 2nd

interview. note I1

Ibid. note II.l'he sources for this information arc Druk Namgyal's namthar and the karchag of
Dagana dzong. Ardussi (1977:237) dates the Dagana campaign to 1650. Nado (1986) writes that the
dzong was built in 1651.
I6 ~rdussi.op. cit. p.237
" Ardussi. op.cit.,

p.29 1

JB

According to Ardussi these three dzongs were collectively referred to as the gdun sa gzhunggsurn.
and each o f them was administered by a Rdzong dpon, though the ternis Rd-ong &in and Rdzong
bdug were occasionally used. Ibid, p.29 1
3

',Spelt: p/r)~~gs
kj81spyr hb.'The ofiice o f Spyi-bla (i.e. spj.1

'I bla mu) was originally monastic. and
its roots go hack to earlier centuries in Tibet when Spyi-bla had been appointed to broadly oversee
sectarian matters and probably collect donations from afiiliated hermitages in large outlying districts
where formal administration was politically impossible or economically un.justitied. Ibid, p.291-2

40 Ibid.

'l

Ibid. p.344 n. 32

'" Ibid.

45

p.292

p.292-3

Ardussi. op.cit. p.243. 'This is Ardussi's translation of Tsang Klianchzn (gtsurrg mkhun chcn).
b.1s p i n chrrr po 'idbyarigs, vo1.5. f. 146.a-b.The biography was written in 1674.

46,4krI met Ardussi at the IA'TS 2000 in Leiden. we had an emailexchange clarifying parts of
Bhutan's history, this refers to information given in an e-mail to me, 19.07.2000
4 7 ~ r dop.cit.
~ ~ ~p.236-7.
i,
See also Aris, op.cit. p.228
Both Ardussi and Aris, passim
4 9 ~ h ethen 5th Dalai Lama died, this was kept secret from 1682 to 16%. Ardussi, op.cit. p.385

lbid, 246-7

54 Sarkar,

1980

5 5 ~ hinfluence
e
by the Gelug order in this part o f Bhutan is also visible today. When Ivisited the
main temple in Merak in 1993. the Gelug founder. Tsongkhapa was depicted in the wall paintings
next to Zhabdrung. Tsongkhapa was here given the most prominent place in the centre with
Zhabdrung on his upper leA side.
"~arkarcalls him Geshe Lodre Gyatso. Merak Lama was the 4th reincarnationo f a local &lug
lineage with scattered temples in the area and a main monastery in Merak. Sarkar, op.cit. p.5-8 and
Aris spells his name Me-rag Bla-ma Blo-gros ffiya-mtsho. See Aris 1979 and 1980.
"~arkarwrites that there had ..... once stood the palace of one o f the Tawang kings.." Op.cit. p.8
"Tawang was constructed between the two invasions o f Bhutan by the Tibetans and Mongols sent
by the 5th Dalai Lama. Ibid, p. ll
59 Ibid, p.9. Apparently the

monks at Tawang spent the warm summer months at Tsona.

lbid, p. l 0
Ibid, p.41

6'
62

Aris (1979:107) writes that the Gelugpas converted some of their monasteries in this area
into dzongs. However. according to Sarkar's account it appears a if some of them were new
Wnstructions.
61
64

Sarkar, op.cit. p.35
Ark. 1980:15. Aris comments in his notes to the manslation of the Dalai Lama's edict of 1680. that

it "...wasnot only a statement of deeds accomplished. but also one of future policy and intention."

Ibid, p.20
65

The Dalai Lama's edict of 1680 proclaimed that the Mon Yul corridor formed a part of Tibet. but

it was ceded to British India in 3914. Today it i s a part of the Indian state Arunachal Radesh. See

chapter I.1.2. note I2.
~ r i s1986:
,
103
67

6.9

Ibid. p. 103

Aris also lists a dzong named 'bsTi-mu-la', which he i s not able to identifq - not me either. His
reasonfor this discussion is that the dzongs are referred to in one of his Sources. the L0 WWs,
as new
constnJctions.See Aris. 1979:320 n. 106

'"A photo by SheriR from 1949 published by Aris ( 1994a:4 1 1. shows the dzong had been badly
maintained afer the photo shown here from 1933 (lig.7a) was taken. It has recently been restored and
'beautified' as visible in fig.7b.
7001schak. 1979:38-9. Maps o f this path are also included here. and i t connects Bumthang and 'rang
valley with Lhuentse and Tasliiyangtse.
7'

Ardussi, op.cil. p.300

7'

Ibid. p300

7'The old'Tasliiyangste d ~ o ~was
i g not fortified when I was there in 1992. A new dzong has recently
been built by the village o f Tashiyangtse, which incorporates a monk body in line with the dzong
tradition.

75

Nado. 1986

"Rose. 1990:60. The title o f Chogyal is the equivalent o f a Ilharma Raja.
77 See

chapter 1.1.2.4

" By the end o f 19th century the Dzongplins had largely been replaced by so-called Kazis who appointed Mandals as their local subordinates. Rose. op.cit. p.63. Note the parallel here lo the lwelve
dzong districts o f Gungthang. see the introductory quote to chapter 3.2 and note I .
79 1

have so h r searched in vain for information on the dzongs o f Sikkim.

l'he term 'Duar' may be related to tlie English 'door'. Aris writes that the term applied in texts is
las sgo (lit. work -door). which carries the sense o f a border mart near the fool of a pass.
Aris, 1979:l l 0
'l

Collister. 1987:62. Referring to Pemberton's report.
White, op.cit. p.268
Sollie o f tlie British reports relers to this as Dhumsong. I t was situated at an altitude of about 5.000
feet according to Eden. ( 1865)1972:58

84

85

I have found one reference to this dzong in L)zongkha. spelt: brda lrng - JBS. vo1.212000 p.82 In
the British reports it is called e~therDellarncotta. Darlincote or Darling. It was situated at an altitude
o f about 3.000 feet according to Eden. Ib~d,p.59

ado. 1986
87 ~

a ~ t aJones
i n together with a great many o f his troop died o f malaria. Aris. 1982: 17

Eden, op.cit. p.65

'"Rennie. op.cit. p. 169-70
Published in Aris. op.cit. p. 16

' Eden. op.cit. p.58
During this campaign 120 Rhutanese soldiers who had surrendered were slaughtered.Collister
calls i t a shameful incident. Collister. 1987: 127

9'

U A drawing showing the

inside of such a stockade from 1865 is published in Aris, 1994a:65

% ~ r i sop.
. cit. p. 1 12
White. op.cit. p.280

91have not found

informationon when these two dzongs were built, but assume this may have taken
place in this period.
lWspelt:gsang sbe, according to JBS 20001vol2, p.82. A Bhutanese map spells the name Sangbay
dzong.
Rennie, op.cit. p.80

1°'

Io2
Spelt: dpag

bsam kha

l u ~ h eBuxa border station was drawn by Ruggles in 1865, which i s used to exemplify the
architecture of southern Bhutan in chapter 4.4.

Pichard. 1988
I0'~hapchawas presumably abolished in line with most other Dungkhags in the middle of the 20th
century. and the building i s in a dilapidated state today.
Io8~obji
dzong was possibly also a Dungkhag at this stage.
109

This area i s called Wangdiphodrang in line with the name initially given to Wangdi dzong. which
designated the dzong as a palace. same as the early names given Simtokha and Punakha dzongs.
110

See the drawing of the towering bridge building drawn by Davis in chapter 3.1.3.

"l Aris.

l''

1979:229

Ardussi. 1999:45
Ibid. p.45

114

Shar means east and was the name given to the area just east of Wangdi dzong, forming the eastem part of today's Wangdiphodrang Dzongkhag.
llS

Garston had been appointed by his father to control the three districts of "...gDung. klad and
sDong". according to Aris, 1986: 118 n.21. Ofthese only Had may be located toby, being the area 01'
Ha in western Bhutan neighbouring Sikkim.
116

The family in charge of Wacan dzong was alleys orzhabdn~ng,and during the first Tibetan
invasion shortly atter his arrival i westem Bhutan he sought refuge in Wacan . Aris. 1979:212
117

According to personal colnmunications with Tandin Dorji who grew up in this area, during 1ATS
2000 in Leiden.

119

According to Aris the monk body at Wangdi dzong was formerly a branch of the head community
Punakhadzong. Aris. 1979:221

12'

Ardussi, 1977:433
Ibid, p.435
Ibid, p.439
Ibid. p.446
Ibid. p.522

Aris 1982:50. Aris gathered extracts from Davis' Bhutan Journal in his Ck~vsofhledievol
Bhutan.

Ibid, p.50
Ibid. p.50
I2"his is vividly described by Patrick French in Yo~mnghrrsbartd.London 1995:237. He also describes
the looting o f the dzong and Palkhor ChOede by the British soldiers.
See iioward, 1995a
13'

Ardussi in an e-mail to me 19.07.2000

13'

Eden et al. p. 101-2

13'

Aris 1994a:64
Ibid. p.66
Ardussi in an e-mail to me 19.07.2000

'j5

'l6
DEI'ED, 1991:68. See also Ura, op.cit. p.131, and Nado (1986) who writes that he followed the
system o f his late father in this respect.
l"

Ura. op.cit. p. l 19-39

138

The King had as many as three palaces built, and the main 'architect' for these seems to have been
his father in-law. See the 1st interview with Shingkhar Lam. These palaces were Kuenga Rabten,
Sarndrup Chbling and Domkhar.
Ura. 1905:130-1. For information on Dasho Shingkar l.am see his profile in the Annexes

'j9

140

The Bhutanese titles are here mainly written a by Karma Ura. I do not have the original spellings
in Dzongkha or ChokC.
14'

Ura. op.cit. p. 130

14'

DEPED7. 1992:42

14'

Ibid. p. 130

1 4 5 Ibid.

p. 89

I4"This is situated across the river next to Tashichi\ dzong, in a coniplex initially built for SAARC.
'j7The administrative level below the Dzongkhag is called a gewog. and there was a total of 196
such gewogs in 1996.

"8

Spelt: rpul r&mg

149Spelt: mrha ' dzong

I!olnformation wrinen at the Gyantse Dzong Museum. I visited this museum in November 1996, and
this text was translated by Ms.Tsomo, my guide and translator from the Academy of Social Sciences
in Lhasa.

Is3 One example of such structures may be the ruins of a minor border f o m s s towards Phari photographed by Gansser. See Olschak 1979

Is4F0rexample the Dungkhag of Prakhar in Bumthang has a kemar.

Is6'Thelocation of Gasa dzong. however. is interesting in such a perspective, since it is seen as far
away a the pass. Dochula between Thimphu and Punakha (see the photo in chapter 1.1 ). Other
dzongs are also visible at long distances.
IJ7Seeber,op.cit. p.85
I5'see Nado, 1986
'59 white,

(1909)1992:226

I6'lbid. p.227. Ha Dungpa became a hereditary title within the Dorji family. Ugyen Kazi was the firs1
incubent followed by his son Sonam Tobgye who served as a Prime Minister, titled Gongzim.
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Ibid. p.227. The titles may refer to the horse master of Gasa and the store master of Lingshi.

4.2 Introduction to case studies of selected dzongs
"Much do we deligkr in seeing rhe greutness qj'ozrr kingdom
imogrdforrh in rhe splendorrr of ottr ptrlace. "

Quolc from a lctlcr to Lhc palace archilcct at Kaienna
on bshall'of king 1'heodol.i~(455-526 AC)I

The main purpose with these case studies i s to determine the chronology of the
architectural developments in the dzongs, and to put these changes into their
historical context. However, the following four case studies do not provide
entirely 'symmetrical' information on the selected dzongs. Two of the cases,
namely those o f Punakha and Tashichb dzongs, are more comprehensive in
their approach than the other two. The main reason for this is that they are the
two most important o f all Bhutanese dzongs, with Punakha ranging highest in
the hierarchy. Punakha and Tashicho used to be the seats o f the government,
which alternated between them on a seasonal basis. They were also built as
Zhabdrung's palaces. Zhabdrung's ambitions were thus displayed in his dzongs
in line with the quotation above. Chapter 2.5 also explained how the greatness of
the Buddhist Pala kings o f Bengal were displayed in the magnitude of the monasteries they initiated.
The British missions who prepared visual images o f dzongs during their visits
from 1783 onwards, always documented Punakha and Tashicho, and they wrote
much more on these dzongs in their reports than on others visited more briefly, i f
visited at all. The sources on these dzongs are thus the most comprehensive, also
the Bhutanese sources. They are also the dzongs I know the best.
Information on the architecture are presented within the framework of historical
developments. and when available, information on the building processes are
also included.
To detennine the chronology o f changes has been of utmost importance. and
some confusing information in the prevailing sources required clarification especially in the case o f Tashicho dzong.
Simtokha dzong i s o f special interest being Zhabdrung's very first dzong,
and Paro dzong was documented just before and after a devastating fire, thus
providing information on how rebuilding used to be executed. The dzong cases
are presented in a chronological order.
The case studies include information on:
the site, and also its early history and eventual myths when available,

(he landscape setting
the overall outline of the building complexes
(he main buildings such as the central temple tower, the utsd and also
the Kunrey
architectural elements, mainly the entrances, rabsels, windows and roofs
m conclusions on the typology, chronology and architectural changes
In the following chapters this information will be discussed in a comparative
~erspectivealso with other dzongs, concluding on chronology and typological
developments.
m

.

0

NOTES
I. Martin S. Briggs in The Atrhrtect in History, 1974:48
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4.2.1 Simtokha dzong

Simtokha was Zhabdrung's tirst dzong, and the literal nieaning o f its name is
'Palace o f the profound meaning o f the secret tantras'.' It was built between
1629-30,?when Thimphu valley was known as Thini. The Lhapa order was presumably ruling parts o f the valley at that time from their old stronghold of Do
Ngon dzong, in between the Drukpa Kargyud establishments o f Tango, Chari
and Simtokha. The Lhapa order as well as other religious groups called 'the five
groups of lamas', opposed the expansion o f Zhabdrung's influence which the
building o f Simtokha dzong represented. This may also explain why Simtokha
was built as a defensive settlement, and its scale seems to have been larger than
that of Do Ngon dzong,-' thus displaying Zhabdrung's ambitions.
Simtokha dzong was attacked in 1634, and was left in a wrecked condition.
However, it was repaired at some stage, and a major renovation was recorded in
the 1660s. In the meantime Tashicho dzong had been establishedjust seven kilometres up the valley by Do Ngon dzong, and has ever since been one of Bhutan's
two major dzongs, alternating with Punakha. This establishment changed the role
of Simtokha dzong, and it seems to have been mainly a monastery the following
centuries. In recent years the Rigney School used the dzong premises, and today
i t is again a monastery.
Simtokha dzong i s selected for this case study for two main reasons. As
Zhabdrung's first dzong it was designated a significant role in supporting his
growing ambitions of expanding his area of influence, which will be explained
below. Zhabdrung's religious-political intentions are thus reflected both in his
choice o f site and in the overall architecture. The other reason i s that Simtokha
for centuries has received little attention and has thus not been drastically altered
as Tashicho dzong has been. Today's buildings may provide crucial information
on the early dzong architecture.

Particulars of the site
Zhabdrung had built the monastery of Chtiri about a decade earlier in the upper
part of Thim valley, close to Tango.' Zhabdrung thus linked his first establishment to that of Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's descendents who were among his earliest, faithful supporters. Simtokha was built in the very opposite end of the Thin1
valley to Tango and Chari (see the map IO), and I suggest this may have been an
intentional choice in line with the prevailing belief in geoniancy. According to
such principles explained in chapter 2,' one may pin down ones area of influence
by building chortens and temples in crucial places. Si~ntokhawas placed in a
key spot, above the confluence o f two rivers. Zhabdrung's influence would have

Fig ISlmtokha dzong overlook~ng[he Th~mphuvalley

been further enhanced by his famous ability to perform magic, based on 'the
profound meaning of the secret t a n t r a ~ 'also
, ~ the name of this first dzong. I tllus
suggest that the dzong marked Zhabdrung's power in the landscape.
The Lhapas were subdued accordingly, and a few years later in 164 1, they surrendered and handed over Do Ngon dzong to Zhabdrung and his allies.'
Sirntokha's site was also selected for strategic reasons. It was placed on a commanding ridge with steep slopes on three sides, overlooking the ancient trade
route connecting east and west. Geomantic auspiciousness was thus combined
with strategic advantage.
The construction period: 1629-30
In 1629 Zhabdrung laid the foundations of the dzong. Ardussi writes that

"...much of the labour for this was performed by expatriate Tibetan monks and
that the enterprise was constantly harassed by armed assaults of local opponents.
Poison-tipped arrows and catapults were used in the fighting in addition to efforts of diverting water and food supplies from his camp."'
Thanks to the efforts by the Drukpa Kargyudpa followers the attacks were suecessfully countered, and the local resistance temporarily di~sipated.~
According
fO Druk Karpo the construction process was accompanied by religious sermons
conducted by Zhabdrung They worked on the construction at daytime, and
sat at the sermons at night alld worked while in meditation. 1 About one year
later the monastery structure with its twelve outbuildings was completed, and

nlap 10 'Thim valley in the 17th ccnliir).

a consecration ceremony was conducted by Zhabdrung himself and his main

teacher Lhawang Lodro." However, more years were needed to complete the
monastery'simages and paintings.I2
The attack of 1634

The local opponents sought a coalition with the Tibetan authorities, and in
1634 an invasion force reached Paro, Gasa and the Thim valley. Both Chki and
Simtokha dzong were attacked.I3
Ardussi writes that the only noteworthy Tibetan accomplishment of the war was
the capture and looting of Simtokha dzong, but "...at the very moment of success disaster struck. For while the monastery was being plundered a quantity of
gunpowder went off, and the burning wreckage is said to have collapsed on the
invading soldiers and killed them to a man. The remainder of the Tibetan force,
supposedly unfamiliar with firearms, panicked at this misfortune and was routed
back through Mgar-sa and out of the country, though some were imprisoned."14
The Drukpa Kargyudpas thus claimed ultimate victory,lk with the previous
invasion of 161 9.
After this attack Zhabdrung was left without his fortified monastery, and Ardussi
suggests this may have been the principal objective of the invasion all along.I6
According to Aris the dzong was attacked again and captured during the MongolTibetan invasion of 1649. The dzong was released when the troops retreated after
having been seriously defeated in Paro.17This indicates the dzong had been repaired again by 1649 after the disaster of 1634.
Rebuilding in 1671

The 3rd Desi, Minjur Tenpa (r. 1668-80) directed the rebuilding of Simtokha in
1671, and according to Ardussi new images for its temples were completed three
years later.I8
It is very likely that Simtokha at this stage was rebuilt in accordance with its
original structure. The evaluation of other rebuilding processes in this thesis,
indicates that though the timber structure was seriously damaged. the dzong was
rebuilt by utilizing the remaining foundations and solid walls.I9 In the case of
Sirntokha there is an additional argument supporting this assumption. The fact
that Zhabdrung himself played such a significant role in this construction, would
imbue a deep respect.20This is especially applicable to the central temple-strutture, the utsd.?'
During his reign the 4th Desi, Tenzin Rabgye (r. 1680-95), consecrated three hundred slate carvings of Buddhist saints and divinities. These were placed around
the four sides of the utsd, and they "...are said to have emitted nectar while being
consecrated."22These carvings impressed White when he visited in 1905, and
he noted that "...instead of the usual row of prayer-wheels, we found a row of
square slabs of dark slate, carved in low relief with pictures of saints and holy

men. It was a wonderful collection of different types, with no monotonous repetition of the same fig~re.."'~
A row of prayer wheels has later been placed (or
replaced) around the utse, with the carved slates behind.
According to Aris Zhabdrung's reincarnation, J igme Drakpa ( 1 724-6 1 ) donatednew wall paintings in 1753."'
Later developments
Next time we hear of Simtokha in my sources is in 1774, when Bogle witnessed
an insurrection during his visit. Simtokha was then captured by opponents of the
ruling Desi for some time, and Bogle commented that Simtokha was not really
f~rtified.'~
During Turner's mission in 1783 they passed below Simtokha, and he recorded
that "...we saw an extensive monastery above Symtoka."*"
In the last part of the 19th century Jigrne Namgyel, former Desi and father of
Bhutan's first king, settled in Si~ntokhawhen he retired and lived until he died in
188 1 ."
The impacts of either the 17 14 and 1897 earthquakes are not known. White visited Simtokha in 1905 and Bell in 1910, both took photographs. White noted that
the dzong looked old, and "...is not in very good repair.""
In 1961 Simtokha was selected to accommodate the Rigney School in charge of
training Dzongkha teachers, and about two hundred teachers and staff lived in
the dzong. Such a use was hard on the old building complex, and to some extent
it also implied a use detrimental to the sanctity of Zhabdrung's dzong. Last time
I visited Simtokha in 1999, the dzong was again a monastery.
Details of the building complex
Pierre Pichard made an assessment of the condition of the dzong in 1990 for
Unesco, and proposed conservation measures. In his report Pichard highlights the
historical significance of the dzong, which is increased by the fact that it has kept
'~
it was wrecked in 1634, the buildings as such may
its original d e ~ i g n . Knowing
not be all that original, but as discussed above it is most likely that they were extremely considerate when it was rebuilt, especially in relation to the architecture
of the temple.

Today's coniplex forms a rectangle about 70 by 60 meters."' The only entrance
is from a walled area on the upper, southern side of the building c ~ m p l e x . ~ '
When entering one first passes four huge prayer wheels, and is then faced by the
entrance to the central temple tower, the utse. This building is surrounded by a
courtyard with space for circurnambulation, the doshe, which also provides sonle
extra space by the entrance. Two parallel, steep flights of wooden stairs lead into
the utsd, while the courtyard is surrounded by galleries allowing for access to the
two floors of the surrounding buildings.

pichard comments that the foundations seem to have been carefully made, possibly down to the bed rock.'? The walls are made of roughly dressed stones in mud
mortar. The stones are rather small in size and locally available." The outer face
is tapered regularly - the thickness decreases from bottom to top. The roof structure may generally be described as quite simple gabled roofs.
A close look at Bell's photo (fig.4) shows a wooden staircase leading up to the
main entrance door in the outer wall. This may initially have been like a simple
drawbridge, such as the one on Do Ngon dzong.I4 The solid entrance of today
dates from the 20th century.
Details of the utsC
In the utsC are the holiest temples and sacred objects, and it is likely that the
present temple has been kept much as it was when it was built initially in 162930 - at least it may represent the rebuilding of 167 l .
The utse has three floors and is shaped like a twelve-comered mandala (fig.2),
which is in line with Shingkhar Lam's statement that in temples it is of utmost
importance to follow the mandala pattern.35The overall measurement is about 25
by 28 meters, and it is thus not exactly a square, but quite close.
Like the three-dimensional mandala, it is a triple storeyed building. Pichard describes the overall structure as a timber framework of pillars, beams and joists.
Parts of the main temple hall on the ground floor cover partly two stories in order
to accommodate the huge sculptures in the main shrine towards the north. There
is also a kind of mezzanine arrangement in the two floors, with central openings
under the top pinnacle. Two huge pillars support the upper floor level, reaching
as much as 7 metres (see fig.3).
The central space in the temple also served as the Kunrey. This is a square with
sides of about 15 meters, and is a version of what Shingkhar Lam calls the most
beautiful space - a regular square, here with 12 pillars.I6
The roof of the utse is a double layered, dranyim roof. The lower roof level is
longer than the upper level, and as such it is an adjustment of the regular dranyim
roof where both layers normally run the full length. As such it may be an early
version of the type of roof called the jamthog. The lower level of this roof is
partly extended in order to cover the entrance and the shrine.
The ridge is oriented west-east, and the gable ends are covered by chenkheps,
su b-roofs.
In the middle of the ridge is placed a small, so-called 'golden roof - square in
shape, and above this jabzhi there is a serthog. In the four corners of the jabzhi
are fixed what may be the chun ju patra. the 'water-drainage-sculpture'."
The 'golden roof' is set on a square base about 2 meters above roof level, and
about 2,5 meters high. The 'golden roof thus extends about 1/10 the length of
the roof below.

2 Overall layv~11
plan I)ra\\ ~ n b)
g I'lcllard. 1990

The east-west orientation ofthe ridge implies it follows the sliol.test side of the
square, a solitlion providing the niost impressive architecture from the entrance.
A gyaltshen is fixed above the main shrine in the northern end.
In general the roof has a flying appearance, and there is only a vely nnrsow row
of stones above the kemar. Pichard writes that the third storey o f the tower, the
very upper flool-, sepresents an open space under the roof willlout walls, \vindo\+s
and partitions, where the openness caters for a very good natural ventilation and
thus good conditions for the timber structi~re.'~

œ: of trusses are typically designed as a perpendicular pattern of posts and
beams, working on bending and compression without triangulation. The posts are
up (0 4,5 metres high, and some of the main horizontal beams are more than 16
metres long.'YThe whole system is mostly stabilized by its own weight, although
wind bracing is provided by long horizontal pieces of wood going through the
posts. These trusses support purlins and rafters, on which the roof was originally
made of pine shingles, today replaced by corrugated iron sheets. The same kind
of framework and roof is used on the enclosure buildings.40
Details of the enclosure buildings

The outbuildings all have gable roofs, pragmatically adapted along the narrowest
part of the buildings. The enclosure is generally two stories high above the inner
courtyard. However, Pichard writes that "...it seems that the enclosure building
was designed with a single story at the level of the courtyard, the upper floor being an open space under the roof, without walls, windows and partitions, exactly
as the third storey of the tower. In that case, the upper row of windows at the top
of the west, north and east face are not ~riginal."~'
This floor has been closed in
with walls, windows and internal partition arrangements, while the original openness may be seen in the section (fig. 3), where the part above the entrance has an
open roof structure above the ground floor.
Pichard thus proposed this upper floor be restored to its original appearance,
which would also have the advantage of a better conservation of timber through
the improvement of natural ventilation. The upper floor has been added on in order to accommodate more monks or students, and Pichard writes that on special
occasions monks have also been accommodated in the upper floor of the utse,
but the Bhutanese expressed uneasiness about this a~~angernent.~'
The enclosure also has further floors below the courtyard level, and these spaces
were used as storage, with provisions for defensive action having loopholes in
the outer walls. ITAB describes two protecting towers, both of which seem to

Fig. 3 Sectloll through the whole dzong complex. Drawing by Pichard. 1%

big. 4 1he d ~ o n gseen Iron1
south-nesl w ~ t hthe entrdnce
Bell, 1910 In A r a , 1994a

Fig. 5 1hc south-eastcm 51dco f the d ~ o n gW h l ~ e .1905 In Wh~te.
1914

have been widened by some four meters in earlier times.'" ITAB also notes the
rebuilding of a portion of the wall which collapsed in 1974.44

Conclusion:
The layout pattern of the dzong is possibly much in accordance with how it was
built initially, and the utse in particular may have been kept much as it was during Zhabdrung's time. The utse has beautiful proportions, closely resembling a
three-dimensional mandala.
The courtyard surrounding the utse provides space for circu~nambulation,but the
space is evenly distributed without a defined space for gathering.
The enclosure is formed by twelve outbuildings, which may have changed
more than the utse. The height of these buildings is less than that of the utse.
and initially there may have been only one floor above courtyard level. 111the

l-~g.6 a d i d h. I he c n t r a l ~ elu llir uI,e

from the rnncr coun! ard rr 1111a ncll-prtrportlonecl entablature a b m e ~ l i c l u d ~ n g
~ r ~ p llaec r e d boo ( 1999)

Iloflll-\+iesrernpan tllere is \rhat Illay have been a corner tower with a defensive
function.The corners tob,ards the south-west and south-east are also structurall~'
defined baildings, and Illay llave been defensive corner towers in the past.
towards the courvard, and funller floors
Tile enclosure buildillgs
brlo\r1the courtyard level \vith various stores alld loopholes in the walls for de-

fence.
The only entrance may have been arranged as a drawbridge. In this southern end
o f the dzong there is a flat walled-in space reached via a gateway, but this may
have been a quite recent arrangement.
The dzong is thus clearly both a sacred enclosure and a fortified monastery, with
an architecture strictly based on the mandala concept.

NOTES
I Spelt: gsongs

ngug zah d6n pho hrong

Ardussi. 1977: 2 18. He comments [hat Ninnala Das gives the erroneous date o f 1627 in licr book
The Dragon Country (l974), an error repeated in several sources. Op.cit. p.261 11.71.1628-9 is give11
in ITAR. 1990:63

' In case 4.2.3 Tashichd dzong. fig. 3 illustrates the rebuilt Do Ngon dzong/Dechen Phodrang in 1783.
"See chapter 3 for inforniation regarding Phajo Drugom Zhigpo and the early Drukpa Kargyud establishments.
See chapters 2.2.9 and 2.2.16
'See chapter 2.3.6

'See case Tashicho dzong for further information in this context.

Ibid, p.2 I 8
'O~ado.1986. This reveals elements o f a supernatural building process - see chapter 2.
l ' Spelt: Lha dbang hlo gros. tie was a renowned scholar who had studied under the famous
Kargyudpa hierarch Pema Karpo. and Zhabdrung had been identified as Pema Karpo's reincarnalion.
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Ardussi. op.cit. p.2 18

l 3 Ibid. p.219. Ardussi writes that Bunithang niay also have been attacked this time. which indicates
that Zhabdrung's following in that area may have bcen strong in 1634. or that the Tibetans believed
it to be so.

IJ Ibid. p.219-20. l i e adds that almost certainly the gunpowder had been leH by thc visiting
Portuguese Jesuits Cabral and Cacella seven years earlier. Op. cit. p.262 n.78 and 79
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In Aris (1979: 195) there is a printing error giving 1530 as the y c x for this atlack. On p.219 the
year is given as 1634. The year of construction is specified as 1629. Ibid. p.2 18
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lbid. p.220
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Ibid. p.227

Ardussi. op.cit. p.302. Das writes incorrectly that the dzong was rebuilt by Zhabdrung hi~nselfal
this time. Das. 1974:66

''see especially case 4.2.4, PUO dzong
202ndinterview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi
21 See c s e

TashichB dzong where the lamas resisted changes in t k ube when the &tong was rebuilt
in the 1960s.

23 White, op.cit. p. 137

"Aris, op.cit. p.28. Jigme Drakpa was ZZt~abdrung'sfirst mind incarnation

" ~ r i s ,op. cit. p.70

In Pichard's repod the entrance is specified to be from the soutli, and according to the site plan
slightly south-south-east.The entrance is specified to be from the east in ITAB. 1993:64-7. 1 have not
checked this information with a compass, but Pichard's registrations appears to be the most thorough
of the two.
32 pichard adds that: "For the time being there are no sign of foundation defaults, save for a few
differential settlements under wooden pillars. However, road construction and other changes in the
surrounding landscape have triggered landslides around the exterior walls - threatening the wall stability." Ibid. p.7-8.

Pichard specifies the stones to be mica-schist. Ibid, p.6
j4see fig.3 in case TashichO dzong.
"3rd interview with Shingkhar Lam
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Shingkhar Lam says that 'four pillars and eight beams' gives the mosl beautihl shape. 'This is thus
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the 3rd interview with Shingkhar Lam.
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3rd interview with Shingkhar Lam.
Pichard. op.cit. p. l I
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The posts are around 28 cm. square, and the main horizontal beanis have a section around 34 by 13
cm. Ibid. p.6-7
40 lbid, p.7
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Ibid. p.3
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4.2.2 Dechen Phodrang or Punakha dzong
Dechen Phodrang means the 'Palace of Great Bliss', but today it is mainly referredto as Punakha dzong. The construction started in 1637, and a few miles
furtherdown the valley Wangdi was built the following year.
Punakha dzong was to become the most sacred and thus the most important of
all Zhabdrung's dzongs. It was built in what may have been the most vigorous period of his rule as the residence for himself, his court and the monks, and
thus the primary seat of the government at that time. In the 1640s a system of
'alternating monastic seats' were established, and the government stayed about
six months in each of Punakha and Thimphu dzongs - a system which was maintained until the 20th century.
The government functions at the national level are now permanently located
in Tashich6 dzong in Thimphu, whilst the seasonal migration between the two
dzongs is maintained by the monk body.
Particulars of the site
The dzong is situated by the confluence of the two rivers MO Chu and PO Chu,'
and is as such a geomantic power place. Behind the site to the north there is
also a hill which is described as being shaped as the back of an elephant. which
is a good omen (fig. 1). According to legend the site had been blessed by Guru
Rimpoche in the 8th century, and he had prophesied that a man named Namgyel,
being Zhabdrung's real name, would come and build a fortress on the site.?
In addition to these arguments. other reasons supported the choice. This location
has given the dzong a commanding, strategic position in the valley. The choice of
site appears to have been unique in the Bhutanese context, since this was the first
dzong to my knowledge built on flat land in the bottom of a valley. However,
the move of fortresses down from hilltops and ridges was also taking place in
other parts of the Himalayas.) There were presumably several reasons for this
choice. Probable considerations may have been a wish for the dzong to be more
accessible for the population, increased expectations in terms of comfort, and
the rivers catered for easy access to water, both for water supply and hygiene, as
well as providing protection. The easy water supply may certainly have been a
concern for Zhabdrung, since the Tibetans had captured Simtokha dzong a few
Years earlier by blocking the water supply during their siege.
The point of making the dzong accessible is underlined by the fact that Punakha
was the first dzong to provide a large scale internal courtyard for the performance of public rituals such as cham dances during the tsechu. In the context of
the annual tsechu celebrations which took place from 1646 onward^,^ the promotion of spiritual welfare and nation-building went hand in hand. Interestingly,
Just by the dzong entrance is there a chorten where Zhabdrung's law is inscribed,

carved on slates forming the kemar visible in figs. 3 and 4.
Building on a close to flat site may also have simplitied the construction of such
an ambitious, large scale project.
Early history and the Dzongchung temple
Aris writes that Punakha dzong was built on an entirely new site,%whilst other
sources writes there was an early temple from the 14th century. The latter i s
quite likely, since the presence o f such an old religious establishment would
have added to the auspiciousness o f the site. The temple is situated just outside
the dzong entrance, and i s called the Dzongchung - the small dzong." It has
played a significant role in the history o f the dzong which i s also reflected in its
architecture. This will thus be explained quite much in detail below.
Legend says that Ngagi Rinchen7came to Punakha in the 14th century searching
for the spirit o f his deceased ~notlierwhich had been trapped within a huge stone.
He meditated in a cave to the north-east o f the present dzong, where there i s still
a temple today. At some stage the stone with the trapped spirit was broken,'and
the soul o f Ngagi Rinchen's mother was liberated.9Down at the confluence of
the M OChu and Pho Chu a teniple was built in order to comnlemorate this event
in 1328 according to Po~nmaret,'"or in 1374 according to an article in h'uensel."
Druk Kat.po tells that Zhabdrung went on tour to Thed in the I Ith Rabju~lgof tile

Fire Bull year o f 1637, and set up his camp at the confluence of the Pho and M0

Chu.I2
Another Bhutanese source tells that Zhabdrung may have lived in the
Dzongchung before Punakha dzong was built.I3and according to Nirmala Das
it was Zhabdrung who installed the statue of the Jowo in this temple. Das also
writes that it was in front of this Jowo statue that the legendary master carpenter,
zow Balip, was made to sleep when he conceived the design of the new dzong in
a dream (more on this below).14
According to Das did Zhabdrung build the Dzongchung before the large h n g
was built, and here the connection to Ngagi Rinchen is not mentioned.I5 What
is fact and what is myth regarding the early establishment on this site, is not
possible to say with the prevailing knowledge. However, it is most likely that this
'key-spot' by the confluence did have an early religious establishment. What was
there from before 1637 may have been rebuilt or extended by Zhabdrung.
Developments of the Dzongchung
On the small hill to the left of the dzong entrance in Davis' drawing of 1783
(tig.2), is shown what may have been a chorten or a small Ihakhang. At the
British Library I traced a photo of the Dzongchung from the 1920s (fig.3).I6
This shows a small temple on a mound, and its roof is oriented east-west just as
the structure in Davis' drawing referred to above. In this photo the building has
been extended towards the south. Below the lhakhang to the right is the chorten
where Zhabdrung's law is written. Interestingly, the chorten is here crowned by a
serthog, and the Dzongchung only with a gyaltshen."
Fig.4 shows the Dzongchung in 1988, and the only change from the 1920s
appears to be the roof which has been turned in the other direction. From being
a double-layered, dranyim roof oriented east-west, it had acquired a roof with a
jamthog oriented north-south.
During the flood of 1994 the sacred Jowo statue and the temple miraculously

Fig. 2 (iateway of Poonaha . the only entrance to the dzong Dav~s.1783

Mg.3 The Uzongchu~~g
with
the bridge aarass (tie P h s river
to the right. &)alley. In the 1920s
(010C - see note 16)

Fig. 4 rhc Uzungchung 111 198B

Fig.5 The Dzongchung in 1998

avoided destruction. The wall beneath the statue was washed away, but the Jowo
remained safe and sound. This was seen as a major sign symbolising how the
Jowo in fact protects the whole dzong, and after this event the temple underwent
extensive changes. It was extended towards the east and south, and underpinned
with very solid retaining walls to protect it from future threats from the river.
Most significantly, the Dzongchung was provided with a triple-layered, golden
roof crowned by a serthog, the highest of all in the hierarchy of roofs (fig.5). The
Dzongchung and its Jowo sculpture has thus gained immensely in importance,
which is reflected especially in the roofs - today equalling the roof of the utse.
The strategic position of the dzong
It is important to explain how the landscape setting of the dzong used to be,
since this has changed considerably after the flood in 1994. Today only the MO
river runs close to the dzong, while the course of the Pho river has been diverted
further east (fig. 1 ).
Initially the two rivers met in a sharp, triangular shaped confluence, and provided thus a strategically advantageous position. The landscape setting with the
two rivers formed a natural water-moat around three of the dzong walls. When
Turner's mission visited Punakha in 1783, he described the dzong as "...situated
on the point of a peninsula, washed on both ~ i d e s , "visible
'~
in Davis' watercolour (fig.6).Here we also see that three tower like bastions had been built to the
east. south and west of the dzong on the opposite sides of the rivers.
The river pattern in the early 20th century is visible in fig.7." In 1905 White
recorded that the dzong was surrounded by unfordable water on three sides, and

on "...the only land side the fort is protected by a massive masonry wall, built
from river to river, commanding the open plain, which the enemy would have
to cross to approach the Jong. There are two strongly defended gateways in the
A wall with battlements had been built initially in 1637-8." Davis' drawing

(fig.2) shows a wall at the northern end, but the scale of this appears quite identical to the wall which is there today. However, there may have been stronger battlements further north.
Being situated by the confluence of two powerful rivers has caused severe threats
to the dzong several times through history. A flood is recorded to have taken
place in 1835, and this was said to have been caused by the then Zhabdrung who
had taken a dislike to Punakha." Floods were not only natural disasters; it was
strongly believed that they were karmic retribution. This is especially clear in the
account of a flood in 19 15, an incident which Aris refers to as a retaliation. The
speech incarnation of Zhabdrung was Je Khenpo at the time, and he "...had used
his position to gain access to the embalmed corpse of the founding Shabdrung
in Punakha. He removed a small part of the body as a talisman for his own use.
The gods wreaked their revenge firstly by sending down a big flood in 1915 that
carried away the bridges at Punakha, and then in 19 18 by causing an epidemic
that swept through the ~ountry."'~
A glacier lake burst high up in the Himalayas from where the Pho river originates

in 1994, creating a dangerous flood and the river suddenly altered its course and
broke through to the MO river just above the Dzongchung as described above.
However, when the flood ceded the river continued to tlow above the dzong,
which was then situated on an island. A similar situation was photographed in
the 1960s (fig.9).24The threat from the river was thus imminent, which was also
underlined by the fact that its auspicious setting ubove the confluence was lost.
Something drastic had to be done, and Punakha was filled with a vast amount of
labourers who worked intensely for months building new river protections. They
succeeded in diverting the river, forcing the Pho river away from the dzong, but
the setting was thus also altered.

On the bridges and bridge towers
The bridges of Punakha dzong seenis to have been directly integrated in the
dzong complex. Today this pattern has changed, since the new suspension bridge
crossing the MO river ends up outside the fiont wall by the dzong. and the PI10
river has recently been diverted as described above. Davis' drawings and old
photographs show clearly that the previous two old bridges both were connected
directly to the area in font of the dzong, within the northern wall.
Most people would approach the dzong via the bridges. People from Wangdi
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and Shar would come via the Pho river bridge, and via the MO river came people
from Thimphu and the western side of the valley.
The bridge on the Pho river side as it was in 1783 is visible in figs. 6 and 10."
Then the bridge was connected to large buildings on each side, which may have
been the ones recorded built between 1 720-30.'6 On the dzong side it appears as
if there were two tower-structures built together and connected to the cantilevered, covered bridge. On the opposite side there is another substantial tower connected to a lower building. Such towers could be manned, and the bridge defended when necessary. The bridge across the MO river was not drawn in 1783, but
may have been quite identical, since this is the case in the later visual sources.
The bridges of the early 20th century are shown in several photos (figs. 1 1, 12,
13 and 14), and White described them as "...two substantial cantilever bridges,
strengthened by strong gateways of heavy timber studded with iron, with strong
defensive towers at each end, through which the roadway runs."*' However, the

towers connected to the Pho river bridge are smaller in the early 20th century
than in 1783.
~ ~ bridges
t h are covered and connected to triple storeyed tower-like buildings
at both sides. By comparing Bell's photo of 1910 (fig. 1 I ) with Bailey's of 1922
(fig.l4),one sees that the simple cantilevered rabsel above the western gateway
has been replaced by a more decorative structure. In Bailey's photos, three of the
bridge-towers have been provided with kemars, which are not visible in earlier
photos. The bridge towers may have been damaged by a flood of 19 15, which according to Aris carried away the bridges." When rebuilt, they were presumably
provided with the kemars. The bridge tower by the Dzongchung (fig.3) had no
kemar in the 1920s, which may indicate that this was saved by the flood.
In Peissel's photo of the 1960s (fig.9) both the old bridges seem to be still in
use, but it is not possible to see if all the four bridge towers were intact then.
Today only one of them remains. and new suspension bridges have replaced
the old ones. The bridges were clearly of great importance for a dzong on a site
like this, and they had to be defended. Today the bridges are only means for
communication, however, there are plans for rebuilding one of the old ones.
Punakha dzong in 1637-8; the initial construction

The creation of Punakha dzong is described in a myth related to a carpenter,
Zow Balip fell
Zow Balip, a legend in line with other divine making proce~ses.'~
asleep at Zhabdrung's feet and dreamt about the future dzong. When he woke
up, he related that he had seen an impressive building complex with many fine
details, and he explained how it should be, level by level. Zhabdrung explained
that he wanted space for many monks, and Zow Balip asked why. because at that
time Zhabdrung had only few followers. Zhabdrung explained that very soon
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there would be many."'
A craftsman such as Zow Balip would, like artisans in general, carly out his
work according to their knowledge o f the typology in question. He would have
been familiar with Simtokha dzong and the niandala ideals, and plan the dzong
in close cooperation with Zhabdrung. What Zow Balip may have lacked of
theoretical knowledge, was catered for by the ruler himself. On conipletion Zow
Balip was acknowledged for his works. According to Das he was given the title
o f 'Tubizo'."

Ardussiwrites that the dzong was founded on the 8th day of the 8th month, of
the Fire Ox year, i.e. the autumn of 1637.j2According to Aris the dzong was designed to accommodate 600 monks, and the first of these were transferred from
Chhri. By the end of Zhabdrung's reign the state monks who lived there numbered more than 360.j3
A college for philosophical logic was established with the best possible teachers,
thanks to the many great scholars from various Buddhist schools who sought refuge here from the suppression by the Gelugpas in Tibet.34This college still exists
today.
I have not come across specific references to the overall lay-out for the first
dzong buildings, but Ardussi writes that the structure as "...originally laid out
included an assembly hall ('dus-khang) for 600 monks, shrines for the worship
ofAvalokitesvara and Prajna-paramit%,cells for resident monks and yogins, and
mandala rooms for ordinary rituals and the all-important destructive rites against
enemies. The enclosing wall had a single large pillared entry way and several
tiers of battlements, beyond which were planted fruit and vegetable gardens."3s
The visual images from 1783 show a compact, rectangular dzong with a towering
utse in the centre maintaining the three-dimensional mandala typology. This
general pattern may have been established from the very beginning, but possibly
on a smaller scale. The assembly hall, the Kunrey (or Dukhang) called the hall of
'one hundred pillars' may have been there from the very beginning, still if it is
credited to Tenzin Drugdra, who became the 2nd Desi (r. 1656-1667).
There is no information on the labour and how the works were organized, except
for the information in Zhabdrung's namthar which describes the supernatural
assistance provided during construction. The local spirits facilitated the works,
thus underlining Zhabdrung's divine powers.jb However, other assistance was
surely also required, and Ardussi writes that: "Almost certainly it involved the
conscription of hundreds of peasants, possibly also of slaves from lowland areas
along the Indian frontier."j7 Workshops were most likely established, and several
craftsmen gathered in addition to all the labourers.
Events and construction activities before 1651
Already in 1639 the dzong was attacked by Tibetan troops supported by 'the five
group of lamas', but the Bhutanese claimed victory attributed to Zhabdrung's
magical powers.38Next attack came in 1644, and this time it was the 5th Dalai
Lama who lost to the victorious Drukpas. Several Tibetan officers were taken
prisoner, and Aris writes that before their release the Tibetan commanders had
to make a public display of submission to Zhabdrung, enthroned in full state at
Punakha. They were compelled to deliver him in person their captured weapons
and amour which were placed in the temple dedicated to the guardian deities.j9

This temple, the Gonkhang. was built in 1645 to commemorate the firs1 defeat of
the Tibetan Gelugpas. A chief artisan named Tulku Rdzing was in charge of the
teniple works, and he is described by Ardussi as a 'renowned architect'.'') Tulku
Rdzing was summoned from Tibet especially for this purpose, where he had
gained recognition for his work under the Karmapa hierarch." The Gijnkhang
was consecrated in 1646 and named 'the great shrine of the protective lord victorious over enemie~',~'
and in this context the annual celebrations with rites and
dances were inaugurated in order to ensure the destruction of future enemies.43
The temple was dedicated to Mahakala, and the captured armoury was kept there
and exhibited during the New Year festival which was soon to be e~tablished.~~
Another war was launched by the Tibetans in 1648. Punakha dzong was besieged, but when rumour spread of how an assault had been repulsed in Paro,
panic set in and the defeat was clear. This war inspired the New Year rituals,
which was like a manifestation of Zhabdrung's rule. It was attended by envoys
from all Bhutan, and the government's share of taxes were donated on this occasion.
There was an impressive spectacle wherein the three regional governors of Paro,
Tongsa and Dagana entered via the front staircase to the dzong - at the same
time. Here the architecture was adapted to the ritual, since the gateway is reached
via a staircase divided in three parts, visible in Davis' drawing of the entrance
(fig.2).45The event still took place in the 20th century, and has been described by
Shingkhar Lam as follows; "By meticulous planning, the representatives of the
Penlops of Tongsa, Dagana and Paro would arrive simultaneously at the magnificent cantilever bridge of Punakha. From there, they would march and ascend
three wooden staircases and go into the dzong at the same time."46
But who used which staircase? Apparently Dagana Penlop used the middle
section, Paro Penlop the left one, and Tongsa Penlop the right one. The reason
why Dagana Penlop was given the highest rank on this occasion, appears to
have been that he was the one who brought the most valued items of taxes in
kind, such as rhino horns and elephant tusks from the south. Tongsa Penlop was
ranked second, and Paro third.47
Shingkhar Lam describes the offerings from Tongsa Penlop, which he took
part in organising himself. About one hundred porters were required to c a m
"...clothes, paper, butter, pots and pans, a milk churner, a wooden bucket,
incense, yarns of various colours for ritual decoration, yathra (woollen textile),
pangkhep (cotton textile) etc."4s
To this day, actors dressed in the costumes of the victorious soldiers, act out an
extensive part of the New Year tsechu rituals in Punakha which celebrate the
Tibetan defeat and the ascendancy of the Drukpa Kargyudpa's rule in huta an."
They are called pazaps, and are selected from the 'eight villages of Wang', who
where Zhabdrung's early supporters.

Death of the Zhabdrung and his subsequent position
The period after the Tibetan defeat of 1648 was also a time for remorse, and
Zhabdrung himself started the construction of a memorial chorten at Punakha,
dedicated to the soldiers on both sides who had died in the fighting.50From this
time onwards, he delegated state matters to others. He later went into retreat and
may have passed away in 165 1, but his demise was kept secret for a very long
time. After 165 1 Zhabdrung was attended to as if he was in retreat for the next
half century and more.
The powers of the first, founding Zhabdrung are maintained. His corpse was
and still is, attended to in the dzong by its own chamberlain titled the Machen
Zimp~n.~'
The belief in his spiritual and magical powers was maintained, and during the
internal strife and civil wars of the 18th and 19th centuries, none of the parties
wanted to or dared disturb Zhabdrung. Aris writes that "...the besieging troops
are said to have always allowed the state monks to remove the Shabdrung's
remains and other sacred objects to safety before setting fire to the d ~ o n g . " ~ ~
His presence is still felt in Bhutan, and before assuming their offices, both
the kings and the Je Khenpos are required to come to his room to take the
blessing^.'^
Constructions and projects between 1651 and 1783
The 2nd Desi, Tenzin Drugdra may have built the Kunrey during his reign or
earlier. He also built a temple where the retiring head abbots, the Je Khenpos,
. ~ ~ then onwards they
spend some time before they leave the D r a t ~ h a n gFrom
are not permitted to return to the dzong before they die. They are cremated in
Punakha dzong, and their final rites are performed here.
In 1666 Tenzin Drugdra started the grand project of preparing a complete edition
of the Kanjur. This was in 108 volumes and printed in golden ink on indigo
paper. It was completed in 1674 after his death, and became one of the most
important treasures of P ~ n a k h a . ~ '
Tenzin Drugdra also established workshops for the building of tashichumang
chortens. and these were completed in 1 670.56Aris suggests that one of these
chortens was built in memory of Zhabdrung, and that this indicates that an inner
circle knew he had diedS7
Ardussi writes that the 3rd Desi Minyur Tenpa (r. 1667-80) undertook the construction "...of the central tower residence for the Zhabs-drung Rh-PO-the
at Punakha (Rtse 'i gzinl &hang dbu rise chen r n ~ ) . . "However.
~~
I presume
that a central utsd had been built during the initial construction of l637 as the
Zhabdrung's residence. The construction referred to here may thus be a rebuilding or an extension. The word given above - Rfie 'i, means either the whole or the
upper Parts of the central tower. After Minjur Tenpa had started the works on the

gilded roof, internal strife led to his downfall, and the building was left incomplete. Gyaltsab and Desi Tenzin Rabgye (r. 1680-94) thus carried out the remaining works early in his reign, employing Nepalese artisans." It was consecrated in
1681.
Tenzin Rabgye's elaborate coronation ceremony took place in the dzong, and
Ardussi describes it as "...an opulence of style and royal drama probably not
witnessed in Bhutan since the time of Ngag-dbang-rnam-rgya1.''60
Tenzin Rabgye had a large thongdrel made for the dzong, which was to be displayed on the utse wall during the new year tsechu. The works on this huge
applique hanging took place between 1689-91, and were fashioned by his chief
artist Drakpa Gyamtsho." Its consecration in 1692 was an occasion of national
celebration. Ardussi tells "...that two blind women, brought to the festivities from
their homes many miles distant, regained their eyesight in its presence, and this
miracle gained for the hanging a measure of faithful reverence to rival even the
great Jo-bo image of Avalokitesvara at Lha~a."~"
Tenzin Rabgye's most ambitious project was that he wanted to build a replica
near Punakha dzong of the great Kumbum of Gyantse. He sent some Nyingmapa
agents to Tibet in 169 1 in order to prepare sketches and measurements. However,
the grandiose project was never actually begun, and Ardussi comments that
"...the scheme itself is worth noting as a measure of his ambition."63
It is not known how the earthquake of 17 14 hit the dzong, or how it was affected
by 'the Bhutanese civil war', but in line with the description above the respect
and fear of Zhabdrung's powers may have protected the dzong to some extent
during the troubled times.
During the long and prosperous reign of the 13th Desi, Shenrap Wangchuck
(r. 1744 - 63), Punakha thrived from generous donations. At the very start he
built a temple in the dzong to offer his thanks for the victory in an internal revolt
against him. Golden statues of the Buddha, Guru Rimpoche and Zhabdrung were
installed in the temple, but later moved to the Kunrey.'*
It may have been a fire" or earthquake damages which made Shenrap
Wangchuck rebuild the utse again, but the project may also have been executed
due to the merit and prestige connected to such an undertaking. The construction of the new great golden roof is recorded to have been his principal achieveArdussi writes that early in 1753 an elaborate funding ceremony took
place, and from then onwards "... 134 wood and metal craftsmen, many of them
Nepalese, worked continuously until 1756, when the structure was forlnally dedicated.""'
They were now on good terms with the Tibetans, who provided altogether about
ten percent of the total costs of this project, including "...bullion for the gilding
of the dome.."" The works were consecrated during the new year tsechu of 1756.
Ardussi writes that Shenrap Wangchuck made a large appliquk hanging of

~~alokitesvara
and various image^.^ Das writes that he donated a thongdrel of
Zhabdrung which is displayed for the public once a year.'('
The British mission and dating of the dzong drawn in 1783

Turner's mission spent a few days in Punakha in 1783, and Davis drew his
impressions.Aris writes that; "Three years before the mission which Davis
took part in the building burnt down, and what we see here is the restoration of
c. 1781 .""
However, this categorical statement requires a discussion. One question is why
such a devastating fire is not mentioned by either Turner or Davis? If Aris'
information is correct, it implies that both the dzong projects of Thimphu and
Punakha had been carried out within a decade. Since the strenuous works on
Tashicho dzong built in 1773 are discussed in the British sources, it appears likely that another contemporary grand scale works on Punakha dzong would have
been mentioned as well. When this is not the case, I wonder what 'burnt down'
may have implied? How extensive was the damage? One way to find some clues
is to compare Davis' drawings of both Punakha and Thimphu in order to see if
the two dzongs are much the same - which would have been quite likely if they
had been built within the same decade.
In his report Turner described a close similarity in the exterior form and
appearance of Punakha and Tashicho dzongs, but Punakha "...is rather more
spacious and extensive."''
The elongated shape makes Punakha dzong look very impressive, and it appears
fortress like with openings only high above the ground level. The height difference between the inner courtyard and the surrounding landscape is about two
to three floors. determining the high walls, providing strategic advantages. This
height difference may have been man-made, since the original site most likely
was close to flat. The outer walls of Tashicho dzong, on the other hand, seems to
have had more and lower openings (see the next case study of Tashicho dzong,
figs.6 and 14). When the site works carried out in Tashich6 was less extensive
than in Punakha, it may be due to a later date of construction.
Another interesting difference between the two dzongs are the kemars. In
Punakha the kemars were narrow compared to the wider ones in Tashicho.
The southern entrance in Tashichti looks very similar to the entrance of Punakha
- it even has three parallel stairs (which significance was explained below). With
these dzongs being like 'twin' establishments, 1 suggest this entrance in Tashicho
may have been intentionally made to look like the one in Punakha - rather than
indicating they were built at the same time. As visible in other examples of
quite new entrances in 1 783,73the staircases also serving like drawbridges were
outdated by that time.'J
On the basis of this discussion 1 conclude that the fire of 1781 mentioned by
Aris. may have caused only limited damage to the dzong since Punakha appears
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to be on older building than Tashicho dzong which was completely new at that
time. built in 1773.
Davis' drawings tells that the entrance to the dzong was from the north, which
would be a functional solution in the chosen strategical setting. Fig.2 shows the
only entrance with a flight of steps leading to an entrance portico covered by
Tibetan styled textile hangings.
The entrance is marked by an elevated roof crowned by a jabzhi-shaped gilded
top and possibly a serthog. This top roof, however, is significantly smaller than
that of the utse towering behind. The utse has a double layered roof with a dome
and a serthog. The corners are elevated, and may have been decorated with
something like the water-drainage sculpture, the ch1rt1j u parra. The roofs are
otherwise the usual pitched type with some hipped corners, except for the roof
above the Kunrey in the southern end, which has a dranyim roof crowned by a
gyaltshen (fig. 10).

We know nothing of the interior of 1783 since the mission were not allowed to
enter the dzong. Turner writes that the Desi "...has lavished large sums upon it:
and 1 am told its decorations are much more costly than those of any other of his
palaces. I was greatly mortified and disappointed, in not being permitted to see
the inside of the palace; a stem porter kept the inner entrance; ... We had not the
same dificulty in gaining access to the gardens which were extensive, and well
The dzong was rebuilt again and again in the years to come, but we have no
further visual sources of the dzong before the early 20th century.
The dzong between 1783 and 1905

The dzong was damaged by several fires in this period, listed by Aris to have
taken place in 1798, 1802, 1831 and 1849, "...mainly as a result of the practically
continuous civil conflict of this period."76Das has slightly differing dates; 1789,
1792, 1800 and 1831.77Certainly fires were a constant threat to the dzong, but it
was continuously rebuilt.
Aris writes that after the fire in 1849 "...the summons went out from the centre
to Tongsa to provide labour for the reconstruction of Punakha Dzong which had
been burnt down. Jigme Nalngyel set off with the P6nlop to oversee the large
numbers conscripted from Bumthang and Mangdelung for this purpose. ... All
the chief magnates and their followers were gathered at P ~ n a k h a . "ITAB
~ ~ writes
that in "... 1849 the Desi repaired the dzong to its present state."79
Eden's mission forced their way to Punakha early in 1864," and since they
brought camera equipment with them, I was disappointed not to find any photos
from Punakha in the archives in London. One may speculate if the general atmosphere was so tense during their stay that they avoided photographing.
The mission was told to set up camp on the edge of the small peninsula south
of the dzong. By placing their camp in this position the Bhutanese displayed
strategical insight, and were in full control of their whereabouts. However, in his
report Eden displays complete lack of esteem for the Bhutanese skill in strategical planning.8'On the dzong he writes that "...it would be difficult to conceive a
place so ill-adapted for defence. He was not impressed by the building cornpiex itself either, still if he only saw it from the outside. The dzong is described
as "...a shabby, straggling, mean, tumble-down pile, very dirty and ill-kept."83
He also writes that; "The garden of which Turner speaks in such eulogistic terms
has now no existence; everything about the place is gone to ruin and decay during the Deat internal struggles for place which have for so many years convulsed
the country. Scarcely a house was to be seen in the neighbourhood of the Palace,
though there were the outer shells of many destroyed from time to time in the
struggles to obtain possession of the fort."84

Forty years later, in 1905, Ugyen Wangchuck was knighted by the British, and
he became the first hereditary king and was coronated in 1907. These ceremonies took place in Punakha dzong, and the British Political Officer to Sikkim,
J.C.White attended both. White was followed by further British missions, and
we have thus several photos and written accounts of Punakha dzong from this
point on.
The architecture o f the dzong in the early 20th century

White recorded in 1905 that the "...main entrance in Poo~iakhais approached
by a steep flight of wooden steps about 20 feet in height, which in time of
emergency can be easily removed, leading to the gateway, a massive wooden
structure, easily closed, and invariably shut at night."B5
About the main utse he wrote that it is situated at the south end of the first
square, and it is a square building "...about 40 feet at the base and 80 feet high."86
In military terms he describes the courtyard as flanked on all sides by two-storeyed buildings used as residences by the lay officials. The utsC is described as
the citadel, and beyond it "...there is another court, also surrounded by doublestoreyed dwellings, ... Next comes another and smaller court, within which, to
the south, stands the second and smaller citadel, enclosed by more building^."^'
The 'smaller citadel' seems to have been the Machen Lhakhang, since the
Kunrey is not as slim and high as one would expect a citadel to be. In the photo
of the early 20th century (fig. I I) Machen Lhakhang appears quite like the building documented in 1991 before being dismantled (fig. 23). It had a dranyim
roof with a small jabzhi on top with a serthog. The same was the case with the
Kunrey (fig. ).
In 1905 the architecture of the entrance had lost a bit of its former splendour. The
former extra jabzhi roof with a serthog above the entrance in 1783 (fig.2) was
not there any more. Only a gyaltshen was centrally placed on the ridge (fig.I I ).
The utse, however. had beconie more impressive than before, with a triple
layered roof, of which the two upper layers seem to be gilded (fig. I I).
White also recorded that a "...great deal of damage was done by the earthquake
of 1897, and many of the frescoes were seriously injured by having large strips
of plaster shaken off..,"sBbut there is no mention of damages to the buildings.
The dzong had been through several fires and battles in the previo~~s
century, but
in spite of all repairs, in 1905 it is still quite similar to its appearance in 1783.
Punakha dzong during the monarchy

When the 1st king was installed in the dzong in 1907, he initiated several
religious works." The coronation of the second king, Jigme Wangchuck. took
place in Punakha in 1927, and the king donated lavish gifts such as a new goldell
finial for the roof in memory of his father. He also supplied gold for regilding
the faces of the Buddhist deities in all the chapels.'* As may be seen from the

the regilding was done without changing the appearance of the roofs. On
Bailey's photo of 1922 (fig. 15) is there only a gyaltshen on top of the utsd. This
may have been replaced by a new serthog on this occasion.
With the establishment of the monarchy, the religious and historical significance
of punakha as the main dzong was maintained, and the state monastic
establishment was based here and in Thimphu, but the government shifted
between other places.
During the 3rd king (r. 1952-72) the government was established in 'Thimphu on a
permanent basis. Events of national importance, however, are still taking place in
Punakha dzong. In 1952, it was thus the venue of the I st National Assembly, the
Tshongdu.
In 1974 Das described the dzong as being in a bad state.9' A few new
constructions took place in the following years, but a major renovation process
started only after the fire in 1986.

The fire of 1986 and the subsequent rebuilding
In 1986 the south-western corner of the dzong was severely damaged by a fire.
Investigations suggest the fire was caused by an electrical fault.Y'The condition
of the whole dzong was surveyed after the fire, and it was found that even though
the adjacent Kunrey and lhakhangs had been saved, there were severe damages
caused by earlier earthquakes and decay of the wooden structures. A government
report described the damages as "...severe cracks, penetrating the entire thickness
of the walls, bulking inward and outward of external stone walls as well as in tilt~~
the Kunrey was found
ing and sinking of wooden frame s t r u c t ~ r e s . "Especially
to be effected to a point of near collapse. The conclusion was that the Kunrey
and the Machen Lhakhang would have to be dismantled and rebuilt. First priority
was given the Machen Lhakhang due to its outstanding importance. The Kunrey
was to be phase two, and the fire damaged wing with the Je Khenpo's quarters
the third. Phase four was to include general repairs of the whole complex and
especially improvements of the toilet facilities. instalment of water supply and
Today most of these works are
sewerage systems and proper ele~trification.~~
completed, and a new solution for the kitchen as been introduced. In order to prevent fires, the kitchen has been built outside the dzong on the western side by the
river (fig.28). The Indian Government is providing the funds for these works.'5
I had the opportunity to follow this rebuilding p r o ~ e s sSeveral
.~
workshops were
established outside the dzong in the southern end, and a breach in the dzong
wall was established to facilitate transportation (fig.27a). The rebuilding also
encountered problems such as the concrete beam which resulted in a collapse
(fig.27b).07This rebuilding process raises several issues related to conservation
of historical monuments, which is discussed in chapter 6.2.

Fig. 16 Seen from soulli-uesl bekre Ihc tile In I986 (DFI'ED6. 194 1 )
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A note on the amount of monks

According to Aris had the target of 600 monks been reached by the reign of
Tenzin Rabgye, "...and has remained fairly constant ever since."* However,
accordingto other sources, the number was not maintained - rather extensively
increased. Turner writes that in Tashicha dzong where the monks of Punakha
spent the summers, the monks numbered 1,500.99White noted from his mission
in 1905, that the Dratshang lamas of Punakha dzong numbered about 3,000.Im
However, if this was the case, the amount of monks would eventually have been
reduced to the half during the 20th century. The amount of 1,500 monks given
by Turner is identical to the number of monks shifting between Thimphu and
Punakha today.lO'It thus appears most plausible that the dzong had been enlarged
from its initial design for 600 monks to accommodate 1,500 monks by 1783. a
number which may have been maintained later.
Conclusions drawn from the historical sources
This review of the early history tells that Punakha dzong was an ambitious
project, and craftsmen and artists from both Tibet and Nepal were engaged in the
building process as early as the 17th century.
An important function of the dzong was to be Zhabdrung's palace, and after
his demise his corpse was attended to and at some stage placed in the Machen
Lhakhang. When Machen Lhakhang was built is not known to me, however,
this building has parallels to the mausoleums of the Dalai Lamas at the Potala
palace in Lhasa - with one important difference: In Potala each Dalai Lama gets
a mausoleum of a size reflecting his importance, while in Punakha there is only
one 'mausoleum', the Machen Lhakhang of Zhabdrung himself, not his later reincarnations.
It is also interesting that a kumbum like the one in Gyantse was planned next
to the dzong in the 1690s still if not built, and according to textual sources the
thongdrel displayed during the New Year ritual, rivalled even the Buddha sculpture called the Jowo in the Jokhang temple in Lhasa.
The legacy of donating funds to sculptures and 'beautification' of the golden
roofs has been maintained all through the dzong's history.

Conclusions related to typological changes
l ~ dzong
e
represents a development of the typology from the snlaller. square
lay-out of Sinitokha to the rectangular plan of Punakha, still maintaining the
mandala concept.
In the Bhutanese context it was the first known dzong to be built on flat land
down in the valley ( 1637). and it was the first to provide a courtyard for public
festivals and rituals within the walls. These rituals take place in the first. 'outer'
coultyard one arrives at when entering, which is also where the Dzonguag

oftices are.
The dzong may be described as having three courtyards, but the middle one is
very narrow and forms a part of the southern, 'inner' part for the monk body.
Earlier the administrative staff used to live within the dzong, but today there
are only offices. This functional change has taken place without altering the
architecture.
Conclusions regarding architectural changes and chronology:lo2
T H E L.ANL)SCAPE S E T T I N G :

In 1783 the dzong was protected by the rivers on three sides, supported by three
bastions flanking the dzong walls on the opposite river banks. The northern end
was guarded by a wall with several tiers of battlements. Two bridges provided
access to the dzong from east and west. Extensive buildings were connected to
the covered bridge across the Pho river. (The MO river bridge was not drawn.)
In the early 20th century the three bastions were not seen, and the buildings
connected to the bridges were less extensive. Three of the bridge-towers received
kemars, presumably after the flood in 1915, and then the 'defence' rabsels were
removed and replaced with more elaborate ones.
In 2000 the Pho river has been diverted away from the dzong, and the old
bridge on this side is not there any more. Only one bridge-building remains on
the MO river side, and a new suspension bridge has replaced the old one.
OVERALL IMPRESSIONS O N THE BlJlLDlNG COMPLEX:

The building complex drawn in 1783 appears to reflect much of the early dzong
from 1637-8. Openings were generally high above the ground. Eventual rabsels
in the main exterior walls were only of minor size. The kemars are narrow,
placed below the roofs with a small whitewashed layer above.
In the early 20th century the overall appearance of the building complex was
quite like the dzong of 1783. In general the roofs seems to have changed, and
become 'flying roofs', while in 1783 the roofs were fitted more closely to the top
wall.
The eastern wall seems to have less windows and several 'defence' rabsels.
Lower windows shown here in 1783 have been replaced with loopholes (fig.2).
The kemars seem to be broader and placed mainly just below the roof without
the white band above
In 2000 the overall appearance of the dzong has gone through more extensive
changes than the earlier slow transition process. Now the dzong has three buildings with the highest ranking type of roof. Including the Dzongchung there are
four. The outer dzong wall is opened up with more windows and rabsels, adapting to the needs of more light instead of the safety precautions of the past.

,r~{t.:IJNTKANC1;:
.The entrance had a steep, wooden staircase that might be removed as a drawbridge. It had a pitched roof which was slightly elevated in the middle portion
above the entrance portico. On top of this was a gilded jabzhi roof with what
may have been a serthog on top. This was smaller than the utsd roof.
In the early 20th century the architectural significance of the entrance had been
The roof had been lowered, nearly to the level of the roof at large. The
turret with a serthog was not there any more. Only a gyaltshen was centrally
placed above the portico (figs. 1 1 and 12).
Otherwise the three windows (fig.2) were no longer there, and the portico had
been extended up to the roof. The two windows to the left (west) had been
replaced by a central rabsel, and on the right side (east) was what appears as a
'defence' rabsel placed by the corner.
The entrance was returned to some of its former appearance at some point
before the 1970s. The middle portion of the roof became elevated again, and the
wooden portico raised accordingly. Two more windows were included in the
lower portion of the wall, and the 'defence' rabsel removed. A rabsel is placed
centrally on the eastern part of the wall with one window on each side. There is
still only the gyaltshen above.

UTSC
In 1783 there was elaborate rabsels in the southern wall (fig. 10).
It had a double jabzhi roof; the first roof was large, and the top canopy was relatively small with a gilded serthog above. The upper jabzhi had elevated corners,
and beneath this dome some norbu bagams seemed to be forming the cornice
(fig.7). In 1783 the dome of the utsC had already been altered twice; in 1670-81
and 1756. It might also have been altered in 1781 due to a fire, but this is not
certain.
In the early 20th century the southern wall had three rabsels. A new one was
built in the south-eastern corner symmetrical to the one towards south-west, and
both were now larger than the one shown in 1783. A large rabsel had been placed
in the centre. The walls in the other directions had quite large, centrally placed
rabsels, with smaller ones on each side.
It had a triple layered jabzhi roof where the two upper roofs appear to be gilded
and with elevated corners. The details may have been as today (see below), but
these are hard to read from the photos.
' In 2000 it remains unchanged and still markedly the highest with a triple
layered jabzhi roof where the two upper roofs are gilded and with elevated
corners. Below the top jabzhi there are norbu bagams, and a kemar marked with
two small melongs on each of the four sides.
THE

Fig. 19 Plan of the old Kunrry as
it was before il was dismantled.
Schmidt-Heusel. (Ministry of
Home AtTairs, 1987)..

'THE K U N K E Y .

This assembly hall was built some time between 1637-67. It was referred to as
a 'one hundred pillared hall', and its outline may thus have been identical to the
plan documented before the old building was dismantled in the 1990s (fig. 19).
The amount of pillars on each of the two floors were 54 giving a total of 108 pillars (figs.20 and 2 l).
In 1783 it had a dranyim roof covered with a gyaltshen (fig. 10).
In the early 20th century it still has the same dranyim roof (fig.7), but this
appears to be higher, more 'flying' than the equivalent roof in 1783. On top has
been added a small turret with a jabzhi roof and a serthog. In fig. 17 this is drawn
with hipped corners, but it may have been plain as the turret drawn on the old
Machen Lhakhang (fig.23).
It was dismantled and built new in the 1990s. The new building still has four
openings in the southern wall, which are now all elaborate rabsels. The kemar is
broad with a white painted layer above. It is decorated with large, white cil-cles
as melongs.
It has a triple layered jabzhi roof with a serthog on top. The two upper layers
have elevated corners. The jamthog walls above the I st roof have large openings
which are markedly disproportionate compared with the neighbouring Machen
Lhakhang. Fig.22 shows how it was designed initially, with more and smaller
openings which would have been better architecturally.
MAC'HEN I.IiAKHANG:

It is not known to me when this was built.
In the early 20th century it was a triple storeyed building. Its facade was pre-

Fig. 20 Insrdt: the old Kunre) dur~ngthe coronarlon cerrmon) ot'tllr. lirsl L ~ n g11) slop. 1907 (In A r ~ s
1994a)
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Fig. 22 Facade proposal for the new Kunrey and the monks' living quarters in front. Sclirnidl-Heusel.
(Ministry o f Home Amairs. 1987). See fg. 18 for how it was built.

sumably as shown in fig.23, with a nimchong rabsel. The western wall had two
small, lobur rabsels. It had a double layered, dranyim roof, and a small turret
with a jabzhi roof and a serthog on top. This turret was narrower than the one on
the Kunrey, in accordance with the proportions of the two buildings.
The old building was dismantled and rebuilt in the early 1990s. It still has three
stories, and is built in dressed stones. The simple rabsels are replaced with an
abundance of the gomang ones. The western wall is nearly covered with rabsels.
and the chenkhep roofs protecting them form a continuous line below the main
roof. The kemar is marked with ornaments in the corners. The whole edifice is
far more ornate.
It now has a triple layered roof with a serthog on top, reaching as high as the
Kunrey. All three roofs are painted yellow. The 2nd roof level is a rectangular
jamthog with a jabzhi on top, both with elevated corners. The jamthog walls have
moderate proportions of blind windows with cornices above.
THh S O 1 J T I I F : K N P A R T

In the early 20th century the southern wall had about seven openings (fig.7),
many with a kind of rabsel, while in 1783 there were only five openings (fig.10).

&gFig. 23 Documentation o f how the old Machen Lhahhang looked like before it was dismantled. East
elevation. by Schmidt-Heusel (Ministry o f Home Affairs, 1987).

Fig. 24 r and h. 'I Iic lien hlachell L-hakhalg during construction in 1992. The solid proportiolls on

timber underllncs tlic buildi~ips~mpodance.

PROPOSED RECONSTRUCnON OF FlRE D W G E D WING IEacmal Vlewl

Fig. 25 Facadc proposal for thc nc\r quarters ror .lc Llienpo Sclin~~dt-Iteusel
( M I I I I \ (nl'tionle
I~
Aft;dlrs. 1987) See fig 26 tor h o I[~ w a b burlt

An extra tloor was added all along this part o f the building some time after

1922, by simply squeezing an extra floor in between the kemar and the roof. The
level o f the ke~narwas not lifted accordingly.
In 2000 this southern part was rebuilt exactly in the same, simple fashion
(tig. 1 8), though fig.22 shows a proposal for an improved solution. Large rabsels
have been introduced with a new row o f windows beneath replacing the former
loopholes.
'1'1111 S O I J ' I ' I I - W E S I ' E R N C ' O K N t : K A N [ ) ,111 h ; t { l < N I ' O ' S Q I I A K ' I ' H R :

This part was damaged by the fire in 1986, doculnented in the drawing fig. 17
In 2000 Je Khenpo's residence on the western wall next to the south-western

corner is marked with a small jamthog in the
middle (fig. 18). Here a gyaltshen had been
proposed (fig.25), whilst there was a similar
small jamthog above the south-westem corner - of quite recent date.
In 2000 the south-westem corner has got a
new a top floor made purely of timber above
the kemar. This appears like an architectural
hybrid with walls as in a jamthog or a rabsel,
which is not cantilevered.

L

Fig. 27a This ramp facilitated transportation between the
workshops and the dzong. Machen Lhakhang is seen to
the left.

1

Fig. 27b A huge concrete beam was cast on one of the
old walls in order to strengthen i t but miscalculation
resulted in a serious collapse.
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Fig. 28 A new krtchen block has been bull! outs~dcthe dzorlg by the M o nver Kuensel. 09 12 00
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The names o f the rlvers mean the mother Mo or rw, and father Pho or pu.

'Pommaret, op.cit. p. 176
'See chapter 3
Aris, 1976:6 12
Spelt: rdzong chung
'According to one source Ngagi Kinchen was a profcssor a( Nalanda IJniversily. I'TAI3. 1993:79.
White writes about;'. ...a hermit from India known as Nagri-rinchen. whose principal claim to saintship seems to have been his power o f sailing on the Mo-chhu on a skin." White (1909)1992:150. Ht:
mentions his cave. but not the Dzongchung.
A stone breaking ritual @ho bar rdo gcog) has been connected both to the HCin religion and 10
Thangtong Gyalpo. who visited western Bhutan a century after this event.Sce Kahlen. 1993:145-8

he split stone is visible today outside a lhird tcmple on the western side ofthe Mo river.
l" Pommaret. 1990: 176 gives the year. and ITAB ( 1993:79) connects the legend o f Ngagi Rinchen 11'
the Dzongchung. calli~lgit the Dzong Chu.
'l

Kuensel. 28.09.1996

I~D~
1974:70-1.
s,
She

writes that he "...installed the stalue of 'Sangye' Buddha". However, in

huta an Sangye is used synonymous for Buddha. Today this statue is called the Jowo, the same name
as the main statue in the Jokhang temple in Lhasa. See more information on Zow Balip below, and on
parallel myths in chapter 2.1.

I6Thiswas found among Bailey's uncatalogued photos i n the OIOC. which are mainly from his tnp
in 1922 according to Aris (1994: 150). Bailey also visited Punakha in 1924 and 1927. and all the flags
in the background are signs o f an important occasion. The most important event took place in 1927
when he attended the coronation o f the 2nd king, which means this photo may have been taken then.
The buildings seen in the background are no longer there. These may have been guesthouses and
buildings used by the dzong staff.
I7ltthus seems as i f the Dzongchung was less revered i n those days than today.

I 9 ~ hphoto
e
in fig.7 was found at the Royal Geographic Society, but catalogued with the title
"Punakha, Tibet. 1904." It gives a Captain C.G.Rawling as the photographer. but no one with the
name Rawling is known to have visited Bhutan i n the actual period. However, this photo may have
been taken by White in 1905 or 1907, or by Bailey i n the 1920s. Both Bailey and White took part i n
the Younghusband expedition to Tibet in 1904, which may be behind the contbion.
20 White.

op.cit. p.44

21 Ardussi,

op.cil. p.221

U ITAB, op.cit. p.80

1994:101. This was the 5th Chogley Yeshey Ngrrdrup. On p. 102 Aris writes that this resulted
in the lineage o f Zhabdrung's speech incarnations coming to an end. However. this was not the
case, since a book written by one of the present Queens o f Bhutan, Dorji Wangmo. O f Rainbows
and Clouds renders the memoirs of her fatller and his brother Jigme Tenzin (1919-1949). who was
recognized as the 6th Chogley. Here another version is given o f the same story, telling that the holy
mummy o f the Zhabdrung was disturbed when being restored after an earthquake, and this caused a
flood and the outbreak o f foot and mouth disease. Wangrno, 1997:18-9
23 Aris,

24

This was taken by Michel Peissel in the 1960s and is published in his book Lordr and Lamas,
1971.

25

To the far right in fig.6 is shown a long building which may have been the stables

26

Das, 0p.cit. p.72. They were built by Gyaltshen Nawang Gyatso. Repeated i n several other sources
as ITAD, op.cit. p.80. and the guidebooks.
27

White, op.cit. p. 144

28

Aris. op.cii, p. 101

29

See chapter 2. I

30

The myth as told by Dr. Comeille Jest 01.12.1997. to whom it had been relaled by I . YSonam
o~P~
Tobg~e.See more on such myths in part 2.
31

Das. op.cit. p.71. May this have been mthu ba 'i b : ~ ?

tiowever the inforniation on when the construclion was carried out varies in the sources. Some
give 1636-37 as the constructio~iperiod: Das. op.ci1. p.70 and ITAB. op.cit. p.79. Olschd writes it
was erected in 1636 (1979: 137). The report Dzongs in Bhutan (Ministry o f Home Affairs, 1991)
writes in one place that Punakha dzong was built in 1634 (p.29) and in another place 1937 (p. 14). 1
hold to the date given by Ardussi above; thal the foundation took place in the autumn of 1937. ~h~
main buildings may thus have been co~npletedin 1638.
l'Aris.

'"bid,

1979:221
p.228. Zhabdrung's future biographer, I'sang Khanchen was one o f them

l5
Ardussi,

op. cit. p.22 1

See chapter 2.1.5 which describes this supernatural building process more in detail.
37Ardussi,op.cit. p.221-2. He notes that: "The origin oftlie practice o f capturing slaves from the
Indian lowlands is obscure but obviously predates the 17th century: its existence is confirmed by an
edict from the 18th century law code proscribing the capture and traffic in slaves .... but the same text
also requires that disaffected runaways be returned to their rightful owners." Op. cit. p.263 11.84
Aris. op.cit. p.22 I
l9
Ibid.
40

p.224

Ardussi. op.cit. p.233

" Ibid. p.246. Tulku Kdzing died in approxiniately 1674 according to Ardussi. op.cit. p.233
42

Spelt: g ))U/ rg)ril mgon khatig chen ttlo

"Ardussi. op.cit. p.233
Aris, 1976:613
This had been reduced to two in the 1980s. but the three sets o f stairs have been re established as a
part o f the reconstruction o f the 1990s.

45

Personal communications with our neighbour .la~iiyang,L.opon Padma Tshewang's nephew, at our
home in Thimphu 29.04.1996. This has also been confirmed by monks in Punakha dzong.

47

j 9 ~ r i has
s described the new year festival and its rituals in detail: Aris, 1976
''This was the Rye ha mchod rtrn
51

His corpse or kudung was kept in a locked apartment o ~the
i second tloor of the central tier of ternples according to Aris ( 1979:238). 1 lis embalmed body lies in the Machen 1,hakhang inside a gold
and silver casket sealed with the seal o f the government of Bhutan and the Je lihenpo, and cannot be
opened. according to Das, op.cit. p.71

''Aris. 1994:48 n. l 0
53

Das. op.cit. p.7 1

54

Das. op.cit. p.72. She calls this temple 'Nag Yul Bum'

Ardussi. 1979:295. Editions o f the Kanjur printed on ordinary paper were distributed to other
monasteries.

SS

5blbid, p.302. Workshops were established i n 1662 and 65. Ibid, p.295
571bid,p.238. This was the Bde gshegs mchod rren, and the workshop for the silver works of this
choflen was established in 1662.
58~rdussi,
op.cit. p.302
59 lbid,

p.374

lbid, p.368
6'

Spelt: Grags pa rgVa mtsho

6 2 ~ r d uop.
~ cit.
~ i p.375. I t was called Cos sku mthonggrol chen mo, and; "...Some 300 large reams
of precious cloth went into its manufacture." Ibid, p.409 n.33. The word thongdrel means 'liberationby-seeing'.
63 Ibid, p.373

Das. op.cit. p.72
6 5 1 ~ op.cit
~ ~ ,p.80. This is the only source giving the year o f 1750 for a fire, and it may be an error.

lbid, p.523. According to government records the costs were Nu. 192,106. Ibid. p.5 15
69 Ibid,

p.515 and 522. Ardussi's Ph.D. is titled Bhutan before the British, and does not cover the
history after the reign o f the 13th Desi.

7 0 ~ a sop.cit.
,
p.72. What eventually happened to the one Tenzin Rabgye got made is not known unless it refers to the same thongdrel, and Das got the dating wrong.
71

Aris. 1982: 114 in the context o f plate 52. Here there is a printing mistake. since it is written that
Punakha dzong was founded in 1667 instead of 1637. I n Aris, 1994:34 he gives 1780 as the yeer of
the fire. There is further confusion i n the sources regarding the dating o f this fire. According to Das
it took place in 1789, thus after Turner's mission. She also writes that the dzong was repaired by the
then Deb Raja. Jigrne Sengye. Das. op.cit. p.72. The 18th Desi Jigme Senge reigned from 1776-88.
In case the fire took place in 1789 it would have been repaired by the 14th Desi (r. 1788-92). lTAB
gives the year 1798 for the fire, which may be a typing mistake o f the information given by Das.
ITAB, op. cit. p.80. The dzong suffered further fires, and the dating of these also differ, see below.
72 Turner,

( 1800) 199 1 : 138

73

See the comparison of Do Ngon dzong and Wangdtktse in case Tashichb dzong. and also the enhance 10 Wangdi dzong drawn by Davis i n 1783. fig.6a in chapter 4.4.
74

For further comparisons, see chapter 4.4.

75

Turner, op.cit. p. 138-9

76

Ark, 1994:34. This is in addition to the fire he claims took place in 1781 ahove. Here this fire i s
dated to 1780. ITAB specifies an additional fire to have taken place in 1750. I T m , op.cit. p.80- see
above.
77

Das. op.cit. p.72-3

78

Aris. op.cit. p.53

80'Yhemissions o f K~shenkant Bosc ( 1815) and Peniberton & Ciritlith ( 1 837-8) did no1 provide
essential information specilically on I'unakha dzong.

'' Collister comnien1s with relerence to the Duar War that "...British and Indian soldiers were to curw
Eden's amateurish military forecasts." Collister. 1987:85
" Eden et

al. (1864)1972:98

Ibid. p.98
Ibid. p.98
White. op.cit. p. 145
86 Ibid,

p. 145

''Ibid. p. 145
Ibid. p. 145
Aris, op.cit. p. 107

Das. op.cit. p.73

" Electrification had only been provided to some extent. and the wiring and power connections were
o f poor quality adding to the dangers o f lire. Ministry o f Home AfTairs. 199132
'
9

Ibid. p.30

" lbid.

p.3 1-3

See the 1st interview with Shingkhar Lam where he explains that the rebuilding o f Tashicha dzong
in the 1960s was mainly financed by government funds. The ongoing works on Punakha are considerably more costly. This is discussed in chapter 5.2.
9%e visited Punakha for the first time during the tsechu of 1988. Chris Butters later became project
coordinator for the new Punakha hospital situated just west o f the dzong. and between 1993-8 1 went
to Punakha frequently.

"Suc11issues are in focus in chapter 5.2.
9
'
9

Turner, op.cit. p.83

loo

White, op.cit. p. 145

1°'

Ministry o f Home Alfairs. op.cit. p. 14

102
In order to determine the process of architeclural changes, other photos tha~ithose presented here
have also been used to verilj, some o f the details.

4.2.3 Tashicho dzong or Thimphu dzong
Tashicht)dzong means the 'Dzong of the glorious, auspicious religion',' but
today it is sometimes referred to as Thimphu dzong. However, with Simtokha
dzongjust down the valley, and Thimphu being a fast growing capital with several institutions, the dzong is usually referred to with its original name - quite
unlike other dzongs.
Since the 1640s the government used to alternate between Punakha and
Thimphu, with Tashichti as the summer capital. The dzong was extensively
rebuilt and renovated in the 1960s and is now the only seat of the government,
while the monk body still maintains the seasonal shifting with Punakha.

Thim was the old name of the Thirnphu valley, and refers to the protective deity
who disappeared - or rather 'sank into' a rock as the name indicates * There may
have been some fortified monasteries in the early history of Thimphu valley,3but
in the 17th century the important one was Do Ngon dzong. meaning 'fortress of
the blue ~ t o n e ' . ~
Do Ngon dzong was situated on the ridge where Dechen Phodrang Monastic
School is today, overlooking and thus also commanding the valley. The earliest
history of Do Ngon dzong is described in chapter 3.2.6, and it has been ascribed
to the Lhapa order and also descendants of Phajo Drugom Zhigpo. It was under
the control of the Lhapas in 164 1 when they surrendered and handed over Do
Ngon dzong to Zhabdrung and his Drukpa followers. This must have been an act
of great importance for Zhabdrung and his young government. Do Ngon dzong
was thus rebuilt and renamed, and it became a crucial part of Zhabdrung's new
establishment - the summer capital in the temperate area of Thim.
However, before the series of events above could be described, 1 had to investigate the early history of Tashicho dzong, since usually reliable sources such as
Aris has contributed to confuse the fate of Do Ngon dzong.
In I'iews of Medieval Bhutarl Aris gives the following version of events: "The
summer capital of Tashichti Dzong in the Thimphu valley was built in 1642 on
the orders of Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyel. unifier of Bhutan, on the foundations of an older fort called Dongtin or Donyuk Dzong. Nothing of the old
building remains. After its destruction by fire in 1772, a new site was found..."'
Francoise Pommaret concurs in her guidebook. and writes that: "In 1641. the
construction of the new dzong was finished at the same s ~ o t . . " ~
The information above given by Aris and Pommaret implies that TashichC)dzong
was built on the same site as the old Do Ngon dzong, and that nothing was left of
the old building. Tashich~dzong then remained here until it was damaged by a
fire in 1772. This fire was so devastating that the dzong was abandoned and a

new dzong built further down the valley at its present site.
These were the first accounts I read about TashichB dzong's history, but I was not
convinced, leading me to consider a more nuanced sequence of events, which is
described below in a sequence of three defined phases of developments.
The first phase is a presentation of the research I conducted on what actually
happened to Do Ngon dzong in 164 1-2.
PHASE l
Do Ngon dzong and Dechen Phodrang
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When the British expedition headed by Turner visited Thimphu valley in 1783,
there was a temple named Dechen Phodrang on the site of old Do Ngon dzong.
Dechen Phodrang is shown in several of Davis' drawings, and these drawings
should then show a building which should have been quite new in 1783, having
been built on the rubble after the fire in 1772 (in line with Aris and Pommaret's
description of events). But is Davis' drawings showing a new building?
In order to answer this question, 1 made a comparison between Dechen Phodrang
and the building of Wangdiitse higher up on the same ridge in Thimphu. Both
were drawn by Davis in 1783, and at this time the two buildings served much the
same purpose. They were both a residence - labrang, for the highest of the lamas.
Wangdiitse had been built in 1750 as a residence for the D e ~ iDechen
.~
Phodrang
was according to Turner "...the Residence of Lam' Ghassa-to,"8 who may have
.~
Davis' original closebeen the speech incarnation of Z h a b d r ~ n gUnfortunately,
up drawing of Dechen Phodrang is not published by Aris, but the copy shown
(fig. 3) appears to have been quite like the original.I0
The front view of Wangdutse (fig. 4 right) is an engraving by J.Redaway based
on a work of William Daniell after an untraced original by Davis." There is an
original side view of Wangdutse by Davis inserted to the left in fig.4, and its
location is clearly shown in his view up the valley (fig.6). Daniell and Redaway
may have added some extra lustre to their copies, but by comparing the three
drawings where the building appears, the overall image of the building seems
reliable.12
In the side view of Wangdiitse (fig. 4 left) one sees the massive three storeyed
building with a triple layered roof. Here we see the back wall with only an opening high up. It also indicates a low wall in line with the main building and a low
building in front covered by a roof. In the front view we see the entrance via this
lower building, and the main building towering behind.
According to these visual sources, I have prepared the two sketches of how the
overall lay-out plans may have been (fig. 5). At first sight it may appear as if
Dechen Phodrang and Wangdiltse are quite similar. They both seem to follow the
mandala concept with the main building in the centre surrounded by outbuildings
forming a secluded courtyard. Dechen Phodrang has a central utse with a building in front, and two small tower like structures in the corners. Wangdiltse also
has a building in front (being a part of the enclosure), but no features like the two
COrner towers.
The most striking feature of Dechen Phodrang is its entrance. After a few solid
steps one has to enter the building via a ladder, and the opening itself is placed
high above the ground in line with the kemar below the roof. No other entrances
are shown. This ladder arrangement may thus have served as a miniature drawbridge, telling the story of really troubled times when such security measures
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were essential. However, supposing this building had been built after the fire in
1772, it is doubtful if this kind of security arrangement would have been made.
Especially as its function was no longer to be a dzong, but rather a residence, like
Wangdiltse. The entrance certainly gives the impression of being an older solution.
Wangdiltse on the other hand, has a very open appearance. The entrance portion
in particular is different from that of Dechen Phodrang. This entrance seems to
have been designed to impress, and resembles that of Wangdi du>ng.l3though on
a smaller scale. Via some steps one reaches a covered veranda with some nicely
carved kachens and what looks like a rabsel above. The window placing show a
planned symmetry. A close look at Wangdiltse as we see it high up on the ridge in
fig.6, indicates that its pretentious front facade is oriented towards the south and
the valley, as is the new TashichU dzong below.
The look of Dechen Phodrang on the other hand, appears more erratic with
openings which may have been added and amended over time.
Wangdiitse has a triple layered roof with a serthog on top, while Dechen
Phodrang seems to have only one jabzhi roof and a gyaltshen. According to the
thobthang rules, the serthog is the highest in the architectural hierarchy, and this
difference between the buildings may be an indication of the rising power and affluence of the Desis.
The conclusion of this evaluation, is that Dechen Phodrang appears to be an
older building than Wangdiltse. While Wangdiltse seems to have been built in
accordance with the architectural trends created by Zhabdnmg's dzongs of the
17th century, the architecture of Dechen Phodrang definitely appears older. It
thus seems as if fig. 3 to some extent may be an illustration of the old Do Ngon
dzong. At least it illustrates the old dzong after it had been repaired and rebuilt
by Zhabdrung in the 1640s.
In reality the amount of works carried out on the old dzong in 1641-2 may have
been limited. The reasons why I believe this to be so are explained below. The
conclusion to this discussion is that Dechen Phodrang was an older building than
Wangdiltse, and far from being a brand new building complex when it was drawn
by Davis in 1783.
The history of Tashichii dzong between 1641 and 1771

Aris and Pommaret maintain as quoted above that the new Tashich6 dzong was
built on the site of Do Ngon dzong in 1641, and that it was this dzong which was
damaged by fire in 1772. But with reference to the conclusion above that Dechen
,Pllodrang was an older building, could Do Ngon dzong have been renamed
Dechen Phodrang, and thus served as Zhabdrung's dzong in Thim after 1641 ?
And if this was the case - which building burnt down in 1772?
Punakha dzong was built in 1637, and the tradition of shifting seats of the government between Punakha and Thimphu dzongs may have commenced already

in the 1640s.14One thus expects there to be a certain symmetry in terms of size
between these two dzongs since they had to house the same monk body and
other functions. Punakha was regarded as the first seat of government, and lnay
have been built on quite a grand scale initially. How did the second seat of the
government, the dzong in Thimphu develop, in order to accommodate the same
number of people during the summer season as Punakha did in the winter - between the 1640s and 1772? Dechen Phodrang as we see it in Davis' drawing of
1783, would have been too small. Ardussi writes about the events in 1641 that
the dzong would soon "...be enlarged under the direction of Phyag-mzod-pa A'u
Drung..""
In Turner's account of 1783, he describes the "...Raja's stud of horses, which
lay a short mile towards the north" of the new dzong, and near this spot "...I was
told, the castle of Tassisudon was fornierly situated. ... The low hill on which
the palace or residence of Lam' Ghassatoo stands, is up on the left."16 Beyond
doubt, this refers to another site for the old Tashicho dzong than that of Do Ngon
dzongl Dechen Phodrang. Turner and Davis lived near by in a house just north
of the new dzong (see fig. 15), and they stayed there for some months. It is hard
to believe they should have got this information wrong, since these events had
taken place just a few years before their visit, and to build a dzong was a grand
undertaking. Turner writes that the old dzong had been destroyed by fire "...about
fifteen years ago, during the inauspicious reign of Daeb Jeeder, ... the royal residence was in consequence reinoved nearer the centre, being the widest part of the
alley."^' He is here referring to the reign of Zhidar,I8 who was the Desi between
1768- 1773.
The history of Bhutan, Druk Kurpo, which I obtained only recently, gives a short
account which confirms what I think actually happened. Here Lopon Nado writes
that after Do Ngon dzong was handed over in 164 1, it was used as the office of
the monastic body - the Dratshang, forming an upper part of the grand dzong
complex, and a lower part was used by the administrative authorities. Dechen
Phodrang was known as the 'upper dzong' and Tashicho was the 'lower dzong'.
A century later Dechen Phodrang dzong was found to be too small, and during
the time of the 13th Desi Shenrap Wangchuck (r. 1744 - 1763) the Dratshang
moved out, and the upper and lower dzong were combined into one larger complex down at Tashicho dzong. During the time of Desi Zhidar this dzong was
destroyed in a fire.19
Accordingly the events may be described as follows:
When Do Ngon dzong was taken over by the Dsukpas in 164 1, it was rebuilt
and adjusted to its new function of housing the Dratshang. How extensive these
works were are hard to tell, but most likely the solid walls remained of the old
Lhapa dzong. The outbuildings may of course have been new structures, which

shows a certain symmetry with the outline of Simtokha dmng.20
it is likely that it was important for Zhabdrung to establish a Drukpa stronghold
in connection to the captured Do Ngon dzong. This old dzong would have had
an important symbolic value with its history dating back to the 13th century and
connections to such a significant Drukpa lama as Phajo Drugom Zhigpo. This
may have been a good enough reason to leave the building largely as it was, and
then rather make a new extension near by.
The Dratshang was the most important part within the dzong hierarchy, and
they were thus the ones who got this building at their disposal. Possibly the old
dzong also housed Zhabdrung and his later reincarnations in this period. It was
apparently Zhabdrung who renamed it Dechen Phodrang, meaning the 'palace of
great bliss'.21
Bogle came on a mission in 1774, and he calls the then ruling Zhabdrung
incarnation Lam-RimbochC, which is only a general honorific title. and in his
records it is written that: "On our arrival he (Lam-Rimbochk) lived in a castle on
a little mount behind the palace."22 The castle behind referred to here is certainly
Dechen Phodrang, and the palace below is Tashicha d ~ o n g . ~ j
Further developments before 1783
The 4th Desi Tenzin Rabgye (r. 1680-1695) enlarged the 'lower dzong', Tashichb,
presumably by the end of his reign.24In 1690 he also initiated the first full performance of a tsechu in accordance with the Tibetan costume dances and native
Bhutanese dance traditions, which from then onwards were performed regularl~.?~
Ardussi describes the first tsechu with basis in textual sources as follows: "It was
a magnificent public spectacle of three days' duration. People came from far and
near, dressed in their finest attire." It culminated on the third day when Tenzin
Rabgye emerged in the costumes of Guru Rimpoche himself, and performed
". ..a special hierophant's dance of public consecration. Ceremonies formally
concluded with prayers for Padmasambhava for continued victory over enemies,
longevity of the monk hood, and the country's pr~sperity."'~Ardussi adds that
from then onwards the tsechus were officially incorporated into the country's
calendar.:'

In 1714 there was another unsuccessful Tibetan invasion, but in 1730 they came
back and attacked Paro. However, the fighting soon spread to Thimphu, and here
the destruction was extensive. Ardussi writes that: "Stupas were destroyed and
the main temple itself badly damaged."28The Government retreated temporarily
to Wangdiphodrang, and did only return late in the summer when a Peace treaty
was being n e g ~ t i a t e d . ~ ~
Building activities embarked again when the country recovered from the strife.

The 13th Desi Sherirap Wangchuck enlarged Tashicho dzong. Ardussi gives a
detailed description of the works initiated by the Desi at Punakha dzong, while
about Thimphu he only states that the restoration and additions at Tashicho
dzong "...was a somewhat smaller project during the years 1 758-60."30According
to the information given in Drtrk Kurpo, the enlargements carried out in this period niust have been so extensive that all the dzong functions were combined in
the lower Tashicho dzong. However, as told by Bogle, Dechen Phodrang seeins
to have remained the palace of the Gyaltsab. the Zhabdrung reincarnation until
1774, when he moved into the utse of the new dzong.
The exact location of the tirst 'lower' Tashicho dzong is not known to me, but
we may have an indication of where the 'Raja's stud of horses' were. I11 Davis'
paintings (figs. 2 and 6) a quite large building is shown just beneath the ridge
of Dechen Phodrang - on flat land, which does not seem to form a part of the
village near by. As a qualified guess, I suggest this may have been the stud of
horses referred to above, and the structure may have resembled the simple, but
large building shown in the foreground of White's photo
tig.8.j'
Some may still know where this dzong used to be until it was damaged by
the fire of 1772, and maybe it is possible to trace some information about its
architecture in textual sources, while only archeological research may give
certain answers to how the scale and physical outline of this building used to be.
Later history of Do Ngon dzong1Dechen Phodrang

Today Dechen Phodrang monastic school is situated on this site, and
the buildings seems to be new, but this would be an interesting site for
archaeological excavations.
Another rebuilding may have taken place, because White recorded in 1905 that
he "...passed Dichen-phodang, the private residence of the Thimbu Jongpen,
which appeared to be a fine building.."" When White returned in 1907 in order
to attend the installation of Sir Ugyen Wangchuck as the first hereditary king of
Bhutan, Sir Ugyen told him that lie had "...made a large collection of books, but
unfortunately many of them were destroyed when the Dechen-phodang, near
Tashi-cho-jong, was burnt down; while the ea~thquakeof 1897, which destroyed
all the principal buildings in Bhutan, ruined other archives."" It seems thus that
Do Ngon dzong1Dechen Phodrang may have been in use until it burnt down
during the earthquake in 1897.
PHASE 2
Desi Zhidar's Tashicho dzong

Desi Zhidar is remembered for the cruelty with which he compelled his subjects
to rebuild on a new site and in under a year the new Tashicho dzong after it had
been destroyed by fire in 1772. He renamed it Sonam Phodrang, 'the palace of

Sonam', but the name lasted no longer than he occupied the throne.34
Deb Zhidar had engaged in several wars, and when the building of the new
dzong were added to these compulsory services, Bogle tells that "...people everywhere gave vent to their complaint^."^^ Bogle also describes how Deb Zhidar
''...in order to render himself famous by rebuilding it in one year, pushed on the
work with a severity little suited to the distressed situation of the c ~ u n t r y . " ~
Zhidar was expelled from power accordingly.
Tashichi) dzong "...had been burnt to ashes" by an accident in 1 772,J7and new
timber had to be logged for the new building complex. Bogle comments that:
"The building of it stripped naked several mountain^."^^ White describes a
special wooden arrangement "...cleverly designed to catch the timber floated
down the river from the distant hills for use in the ca~tle."~'
It is interesting, that it appears to have been possible to implement such a huge
project so quickly, but in view of the problems these buildings faced after the
earthquake of 1897, it may be that they had to save time and labour and only
made poor quality foundations.
However, all of the construction works were not completed in a year. Bogle
writes that the Gyaltsab's apartments were finished while he was there two
years later. The Gyaltsab moved into a tower placed in the middle of the whole
complex, which was about six stories high: "He dwells near the top. His apartments are furnished in the style of the Rajah's, but better."* The residence of the
Zhabdrung reincarnation and 'head of state' was in the utsC, and of a better quality than that of the Desi.
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Bogle describes the dzong as "...a very large building, and contains near 3,000
men, and not a woman," and he estimates the amount o f monks to have been
about l,OOO.'" Turner gives a tlgure o f 1 .S00 nionks.'"
The setting, outline of the dzong and its entrances

According to Turner there i s "...no town, nor indeed any house, except that \chich
we occupied, within a mile o f the pala~e."~'
This was important from a strategic

p i n t of view. The site was close to flat, and it was thus not aided by gravity for
its defence, but it was "...protected on the west and north by a wide fosse filled
with at er,"^ according to White when he visited in 1905. The overall drawing
of the dzong in 1783 by Davis, (fig. 19) shows the exterior of the northern and
western walls of the dzong, and it may be such a fosse which is indicated here
outside these walls. I have checked if there may be some traces of this, and what
I could see was rather a ditch.
The overall layout of the dzong was and still is that of a rectangle (figs. 19 and
In 1783 Turner wrote that the "...length of the front exceeds that of the side
by one-third," while White estimated in 1905 "...the sides parallel to the river
being twice the length of the other two."& White's assumption is in accordance
with the size of the present dzong, still if it was extensively rebuilt in the 1960s.
The utsd was quite much in the centre, still if White wrote that the interior "...is
divided into two unequal portions by a high, strong wall, the larger section to
the south." The northern part is occupied by the Dratshang. and "...is not usually
open to
The dzong used to have two large entrances; one towards the south, and the
other towards the east and the river (figs.6 and 7). Turner describes the eastern
one as the grand one. This had stone steps and two massive doors fortified with
knobs of iron, and a large bar on the inside secured them when shut. The other
he describes as a flight of wooden steps, "...beginning on a level with the ground
on the outside, and rising to the more elevated terrace within, the whole being
comprehended within the thickness of the wall."48This seems to be much like
the southern entrance as photographed in 1953,just a few years before it was
demolished (fig.7), and as in Punakha this flight of steps is made like three
ladders in a row. It also resembles the entrance of Dechen Phodrang (fig.3).
The utsk
Bogle writes about the roof of the utse that: "The roof of the Lama's tower is
entirely gilt, is ornamented with dragons ... and rises like the top of a Chinese
temple."49We see this utsC in several of Davis' drawings. Turner calls it the
citadel. and in his description it is "...a very lofty building, being no less than
seven stories high, ... it is covered over with a roof of low pitch. composed of
fir timbers, shifted with boards of deal, which project on each side a great way
beyond the walls; from the centre there rises a square piece of masonry. which
supports a canopy of copper, ricllly gilt; and this is supposed to be immediately
over the great idol, Mahamoonie. Lam' Rimbochay, the present Daeb Raja. lives
upon the fourth floor from the ground; above that there are two other stories; and
the seventh ladder leads to the temple of Mahamoonie, which is covered with the
gilded canopy."'O Turner certainly took the task of reporting his impressions seri-
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ously, for which we may be grateful, since the utse was severely damaged by the
earthquake in 1897.
White writes that the utse had been "...destroyed, ... and the present structure was
finished about 1902; but it has been badly built, as the main walls were cracking already and the interior showed signs of unequal subsidence."" White made
this observation only three years after completion. Studying White's photo of the
utse from 1905 (fig.9). the cracks are clearly visible. These cracks are the results
of that they built the new utse on the top of the old foundations. These foundations may have been poor to start with, and after the earthquake even worse.
With unstable foundations, the new building may have developed differential
settling causing the cracks. This is confirnied in White's report, where Sir Ugyen
explains that the utse "...had been carelessly rebuilt on the old foundations, with
disastrous results."" White also writes that the decorations inside are 'quite modem'. and that the building contained "...the chapel and private apartments of the
Dharma Raja.""
Other buildings such a s the Kunrey, and the courtyards
Davis made no visual records from inside the dzongs he visited. which may have
been a restriction imposed by the Bhutanese." Howrever. White was permitted to make photographs inside the dzongs during both his visits in 1905 and
1907. Some of his photos from the courtyards show an al~angementof chortens
in a row which are also called a 'mani dungkhor', but this is no longer there
(fig.13)" According to White this structure formed a wall which divided the
courtyard of the laymen frolu that of the monk body.56"The dividing wall is
sunmounted by a row of white chortens, protected from the weather by a double
roof.
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I showed these photos to Shingkhar Lam during our first interview, and he stated
he had never seen these ch~rtens.~'
He knew the dzong well since the 1950s, so
this answer implies the chortens had been removed before that. But when we met
for our second interview, I had marked a possible location of the chorten wall on
the lay-out plan on the basis of White's photos.59We then reached the conclusion
that the row of chortens may have been removed when Lhakhang Sarp, the 'new
Ihakhang' was built. That took place just shortly after White's visits.60
From the photos it also seems as if the monks' courtyard used to be on a higher
level than the southern, administrative part (fig. 12)
The dzong was only ten years old in 1783, but still Turner comments that: "The
north square is, in appearance, a very confused assemblage of apartments; ... a
motley mixture of kitchens, cells and temple^."^' This is visible in Davis' overall
drawing of the dzong, where the northern part looks congested. (fig. 19) There
is also another quite tall building next to the utse which is not there in White's
photos of 1905, and some of these structures must thus have been removed at
some stage.
The northern courtyard was exclusively for the Dratshang. In the centre of this
courtyard White saw what must have been the Kunrey, which was "...an extremely fine hall of audience or worship, 120 feet square and at least 50 feet high. It
is well lighted, and decorated with fresco paintings, and when the silken ceiling-cloths and embroidered curtains and banners are hung it must look extremely
This hall may have been built, or rebuilt after 1783, and then provided
with the second gilded dome which is only seen in the visual sources of 1905
(fig. 12).
White's visit took place during the summer, when the monks were in Punakha,
and he describes that "...all the decorations were either carefully put away or
taken with
By comparing White's photos of 1905 with Davis' drawings, it seems as if some
changes took place after 1783.
According to Nirrnala Das the dzong suffered from a fire in 1869 and lost
"...n~uchof its precious possessions. ... In 1870, Jigme Namgyal, the great-greatgrandfather of the present king, had the dzong repaired and a new temple was
added."63Jigme Namgyal was at this stage the 49th Desi, and the new lhakhang
built by him may have been the Kunrey described above by White, but this is a
guess.
Turner describes the buildings around the courtyard in the southern end as having all sorts of stores on the ground floor. "A covered gallery, runs all around
them; beneath which are subterranean places serving for kitchens. A range of
good rooms, with boarded floors, on the first story, accommodates all the officers
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o f state, ... and these again are skirted by a deep verandah, supported by a row
o f handsome pillars, whose capitals are ornamented with carved work and gilding, and their sides painted vermillion. ... Over this story, is a sort of terrace of
cement, with rooms more roughly finished, which are intended for the inferior
officer^.."'^ Samuel Davis wrote in his journal that "...handsome verandas continued round the inside o f the whole building, and from the middle story communicating by a passage to the Ra-jah's apartments in the centre. ... The apartnients are
spacious, and as well proportioned as any in Europe."""
It thus seems as if the quarters o f the monks and the officers had much the same
appearance in 1783. The high ranking officers had spacious rooms, while those
o f lower ranks had more roughly finished rooms on a higher level by the roof.
The same pattern may also have reflected the hierarchy within the monk body,
still if White does not mention these arrangements.
The surrounding area
Further detailed studies o f Davis' painting (fig. 14), shows a structure outside the
dzong behind the western wall which looks like a grand chorten. Interestingly,
Ardussi records that the 4th Desi Tenzin Rabgye had a plan to make a replica
near Punakha o f the great Kumbum of Gyantse."' Even though such a replica was
not erected in Punakha, it may look as if a similar chorten was near by the new
Tashicho dzong in 1783. This certainly also looks very similar to the Dumtse
Lhakliang in par^,"^ which was built by the Drubthob Thangtong Gyalpo in
1433,"9 in the shape o f a stupa, being a snialler version of the Tibetan Kumbu111styled temples. In Davis' painting is this situated approxi~natelyat Ziluklia, and
one possibility i s that this may have been an early Thangtong Gyalpo lhakhang
by today's Drubthob monastery.'" Today's buildings are from the 1980s, but
according to Pommaret the Drubthob himself lived here, and it was his idea to
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build a lhakhang on this site.71
Behind the upper, western side of the dzong, there i s a red painted lhakllanB for
the protective deity o f the area.7?I have not been able to trace the history of this
temple, but it is regarded as very sacred. This lhakhang functions in a kind of
geomantic collaboration with the two other temples for the protective deities of
Thimphu valley, namely Chang Gangkha and Dechenphug7' From its appearance, it seems to have been extended with a second floor at some stage, since the
grey kemar is placed on the wall above the ground floor.
The bridge to the north-east was not incorporated into the dzong complex, but
facilitated communications in the area. In the drawings from 1783, it has two
one-storeyed bridge houses, and in the photo o f 1905 these houses have become
double-storeyed (fig. 16). As in Paro, the bridge houses may have been housing
guards or wardens.

PHASE 3
T h e extensive changes of the 1960s
The 3rd King moved the government's offices to Thimphu on a permanent basis,
and with changing times, one needed more offices than ever before. The monk
body maintained their seasonal migration between Thimphu and Punakha, and
continued to need their space in the dzong. An ambitious construction project
was thus initiated by the King.
The following information about the 1960s dzong project i s derived mainly from
Shingkhar Lam, who assisted in the planning works and was in His Majesty's
secretarial staff during that period.74Other sources are Lobsang Thondup's story,
as rendered by Sylvain Mange~t,~'
and Nari R u ~ t o m j i . ~ ~
I t seems as if the earthquake o f 1897 had not only caused damage to the utsC, but

the dzong foundations in general had been gravely disturbed. Previous attempts
to repair the dzong thus had little affect, and instead o f continuing patchwork
repairs, it was decided to dismantle all but the central ~ t s e . Lobsang
'~
Thondup
tells that this was "...no doubt because o f the Lama's objections to the demolition
and because the great square tower itself contained all the chapels and historic
treasures o f the mona~tery."~~
This illuminates how the Dratshang sometimes
objects to changes, especially when sacred temples are involved.
The Lama's objections were heard, and the utse was not dismantled. However,
we know from above that this utse represents the architecture of about 1900, but
the outline resembles the utse built in 1772, since the new building was raised on
the old foundations.
The Lhakhang Sarp from 1907 was also preserved, as well as the Dukhang on
the western side of the monastic courtyard, but the rest o f the old dzong was
dem~lished.~~

The works began in 1961. This grand scale project was initially planned to take
ten years,80but it took about eight. I t took two years to demolish the old parts
of the dzong, and six years to do the rebuilding. The works were completed in
1969.8'Somehow it appears quite strange that this process should take so long in
the 1960., What they finished within the year of 1773, however, was presumably
only the rough buildings, since they spent some years afterwards on the interior
paintings and sculpture^.^^
As with the construction in 1773, the extensive renewal of the dzong was a great
strain on both the population and on the government funds. The road up from
Phuntsholing to Thimphu was being built at the same time. The lower part of this
road was executed by foreign, and mainly Nepalese labourers, but they were not
permitted to enter the interior of the country. For the upper, interior part, each
Bhutanese family was required to provide labour tax." and it was hard to get
enough labourers for both the road and the dzong projects at the same time.
During our first interview Shingkhar Lam informed that all the works on the
dzong were executed as shabto lemmi. namely paid labour, and that the approximately total costs were four million r ~ p e e sNari
. ~ Rustomji may thus be exaggerating when he writes that the dzong construction had been estimated to cost
approximately I mill. Rupees, but ultimately required ten times that a m o ~ n t . ' ~
Shingkhar Lam said that the works went "...quite slowly as there were only about
two thousand labourers at any given time. There were no mechanical aids in the
construction, except a few trucks ferrying stones and timber."B6With hardly any
roads, most of the works had to be done manually. Lobsang tells that: "Some
idea of what was involved can be got when it is realised that, to transport a tree
of the size needed to make a single major beam, ninety men were needed." The
quarrying and moving of foundation stones by hand set the same sort of problem
of manpower and man-hours."8B
Lobsang Thondup describes the dzong project as "...a gigantic building
operation, comparable in scale and skill only to the demolition and rebuilding
of a great European cathedral. The whole of the river valley which the dzong
commands was transformed into a vast encampment of the country's best
artisans - carpenters, woodcarvers, black-smiths, metal workers and decorators
- all prefabricating the component parts for assembly on the site as soon as it had
been cleared of the old dzong buildings. There was also an army of demolition
workers, engaged in laboriously pulling down these massive buildings and
the outer fortifications which surrounded them."89This confirms that the Outer
fortifications were renloved, thus not visible today. Fig. 18 shows a photo from
this process.
Zorig Lopon, Paap Y6ser Lhendup, was the chief architect and engineer. He
''...had complete confidence in the traditional methods which had been handed
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down to him and had hitherto served Bhutan so well, Their only drawback was
that they admitted no short cuts and the King, a youlig man in his thirties, was in
a great hurry."90
Shingkhar Lam tells that the Zorig Lopon "...was assisted by two other architects, Mr. Namchu Babu and Mr. Uttari. In 1963, Ngidu Dorji and 1, both working in the same office, spent about two months redrawing and labelling the
blueprint of the dzong in Dzongkha. The blueprint was prepared by Mr. Uttasi
and Mr. Namchu Babu and was a translation of the ideas of Paap Yoser and his
Maje~ty."~'
The act of making drawings of a traditional project, appears to have
been a novelty.92
The dzong was reconsecrated in 1969 with three days of celebrations. At this
occasion the seven auspicious symbols for the king were displayed: namely the
queen, minister, chief warrior, gem. wheel, elephant and horse. An elephant was

brought up from Manas for the occa~ion.~'
The coronation of the present king did
also take place in the dzong, and an elephant also attended the coronation rituals."
Conclusions on typological developments

Turner consistently describes the dzong as the palace and the royal residence,
thus indicating how important it was that the Dhama Raja, the main Zhabdrung
incarnation, lived in the dzong. The dzong is certainly still a huge monastery.
since Je Khenpo and the monks live here during six months in the summer.
Before the rebuilding of the 1960's it was also quite usual that many of the
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administrative staff lived in the dzong - at least in periods. Now this southern
administrative part of the dzong is solemnly an ofice complex.
The new dzong has two entrances, like the old one, but now both entrances are
placed on the eastern side. They serve as separate entrances to the monastic and
administrative parts. The lower entrance on the eastern side is not identical to
the previous entrance from the east, according to Shingkhar Lam, the former one
was more in the centre.''
The buildings of the 1960s maintain elements of the traditional dzong typology
- with its focus on markedly larger buildings in the four corners - giving the same
impression as the corner towers of the old fortress dzongs, but interpreted to its
new context.
The exterior walls were also quite repetitive before 196 1, but this has been enhanced in the new architecture (figs. 17 and 20). This is a planned, ambitious
architecture of government ot'fices giving a very solid impression, without the
improvisations visible in 1783 (tig. 19).
The previous apartments in the administrative part are now ofices, without open
verandahs towards the courtyard.
It is possible that the two courtyards were used in the same way as in Punakha
dzong before the rebuilding of the 1960s, since the inner courtyard was so congested. Anyhow, today they take place in the inner courtyard, with Je Khenpo
seated on the porch in front of the Kunrey facing the utse.
A new entrance leading directly to the inner courtyard was built in the 1960,
and today the two courtyards are on the same level. The utse may thus easily be
circumambulated, and the dzong thus appears to be more accessible today than
previously.
Conclusions on chronology and architectural changes
1. - Dechen Phodrang as drawn in 1783 (fig.3) may be a visual documentation
of an early, possibly pre-Zhabdrung dzong, or the dzong concept when it was

rebuilt in 1641-2. This may be characterized as a typology reflecting the three
dimensional mandala concept parallel to that of Simtokha dzong.
2. - Tashicho dzong as drawn by Davis in 1783, documents the architecture at
that time as the building complex was built from 1773 onwards. However, the
only remaining feature of the building complex of 1773 today, may be the outline
of the utse.

3. - Tashicho dzong as we see it today represents the architecture of the 1960s.
with the following exceptions;
- The upper part of the utse was completed in 1902.

.Lhakhang Sarp was built in 1907
- The Dukhang was not demolished in the 1960s. It may date from the 1870s.
4. - The most notable change from 1783 till today are in relation to the shape of
roofs:
1783 (figs.6,14 and 19): The utsC has a double roof; the first roof may be a
jabzhi, and the top canopy is very small with a gilded top. All other roofs are the
usual pitched kind, possibly with some hipped corners.
1905 (figs.8 and 16): The utsC has a triple layered jabzhi roof with a larger
gilded top than the one in 1783. There are two more gilded jabzhi roofs, but
these are markedly smaller than the top of the utsd. Both are placed on the top of
a jamthog. One is placed above the southern entrance (fig.7), and the other above
what may have been a Kunrey in the northern part of the complex (fig. 12).
Today (fig.20): There are as many as eight triple layered roofs with gilded tops.
The utsd is still markedly the highest. The five roofs built in the 1960s: the four
corner buildings and the new Kunrey/Assembly Hall, are shaped differently than
the earlier roofs.
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' Spelt: bkra shis rhos rh-ong
'1st interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi. This rock i s a highly revered pilgrimage site within the
courtyard of Dechenphug monastery. Dechenphug has recently been restored. and these works are
referred to in chapter 5.2. See also note 91 in chapter 2.2.
3

The Nenyingmapas did according to their chronicle have a mother-convent called a dzong and several branch monasteries in the Thimphu valley. as listed by Aris. 1979:322 n. 13 l . The Nenyingrnapas
was attached to the group of five enemy lamas who opposed the Zhabdrung. Their establishments
most likely suffered the same fate as those of the Lhapas.Aris op.cit. p.195
Spelt: rdo rngon rdzong or rather rdo snylig rd-ong

'Aris. 1982:84
6 Pommaret.

1990: 156.

7

kuensel. 10.11.2001. Here it is also wrinen that the site had previously housed a seven storeyed
palace.
R

Turner. (1800)1991:96. Plate 7 i s the engraving of Davis' original o f Dechen Phodrang.

'l'urner describes the lama as a child, and Aris sugests he may have been the 3rd Chogley Ycshev
Gyaltshen ( l78 1 - 1830). Aris. op.cit. p.94

l'' In a note Aris informs the original watercolour is much faded, but kept ill the Victoria Memorial in
Calcutta. (Aris. 1982:94). Two copies of this are included in the book. One is a watercolour. the other
engraving used to illustrate Turner's mission report. Both appear to be decent copies. and they are
close to identical which would imply that they are like the original. The building is also shown in
several of Davis' originals - see figs. 1. 2 and 6

l'

Aris. op.cit. p.96 plate 35

'* Wangdiitse is also shown in figs. 7 and 8
l3See

chapter 4.4. tig.6a o f Wangdi dzong. however. this was built later.

Ardussi, 1977:228
l 5 Ibid.

p.226. Ardussi writes about this person that he was also named Rstan-'dzin-dpal-'bar (16211685), and: "His is an excellent example of the way in which a man from humble beginnings (herbman) could be promoted by merit to high position in the Bhutan government; such an occurrence
would have been much rarer in post-1642 Tibet in my estimation." Ibid, p.265 1 1 . l O l

l7

lbid, p.95

IRSpelt: bzhi

dar

*"One may also speculate if Sirntokha dzong had been renovated in order to acco~nmodatesollie of
the nionks during the summer season. 'l'his could explain why it was attacked again during the invasion in 1649. See case 4.2.1. Sinitokha dzong.

"

DEPED7. 1990:45. 11 is worth a note that this building complex then was given the same name as
Zhabdrung's dzong in Punakha which had been his residence from 1637. May this choice of name
have underlined the fact that this was to become his alternating residence while in Thimphu?
22

Rogle. ( 1876)1879:26

23

The early British mission reports are consistent in terming the main dzongs the palaces

''Da5. 1974:75. She writes that the enlargement took place in 1694
See chapter 2.4 for further information on the dzong rituals
Ardussi, op.cit. p.384
27 Ibid.

p.385. Punakha tsechu had been established already by the end o f the 1640s

''Ibid. p.446
Ibid. p.45 I . A joint TibetanIChinese mission later assisted as mediators between represaltativesof
the contending parties o f the civil war. Ibid. p.453
29

'' Ibid. p.515. Das dates this enlargenient to 1755. op.cit. p.81-2
" A similar building niay also be seen next to Punakha dzong in Davis' drawings.
"White. (1909)1992: 135-6. Das writes that this used to be the summer residence of the TIlimpllu
Dzongdag, and that i t wa.5 a small monastery in the early 1970s: "In this monastery there is a statue of
the first Shabdung, Nawang Narngyal. which was built during his rule in Bhutan.." Da5. op.cit. p.78
" White.

1914:428

'6

Ibid, p.38
Ibid, p.38

l8 Ibid,

p.28

l9 White, (1909)1%2: 134-135. [luring the years we lived i n Thimphu, I never saw the river
being used to floating logs, but in Norway and many olher countries this is the traditional way of
transporting timber.

* Bogle, op.cit. p.26
4'

Ibid. p.26

43

Ibid, p.90

"White, op.cit. p. 134
lay-out plan o f the dzong today is shown i n chapter 4.3, fig.l,and i n the 2nd interview with
Shingkhar Lam.

45 The

49 Bogle, op.cit.

p.28

50~urner.
op. cit. p.91. This was the same Lam RimpocheIGyaltsab Bogle met in 1774. Mahamoonie
is Mahakala, the guardian deity o f the Drukpa Kargyud order.
5'

White, op.cit. p. 135

52 Ibid,

54

p. 166

When the mission visited Punakha they were not even allowed inside the dzong. Turner, op. cit.

p. 139
55

A third photo o f these chortens was published i n National Geographic. See White, 1914:3%; a
copy of this is seen i n the 1st interview with Shinglihar Lam. p.22
White, op.cit. p.395
57 white.

(1909)1992:135

58

1st interview with Shingkhar Lam

59

2nd interview with Shingkhar Lam
white. op.cit. p.220

61

Turner. op.cit. p.92

62

White, op.cit. p. 135

'' Ibid, p. 135
Das, op.cit. p.76
b5

Turner. op.cit. p.92

67

Ardussi, op.cit. p.373
Sec fig. l in the 2nd interview with Shingkhar 1,ani

701-liisis now a nunnery dedicated to Thangtong Gyalpo. atid his present, young reincarnation is
assigned to this temple.
71 Poniniaret.

op.cit. p. 161

7 ' ~ e etig.23 in the 2nd interview with Shingkhar Lam.
7bechenphug monastery is shown in chapter 3.2. and in tig. 19 in the 2nd interview with Shingkhar
Lam.
7%uring my three interviews with him this was discussed several times. See also Ura, 1995
7' Mangeot. 1974. Lobsang Thondup had been educated as a civil engineer in Japan. when his native country o f Manchuria was under Japanese rule. During the Chinese revolution he tled first to
Sinkiang and then to Tibet. In 1959 he tled south to Bhutan. Here he worked on projects in road
construction and on the Tashichti dzong for the government. When the prime minister Jignie Dorji
was assassinated in 1964, Bhutan was in crisis. Accusations and suspicion surlaced between the royal
Wangchuck family and the Dorji family o f the late prime minister and his sister. the Queen. Lobsang
sided with the Dorjis and got involved in the events to such an estent that he was imprisoned tbr
some months before he tled for another exile in Nepal.
76 Rustomji

was the political ofiicer in the Indian frontier service. As a close friend of the Dorji family he visited Bhutan many times. In his book The Dragon Country in Crisis (1978). Nari Rustomji
suggests there were disagree~ne~its
between the King and his prime minister regarding financial
priorities. This may have contributed to the rnisundersta~idi~igs
between the families described in the
note above.
77 Rustomji.

op.cit. p.41

78

Mangeot. op.cit. p.274. The dungeon lay under this utse. and i t was here lie was iniprisoned by the
end o f 1964.
792ndinterview with Shingkhar [..am
Mangeot, op.cit. p.236
Ura. op.cit. 282
82

This was the case with the new Tashichd dzong as well. From the photos of the coronatio~lofthe
4th King in 1974 published in the National Cieograpliic, one sees no paintings on the front wall of the
Kunrey. the Assembly tiall. This is beautifi~llypainted today. Scofield. 1974 pages 557 and 559.
Mangeot. op.cit. p.230
84

1 st interview with Shingkhar Lam. 40 lahhs = 4 million

8s

Rustomji. op.cit. p.41-2

rib Ura.

op.cit. p.280

Here 1,obsang Thondup seems to exaggerak.
Mangeot, op.cit. p.23 1
89 lbid, p.23 1

Ibid. p.23 I
9'

.

Ura 1995:279

1st interview with Shingkhar Lam. Here he also tells that models were not being made.
93 Ura

op.cit. p.282

Scofield, op.cit. p.553
9'

2nd interview with Shingkhar Lam

4.2.4 Rinpung dzong or Paro dzong
Rinpung dzong mean the 'Dzong of the heap of jewels',' but today it is usually
referred to as Paro dzong. It was built as the 5th of Zhabdrung's dzongs in 16456, on the site of a previous palace or khar belonging to the Lords of the tlumrel
clan, a local, aristocratic family. The dzong played a special role in Bhutan's history as the seat of the Paro Penlop,' who ruled the entire south-westem Bhutan.
This was one of the highest appointments of the government, and a very prosperous one. Paro used to be a major town (which will be described by the end of
this case study) by the regional trade route connecting India with Phari and the
Chumbi valley in Tibet. Extensive income was pouring in from the fertile southwestern region, which used to be subdivided into several Dungkhags, of which
some are independent Dzongkhags today - such as Paro.
This case study has been selected since Paro dzong provides interesting
information on how it may have developed from an existing establishment. The
dzong suffered a devastating fire in 1907, and since there are early visual sources
dating back to 1863 and Eden's mission,j this study gives evidence on how the
dzong changed when it was rebuilt.
Early history
A building was erected on the present dzong site possibly in the 15th century,
by the founder of what was to become the influential Humrel family. This noble
family controlled large parts of the valley. In Paro there is an old song which
refers to the lamas of the Humrel family: "When you want to receive a teaching,
bring a rope and a ba~ket,"~
which implies that the Parops were made to work
before they received religious teachings.
The Humrel clan built their palace where the dzong stands today, and this is often referred to as Humrel Khar.
By the river bank just below the dzong is Humrel Gompa (fig. 1 ), and a temple
is likely to have been on this site from early on. White noted in 1905 that a covered way from the dzong meets the waterjust by the temple which is "...a very
picturesque chapel, built into a recess of the rock, and dedicated to the tutelary
deity of the place."' The lhakhang is grey-blue in colour, which signifies that the
guardian deity Humre1 Gompo belongs to the category of the lu spirits. The temple Protects the area, but also the dzong's water source - the river, and the tunnel
from the dzong described by White above.
The Humrel clan later donated their family seat to Zhabdrullg as a sign of loyalty
in return of privileges. This took place in 1645 when Zhabdnrng was in the Par0
district in order to consolidate his power. The old premises were then rebuilt into
a far more extensive complex and renamed Rinpung dzong.

zhabrung's 'dzong of the heap of jewels'
Eden saw Paro dzong in 1864 as a "...a very striking building, and far surpassed
the expectation we had formed of Booteah ar~hitecture."~
The dzong is a slightly oblong square built in stone with a wooden
superstructure. The utse towers about seven stories high in the centre, and it was
already omamented with a gilded canopy in the centre, when Turner visited in
1783.'
Eden described the courtyard buildings as having five stories," ...three of which
are habitable; the two lower stories used as granaries and stores are lighted with
small loopholes, whilst the upper stories are lighted with large windows, opening
in most cases into comfortable verandah^."^
The utse separates the two courtyards. The Dzongkhang administration is located
on the upper, 'outer' courtyard by the entrance, and the lower 'inner' part is for
the monk body. The entrance to the utse is via the upper courtyard, from about
the south.
The overall structure is in line with the general dzong typology, but the usual hierarchical pattern is reversed, since the monk body which had a higher rank than
the administration, normally would have been placed in the higher position. It is
important to note that during the first period of Zhabdrung's rule it was the monk
body who was in charge of the administrative tasks. The first Paro Penlops were
monks, and the division between administrative personnel and the monk body
only emerged slowly. Eden writes that the Paro Penlop, who was not a lama at
that time, occupied "...the state rooms of the Palace, the central tower in the middle of the quadrangle were occupied by him."' The administrators thus held the
highest authority, displayed in how the dzong was used.
According to Kishen Kant Bose's report from 1815, there was at that time a total
of 700 persons in the dzong, and 300 of these were monks."
A close look at the old photographs indicates there used to be an entrance from
below, where there may have been a terrace with a beautiful view for the monks.
Today only the opening in the wall is visible where the door used to be. The
strong fortifications in this end also indicates that this entrance could be actively
defended (fig. 10). There was also an elaborate rabsel above the door visible in
fig.8, and the roof above is double layered in this section and crowned with a gyaltshen. This gave the dzong a very elaborate front towards the valley.
The only public entrance was from above on the eastern side. Turner writes that
this was over a wooden bridge, which could be removed, "...leaving a deep and
wide space between the gateway and the rock."" The bridge Turner described
in 1783 may have been quite much like the entrance in White's photograph
from 1905 (fig.4 to the right). Also the configuration of the inner entrance was
not straight, but arranged with a bend. The gate was also to be defended from
outlying bastions behind (described by the end of this chapter). The roof above
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the entrance i s crowned by a gyaltshen, but the roof is not elevated.
The dzong may thus have had two entrances, and the upper one was the main one.
The old Humrel khar?
Another tower visible in the old photographs (figs. 2, 4 and 6), which forms a
part o f the outer wall close to the entrance. First I thought this might have served
as a tower protecting the upper entrance, however, the way it i s placed this would
not be feasible. Fig.4 shows that the tower i s quite far from the outer wall. and it
could thus not have had a strategic impact.

Fig. 6 from the courtyard shows that the tower is clearly defined as a separate
structure in between the other buildings which had verandahs in front, may indicate the tower was there from before. It may thus have been incorporated in the
surrounding courtyard-complex when Zhabdrung's dzong was built. If this was
the case, the tower we see in the old photographs may have been the old khar of
the klumrel family. Eden described this building as "...ornamented and painted,
and (it) has number of well-executed inscriptions engraved on stone and iron,
some of them gilt."" This does not sound like a description of a ate tower.
According to the conclusion regarding the khar typology in chapter 3, these
buildings were quite square in plan with a size resembling what we see in the
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photos, and often about 4 to 5 stories high. This tower seems to have foul. stories,
with rabsels towards the east and south on the 2nd floor in line with the typology.
Zhabdrung's young government may thus have utilized the riiost important of
the existing buildings on site, and the tower Inay have had i t s origin in the old
Humrel khar. The building had certainly been renovated, wliich i s revealed by
the Tibetan styled windows (fig.6). This architectural element had been introduced by the Paro Penlop on all large windows at some stage.
The fire in 1907 and the rebuilding
I n October 1907 the dzong was seriously damaged by fire. W1iite.s second mission came after this fire. and he recorded that the dzong "...had been burnt dowll
to the ground a few weeks previously, and was now a heap o f blackened ruins.
with only a few walls standing up gaunt and melancholy. Although [lie ruins

were still smouldering, preparations fbr rebuilding had already commenced, and
the d & h r ; ~was being removed and new timber collected. an arduous task in these
hills, especially as enormous beams are used in all Bhulanese con~truction."'~
The Pare Penlop at the time, Dawa Pen-jor, was in charge o f the consequent
and all Bhutan had to contribute with labour. White write that:
*'The rebuilding of such a fort is a very great tax on the people, and i\ generally
borne by those close at hand, but in this case, by an arrangement of the 'longsa'b.
the whole of Bhutan was contributing either in money or labour, thereby saving
much hardship to the neighbouring villagers and expediting the work ofrecon~truction."'~
According to White was the loss estimated to 1.5 lakhs ofrupees, or
12,000 pounds.'' The rumour also reached White that some believed the dzong
had been purposely set on fire, but, he notes, "...I
had no opportunity o f finding
out the truth, though a suspicious circumstance was that the Penlop was believed
to have succeeded in saving his own property - no inconsiderable amount - while
all Government property was destroyed."16
In 1907 they thought it would take four years to rebuild the dzong." When
Charles Bell (later Sir C.Bel1) came on his mission in 1910, he learnt that the
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Paro Penlop had tendered his resignation "...which had been refused until such
tinie as he had rebuilt the dzong, a ve1-y expensive unde~tahing."'~
The dzong ruins are visible in one photo from 1907 (fig.7). which shows that tile
wooden superstructure had gone, and only the stone walls remained. When the
dzong was rebuilt. the second tower was disniantled. If illis was really the old

khar, it could have been in a very dilapidated state, and thus removed. Except for
this change, it is striking how closely the rebuilt dzong resembles the old one.
Even the shape of roofs. The utse still has two layers, of which the 'golden roof
has the same size as the old one and a serthog on top. The only change except for
the galvanized iron sheets which certainly was introduced later, the large jabzhi
roof got new chzrnj u patra sculptors in slightly hipped corners.I9 A gyaltshen is
there on the roof above the entrance. and the lower part of the building still has
a middle section with double roofs in front with a gyaltshen on top. However,
below this roof the previous extensive rabsel has been replaced with a smaller
one (figs.8 and 9). contradicting the otherwise general pattern of more elaborate
rabsels replacing the old ones. The lower, 'inner' courtyard is for the monk body,
with important temples and the Kunrey. Here is extensive wooden structures,
partly with a triple layered boo, an element which usually is single or double
layered. This is the first place I have registered this elaboration in the entablature
(fig.I I). which today has become widespread on prestigious buildings.
Rituals in the dzong
During the annual Paro tsechu, the first day of rituals take place in the inner
courtyard. This is like 'the monk's day' in which one wards off the evil with the
help of Humrel Gompo. The following days the tsechu performances move out in
a procession, and the ritual cham dances take place outside the dzong on an open
flat to the north-west (fig. 12).
The thongdrel is also unrolled here during the last night of ceremonies, and as
soon as the sun comes up in the morning the thongdrel is rolled up.

fig. 10 a and b, Ruins of mmsiv, .,rzifications m front ofthe

'

dzong. Note the well with crennelations and the bastion with loopholes for archer (1996).

I

The surrounding area
In 1783, the bridge below the dzong was according to Tunler covered in the same
manner as the bridges by the dzongs in Punakha and Thimphu, and "...has two
spacious gateways."'" Eden tells that in 1863 a guard remained in these towers
at night." He also described the paved path from the bridge to the dzong. tIere
"...about half way i s a flag beyond which no one is allowed to go on horseback;

no exception is made even in favour o f the Penlow himself."??

In the area surrounding the dzong walls there are a considerable amount of
ruined fortifications. In 1783 Turner noted that Paro dzong was "...constructed,
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and the surrounding area laid out, more with the view to strength and defence,
than any other place I have seen in Bo~tan."~'
This may have been due to Paro's
strategic position by the regional trade route, and being quite close to the Tibetan
border. There are numerous stories about the dzong being attacked, but I leave
this information in this context.
The photograph from 1863 (fig.2) shows the dzong surrounded by a barren landscape. It also shows other buildings of a considerable size in the vicinity. Turner
described three outposts behind the dzong, which were "...placed in a triangular
position. The centre one is most distant from the palace, and about a double bow
shot from those on either side."24
The one in the middle must have been the Ta dzong, which was presumably built
? ~ other two were
already in 165 1 by the then Paro Penlop, Tenzin D r ~ g d a .The
more like bastions.
Eden wrote about "...six smaller Forts, intended to act as outposts, but they really
About the Ta dzong he wrote that this is
command the Fort most ~ornpletely."~~
a curious building formed of two semi- circle^.^' I described this building as one
among other examples of buildings which may have been consciously shaped in
the geometric form symbolizing subj~gation.'~
The building high up on the ridge in fig. 2 may have been Jela Gompa, often
referred to as Bela dzong. Outside the photo to the right there was. and still is
another monastic establishment called Zurig dzong.
Paro town

The Paro area was visited by the Jesuit Father, Estevao Cacella in 1627, who
wrote that in the valley there was well laid out fields of wheat and rice, and out
of the two great rivers came irrigation channels. There was a town "...so long
that even the part we covered and saw would be at least three leagues and there
was quite a lot more which we did not see. ... the city forms two long arms which
go uphill along the rivers quite a long way."29Paro may thus have been a larger
place in the past than today.30
Its importance was enhanced by the regional trade route which connected
India with Tibet via Phari and the Chumbi valley. At the point where this track
reached the village, there was a gate one passed under, which is no longer there.
This was an impressive structure possibly crowned by a stupa. Eden described
it as follows: "Near the market-place on the Phagri (Thibet) Road is a curious
old gateway, the walls and ceiling of which are covered with very fair Chinese
frescoes, evidently done many year ago, and the roof is covered with bells
exactly like those on Burmese pagodas.""

Pare was an important market place, and it was seemingly 'the market' when
Turner was in Bhutan. He wrote that: "Paro boasts the only market in Bootan;

Fig. 12a and b Mobt of the ~sechutakes place by llle lemples just o u ~ ~ i d~ eh cdmnp. \\rth rltllal
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and it appears to be much frequented. I t is also famous for the manufacture of
gods, and forging o f arms, particularly o f swords and daggers, and tlie barbs
of arrows."" The market was not by the dzong, since Turner writes that he
"...crossed the bridge below the palace, and proceeded up the valley, not far from
the banks o f the Patchieu. We passed through the market-place, as the peasants
were beginning to assemble..""
Eden wrote in l863 that: "About a quarter o f a mile from the fort are the town
and market-place. The town has about thirty, good. three-storeyed, stone houses.
The market place i s a large, open, stony square near the river. Every evening
some two or three hundred people collect here, but as far as we could see they
never had anything to sell except walnuts, pears. and radishes..""

He also tells that in the centre of the square. there was "...a little ornaniented
building in which a Police Darogah, or Tompen, sits at market time to prevent
fights."" The Thrompon is one of the highest ranking officers in the Dzongkhag
administration, and his title means 'town administrator'.j6 His role was thus not
only to calm down eventual tempers, he was also looking to that general law and
order was followed. One rule was according to Eden that: "No one is allowed to
enter the market-place with the head covered or on horseback."" However, the
British were not inclined to respect such rules, and accordingly Eden writes that
they "...had several misunderstandings with the Darogah because wc refused to
dismouli t."'R
Conclusions regarding the typology

The overall structure is in line with the general dzong typology with an utse in
the centre surrounded by buildings forniing two separate courtyards. One enters
boln above (east). The dzong used to have two entrances. The upper one from
the east was the main entrance, and the lower one may just have provided access
to a terrace.
Today there is only one entrance from above, and the upper courtyard is for the
Dzongkhag administration. wlli le the lower courtyard is for the monk body. This
underlines the strong position ofthe administration of the Paro Penlop used to
have in this dzong, and he also had his quarters in the utse.
One ilnportant finding of this case study is that the narrow tower (visible in figs.
2 . 4 and 6). and not rebuilt after the fire in 1907, may have been the old khar of
the tiumrel clan froln about the 15th century. It accords with the prevailing W -

pology for such structures. and may have been incorporated in the larger dzong
of the 17th century. If this was the case it is interesting to note that a new u t s ~
was built, while the khar became a part of the surrounding courtyard structure.
Otherwise there is no information available on eventual changes of the building
complex through time.
Paro has an early urban history, with a fairly large town (in the Bhutanese context) and market along the regional trade route connecting Indian and Tibet.
There was, and is a good distance between the dzong and the town. The dzong
has only a few buildings near by, such as the house for the Dzongdag by the entrance, and some temples by the plain where the tsechu rituals take place.39
Conclusions regarding the architecture

When the dzong was rebuilt after the devastating fire in 1907, it was - with a few
notable exceptions - rebuilt as it had been before. A new timber structure was
incorporated into the remaining stone walls, and the general pattern was that the
rabsels were made more elaborate. The roofs. however, are close to replicas of
the old ones - even on the utse.
Another detail is that [he dzong has got Tibetan styled frames around the large
windows. These frames may have been added between 1863 and 1905,40but this
could also have taken place earlier.
The dzong may have been renovated after the earthquake in 1897. No cracks
are visible in the photos of 1905 - not even in the narrow tower - and such a
renovation may have taken place a few years earlier.
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4.3 Outline of the Bhutanese dzongs known today
and their typological developments
"The government consisted of two divisions housed wirhin the smre
bziildings, the monustic and stute brrreaucracies. At the apex of~hese
two was the ojfice qfheredirary head of stare, both the connecting link
between them and the source ofwhalever auihoriry they ~pielded.
Sjimbolic of this urrangement was a system of prefixes, somewhut
irregulurly upplied in practice, to designate the two divisions and
the apex. Sectrlur oflces were 'outer' (phyi), monastic ones "inner'
(nang) and the apex was peak' (rtse).. "

John A. Ardussi'

This chapter supplements the four case studies in the previous chapter with
information also on other dzongs, and all the dzongs known today are here discussed in a chronological order. Most of the dzongs described grew from small
to larger complexes, and some such extensions have been mentioned below. The
documentation on individual dzongs is also seen in a comparative framework
from which patterns are drawn on how the dzorlg typology evolved. This is
partly based on the layout plans of seven dzongs, presented in fig. 1 .' This chapter
concludes with a summary on the dzong sites and settings, and an outline of the
dzong layout and functions, while chapter 4.4 discusses the architectural developments.
This chapter is structured in line with the phasing in tlie conclusion of chapter
4.1. By the end of this chapter an even more nuanced pattern of developments
will be given including a chronology of the dzongs known today.
4.3.1 Phase 1. Zhabdrung's dzongs and their typological patterns
Chapter 3 explained how the dzong concept evolved until the 17th century. The

early dzongs in Bhutan differed both in scale and also to some extent also in
function from Zhabdrung's dzongs, visible for instance in Doh-ji protecting an
old temple. Zhabdrung's first dzong, Sirntokha presumably represents tlie link
to the earlier dzong type arranged within a defensible courtyard settings, which
functioned as monasteries and gathered taxes from the area around.
Zhabdrung's dzongs were built on a larger scale compared to previous dzongs.
though the early dzongs often were smaller in the first period than later. After
Simtokha had been built, larger and larger areas came under Drukpa rule. A
steadily increasing amount of dzongs administered and protected the country.
and the largest monastic establishments were within the main dzongs.

sIMTOYIIA

The typology of the utsC in Simtokha, represents quite closely the ideal of a
triple-storeyedmandala palace. It is likely that this was an intentional choice
by Zhabdrung, well aware of how building relates to and expresses the spiritual
plane. Simtokha dzong thus expressed the meaning in the Buddhist universe and
derived power thereby.
AS concluded in case 4.2.1 Simtokha has presumably been kept largely as it was
built initially, and on a smaller scale Do Ngon dzong1Dechen Phodrang represented a similar pattern (case 4.2.3, figs.3 and 5a). In both Dechen Phodrang and
Simtokha, the utse was higher than the surrounding outbuildings which fonned
a square, defensive complex. There was no space within the complex for public
display of cham-dances, but the utsC could be circumambulated.
The outer buildings had tower like features in the corners, and the entrances were
simple wooden stairs which could be removed like a drawbridge.
This typology signifies the first phase of dzong building, and it resembles closely
the typology known from later examples of residences for high lamas, the labrang type of buildings. Wangdiitse discussed in case 4.2.3 (figs. 4 and 5b) is
such an example from about mid 17th century. Tango is another (chapter 4.1
fig.2b), possibly from the 1680s. Tucci visited Zhabdrung's ancestral monastery, Ralung in 1948 and described it as a huge temple in the middle surrounded
by cloister building^.^ Tucci may describe buildings of a more recent date than
Zhabdrung's time, but the parallel underlines that this was a usual typology for a
labrang. Simtokha was also initially called a palace, a phodrang.
PLlNAKHA

In the next phase Punakha dzong was built on a larger scale in 1637-8, and here a
typological pattern was adapted which had two distinct parts; the inner and outer,
separated by the central utsd. Such a pattern was reflected in the nomenclature
applied, as described by Ardussi in the introductory quote above. From the initial phase when the monk body carried out all tasks including the administrative
ones,4administrative personnel were included and they worked and lived in the
'outer' part of the dzong. When entering the only entrance. this was the first part
one reached, while the monk body was housed in the more secluded 'inner' part
of the dzong behind the utsd. The utse represented the peak in the mandala palace, and the whole dzong was a consecrated and sacred enclosure. The utsd-towers in the dzongs built after Simtokha, adapted the architecture of the old khar
typology.
\VA
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Dash0 Shingkhar Lam stated in an interview that generally the dzongs developed
from fairly small establishn~entsto larger ones, and in Wangdi and Tongsa (see
below) dzongs such a process is clearly visible. These two dzongs, as well as

Fig. 2 Plan and section of the southern end of Wangdi dzong today.
Drawings by I . R . Hraendstrup and M . H . Larsen. 2002

Jakar, developed along the ridges they are built upon.'
The total length o f Wangdi today is close to 200 meters, and recent architectural
doculnentation of the dzong shows that it forms three clearly defined parts,"
which may have been built as separate phases (see the layout plan in fig.l ) .
Pommaret writes that the very upper, northern end was initiated by Tenzin
Rabgye in 1683, while the next two successive parts were built in 1638.' Ifthis
description is correct, it implies that Wangdi already from 1638-9 was provided
with the ideal arrangement o f both a monastic part in the southern end, and an
'outer' part. However, in line with the history described in chapter 4.1.6, the
southern part Inay have functioned as a monastery under Punakha in an initial
phase. As shown in fig. 2, this part was clearly a for~itiedand full-fledged man-

ouler' courtyard ~nWaflgdi ltsob111gtowards the nekt entrance wh~ch1na) ~ H C Ck e n
a drawbridge in the pas%.Whito, 1905 ( O I W i

astery in its own right with both an utse and a kunrey. I t would have functioned
well by itself. The two other parts may thus have been added later, and possibly
the very northern end was the one built by Tenzin Rabgye. Between the second
and third part there is a ravine, and a kind of bridge connects these parts (fig.3).
In the past this may have been a drawbridge.
The only entrance to Wangdi is from the north. and one ascends higher and
higher when passing through the successive parts. The utsC is located in the highest position, shown in the section fig.2. It may be circumambulated, and is a slim
structure resembling the old Dobji dzong in size.
TASIiIC'HO 1 6 1 1 - 1 7 7 2

What is known about this early dzong damaged by fire in 1772 is summarized
in case 4.2.3. Until about 1760 it was separated in two distinct parts, the 'upper'
and 'lower' dzong. with the 'upper' part, Dechen Phodrang. functioning as the
\.
Inner' part for the Dratshang. However, there were also functions for the monk
body in the lower dzong in this period, since it is written in Druk Kurpo that
T w i n Rabgye extended the assembly hall for monks by fi@-six pillars.' Such
a huge hall could not have been incorporated in the small complex of Dechen

Phodrang as drawn by Davis in 1783." Dechen Phodrang seems to have been
maintained as the palace for the Gyaltsab, the Zhabdrung reincarnation until
1774, when he moved into the utse of the new dzong.
PAR0

Paro dzong of 1645 merged the typological variations described for Simtokha
and Punakha above.I0 As described in case 4.2.4, the general outline of the &ong
is mainly that of a square with an utse in the centre. while at the same time the
sloping terrain clearly marks the two divisions of an 'inner' and 'outer' part of
the courtyard.
What may have been an old khar incorporated in the dzong formed a part of the
surrounding outbuildings, and a new, larger utse was built in the centre.
TONGS.4

The twofold division of 'inner' and 'outer' representing different functions, may
be described as an ideal arrangement in line with the two main branches of the
government: the religious and the political. However, Tongsa dzong has been
built and extended in a more haphazard or rather pragmatic manner, and may
be described as having six courtyards today." The most secluded 'inner' part is
placed in the southern end, and in the very upper, northern end built in the tirst
half of the 20th century,'? there are also facilities for the monk body and important temples (see the layout plan in fig. l)."
Tongsa dzong incorporated an earlier khar of four stories in the overall structure
as its utse during the first phase of constructions in 1644-5 1 .l4 The utse may not
be circuniambulated since the narrow tower is surrounded by other buildings. An
old temple with a shrine of a protector towards the south was also incorporated.
Shingkhar Lam explains that the dzong building started out in these two ends
and filled the gap between them.I5According to ITAB most of the western defensive walls were built in 1647-8 when the existing complex was repaired and
enlarged.I6 Das writes that at this stage Zhabdrung initiated just a small structure
built in a huny to secure and check the inroads from eastem Bhutan." It was enlarged by Minjur Tenpa, and later by Desi Zhidar.
In 1897 Tongsa suffered serious earthquake damage, and Ugyen ~angchuckwho
was to become the first king, repaired the dzong and carried out improvements of
the buildings in addition to installing several statues.I8
Today the main entrance to the dzong is from the north, while originally the
dzong had two main entrances from both east and west in the narrow middle section.I9 The road from west to east Bhutan thus passed through the dzong.
JAKAR

Jakar dzong was built about 1646 in the valley of Bumthang with ancient traditions as a holy place visited by Guru Rimpoche. Possibly due to the many man-

asteries in the valley, this dzong did not have a monk body before the end of the
20th century. However, the dzong was built with an utsC separating an 'inner'
and 'outer' part with one entrance from the south leading to the 'outer' part (see
the layout plan in fig. 1). The dzong thus certainly had a monk body initially, but
when they moved out is not known to me.
The dzong is built on a narrow ridge, almost oriented east-west, and the utsC was
about in the middle of the initial complex.20Jakar resembles Tongsa dmng in the
sense that the utsd is incorporated in the overall building complex - a pattern followed in the later eastern dzongs (see below). The utsC is a substantial structure
of 15 times 20 meters. The 'inner' courtyard placed towards the east is reached
via a passage under this tower. I thought this entrance might have been arranged
after the dzong was reduced in size after the earthquake in 1897, however,
Shingkhar Lam said in an interview that this had been established at the same
time as the surrounding building^.^'
Tenzin Rabgye initiated the building of an extensive chu dzong in 1683. This is
~ a prostill intact, being quite like the one in ruins by Druk Yul d z ~ n g It. ~forms
tected narrow passage snaking down the hill to a well. Every turn and the well
are protected by a bastion, and at the very top there is a semicircular tower, a ta
dzong, by the end of a third courtyard connecting the main dzong complex to the
chu dzong.
The dzong was built on one of the sites where Ngagi Wangchuck may have established a temple in the 16th century, but this is not identical to the small temple
for the protective deity just outside the dzong wall to the west.
According to Shingkhar Lam, Tongsa Penlop used to spend the summer in the
'inner' part of Jakar dzong. Later the first king did the same.23However, today
there is a monk body again and they spend the winters in Tongsa dzong. Some
years ago new ofices were built outside the complex by the road below, and the
old dzong was not really used. This has been changed by the present Dzongdag.
Jigrne Zangpo, and today the dzong is again used both for administrative and
monastic purposes.
DRIIK

\'[]L

Tenzin Drukdra2" (1607-67)was the first Paro Penlop and the second Desi,'-'
and he is credited for building Druk Yul dzong guarding the passes from Tibet
into the Paro valley in about 1 647.16The name of the dzong indicates it was
built to commemordte a victory over the invading Tibetans, and it was built in a
strategic position along the trade route between Paro and Phari in Tibet. Today
it is in ruins. since it was not rebuilt after a fire in 195 1, but the ruins have been
registered by the Survey of Bhutan who have prepared a map with the outline
of the old dzong which was the basis for my sketch plan in tig. 1 ." This drawing
corresponds with the descriptions of the dzong provided in British sources. Most
significant in this context is the overall division into three separate courtyards.

Turner recorded in 1783 that: "Having ascended to the gateway at the foot of the
walls, we had still to mount about a dozen steps through a narrow passage, after
which we landed upon a semicircular platform edged with a strong wall pierced
with loopholes. Turning to the right, we passed through a second gateway, and
went along a wide lane with stables for horses on each side. The third gateway
conducted us to the interior of the fortress, being a large square. the angles of
which had three suites of rooms. In the centre of the square was a temple dedicated to Mahamoonie and his concomitant idol^."'^
The only entrance to the dzong was from the south, and one ascended towards
the 'inner', third courtyard with the utsC in the centre. This slim tower is still
there and has a width of nine meters as in the khar structures, and a breadth of
eighteen meters - slightly larger than that of Wangdi dzong. The utse was like a
Gijnkhang where the armoury was kept."'
The dzong was well prepared for an eventual siege, and had a chu dzong arrangement of sunken passages zigzagging down to an extra water source down
the valley, quite like the one at Jakar.jo The daily water supply was catered for by
a small lake (or pond) just outside the dzong walls.
DACANA

During 1648-5 1 Dagana was built in an area south of Thi~nand Thed, described
as inhabited by barbarians. On the basis of an existing complex which had been
captured, the dzong was built on a grand scale in accordance with the general
typology of this period. The dzong is situated on a ridge with a waterfall and a
small lake in front, and it was initially larger than today's premises. Two earthquakes reduced the dzong according to Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi. In the centre
is a huge towering utse which incorporated an older, s~nallertemple." Today the
utse is crowned by an elaborate, triple layered jabzhi roof and a serthog.
L I N G S H I . GASA AND C l l O S O

The two dzong of Lingshi and Gasa were both built in the early 1650s to protect
the borders towards Tibet. Lingshi dzong is strategically placed on a hill to the
south of a pass apparently blocking the valley. White passed the dzong in 1905,
and then it was all "...a picturesque mass of ruined ~nasonry."'~This was the result of the earthquake of 1897, and he writes that it must have been an iniposing
and very strong citadel, much larger than he thought would have been necessary.
Gasa is one of the least altered dzongs today, showing most clearly the defence
typol~gy.~'
It is situated in a commanding and spectacular setting, and is visible
from as far away as the Dochula pass linking Thimphu and Punakha." Several
ruins are kept in its vicinity, and archaeological excavations in the surrounding
area may uncover the supporting system of bastions, walls and underground Passages, which made up the strongholds of old.
Gasa has a sunken, covered passage leading from the dzong down to a small

lake behind the dzong, which may have been created to become the dzong's
water source like at Druk Yul dzong. There are also some resemblances between
the outline of Gasa and Druk Yul dzongs, both having semicircular platforms in
front. Gasa also has a semicircular ta dzong among the outlying buildings within
the compound, which is slightly lower than the utsk. The utsk is centrally placed
in the highest part of the courtyard, and may be cirumambulated.
Choso dzong in Lunana east of Gasa is today under Gasa Dmngkhag, however,
it is likely that this remote dzong was built to protect and administer the Drukpa
rule in this area of the high Himalayas towards the Tibetan border. There are
hardly any sources on this dzong, and this is my assumption. I do not know when
Choso was built, but suggest this may have taken place about at the same time
or slightly later than Lingshi and Gasa. Choso dzong today is much smaller than
Gasa, and fonns one courtyard of single storeyed buildings with the main building at the back. This main building is a double storeyed structure, surrounded by
a kemar.35I take the fact that the kemar is there as a sign of Choso being a dzong
in the past, and it has thus been included in the map of dzongs, built in phase 2.
4.3.2 Phase 2. Consolidation and expansion. Dzongs built before 1700
This was a period with extensive construction, especially during the reign of
Tenzin Rabgye. The old dzongs of phase 1 were improved and extended, and
further dzongs were built in the outlying areas under Tongsa and Paro pen lop^.^^
Bhutan was also sub-divided into a network of the smaller Dungkhags, and their
administration and the taxes in kind collected locally were stored in so-called
nagtsangs. Some of these resembled small dzongs, but have not been included in
this research.
LHLIENTSE

Lhuentse is situated east of Jakar, and was built in 1654 on a spot where one of
Ngagi Wangchuck's temples may have been. Built on a ridge, different levels
form the two divisions of the dzong, with the monk body placed in the highest
part. The main temples are placed at the back of this 'inner' and upper part of the
courtyard, but incorporated in the overall building complex.
ZHEMCANG

Built around 1655. this dzong was perched on a hill above the river, Mangde
Chu. The history of the site may go back to the 12th century when Lama Zhang
built a hermitage here.)' Today the dzong has six temples, of which the most sacred is the ggnkhang which is believed to date back to Lama 2hang.j"
The dzong was built with an utsk surrounded by smaller buildings, but it was
damaged by several fires as well as earthquakes. When Zhemgang Dzongkhag
was established in 1963, parts of the old dzong were restored by the 3rd king.

Today, however, there is no defined utse in the dzong,'" and the dzong consistsof
two major buildings placed next to each other with the eldest in the highest
position.
TASHIGANG
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Fig. 4 Roofs of Tbhigaig dzong ( 1988)
show that [he mam temples are at the back.
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Tashigang dzong was built in about 1655 in
a majestic position overlooking the valley
towards the north. This site causes problems,
since the dzong is threatened by unstable
ground conditions. It has also been damaged
by earthquakes, clearly visible in cracks on the
front walls.4o
The dzong has one courtyard, but no centrally
placed utse. The monk body is placed in the
far end from the entrance, which i s seen by
the elaborate roofs and the ornaments in this
part (fig.4). The ideal twofold pattern of 'inner' and 'outer' is thus adapted in a pragmatic
manner to this smaller complex around one
single courtyard.

ZtIONGAR

As written in chapter 4.1, Zhongar was the castle o f one o f the local rulers in the
east, which was captured by the expanding Drukpa government in about 1655.
The dzong was built as an extension of the old complex, and functioned until it
was damaged by a fire presumably in the early 20th century. Zhongar dzong is
now ruins, still just visible on a hilltop below the road west o f Mongar. However,
Ido not know how this dzong was organised.
TASHIYANCSTE

Tashiyangtse dzong was built about the same time as Tashigang and Zhongar.
The present buildings may represent the old dzong, in which case Tashiyangste
was built on a markedly smaller scale than the other eastern dzongs and the
buildings do not form a defensive settlement (fig.5). Tashiyangste was for many
years a Dungkhag under Tashigang, until a Dzongkhag was established in the
1990s and a new dzong built further up the valley by the village of Tashiyangtse.
To my knowledge, the old dzong has a monk body today.
Dk:WANCIRI

Dewangiri by today's Deothang in the south-east may have been a dzong on a
scale resembling Dhumdzong and Daling along the south-western border dating

back to this phase. tio\cever., I do not have niuch inforniation on De\+angirifrom
earlier than the Duar war. when i t was erased by the British. Drrrk A'i~tyloincludes
Deha~igit-ias an eastern dzong.-" and Penibe~lonn,ho entered Bhutan froni southeast on his mission in 1837. refers in his report to the Deuangiri 'Ra-iah' who received orders froni the Tongsa Penlop," as did the Dzongpon o f tlie other eastern
dzollgs. I have thus included Dewangiri as a ruined dzong of Phase 2 .

-

Fig. 6 Chukha dzong. Davis, 1783

S O t ' T I i - W ESTERN UZONCS:
CtillliH.4

Chukha dzong was possibly built in the 1680s, but is gone today afier the stones
from its ruins were reused when the road up from Phuntsholing was built in
the 1960s. By comparing Davis' painting from 1783 (fig.6) with his own and
Turner's written descriptions we get an idea of how it was organized. Turner
wrote that it "...is a large square building, placed on elevated ground; there is
only one entrance into it, by a flight of steps, and through a spacious gateway,
with large heavy doors; it is built of stone, and the walls are of a prodigious
thickness."" Davis noted that the dzong was "...composed of three separate
buildings, which, with a wall on the fourth side. enclose a quadrangle court-yard.
and form altogether a post of ample dimensions.""" Chukha dzong had a kemar
around the main tower which was crowned by a gyaltshen indicating temples
inside. The size of this building appears quite large with protective measures
by the only entrance. It was thus forming a single courtyard, but differed from
Tashigang in that the main building was above the only entrance while the buildings in the back were of a smaller scale. It is not known if the dzong had a monk
body or how it was organized.
D A I . I N C , D t I t I M D Z O N G . 'I'SAN<;BI AND HA

Daling dzong in the south-west is in ruins and outside today's borders as described in chapter 4. l . Eden described Daling dzong as having a large gateway
to the north-east, where the DzongpBn resided, and a number of houses and a

garden within the walls to house about two hundred men. One building was specifically assigned to house the people of the Duars when they came to pay their
tribute. Another building was a rno~iastery.~'
Eden writes that "...we were taken
into a little Buddhist temple adjoining the Jungpen's residence.."&
Comparing this description with the sketch plan made in 1773 (tig.7).J7Captain
Claude Martin may thus have got it wrong when he wrote 'Cook room' on the
building which Eden refers to as the temple. This building is centrally located
and was most likely a temple both in 1773 and 1864. The outline corresponds to
the khar structures, and was a square o f about nine times nine meters.
Dhumdzong built in 1690 is in ruins today outside Bhutan as written in chapter
4.1. It may have resembled Daling dzong, but with a more square outline and
also an utse.'"
Eden described the old Tsangbi (or Sornbe) dzong in the Amo Chu valley as
a small building o f rubble stone with a wooden roof, remarkable only for the
beauty of its situation," while the old Ha dzong was "...a very pretty four storeyed little b~ilding."'~
Ha dzong also I ~ a d
a outlying ta dzong. Both Tsangbi and
Ha dzongs are in ruins today. They used to be under the authority of Paro Penlop.
and appears to have had the same status as that o f the eastern dzongs under
Tongsa Penlop. A new dzong was built a few kilometres up in the Ha valley in
1915 (see below). which was then a Dungkhag under Paro Penlop.

Fig. 7 I'lall at'I)alirlg drong dra\jn

Claudr: hlartin in 1773. I n Aris. 1982

4.3.3 Phase 3. 1700- 1900

The 18th century experienced long periods of peace, but a certain instability started to occur. In the 19th century instability became widespread, and the
dzongs had to be repaired after insurrections. Only one new dzong was built in
this period.
'I-ASH IC:HO

Punakha dzong may have served as a 'model' for the new Tashicho dzong built
in 1773. Tashicho carries a close resemblance to Punakha which appears as an
older dzong when drawn in 1783. Tashichi) looks less fortress like compared
with Punakha, even though it is placed in a less protected landscape setting.
Turner compared Punakha and Tashicho dzongs in 1783, and wrote that there
were great similarities in the overall form and appearances between the two, but
Punakha was "...rather more spacious and exten~ive".~'
Punakha still is the most
important of the two, but today the outline of these complexes covers about the
The oblong
same length of 220 meters, and Tashichb is wider than P~nakha.~'
shape of Punakha contributes to the impression of a huge complex.
Tashicho dzong as drawn in 1783 is the mirror-image of Punakha in many ways.
The entrance from the south has features comparable to Punakha's only northern
entrance. That three parallel wooden ladders were built in 1773, may have been
due to its ritual significance rather than security, since the other, eastern entrance
of Tashicho differed in this respect. In both dzongs the entrance to the utse is
from the 'inner' monastic part, which means it is from the south in Punakha and
from the north in Tashicho.

Fig. 8 Proposal for an extension ofTashich0 dzong. K.Kanelio. 2000

4.3.4 Phase 4. New dzongs o f the 20th century

Monarchy was established in 1907, and until the reign of the 3rd king only
dzongs which had been damaged in fires etc. were replaced. The old Paro dzong
was thus rebuilt early in the 20th century as described above. Ha and Mongar
dzongs were built on new sites, while Lingshi and Tashichl, were both built on
the same site as much older establishments. These two dzongs (and especially
TashichiS) carry some of the significance of the older dzongs, however, since the
major parts of these dzongs were built new in the 20th century they have been
included in this phase.
121NCSHI

Lingshi dzong which had been reduced to rubble in the earthquake of 1987, was
rebuilt by the Thimphu Dzongp6n. In 1905 he told White that he was going to
build the dzong "...on a much smaller scale, just sufliciently strong to keep out
cattle lifters and such like.""
HA

Ha dzong was built as a Dungkhag in 1915, and it was also the residence of
the powerful Dorji family who got a special position in the government system when the monarchy was established, however, their influence was reduced
in the 1960s. The architecture of Ha closely resembles that of Wangdichilling
palace built in Bumthang by the Wangchuck family as a palace in about 1890.
Shingkhar Lam states in an interview that the same carpenter was in charge of
both these building projects,s4which is clearly visible in the architecture. The
outline closely follows the early typology with a high central utse surrounded
by a square courtyard and outbuildings. However, to my knowledge there is no
monk body, and also no kemar on the building. Ha dzong was occupied by the
Indian army and closed to foreigners until our final years in Bhutan. Ha was
made an independent Dzongkhag, and today the Dzongkhag administration has
moved into the dzong.
MONCAR

Mongar is an attractive dzong situated within the village of the same name. It
was built in the first half of the 20th century, in order to replace to old Zhongar
dzong. It is built in accordance with the early typology, with a central utsd-tower
which may be circumambulated. The utsC is surrounded by a complex of outlying buildings.
TASHICHC)

The conclusion in the case study 4.2.3, is that Tashich6 dzong today represents
the architecture of the 20th century and most notably the 1960s. One exception
is the base of the utse dating back to 1773, and the dukhang which may be from

the 1870s. The rebuilding followed the old typology with minor changes (see the
layout plan in fig. 1 )." The courtyards were levelled, and the utse may now by
circumambulated. The dzong also got a third entrance from the north directly to
the monastic part. The architectural changes, on the other hand are far more significant, and for instance the amount of elaborate roofs increased extensively.
With the central government permanently established in the dzong, there is a
pressing need of more office space. Plans for how to extend the dzong are thus
being made, and one such proposal adds three more 'dzong-like' complexes
around today's dzong (fig.8). However, these extra 'dzongs' will only contain
office space. If a proposal like this is implemented, it would certainly reflect how
the administrative part of the government has gained the upper hand today - to
such an extent that the monk body remaining in their present premises would be
encircled by administrative personnel.
NEW DZONCKHAC C E N T R E S

When the third king revitalized the old dzong system, several new and independent Dzongkhags were established along the southern belt of Bhutan. Here the old
dzongs had been erased after the Duar war as explained above, and new centres
were required for the administration of these Dzongkhags. Dzong-like buildings
were thus built in Samtse, Pemagatshel and Samdrup Jongkhar in line with the
courtyard typology, with office complexes as the main buildings (fig.9). I thus
hesitate in terming these buildings dzongs since they represent a clear shift in
what had been the prevailing dzong typology so far. However, the Bhutanese
government refers to these Dzongkhag centres as dzongs which underlines the
importance and intentions assigned to them. These new buildings underline the
shift of attention applied to the administrative part of the government's activities.
However, the architectural monumentality of the old dzongs is reflected in the
new dzongs. Samdrup Jongkhar has a double-layered roof with a gyaltshen on
top, and their shape slightly resembles Indian architecture, reflecting its location
close to the border. The same is the case with Samtse built by the border in the
south-west. Samtse may have been built in the 1960s with a triple layered roof,
having mainly administrative facilities.
Large parts of the southern area were closed to foreigners during our years in
Bhutan, and I have thus not visited the regions of Chirang. Geylegphug and
Dagana. The Dzongkhags of Chirang and Geylegphug may thus have dzong-like
buildings in line with those described above, however, it Inay well be that the
centres here are housed in quite temporary facilities like the ones for Chukha
Dzongkhag in Simakoti. However, here a new, monumental dzong complex is
under construction.
A new dzong for Tashiyangste was built in the late 1990s after Tasliiyangtse was
made an independent Dzongkhag in 1992. This is situated a few kilometres north

of the old dzong - next to Tashiyangtse village. The old dzong may be housing a
nion k body.
4.3.5 Conclusions on chronology and phasing of the dzong building
I have studied various maps such as Doig ( 196 1 ). Karan ( 1967). and maps by

the Survey of Bhutan. These sources have included further dzongs than the
ones included above, which I have tried to trace. Shingkhar Lam was asked to
clarify some of these, such as Changchuckha dzong below Zhenigang. and Sinlu
dz0n.g further down the Thimphu valley tiom Simtokha. These he had not heard
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about, while Bitekha and Getta dzongs were Dungkhag offices, and Ura has been
wrongly included on maps as a place with a d z ~ n g . ~ ~
Bela on the ridge above Paro dzong is often referred to in the British sources as a
dzong, however, Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi informed that Bela i s not a dzong, but
a temple named Jela Gompa built in the early 16th cent~ry.~'
On the basis o f my findings, map 11 reflects my conclusions on the chronology of dzongs, including all dzongs as well as dzong ruins presently known.
However, as concluded in chapter 4.1, the nagtsangs of the Dungkhags have not
been included in this context, nor have the dzongs from before Zhabdrung's time.
It should also be noted that the ancient tradition o f terming old power places
'dzong' continues today, but for the sake o f clarity these have not been included
on the map. The following summary supplements map 11, p.4 14.

PHASE I: ZIIABDRlrNC'S D Z O N C S

Phase 1 A: The early era o f Zhabdrung in Bhutan
1629-3 1 Simtokha dzong. Damaged by Tibetans in 1634. Rebuilt, mainly in 1667
Phase lB: Zhabdrung's rule gets firmly established in Thim and Thed
1637-8 Punakha dzong
1638-9 Wangdi dzong. A major extension built in 1683
164 1 Tashicho dzong and Dechen Phodrang; the 'upper and lower' dzong.
Tashichi) was damaged by a fire in 1772.
Phase IC: Consolidation o f Zhabdrung's rule in western Bhutan
1645 Paro dzong, possibly incorporating an old khar
1644-5 1 Tongsa dzong built, incorporating an old khar building and a temple.
1646 Jakar dzong. Extended in 1683. Rebuilt, but reduced after the earthquake in
1897.
1647 Druk Yul dzong. Extended in 165 1 . Ruined by fire in 195 l.
1648-5 1 Dagana dzong captured and extended . Reduced in size after earthquakes.
1650? Gasa dzong
1650? Lingshi dzong. Ruined in the 1897 earthquake. Reduced and built new in
the 20th century.
1650s? Choso dzong

PHASE 2: DZONGS BllllA'rBEFORE 1700. C O N S O L I D A T I O NA N D
EXPANSION

Phase 2A: The eastern expansion
1654 Lhuentse dzong
1655? Zhemgang dzong, incorporating a 12th century temple. Damaged by fires
and earthquakes. Re-established in 1963.
1655? Tashiyangtse dzong
1655? Tashigang dzong
1655? Zhongar dzong captured and extended. In ruins after a fire early 20th
century.
1690? Dewangiri dzong
Phase 2B: The southwestern expansion
1680s? Chukha, Tsangbi (Sombe) and Ha dzongs
1690? Dhumdzong and Daling dzong built in the area of today's Sikkim and
West Bengal. Both ruined after the Duar war in 1864-5.

PHASE 3 : 1700-1900

1773 Tashichli dzong built on a new site after fire had damaged the old one

PHASE 4: NEW DZONCS OF THE 20TH CENTURY

Phase 4A: The early period of monarchy - the era of palaces
Linghsi dzong was built on the old site some time after 1905
1907-10 Paro dzong rebuilt after a fire
1915 Ha dzong built as a Dungkhag, but is the centre of the Dzongkhag today
1930? Mongar dzong built replacing the old Zhongar dzong
Phase 4B: Beginnings of a 'modem Bhutan' ruled from dzongs
1960s Tashichli dzong extensively rebuilt
1960s? Samtse and San~dnrpJongkhar dzongs built. Also pernagatshe1 dzong.
but this may have been later.
1980s A new dzong at Dagana designed, but not built
1990s Punakha dzong extensively rebuilt
1990s The new Tashiyangtse dzong built
2003 The new Chukha dzong being built.

4.3.6 Summary of the dzong sites and their settings
SITES

The dzongs were preferably built on a site connected to earlier religious establishments or legends. The sites also had to be both auspicious in relation to geomancy and strategically sound. There should preferably be no settlements close
to the dzongs for strategic reasons in case of siege. Turner described TashichC) in
1783 as having "...no regular town, nor any village, within a mile of the palace.""
The close to flat sites chosen for the two most important, central dzongs of
Punakha and Tashicho, underlines that they were protected by the dzongs in the
more outlying areas, and they were also the main seats of the government.
The dzongs were built with a certain distance to villages and houses, but today
bazaars have developed close to many of the dzongs. This is discouraged by
the government which is launching plans for 'new towns' in order to leave the
dzongs surrounded by open land such as in the past. This may divert people's attention away from the dzongs, however, with most of the old complexes built on
ridges there is hardly space for expansion by the dzongs.
TA DZONGS

The many dzongs built on hill sides, implied they were well protected on three
sides, but vulnerable on the fourth having the slope up behind. In these situations
ta dzongs were built like in Paro, Tongsa and War~gdi.~~
The ta dzongs contained
temples, and according to Shingkhar Lam these bastions were like G6nkhangs
for protective deitiesm
The ta dzongs should protect the dzong entrance, but Eden did not have high
thoughts of the strategic role of these bastions. In his report he commented in the
context of Dhumdzong, that: "The fort was, as usual in Bootan, completely commanded by its own outposts."61
OIITLYINC T E M P L E S FOR P R O T E C T I V E DEITIES

A very important element by most dzongs are the small, outlying temples for
the protective deities of the place. The temple by Tashichti and Jakar dzongs are
red,"?while the one below Paro is grey, depending on the significance of the deity guarding the dzorig and the area.
CHORTENS

The dzongs had chortens both within the premises and in the vicinity, of which
several examples are shown in the dzong cases. Shingkhar Lam explains how
some of the gateways one had to pass under when approaching the dzongs had
a hidden chorten above, believed to influence those passing to come under the
Power of the Dzongp~ns.~'
Tenzin Rabgye sent agents to Gyantse in 1691 to document the Kumbum, but he
did not realize his plan to build a replica by Punakha dzong. However, close SCru-

tiny of one of Davis' drawings of 'hshicho dzong (see chapter 4.2.3 fig. Id), reveals there was a huge chorten on the western side of the dzong, not extant today.
There were also chortens and prayer flags by the dzongs indicating where those
approaching were to dismount their horses as a sign of respect.
STAB1,ES

All dzongs had an attached stable, often outside, or like in Druk Yul dzong the
stables were in the second courtyard. The Desi was what Davis calls "...the proprietor of horses, and the produce of them furnishes no inconsiderable resource
for the public e~igencies.."'~
The horses were bred for sale, and also exported to
Bengal, Assam and
GARDENS

Some of the dzongs such as Punakha had extensive and well stocked gardens
outside the dzong walls, described by T~rner.'~
He also described a large garden
on the eastern side of Wangdi, in a sheltered hollow where oranges, apples, mango trees and many other species thrived." Par0 may have had a garden or at least
a nice terrace for the monks below the dzong. Today, however, these gardens are
hard to trace.
OllTSlDE RESIDENCES

Outside, but close by some of the dzongs, residences were built for the family of
the Dzongpon. This is the case by Paro, Wangdi and Lhuentse dzongs, and south
of Tongsa dzong a semicircular residence was built to house the queens of the
second kingb8

4.3.7 Outline of the dzong layout and functions
S A C R E D ENC1,OSlIRE A N D T H E ' T H R E E S I I P P O R T S '

The dzongs being sacred enclosures implied that the 'three supports' had to be
present." The highest merit is connected to the chortens, which explains why
Zhabdrung spent his last years building a chorten in Punakha dzong as described
in case 4.2.2.
The Buddhist canon, the Kanjur and other sacred texts were donated to the
dzongs, as well as sculptures of the Buddha and other deities of the pantheon.
There were many temples within the dzongs, not only in the utse. This is visible
in the many roof ornaments above these temples, which will be explai~ledbelow.
ORIENTATION

1 have compared the prevailing information on various dzongs in order to see if

there may be some patterns related to which functions are placed where according to the compass. Eventual likeness to the descriptions of 'Shenrap's palace'
(chapter 2.4) would of course have been interesting, however, it has not been

possible to find a pattern. The dzongs have entrances from all directions, also the
earliest ones. Simtokha is entered from the south. the old Tashicht) dzong had
entrances towards south and east, and today from east and north. The old 'upper
dzong' Dechen Phodrang also had entrance from the north. This was also the
case with Punakha and Wangdi in Thed. Tongsa dzong was entered both from
both east and west. In general the entrances thus seem to have been placed in a
pragmatic manner in relation to the local conditions in each setting.
In Simtokha and Punakha the utsC is entered from the south, in Wangdi from the
west and in the later Tashichb from north. Temples towards the east and south
seem to be preferred, but there are many exceptions to such a pattern.
G E N E R A L LAYOUT

The dzongs have usually been arranged as a rectangle or a square. More organic
shapes were also adapted for the dzongs defending the borders in order to fully
cover the ridges they were built upon. The complexes form defensive settlements
and are organized into an 'inner', secluded part for the monk body, and an 'outer'
part for the administration. This often follows a courtyard pattern of two or more
courtyards, where the first courtyard reached when entering is the 'outer' one.
Zhabdrung's first dzong, Simtokha had an inner courtyard for circumambulation
of the utse, but not for public display of cham dances such as later dzongs. Today
each dzong has an annual festival, the tsechu described in chapter 2.3.5. The
rituals usually take place in one of the courtyards, but in some dzongs such as
Punakha and Tongsa the cham dances are performed in the 'outer' parts, while in
Tashichb and Paro they are conducted in the 'inner' parts 'O
The 'inner' and 'outer' parts of the dzongs are usually divided by a centrally
located square or rectangular utse-tower with temples. The utsC was also the residence for Zhabdrung and his later reincarnations, or other high lamas. The utsC
may often be circumambulated, however, it seems as if this has come more in
focus again the last century. In Simtokha this meritorious action was catered for
with its close adherence to the ideal mandala concept. but this concept was later
adapted in a more pragmatic manner. However, the height of the utsk always exceeds the other buildings, and symbolizes the peak in the centre of the mandala
palace. The architecture will be described more in detail in chapter 4.4.
The huge halls where the monks assemble are called kunrey or dukhang. In the
largest monasteries such as in Punakha and Tashichb, there are both a dukhang
and a kunrey, of which the kunrey seems to be used for more special occasions.
Today's kunrey in both Punakha and Tashich6 are new, built in line with the
preferred aesthetics of quite square shaped rooms. In Simtokha the kunrey is also
the utse, resembling the Tibetan version of the lndian vihara typology (S= chap
ter 2.5) with a large square in the centre, surrounded by shrines. This temple has

parallels to the niain temple of Samye, but on a sriialler scale, with one entrance
door opposite the main altar, while the overall shape itself indicates the 'four
gates' in the cardinal directions o f the mandala palace. While Samye was the first
major Buddhist temple built in Tibet, the same may be said about Simtokha in
Bhutan. It seems as if the importance given to these tirst establishments, made
then1 express the architectural and religious ideals more clearly than the later,
more pragmatic solutions. The utse and kunrey in Simtokha dzong i s thus the
most ancient example o f such a temple in Bhutan, and thus of utmost importance.
The outlines of the dzongs are adapted to the terrain, but when built on more flat
sites as in Punakha and Tashicho dzongs, the inner area was elevated above the
surrounding ground level. In the early phase there was usually only one entrance,
reached via steep flights o f removable wooden stairs. Later when the security
situation improved, the amount o f entrances increased and became more solid
and architecturally pretentious as will be described in chapter 4.4.
Elevating the inner courtyard level created lower floors which contained storage space and also dungeons for prisoners. Such rooms were poorly lit, and only
ventilated through small openings which also served as loopholes for archers.
Passages were created by the thick stone walls supporting the buildings above.
Facing the courtyards, there are galleries and verandahs with carved and often
painted details, all in wood. The cells for the monks and apartments for the staff
were placed in the 'inner' and 'outer' parts o f the dzongs respectively. Those
o f lowest rank had their rooms up in the roof, and on the ground floor. Those
of higher rank had rooms with antechambers. Today only the monk body lives
within the dzong walls, however, this change has only resulted in minor changes
in most dzongs. When new outbuildings were built around Tashicho dzong in the
1960s, the galleries disappeared and gave space for more offices.
The new dzongs built in the latter part o f the 20th century differ in relation to
the descriptions above. Most o f these dzongs do not have a monk body, and the
tendency today i s that the administrative functions take up most of the space in
the dzongs. The new dzongs are compact office complexes within a courtyard
setting, without any utse, and the walls are opened up with windows for the many
offices. Some o f them are also not provided with ke~narson the outer walls.
B I I I L D I N G SER\'I<'ES

Water used to be carried into the dzongs for cooking and tea, and the rivers catered for the personal hygiene and washing o f clothes.
Toilets were arranged as a huge latrine built at least one or more floors up. the
area below thus filled up with waste which slowly drained away. The traditional
toilets in simple cantilevered rabsels from where the sewage goes via wooden

pipes down the outer wall face, were not usual in the early dzongs for defence
reasons.
Today only the monk bodies live in the dzongs, but this implies a challenge in
how to incorporate modem amenities in terms of toilets and facilities for personal hygiene. The water in the rivers is not clean, and proper drinking water needs
to be supplied. Cooking facilities and candles still create a high risk of fires, and
electrification is required. In Punakha a new kitchen block was built outside the
dzong walls (see case 4.2.2 t?g.28), but the barrack form this was given is not an
adequate aesthetical solution.
To bring water into this type of building, may also cause serious building damage
if it is without proper piping systems.
4.3.8 Conclusions on the Bhutanese dzong typology
This research has revealed that Zhabdrung's dzongs incorporated existing facilities to a larger extent than reflected in the prevailing sources. One reason for
this omission may be that the size of such old parts were minor in relation to the
grand dzongs.
The thesis also shows the monasteries incorporated within the dzongs had some
parallels to the ancient monastic vihara traditions of India described in chapter
2.5. Most significantly, the general outline maintained the mandala typology of
the tantric institutions, and the outer walls of the dzongs were closed off, while
they opened up towards the inner courtyard(s). Most of the central utsC towers, crowned by a serthog resembling the stupa, may be circumarnbulated. The
monks may gather in 'one hundred pillared halls' in the largest monasteries.
and many temples have adapted the typology of shrines around an open central
space. Some of the dzongs also used to have nice gardens.
The dzongs are sacred enclosures protected by tantric Buddhism. and also physically protected by a defensive architecture .
A definition of the Bhutanese dzong typology needs to be referred to historical

periods. In the period from Zhabdrung's time until about 1950. a dzong would be
a fortified monastery which also had considerable administrative functions inte-

grating the religious-political power of the Drukpa Kargyud government in one
compact defensive complex.
The dzongs of the central government, Punakha and Tashich6 were situated in
the very 'inner' area of Bhutan, encircled and protected by the outlying dzongs.
The nomenclature of 'inner' and 'outer' was also reflected in the dzong architecture as described above. The utsC. the towering peak of the mandala palace
marked the transition between the two parts.
In some of the smaller dzongs the utsC was incorporated in the buildings surrounding one courtyard. Also here the ideal division of 'inner' and 'outer' parts
of the dzong was adapted. One exception in this context is Tongsa dzong where

this is arranged in a more pragmatic manner. However, 'inner' parts of the
dzongs for the monk body, and the more 'outer' parts for the administrative staff
within a complex where towering roofs marks the utsd, still describes what may
be termed the archetypical pattern of the Bhutanese dzongs during a long period
of more than three centuries.
It is interesting to note that the scale of the two main Bhutanese dzongs were and
are comparable in scale to Lhakhang Chenmo of Sakya described in chapter 3.2.
When the government revitalized the old dzong system in the 1960s, Bhutan
was divided into Dzongkhags whose borders largely followed the old patterns.
One important ditrerence from the previous system was that the old hierarchy
between the dzongs changed. Each district now came directly under the central
government which was based in Tashicho on a permanent basis.
In the new dzongs the administrative part has gained the major focus, which may
explain why some of them have not been defined as sacred enclosures with a
kemar. Religion still plays a major role within the government, but in terms of
space the administrative facilities take up the largest area in the dzongs today.
The peaceful times of today also result in the dzongs walls being opened up, and
the new dzongs of today rather resemble town halls, than the previous fortress
typology. This major typological shift may thus be dated to the 1960s, and underlines the modernisation process taking place in the Bhutanese society.
The process of modernisation also implies changes of the older dzongs as described in chapter 4.2, especially in Tashicho and Punakha. Here drastic alterations have been taking place in the latter half of the 20th century. changes which
are far more extensive than the previous process of gradual transition. It appears
as if the old dzong architecture may be cornered between disfigurement or conservation today. This is discussed in chapter 5.2.
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4.4 On the Bhutanese architecture and its
developments
"... ~enzplesare very rare, us when we wulked through
these mottntains during ~he,first
sixleen days of'our journey
we,found none,.."
Father Esteavo Cacellal

The Jesuit monks Cacella and Cabral visited Bhutan in 1627, and in his repon
Cacella wrote the lines above. Aris comments that this statement "...passes belief.
There must have been several hundred temples and monasteries in Bhutan by
this date."' So - how come Cacella did not see all these temples? Aris asks if it
could be that these comments "...derive solely from Cacella's wish to portray the
country as ripe for Christian con~ersion?"~
Being focused on his mission, Aris may be right that Cacella saw what he wanted
to see, but it may also be that he saw nothing looking like 'churches'. This was
his first encounter with the Himalayan culture, and the architecture of temples in
this part of the world is very different from the European typology of churches.
He may thus not have been able to fully understand what he actually saw.
Cacella's observation above may also indicate that the temples in Bhutan in 1627
were small in size, and it may have been difficult to distinguish the temples from
houses. It still is today, for the untrained eye. In his report he also wrote that in
Paro they had seen "...no more than a small house of a private lama which he
used as a t e m ~ l e . "This
~ is reminiscent of a photo 1 found of a Bhutanese temple
wrongly catalogued as 'a house' in the archives of the Royal Geographic Society.
This was a photo by White from 1905 and the temple looks exactly like most
houses, but the kemar, signifying a temple, is there around parts of the upper
wall.' Such temples are still usual in Bhutan, although the architecture has grown
increasingly more elaborate, much due to the dzongs built from 1629 onwards.
This chapter describes how the architecture has changed, on the basis of the visual sources from 1783 until today, linking up to the case studies in chapter 4.2 and
some of the other dzongs described in chapter 4.3. How the architectural variations are expressed in relation to the traditional typology of buildings introduced
in chapter I . l , will also be in focus. including a few of the 'hidden meanings' of
the main architectural elements. Many of these elements and their temls will also
be explained.
This chapter compares briefly the architecture of the dzongs with that of houses
as an introduction to further investigations on the topic. A few links are also
drawn to variations within the Bhutanese architecture, and a brief comparison between the Bhutanese and the Tibetan dzongs is included at the end of this chapter.
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AS described in chapter 2, the Bhutanese architecture reflects both visible spiritual attributes such as shape. colour, proportions and hierarchy (thigshed and
thobthang), and invisible ones like the power invested in them through the making riluals. In the architecture all these 'aspects' are integrated into a I+ hole. It is
very important to keep this understanding in mind. when reading the following
discussion. This chapter focuses on fragments of the architecture only. since an
exllaustive description has not been possible witliin the contest of this thesis.
4.4.1 On roofs and hierarchy in general
'l-llf! SI(;NIFICAN('E OF ROOFS

Shingkhar Lam in an intervie\y colnme~itedon the Tibetan architecture that
"...since they have no roofs. I feel their architecture is very ugly ... it don't look
good without roofs. ... Actually, they have to have roofs. It is only the scarciv of
\ ~ 0 0 dwhich refrain them froln this. But the powerful people, they have roofs.""

Fig. 2 a Ad old pllolo ot Sdntnlyc wtth roofs (RGS),presumably early 20th ~enlury
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He then referred to the ideal of the mandala palace, and that not only the powerful people, but also important temples in Tibet have roofs.
He points at something crucial here, since there are several examples of roofs being removed from temples as a way to degrade them. Aris writes that during the
power struggles in the early period of Zhabdrung's era in Bhutan, the Nenying
sect opposed Zhabdrung's rule, and one of their monasteries in Paro, Pelri Gonpa
&'...wasstripped of its golden roof ornament as a mark of official proscription."'
Much later, during the Cultural Revolution in Tibet in the 1960s, the famous sacred tower ascribed to Milarepa's struggles in the 12th century, Serkhar Guthog,
(see chapter 2.6) was deprived of its golden roof.8 At the same time the temple
of Samye had its impressive three-tiered roof removed, and the main Buddha
statue had its head cut off. Samye was then used as a grain store for a long time,
before a new golden roof was built in the 1990s (fig.2).9 With reference to the
Bhutanese example above, such actions appear to have had historical roots.
THE H I E R A R C H Y O F ROOFS

The roofs reflected both the sacredness of a building, and also hierarchy.I0
Shingkhar Lam explained the hierarchy of the Bhutanese roofs in the interviews.
and I have supplemented this information with other sources - enabling me to
provide the following outline of the 'roof hierarchy', starting at the top of the
hierarchy, which is three versions of the golden roof," traditionally found on the
most sacred temples. The roof and the top ornament were to be gilt with precious
metal, and donations of these items have always been connected to merit.
1. A serthog on the top of a triple layered golden jabzhi roof placed on a bagam
norbu (fig.3a). The square shaped jabzhi may have carvings of mythical birds
and animals, the chun ju patra on slightly hipped corners. The bagam norbu is the
most elaborate detail in the entablature, explained below.
2. A triple layered roof as specified above, with a gyaltshen on top instead of the
serthog.
3. A jabzhi-shaped roof without metal coating, on top of one (or two) layers
of roofs. Then there will not be a serthog or gyaltshen on top, but a flag - the
lhadhar or g6ndhar. There will be no bagam norbu.
All these three nuances of elaborate roofs used to be only for the dzongs,
monasteries and temples. Today such roofs are also used on government
buildings or the palaces/houses of the royal family, and the kemar remains the
main distinction designating sacred buildings, i.e. dzongs, monasteries and
temples.
4. A doubled layered roof, dranyim. This roof signifies status and is found in several variations:
a. The double roof extends the whole length of the main roof (fig.4a).
b. Like a., but the double layer is found only on one side of the building. This
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version prevails in the Shar district.
c. A quite usual version today is the so-called jamthog or lungo roof, meaning
'wind door', where only the middle portion has double layers. Zorig Lopon has
specified the proportions of such a jamthog to be 213 of the total length of the
roof below. According to Shingkhar Lam on the other hand the jamthog should
be 214 of the total length, however, he says this is not to be regarded as an exact
figure, but must be applied approximately.12The jamthog is often elevated so
high above the lower roof that windows may be placed between the layers.
Traditionally this type of roof was only permitted for aristocratic families and the
lam ch6je, while today it is often used on public buildings and is also becoming
more widely used.

5. The pitched roof with open gable ends is the most usual traditional roof, and
could be used on all buildings. Such roofs are often crowned by a flag, a simpler
version being the top knot of a pine tree.
6. The chenkhep is an additional part of the roof often added at gable ends
to protect the building from rain, especially important if there is a rabsel or
windows underneath.
The hipped roofs often seen today were not used in the past. Such roofs are
a modem import from India, facilitated by the use of corrugated iron sheets
and tiles, and not very appropriate either technically nor culturally with its
associations to colonial bungalows.
One version of the most important type of roof (l above) is seen on Chang
Gangkha temple in Thimphu which may date back to the 13th century (fig.I b).
Shingkhar Lam commented on this elaboration that the four gyaltshens placed
in the corners of the jabzhi are out of place.') This may well be the case in the
context of Bhutan, while in Tibet gyaltshens are used much more frequently and
usually placed on the flat roofs (fig.3~).Gyaltshens in the corners of the jabzhi
like at Chang Gangkha lhakhang appear as a kind of 'Tibetan style' adapted to a
Bhutanese roof.
This elaborate roof replaced an old roof of the ordinary gabled type ( 5 ) in the
1990s. The simple pitched roof has been usual even on very sacred temples, and
like on Simtokha dzong one may still see the old roofs.
THE R O O F O R N A M E N T S A N D T H E I R S I G N I F I C A N C E

3erthog: The most important of all symbols, being an ornament with a golden
finish symbolising a stupa, the main symbol signifying the Buddhist doctrine
,figs.3aand b). Henss writes that in Milarepa's narnthar. the turret of Mila's
ewer is referred to with the Sanskrit name 'ganjira', being "...the final top decor
lf a roof in the form of a gilded spire or ~tupa."'~
The stupa symbolism in the

Bhutanese and Tibetan serthogs is less apparent than in the ones crowning ancient temples in the Kathmandu valley.
Gyaltshen: This is a victory sign, and in Bhutan it crowns the roof of temples,
and today also important government buildings. I t was more frequently used in
Tibet than in Bhutan, where even a private house could have this symbol on the
roof if it possessed a complete set of the Buddhist canon, the Kanjur.'"his symbol may have developed from the parasol, an ancient symbol of royal power,Ib
interpreted in Buddhism as symbolizing the victory of the Buddhist teaching
over disagreements, disharmony, or hindrances.''
In Tibet one sees both gilt and cloth gyaltshens, while in Bhutan they are always
gilt. However, this was not the case in 1783, when Davis wrote that a simple version of a gyaltshen would be one covered by textiles, while the ones on the most
important buildings were gilt.''
Chun ju patra: The word means the 'water-drainage-sculpture' or 'water-movingshape'. This element is only placed in the corners of a golden roof, and as the
name indicates they facilitate the drainage of water (fig.3a). When there is more
than one layer of such roofs, there are certain rules for which type of sculptures
be placed where.I9The sculptures are the garuda and the water spirit, the chu srin.
FL.ACS AND O T H E R R O O F E L E M E N T S

The hoisting of flags is today seen as a religious tradition, but Gedun Choephel
wrote in The White Annals that in the ancient past the hoisting of a flag staff with
a lance-like head in front of every house was a common practice, which "...developed from a military tradition and later resumed religious overture^."'^ This
was a way of demonstrating strength, which has gone through several symbolic
developments.
Today one may see the type of flags called lhadhar and also gijndhar fixed on
the roof of peoples houses, invoking Mahakala, Bhutan's main protective deity.
Such flags are made of white cloth with blue, yellow. red and green stripes fixed
across representing the elements, the directions and various deities (fig.4). This
type of flag is normally hoisted when a house is completed and the purification
ceremony done.
The flags are fixed to a staff with a carved top member, the redi which is shaped
like the tip of a spear or the lance mentioned above. A crude version of this is
found when this is made from pine trees, and the treetop synlbolises the redi
(fig.10a). The redi is fixed to a khorlo, a symbol of the wheel of religion.
The redi and the khorlo will also be seen on top of the poles of the large prayer
flags with prints of prayers or sacred texts placed on hills, ridges. and outside
buildings.
The roof hierarchy which applied to ordinary houses as explained by Shingkhar
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Lam, is visible in villages in the western and central parts o f Bhutan." However.
in the villages in the east they are rarely seen (fig.&). They may not have been
entitled to use the elaborate roofs. and also the roof hierarchy as such may have
had a stronger cultural significance in the western and central parts of Bhutan.
Another change has also taken place which reflects changes in the societ). Today
the royal family may place a serthog on top of their palaces or houses. while previously this was an olnament exclusively for dzongs, monasteries and temples.
4.4.2 Historical developments o f the roofs
ON B H l I T . 4 N E s E R O O F S I N GENERAL,

In Bhutan i t lnay be quite windy, arid the dzongs were also placed on some of the
most exposed sites. This Inay have resulted in the development of the 'flying'
roofs which allow wind to pass through between the walls and the roof itself. In
the farm houses this space was and i s used as storage space for the crops, requiring good ventilation.
For small houses the gap betweell the wall and the roof should be at least three

feet according to Shingkhar Lam,?' and then increased according to the overall
size of the building. This gap is called a ~hambarnang,'~
and is sometimes
covered by woven mats of bamboo which may be decorated, of which an
elaborate example is shown in fig.6.
The I-oofsused to be covered by wooden shingles held in place by large stones,
and used to have an angle between twelve to fifteen degrees. The roof overhang
should stick out a minimulii of six feet to protect the structure from the rain. If
the building is tall, the overhang is to be extended accordingly, thus both mainThe
taining the principle of related proportions as well as practical ~neasures.'~
shingles had to be exchanged about every seven years, and today galvanized iron
sheets usually replace the shingles. In the Shar district of Wangdi there are slate
quarries, and here slates have been used in stead of shingles locally. In the southem belt bamboo and also at times thatch is used on the roofs (fig.24). In the east
bamboo may be used on the roofs of simple or temporary buildings.
The drawings of Punakha dzong in 1783 (case 4.2.2 fig. IO), may be showing
an earlier type of roof - possibly from before the 18th century. These roofs fit
tighter to the buildings than the roofs seen in various illustrations of Tashicho
dzong in 1783, which had been built only ten years before (case 4.2.3). Both
roofs are the simple type of pitched roofs, of which some are closed in the
ends when linked to the next roof in an angle. On Simtokha the roofs are openended, gabled roofs. Gabled roofs are also seen on the houses Davis drew in
1783 (fig. IO), and may have been an indigenous Bhutanese tradition. In eastern
Bhutan today the roofs seem to fit closer to the solid walls than in the west.
T I I E GOLDEN HOOFS ON T H E D Z O N C S

I have compared the golden roofs on the dzongs drawn in 1783 with the later
developments. In 1783 the golden roof distinguished only the most important
and most sacred parts of the dzongs being the very top part of the central utsk
like the peak in the mandala (figsSa, b and c). Only the turret itself was golden
and crowned by serthogs on Punakha and Tashicho. The small size reflected
how expensive it was to apply the metal coating. The pinnacle on Tashicho
utsC may have been built on the model of Punakha since they looked very
much alike, but the one in Tashicho was narrower and higher. The pinnacle in
Punakha was larger and more compact, and it may also have rested on a bagan1
norbu. Punakha had a second golden pinnacle above the entrance in 1783. which
underlined that Punakha was the most important of the two dzongs.
a
On the utse of Wangdi a serthog was placed directly on a pitched roof (fig.5~)solution which would not be appropriate in Bhutan today, rather resembling the
Tibetan way of placing a serthog directly on a flat roof. By 1905 this had been
replaced by a small, square pinnacle, crowned by ajabzhi roof with a serthog
(fig.54. Today this has been elaborated further. The roof on the utse itself has
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Fig. 6 n Ibe entrance of
Wangdi dzong in 1783,
Davis

been built in two layers in the shape of a square jabzhi even though this building has a rectangular shape. It is crowned by a larger pinnacle than before which
has a metal plated jabzhi roof with ornaments in the corners and a serthog on top
(chapter 4.3 fig.2).
A golden jabzhi is seen above the entrance of Wangdi dzong in 1783, making the
entrance appear more important than the utse. This may be due to historical reasons discussed below.
The dzong cases describe how the golden roofs were rebuilt again and again, - if
something changed it was these roofs, and especially those on the most impoflant
dzong, Punakha, became steadily larger and more elaborate.
Through the last century also the total amount of elaborate roofs has increased
extensively, as documented in the two cases of Punakha and Tashicho dzong.
This also illustrates that the roof hierarchy and its proportions explained by
Shingkhar Lam, are of a quite recent date and show how a sense of appropriate
proportions developed along with the increasingly elaborate roofs.

Fig, B c 'l'ht rnvalw. zrt
Wangd~&one in 1997

Today the whole roof area of dzongs is often painted yellow, as seen on the cover
photo. This yellow paint on the galvanized iron sheets is a quite cheap way of
underlining that the entire dzong is a sacred enclosure.
ROOFS IN T I B E T , N E P A L A N D B H l ' T A N

In Bhutan the tradition of golden roofs may initially have been influenced froni

Tibet. later taking on specific Bhutanese versions of increasingly larger golden
roofs - today defined as the entire roof area of the dzongs. In large parts of Tibet
roofs were generally flat, and only the most important parts would have elevated
roofs as described above. This often took on a pagoda shape. which accordi~lg
to Tucci was an architectural feature not seen in any surviving Tibetan structure
earlier than the Sakya period from the 12th century onwards.'' He connects such
roofs to the Chinese pagodas, explained by the fact that the Sakya patriarchs
maintained close contacts with the Yuan dynasty in China.
There are no traces ofthe pagoda roofs in my visual sources tiom Bhutan, such
as those found in Tibet on the Johhang temple, Shalu and Potala.'"

In the areas of Tibet with timber, there are roofs on both temples and houses, but
I have not collected enough information to be able to provide answers to how
parallel these roof traditions are with those in Bhutan.
In Records oj'Tho.ling, the Tholing tsuglhakhang in Guge is illustrated with a
small pagoda roof on top of the central shrine, on an otherwise flat roof.?' Vitali
writes that his textual sources do not clarify whether the golden pagoda roof
already existed during the second spread of Buddhism, but a mural depicting
Tholing in the 15th century showed that the temple had another pagoda roof
at that time, namely a more circular type of roof than the other version drawn
which has parallels to the pinnacles on the Bhutanese dzongs drawn in 1783.?8
The Bhutanese jabzhi type of roof with its hipped comers resembles the
roofs found on temples in the Kathmandu valley. lndian Buddhism has been
thoroughly moditied in Nepal, however, the tiered roofs used here may represent
the survival of ancient Indian tradition^.^^
It is interesting to note that the huge brackets supporting the Nepalese roofs were
not adapted in Bhutan. This may be due to the fact that creating shadow in the
buildings was not required. Rather the opposite, one wanted to have as much
sunlight into the buildings as possible, and the architecture adapted to the local
climatic conditions.
4.4.3 Historical developments of the dzong entrances
The entrance signalled the importance of the dzong. With its elevated roof
crowned with a jabzhi and a serthog in the drawing of 1783, the single entrance
to Punakha dzong is clearly one step more important than either of the two entrances of Tashicho.'O However, the drawing of Wangdi dzong in 1783 shows a
very elaborate roof above the entrance with two layers of jabzhi roofs crowned
by a serthog (fig.6a). The upper jabzhi seems to have been a golden roof with ornaments in the elevated comers. To some extent it also displays more splendour
than the entrance to Punakha, though in terms of architectural hierarchy they express about the same rank.
The splendour is connected not only to the roofs, but also the front entrance
itself. Punakha dzong was entered via steep wooden staircases in line with the
simple ladder like a drawbridge on the old Do Ngon dzong, Dechen Phodrang
(see chapter 4.2.3 fig. 3), while Wangdi had a solid staircase reflecting an improved security situation. This pretentious entrance may have been built by
Tenzin Rabgye in 1683, but most likely later. This northern part of the dzong
complex has had an extra floor added, visible in fig.6a, showing that the kemar
was placed very low both by the entrance and along the eastern wall. The 'flying'
roofs above the entrance fit well with this high building, and may have been built
when the extra floor was added or later.
One possibility is that this addition and elaboration took place during the reign

of Desi Shenrap Wangchuck (r. 1744- 1763), a period of stability and construction
Sonam Lhundup, later known as Desi Zhidar (r. 1 768-73),j1was Wangdi
Dzongpdn in 175 1 when he was sent as the Desi's envoy to Tibet to mediate a
peace settlement between Tibet and Ladakh. According to the Bhutanese sources
his mission was s u c ~ e s s f u land
, ~ ~this ambitious man may have built the impressive entrance to 'his' dzong in the aftermath. The entrance resembles that of
WangdUtse (see chapter 4.2.3 fig.4) which had been built in 1750 as the Desi's
residence. In White's photograph from 1905 (fig.6b), however, the ambitious entrance of 1783 is gone. This may be an architectural reflection of the fact that the
importance of Wangdi dzong had declined, and it may also have been repaired
in a simplistic manner only after the earthquake of 1897. However, today the entrance portion has regained some of its former splendour with a dranyim roof and
a gyaltshen in front (fig.6~).
The entrance to Wangdi in 1783 shows two large columns (kachen) with
elaborate brackets (zhu) and a beam (dhung) with a wooden entablature above
(fig.6a). The details of this arrangement will be explained below, here 1 will
determine the significance of the wooden parts of the dzong entrances in 1783.
In Wangdi two layers of boo and kaa are visible, while all other details of what
may have been a triple storeyed wooden entrance portion, were hidden behind
huge textile hangings covering most of the front as well as some of the decorative rabsels. Most of the entrance to Punakha dzong was also covered by textiles,
but at Tashicho the textiles were tied up like outdoor curtains.33Here the southern
entrance has a timber structure covering two stories, where the lower part has
two large kachens as in Wangdi.
The wooden parts of the dzong entrances in 1783, however, were to a large extent kept in line and level with the solid walls, while the entrances to Punakha
and Wangdi today are more elaborate and exposed beyond the walls - they are
also quite similar, both covering three ~tories.'~
The entrances of 1783 discussed above, also represent a development from the
earlier more closed off entrances visible in Do Ngon dzong1Dechen Phodrang.
The entrance to Simtokha dzong is also very plain (see case 4.2.1 fig.4 a and
b), which I assume is reminiscent of its early construction. However, inside the
dzong the utse of Simtokha has a large and elaborate wooden portion in front
(see case 4.2.1 fig.7 a and b) which includes a triple layered boo. It is thus important to note that the detailing of the timber elements may have been very elaborate already at an early stage, but kept within the inner courtyards of the dzongs;
and with an improved security situation, the dzong walls and entrances have
slowly been opened up.
It is also interesting to note that the dzong entrances are protected by wall paintings of the guardians of the four directions (see chapter 2.2.9).

4.4.4 Historical developments of the utsk buildings

The significance of the utsd is explained both in the introduction to chapter 4.1
and in 4.3, and the old khar typology was adapted for the utse in the dzongs
built after Simtokha. The width of many of these was identical to that of the
old khars, being about nine meters which implied the span of two beanis with
one pillar in between. This was certainly a typology known to the builders, and
solid structurally. Today it is only the old khar and utse in Tongsa which is a
square of 9 times 9 meters, while other structures have increased in dimensions.
In Punakha, Tashicho and Jakar the utse is even larger, which was achieved
by internal walls supporting the timber structures. Largest of all is the utse of
Punakha, which is about 22 times 30 meters and six floors high. The utsd in
Tashich6 also has six floors, but this building is slightly more narrow.
According to the ideal of the mandala palace there is a very definite hierarchy for
the I st, 2nd and 3rd floors.
Shingkhar Lam explained in an interview how the various temples were distributed between the floors in the utse. Most important is that the Gonkhang, for the
protective deity Mahakala as well as other protectors, where armoury was kept
and secret rituals conducted, should never be on top of a temple dedicated to
Buddha. The Gonkhang would thus be on one of the lower floor^.^"
The extensive rebuilding and elaboration of Tashicho and Punakha has been said
to disturb the pattern of the central utse as the main feature of the dzong complex, since several other elaborate buildings are demanding attention. The critics certainly have a point here, though the utse remains the highest part of these
building complexes.
4.4.5 The rabsels, the' best light' part of the buildings

Rabsel means literally clear light or best light,)(' and is normally oriented towards
the east and south. In its elaborate form this architectural element creates a very
attractive feature of the buildings. It is a timber structure of which all elements
are made ready on the ground (tig.9), before being fixed in the upper parts of the
buildings on an auspicious day accompanied by rituals.
The rabsel is an assembly of windows and panels which incorporates more and
other wooden elements than those framing a traditional window. Fig.7 identifies
the nomenclature of the individual elements, and it also shows two dif'ferent rabsels, the left one being the most elaborate..'' The rabsel is made from a series of
solid vertical and horizontal timber elements. Mark Dujardin has written that the
rabsel "...is restricted to all profiles, vertically located between the 'Dhung' of
the traditional cornice, and the 'Bhuden' supporting this ~tructure."~~
However,
it is not feasible to limit the rabsel vertically like this. The dhung and bhuden
are like the load bearing, structural parts of the rabsel, but the size of the cornice

Fig. 7 a Sectional perspectlve of Bhutanese limber deta~lsand a rabsel.
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above the dhung depends on the horizontal extent of the rabsel, and istllus an
integrated part o f it. The parts below the bhuden define the architecturalorder
o f various types of rabsels, and are as such indispensable parts of this architectural element. The elaborate rabsels are seen as the jewel o f the building, and are
given much attention in terms o f detailing.
The bottom part varies in elaboration according to the import ace of the building. An elaborate rabsel would be supported by brackets like the zhu-elementof
the columns seen in fig.7b left. A normal rabsel would be supported by a beam
(dhung) followed by a cantilevered element sometimes called a belf khalep, or
cheychukha-ngim. Every second one of these may be the floor beam (cham)
which i s extended to carry the rabsel.
The most common pattern of the rabsel is three panels followed by three opening
sections, then three panels again, always ending in panels. Today with increased
focus on light in the buildings, the amount o f blind panels are often reduced to
two, as seen in fig.7. There may be three, five or more such sections, and today
such rabsels may even be seen as a continuous
gallery going around large parts o f the buildings, projecting slightly beyond the facade.
The simple rabsels provide storage space or
toilets (fig.8 right), and in the dzongs such elements served as a defensive feature which I
have termed 'defence rabsel' in this thesis. The
simple rabsel is called a yab or yok, and is only
supported by cantilevered beams which are not
decorated.

-

An element in the rabsel used to be infill panels
o f flat timber called shoma. Today the shoma
has been replaced by what is called ecra-panels
or ~ l i a m iThe
. ~ ~ecra is made in wattle and daub
fashion, from interwoven pieces of bamboo
covered by mud plaster. Today cement i s often
used instead of the mud. This element may have
the shape of a square or a rectangle.
Today we even find rabsels made in reinforced
concrete arid plaster, and the standard of tills
work varies greatly. Shingkhar Lam comments
on a very simplitied version o f a rabsel seen
quite often, that it looks like a belt where they
have just made a band sticking out around the
(oilet to the rig111 I-ame Gompa. I994

sel, but the wall above i s not brought out and

Fig. 10 a and b Iluuses near 'Tash~chod ~ n n gUavls, 17R3 Nob Ihc plnc tree symbol cm lop ol'th~
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detailed acc~rdingly.~~)
There are many types of rabsels today such as Lornbru,
Go-cham Tho-ngim, Bay-go, Geysar-go and Parop rabsels, and there are verandah or balcony versions o f rabsels named Gomang and Nilncho." Some of these
are referred to with examples in case 4.2.2. The railing of the verandahs also has
its norms for detailing and proportions, and the frame may be connected to and
supporting the roof structure.

IIISI
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The rabsel is a feature found on many Bhutanese buildings, not only dzongs;
however, the visual sources of the early dzongs provide information on how the
rabsels have developed historically.
In the drawings from 1783, decorative rabsels are seen on the utsd of Punakha
and Tashicho dzong, but less on Wangdi utsC. 'l'here were also small decorative
rabsels on the front walls of all the three dzongs drawn in 1783. The case study
of Punakha has specifically gone into these details, and the conclusion i s clear
that here the rabsels have undergone a process o f extensive elaboration." The
amount and the size o f the rabsels increased. The tinher detailing may also have
become more elaborate, as has again been the case in recent Itears. However,
such details may not be determined from the drawings of'dzongs liom 1 783.
This confirms what Shingkhar Lani said in one o f the interviews that "...in the

beginning we had very small rabsels, only in recent times it started getting more
elaborate and bigger. Yes, even in the dzongs there were very small rabsels..".'3
What may have started as mainly an architectural element on the dzongs and ~ t h er prestigious buildings, has become a general sign of status. Davis drew a few
ordinary houses in 1783, of which two are shown in fig. 10. Neither of the houses
had the elaborate type of rabsels, though they were situated close to Tashichij
dzong in the Thimphu valley. The cantilevered wooden parts of these houses
are very simple, and may have been storage space. Generally the ground floor is
used for domestic animals, the middle floor for living quarters, and the attic for
storing fodder and grain. The drawings show that already at that time it was usual
to have a verandah outside the living space, supported by simple pillars.44
Eden's mission in 1864 took a few photos of houses presumably in the Paro valley, which show huge buildings with slightly more elaborate wooden detailing
compared to the houses of 1783 (fig. I I). This may be due to the fact that these
houses were in Paro, which was possibly more affluent and exposed to influence
from the outside via the ancient trade route linking Tibet and India, or it may also
by that the wooden details of the prestigious buildings slowly spread to ordinary
houses as is the case today.
A simple version of a rabsel is seen in a photo by Bailey of a house in Ha valley
from 1922, fig.12.45This large rabsel was not cantilevered, but placed flush with
the wall. In Bhutan this was explained to me as an example of 'the poor man's
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'I'IRE'I';\N RABSE1.S

Due to the scarcity o f timber, rabsels are not widespread in Tibet. They are
mainly found on aristocratic houses, and then usually only one on each house.
Tliis single rabsel then often covers two floors, like the one I photographed in
Lhasa in 1996 on one o f the four oldest houses, the Shatra house near Barkhor
(fig. 14). The rabsel is oriented towards the south, and behind one finds the
most appreciated rooms o f the house. Note that the shape o f the openings
are all various squares, differing from the curved shapes used in Bhutan. The
entablature underneath the rabsel i s combined with the decorations above the
main door. The timber bracket, the zhu, in the corners, differs from the shapes
applied in Bhutan and resembles Chinese brackets (fig.22b).
A brief comment i s that the Tibetan rabsels appear to have more strict shapes
with about the same width from bottom to top. In this sense the Bhutanese
rabsels are more like the windows and rabsels in Ladakh,'" which increase
significantly in size from bottom towards the top on high buildings.
NEY.iI.ESE TR.4DI'I'IONS

The Bhutanese rabsels bear some resemblance to the Newar tradition of large
timber elements called sajhya, which Slusser interprets as meaning 'the win do\^
of heaven'. This was slightly cantilevered from the top floor o f buildings. and
had large moveable lattices lavishly carved.J8As the Bhutanrse rabsels, a systelll
of three openings was usually applied, and on prestigious buildings this could
be a continuous galle~yon the front facade.4oThis element i s not to be confused

with the lattice window, the tikijhyg, on the floor below - the mga, meaning
the 'middle layer'. This often had intricate designs and was set flush with the
exterior wall." These elements are not found in Bhutan. However, knowing that
some Newar artisans took part in the dzong construction, a certain influence from
their rich wooden architecture may have supplemented the Tibetan influence,
though the finishes on the woodwork in Bhutan remained quite rough with very
solid members.
DEFENCE RABSE1.S

The close up drawing of Wangdi dzong in 1783 (fig.6a) shows that along the
western wall several defence rabsels protruded above the kemar. Another
example from 1783 is the bridge tower below Wangdi dzong, where the whole
upper floor was a cantilevered wooden structure with no other openings than the
slits for archers (see chapter 3.1, fig.4)." In the ta dzong of Tongsa today there
are similar openings in the defence rabsels. There are also holes underneath,
from where defenders could shoot at targets along the walls, throw stones or
pour boiling water on the defenders. In Tongsa ta dzong I saw a wooden element
which may have served this purpose, and close by there was also provision for a
hearth (fig. 1 5).5' George Bogle wrote in his report from 1774 that they kept piles
of stones up in such places as the rabsels, to be thrown on attackers."
These defence rabsels are cantilevered directly from the wall below, without
elaborate timber elements underneath, and they were placed at strategic positions
along the outer walls, and also on the ta dzongs. Turner wrote in 1783 that near
the top of the bastions, a broad inbuilt ledge projects with "...loopholes adapted
to the use of the bow and arrow or of muskets."s4 In White's photos from 1905!7
there is an abundance of such defence rabsels on all dzongs he photographed,
and the amount seems to have increased from 1783 which may be due to the internal strife in the 19th century.
The photos of Paro dzong from before the fue in 1 907,'5 show defence rabsels at
two of the corners up by the kemar. When rebuilt these were rebuilt as decorative
rabsels. Today most of the defence rabsels have been replaced by decorative
ones.
4.4.6 Windows and doors

'Thresholds' are important features in the buildings, and the way windows and
doors are treated express the need for extra protection of these points. This is
seen in the way they are painted, often having the rings of lotus flowers and dorjis which protect the mandala, forming a part of the frame around the enh~nce
door and the windows.
The entrance door to dzongs and other monasteries may have the carved
sculptures of the snow lion as a part of the entablature. The fixing of the main
entrance door, the mago is also connected to rituals.%
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Windows grow in size the higher they are placed, and on the upper floors windows are often replaced by rabsels. The smallest type of window is called a
gekhar, and the larger type is called a payap (fig.7).57The amount of windows is
determined by the length of the wall, according to Shingkhar Lam there is to be
equal size of windows and space in between.
The windows are embedded in the wall, and the cornice above varies with the
size and status of the building. Traditionally the wooden members were very
solid, not letting much light in, and they were closed by wooden shutters on the
inside. An early example of glass in the windows may be seen in fig, 16 fiom
Talo in 1905, the labrang of the Zhabdrung reincarnations. White took this photo
and recorded that "...the chapels were scrupulously clean, and possessed some
glass window-panes, of which they were evidently very proud."'%e small size
window-panes shown here, resemble early European lead-framed panes.
Today glass is quite commonly used, but the traditional structure puts clear
limitations on the detailing and many crude examples can be seen.5vThe size of
the timber parts has been reduced, allowing more light into the buildings, which
is certainly an improvement.
Windows are often placed three in a row, and very elaborate ones may also have
three levels of windows above each other. Such huge window panels are often
referred to as Parop windows.60They may have originated in Paro, but they may
be seen also in other parts of Bhutan on prestigious buildings. One example is
the utse of TashichB dzong (chapter 4.2.3 fig. 1 l), another is on palaces in the
Bumthang valley.
The curved shape in the upper part of the window is called the cusp, and this
may also vary in elaboration. Today such windows are applied by all," but several of the old visual sources show that plain square shapes were used in earlier
times together with the curved ones (figs. 12 and 24a). The small gekhar window
always has a rectangular shape. According to Shingkhar Lam the square shaped
openings are called Lingo, referring to the legend of Gesar of Ling, and are
regarded as Tibetan windows. In Tibet the C U N ~opening was usually limited
to the frame around shrines and at times on door frames, but Shingkhar Lam
explains that "...people here found the shape beautihl, so they used it for their
windows also, and named it H~rgo."~:
However, the curved shaped Horgo opening may also display Indian influences.''
Coomaraswamy has written of the development of shapes on windows and
shrines in India. that "...the earlier arched windows are the simplest. with a later
gradual elaboration. ... the development follows a very regular COurse. so that
it can be used to dating of monuments. There is at first a simple peak ... then a
finial ... then commonly a sirivaccha symbol ... then the peak is flattened out
into a spade-like form ... with lateral pendants which gradually acquire a foliar
~haracter."~
He continues that the arched niche acquired an independent status.

and formed a regular setting for figures of deities represented in reliefs on walls
or architraves, getting more the character of an arch (rortina) than o f a window,
which he dates to the Kusana period, "...and it i s highly interesting that before
long a cusped form i s developed. ... a curved horse-shoe arch with many internal
cusps must have been developed not long after the Gupta period, and that
elaborate forms are to be Inet as early as the eighth century in Java, and also in

Burma.""'
In Bhutan what we see are generally more simple shapes, but there are also
the more elaborate versions often called tlie royal cusps used on prestigious
buildings only. Shingkhar Lam drew sketches of these two openings."" One is
callcd the lugro patra referring to the curved horns of a sheep or goat, arid tile
other the chun j u patra, the same name as the 'water going shape' on the jabzlli
roofs.
.I'IBEI':\N S'I'Yl.E:I) M'IND()M'S

The Tibetan type of windows are surrounded by a painted dark fiame, and a
few are shown in Davis' drawings from 1783. Such windows may have becollle
fashionable when Bhutan got more friendly relations with Tibet. It is ilnportallt

to note that we know such windows existed in Tibet at the time, since they were
drawn by Turner himself when he proceeded on his mission to Tibet without
~avis.~~
The Tibetan window Davis drew is on the right side of the entrance to Wangdi
dzong (fig.6a), and such windows may also be in the south and eastern walls of
Tashichii dzong. Notably - no such windows are shown on the northern, back
side of Tashichii dzong. There may also have been such windows towards the
south and by the entrance in Punakha, but these details are hard to determine.&
Paro dzong had Tibetan styled frames around the large windows in 1 905.69This
,~~
if the dzong
may have been added by the Paro Penlop, Dawa P e n j ~ rpossibly
was renovated after the earthquake in 1897. No cracks are visible in the photos
of 1905, and such a renovation may have taken place a few years earlier.
The royal family applied Tibetan styled windows on the palaces built from 1880
onwards, but Ugyenpelri palace built in the 1930s does not have such windows.
Today we find them again only seldom, as on a new temple built in Rangiung in
the east, which was designed in 'Tibetan style' by architects in Kathmandu.
4.4.7 Further architectural elements; kemar, ka, kachens etc.
KEMAR

The kemars were less elaborate in earlier times than what we see today, which
is documented in the case study of Punakha dzong (chapter 4.2.2). In 1783 the
kemar was just a narrow band around the top of the wall, while the recent new
kemars are much broader and also more decorated than in the past.
In Tibet the kelnar covers the very top part of the wall, and there are also at times
two bands of kemars next to each other.7' This may have developed from the upper portion of buildings created by the protection wall built around the flat roofs
used as terraces. 72
In Bhutan today the kemars are hardly ever at the very top of the wall. Usually
they have a narrow band on top. It is interesting to see that this Bhutanese type
of kemar was used also in 1783, on all the three dzongs drawn by Davis. The
extremely low kemars on Wangdi indicates the building had been increased in
height (fig.6a), as discussed above.
The kemar is usually framed within a narrow line, today often painted black, on
which white circular 'minors', the melong, are painted. As a symbol, the circular mirror has a shamanic origin,73such mirrors may for instance ward off evil,
especially if the site is not ideal. In Buddhism it is interpreted as symbolizing
a wide range of philosophical topics related to the mirror's ability to reflect all
phenomena.74
KA AND K A C H E N

Ka is a normal pillar, while kachen means 'large column', and is carved and
painted. A colleague of Shingkhar Lam, Dasho Karma Geley, provided expert

advice on traditional details for the IECH building I designed in Thimphu.7'
this context we discussed the changes taking place today, and once he
~omlnentedthat the kachens add to the impressiveness of buildings, but today
they are used everywhere as a kind of 'beautification element', a term ofien used
in Bhutan now. Traditionally it was so that "...one kachen down would cost you
twelve kachens ~p",~%hichimplied that such a building should have an elevated
roof and was expensive.
This was not due to the hierarchical thobthang rules, but a matter of proportions.
The building is not in balance if it has elaborate columns below, and just an
ordinary roof above.
A kachen may have different shapes, from simple square to the more elaborate
mandala patterns of 8, 12 or even more corners. The brackets called zhu, are
shaped like a bow and spread the structural load. The zhu may also be carved
with clearly defined patterns according to how elaborate the column is. An
elaborate zhu may be carved and painted with 'the seven jewels of royal power'
described in chapter 2.1.1.
As a rule pillars are never to stand alone, they are always followed by at least
one more. Columns are never to be applied in uneven numbers, according to
Shingkhar Lam this is due to a belief that an uneven number may make you lose
a family member every year to the kachen. Columns need a partner, they are
always in pairs.77Harmony appears to be the basis for this sense of proportions,
and the most beautiful shape is the square room with '4 columns and 8 beam^'.'^
The kachens is also to be tapered towards the top,79and there is a small square
hole by the foot for ventilation of the timber and drainage of moisture.
The amount of columns applied in today's concrete buildings is far less than
what would have been needed in a timber structure, and the span is larger. This
implies that the concrete columns in order to adopt the traditional system of
proportions, are to be detailed as kachens.
T I B E T A N P I I d L . 4 R SA N D W O O D E N D E T A I L S

The Tibetan columns are generally made from smaller pieces of wood than the
Bhutanese. There are exceptions, however, and particularly huge columns in
certain temples may have been brought from far away - at times from Bhutan.
Tucci described the broad porch to the entrance to the main temple in Ralung,
Zhabdrung's ancestral seat as having .'...a broad porch supported by tower-like
pillars, miraculously flown from Bhutan, according to the traditi~n."~"his
miracle may have had some root in the reality, since close to Ralung there is an
important road junction called Gozhi, meaning 'the four doors', and the southern
connection is called "...'the wood road', as timber comes from Bhutan in the
Often the large columns were made by circular logs stacked together. Son1etimes

Fig. 17 Details of a column and the entablature for Punakha hospital. Butters. 1996

the kachen was just left like that,82or the pieces could be plastered together and
even covered by textiles and painted. Animal hides could also be used and glued
together.B3The scarcity of wood resulted in an optimal use of the available resources, which may also be seen in the entablature at times. when circular logs
are sticking out forming the boo. This may be the result of crude carpentry, but
also that the timber had to be used as it was without reducing its strength by
planing it.

4.4.8 Details of the Bhutanese entablature

The details of the entablature are determined by the size of each building,
and also it prestigiousness. Each structure has its own basic measurement, the
more important both in relation to sacredness and hierarchy, the more elaborate

entablature. Some of the most elaborate elements are carved, and only the most
skilled artisans would have the required religious knowledge to carry out this
work.
DHIINC AND P E h l

The beam, called dhung may vary quite a lot in size depending on the span,
and thus also the importance of the building.84The dhung has sharp edges, not
rounded. On some beams one will find a small, long edge, called the arrow (da)
underneath in all its length symbolising the spirit of the beam. If the symbol
of the thunderbolt, the dorji is painted on the entablature, this is placed on the
dhung. This will then be followed by the ring of lotus flowers painted on the
entablature, the pem - short for 'pema', the lotus flower.
Pem has a very simple shape under a small dhung. If a larger dhung, the pem is
shaped more elaborately.
CHOTSEY ( ( ' H ~ T S E Y )

The name of the next member, the chotsey, means 'a stack of dharma', said to
resemble a pile of religious books, the 'pecha' texts. A chotsey is applied on top
of the pem on prestigious buildings only. This means the building should at least
have a roof of type 1,2,3 or 4 in the hierarchy above.
In case a chotsey is used, the beam (dhung) must be high with a double line.
BOO AND KA

The boo is to protrude the same amount as the distance between the boos. The ka
is the fill-in plate between the boo's, and behind it is filled up with sand or clay.
Boo and ka may be found in as many as three layers, however, three layers are
only appropriate on the most sacred temples, monasteries and dzongs. If you
have only a single or double storeyed building, there should only be one layer of
boolka.
Both the boo and ka are often decorated with a wide range of auspicious symbols, such as mantras on the boo, and flower symbols on the ka.
When the layer of boo and ka is in level with the floor and following the direction of the floor beams (cham), every second boo will be an extension of the
cham. In Tibet, however, where the floors and ceilings are made by other techniques, the boo and ka are fixed above each element only.
The details of the boolka are adapted to fit a thick wall of stone and mud, and
it thus can look strange if not adapted sensitively to new contexts with much
thinner walls.
BOKHEP

Above each layer of boolka there is a board called a bokhep.

PHANA

Above the layer(s) of boolka and bokhep, there may be another elemerlt called
the phana, meaning 'pig's nose'. This is to turn upwards, and according to Karma
Geley, the wood should be cut following the natural growth of the tree with
branches and bending of the wood would be avoided." In Tibet such a member
may have a different shape (fig.22a), which resembles Chinese carpentry details.
The phana would normally only be used in buildings of three stories or more.
PI1AKtiEP

Above the phana there is a plank called a phakhep, which is painted with white
circles, the melong, described above.
NORB11 B.4GAhl

Norbu bagam may be carved out and painted as an elaborate element forming a
part of the entablature, and in another version it is formed by an intricate clus~er
of wooden members which may be applied on prestigious buildings to carry a
jabzhi roof. This element has a certain likeness to Chinese brackets.
I suggest a norbu bagam may be seen on the Punakha utse in the drawing by
Davis from 1783. Certainly such a member is there today, and also in the utse of
Tashichii d ~ o n g . ~ ~
C O L O I I R S AND P A I N T

In Bhutan most of the colours are mineral and vegetal, made from a water-based
powder mixed with flour and sometimes glue. The black colouring around
Tibetan windows used to be niade from a mixture of soot and glue.
Shingkhar Lam's first job as a retainer in royal service was to make glue from OX
hides for the painters restoring Kurje temple in Bumthang. He tells that: "l tossed
wood into the fire and kept it going throughout the day. The vile sniell of the disintegrating hide pe~meatedmy room and my cloth. After two days of continual
cooking, the hide dissolved indistinguishably in the water and became glutinous
and tran~parent."~~
Sanday suggests that in Nepal carving was an older tradition than painting.
During the restoration of the Hanuman Dhoka palace, they revealed carvings
without vestiges of paint on them at all, and the painting Inay thus "...have
been used as a method for tidying them up during important regal or festive
occasi~ns."~"n Bhutan today painting has become a sign of prestige. This may
have started on the dzongs, spreading to monasteries and palaces and now also to
people's houses. Sometimes one sees that the front part of a house is painted, but
not the rest.
The colours are closely connected to symbolisln,"' referred to many places in this
thesis, and colours also express hierarchy. The most important is gold. found on
the Buddha sculptures and the golden roofs. Yellow is the colour representing

and in Hliutan the King and Je Khenpo are tlie only ones entitlcd to carry
yellow scarti, which resembles the ancient Clii~lesetradition described in chapter

2.2.8.
Red is a colour connec~edto religion. normally used on the kernar, and today
also used for the government's signs.'" The white colour used on the walls of'thc
Bliutanese dzongs, nionasteries and temples, and now ofien on buildings in gerieral, may have ancient traces. Slusser writes that while may have been a colour
applied to the most important building in ancient India as well as Ceylon, wlicre
texts allude to the great ediljces 'gleaming white like a cloud'. She thus suggcsts
the palaces were whitewashed."'
4.4.9 Construction techrliques
The following brief' explanation o f how dzongs in general are built. also applies
to buildings in general with some exceptions. While most dzong walls were built

in stone with mud mortar, houses were more often made with walls of rammed
earth. In general the materials used for construction were stone, mud and timber
found locally. However, lumber may have been floated downstream, and stones
may also have been brought considerable distances for the most prestigious
building^.^' Eden described how huge slabs of stone were placed on sleighs and
run down the hill side in the Paro valley.v3
In Kyichu lhakhang in Paro valley, which may date back to the 8th century, there
are traces of the technique of inserting wooden planks in the stone wall usual in
the western Himalayas, but not seen elsewhere in Bhutan (fig.20).
The old stone walls of Dobji dzong display the technique often seen in old
Tibetan buildings of alternating layers of small and larger stones (tig.2 I). This
is not seen in later Bhutanese stone walls. So far there are only few examples of
such technical details, however, they show that Bhutan received various
influences.
The stone walls in the dzong buildings could be more than two meters thick at
ground level. Important details were that the very tirst stones had to be small
in size, with larger corners stones raised at an upward angle, and the walls at
large had to be secured with a certain amount of long stones reaching across the
width of the wall. Stones are found with various degrees of dressing, which oftell
indicate age - the better dressed the older, or very recent. The outer walls were
closed at ground level, but opened towards the top with windows and rabsels as
described above.
The walls were tapered in a curve from bottom to top, while in new walls built
today this tapering is not being applied. This has sonie serious consequences.
such as how the building is being perceived, losing the curved perspective which
enhanced the size of the wall. Today the outer walls are also being ope~led

and structural improvenients are introduced in order to iniprove the earth quake
security. Much could be said about this. but it is left out in llie context of this
thesis.
A solid timber structure carries the huge roofs. Except for the load bearing solid
walls. the building structure is entirely made of timber with canled and often
paillted \cooden columns and beams. The beanis called chams c a r p sizeable
floorboards which soi~~etirnes
serve as ceilings. but there are also double layers at

Fig. 22 r~hcrtrndetalls \zlilcIi clearly d ~ s p l a jc h ~ ~ ~ crnllucncc
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times with clay in between. The size of columns and beams determine the spans.
with a maximum o f about four meters. 'The considerably larger spaces of the
kunrey and dukhang were (and are) close to square in shape, and with a maximuni o f three floors.
As a general rule all the joints and individual wooden elements o f the doors, windows and rabsels and the cornice above are of an iriterlocking nature and formed
in such a way that neither metal fixings nor gluing is necessary. In line with
Carpelltry traditions elsewhere such as the Norwegian in which I was trained. no
nails were applied.

4.4.10 Typological changes and the dzongs as architectural trend setters

The dzongs were built along the main tracks all over Bhutan. and they expressed
a distinct architecture. The dzong architecture may thus slowly have influenced
the architecture at large, and today regional differences are less apparent than in
the past.
In Europe the fortified castles had been rendered obsolete by the 15th century
due to gunpowder, but long after the castles stopped being used as fortresses,
the forms were continued as an architectural fashion. Palaces were built which
looked like castles, but they were not truly fonified. Others rebuilt mined castles.
making them grander than they had been originally, resulting in 19th-century
neo-gothic versions of medieval castles with extensively increased window
openings. In Bhutan the dzongs became architectural trendsetters in the same
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way, for palaces built by the royal family such as the Domkhar palace ill Chumk
valley, Mangdelung and Kuenga Rabten.
ITAB wrongly includes the palace of Wangdicholing in Jakar among the
Bhutanese dzong buildings.94Wangdicholing was not a part of the dzong system,
but a palace for the royal family, founded in 1856. It is built according to a general
dzong layout, but with large window openings in the exterior walls, and its uts~
was not provided with a kemar, the red band symbolizing a religious building?'
As the symbol of power, the dzong features gave those who were permitted to
use them and could afford it, the image of being powerhl.
Another type of buildings spreading the important architectural features were the
labrangs. As described in chapter 4.1, such buildings were an older tradition than
the dzongs of the 17th century. During the 18th century there were many rival incarnate claimants to the highest government offices, and Ardussi writes that they
often acquired separate labrang monasteries, where they resided in the utse.%
In the traditional typology there were (and are) some wayside guest houses, often
placed at the junction of paths and by bridges. Here horses and people take a rest.
Food and drinks may be bought on the ground floor of an otherwise traditional
house. This type of building has found its way into the Bhutanese villages oftoday, and is now urban shops (fig.23).
In general the building types are becoming more varied today, and the hierarchical patterns are changing. However, the dzongs are still highest in the hierarchy,
and elements of the dzong architecture may be found in banks, hotels, hospitals,
schools and not least in people's houses. These develop~nentsare further discussed in chapter 5.
4.4.11 Housing traditions and regional architectural variations in Bhutan

Cacella wrote that a man was like an absolute lord in his own house in 1627.
There were "...very big and high houses which are often of three, four or five stories having very thick walls with windows and verandahs which adorn them. ...
in each house there are many dwellers divided up by the storeys and the divisions
which they make for this purpose..""' Davis' drawings of 1783 show houses
which are much more basic in their appearance than today (fig. 10).
Traditionally the houses used to have three floors, and it seenis as if the houses
may have been larger in the past (fig. I I ) . The large houses provided protection,
and housed large households, since it was an asset to be many sharing the heavy
tax burdens. Today the size of the households is getting smaller, and the houses
are often only two floors. Examples of changes taking place in relation to the
housing traditions today, are discussed in chapter 5.1.
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Fig. 25 b Small hotlse in the %nutb.IBilcy, 1 Q22 IOICX,).

I include a few examples of regional variations in the building traditions. One
example i s the clustered village o f Kheni in the east between Tashiyangtse and
Tashigang, where the use o f stones was more extensive than in western Bhutan.
This was and still is the case in Sakteng not far from the eastern border and
Tawang. The houses found in the east clearly resemble the houses I saw durillg
my brief visit to Kongpo in Tibet in 1996. However, I was not able to carry out
detailed studies, and comparisons will have to await future research.

1'hcrt: are a 1iw traces ol'how the arcllitecture rnay have been in southern
Bhutan. John Kuggles drew the Shobah's house at the Huxa check post in IR65
(tig.ZSa).'l'tiis had a thatched root; which was an ap1)ropriate solution in thih
climate. I t also had a kemar. One can see this was a Bhutanese buildinb. .rlnce
.
the lower part o f the windows to the leti and right have the usual cliapc of a
Dhutaliese cusp. In the archives of Bailey's photos. I Sound a small picture takcn
in this area o f Bhutan in the 1920s labelled a 'Bhutanese house' (fig.25b). 'Ihi5
has the sallie type o f windows and also a thatched rool..
Eden's mission pliotogl.aphed some temples in the south hich di\playh the
process of architectural change from Sikkim to Bhutan. The lirst tcnlple had a
thatched roof and otherwise architectural details like an important Hhutanesc
building, Followed by the next which had a gabled roof with quite a steep angle
(lig.26)."' These buildings may be said to represent a kind ol'hybrid linking the
architecture of neighbouring India and Sikkim to Bhutaliese traditions.
J

4.4.12 A brief comparison between the Bhutanese and Tibetan dzongs
Samuel writes that there were approximately 120 dzongs in Tibet in recent
times,"" and the rank o f the oficials depended on the importance of the dzong;
the most important was the Chief Comniissioner of Shigatse.IooThe dzongp(jns
could settle legal cases, but their primary function was the collection of revenue
on behalf o f the Lhasa government.lOl
In Tibet the dzongs had mainly administrative functions. The main religiouspolitical power was maintained within the huge monastic establishments of the
Gelug order, most notably those around Lhasa - Sera, Drepung and Ganden, and
Tashilhunpo in Shigatse.I0'
This points at the main difference between the Tibetan and Bhutanese dzongs,
since in Bhutan the largest monasteries were within the dzong walls. The
Bhutanese dzongs thus clearly expressed architecturally the concept of religiouspolitical power.
The Fifth Dalai Lama (16 17-82) chose Lhasa as the capital and initiated the
construction o f the Potala palace at the sacred site o f king Songtsen Garnpo's
legendary nine-storeyed palace. The Dalai Lamas resided in Potala phodrang,lO-'
and all the reincarnations in the Dalai Lama lineage have mausoleums within
its premises.")' According to oral Tibetan tradition, the architecture of the Potala
was inspired by Shigatse dzong,lO' but they wanted to make i t more impressive.
A resemblance to the palace o f Leh which had been built some ten years earlier,
has also been suggested (tig.27).I0"
Potala was built a certain distance away fi-om the urban settlement of Lhasa centred around the old Jokhang temple (fig.28), as was the case with the Bhutanese
dzongs. in particular Paro dzong, which was built near, but not forming a part of
the old village (see chapter 4.2.4).
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On the plain below Potala, Shol was built with ofices for the Gelugpa government (fig.29). Potala with Shol may thus be the establishment in Tibet with the
closest parallels to the Bhutanese dzongs, and especially Zhabdrung's main seat
Punakha. Both these buildings rank highest in the hierarchy of the dzongs in
Bhutan and Tibet respectively.
After Zhabdrung's demise his corpse was attended to and placed in the Machen
Lhakhang in Punakha dzong, This building has parallels to the mausoleurns of
the Dalai Lamas in Potala - with one important difference: In Potala each Dalai
Lama gets a mausoleum of a size reflecting his importance, while in Punakha
there is only one 'mausoleum', the Machen Lhakhang of Zhabdrung himself, not
his later reincarnations.
Punakha had already been established in 1637, and the first phase of Tashichi)
dzong was built in 164 1. Potala was thus built slightly later. The construction of
the part known as the White Palace took place between 1645-48, and the regent
Sangye Gyamtso founded the Red Palace in 1 690.Io7Its construction drew some
seven thousand labourers and more than one thousand five hundred craftsmen
from China. Mongolia and Nepal.l0"
The layout of Potala palace has parallels both to the ancient khar typology, and to
imperial Chinese planning lnodels with walls surrounding the whole complex.'w

Fig. 29 Potala o n I h e hill \\it11 otlicc buildings below in Shiil. IV9h.

In China the important buildings were lined up behind one another according to
a strict north-south axis, while subsidiary buildings were placed on the eastern
and western sides. These were planned around courtyards or series of courtyards,
and the buildings had their long walls facing south. The main entrances were
also from the south with the emperor placed in the centre facing south, since all
evils were expected to come from the north."" However, the axis o f Potala i s not
applied in complete accordance with the Chinese model. In the rugged Tibetan
terrain, adjustments had to be made to the ideal patterns. In Potala the main
entrance i s from the south, but the overall layout follows the ridge with an eastwest axis. This i s underlined with the moon- and sun-shaped turrets to the east
and west respe~tively."~
The Potala thus seems to have incorporated more varied
architectural ideas, than the contemporary Bhutanese dzongs which adapted the
mandala concept. Such a broad import of ideas in the Tibetan context was also
the case when Saniye was built about a niillennium earlier than Potala."'
While the building o f the main Bhutanese dzongs was assisted by a few Tibetan
and Nepalese artists and artisans, the Tibetans were exposed to a stronger
Chinese intluence. This intluence also reached Bhutan, but far more indirectly
than Tibet. Shingkhar Lam states that both Tibet and Bhutan are Buddhist countries, and they thus have the same basis for their architectural traditions in tile
mandala concept."' This i s certainly the case, however, it seems as i f the main
examples of Tibetan architecture such as Potala and Saniye also retlect a wider
range o f influences.

A typological difference between the Tibetan and Bhutanese dzongs is that the
Tibetan dzongs often consisted of separate buildings surrounded by walls for
protection, while the Bhutanese dzongs were built as compact, defensive settlements with buildings forming the outer walls. In this sense the Tibetan dzong
typology is quite like that of the monastic compounds, visible for instance in the
photo of Tawang (chapter 4.1 fig.6).'I4
AAer the Chinese takeover from the 1950s onwards the rule from dzongs was
stopped, and most dzongs except Potala and Gyantse are in ruins today. The
reason for this is not only the destruction of the cultural revolution, some of the
many dzongs had also fallen into ruins earlier. The devastation of the Tibetan
dzongs points at the necessity of documenting and also preserving some of
Bhutan's dzongs as important parts of our global heritage. Issues in this context
are discussed in chapter 5.2.
4.4.13 Conclusions regarding comparisons Bhutan - Tibet

There were clearly functional differences between the Bhutanese and Tibetan
dzongs, and also typological differences described above. Bhutan and Tibet were
not exposed in the same way to outside influences. In general Tibet was more influenced by Chinese traditions of building. In the past the Tibetan traditions were
held in high esteem in Bhutan, but still Bhutan may have been more influenced
from India than usually acknowledged as seen in the window details. This is underlined by the fact that the typical curved shape also is found in early examples
of southern architecture.
The abundance of wood in Bhutan influenced how the timber elements such as
the rabsels became more elaborate in Bhutan. The high 'flying roofs' seem to be
unique for Bhutan, but the buildings in rainy and forested parts of southern Tibet
like Chumbi valley and Kongpo also have roofs. Ancient migration patterns as
well as pilgrimages and trade relations (see chapter 2.2.2), may have influenced
these parallels.
4.4.14 Conclusions regarding architectural developments in Bhutan

In 1783 there was clearly a hierarchy expressed in the architecture, but with
simpler means.
In the early 20th century the hierarchy was expressed by slightly more
elaborate roofs and rabsels.
Today there is an extensive use of the highest architectural expressions. and a
tendency to over-elaborate. The earlier architecture was simpler, and often more
harmonious.
The changes which took place in the architecture until recently may be described
as a slow process of transition. The extensive dzong building documented in this
thesis, may have influenced the architecture in general, and contributed to the

spread of the same architectural patterns for all types of buildings within Bhutan,
though with variations in elaboration determined by hierarchy and harmonious
proportions in relation to the scale of each building.
The application of orientation and proportions appear to have been non-dogmatic
in the period researched. It is worth repeating here that the Buddhist structures
seldom correspond exactly to the ideal forms, since consistency or geometrical
accuracy do not have the same importance in Bhutan as in a western 'scientific'
culture.
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whole building with some decorative pillars. This may have been a wayside guest house. andlor
caption suggests, the dwelling house of a local chief. Aris. 1982:103 plate 40.
45

This was a tiny photograph found in one of his private albums; MSS.EUR F157f491

4b

A similar rabsel is also seen in one o f the houses in the easleni village o f Kheni, lig.2Ja
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Powell. 1977
Slusser, ( 1982)1998:132

[bid, plate 33 (vol. 2). The ancient artisan traditions among the Newar are described in chapter
2.5.7.
Ibid, p. 132
These openings resemble the ancient loopholes in a stone wall o f a castle at I.uk. westem Tibet.
which Tucci dated to the 10th - IIth century. See Tucci, 1973:66 ill.no.50
"'flie

defence rabsels thus sewed the same purpose as the Norman hoards. Iiogg. 1981:46

'' Bogle in Markhiun (ed.), ( 1876)1879:83.
54 Turner. (1800)1991: 183. Such a ledge or defence rabsel is shown in fig.22 in the 1st interview
with Shingkhar Lam in Annexes.
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See case 4.2.4

'"ee

the 2nd interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi. and chapter 2.3.3

"See also Shingkhar Lam's drawings in the 1st interview.
White. (1909) 1992: 147
Sometimes the cusp is made by putting a piece o f plywood in tlie fratiie on top o f the glass. or men
more crude versions in steel with a kind of metal cusp fixed in front o f the windows as a part of the
grids in front.
60A feature found specifically in the Paro area only, is a small window like the low openings sho~n
in fig. l 2 above. placed in the panel by the corner o f a rabsel.
The shape is not only applied to windows. but all kinds o f openings including like the frame
around shelves for bottles in hotel bars.

6'

'' 1st interview. Horgo Inay refer to Hor/Mongolia
'"rhis curved shape is also found in traditional Norwegian wooden windows.

" Finally the 'spade' is occupied by a kirrrlrnukha which becomes f~rllydeveloped. a shape often

employed as an independent screen or niche hehind a11 Image - thus a parallel development from the
functional to the decorative. Coomaraswanly. (193 1 )1975: 1 I
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One drawing o f T'ashilliunpo monastery shows such windows. This is an engraving by Bmirc aHer
Turner, but it appears quite accurate. See Aris. 1982:25
See the illustrations in tlie case studies.
69

I t is not possible to determine whether there were 'T.ibetan styled windows in 1863 by comPisring
the photos from 1R63 and 1905.
7 0 ~was
e appoilited to this position by Ugyen Wangchuck, who later beoilme Rhutan's 1st
about 1882. See Aris, 1994:78. tle was Ugyen Wangchuck's cousin. son o f Jigme Nameyal's elder
brother. Ibid. p.50. He kept this position until his death in 1918. Ibid. p. 106

71 Sllingkhar

Ia-11tells hat he wanted such a Tibehn styled kemar for the National 1,ibrtu-y building
in Thimphu, and we discuss the various types which are also illustrated. Sec the 2nd interview with
Shingkhar Lam.
72 Such a

white 'band' may be seen above the rabsel in fig. 14a ofthe Shatra hause in l.hsa. This
band was also formed by twigs stacked to form a parapet on the roof.
7J Sec

chapter 2.3, note 54

74 See

Dagyab. 1995:44-6

7 5 T h iis~seen in chapter 5.1, fig.8b
76~ersonal
communications with Dasho Karma Geley in Thimphu, 14.08.96
77 3rd interview. On the other hand the amount o f steps in a staircase is to be uneven. This refers m
economic prosperity, counting 'gain'. 'loss', 'gain', 'loss' in the steps, one should always end up with
'gain'. At least this is followed in houses. See the 2nd interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi.

783rdinterview with Shingkhar Lam
7 9 ~ oevery
r 6 feet there shall be 2 112 inches inclination. according to Dasho Karma Geley. 14.08.96

" Ibid. p.70. The road towards

Lhasa i s called the road of the law. See also Tucci. ( 1 94 1) 1989:59

his is seen in a kachen in Shal, below Potala chapter 2.2. fig. lob.
Hub could be made from horn. See Bell. (1928)1991: 137
84 Traditional dhungs

may vary in height from 180-320 mm. Personal cornmunidons with Nmgay
Retty in Thimphu. 04.01.95

85~ccording
to Dasho Karma Geley. 14.08.96
86

See the illustrations in the dzong cases. ITAB thus appears to be mistaken when it is written here
that the element of norbu bagam was a fashionable element only in a shon period during h e first king
and i s only found in Tashicht, dzong and Jarnpa lhakang in Bumthang. ITAB. 1993:88
87

After a week he could not stand it any more, and was rescued by his father who managed to get
hiln into a group being trained as secretarial staff'for his Majesty. Ura 1995:35
88

Sanday in Unesco's 'Apyropriote Technologies,in the Conservation qfCulturo1 Properm 1981:26

89 see

90

92
93

Slavik, 1994

This is also described in Mynak Rimpoche and Pommaret. 1989

Sanday writes that this was often the case in the Kathmandu valley. Unesco. op.cut. p. 14
Eden. ( 1 864) 1972:91-2. lie also observed extensive works on embankment of rivers.

'4

[TAB. op.cit. p.76-8. Wangdicholing served as the summer residence for the second king. and in
this limited period also as government quarters. The life at Wangdichaling at the time is described in
op.cit. chapters 2,3 and 4.
95
%

Wangdichaling wm built by the same carpenter as the later Ha dzong. see chapter 4.3.
Ardussi. op.cit. p.342 n. 21

5.1 Perspectives on the sustainability of the
Bhutanese culture and architecture
Where we see viszral chaos in the built envirw7ment: is his decaJ,:'
Where we see consistency undpreservarion: is this a creative,
living culture?
Perhaps when we wunt to preserve beautrfill prodtrcts we kill lhr
process behind them: and when we want to sustain the processes
then the products escape our control con~pleteb.
And behind it all, perhaps there is at7 essentiul cultural something
that is liftle afSecfed by well guided initiatives or by ill-guided
initiafives? '

In this part I will discuss some of the possible directions the development process
may take as the traditional culture of Bhutan meets the modem world. This
choice may, broadly speaking, lie between that of cultural sustainability and that
of materialistic progress. During the last forty or fifty years, Bhutan has started
on what is usually termed a development process. Now strong contradictions are
arising, including those experienced by countries in the early critical phases of
exposure to a larger world; the 'outside, modem' one.
5.1.1 T h e rate of change in the past and today

In popular terms, it is often assumed that traditional building is rather static, but
the research of this thesis confirms that there was a continuous process of small
changes taking place in the dzong architecture between 1783 until about 1960.
The conclusion drawn in chapter 4, is that there has been a strong continuity
in the typological patterns until quite recently in Bhutan. However, within the
dzong typology architectural changes have taken place on a limited scale.'
This reflects the strong continuum of historical legacy, and it is interesting to
make at least a brief comparison between this conclusion and research on how
the traditional architecture evolved in Norway. According to a quite recent book
which sums up much of the extensive documentation on Norwegian building
traditions, the ethnographer Arne Lie Christensen describes the prevailing
building typology which historically was that of the fann, generally including
various buildings with specialized functions organised in a courtyard setting.
His conclusion is that specially in southern Norway this typology showed a finn
stability through many centuries. though the society went through political and
economic changes. However, within the type quite considerable changes took
place, but this was rather the case along the coast where they were exposed to
influences from abroad, than up-country where a larger degree of co~itinuit~

prevailed.' It is not sul-pairing that the most extensive changes took place during
periods of economic growth and increased wea1th.j Some technical innovations
also took place, but the identified changes were mainly improvelnents related to
Status - measures underlining the social position and i d e n t i ~o f the inhabitants.'
n l e s e findings in Norwegian research correspond well with the conclusions of
this thesis. in spite of substantial differences related to the socio-religious conre*[
and the building typology in question.
Homogeneous architectural pattenis lnirror a society where the population have a
colnlnon understanding of norms and values. Ame Lie Christensen mentions that
certain sanctions were directed against those who took steps towards breaking

Fig. 3 The traditional Sarn~houseis very well adjusted to clil~iale.the
availability oSskills and local niaterials. Farni house in Glim Llanij~.helow
Ciasa 1995

the established norms, such as negative gossip about people who were too
ambitious striving for s t a t ~ s . ~
Certainly there are and have been forces within the Bhutanese society which
also resist change. In our first interview Shingkhar Lam laments: "Today there is
no discipline."' In the Bhutanese society, continuity and legacy are established
cultural traits, and the interviews offer several examples of how both Shingkhar
Lam and Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi are both negative to and worried about the
changes taking place today. This underlines their roles of representing the knowledge of the 'renown', being the carriers of the scholarly perspectives of tile
religious-political legacy of arcl~itecture.~
It also reflects that within the Buddhist
cosmological perspective, development and change is aln~ostinevitably ~onnect-

ed with decline, since we are in a 'declining aeon'. Thus change has if anything a
negativeconnotation, and any serious discontinuity is resisted.
The changes that took place until the 1960s, were changes which I would
characterize as 'adjustments'. These took place as a slow process of transition
within the framework of the traditional society.
However, today the rate of change has speeded up so extensively, that the
process taking place might rather be called a 'transformation' of the traditional
society than a 'transition'.
This may eventually have serious consequences for how the legacy of
architecture may be followed up in the future, which in turn may affect both the
cultural and architectural sustainability.
5.1.2 Modern experiences with change: two cases of improved rural housing
Here I will discuss two cases which exemplify different approaches to

architectural change for people in general, which also involves perspectives on
sustainability.
In the farmhouses the huge Bhutanese 'flying roofs' are utilized for storage,
also adding an insulation layer to the ceiling above the floor for habitation. The
ground floor is usually for livestock, which also implies some heating benefits
for the habitation above in addition to the control function of this anangement.
There are for sure many shortcomings in the traditional way of building the
farmhouses, especially if viewed by western eyes, and in the mid 1980's
UNCHSIHabitat got involved in developing a prestigious project called the
*.
~mprovedrural housing project'. In cooperation with the Government, one
model house was to be built in each of Bhutan's Dzongkhags, in order to
demonstrate the benefits of new designs, building materials and construction
methods. As written in the Seventh Five Year Plan (7FYP) document: "The main

Fig. 4 Corrugated iron shees being carried along a path in eastern
Bhu~an1992. Imagine how this job would he along a narrow track
aud lor days.

thrust of the new initiative was not on Government investment in conslruction
of new rural houses, but on redirecting the rural population's effort to construct
functionally efficient, cost effective, comfortable, hygienic and durable houses.""
The 'improved rural housing project' thus introduced extensive changes in the
organisation of the model house, and for example it was announced that the use
of the ground floor for stabling livestock was to be discouraged. The full ground
floor of the main model was thus utilized as storage space. In addition to such
functional changes, the rural housing project also introduced a very large number
of technical changes such as improved carpentry details, roof trusses, damp
proofing etc.; e.g. both new techniques and new materials. These materials were
not local, thus requiring transport by road. The costs grew high, whereas traditionally house building is a virtually cashless activity including barter, communal
village assistance, etc.
Thus the rural housing project became a project for those 'well off' living
near roads, as stated in the 7FY P document: "As of April 199 1, construction
of 86 houses based on prototype designs were reported to be in progress. Thus
little over 104 houses out of a target of 2 10 would be constructed in the 6FYP.
However, the numbers of houses constructed appears reasonable for two main
reasons. Firstly, only a fraction - perhaps only about 3% - of the housing stock
Inay be rebuilt every year. Secondly, within that small percentage of construction
out of total housing stock, only those people who ure neur the motor road ~ ~ o u l d
show inreresr in the prolotype spe~ificutions."'~'
(my emphasis)
Transportation and import of materials implies an extensive effort when it has
to be done on horseback or by the people themselves, and as the 7FY P itself
notes elsewhere, "...the majority of the people in Bhutan live at least half a days
walking distance from a motor road. Some co~nmunitiesare even more remote:
4 - 5 days from a motor road."ll The innovations of the project therefore did

Fig. 5 A comhined traditional and n~odt.rllhierarclly rellected
Houses in Ha. 1989
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tilt. new roofofcorruga~edIrc'll

not reach the rural population it was aimed at, maybe partly because the need
for change - and at least not such a vast amount of changes - was not felt by the
farmers, the majority of the population. So the project never really took off and
was shelved.

In contrast to the above externally assisted and centrally directed development
project, there are other ways in which changes are introduced, which in many
ways appear far more need-driven and 'organic' as processes. In upland areas
of Bhutan such as Bumthang, at nearly 3000 meters, the winters are very harsh.
Traditionally most of the population used to move to wanner areas during the
winter season, but today this shifting is becoming more and more rare. In other
words there is a larger sedentary population today, so there is a real need, driven
by a changing function of 'place' (locus) to begin with. Being faced by the cold
winters, the population has gradually started to improve their houses. One such
improvement is what are called 'Swiss windows', being windows with improved
shutter details and carpentry rebates avoiding the draughty, freezing cracks which
characterise the timber framing in most Bhutanese farmhouses.
As the term suggests, these changes were also initiated by outsiders - but in a
very different way, through grassroots, long term involvement in Bumthang by
small groups of Swiss,lZso that the idea slowly spread amongst carpenters and
house owners. These kinds of improvements have advantages which are perceived by the population, and they are both minor and gradual - which was not
the case with the 'rural housing project'.
If we wish to support sustainable change in the built environment, then we need
to compare carehlly such examples and their implications.Another might be the
change from shingle and slate to corrugated iron roofing, which seems to have

Fig. 6 Ruins are a natural part of the cultural landscape -just
of the natural landscape. Lobesa 1995

it 1s

followed an irresistible technical and economical logic all over the developing
world. Whilst it certainly leads to the dying of certain local skills, to import of
cash-based industrial products, as well as to laments from aesthetic purists, its
advantages simply cannot be denied: and its acceptance appears so easy that it is
surely presumptuous to dismiss it briskly as a cultural threat.
5.1.3 A sustainable future development?

'Sustainablility' has become a both over-used and misused slogan. It
often appears to imply a development which is to be sustained through aid
contributions. As Samuel Smiles, the inventor of the term 'self help' pointed out
as long ago as 1859, there is often a contradiction between external help and self
help, since "...help from outside often has a paralysing effect, whilst help from
within is always ~trengthening."'~
Planners and politicians with a solidly western world view see sustainable
development mostly in terms of concrete economic values and manipulation of
concrete material resources. This limited view is unfortunate - and it is probably
because most of them are technocrats, for whom 'culture' is little more than an
irritating minor addendum to national budgets.
Applied in this manner, development Inay contribute negatively to the built
environment in countries like Bhutan. By focusing on technical innovations,
architects and engineers may make buildings more perfect or longer lasting as
products. However, there are many negative aspects such as: increased costs
and dependence on imports; loss of local skills and self-reliance; and loss
of the significance of the buildings in a religious, cultural and local context.
And in particular, the traditional kind of sustainability rooted in Buddhism's
'impermanence' is losing out.
In Bhutan physical structures may be left unfinished, as nothing is ever finished
in an unending cycle of composition and decomposition - of life and rebirth.
Buildings are being continuously rebuilt and renovated due to religious reasons
as well as to cater for new functional needs. At other times material things may
be neglected, even deliberately. If evil spirits enter a perfectly good house it
may be vacated, and left to fade slowly into a ruin. Everywhere in the landscape
there are such ruins. Decay is an important and natural ingredient of the cultural
landscape -just as it is of the natural landscape. 'Impermanence' is thus
imprinted in the landscapes and the building traditions, and this culture lnaY
easily be the losing part when the expert's approach of material sustainability
and the inherent sustainability of the Bhutanese culture meet.
The obsession of modern architecture with perfection - totally planned.
detailed down to the last row of tiles - demonstrates this difference very aptly.
Perfectionism in the context of construction inlplies the utopian view that the

product is supposed to remain perfect. As soon as you can point out a change, it
is a different and inferior product that is being described. But still perfection is
the aim of the western, technical approach, and applied in Bhutan this will imply
a fundamental change of the building traditions.
5.1.4 Material or cultural sustainability

In order to simplify a discussion of different approaches to development, the
case of the 'improved rural housing project' described above may be termed that
of 'material sustainability'. However, there may be a different approach to take,
which may be called the path of 'cultural sustainability'. One can make a list of
dichotomies as follows; whilst aware of the pitfalls of dichotomies especially in
this context they may still be useful as a rough visualization:
Material sustainability:
planning
novelty
perfect products
'maintenance free' (even if a myth!)
consistency
technical-economical efficiency

Cultural sustainabilitv:
continual improvisation
familiarity (traditional orderlobjects)
imperfect processes
ongoing maintenance
paradox
environmental - social value

Each of the points above could be the subject of separate discussions, but within
this context let me only elaborate shortly on the last point: technical-economic
efficiencyis the perception of the expert or planner, implying both abstraction and
distance. Environmental-social value is the value as perceived in concrete terms,
by people, users, in everyday reality. This is the basis for societal judgements
and decisions as discussed by Norwegian environmental philosophers such as
Professor Arne Nass and Sigmund Kvalray when they contrast 'Industrial Growth
Society' to 'Life Necessities Society'.14A wholistic approach is a condition for
cultural sustainability, but not for material sustainability.
The Bhutanese themselves are quite conscious about such issues. The King
expresses the importance of what he temls Gross National Happiness, stressing
that qualitative, human development is more important than material and
economic development.'-'
In 1990 a meeting of most high ranking oficials agreed on 'The Paro Resolution
on Environment and Sustainable Development' which states: Sustainable
development, we believe, is a concept that is in harmony with the cultural and
religious traditions of Bhutan. Our nation already has a strong conservation ethic,
and indeed, respect for the natural world is a central tenet of Buddhism. It is
therefore essential that the traditional culture be kept strong so that its values can
guide our sustainable development path.'"'
"

5.1.5 The implications of various learning processes

In a traditional cultural process, people feel they know what they are doing
without reflection - which is also the root of change. They just do it, and they
have the skills to do life's tasks as an unconscious mastery of a certain set of
principles. One learned to build just as one learned to walk or talk. This kind
of informally learned, almost instinctive action is rather like being thoroughly
skilled in a language without any need to learn the rules of a grammar. However,
the knowledge itself changes when it is coded from instinctive (intuitive)
knowledge to documented knowledge. The western tradition has persistently
emphasised 'knowing' as more important than 'doing'. In our world, profession
and professionality are increasingly acquired through institutionalized teaching
- often leaving a wide gap between that 'expert' knowledge and the real world.
This is also expressed by Mete Turan as follows: " Professionalism in architecture
and building has set for itself conscious standards of accuracy, honesty, precision,
verification, aesthetics, etc., undoi~btedlyaimed at better serving the client. The
result, however, has been a divorce from people and society.""

Fig. 7 A ma\ler carpentzr at

work. Mr

Wa~igcliuckIn t3~1n1tliang.1994

Fig. B a A nc\r lypr o f hulldlng, the conlrol lower a1 Paru A~rporl.1996

Fig. Rb I des~gnedth~sbuilding in 'l'h~mphufor the IEICt-1otlice with
lihran. co~ikrenccand teaching facilities. Conipleled in 1997.

If that kind of traditional culture with its own inherent sustainability is to
continue - with its small ongoing adjustments within the cultural framework then ideally. all people should be able to go on beirig the builders. A1 least. that is
what any follower of Rudofsky18might wish. We know that traditional building
is fundanlentally different from that of 'professionaliw'. which strives for 'the
product as a Worklopus' - usually conceived in an individualistic manner. But
today, as the whole context for architecture witliout architects is vanishing.
the functional and social advantages of that cultural pattern are also becoming
lost from view. People had the skills they needed to live; they had the basic
conception of what a house needed to be in a rural economy; whereas today the
conditions for satisfaction are changing. Today's children receive other skills
and other capabilities; the idea of knowledge itself. as well as the perceptions of
need or desirability. are all changing radically. The transference of knowledge
from one generation to the next ceases to function in the old way. and is changed

in nature: and there is a decline in quality even as traditional building continues
widespread. Not least due to this decline in quality, traditional method becomes
discredited, and traditional skills will disappear at an accelerating pace.
5.1.6 Possible future development of the traditional skills
How can one promote the inner cultural dynamics, those which permit traditional
settlements to evolve in the future too? In the Bhutanese tradition, as in other
rural traditions, there is a degree of specialisation: carpenters as well as stonemasons and clay masters being the most notable cases. These artisan skills are
transmitted orally and by 'hands on training', from master to pupil and often
from father to son. The master carpenter plays the role of designer and leader in
the construction process, and he plays a central part in the making rituals.

In order to maintain these artisan traditions in the future, there are several
possible directions. One is to promote the prevailing tradition by better
organization and following up of the training. The training could become more
'conscious', supplemented with a wider knowledge base. But it appears to be
an imperative to maintain the strong position of the master carpenter in the
building process. It seems important to avoid excessive democratisation of
his role e.g. a carpenter becoming just like a tradesman amongst many others.
That could however easily become the case if another path is to be followed:
if the trades become institutionalised in the education system. This is a process
which has already started, with the establishment of a trade school and technical
education. But as yet it appears that few show interest in the carpentry education,
presumably because the traditional training system is still strong.
Some institutionalisation of education in the crafts would seem to be both
necessary and inevitable; but the inner dynamics of the tradition must not get
buried by 'institution'! Here we approach one of the central paradoxes: that of
sustaining something that was spontaneous.
5.1.7 Bhutan's traditionalistic policies

After all, traditions are roots: but by definition roots are things that grow, which
must receive continual nourishment, and lead to new branches. When we want
to support the life and continuity of traditions, we might think very carefully
about this analogy to roots. In Bhutan many people are conscious about this.
which is reflected in several ways of launching policies that may be termed
'traditionalistic'. This is reflected in the buildings codes as well as in the
regulation that people are to be traditionally dressed in public places. But what
does it help to make a certain way of dress or building a part of the legislation
- when all the irresistible novelties of the outside world are openly available.
especially to those who are better off and thus most likely to become
decision-makers?

Since the end o f the 1980s, the architectural tradition i s being used consciousl~
as a means o f consolidating national identitj. A style concept has been promoted
as a 'national style' as reflected in the building rules stating that burldings
should look traditional Bliutanese style."' This is at times only adapted as
formalistic approach to tradition, leading to some very curious imitations of
what is perceived as 'tradition', resulting in both functional, technical and formal
absurdities. The risk i s that one may end up achieving superficiall) attractive
objects, which are no longer be rooted in an everqday realib. Thus elements
of the dzong architecture may now be found on buildings without anything
near a siniilar importance. The impressive features which all have religious
significance, become decoration and thus of limited value. Later perhaps this
degenerates even further, in the direction of commercialisni. whether touristoriented or local. An aesthetic-nostalgic praise o f old technique; hence an
accelerating loss of experience-related, living meaning in the built environment.

A literal traditionalism would in a way be an impossible trap. because of the
limitalions o f the traditional architecture, New functional requirements - whether
for classrooms. operation theatres, or electric substations - have to be met with
a creative approach. Much as architects may enjoy designing buildings looking
like dz0n.g~.they are avoiding the challenge of seeking new and meaninghl e k pressions.
say they \vould rather have a 'modem'
When many Bliutanese people

Fig. 10 Mainlcnancc i s important i n a culture o f in~pernianence.This repainting o f Chendebiji
chorten also implies meril. 1996

house, are they necessarily losing (the essential elements of) their culture? As
elsewhere in the world, the beautiful architecture of rammed earth for example
is perceived now as being primitive and old fashioned. Surely only resolutely
modern, scientific awareness of the ecological and economic advantages of earth
buildingZ0- not nostalgic reflexes and building regulations - can help to keep
alive such traditions. By 'keep alive', I mean to breathe new sense and meaning
into tradition i.e. to reinvigorate existing roots. So: one may admire vernacular
architecture, but it is another matter to seek processes by which sensible and
meaninghl cultural manifestations might be helped to survive and develop.
5.1.8 The impact o f secularisation

As traditional architecture starts to lose its grasp, a westernisation of Bhutan
is taking place in the name of progress. 'Material sustainability' may slowly
become even the normal Bhutanese approach. Today, the creation of objects
such as buildings within a functional economy, is often evaluated according
to aesthetic norms and goals. From such a viewpoint, which is secular, one is
relating to material phenomena, and no longer to the spiritual and cosmological
dimensions. Faith tends to be reduced to superstition with such a secular
experience of man and his environment. However much one may be sceptical
of the mystical and also at times shamanistic appearances in this tradition, one
may be generous enough to see it in another way. Basically all the rituals and
symbolism serve as reminders to people, in their daily lives, to be aware of and
careful with their environment. In this sense, whether they believe there is a

'god' in the forest, or whether they look after the forest carefully because it is
'important', makes little difference.
Most modem Bhutanese, for example, would place less importance on whether
an imprint in a rock was actually made by a saint, but still see it as a 'significant
reminder' of the living significance of that saint. This reflects a transition from
tradition to modernity which has been similar in the western world. However, the
presence of the sacred in architecture may slowly be forgotten, since only those
Mircea Eliade terms 'religious man' may fully experience the ~acredness.~'
But how can one improve and modernise without creating this conflict - or
perception of conflict: or if we think laterally: will a Buddhist culture for
example, maintain its sense of paradox and interconnectedness anyway?
5.1.9 Integration of material and cultural sustainability?

If traditional settlements do not continue to live in the minds of the makers
- their meaning, their relevance, and ongoing innate power to evolve - then the
cultures are in trouble and it is of limited interest whether the physical existence
of these settlements is 'sustained' - whether as museums or by imitations. Again,
we need to ask very carefully, what do we mean by sustainability: cultural
forms or contents? I am interested here more in the inner life and continuity
of tradition than in the forms or even in their historical development. My
main concern for Bhutan is that it should live, not in its admittedly fascinating
nostalgic or museological potential, but in a holistic manner based on its own
roots. Knowing that this is also the concern of many Bhutanese, their philosophy
of 'impermanence' may provide both them and us with a key to alternative
development models.

In line with Buddhist thinking, decay is a positive part of life - and may therefore
be a conscious and visible part of life's products; for decay alone permits new
growth. This is not an excuse for badly maintained buildings. but does imply
acceptance of changes which we as purists trapped in our own time-warp, may
not like. To be a little more provocative: at certain times in the past, Bhutanese
and Tibetan images took on Kashmiri or Chinese features because of external
influences. So if today, a repainted Tars or Yeshey Tshogyal should take on
a superficial resemblance to Madonna, is the deity necessary less holy Or the
culture less alive?
Another danger here is in romanticising 'process' to the point where anything
goes, including solutions which are bad technically and aesthetically. 1 would
still argue that Madonna is not a very appropriate external influence. There still
is a question of 'good' or 'bad' solutio~lsto be discussed.
One can try to slow down the process of development, and that is one aspect of
Bhutan's policies. Whilst this is of limited value, it does have some advantages.

The harniful eWects of over-rapid change are probably reduced, since there is
more time for people to adapt, and less conflict - for example between rural and
urban. There is more time for changes to be experienced, in other words the
possibilities for reflective feedback are strengthened.
One may also try to create a more balanced process, some kind of 'integratione
of material and cultural sustainability. But one can ask whether integration is
possible, since the outside or 'modem' influences may prove to be far more
powerful. There will be this issue of power. and powerlessness, which may make
real dialogue impossible - even though mutuality and reciprocity are fashionable
terms in development circles. Or as often heard: the concept of 'mutual aid' at
least creates an atmosphere of cooperation, but in reality, can development take
place on the terms of the developing nations at all?
The Bhutanese, possessing the integrity of the traditional society, are
instinctively conscious about this pressing need. Many Bhutanese have been
abroad, and do know that a break with tradition may leave an existential
vacuum, a loss of identity which is the very root of self-reliance and hence
of sustainability. Such problems are also recognised in the developed world,
and hopefully more and more people are becoming aware of the limitations of
secular, effective, but monotonous time-driven economics. In that sense, the
outside world has a lot to learn from Bhutan.
5.1.10 Conclusions
Sustainability is a word which, whatever else it may be taken to mean, most
certainly is about processes; and identity must be understood as a dynamic word
which refers to the future too. Under the heading of sustainability, material
aspects are for sure very important; with a particular emphasis needed today on
environmental sustainability - that is, energy conservation, environmentally safe
materials and so on.
It is important to focus on this issue of cultural sustainability. The aim must be
to create andtor enhance opportunities for fruitful meeting between traditional
and niodern architectural methods, processes and attitudes. For the architectural
traditions of countries like Bhutan, only this will enable the continuity of a selfsustaining, indigenous momentum from within.
Even if it may appear as if Bhutan is developing away from tradition, the roots
are very much alive. The present changes are transforming the existing society,
but with an approach open to integration of material and cultural sustainability,
Bhutan may yet be able to show an inclusive way of developing ~ 1 1 ttradition.
h
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5.2 Perspectives on conservation in Bhutan, Tibet and the west
" l'irkotrr

sotne dtvper ~mdersrcmding($/he rclarionship hetn~ee,~
past and present (he ceontroversylends to become unreal and
preset-valion is only loo likely to be rnisin~erpretedus
rhe untithesis of progress. "

Bruce Allsoppl

Today, the issue of conservation of the cultural heritage is being addressed in
Bhutan itself, and this tells of a new era, where knowledge of history and of artefacts like buildings as 'historical monuments' gives a new dimension to cultural
perceptions. This heralds a change from the previously 'timeless', or relatively
'time-unaware' cultural continuum. To introduce conservation in a culture like
Bhutan raises important questions, some of which are highly relevant in relation
to the international discourse on matters such as the concept of authenticity and
established charters for conservation. Allsopp in the introductory quote above
underlines the importance of recognizing that preservation of the past should not
represent the antithesis of progress. In order to convey historical understanding
preservation needs both to relate to present needs, and to reflect the fact that the
past was continuous processes of change.
This chapter will discuss how conservation may be practised in Bhutan without undermining cultural traditions - which might well become the case if the
established, international charters for conservation were to be followed. It also
discusses the critical situation for Tibet's cultural heritage. Finally there are some
wider reflections on authenticity and conservation in a global perspective.

Fig. 1 S~nitohha.Zhahrung s first d/ong hull1 In 1629-30. one o f n l a ~ l ybulldlngs uortll) 01
classllied as 'listed ( 1988)

5.2.1 From living culture to the creation of museums?

In terms of conservation, many buildings in Bhutan are beyond doubt worthy
of being classitied as 'listed buildings', but it is important to highlight that in
the context of Bhutan and to some degree in Tibet, the cultural heritage is still
a part of a living tradition. It is a part of the western cultural tradition to create
antiquariansettings of important monuments as they actually were at a given
historical period. Such buildings thus become like static sculptures, artefacts
which are given eternal life thanks to special budgets and donations. They
preserve and tell of the past, but in many cases have no continuity of function.
In the case of museums, ruins, temples etc., they have no longer any other living
function than that of relating the past.
In a Buddhist perspective the living, spiritual meaning of artefacts and buildings
is their essence and is far more important than their material being. In principle
this could be said to be equally true in a Christian culture; however, there is a
far stronger secular - if not materialistic - perception in our world. This includes
placing stronger importance on historical preservation. It is almost unthinkable.
for example, to make any major modification to a historical building such as a
cathedral or an ancient bridge, even if there are urgent needs to adapt these to
modem functional requirements. One will prefer to continue to use the cathedral
as it is, however impractical, and to build a new motorable bridge rather than
modify the old one. This sense of importance of history - mareriul history - has
not existed in Bhutan until very recent years. It hardly existed in Europe until
quite recently either, as is witnessed by many buildings in cities like Rome which
were built with stones plucked from 'priceless' Roman ruins, without any guilty
conscience at the time.
A culture of impermanence implies continuous maintenance and change. This is

one point where conservation of the architectural heritage may conflict with the
living, cultural traditions. Important buildings such as dzongs and temples are
being rebuilt time and again, and this phenomenon is combining merit with an
incitation to create even more beautiful buildings than before. Such rebuilding
processes are in principle contradictory to an approach of defining buildings as
historical since spirituality is eternal, not buildings. To suggest otherwise. by
raising material artefacts to that status, would be to alter and partly denigrate a
cultural tradition. One might go so far as to say that 'sacralising' buildings - in
the sense of making monuments of them - actually desacralises them since they
then become profane, inert material attractions where the spiritual can no longer
move, grow, change - or decay.
Conservation whereby one 'freezes' the state of a building according to its aPPearanCe at a given historical moment, may be called stage-setting or even. the
invention of an authenticity. The result is a building re-styled and purified. made
consistent and temporally 'one-dimensional' according to historical features.

Such re-stylization may even have a political sense for those in power, like the
Chinese controlled urban development of
Lhasa in Tibet. Here an enormous expansion in the 'international style' is taking
place, and the Potala palace of today is
situated like an isolated museum on the
Marpo Ri. In Tibet both the architecture
and the settlement patterns are undergoing
extensive changes, and 'Tibetan style' is
now becoming a kind of tourist architecture which Romi Khosla has termed 'the
Tibetan - Disneyland effect'.'
Of course, this issue is widely recognised
in conservation circles. When an old, nonfunctional building such as a medieval
Fig. 2 Traces of rebuilding processes visible
castle is turned into a monument, there
above a window in Jarnpa Ihakhang. a ternlittle impingement On
ple in Bumthang which was possibly built
as early as the 8th century (1995).
tural activities. When it is a Gothic but
functioning Lutheran cathedral, there is
obviously a negative trade-off between
church services and crowds of flash popping tourists. However, these cathedrals are hardly vibrant and central parts of our daily civilisation in the way that
Bhutanese dzongs and temples are - so the difference in effect is one of degree.
The effects are also surely different for another reason: that the attitudes to time
and matter are different.
What is also central in this context, is that the religious traditions are alive rather
than preserved. Or as expressed by a Buddhist abbot, when informed of various
solutions for the preservation of his monastery: "But what is the use of a building
in perfect condition if there are no priests to celebrate divine service^?'^
I do not wish to launch an attack on conservation, - which would hardly be
original - but to pursue the focal question of: How to integrate conservation
activities with sustainability of the culture itself?
5.2.2 Conservation in Bhutan

Conservation has become an issue in Bhutan, as expressed by the Home
Ministry: "It is not easy for a country like Bhutan to divert available resources
from planned programmes to the conservation of our endangered heritage. But
we feel that preservation of tradition and culture are an important balance to our
development activities. It is our tradition and cultural heritage, after all, which
continue to lend dignity to our land and its p e ~ p l e . " ~

Unesco and UNDP have been involved in a 'Cultural Heritage Programme for
Bhutan', and have fielded missions to draw up a programme for the safeguarding
of cultural monuments. One report by Corneille Jest, wisely concludes that "...to
work in architectural conservation is a difficult enterprise. To follow a purely
'nostalgic' approach obsessively reproducing the old models in every detail and
ignoring the availability of innovative materials and technologies, may render
tradition 'non-adaptive'. Thence, there is, therefore an underlying danger of rigid
conservatism which will deny tradition the dynamism and flexibility necessary to
survive when confronted with the new and harsh challenge^."^ Here Jest's views
are much in line with those of Allsopp in the introductory quotation above.

In Bhutan the synthesis of the culture is expressed in their monumental dzongs.
It is a fact that most of the dzongs are in bad need of renovation and repairs6
It appears as if the dzongs may have been well built initially, but that the
workmanship in the early works is visibly of better quality than in the later,
and there appears to have been a continuous reduction in the quality of works.'
Another problem is the decline in traditional maintenance routines. The central
Government has taken over responsibilities which used to be carried out
locally, including much voluntary or involuntary labour contributed by the local
populace; and in other cases the responsibilities may now be unclear or the funds
for repairs may be utilized in fields felt more pressing such as education or health.
5.2.3 Punakha dzong and other examples

The ongoing construction works at Punakha dzong exemplify the phenomenon of
making the buildings appear even more impressive than before.' This is the most
important of Zhabdrung's dzongs, and since its construction in 1637, the dzong
has been partly damaged and rebuilt several times due to attacks. fires, floods
and earthquakes. After the last fire in 1986, the dzong has been undergoing
extensive rebuilding, alteration and repairs. The appearance of the dzong is
changing, and these changes are in focus for several reasons.
One viewpoint is that of the conservative conservationist approach, denying the
.right'
.
to change a historical monument. Others protest that the appearance of
the dzong now is that it has two central temple towers, whilst most dzongs have
only one. A new extension has also been made. breaking up the massive fortress
b~ologyof the building, by creating a lightweight, residential-type extension on
the southwest corner. This has caused the dzong to appear less harmonic and well
one of the main features of the
balanced in its proportions; thus
Bhutanese architecture. This part of the work may well be characterized as not
very successful.

In recent times plumbing and electricity have been introduced to the dzongs.
This has often been done with poor workmanship, leading to structural damage

Such re-stylization may even have a POlitical sense for those in power, like the
Chinese controlled urban development of
Lhasa in Tibet. Here an enormous expansion in the 'international style' is taking
place, and the Potala palace of today is
situated like an isolated museum on the
Marpo Ri. In Tibet both the architecture
and the settlement patterns are undergoing
extensive changes, and 'Tibetan style' is
now becoming a kind of tourist architecture which Romi Khosla has termed 'the
Tibetan - Disneyland effect'.'
Of course, this issue is widely recognised
in conservation circles. When an old, nonfunctional building such as a medieval
Fig. 2 'Traces of rebuild~npprocesses v~slble
castle is turned into a monument, there
above a w~ndowIn Janipa Ihakhruig. a temis little impingement on present-day culple In Bumthang whlch has posslbly built
as early as the 8th century (1995).
tural activities. When it is a Gothic but
functioning Lutheran cathedral, there is
obviously a negative trade-off between
church services and crowds of flash popping tourists. However, these cathedrals are hardly vibrant and central parts of our daily civilisation in the way that
Bhutanese dzongs and temples are - so the difference in effect is one of degree.
The effects are also surely different for another reason: that the attitudes to time
and matter are different.
What is also central in this context, is that the religious traditions are alive rather
than preserved. Or as expressed by a Buddhist abbot, when informed of various
solutions for the preservation of his monastery: "But what is the use of a building
in perfect condition if there are no priests to celebrate divine services?''
I do not wish to launch an attack on conservation, - which would hardly be
original - but to pursue the focal question of: How to integrate conservation
activities with sustainability of the culture itself?
5.2.2 Conservation in Bhutan

Conservation has become an issue in Bhutan, as expressed by the Home
Ministry: "It is not easy for a country like Bhutan to divert available resources
from planned programmes to the conselvation of our endangered heritage. But
we feel that preservation of tradition and culture are an important balance to our
development activities. I t is our tradition and cultural heritage, after all, which
continue to lend dignity to our land and its people."'

Unesco and UNDP have been involved in a 'Cultural Heritage Programme for
Bhutan',and have fielded missions to draw up a programme for the safeguarding
of cultural monuments. One report by Corneille Jest, wisely concludes that "...to
work in architectural conservation is a difficult enterprise. To follow a purely
approach obsessively reproducing the old models in every detail and
ignoring the availability of innovative materials and technologies, may render
tradition 'non-adaptive'. Thence, there is, therefore an underlying danger of rigid
conservatism which will deny tradition the dynamism and flexibility necessary to
survive when confronted with the new and harsh challenges."' Here Jest's views
are much in line with those ofAllsopp in the introductory quotation above.

In Bhutan the synthesis of the culture is expressed in their monumental dzongs.
It is a fact that most of the dzongs are in bad need of renovation and repair^.^
It appears as if the dzongs may have been well built initially. but that the
workmanship in the early works is visibly of better quality than in the later,
and there appears to have been a continuous reduction in the quality of works.'
Another problem is the decline in traditional maintenance routines. The central
Government has taken over responsibilities which used to be carried out
locally, including much voluntary or involuntary labour contributed by the local
populace; and in other cases the responsibilities may now be unclear or the funds
for repairs may be utilized in fields felt more pressing such as education or health.

5.2.3 Punakha dzong and other examples
The ongoing construction works at Punakha dzong exemplify the phenomenon of
. ~ is the most
making the buildings appear even more impressive than b e f ~ r eThis
important of Zhabdrung's dzongs, and since its construction in 1637, the dzong
has been partly damaged and rebuilt several times due to attacks, fires, floods
and earthquakes. After the last fire in 1986, the dzong has been undergoing
extensive rebuilding, alteratiqn and repairs. The appearance of the dzong is
changing, and these changes are in focus for several reasons.
One viewpoint is that of the conservative conservationist approach, denying the
.
right' to change a historical monument. Others protest that the appearance of
the dzong now is that it has two central temple towers, whilst most dzongs have
only one. A new extension has also been made, breaking up the massive fortress
t ~ ~ o l of
o gthe
~ building, by creating a lightweight, residential-type extension on
the southwest corner. This has caused the dzong to appear less harmonic and well
balanced in its proportions: thus undermining one of the main features of the
Bhutanese architecture. This part of the work may well be characterized as not
very successful.
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in order to strengthen it, but the enlarged
superstructure was not calculated with
sufficientconsideration to the old substructure and foundations. The result was
a serious collapse.
This points at critical elements where cooperation between traditional and modem
forces, such as engineers and architects,
is badly needed. When other, less important buildings in Bhutan can afford to
have concealed piping, surely the dzongs
deserve the same.
The huge undertaking of rebuilding
Punakha demonstrates that the Bhutanese
still know how to build traditionally,
but there are also wonying signs of the
traditional knowledge fading away. One
Fig. 5 A concrete beam casted on the old wall
example being the new, more 'ornate'
at Punakha dzong- resulted in a serious
roof built at Dobji dzong: the old, simpler collapse.
one was designed for the prevailing high
winds, but the new one has to be held down by ugly steel cables anchored to the
ground, thus demonstrating the loss of old wisdom, and reluctance to modern
engineers.
Another interesting example are the quite recent works carried out at Dechenphug
monastery in Thimphu, done in cooperation with Unesco. Here the Unesco
consultants applied their expertise in a manner sensitive to the Bhutanese culture,
and were thus instrumental in keeping the undertaking within a moderate scale.9
As described in chapter 4, the main changes taking place with the dzongs used
to be the building of more and more elaborate roofs and pinnacles on the utsC
and other important buildings within the building complexes. Today when what
1 have termed a transformation of the society is taking place,I0 combined with
an improved economic situation as well as funds from external donations, the
danger arises of larger and more fundamental changes taking place. This may
imply both another scale, as well as changes in terms of style and quality of
works, representing a potential threat of deformation to the historical buildings.
The problems encountered also point at the necessity of cooperation between the
traditional and modern sectors, and in this context it is also important to avoid a
fragmentation of responsibilities.
Preservation in the technical sense is certainly necessary, but how rigidly sllould
'his be approached, in technological and stylistic terms?

Fig. 6 1 he neb roof a L)obl~d ~ o n p1s hold 111 place by
srecl c,tbleh anchored to the ground. dc~nonslral~ng
lie
losb ol old w~sdotnand a very poor solut~on(1997)

5.2.4 The Venice Charter and other international conventions on
conservation

The Venice Charter was adopted by a congress of architects and technicians of
historic monuments in Venice in 1964, and has ever since been a fundamental
reference for conservation policy.'' Important to the concerns addressed here are
the following extracts of the charter, in particular:
Article 9: "..any extra work which is indispensable must be distinct from the
architectural composition and must bear a contemporary stamp."
Article 12: "Replacement of missing parts ... must be distinguishable from the
original so that restoration does not falsify the artistic or historic evidence."
Article 13: "Additions cannot be allowed except in so far as they do not detract
from the interesting parts of the building ..."
Article 15: "..All reconstruction work should however be ruled out 'aprio1.i'.
Only. ..the reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. The
material used for integration should always be recognizable...""
In Bhutan it would not be possible to implement the articles quoted above,
without undermining both their established building traditions and their building
rules. In Bhutan buildings are not carrying a 'contempol-ary stamp', and when
old buildings are being rebuilt this is normally done in the same way as the

existingparts, and not as a kind of museal or pedagogical display underlining
what is old and what is new.
In the traditional rebuilding processes, the new parts are implemented with the
same type of materials and technology as the old, thus quickly developing the
same patina as the rest. This has nothing to do with falsifications; such terms do
not fit. The new parts do not pretend to be anything else than what they really
are: an example of the continuity in a living tradition.
However, issues raised in the previous paragraph points at signs today which
may pose a threat of deformation to historical buildings, where cooperation between traditional and modern forces including international expertise may be
useful. However, the Venice Charter still appears to be too rigid for application in
a cultural setting like the Bhutanese.
This charter has been criticized, for various reasons. Romi Khosla, from the
viewpoint of an Asian architect, has written that the conference in Venice back in
1964, "...was prompted by the concern of European conservationists to ward off
the dangers of reconstructing post-war European cities in nationalist styles that
would imitate the historic buildings the bombs had removed. ... Indeed, the sentiments that prompted the twenty-two scholars to adopt these (articles) are difficult
for many Asians to support unless they accept modernism unq~estioningly".'~
The charter is thus seen as a modernist program,I4 determined by the time, place
and the participants at the conference in 1964.
David Watkin has written that: "The Charter of Venice is an unhappy byproduct
of the erroneous Modernist belief that twentieth-century man no longer needed a
living relationship with his past."'5
Such criticism has been met by Unesco and ICOMOS, and the Venice Charter
has been supplemented by other charters catering for some of its shortcomings.
While the Venice Charter appeared tailor made for the European heritage built in
stone and other long-lasting materials, ancient timber structures were generally
seen as lacking in terms of authenticity, since they had been constantly maintained and repaired.
In 1999 principles for the preservation of historic timber structures were
adopted.'' as well as a charter on the built vernacular heritage." Both these
docu'nents would be relevant in case Bhutanese buildings were to be included
O n the World Heritage list. However, whilst the ~rinciplesfor the historic timber
are directly linked to the Venice Charter. the charter on the built
heritage is regarded as an addition. Its status thus appears unclear.
sinceon several points it contradicts the Venice Charter. I t States clearly that
and responsible authorities .'...must recognise the right of all
communities to maintain their living traditions, to protect these through all
available legislative, adlninistrative and financial means and to hand them

down to future generations."" It also states for instance that: "Alterations which
legitimately respond to the demands of contemporary use should be effected
by the introduction of materials which maintain a consistency of expression,
appearance, texture and form throughout the structure and a consistency of
building materials."" This guideline appears to cater for the Bhutanese way
of adapting to new materials and technology, but would such practices be
acceptable for a historical monument? When reading the charter on built
vernacular heritage closely, it appears to aim at vernacular housing traditions
rather than a varied, traditional building typology such as the Bhutanese.?O
These charters thus seem to reflect the prevailing attitude of a separation between
vernacular and monumental architecture, which is discussed in the introduction
to this thesis in relation to the EVAW." Strict rules are applied accordingly to the
monuments, while the vernacular buildings are seen as being of a more utilitarian
interest only.
5.2.5 The concept of authenticity - east-west perspectives

Authentic is associated with terms such as true as opposed to false, original or
copy, honest or corrupt, right or wrong. This series of dichotomies reflects that
the concept of authenticity has assumed a kind of absolute value, based on some
seemingly universally valid principles. This needs to be reconsidered, since the
way it is being applied is firmly based on a modernist view. It is also an issue
where fundamental cultural differences are exposed.
Religious art created within a living tradition such as the Tibetan, has created
problems in relation to the concept of authenticity for art collectors. This is
described as follows in A Cultzrral History ofTibet: "Collectors are now often
hard pressed when it comes to distinguishing a newly made image ... from an
older one, or as they might prefer to say, the fakes from the genuine samples.
Here, however, a terminology is perhaps being wrongly applied to a traditional
culture which remains very much alive. Produced according to traditional forms
and methods, the modern example is in no proper sense a fake..""
Snellgrove and Richardson also write that the notion that a Tibetan work of art
should be worth more just because it can be claimed to be three or more centuries
old, "...seems to have come as a surprise to the Tibetans themselves, but curiasellers have been quick to take advantage of this imported standard of values."*'
This means that old items have become more expensive than new ones. and also
that they have developed mastery in making new items look old. This import of
values thus resulted in a corruption of the traditional culture which then started
producing expensive, old-looking fakes for tourists and collectors.
From the viewpoint of the living tradition, there is far more value in a new
painting, executed with mastery, than in one which might be old, but executed no
better and presumably also rather worn out.

Authenticity has become an issue of utmost importance in relation to restoration,
and is also a buzz-word applied to architecture in general. The modernist credo
of the western world implies that in order to be authentic, architecture is to
be an expression of its time.'4 If this concept is applied to Bhutan, it is clearly
in conflict with the rule which states that buildings should look traditional
Bhutanese style. This applies particularly to buildings erected within the modem
sector, where imported materials and technology are sort of wrapped into
traditional formal elements, with varying success. Though this may be said to
have some negative aspects, a consequence of rules such as the traditional dress
code and this rule for buildings is that both dresses and buildings are slowly
adapting to new types of textiles and new types of material and technology
within the framework of established traditions in line with the same adaptation
process as occurred historically.
With their rules and regulations, the Bhutanese aim at maintaining their
surroundings and built environment with a distinct and homogeneous character.
One may thus say that in Bhutan, socio-cultural factors determine the formal
expressions of architecture, even when these make the buildings more expensive
as is the case here. For instance the World Bank wanted to reduce the costs
on a school project, and suggested that what they termed 'decoration' be
removed. The Bhutanese rejected this measure, since what is just decorations

and 8 An allthcntlc adaptation process or 'fakes'? A collcrete column k i n g casl 111 tllc sanlc
"lape as ~ r e b i ~ wooden
us
ones. Traditional style traflic light by the dzong in 'rhim~hu.

to the outsider is sacred symbols for 'those who know', i.e. religious man.'$
The amount of symbolic motives are less on projects with tight budgets than on
more prestigious buildings, but this also reflects the traditional pattern where
the importance of a building and its users could be read in the architectural
elaboration of the building. One may thus also claim that the way modem needs
are adapted in Bhutan today, in reality is very authentic, since it is in accordance
with their living legacy of architecture.
However, a modernist may claim that such 'traditional' new buildings actually
hide the changes taking place in the society, and that their environment is
losing its authenticity, since the Bhutanese building practices are not in line
with the credo of form follows function and technology. This is a materialistic
perception of form as being related to (material) function. Such a perception
would be described by the Bhutanese as hopelessly insufficient. In their view,
the modernist is leaving out large parts of what architecture is. This is discussed
further in chapter 5.3.
Unesco organised the Nara conference on authenticity in Japan in 1994." It
was in the wake of this conference that the document regulating the heritage
of historical wooden structures was adapted. A recent article in Morld Heritage
explains this move as follows: "The Nara Conference determined that wooden
structures can be restored without altering their authenticity, as such restoration
practices in Japan are handed down scrupulously from generation to generation,
thus ensuring the strict maintenance of their original style^."^' In other words,
only a 'true copy' is acceptable.
The main rationale behind such meticulous practices as the Japanese described
above, was to maintain the sacred legacy of the ancient forms. which will be
further discussed in chapter 5.3. However, when such practices are reflected
in the international conventions and among conservationists, the focus is on
the material aspects only, which leads to quite absurd interpretations of what is
authentic and why.
This underlines that within the prevailing concept of authenticity, the aspect of
change is to be eliminated as much as possible. In order to be authentic within
the prevailing notions of the concept, the old heritage must remain old, while the
new has to carry a modem stamp, since ancient monuments in the modern era
depend on a difference between the old and the new.
5.2.6 Buildings to be either 'old' o r 'new'

Alois Riegl in "The Modem Cult of Monuments" expresses the view that the
mark of age on ancient buildings appeals to modem man with its "...incompleteness, its lack of wholeness, its tendency to dissolve form and colour..", while
signs of decay in recent buildings are seen as premature ageing." However. R i d
who lived between 1858 and 1905, had possibly a more romantic view of 'the

old', than the later modernists who formulated the Venice Charter. Here we get
the impression that decay is generally disturbing. Processes of decay are thus to
be stopped, both in the old monuments which are to be strictly preserved, while
new building parts are to be architecturally defined as such. The buildings thus
become a kind of assemblage with clearly defined layers. Restoration becomes
the means to define the modem itself, which reflects a fundamental dualism in
modernist theory and practice.

Fig. 9 Build~ngsare to be either 'new' or 'old' in the west. Modernist
houses next to a museum of iron-age houses in Stavanger. Noway.

This also reflects an utopian dream of overcoming natural processes of change
and decay, which contradicts with the reality in Bhutan. Sigmund Kvalq has
described this as the 'philosophy of positive decay' common in traditional
cultures: a process-oriented world-view which embraces change, decay and
improvi~ation.~~
This view is also much less concerned than we are with attempts
to construct perfectly finished buildings. In the reality of Bhutan, there is little
which is perceived as 'old': everything is in use and as such is 'contemporary'
even when it has been in use for a long time.
Decay is obviously a part of reality, and may certainly also be regarded
as an authentic process. However, it may well be that the trendy focus on
'sustainability' encourage more, rather than less, static conser~ationism.~~
Perhaps the answer is a question of degree and non-dogmatic. For example:
outside experts are sometimes horrified to see ancient murals being repainted
in countries like Bhutan. But they have traditionally been repainted over and
over, quite often with each new layer reflecting stylistic shifts or even new
bpes of paint. Does one want to 'kill' this living tradition? Hopefully not, but
Perhaps one could agree that certain important ancient exZImples be preserved for
historical reasons, whereas the majority should be allowed to g0 On living their
lives of constant renewal. This is an appeal for a dual approach, and above all to
Process-thinking.
Tothe Buddhist, particularly, the only thing that is surely authentic is

Fig. 10 An old mural In thc process of b e ~ n grepamled In line w ~ l hancient tradltlons
~ v ~ t h ilongsa
n
drong.

impermanence - the fact of change itself. So how does a conservationist
conserve, not things, but the essence of change?
5.2.7 Museums and heritage under control

It is a well known issue that 'preserving' history also serves to pacify or reify it
and thus make it less relevant. It has been set apart, and defined as 'the other'''
- as opposed to a living and ever-changing time continuum. This also implies the
possibility of controlling history as such.
It has been regarded as a paradox that the French Revolution was followed
both by a far-reaching cultural vandalism, and also a new attitude in relation to
preservation." A public museum which displayed fragments of the monuments
damaged in Paris was opened as a direct consequence of the revolution. History
was thus on display, but in a controlled context.
In cultures where the traditional society is still alive, but unwunred, such
as in China's Tibet, the establishment of museums may contribute to an
undermining of the old cultural traditions. This may be experienced in Lhasa
where the Potala palace has become a commercial museum. Potala has been
restored and is enlisted as a world heritage site. but this impressive building
complex has lost some of its authentic aura in the process. The restoration
works have also been criticised for various reasons, for exaniple by Khosla
who suggests a 'Chinesificationr has taken place in the architectural detailing."
and the plumbing works are far worse than those at Punakha dzong. Today

the Government treats the Potala as a museum, and even Tibetans have to pay
an entrance fee. The approximately fifty monks s t i l l there are dressed in grey
overcoats, looking more like museum guards than monks."
Within a museum setting, those in power may present their version of history.
which i s the case at the Gyantse Dzong Museum. Gyantse dzong was shelled b j
British atlillery and captured during the Younghusband expedition in 1904. I t
was never fully reconstructed again, but i s now converted into a museum where
the visitors are informed of the Tibetans' heroic fight to defend a part of the greal
(Chinese) motherland against imperialist aggression. The dzong ruins are thus
actively used as propaganda. None of the many other dzongs ruined during the
Cultural Revolution, however, have so far to my knowledge been put in focus as
museums.
5.2.8 Conditions for the Tibetan traditions today
As one of Asia's former great civilisations, Tibet i s in a vev critical period. The
Chinese regard the Tibetan culture as backward and reactionary. There have been
man): efforts to break up and fiansfornl Tibet's deeply religious and hierarchical
Sociely. First came tile period called 'the Great Leap Forward', which was
Propagated throughout both China and Tibet in Mao's time. This has later been
acknowledged as having been a leap into chaos and hunger. Then followed
'the Cultljral Revolution' with its far-reaching destruction of old traditions,
formulated as the struggle against 'the Four Olds'; old culture. old ideology, old
Custonl~.
old habits. People were encouragedto: ..Bombard the old and build

Fig. 13 a The palace-fort of Shrgatsc u here the Mongol C'href (iushri Khan transSerred tlie puwers of
the defeated f'rrnct: of Isang [U the liRh natal I,arna in 1642 flris photo ~h from the 1950s.

Fig. 13 b Shigatsc dzong was shelled during the C'ullural lisvol~~tion.
today only h e ruins arc. vid-dc
up OII tlie rldgc ( 1990).

I'ig. 13 c I'his moder11town hall in S h ~ ~ a t has
s c rcplaccd tlic 01'1 dlong. 1996

the new."35The 'old'; both in ways of thinking as well as representations in the
physical environment, was forced to change at times in brutal ways. In Tibet
some thousand monasteries, dzongs and other buildings associated with religion
and the power-structure of the old society were demolished. Religious practice
was officially taboo until the 1980s. Thousands of refugees fled across the
borders to Nepal, Bhutan and onwards to India and other parts of the world. This
exodus had the positive consequence that Tibetan culture became internationally
known through media and the establishment of Tibetan refuge communities.
Here many Tibetans have created new livelihoods, for instance as artisans.
Today the Bhutanese are possibly the most highly skilled artisans of the region,
since here their legacy has been transferred through an unbroken lineage. Their
skills are also continuously utilized on prestigious governmental projects as in
the past, whilst in Nepal and Tibet the artisan tasks of today are rather related
to items for tourist consumption. The general suppression of Tibet's traditional
culture, has also resulted in a decline in the quality of workmanship.
Although some of the most famous monasteries and temples are being rebuilt
today, the cultural heritage of Tibet is threatened; architecture, art, dress. The
Chinese often display the traditional dances and dresses of what they term the
'minority groups', but the way this is done is purely for the purpose of entertainment. The meaning of the traditional dances and their religious content are
ignored.I6 The same may be said about new architecture, where some formal
elements of the traditional architecture - if used at all - are applied as decorative
cliches.
A kind of 'Tibetan style' architecture is pragmatically applied when this is
opportune, such as for the new mausoleum for the late Panchen Lama, or when
it is necessary according to the World Heritage Convention for the restoration of
the Potala palace.
5.2.9 Conclusions

Past forms of our cultures need to be preserved and interpreted SO that
we can perceive our history and our evolution; but danger arises when
'm~numentalisin~'
e.g. reifying, forms that are still living and hctioning.
Static conservation sheds light on the past identities of a culture. and even then.
only on rather selective aspects, such as the power structures, nobility, war.
Conservation aims at displaying elements from the past, but when this is done in
a rigid manner it displays history as static - which it never was.
The conventional fields of heritage work such as historical documentation and
Preservation, are indispensable activities. In Bhutan the need for these activities
is not only important but very urgent today. In Tibet they are certainly also
but here one is faced with potential distortion of history and the
undermining of Tibet's cultural traditions.

Fig. 14 Boddha Sah~alnitnlIII the lnaln temple o f Saniye got h ~ head
s
cut otl'durlng thc ('ultural
Kevolution rlie Rhutancsc. Ohm Thong ~nadeBuddha s new head on th15sculpture ( 1996)

I t i s important that the Potala palace is included on the World Heritage List, since

this to some extent protects it. However, though officially a museum, its wider
significance is acknowledged by the Tibetans the~nselves.
Examples o f the Bhutanese architecture also deserve to be acknowledged
and included in the 'canon' o f our global world heritage. However, it is with
some reluctance I suggest this, for it will demand that we view the prevailing
conventions in a critical perspective, since both the conventions and the way
authenticity i s conceived today reflect the modernist approach to architecture.
These will have to be reworked and reinterpreted in order to avoid undermining
Bhutan's living, cultural traditions.

' R o ~ nKhosla
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said this during his presentatloll
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'l'he arts ofTibet", in L.ondon 1994. tiis papcr '.Problems of architecti~ralstyle in the colltesl of
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Singer and Denwood (1997). but Khosla kindly sent rile his manuscript.
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architectural history and theory
". .. ,rdij~~ ~ o n t nrhar
i d Greeks, rhu invenrors uj'logic - men g~fied

with re-fined ~eslhelicsensibilit)) - amused themseloes wirh s i m u l ~ r ; , ~ ~
in stone a constrlrdioll qf ~ ~ o -oadrhing essentiull~)
monsrrous:'
Thar such imitarions have occurred among the Hindus, rhut thql horle
infllrenced the architeclure qflhe Ass~*riansand of'rhr inhabiranrs oj'
Asiu Minor, is possible; bul to suppose it untorig the wesrern Greeks
is to misunderstund their genius altogether. "

Viol let le Duc ( 18 14- 1879)'

In the zeirgeisr o f Europe in the 19th centuly, European culture was seen as
superior, far surpassing other traditions, as expressed in the quotation above.
This culture was said to have its cradle in the proud heritage o f the ancient
Greeks. Viollet le Duc reminds us that the Greeks developed the science of logic,
and from the Greeks one may also trace the philosophical developments which
influenced the dualistic division between sacred and secular, mind and matter.
as discussed in several places in this thesis.' This separation resulted in a break
from their ancient legacy o f a sacred architecture, a break which had fundamental
consequences for later architectural developments in our part o f the world.
The architectural historian Bruce Allsopp writes that such a break took place
at the Acropolis above Athens with the building o f the Erechtheum about 400
BC, which he calls an architectural mutation.' He writes that "..the Erechtheum
symbolises in architecture the point at which tradition and precedent ceased to
be binding."j His point raises several questions which could be the focus of a
lengthy discussion in itself, such as: Did the Greeks really break with tradition
in the Erechtheum. and if so, what kind o f break did tliis represent? However,
whether the break from the ancient legacy of a sacred architecture may be traced
back to one particular building or not, the important point to be made in this
context, is that such a break took place. possibly over a long period of time. A
secular view of architecture thus evolved in the western world.
By comparison, the tradition discussed in tliis thesis, the tii~nalayan,Buddhist
tradition, has maintained the historical legacy of a sacred architecture. Today this
unbroken legacy i s found most vibrantly practised on a ~iatio~ial
scale in Bhutan.
Here the architectural ornaments, the niandala concept and the ritual context of
architecture has been maintained, because the perception o f meaning. as well as
the importance of historical authority, have not changed.

1" this chapter I will argue in support of my claim that this living legacy of
Bhutanese architecture provides important insights into ancient architectural
traditions in a global perspective. The Bhutanese traditions may thus serve to
revive an experience and a perception of architecture which has largely been
forgotten and partly excluded from western perspectives on architectural history
as well as theory.
I will also argue that the prevailing paradigm of 'modernism' in architecture,
as conceived today. has to a large extent made us blind to such other visions. In
architecture modernism is associated with building practices which discarded
historical styles in favour of rational planning, simple geometric forms and
undecorated surfaces. This also implied to some extent a derogative attitude
towards vernacular traditions, supported by conventional art and architectural
history's limited focus on the 'high art' of monuments and individual artist^.^
5.3.1 Consequences of the modernist paradigm

Modernism swept like a cultural revolution through the western world from
about a century ago onwards. It represented a rebellion against religious and
hierarchical class-symbols in architecture. replacing styles and symbolism with
rational, structural and functional expression.
The modernist tradition combined positivist rationality with a reaction to
historicism, the eclectical copying of historical precedents common among
architects at the end of the 19th century. But modernism itself developed to
become a part of the 'establishment'. It became an established tradition often
called 'international style' with its own rules to conform to.
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In turn, ~llodernismitself has to some degree become an 'authority' or 'faith',
Many of today's architects feel they have to follow modernist principles - it is
the right thing to do - and they do not reflect much on whether this approach
is really relevant to today's world. This also explains why there are several
strands of revolt against modernism. such as deconstructivism and so-called
'post-modernism'. Post-modernism with its eclectic attitude towards classical
architectural elements and styles was re-jected by most architects steeped in
the modernist paradigm. Other directions such as regionalism have been more
acceptable to 'the establishment'. Regionalism wishes to base the architecture on
regional traditions, not however by copying, but by updated 'interpretation'.
'This presentation of modernism is of necessity very simplitied, but there are
two aspects I would like to pay special attention to in this context. Firstly, on
tlie consequences of the individualistic striving towards originality in art and
architecture. Secondly, that modernism today appears to have lost some of the
genuine interest in ancient cultures and architectural 'origins' which was in fact
very much in focus during its early phase.
5.3.2 The tenet of originality as opposed to tradition, and its consequences

Originality may be described as a tenet of modernism (with roots starting in the
Renaissance), where faithful copying of past models is anathema. It is important
to note that originality is by definition almost the opposite of continuum.
In Bhutan, the historical legacy is on the contrary a binding characteristic ofthe
society. This was also the case in our part of the world until the Renaissance.
Shakespeare, Dante and classical authors in general were expected to build
their works on the foundations of earlier classical works, particularly from
Greek-Roman times. Complete originality from the historical legacy was simply not acceptable. The Roman architect Vitruvius, who wrote his Ten Books on
Architecture in the first century BC, gives a long list of mainly Greek treatises on
which he drew in the compilation of his own.Without this, their work would not
be considered as having 'authority'.
It is also interesting to note how this circumscribed originality and individualism.
One could only exercise originality within a common cultural framework. In
Bhutanese art for instance, this is still the case today. Originality is not a quality
- faithfulness to classic norms is.
A Tibetan proverb goes: "When one learns without a Master, one's knowledge

is without root^."^ The master-pupil relation is revered as the highest of human
relations, especially in the religious context where wisdom and knowledge has
been transferred via initiations from master to pupil since the time of Buddha
Sakyamuni. Such patterns and attitudes are also reflected in the society at large.
In the process of arts training, this focuses both on 'hand, eye and mind'. The

pupil has to repeat and listen to the master in order to get the feeling for how it is
being made.
In the process the student has to find his own 'way', since this also involves
his own meditation practice. Ln this perspective originality is not seen as an
outstanding quality in its own right. Marco Pallis wrote about Tibetan art in the
1940s: "The paradox is that those who have worried their heads least on the score
of originality, seem to have that quality granted to them in abundance as if by
superradiation: while those who, in their anxiety lest their precious personalities
should suffer eclipse, have feared to subject themselves to discipline, have been
the first to fall into banality, whether unrepentant, or disguised under a veneer of
pretentiousness."'
In Tibetan Painted Scrolls, Tucci writes that an artist draws on his own spiritual
state "...by virtue of the power of meditation and of ritual." And: "Thus art is not
a creation, in which the artist's personality is expressed, but the reproduction
of pre-existing paradigm which he finds already described and he is also
instructed in the manner of causing them to shine on his mind with lightninglike vividness. In his ability to reproduce those visions and in the accuracy with
which he renders their details, lies all his merit." In the following it appears
as if Tucci goes a bit far when he writes that if some artists "...go beyond those
schemes by force of a higher skill, that they should be true artists and not mere
craftsmen,as it sometimes has been the case, does not matter to the Tibetans,
who are only interested in the religious aspect of the thankas and do not care for
whatever artistic value they may possess."1° That the religious aspect is the most
important, does not exclude that at least educated people also appreciate products
of outstanding quality - the one is not excluding the other.
In the traditional art of Tibet and Bhutan object and symbol are one. A chorten
is regarded as sacred, since it is a revelation of divine presence. For religious
man the chorten is the divine itself. When a master paints a thangka or forms a
sculpture, this is part of his religious practice as described by Tucci above. Fame
or name should not be in the mind of the maker, since the art has a religious
Purpose - not individual gain.
In the western world object and symbol are no longer one. The divine is excluded,
and the individual has conquered the centre of attention. To be a creative person is
in many ways seen as an aim in itself, and the artists may be said to have obtained
a 'godly role' as the most creative of all. However, the individual struggle
by artists as well as architects towards originality, has subsequently kcome
Superficialand conformity-seeking as described by Pallis above.
has serious consequences for our built environment. Looking around in
Our cities and settlements where most buildings are like modernist clones. one

may wonder where the originality has gone. The fact, however, may well be thai
it was never there, since originality is much of an utopian aim. We are always
steeped in our past experiences, and instead of pretending originality, it would be
better to relate to our past experiences in serious ways.
The Norwegian theorist on architecture Christian Norberg-Schulz has written
about today's 'loss of place'. What he terms the 'genius loci', the spirit of a place
is hampered by todays erratic building activities, insensible to inherent local
qualities, which results in people becoming estranged from their physical environment."
Another architectural theorist, Finn Werne, writes that all culture is based on
our collective experience, our history. We need to acquire knowledge of the past
and connect this to what we make new. The importance of such an approach
to architecture needs to be acknowledged, so that we have a conscious effort
towards improvements, rather than every time pretend to start anew."
Werne also writes about the consequences if we are not able to relate properly
to our environment. He describes how architecture is conceived in two ways.
One is the outer form as we immediately see it. The other is on an invisible level
based on our experience, where we relate to various forms with our senses. It is
the relationship between these two levels of experience which determine whether
we feel at home in a place, or at ease with our surroundings. Those who do not
feel such 'belonging', are not able to connect to their surroundings and become
alienated - "...a haphazard being without a past or a future."'-'
The reality today is that many have the attitude of consumerism in relation to
their surroundings. Architecture represents trends for consumption. This secular
view sees our built environment as 'matter' only, and this limited scope has
alienated us in relation to how important our homes and built environment in
general are.
In the view of modernism, historical roots have largely been rejected and
ignored, to such an extent that architects, architectural theorists and others, are
not able to see the earlier fundamental connections between architecture and
culture. sacred and secular.
5.3.3 Early modernism and arclruium
It has been generally understood that the modernist architect Adolf Loos
proclaimed that ornament is crime.'? Debra Schafter in The Order qf Omammt,
the Structure oj'sfyle, provides a more varied picture of the early phase of
modernism, including Loos, based on studies of its theoretical foundations.
She writes: "Contrary to the concept that modern art and design developed
from an ahistorical search for purer and more personal modes of expression.
this study proposes that it was precisely within cr more Jiscrimiriafir~gstudy
of tradition and a keener observariori ofstyle (eventually, from lesser-known

cultures)that theorists devised new concepts regarding how art functions and
obtains meaning."15 (my emphasis) This refers to objects derived from an early
or archaic stage of history, and such archaism is according to Schafier, one of
the key factors that contributed to the advent of modem expression outside the
most prominent western European centres of modernism such as Vienna. This
archaism took the form of ornament,16since in "...the ornamental compositions
associated with ancient art and vernacular objects, central European architects
and artists discovered rational designs for articulating form and structure, ... This
extended beyond mere replication of early art forms to the ongoing search for
structural sources, functional origins, and the psychological roots of the fine and
applied arts.""
This interest in ornament stemmed from the idea that it revealed something vital
about the origins of art and architecture; that the archaic forms "...attempted
to transform the mysterious and nebulous natural world into abstract,
comprehensible sign^."'^ Ornament was thus seen as "...the mask that gave
appearance to essence,"I9 and Schafier stresses that: "The very factors that
helped central Europeans to fuel fresh artistic spirit in the late nineteenth century
produced what may be perceived as an emphasis on the most urnnodern aspects
of architecture and art."20
My point in presenting the above findings by Schafier, is because they provide
important reflections for the future. Modernism as a paradigm is widely
questioned today and may partly be said to have failed, since 'popular' culture
still seems to prefer historical architecture to modernism. However, modernism
has been part of our reality for about a century, and has thus gained a central
place in our experience and expectations of architecture. I am thus not pretending
to suggest a kind of traditionalism in opposition to modernism. It is not my
intention to promote what Foucault terms "...some cheap form of archaism or
some imaginary forms of happiness that people did not, in fact, have at all.""
Here I am certainly in agreement with Foucault, who stresses that "...one should
totally and absolutely suspect anything that claims to be a return."*'
A dualism where traditional architecture is presented as a new trend on the altar
of modernism, would only be interesting for those with romantic ideas about
a static and pure form of tradition. The aim is rather the opposite - to reach
beyond such contradictions towards a merge of tradition and modernity. This
will partly imply a genuine interest in both sacred and vernacular traditions and
their history: and to acknowledge the lessons they may provide of architectural
experience.
5.3.4 The Vitruvian tradition and architectural beginnings

In the introductory quotation above Viollet le Duc opposes the Vitmvian view
'hat the Doric temple was a translation into stone of a structural system originally
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formulated in wood. In his writings he maintained i t had been "...thought out in
stone from the very beginning"." He states that: "This supposition that the Greek
temple is an imitation in stone of a wooden hut i s of the same order as that which
refers the architecture o f our Gothic churches to the forest avenues o f Gaul and
Germany. Both are fiction^.."'^
Viollet le Duc appears to have a perception of wooden architecture liniited to that
of a wooden hut - a log cabin. In Europe at the time. monumental architecture
was made of non-perishable materials, and a derogative attitude towards
vernacular buildings may have prevailed. Timber buildings were associated with
popular building traditions, and were not seen as architectural art.
Viollet le Duc i s correct when he writes that a transition from wood to stone took
place 'among the Hindus'. In The Histor), c?f'A,.ch,/c.c/l,re
;l? Indiu. Christopher
Tadgell writes that: "In Mauryan India, as in far-off Dorian Greece, perishable
forlns sanctified by association were translated literally into durable stone by

builders steeped in the craft conventions of timber ~tructure."~'
Gombrich in his classic The Story o/Art, writes of the early Greek temples that
they -...so clearly imitate timber buildings," with their simplicity and harm on^.^
He writes that: "Probably the earliest of such temples were built of timber, and
consisted of little else than a small walled cubicle to hold the image of the god,
nnd around it, strong props to carry the weight of the roof. About the year 600
BC the Greeks began to imitate these simple structures in stone. The wooden
props were turned into columns which supported strong crossbeams of stones."?'
Allsopp writes that: "Every architectural element in the Parthenon, except the
stylobate of stone, faithfully interprets forms invented for timber, and behind the
timber forms there are sanctities of sacred groves, of sacral trees and pillan and
subliminal ~ymbolism."~~
Presumably we should be thankful to the Greeks for this transition from wood to
stone. They thus provide us with links to an even earlier architecture, since wha
was built in wood would not have survived. But how may this transition process
have taken place?
The transition had to be done thoroughly, since the architectural elements whether of wood or stone - were representations of a cosmos. In her essay on
architectural beginnings, Socrates ' Ancestor; lndra Kagis McEwen writes that if
Vitruvius and his successors are read with patience it becomes clear "...why the
legitimacy of the Doric order was claimed to have rested on its resemblance to
carpentry. The importance was not to preserve the memory of wood construction as such, but, with the building of the Doric temple, to bind with the chains
of recollection into an epis/&nt as seeing the doxa, the right opinion, that cutting, assembly, and the perfect adjustment of parts were essential in the realm
of epistkme' as skill in allowing kosmos to a ~ p e a r . "In~other words, the concept
of cosmos appears through the built objects when properly made. McEwen
concludes by claiming that "...not only metaphysics, but all of Western thinking
was first grounded in architecture, and that, until the eighteenth century, the legitimacy of architecture rested on the preservation of that m e m ~ r y . "Her
~ essay
provides textual sources underlining this claim, and she writes that both craft traditions and the things people made, manifested the cosmos, a cosmos which was
not only religious or metaphysical, it was also political: "The archaic world was
a world that appeared through the things people made. ... Craft and community
were indissol~ble."~l
Architecture was thus a representation and a revelation of
the hidden presence of the divine,J' a view close to that of the Bhutanese.
It was only later, during the classical Greek period of Plato and others. that the
craftsman as well as the philosopher, lost prestige and became divorced fmm the
political sphere, since from then onwards the division between mind and maner
evolved. In this perspective: ''True wisdom was exclusively the province ofthe
divine, and beyond the reach of human experience.""
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Viollet le Duc doubted that the Greeks -...so
scrupulously represented in their stone construction each single piece of timber."" His
reluctance was presumably in part due to an
unwillingness to accept that Greek stone structures were imitations of earlier wooden ones,
and influenced by the tenet of originality he
could not believe that such sublime architecture as that of the Greeks was based on the
'falsity' of copying. And more importantly,
in this context, he was not able to see the
reason for such copying - reason based on the
sacredness of the archaic forms, as argued by
McEwen, and in line with the rationale underlying the Bhutanese architectural continuum
described in this thesis.~'

McEwen's description of the Greek traditions above may possibly be compared to what I have termed the scholarly
understanding of architecture. In chapter 2 1 have also described how various
popular beliefs are expressed in the architectural traditions of Bhutan. In Norway
and other western countries, such beliefs have also been held in high esteem by
the people. The Norwegian art historian Anne Grete Ljrasne has written a book
which describes the relationships between man, nature and the built environment
historically. What she describes resembles the Bhutanese traditions in several
ways, such as the necessity of establishing borders between inhabited areas and
the natural landscape. It was important to avoid disturbing the natural order and
its forces, and rituals and sacrifice were applied to sanctify sites.j6To establish
cosmos in houses and the proper orientation of various functions were also important, as was the timing of the ceremonies involved in the building process."
The most widely known documentation of such traditions is Frazer's The
Golden Bough,'*and many of these traditions were maintained in the westem
world until recent times. One of the most significant aspects of Frazer's work
is how it shows that ancient archaic traditions did not die out with Renaissance
man or even the 'age of science', but were still very widespread up to his time
(around 1920), and even exist as undercurrents today. The 'sacred', or something
like it, has never completely disappeared and influences our perceptions
today.'Vt has however completely disappeared from all modern theoretical
discourse on subjects like architecture. In Bhutanese architecture we have a
unique opportunity to study something closely resembling that very different
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understanding which is in fact part of our own tradition - and, I would argue,
even though obscured today, essential dimensions of architecture in the modem
world too.
5.3.5 Analogy between the Bhutanese architecture and other ancient
legacies

In Bhutan a highly elaborate wooden architecture developed, influenced by
the architecture of the neighbouring areas. Its wooden super-structures were
combined with other materials locally available, such as stones, adobe and mudbricks, and metal works are also incorporated in the most prestigious buildings,
especially on the roofs.
The cosmic harmony ofthe Bhutanese architecture is explained in chapter 2, and
this is reflected in its proportions. As in ancient Greece, adherence to the ideal
Proportions is of vital importance, since the object and its symbolism are one.
Vitruvius describes how the detailed proportioning of each separate part is to Carrespond to the overall proportions of the building as a whole based upon anthroPometric measurements,40with clear parallels to the Bhutanese architecture.
In A Hisrory ofrlrchitectural Theory, Hanno-Walter Kruft has included some
sketches dated to the 9th or 10th century of 'Vitruvius codex', showing details of
the Doric and Ionic
Even a brief look at these drawings, leaves no doubt
about resemblances to the Bhutanese entablature which is made of wood with a
sophisticated detailing Gombrich writes that in the Greek entablature: "We can
see traces of the timber structure in the upper part, which looks as if the ends of
beams were showing."" This is also the case in the Bhutanese architecture, which

Fig. 5 An ancient entablature according to Vitruvius codex (9th or 10th century). and a sketch ofthe
Doric and Ionic orders. In lirutl. 1994 plate I , rrom Silestat. Bibliotheque Municipale. ms. 1113 his.
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reflects structural elements such as columns and beams with exposed ends. This
has also been noted by Pierre Pichard, who has written that: "While elsewhere
the earlier wooden structures have disappeared and can only be con.jectu~dby
interpreting the stone monuments that reflect them, in Bhutan the models coexist

with their modern interpretations, sometimes side by side, which enables us to
catch each stage of this irreversible process in the history of ar~hitecture."~~

In the Bhutanese architecture utility and symbolism are united, and architecture
plays a significant role here, as was the case in early Greece, both being
representations of a sacred architecture. This continuum implies much more than
a surface style found in the architecture of the past, and this is what modemist,
secular theorists tends to miss. The Bhutanese architecture reflects meaning of
cultural-religious significance.
It also exemplifies how ancient architecture may have combined an elaborate
wooden superstructure with walls of stone andlor mud. Here is no hndarnental
division between people's houses and the monumental buildings, which may be
seen as elaborations within a common architectural language. This may also have
been the case in other ancient traditions before the monumental buildings started
to be erected in non-perishable materials. More research is required, which is
also acknowledged in the EVAW stating that historical studies on traditional
architecture are scarce.44
5.3.6 Bhutan: a 'hidden valley' of sacred traditions

It appears likely that through further research one may trace threads of Bhutan's
legacy of architecture far back into other ancient traditions, especially within the
Asian context, but also traces of relevance in a western context.
Here a contemporary parallel may be drawn to the terma-tradition of hidden
treasures mentioned in chapter 1 .45 The concept of hidden treasures represents
layers of thematic reworking from the 8th century until today. In Tibet and
Bhutan, however, not only sacred texts and artefacts were sealed up for safekeeping, but also sacred valleys were known to be sealed up in order to provide
places which could be unsealed by Buddhists in times of need. In these 'hidden
valleys'" the Buddhists would be able to practice their faith in times of disorder,
and treasure-finders (tenons) would be ordained to flee with their followers to
hidden lands out of reach from barbarian threats. Such hidden valleys were often
in the mountains along Tibet's southem borders, which had been visited by C h n ~
Rimpochd in the 8th century, and were as such deeply revered as sacred.47Such
Prophetic traditions have had a significant impact on Tibetan and Bhutanese history up to today.48The Tibetans have been fleeing their country for half a decade
by noW. but Bhutan today may be said to still represents such a hidden rehge.
At the turn of the millennium, Karma Ura wrote a review of the last thousand
Years of Bhutan's history, pointing at "...the notion that all places, however
remote and provincial, were blessed and visited by Guru Rimpochd, gave the
People of Bhutan a common history, or a common myth. ... The land was not
only a blessed hiding place ... it was considered hidden from the largerand more
well-known nations around it. ... Bhutan has been idealized as an arcadian hidden
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romantic notion is taken up happily by the outside media today, which is inclined to consider Bhutan as a Shangrila. Yet, the introduction of
satellite TV, telecommunications, and tourism now weakens the concept of any
hidden land, and probably signals that we are entering a new epoch." ''
Here Ura develops the notion of secret valleys to that o f Bhutan as a secret nation
where the sacred traditions are maintained but he also points at the powerful
globalisation taking place. The secular, global reality, represents a threat to the
traditions o f a sacred architecture. It thus appears urgent to follow up this thesis
with further research in Bhutan's hidden treasures.
5.3.7 Conclusions
This thesis contributes to knowledge of a largely unknown and undocu~nented
architectural tradition, that of Bhutan and the Himalayas, and as described in
this chapter Bhutan today may represent a 'window' into past traditions with
its historical legacy, since here a fundamental break with the past has not taken
place. Bhutanese architecture i s therefore a source of insights into how our owl1
architecture developed historically.
Returns to the past are not my intention by making this comparison, since histor).
is not to be copied or imitated. However, we may learn from history, and adapt
this knowledge to today's requirements by merging tradition and modernity.
The modernist paradigm has important consequences for how architectural

traditionsare seen and how new buildings are conceived. In this respect
has tried to close the doors to something important - both in terns
of "nderstanding the past, and also the possibility that this knowledge may be
relevant for modem man. Whether one likes it or not, ancient cultural traits
may influence our perceptions today. The enduring importance of these 'other
dimensions' may explain why the 'modernist project' may partly be said
to have failed. Today there are signs of increased awareness and interest in
spirituality and religion - and this thesis points at the presence of such elements
in architecture.
The Bhutanese legacy of architecture is extremely valuable, not only to the region itself, but also as a source to rediscover and give insights into how our own
architecture, and our perceptions of architecture, have developed historically.
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5.4 Avenues for future research
This thesis explores the presence of the sacred in the Bhutanese architecture
and to some extent also in neighbouring traditions. Here there are many threads
which Inay be followed up. The presence of the sacred in architecture has largely
been ignored in established architectural theory and history as explained in
chapter 5.3, and this omittance has serious consequences on how architecture is
conceived - both within the discipline and profession itself, and also for people
in general. Historical studies on traditional architecture in a global perspective
are required in order to supplement the EVAW, but also to get broader insights
into historical architectural developments and its regional and local variations.
This could include search for evidence on when and how the separation between
vernacular and monumental architecture evolved in Europe.
This would include both documentation of buildings, building practices, and the
registration of related rituals and ritual texts. Combined expertise of architect,
anthropologist and local scholars would be necessary in order to provide a
wholistic understanding.
It would certainly also be interesting to explore in which ways the sacred
significance of the Bhutanese entablature resembles that of other cultural
traditions such as those of ancient Greece, Rome as well as India, Nepal and
China.
This thesis is a contribution to the vast amount of detailed studies and
archeological works needed to be undertaken before the history of the
architecture of the Himalayas may be written. One way to focus such a major
undertaking would be to research the architectural patterns in areas influenced by
Tibetan culture.
One topic with much more far reaching perspectives than Bhutan, would
be research on the history of the mandala, and in particular the architectural
relevance of the mandala.
The following topics with focus on Bhutan grow out of this thesis, and these
tasks are urgent today, since such knowledge is fast disappearing at this point in
history:
Further in depth research on the dzo~igsis highly required. When restoration
works are being carried out, this needs to be supplemented by search for
archaeological evidence related to the historical developments of the building
complexes. This should be combined with search in textual sollrces such as
Karchags, the books on buildings called 'the table of contents'. Vinaya texts, and
na~nthars.Such information may supplement the physical evidence of the dzongs
and the process of change they have been through.
This is a field where the Bhutanese themselves are eager to research their own

history, which is reflected in the fact that during the last years there have been
seminars amongst Bhutanese scholars where dzongs have been in focus.
11would certainly also be an advantage to gather a mixed team of Bhutanese and
foreign scholars for such works and research. One reason for this is that current
scholarship and research in Bhutan still often is semi-traditional and exasperatingly unsystematic, which does not comply with the necessary inter subjectivity
of research.
In depth comparisons between the dzongs and the housing architecture niay
build upon the historical developments of the dzongs traced in this thesis. This
would also provide information on regional architectural variations, which may
be more visible in houses than dzongs.
There is also further information needing to be traced on how cosmic order and
orientation etc. influence the houses.
The mobility pattern and its influence on people's houses has not been studied
and may provide information on eventual variations from one place to another,
what types of houses, etc.

Further documentation of various building elements and their related terms is
needed. Both building details and their terms have a wide variety of regional
variations and meanings. This could be combined with a registration of the
artisan traditions, and how their work was organized, including the training.
The namthars of masters in the various 'making arts' may provide important
information on historical developments.
There are distinct regional patterns in the types of chortens found in Bhutan,
and also both Buddhist and Bljnpo structures. Their significance as sacred
symbols are well known, and the classical eight chortens are well documented in
textual sources. However, architectural variations and also their probable role as
border markings defining areas of influence by various rulers, could be studied in
a historical perspective.
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GLOSSARIES
D E T A I L E D T A B L E OF C O N T E N T S :
1. S O M E W O R D S A N D T E R M S

2. B l l l L D l N C T Y P E S A N D T E R M S
3. TITLES A N D P R O F E S S I O N S
4. N A M E S A N D T Y P E S OF D E I T I E S A N D S P I R I T S

INTRODUCTION:
The glossaries provide explanations of some local words. terms, names etc.
which feature in this dissertation. This has been prepared in quite a comprehensive manner, under several sub-headings, since this thesis belongs to the field of
architecture, and it is thus necessary to explain terms and words which may be
well understood by Tibetologists or religious historians.
I apologize in case a few terms and their explanations may have been left out.
This may in part be due to the fact that I have grown so accustomed to them
myself that they appear obvious - for instance some Bhutanese terms which may
be familiar to Tibetologists.
The left hand column gives Romanised versions as they appear in the thesis text,
which are kept as close as possible to how they are spelt in Bhutan today. The
middle column in italics provides the equivalent Dzongkha or Choke spellings
when known to me (see the ~aragraphon transliterations p.lX)Words in Sanskrit or other languages are given in purely ~omanisedversions
without diacritical marks etc.
The right hand colulnn gives short explanations .

Abbreviations:

Anglo-Indian (A-l)
Buddhism (B)
Chinese (C)
Hindi (H)
Sanskrit (S)
q.v. - (quod vide) which see

1. SOME WORDS AND TERMS

anim or ani

a ne

a nun

Atsara

A tsa ra

clown, originally Acarya, caricatures
of the Indian Brahmins

bangchung

bang chung

a basket of intervowen strips of
bam boo

barkhor

bar 'khor

an intermediate circumambulatory
passage, ex. Barkhor surrounding
Jokhang temple

bazaar (A-l)
beyul

market, shops
s bus yul

bodhi (S)

'hidden country'; an area hidden by
Guru RinpochC to bere-discovered by
religious followers at times of strife
and unrest
enlightenment, q.v. Bodhisattva

Bon

bon

pre-Buddhist religion of Bhutan and
Tibet.Today B. and Birn share many
attributes

Bonpo

bon po

a follower of the Btin relgion

brokpa

'brogpa

the semi-nomadic herders of Meraw
Sakteng meaning shepard

Buddhism (S)

tradition ofthought and religious
practice associated with the historical
Buddha of the 6th century BC.
Vajrayana B. (q.v.) spread in the
Himalayas, a part of Mahayana B, q.v.
bum pa

chakra

ritual vase, also term for the bellshaped part of a chorten
wheel, q.v. khora

or cakra (S)
cham

'cham

religious, ritual dance

chang

chang

alcholic barley beer

cho or chho

chos

religion, dharrna (S)

chtiesi

chos srid

combined religious and temporal rule

chdesi zungdrel

chossridghng 'bwl 'harmonious blend of religion and
politics'

chiike

chos skad

classical Tibetan, lit. language of
religion

chu

chhu

water, river

crore (H)

Indian unit; 1 crore = 100 lakhs, q . ~ .
I0 million

=

dharma (S)

religion, chii q.v.

dharma chakra (S)

the wheel of dharma; the Buddhist
doctrine

doring

rdo ring

literary 'long stone', stele with
inscriptions of edicts used during the
Yarlung dynasty. Megaliths also used
as border markings.

dorji

rdo rje

vajra (S), important tantric symbol of
strength, the 'diamond thunderbolt'

dragpo

drag PO

wrathful, destruction; corresponding
geometrical symbol - triangle

dratshang

the monkbody, sangha (S) q.v.

Dratshang Lhentshog

The Council of Ecclesiastical Affairs

drip

sgrib pa

defilement

drilbu

dril bu

bell used in religious rituals, with a
handle like a dorji

driglamnamzha

sgri'lamrnumbzhag formal behaviour observed on every
occasion of ceremony. Lit. meaning;
the fundamentals of (monastic) order.

Druk Yul

'brug)~zrl

land of the dragon. name of Bhutan

druk

'brug

dragon, representing both thunder and
peace

drukpa

'brug pa

a Bhutanese

Drukpa Kargyud
Dzogchen

Bhutan's state religion, a part of the
Kargyud B. tradition

rkogs chen

B. practice to obtain enlightenlnent
in one lifetime, lit. great perfection.
Atiyoga (S) Mainly among
Kargy udpas/Ny ingmapas

Dzongkhag

rdzong khag

dzong-distictfdivision. Bhutan is
divided in 20 districts, named
Dzongkhags

Dzongkha

rct-ong kha

national language of Bhutan, lit. the
language of the dzongs
mythical creature, khyung in ChClkC;
eagle head, wings and feet, humanbird body. Symbol of energy, the
enemy of serpents

garuda (S)

ChSd

gcod

school of meditative tantric practice

gelong

dge slong

ordained monk, Bhiksu (S)

Gelug

dge lugs

B. lineage of the Dalai Lamas, the
'virtuous ones', founded by
Tsongkhapa - 15th cent.

rged 'og

'block', administrative sub district of
a number of villages in Bhutan

gho

gos or bgo

men's outfit in Bhutan

gornchen

sgom chen

lay religious practitioner within the
Nyingrnapa school, may be married

gongda woola

gung grang

guru (H)

'U

lug

labour tax (discontinued today).
See also 'shabto lemmi'
spiritual teacher or head of religious
sect, lama q.v.

Gya clan

r€Ya

Gyul

rgyayul (rg),a nag) China, - may also refer to India

Zhabdrung's family lineage. Not the
same as the Nyi) clan of Pemalingpa

rgva nag pa

a Chinese

rgya phibs

Chinese andlor Indian elevated roofs

rgyal sa

royal site

rgvas pa

comfortable; corresponding
geometrical symbol - square (de tok
rho - dzongkha?)

brgyud

eight, a holy number

purifiction, burning ritualltriangular
iron receptacle for tire-offerings

homa (S)/hom (S)
kadrinche

bku ' drin ce

thank you

Kagyud

bku ' brgyud

B. school founded by Marpa (101296), kargyu means oral transmission

Kalachakra (S)

lit. wheel of time. Corpus of texts,
name of Tantric deity, and mandala
representations (dus kyi khor 10)

kalpa (S)

an aeon in time

Kanjur

bku 'gl~ur

canon of the main B. texts. Also term
for the Btin canonical texts. Also
Tenjur q.v.

Karchag

dkur chug

a literary genre; 'table of contents';
recordings of the histories of holy
objects
doctrine of causation; actions have
effects in later lives, may be
influenced by the accumulation of
merit (lus)

karma (S)

Karma

kar mu

sub-order of the Kargyudpa, linaege
of re-incamate lamas from the 12th
centuly

Kathrim

bka' khrims

Bhutanese term for the Code of Laws
modes of existence, Buddha is
conceived as having three modes;
body, speech, mind

kaya (S)

kera

ske rags

belt

khata

khu brags

silk scarf for offerings

khora

'khor lo

a ritual circuit - clockwise for B.,
anti-clockwise for Bijnpos

kidu

s b i d sdzrg

welfare, lit. happiness and suffering

kira

dkyi r a or dkyis ras womens dress

kyilkhor

dkyil 'khor

'sacred circle', q.v. mandala (S)

la

l0

mountain pass

lam

latn

path, road

lama

bla mu

guru (S). spiritual teacher

lam ch0jC

bla mu chos rje

lama of a religious family lineage,
ChOje q.v.

lakh (H)

Indian unit; 1 lakh = 100.000,
l 00 lakhs = 1 crore, q.v.

lhadha

a flag with red, blue and yellow
strips. All houses may have such a
flag on the roof

lhayi phodrang

Iha yi pho brang

Palace of the Gods, a three
dimensional mandala, q.v.

li (C)

Chinese unit of measuring.
l00 li = ca. 50 km.

linga (H)

an effigy of a foe, phallus

lingkhor

gling 'khor

external circurnambulatory circuit

ling or lingkha

gling ku

garden or park

Losar

10 gsar

lunar New Year, usually in February1
March

lozey

10 zas

an orally transmitted ballad or heroic
tale

Mahayana (S)

Thegpa Chenpo, lit. great vehicle,
branch of B. with emphasis on
compassion and the Bodhisattva ideal

mandala (S)

geometrical representation of the
universe, a cosmogram. q.v. kyilkhor

mantra (S)

sacred formula, syllables of words
applied in religious practice

Mec his

tribe of Arunachal Pradesh.
inhabitants of the former Bhutanese

Duars
Mishmis

tribe of Arunachal Pradesh

Mdn

mon

Tibetan term denoting the area to the
south which has a derogative
meaning, implying people living in
darkness, non-Buddhists

Mbnpa

rnon pu

people of MOn, q.v.

mudra (S)
nangkhor

symbolic hand gestures
nong 'khor

the inner circumambulation circuit

term to designate people of western
Bhutan

ngalong

- Nu.

dngul kram

Bhutanese currency

norbu

nor btr

jewel, a wish-fullfilling gem

Ny ingma

rnving mu

lit. the old school of B. maintaining
lineages established by Guru
RinpochC and others from 7th century
onwards

ngultrum

paddy (A-I)

rice field

parshing

par shing

carved wood blocks for printing

phurba

phur pa

ritual dagger
religious rites

puja (S)
rabney

rub gnus

consecration ceremony

rangjung

rang byung

1it.self-created, sacred objects which
originated niiraculously

ri

hill

sa

earth, site

Sakya

B. monastic order which traces its
lineage to the 12th century AC

samsara (S)

the cycle of birth, death and rebirth

sang

gsang

offering of scented wood, juniper
(sangch6 - incense ritual)

sangha (S)

community of B. monkslnuns;
monkbody

shabto lemmi

government jobs executed by paid
labour

Sharnbhala

Sham bha lu

paradise, mythical land associated
with the Kalachakra, q.v.

shar

shar

east, also a district in
Wangdiphodrang

sharchopa

shar phyogs pu

a person from eastern Bhutan

Sharchopka

shar phyogs kha

the language spoken in the east
(Tsan g l a)

literary genre, an ancient Indian
tradition of recording various
knowledge in manuals, also a B.
genre together with sutras, q.v.

sastra ( S )

shedra

bshad grwa

educational institute for monks

siddha ( S )

one who has accomplished complete
attainment; Dupthob (sgrup thob)

serkhim

sacred offering

sokshing

srog shing

lit. life wood, axial wooden pillar in
the centre of chortens and statues.
Symbol of the axis mundi, inscribed
with prayers
households who paid taxes to royal
estates or Choj6 (q.v.), not to the local
dzong

sunyata ( S )

inherent emptiness (srong pa nyid)

sutra ( S )

B. literary genre of discourses
attributed to the Buddha (mdos)
complied in the Kanjur q.v.

tantra (S)

lit. genre, concept of ritual practice
and spiritual continuity (rgjwd).
Knowledge transferred via oral
initiations from master to student

tantric B. (S)

esoteric approach to Mahayana B,
evolved in India from 4th cent. AC.
Vajrayana, q.v. Tantric practitioner
(sngags chang)

tashi tsagye

bbashis rtags w a d the eight lucky signs; auspicious
symbols

taoism (C)
tendrel

Chinese religious doctrine
rten 'brel

symbol or sign: lit. support (rren).
conditionality (breC).Meaning: the
interdependence of all phenomena

bstan 'gyur

part of the B. canon. commentarial
texts accompanying the Kanjur sutras,
q.v.

ternia

gter mu

concealed spiritual treasures hidden
in the 8th century by Guru Rimpoche
etc.. later rediscovered by a tertlln, q.v.

thang

plain, field

thanka

a religious, painted or embroidered
scroll

Thrimkhang

khrims khang

court

torma

gtor mu

ornated cakes for religious offerings

trelpa

khral pa

tax-paying housellold

tsa-tsa

tsha tsha

small clay figures

tsechu

tshe bcu

Festivals which normally starts on the
10th of a lunar month, lit. 'the tenth
day'

tsho

mtsho

lake

tsi

rtsis

astrology

tsuglag

gtsug lag

term used to denote divinatory
sciences. Took later on a broader
meaning, often referring to sciences
in general

vajra (S)

dorji, q.v.

Vajrayana (S)

evolved from Mahayana B, often
called Ti belan B - Dorji Thegpa (rdo
vje fheg pa). Nyingma, Kargyud,
Sakya and Gelug are the four main
institutional developments (chos
lugs), here termed schools or
lineages, still if not entirely correct
translation

Vastu-Sastra (S)

ancient Indian treatises on arts,
architecture and planning, shastra q . ~ .

Vinaya (S)

lit. genre of monastic codes of
conduct (DUlva)

wang

blessing, initiation, consecration,
implies strength, empowerment,
subjugation - abhiseka (S),
geometrical symbol; semi-circle

yab-yum

yob yum

-

one who is proficient in yoga q.v.
siddha

yogi (A-l)

Zangtopelri

tantric symbol of the sexual union of
male and female energies

Zungs mdog dpal r i lit. 'copper coloured mountain. The

paradise of Guru Rinpoche, and a
type of triple stoned temples
zhiba

zhi ba

peace; corresponding geometric
symbol - circle

Zhung

gzhung

state, government
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a prestigous timber member for
dzongs etc. to be put above the
langlhap, q.v.
boo

sbug ? bo ?

alternating with the kaa above
windows and rabsels. May be used in
up to three layers (in temples)
depending on height

bhuden

sbug? ldan

a timber member of the rabsel

chaksam

lcags zam

suspension bridge of iron chains

chim

khyim

house

chb

lcags ri

lit. 'iron mountain', usually referring
to the walls surrounding temples;
sacred enclosure

choetsey

chos brtegs

carved timber member, part of
entablature, lit. 'pile of dharma'

chog
chorten

corner bastion
mchod rten

chuza chholo

Buddhist structure symbolizing the
doctrine doctrine. Lit. 'receptacle of
offerings'. Initially a hnary mound.
Parallell terms; stupa (S), chaitya (S)
q.v.
the eaves board of the upper jabzhi

chu dzong

chhu r k o r ~ g

the dzong's protected water supply

chasham

mchod bshams

the shrine room, or just the altar itself

densa

gdarr sa

the main seat of a monastic order

dhung

beam, above the pem, part of
entablature

dudkhang

bdud khang

lit. 'demon's house', term used on
the old stone towers of Kongpo

dukhang

dus khang

the assembly hall in a monastery

dranyim

sgra gnyis mu

a double layered roof. lit. ' like wice'

dzong

rdzong

a fortress type of building housing
the district headquarters in Tibet. In
Bhutan also large monasteries

the inner sanctum of a temple
complex, lit. womb chamber, used to
contain a caitya, stupa or chorten, q . ~ .

garbha-griha (S)

gekar

ge kur

the smallest type of window

~o'-'Pa

dgon pa

a vague term meaning meditation,
also applied to temples and
monasteries

gCrnkhang

dgon khang

temple of the gon spirits; protective
deities

gorikha

lit. mouth of the door?, a kind of
porch one passes befor entering a
temple

gyaltshen

victory banner - second in the order
of roof elements

horzhu

hor bzhu?

the most common shape of the upper
window fiame - often called a cusp

jabzh i

jab zhi

a four-sided, pitched roof

jamthog

yam [hog

an elevated roof

japhib

rgya phibs

lit. Chinesellndian roof. an ornate top
roof with metal plates, usually called
a golden roof

kag ?

part of the entablature, alternating
with the boo (q.v.) above windows
and rabsels

kawa

ka ba

pillar

kachen

ka chen

large pillar, column

kemar

ske dmar

a band around the outer walls,
designating a sacred building usually red, lit. 'red neck'

kemar rabdey

ske dniur rub:)

a black (or grey) kemar on a red
building symbolizes a temple for
protective deities, the tshen spirits q.v.

khar

mkhar

early fortified castle. palace. Related
terms: district castle O~ulmkhnr).
royal castle ( r ~ y umkhar),
l
watchtower (mkhar mthon)

khang

khang

house

khimthog

khyim rhog

the roof structure of a building

kumbum

skum bum?

large chorten (q.v.) with temples
inside

labrang

bla brang

lama's residence

langhlap

glang. nha

lit. elephant nose

lhakhang

lha khang

temple, lit.'house of the deities'

lukhang

klu khang

shrine for the purificatory ritual with
burning of juniper (bsang). Preferably
directed eastwardsjust outside the
house

rlung sgo?

the common pitched roof, lit. 'wind
door'

mahavihara (S)

large monastery, monastic college

mani wall

prayer wall

melong

me long

mendong or
mani dung khor?

lit. 'mirror', used on or around the
kemar (q.v.), a symbol resembling
sharnanic mirrors
row of chortens, q.v.

nagtsang

storage for taxes in kind such as
grains etc.

ngangkhep

ngang khebs

lit. crane's neck, another word for
phana, q.v.

norbu bagam

nor bu ba gum

an elevated bagam (q.v.) for specially
important buildings. Norbu (jewel),
q.v.

norbu horzhu

nor hu hor bzhu.''

norbu gangki l

nor bu gang khyil

carved decorative element in stead of
a boo

par yab

a normal window

pad ma

lit. lotus; flower-shaped, carved
element in the entablature

pem choetsey

pad nta chos brtsegs carved part of the entablature
combining the pem and choetsey, q.v.

phana

phugs snu

lit. pig's nose, same meniber as
ngangkhep top piece of the cornice
below the roof

phodratig

pho brang

palace

phub

store room in a temple

prasada (S)

a multi-storied structure, mansion,
palace or temple

rabsel

various kinds of 'balconies' of wood,
lit. bright light

retdi & khorlo

permitted only on a house having a
janithog, lungo or jabzhi

sangthab

gsang fhab?

incense/juniper burnt for purification
on the lukhang

serthog

gser fhog

the top ornament on a roof, first in the
also gyen dzira? order of roof
elements, lit. 'golden roof

shikara (S)

the superstructure of a temple,
crowning roof(s)

shimthog

khyirn (hog

term for the main roof

shinglep

shing lep

wooden shingles; laid on battens in
three or four layers. Held down by
laths and stones

shingzow

shing hzo

carpentry. one of the 13 traditional
crafts

sokshing

srog shing

wooden pole inside a chorten or a
statue, lit. 'life wood', the most vital
Pa*

stupa (S)

also caitya (S). same as chorten, q.v.
Originally a funary mound in ancient
India

ta dzong

blfa rdzong

an outlying bastion

thakpa

rhuk pha or ha?

hardwood

thigshed or
thigtshed

norms for proportions of sacred
objects such as statues and chortens.
q.v.

thobthang

thob -?

norms defining who may attain what
in terms of architectural properties an architectural hierarchy. rkob, to
attain

tshenkhang

btshan khang

a temple of protective tshen (q.v.)
deities

tshokhang

tshogs khung

assembly hall (tshokchen, a great
ha1l)

tsuglagkhang

gtsug lug khung

the main hall of worship and
assembly in any large, Tibetan
monastery. Lit. 'room of wisdom',
q.v. tsuglag

dbus rtse

the central temple building tower) in
the dzongs. Lit. 'the central peak'

vihara (S)
woma jabzhi

a monastery, sometimes also referring
to a temple
'og ma rgyab? bihi the lower part of square pagoda roofs

Zhu

zimkhang

?khang

hermitage

zimphu

?phug

cave retreat

zorig

bzo rig

the 'knowledge of the making'
(building)

zorig chusum

bzo rig bcu gsum

'the 13 arts of making' - the main 13
crafts

zorig lopen

bzo rig slob dpon

teacher in the art of building; title
given a few exceptional master
carpenters

zorig patra

bzo rig patra?

patterns in the arts of making?

Zowpon

bzo dpon

a master carpenter

ZOW

bzo

a carpenter

zung

gsungs

prayers and precious objects in a
chorten or a statue

3. TITLES AND DESIGNATIONS
a che or a zhe

.---

honorific address to a princess or
women of noble families

Aum

honorific address to a married woman

Boet

attendant, messanger or footman

Changap

chang sgar pa

Chirni

Dalai Lama

personal attendant of the Penlop
elected member of the National
Assembly

chos rje

hereditary title for the head of a
noble, religious family lineage
descending from outstanding lamas

da la 'i bla ma

title of the reincarnate lama who is
head of the Gelugpa school of
Buddhism
head of all the zingaps, q.v. Lit. 'flag
officer'

Dasho

drag shos

Bhutanese title of honour found in
writings as early as 16th cent.,
symbolized by a red scarf

Deb

sdeb

The Desi' chamberlain

Deb Raja (A-l)

administrative ruler, same as Desi

Deb Zirnptin

sdeb gzim dpon

See ZirnpOn

Depa

sde pa

alternative term for Desi - conflated
in Indian usage with Dev (Deb) - god'

Desi

title used by Bhutanese regents, also
sde srid or
sde sridphyug m&od Deb or Dharma Raja, q.v.

Dewan (A-l)

high ranking officer in charge of tax
collection in southern Bhutan, means
' gate-keeper'

Dharma Raja (A-I)

the Gyaltsab q.v., lit. religious king

Dronyer

nlgron gnyer

Dmk Desi

'brug sde srid

guestmaster

Druk Gyalpo

'brug rRycll po

King of Bhutan, carries a yellow scarf.
Q.v. gyalpo

Drukpa

' brztg pa

the Bhutanese branch of the
Kargyudpa lineage of Tibetan
Buddhism. Today often used to
designate people of Bhutan

Dung

honorific title applied to noble clan
families of Burnthang and Kheng. Lit.
'bone'

Drung

top officials, not to be confused with
the lower position of Dungpa q.v.

Dungpa

head of a Dungkhag - a sub-division
of a Dzongkhag. Today there are 12
Dungkhags

Dzongdag

rdzong bdug

head of the district, the Dzongkhag
q.v.

Dzongpijn

rdzong d k n

the dzong master, used to be the
localrepresentative of the Desi. Today
replaced by the title Dzongdag, q.v.

Garp or Garto

attendant or footman

CUP

rgad po or rgap

local representative on village level.
head of a gewog, q.v.

Gongzirn

gong gzirn

chief chamberlain, a kind of prime
minister

Gorup

gate keeper who noted who came alld
left in dzongs. In charge of the
KhangnerIKadrep

Gyalpo

the noun for 'king'; derived from the
verb gvelwa - 'to conquer'

Gyaltsab

'spiritual regent', usually one of
Zhabdrung's reincarnations

Gyadrung

border comrnissionar

Je Khenpo

Head Abbot of Bhutan, formally
equal to the king in rank, carries a
yellow scarf, Q.v. Khenpo

Khangner or
Kadrep

bka sgrub p a

in charge of cleaning the dzong
premises; sweeping, general
maintenance. Lit. 'those who fullfil
the command'

Khenpo

mkhan p o

title of a highly educated monastic
scholar, an abbot or instructor

Kalon

bka ' blon

Lit. 'royal advisorsv-the Bhutanese
use of this title is not to be confused
with the Tibetan ministers

Lama

bla ma

religious master, q.v. guru (S)

Lam Neten

the abbot of a regional monkbody

Lopen

slob dpon

a scholar, a teacher, sometimes also a
way to express respect for a person

Lyonpo

blon p o

minister

Lyonchen

blon chen

prime minister

Mange
Nyerchen
(Nyerpa)

the cooks in the dzong
gnyer chen

store master of a dzong in charge of
food rations etc. A high ranking
position, symbolized with a red scarf

NYcry 0

assistant to the Nyerchen

Nyikem

red scarf officials

Penlop

dpon slob

Governor of a region with several
districts. Lit. 'lord-teacher'. Spelt
Penlow or Pillo(w) in British records.
Differs from the Tibetan usage of the
term

peon (A-I)

messenger, orderly

Poengnna

water carriers - brings fresh water
from the river for use in the dzongs
daily

sepoy (A-l)

used by the British for a native soldier

Shanyer

ska gnjfer

Shung Dr6nyer
S6lp6n

the meat master
Chief of Protocol or Government
Guest Master

gsol dpon

the food master, chef

s p ~ blu
i

later Penlop

Tapon

rtu dpon

horse master, in charge of'the stable

Tertdn

gter ston

a dicoverer of hidden, sacred termas,
q.v.

Thrompon

khrom dpon

town administrator

Thrimpdn

khrims dpon

judge

Tozen

common menials of a dzong, novice
attendant, lit. 'food eaters'

Tsongpon

trade oficer

Tulku

sprzrl sku

incarnate lama

Zhabdrung

zhabs drzing

honorific title, lit. 'in front of the feet'

Zhung Dronyer

gzhung tngron gryer

government steward
junior chamberlain

Zimnang
Zimpon
Zingap

gzirns dpon

chief chamberlain, chamberlain to the
dzongpon
menial worker, when necessary body
guard or soldiers, lit.'those who guard
the master's chamber'
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King of Demons in the Gesar Epic

Arnitabha (S)

Oepame, the Dhyani Buddha of our
era, created by the first in the line of
Buddhas q.v., the Adi Buddha

Amoghasiddhi (S)

one of the five Dhyani Buddhas

Avalokiteshvara (S)

Chenrezig, q.v. Dalai Lamas are
regarded as his reincarnations

Bodhisattva (S)

Tibetan: jangchup sempa (byang chub
7, lit. one who is heroic in
the aspiration to enlightenment, devoted to liberate all sentient beings
from sarnsara, q.v.
sems &a

Brahma (S)

male deity, the personified creator of
the universe in Hinduism

Buddha (S)

lit. the awakened, enlightened,
sometimes apparing manifested in
human form like Sakyamuni (q.v.) 6th
cent. BC. Many such manifestations
have appared in the past, and many
are to come. The next future Buddha
is Maitreya, q.v.

Chenresig

spyan ras gigs

Avalokiteshvara (S), one of the 8
great Bodhisattvas, representing
compassion

Demchog

bde mchog

ChakrasamvaraISamvara ( S ) , tantric
deity

dharmapala
diid

protectors of Buddhism, equals g8n,
q.v.

hdud

Yaksa (S). Malevolent spirits of
beings opposed to B in their past life.
Colour: black

dre

demon

Durga (S)

mother goddess in the Hindu
tradition; may be fierce and terrible,
the slayer of demons

dralha

(sgru) Ihu

enemy gods; Legon Jarok Dongchen,
Jangdu, q.v. and others

g6n

dgon

protective deity, dharmapala q . ~ .

Jampa

byatns pa

Maitreya (S), future Buddha q.v.

Jampelyang

Manjushri (S), Bodhisattva of
wisdom

Jangdii

the northern demon, q.v. dralha

Jhomo

goddess

Jowo

lit. precious one. Highly venerated
statues of Sakyamuni, q.v. as a prince
aged 8 years

Kubera

VairocanalNamsey q.v. representing
wealth

Iha

Iha

spirits of the heavenly sphere. Lha/
Ihamo; malelfemale deities welldisposed towards humans. Lhakhang,
q.v. Colour symbol: white

Legon Jarok Dongchen

raven-headed Mahakala of action

lu

underground spirit, like naga (S)
q.v. Head like a human, body of
snake. Rich guardian of treasures, the
ruler of the underworlds

klu

Mahakala (S)

Yeshey Gonpo, protective deity of
Bhutan

Maitreya (S)

Jampa, the future Buddha, q.v.

Manjushri (S)

Jampelyang, q.v.

Mara (S)

destructive demons, equals dud
(bdzrd) q.v.
mythical snake, ruler of the
undenvorlds, q.v. lu

Nampa Namsey

rnum par snung
mdzad

Palden Lhamo
Pehar
Ratnasambhava (S)

Vairocana (S), one of 5 Dhyani
Buddhas
wrathful protecteress of Tibet

pe hur

guardian deity, first of Samye then of
Tibet
one of the five Dhyani Buddhas

sadag

sa bdag

earth spirit

Sakyamuni (S)

the historical Buddha (q.v.) of 6th
cent. BC Siddharta Gautama (563?483?), prince and sage (muni) of the
Sakya people between India and Nepal

Samvara (S)

same tantric deity as Chakrasamvara
(S) and Demchog q.v.

Sangye

sangs rgyas

Buddha Sakyarnuni, q.v.

Shelging Karpo

she1 ging dkar po

protective deity of Bumthang. Main
image kept in Kurjey lhakhang

Shen or Shenrap

gshen rub

founder of the BCIn religion, also
honorific title for priest among the
BCInpo, q.v.

Tarndrin

rta mgrin

Hayagriva (S), tantric deity and a
protector. The wrathful aspect of
Chenrezig, q.v., with the head of a
horse and flaming hair

Tara (S)

the female emanation of
Avalokiteshvara, Drolma

tsen

btsan

male spirits in rocks, who becomes
protectors when tamed. Colour - red

Tseringma

tshe ring mu

goddess of long life

Tsepame

tshe phago med

Amitayus (S), Buddha of infinite
lifem

Tlinpa Shenrap

sfon pa gshen rub

the founder of the Btrn religion

Vajrakila (S)

Phurba, the dagger deity

Vajrapani (S)

Chana Dorji, Bodhisattva
personifying Buddha's energy and
power

Visvakarma (S)

the divine architect. creator of the
universe
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Baltit fort

Bela dzong, b r a la rdrong,
see Jela Gompa
Buxa check post
Charnkhar, lcags mkhar
Chang Gankha lhakhang
Chapcha, skyabs khra
Chari monastery

Chokhor Rabtentse, see Tongsa Dzong
(chos khor rub brtan rtse)
Choso dzong
Chukha dzong, chu kha rkong
Daga dzong, dar dkar rhong
or Dagana, dar dkar nang
Daling drong, brda g/ing khe &ong
(or Dalimkote or Dellamcotta)
Dechen Phodrang, bde chen pho bra%,
see Punakha dzong
Dechen Phodrang in Thimphu,
see Do Ngon and TashichG dzongs
Dechenphug, hde chrn phug

-

. -. .- -

279-80.29 1.296,4049406-7

.

-

Dewangiri dzong
(or Dewathang, today Deothang)
Dhumdzong

279-80,29 1,404,406-7,4 15

Dobji dzong,

159, 252-4,264,284, 297,394,399,
50 1-2,609

Do Ngon dzong, rdo rngon rdzong
(or Dony uk, rdo snyug)

25 1-2,262-3, 302-4,3 12, 349-56,395,
438-9,460- 1,697

Druk Yul dzong, brug rgyal rdzong

170,272,284,29 1, 397,40 1-2,4 12,
4 16,640- 1

Gasa dzong, mgur sa rdzong

(bkra shis mthong smon rdzond

18, 2 13,2 15,272,29 1,299,402-3, (or
412

Gyantse dzong, r a ~ artse
l

72,255-6,263,286,289,298-9,471,
476,509

Ha dzong, had or hus

Humrel dzong, see Paro dzong
Jakar dzong, bya dkar rdzong

Jela Gompa
Jokhang

Lame Gonpa, blu mu 'i dgon pa
Leh palace, Ladakh
Lhuentse dzong, lhun rtse
Lingshi dzong, gling brhi

44, 28 1,29 1,406-7,409,4 13,475,
656,66 1-2

Lo, Mustang
Lunana dzong, see Choso dmng
(lung nag nang)
Mongar dzong, mong sgar rdzong

Nalanda
Odantapuri
Pabonka
Palkhor ChUede
Paro dzong, spa gro

Pemagatshel
Potala palace

Prakhar (Prai or Trakhar), spru m u a r
Punakha dzong, spungs thang rakong
(Punakha, spu na kha)

Ramoche
Rimpung dzong. see Paro dzong
kin spungs rkong)
Sakya Densa, sa skyu gdun sa
Samdrup Jongkhar

Samtse (Samchi)
Samye, bsam yus

Sekhar Gutok, sras mkhur dgu thok

2 1 1, 228-9,43 1-2

Senge dzong (Bhutan), sengge rdzong

242,245,53 1,625-7,693,698

Senge dzong (Tibet), seng ge rdzong

242,245

Shigatse dzong

256-7,468,476, 5 10

Simtokha dzong, srin mo rdo kha rdzong 269,284,29 1, 300, 302-13,3 15,335,
or g a n g sngags zab don pho brang
370, 372,394-6,4 12,4 17-8,43 1,434,
439-40,496, 528,6 12,6 14-5,634-5,
736-7
Sombe dzong, see Tsangbi
Talo, rta log

45 1-2

Tango

Tashich6 dzong, bkra shis chos rdiong
(Thimphu dzong)

76, 79, 95, 105, 107, 170,209,262-3,
270-2,284,287-92,298,300,302,
304, 329, 335, 349-75,397,399-4003
408- 10,4 12-20, 434-6,438-40,445-6,
451,453,458,469,475,609,612,
614, 61 7-8, 62 1, 636,656,659,663-5,
669-70,700,708,733,739

Tash igang dzong, bkra shis sgang

7,277,291,404,413

Tashilhunpo

256,468,474,476

Tashiyangtse dzong, bkra shis ynag rrse

277, 289,291, 296,404-5,4lO-Il413

Tawang monastery

275-6,295,47 1

Thimphu dzong, see TashichO dzong
Tholing

80- 1,98, 139,438

Tongsa dzong, krong sar
(or chos khor rub brtan rtse rdzongl

6-7,38,92, 105, 111,211-2,253-4,
263,27 1,274,276-7,284,289-9 1,
326,395-6,400- 1,403,4 12,4 19-20,
449-50,508,612,623,625,635-46,
662-3,739

Trashigang dzong, see Tashigang
Trashiyangtse dzong, see Tashiyangtse
Trongsa dzong, see Tongsa
Tsangbi dzong

281,291,406-7,413

Tshenkharla

233.239

Ugyenpelri palace

128,390,453

Vikramshila

125, 197-200,203

Wacan dzong

285,297

Wangdicholing palace

287,464,475,66 1-2

Wangdi dzong, or Wangdiphodrang
(dbang dus pho brang)

92, 105, 107, 11 1,228,270,274,
284-5, 290-1.297, 353,395-6,398-9,
402,4 12,4 16,435-9,445,449,453,
612,625,642,658,727,733

Wangdiltse labrang

35 1-3,358,395,439

Yambu Lakhar, yam bu bla mkhar
Zhemgang dzong, gzhal sgarlg
Zhongar dzong, gshong sgar
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I . Chronologies

CONTENTS
1 . 1 BHUTAN

I . 2 TIBET
1.3 I N D I A

I .4 CHINA

1.1
CHRONOLOGICAL
CHART
o f Bhutanese
history
.
- - -. - -- ---- --- - -

Prehistoric
From about
2000- 1500 BC period

-

- -

Bhutan was populated from an early date.
Surface finds of stone tools indicate
sophisticated lithic culture.

Folk religion & Bon
First spread' o f
Buddhism

King Songtsen Gampo may have
established Buddhist temples in the border
areas o f Bumthang and Paro.
Guru Rimpoche visits the Bumthang area,
Senge dzong, Taktsang etc.

c.640 AC

'

c.750-800

Taming o f the
landscapes

c.900

Decline o f Buddhism Possible Tibetan remains in Bumthang
in Tibet. Refugees
valley recently discovered and dated.
to 'Hidden Valleys' Prince Tsangma settles in the east.

c. 1000

'Second spread' o f
Buddhism
Tibetan 'missionary' The area called Lho Mon Khazhi 'Southern
activities
land o f four approaches' by the Tibetans.

1200

Gyelwa Lhanangpa (l164- 1224) founded
Lhapa school, ruled parts o f the west.
Phajo Drugom Zhigpo ( 1 208-76) spreads
Kargyud school in the west. Est. Tango,
'5 caves, 5 rocks, 5 dzongs'.
Growth o f
Longchen Rabjampa ( 1 308-63)
religious institutions Baraba ( 1 3 10-91) visited the Paro area.
Dorji Lingpa ( 1 346- 1405) est. Tharpaling
Thangtong Gyalpo ( 1385- 1464)
Penialingpa ( 1450-l52 I ) Tamshing etc.
Drukpa Kunleg (1455- 1529)

1250

1350

c. 1400
c. 1500

Possibly the
first dzongs

?Dobji dzong
1600
Zhabdrung's era
Early phase
Rule in Thim and
Thed

Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyel(1594- 165 1)
16 16 Zhabdrung arrives in the west
1620 Chari. Retreat. 1627 Cacella & Cabral
1629-3 1 Simtokha dzong
1637-8 Punakha dz., 1638-9 Wangdi dzong
164 1 TashichoIDgo Ngon dzong ~hinlphu

Tibetan
invasions

1645 Paro dzong
1646 Jakar dzong 1644-5 1 Tongsa dzong
1647 Druk Yul dzong
1648-51 Dagana dzong captured & rebuilt.
1650? Gasa dzong and Lingshi dzong
1651 Possibly death of Zhabdrung, kept a
secret for about half a century.

Consolidation of
rule in the west

Expansion eastwards
& southwards

1654 Lhuentse dzong
1655? Zhemgang, Tashiyangtse, Tashigang
dzongs. Zhongar dzong captured & rebuilt.

Choesi system

Combined rule by Desi & Je Khenpo, and
Zhabdrung's reincarnations head of state
Strong Desis
l st Desi Tenzin Drukgyal (r. 165 1-56)
2nd Desi Tenzin Drukdra (r. 1658-68)
South-west expansion 3rd Desi Minjur Tenpa (r. 1668-80)
Consolidation of
4th Desi Tenzin Rabgye (r. 1680-95)
power
1680s? Chukha, Tsangbi, Ha dzongs
1690? Dhurndzong, Daling, Dewangiri

First British visits

1714 major earthquake & Tibetan invasion
1729-35 civil war
More positive relations to Tibet, Pholhana
Desi Sherab Wangchuck, (r. 1744-63)
1773 The new TashichC) dzong built
1783 Samuel Davis makes dzong drawings

Feuding Dzongpons Strong rule from dzongs, weak Government
Jigme Namgyal(1825-8 1 ) emerge as leader
1864-6 Duar War with British India
1865 Sinchula Treaty, the Duars lost
Wangchuck dynasty
Cradle of monarchy
Era of palaces
Period of reforms
Dzongs in
focus again

l st king. Ugyen Wangchuck (r. 1907-26)

2nd king, Jigme Wangchuck (r. 1926-52)
3rd king Jigme D. Wangchuck (r. 1952-72)
1960s TashichCi dzong rebuilt
1971 Bhutan member of the United Nations
4th king. Jigme S. Wangchuck (r. 1972-)
New dzongs being built, decentralisation

1.2 CHRONOLOGICAL
CHART of -Tibetan
- - - - . - - .--.
- ---- - History
. ----

- - .
-- -

Early
history

p
.
-

Yarlung Dynasty

p

-

-

Valley of the Kings - tombs
?Yambu Lakhar in Yarlung

Bon religion
600 AC
64 1

Introduction of
Buddhism

Buddhism state
religion
836 - 832

Suppression of
Buddhism1 end of
Yarlung Dynasty

King Songtsen Gampo (r.6 10-649)
Pabonka. Marpo Ri. Jokhang. Chinese and
Nepalese princesses. Geomancyldivination
Temple building: Ramoche and Jokhang?
King Trisong Detsen, (b.742, r.754-797)
763 Tibetans raid Changan, the capital.
779? Consecration of Saniye monastery.
Ralpacan, (b.805, r.8 15 -836?)
82 1-22 last treaty with the Tang Dynasty
Reign of King Langdarma (b. 803)
842 Langdarma assassinated.
Lhasetsangma fled to area of Bhutan

Buddhist rulers
in western Tibet
Second diffusion
of Buddhism

King Yeshey-od of Guge; Tholing 996
978 Buddhist monks return to U.
Rinchen Zangpo (958- 1055) temples built.
Athisa (982- 1 054) in Tibet from 1042.
1056 Reting monastely founded
1073 First foundation of temples at Sakya
Monastic institutions Marpa (1 0 12- 1096) Kargyud lineage
gain power
Milarepa ( 1040- 1 123)
1 175- 1 185 Kagyudpa monasteries establ.
1207 Tibetan chiefs submit to Genghiz
Khan.
Sakya supremacy
Sakya Pandit rule with Mongol support
1253 Phagpa visits court of Kublai Khan
Tibet divided in 13 myriarchies, of ' 10,000'
1268 Lhakhang Chenmo

1354-1435

Phagnio Drupa
Dynasty

Jangchub Gyaltshen (1 302-73) establish
the system of rule from dzongs
Tsongkhapa ( 1357- 14 19) 1409 Ganden
Gelugpa school emerged

1435-1565

Tsang rule

Rinpung Princes supported by Kartnapa
school. Seat at Gyantse dzong.

14 18-25 Palkor ChMe established
1447 founding of Tashilhunpo monastery.
1566-1642

Kings of Tsang

Gelugpa
supremacy

Rule by regents
of Dalai Lamas

Dalai Lamas
in charge again

Court at Shigatse dzong.
1578 Altan Khan confer title of Dalai Lama
to the Gelugpa, Sonam Gyatso (1543- 1588)
Several attacks on Zhabdrung in Bhutan.
Also conflicts between U and Tsang.
1640 Mongol invasion. Support to the
Gelugpas.
5th Dalai Lama (161 7-82)
1645 Potala construction started, 1690 Red
Palace. Death of Dalai Lama kept secret.
1675-79 War with Bhutan followed by war
with Ladakh after they supported Bhutan.
Western Tibet partly under Moslem
supremacy.
1706 Mongol invasion
1707-1745 Cappuchin mission in Lhasa
1728 Pholhana (1689- 1 747) defeats rivals,
and rule with Chinese support.
7th Dalai Lama's death followed by almost
continuous series of regents until the I 3th.
1774-5 Bogle to Tibet via Bhutan.
1790-91 Chinese troops evicts a Gorkha
invasion
1 842 The Dogra War
1856 2nd Gorkha invasion
13th Dalai Lama (1876- 1933)
1904 Younghusband expedition to Lhasa
1913 Chinese expelled from Tibet after end
of the Qing dynasty

Chinese
occupation

Chinese troops invade Tibet
1959 14th Dalai Lama flee to India

TAR established
Cultural Revolution

The Tibetan Autonomous Region (Xizang)
1965-68 dzongs & about 4000 temples
demolished.
1980s Some rebuilding of temples.
Potala listed as a World Heritage site.

1.3 CHRONOLOGICAL
CHART of
Indian history
(mainly
north and east)
-- -- -- - - -.- -

pre-2500 AC

Indus valley
civilization

2250
1750

-

-

Early phase
Peak phase
Decline

1500-800

Vedic period

Arayan culture; iron in use

600

Magadha Dynasty

Major political force in the eastern region
Hemispherical burial mounds a tradition
Siddharta Gautama Buddha (c.560-480)
Buddhism received royal patronage
c.520 Persian conquest in the N W
Expands the power of Magadha
327-325 Alexander the Great in the area

Historical Buddha

365

Nanda Dynasty

c.324- 187

Mauryan Dynasty

I st Emperor, Chandragupta
Emperor Ashoka (c.270-232) First dateable
Buddhist stupas, Sanchi l& pillars
c.200 Bactrian Greek influence in the north.

c. 185 -72 BC

Shunga dynasty

Supports Brahmanical religion, but
Buddhism continues to flourish
c. l00 Sanchi stupa 1 enlarged.
Ajanta caves (nos.9- 10)
c.50 Chaitya hall at Bhaja

c.50 -+
5001700 AC

Kushan Empire

Kanishka, king in northwest (l28?-l44?)
Mahayana Buddhism develops
c. l00 Buddha images: Mathura & Gandhara
c. 120 Caitya hall at Karli
249 Sassanid invasion of Gandhara
200-300 Nagarjunakonda, Amaravati

320 - 5501650

Gupta period
Tantric Buddhism
emerges

c.440 Nalanda Buddhist university founded
Mahabodhi temple at Bodhgaya
Further Ajanta caves, Ellora etc.

c.500-900

Warring kingdoms

c.500 Huns control the north
India divided by succession of dynasties.
7thl8th cent. late Ajanta, Ellora etc.

c.750 - c. 1200

Pala Dynasty
Tantric Buddhism
flourishes

The golden age of Bengal, eastern India.
The Pala kings initiated tantric colleges:
c.750 Odantapuri
c.800 V h s h i l a

900->

Moslem raids

Moslem pressure moves eastwards. Pala
still protects Buddhist & Hindu culture.

1000

Sena dynasty

in eastern India favourable to Buddhism
l l00 Mahabodhi temple restored

c. 1200

Collapse in the east Moslem destruction of the Buddhist
of Buddhist & Hindu monastic universities. Advance of Islam.
dynasties
Buddhism survives in the south until the
1 7th century.

1200- 1526

Delhi Sultanate

Moslem Turks & Afghans rule.

1526

Mogul Empire

Babur defeats Sultan of Delhi.

17th century

Moghul empire
in decline

Smaller states emerges on the sub continent
1601 British East-India Company founded
1690 Head quarter established in Calcutta
1757 Increased British involvement
1773 Strife with Bhutan in the Duars
1785 Warren Hastings Governor

Moghul ends

British supremacy
1864-5 War with Bhutan, the Duars seized.
Sikkim becomes a protectorate

State of India

Indian independence. Pdistan divided in
two parts until Bangladesh established.
1960s 14th Dalai Lama to Dharamsala
1974 Sikkim declared a part of lndia
2003 India accepts Tibet as a part of China

1.4 CHRONOLOGICAL CHART of Chinese History.
.
.
p

~

..

-- p - ~
-

400,000 BC

'Peking Man'

- . ...

- Pleistocene period

2500->

Stone age

Yangshao?

1500

Bronze age

Oracle bone inscriptions.

1 122-770

Western Zhou

The Silk Road

770-48 1

Eastern Zhou
Confucius (55 1-479) Laozi
Iron introduced.

48 1-22 1

Warring states

22 1-206

Ch'in Dynasty

Construction of the Great Wall started.

206 BC - 25 AC Western Han
25-220

Eastern Han

Buddhism / Taoism

c.220-589

Six Dynasties

Chin Dynasty (265-420), Sui Dynasty
(581-618)

6 18-907

T'ang Dynasty
65 1 l st known Nepalese embassy to China
Empress Wu (690-704) Mingthang built
763 Tibetans raid the Tang capital Changan
777-848 Tunhuang area under Tibetan rule
822-823 Treaty with the Tibetans
843-845 Buddhism etc. persecuted
868 - the oldest known printed book:
a Chinese version of the Diamond Sutra.

907-960

Ching Dynasty

960- 1279

Song Dynasty

Yuan Dynasty

Kublai Khan emperor (r. 1280- 1295)
127 1- 1295 Presumably Marco Polo's
journey. Visits Changan
Arnico ( 1245-1306) a Newar artist at the
Yuan court

Ming Dynasty

1564 Walls and urban lay-out of Beijing
1 627 Forbidden City ceremonial halls

Qing Dynasty

1754. Altar of Heaven built in Beijing
1800 the Summer Palace built near Beijing
Empress Dowager Tzu-hsi (1 86 1 - 1908)

Republic of China

Sun Yat-sen

PRC proclaimed

Maoist revolution. People's Republic of
China

Tibet annexed
1964 war with India
TAR

Tibetan Autonomous Region established

Cultural Revolution

Political struggles against the four olds;
culture, ideology, customs, habits.
Deng Hsiao Ping
Border negotiations with Bhutan
2003 India accepts Tibet as a part of
China.

2. Interviews with Ilasho Shir~gkharLam
PROFILE

His full name with titles is Dasho Shingkhar Lam Kunzang Wangchuk, usually
called Shingkhar Lam in short, which reflects his designation as the Lama of
Shingkhar, the lineage holder of the local ChOjjjC family.
He was born in 1928 and grew up in Shingkhar village near Ura and Bumthang
in central Bhutan. He is an incamate lama, and was trained both as a religious
scholar and in the crafts. From an early age he joined government service, and
served in the secretarial staffof three successive kings until end 1970s. He was
also the speaker of the National Assembly for a period, and has been conferred
the honorific title of Dasho.
A book has been published on his life-story, The Hero With a Thousand Eves
(1995). This 'historical novel' was written by Karma Ura, and describes the
history of Bhutan in the 20th century as seen through the 'Hero'. the eyes of
Shingkhar Lam. This book is to my knowledge the first within this g n r e in
Bhutan. In the following interviews he is referred to as Dasho. his honorific title.
In the transcriptions, some of the Bhutanese terms used is given in cunive- in
line with how they are pronounced, not necessarily with colrecl spelling. See the
Glossaries for explanations.
MY questions and comments are written in cursive.

1st. interview with Shingkhar Lam
I N T H I M P t I U 04.02.1998

Two comnients from Dasho regarding the Bhutanese architecture of today:
Toduy there is no discipline.
They have money, but not ideas.

We talked initially about the proportions of the traditional architecture, and what
happens today when renovation works are carried out. Like at Chang Gankha
monastery close by. This complex used to be private, but the Government has
taken over and executed a so-called beautification. The shape of the roof on the
main lhakhang has been extensively changed. From being a simple pitched roof,
it has now got a pagoda shaped jabzhi (square roof). Dasho said that the small
gyaltshens placed on each corner of the roof are out of place. When they carried
out this work, they had money, but no ideas. He then explained and drew the
hierarchy of roofs according to the traditional architecture as shown below (his
drawings):'

IBA: It uppeurs to me that before (hisloricullj') t h q ) were more cot~sc~ious
about
proportions. For instunce the,jahzi - this you p u on
~ top ofu square roqt

Dasho: Yes, this you put on a square roof

IBA: But for instance, l have been to Dobji dzong where they (The Special
~ommissionji>r
Culturul Aflairs; SCCA) are renovating now, and at Dobji there
is a long, recI angular rooJ and then they have put a tiny, tiny little (square)
jabzhi on fop. It looks very strange.

Dasho: ..chlmku,la. .small.. It should be proportionate. Like, this side of the
jamthog should be proportionate to.. this much..these two should be equal - half1
half.

IBA: Long time back when 1 worked in SPBC (the School Planning and Building
Cell of the Edzlcation Department), we had a meeting with the Zorig Lopen'
who worked on the Taschichd &ong together with you, Dasho. I think. And he
said that ifyou pzlt up a jamthog like that, then the correcf proportions for a
jamthog) on a rectangular roofshould be 2/3 of the rota1 length.

Dasho did not agree to this.3 He said the proportions should be as shown in the
sketches below: Side view: x:x. Length ofjamfhog:2:4 of the total length. He
made a point of saying that these 'rules' are not to be regarded as exact figures,
but must be applied approximately.

IBA: l saw some photos of'the lhakhung in Uru, which you were the urchitec1/br
I presume, and there the rooj'seems to huve three lq~ers.

Daslio :...yes, sun?.. three roofs. I was not there during the construction, but sent
the measurements by fax to Bumthang. I feel they made a mistake. The roofs are
too low. They should have been a little bit higher. Flying a bit more.
IB.4: What ubout the jabzhi they made. Do you think that purl is OK?

Dasho: No, it is not OK. It is too small. I was not there and could not supervise.
The proportions were very awkward - so adjustments had to be made.
IBA: Are there any particzilar names on these dflerent 1q)ers o f rooves.?

Dasho: The top part is the,jabzhi - then the jamthog - and then the shimthog. In
Ura the floor plan had the shape of a mandala, and that created problems for the
roofs ...(we had to add) hips on the sides.

IBA: Whut ubout the proportions of the rouf overhungs. Hovv much sholrld 1he.r
stick otrf?

Dasho: Six feet.
IBA: But doesn't this depend on the height?

Dasho: Actually six feet you have to take out to protect froni the rain, and also it
looks good. So it is six feet for double storied houses, but if the building is taller
then you need to take out more.
IBA: But what uborrt the kup' hetweet, the M,u//u,,d the t.ooj'- this d~tuilw'hvh
creute.~ihe,flying rooves. In Ura you said this is too lo~':'

Dasho: For smaller houses there should at least be three feet. For dzongs....?
IBA: Are there any rules regarding the overall proportions oj the buildings?

Dasho: No, this is up to every person.
IBA: fi~daybuildings open become symmetrical, but f y o u look at old buildings
as for instance Taktsang - it is not symmetrical, but still the volumes are very

harmonious.

Dasho: See photos of Domkhar TashichOling...Kunga Rabten. They are not
symmetrical, but the proportions are beautiful.
IBA: But still when they did the rebuilding of Tushichii &ong in Thimphu, then

/he outside appearance became symmetrical. And what was there from before,
was beautiful, but still not symmetrical.

Dasho: See photos of the second king's palaces.Kunga Rabten, TashichUling
Dom khar.
IBA: Did Dasho take part in the construction of these?

Translator: No, that time my father was too young. He joined service only during
the second king's reign, and by that time these buildings were already there.
Dasho:..(says something re. the roof called) shimrhog... This was also a style they
followed. You had a roof like this, but then you had another (the chenkhep) in a
different direction.
IBA: To protect the rabsel, I think...So who was like the brchitect 'for these
buildings?

Dasho: Both were supervised by the Royal Grandmother's father.

~~~

IBA :1 have heard stories f l o w Balip who as the master c ~ p e ~ f f f ~

mong.

Dasho: Balip..
IBA: 1 heard this s t o v that he fell asleep by Zhab&ung's f e d and then he

dreaming about the dzong.

Dasho: It must be just a story - a legend - because there is nothing written about
this.
IBA: Somebo4 told me he also made U model of (he dzong before he started
building.

Dasho: 1 have also heard this, but have not seen it.
IBA: / have heurd thar this model mqlbe in the dzong.

Dasho: No ...no
IBA: But is it usual to make wooden models?

Dasho: No ..never... they never made any models. They never even used to have
plans drawn. The owner used to say...l want my house in this place ... this big and
it was all in the hands of the carpenter, the shingzow.
IBA: But when it wus a big complex like a dong?

Dasho: It was not very usual to have plans for all these buildings ... because
maybe they started off with a very small thing and then they kept adding and
adding until it became very big. It was not done in one go.
IBA: So the dzongs grew larger in the run of time, and were aqj'usted in the
process?

Dasho: They built first the main structure (the tctse?, and then slowly they kept
adding accordingly.
IBA: On Tongsa dzong l think you curl see this..

Dasho: Wangdi also.
IBA: Bul how ubout Simtokha, that has the purtern c1j'c7 murrdala..like a.fked
structure.

Dasho: That was built at one time (...?). But I feel they must have built the lllsi
first, and then slowly built the outside. because those days it was not.. (sucl1
capacity) because of manpower, technology, ...
IBA: You rook part in the planning oj'T'~h,~hd dru17K.
the changes in rhe 19605:
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Dasho: ...l do not remember having seen this before the renovation.
IBA: 1 wonder; because (his looks so nice, so if11 was there - why was ir
evenrually removed?

Dasho: No, I can't remember ever having seen that.
IBA: 11mtrsl have been ~iemolishedearlier for some strange reason..

Dasho: In those days there were many Drongpons, so I think there lnay have
been rivalry between the different places (geographical areas ...dzongs) so
they could have put a chorten on top of the doorway...hoping that everyone
who passes under the doorway will come under his ~ o w e...(
r his spell?) Thus
at Simtokha ...above the road there is a small chorten on the way leading UP to
Sinitokha dzong. In the old days you had to
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chorten - not visible from the outside.
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Dasho: Horgo.. it was named after a tribe in Tibet. This place in Tibet was called
Her, so they imitated from there.. so it was called Horgo... Actually, it is the
shape of the window which is called Horgo..not the balcony. This shape was
taken from Tibet. You know, now it is the rule of the City Corporation, that all
houses shall have the windows shaped like this ...But this was not traditionally
ours..This was taken from Tibet.
IBA: Bzlt in Tihel., this shape is not on (he windows. It is only on rhe openings of'
the shrines...

Dasho: But this is called Horgo....Actually this was taken from Tibet, (and) like
you say - it was on the doors, but people here found the shape beautiful, so they
used it for their windows also, and named it Horgo.
IBA: This is whul l see us one of the cleur dflerences between the Bhulanesr und
the Tibetan architecrure... rhar this shape is used on the windows.

Dasho: The Tibetan windows were called Lingo. This is taken from the legend
of Gesar of Ling - from his land the windows are like that, and they are called
Lingo.
IBA: l huve been rhinking rhar the oldest windows in Bhzitan werejusl madefiom
one plank..they made a small opening like this, and then in unolher plank they
made (he mirror image. The small openings were just made between two plunks.

Dasho: I also think that long time ago they used to make these very simple, small
windows. Usually these were used in the 'bathrooms', and outdoor they had these
latrines. Even at Kunga Rabten (palace) - at the back - all the windows to the bathrooms are like that. The bathrooms are all attached to the dzong ..to the buildings.
It is sticking out, and it had a wooden pipe going down to a pit.
IBA: Please write in Dzongkhu the names ofHorgo and Lingo..

IBA:I a ulso wonderin a out the ra sels.. .that when you i e (he di ensions
to a uildin ....you a
iy so and so ' any window anels..in the ra sel, you
know.

IBA: l you ha e or instance three windows in a row how are the rules
deter inin how any anels you ust ha e in the ra sel to ake it look nice

IBA: 0 e 04told e that aro enlo , Tsherin
en or, ~ ' h was
o the ne hew
0 the irst kin , ..thur he
ade so e rules re ordin the si es o the uildin s
and the si e o the ra sels..a,jd the a ounts o w1indo~s
... or edit
le
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you know the blocks for the prints - the big ones the pesha (par shing) for these

the wood was always taken from here.
IBA: What kind of wood did they usefor that?

Dasho: Thakpha...hard wood. (..?) Only the wood they took out from here in big
blocks.
IBA: What about the woodfor the big kachens? In Tibet they did not hme timber
of such dimensions.

Dasho: Most of the kachens there are stacked together (of timber of smaller
dimensions).
IBA: Yes, and they are ofien round...put together and tied up. Yes, carrying these
kachens would have been nearly impossible crossing the high mountains.

Dasho: I feel they could not have taken the timber for the kachem from here,
because it was very difficult...but they plastered it together..
IBA: When 1 was in Tibet, I went to the Kongpo area by lake Dragsum (Draksum
mtso) where king Gesar of Ling stayedfor seven years...and there are lots of
lrees..and the buildings have roofs like in eastern Bhulan.

IBA: When one uses both ypes ofopenings.. the Hoeo and rhe Lingo. H'hich one
has to come on the top?

h h o : The Horgo has to come on the top of the Lingo.
IBA: But why?

Dasho: This is all for the looks, you know....because it looks more p r o ~ ~ i o n a t e
to the eye like that. No particular reason ...

IBA: The houses in Bhutan are v q . big, and crsjlou sq:.thej,UCIUUI()'
huili
community house. But m a y of the houses (in the same villagal are so bit?
may of the houses could actual/^^ have room for the n~holecommun;h' imide.

Dasho: (Here he refers to his family's house in Shingkhar.) Since in Shingkhar
..we don't have a school, and I am taking care of the gomchens there. So this is
more like a gomchen's school..a small sheaka, and anytime when they have a
community meeting or gatherings, they meet in that house.
IBA: But do you think the houses in Bhutan are big.?

Dasho: Do you mean in the old days?
IBA: Well, both in the old days and t o d q

Dasho: Well, (but today) that is more like a show of power. Everybody wants to
build big houses - as status symbols.
IBA: Like in Shingkhur:.didn 't you shiJi down to Zhemgang or to some other
warmer places in the winter.?

Dasho: No we stayed in Shingkhar only - all the year. Only we went to warmer
places like Kurtoe to get rice since there was no rice in Shingkhar. So we used to
go on rounds (alms rounds).
IBA: But you rather went to Kurtoe - Dungkar (it took one week to trek north 10
the village of' Waiwai) rather than south?

Dasho: Since I came from a lamaist family we had certain sponsors in Kurtoe
who gave us rice and such. So that is why we went to Kurtoe5.
IBA: l once wulkedfrom Lhuentse to Dungkar, ond Dungkar is like an oasis. 11 is
very beautijul.

Looking at photos from Dasho's village Shingkhar, where he is rebuilding his
house and Ihakhang.
Dasho: There is the gompa..up on the hill side..the village is down.
IBA: But is there no kemar - red bar~d(on the /hakhan& - is it on the other side
or what?

Dasho: It is only at the back.
IBA: ..on the mud wall? (There is a rubsel all ulong the fiont rc~all).

Dasho: This is the main monastery in ShingkIlar, in the middle of the village.

'This is from the back side. It is still incomplete because we have been doing a lot
of renovation there.
IBA: (Thephoto shows that the elevatedpmr of the roof is not placed center) Is

this roof placedjust above the Ihakhang, beccnrse this is not in the middle, you see?
Dasho: This was done long time ago, and because in those days I was working
here (in Thimphu) and I did not have the time to supervise, and they wanted to
renovate and make it bigger and better.
IBA: ljust thought there ivas a reason for why it is not in the middle - ike if it

was placedjust above the lhakhang?
Dasho: No actually - the building was like this - shorter, and then it was extended
so the roof came out of center.
IBA: Because in Pangri Zampa where they (SCCA) have renovated - the jabzhi is
on the side,

and I was wondering why?

Dasho: Oh, there is no one proper to supervise and to see to all this...
IBA: But il should be in the middle?

Dasho: Oh, yes, in the centre!
IBA: I thought that ma~tbeinside, underneath there M ~ U Sa main lhakhang?

Dasho: No, no, it should be right in the centre only. Even if you had a main (Ihakhang). In Thimphu here at the main utst, it is a little bit out of centre...
IBA:. .in Punakha ulso..

Dasho: Like inside there are two walls, and
so to put down the weight, they put the roof
(structure) on to these walls. It turned out a bit
crooked, but they left it like that. He draws;
IBA: How do .vou .J&l about rhe architec~ureof

todu~,?
Dasho: Oh, now people do just as they
feel...with no discipline.

Translator (his daughter): He is always very critical..commenting on everything.
Saying; oh, how ugly!
Dasho: Thimphu (...?) One thing I do not like is that on the buildings these days
they put this thing (the bottom part of the rubsel with boo/ka made of concrete)
just sticking out of the wall. It looks like a belt (kera). Even nowadays with the
concrete buildings.. at least what they should do while building in concrete -they
should bring out the wall above. It is very easily done, and it does not affect the
costs of your building. And you do not have to have this ecru, the panels, but
if you could just make the pattern and paint it properly, and make the windows
(with the cusps), and the other windows (?) you leave it plain. In stead of having
it jutting out like this - and straight like this. And you could just have it half (in
length?) and you would still maintain the look. At the apartments here (Rabten
apartments), we have done it like this. And I painted everything like as if it had
been done in wood. But nobody wants to look at this house..
IBA: Are there uny buildings you think is nice?

Dasho: Actually, l have not been around much. I am always at home. I do not
really know.
IBA: One building I like very much i ~ zThimphu is the National Library building.

Dasho: They have copied the Ura m ~ n a s t e r yActually,
.~
I advised them to make
it a very big and massive structure, but they had no funds - so it became a small
building.
IBA: But it looks u bir like an trtsi.

Dasho: Yes, I advised then1 to leave it like an utsP, and later on try and build
more around it.
IBA: Who was in charge (ofthis construction).?

Dasho: I did the drawings, but I was not happy
because they made a mistake. The kemar should
have been red from here to here - with only a
narrow band of white on the top. The one in
charge and I did not agree on this, because he
made only this much red (a more narrow kemur). He draws;
(See also fig. 16 2nd. interview.)

.

-

-

IBA: Do you have any thoughts about the diflerences between the Tibetan m d
the Bhutanese architecture?

Dasho: Since we are both Buddhist (countries), everything (have the same basis)
is borrowed from the mandala, - how a rnandala should be. The only difference
is due to the scarcity of wood in Tibet. The boos are only stuck on to the
windows - very small.
And since they have no roofs, I feel their architecture is very ugly. Because they
just have the straight (flat) roofs, and only if they put up a gvaltshen is something
there. There are no other (features)..
IBA: So you think it looks ugly without the roofs?

Dasho: Yes, it don't look good without roofs.
IBA: At P WD where they are making the large model of Tongsa thong, I
happet~edto see it when they had removed the roofs in order to oil them. Then without the roofs -Tongso dzong looked like a Tibetan building.

Dasho: Actually, they have to have roofs (according to the mandala?), it is only
the scarcity of wood which refrain them from this. But the powerful people, they
have root

IBA: But /.feel these roofs they use in Tibet look very Chinese..

Dasho: Yes, but everything is copied from the mandala. Because the Chinese
were also initially Buddhists.
IBA: These roofs here arc a bit like the Jokhang and P orals pagoda BFe of m'*.
But is this a Zangtopelri pattern? The three layers?

Dasho: (he says something about jabrhi and jamthog) ..No it is not a ZanglopelriAum Chinti's lhukhang down bJ' UNDP- she built
IBA: But at your
Cordiplgto rhe same pattern.
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2nd interview with Sbingkhar Lam
IN T H I M P H U 2 8 . 1 0 . 1 9 9 9 '

1 started by giving him an orientation regarding how my work had developed

since our previous talk - thus providing the context in which to include this
interview.
We immediately started discussing the historical developments of the dzongs.
Dasho stated that in general they have all developed from pretty small establishments to large ones. He highlighted this by focusing on Tongsa and Wangdi
dzongs, which he said had both developed along the ridges they are built on.
Tongsa had sort of started out in two ends - with the lhakang and the old khar
- and been filled in with buildings in-between. The very upper part is a later development. - Then the interpreter arrived, and the recording started.
IBA: l want to ask what you actztally think about the word 'dzong' - ~ l h adoes
t
it
mean to you?

Dasho: The immediate thing which comes to my mind when you say dzong, is a
large government building. A huge structure.
IBA: But fyou think historica//y, the first dzongs were like meditation places for
Gtrru Rimpochi. Like Senge dzong where the Guru meditated.

Dasho: Today they may look very small in size and all, but during Guru
Rimpoche's time they were huge, you know. Not physically, but in mindpower.
We do not see it.. by the human eye..., but at that (other level) the power of the
mind made them huge. Not only Senge dzong. There were also so many others.
IBA: 1 am attempting to find out what were the first akongs. - and then l came to
think about that this might hm~ebeen these meditation places.

Dasho: The main source where you may trace this word dzong was from the
scriptures - the texts where it was referring to - these types of what we talked
about.. the Guru having these huge dzongs. That is why - even if YOU g0 towards
the east. you will find just huge rocks, you know, and then they will say "this is
the Guru's dzong". Especially in that area - Khenpa dzong, you know.
IBA: Which is atso in the Lhuentse area (like Senge kong).

Dasho: yes, that whole area. They just point at huge rocks.. huge boulders. and
say that this was the drong of such and such.. a king or Gum..or something

like that, you know. Like the main (interpretation) - if you really talk about it because it was coming through the scriptures these dzongs.. these were the places.. so that is how - in his mind, he would say that - these were basically huge
structures (of mindpower) and not these small, small things we see physically.

IBA: Have you been to Senge dzong.7
Dasho: I went last year, yes.

IBA: Because l was in archives in London searching.for photogruphs etc. - and
/,found a photo titled 'Singhi' dzong. I am curious to know which o f the Senge
dzongs this photo shows. First l must show you drawings made by Augusto
tiansser who visited Senge in 1969, und 1 believe his druwing shows the whole
area .' (See,fig.l a in chupter 3.2.)
Dasho: This whole area is considered Guru Rimpoche's sanctified area...
sanctified rocks and all that which we call ney (place), and because it is not
possible to build anyway.. so at the bottom.. for offerings and all that, they have
constructed this structure (see fig. Ib - Gawa Dzong).

IBA: So in terrns of'buildir~gs- is this the main building?
Dasho: Yes.

IBA: But this o~herphoto which is [itled 'Singhi' - is this in Bhutur~or is it in
Tibet?' Because [here is also a Senge dzong in Tibet.(Seejig. Ib in chapter 3.2)
Dasho: This structure put on the top (of the peak) - i t does not look like (being
in) Bhutan at all. It looks very much like (it must be in) Tibet.

Fig.1 a and h - Dunirsr I.hakhang in Paro (lett). The Ihiikhang natned (iawa D7ong (riglll)
Drawing by A.Gansser in Olschak. 1979

IBA: Ifyou look at old maps, they soy 'Senge k o n g sum' - like there is three
Senge hangs.

Dasho: I have not much idea about (these places) in Tibet itself, but in Bhutan
we just have one Senge dzong. From the scriptures Gum Rimpoche had three
dzongs, but not all of them were called Senge. There are three different dzongs
where he had subdued all the evil and demons.
IBA: (referring to the druwing -fig. l b ) This is called Gawa dzong, I think.

Dasho: Yes. Apparently - it is not only this lhakang which is called dzong. The
cliffs around are also called dzongs.
IBA: Yes, I know.. / was wondering ifthe photo showed the structure on top ofthe
hill.. but understand it does not. But this Gawa lhakhang seems to me to be a bit
like the Dumtse lhakhang in Paro.. the woy it is built. (Seejig. la)

Dasho: It looks like that, but it is not related in proportions to Dumtse. This is
like an ordinary wooden (shing lep) house.
IBA: l see, just like a house.

Dasho: Yes, it is just the way it is drawn (that makes) it look like Durntse. I have
been there and seen it, and it is no way it looks like that.
IBA: OK.1 was wondering about what Dasho wrote in Kuensel (seejg.2) which
I was very happy to read. What about this - thigtshed - you mention?

Dasho: It is a measurement. In Dzongkha 'thigtshed' is measurement.
IBA: But mayJ)ouexplain this more closeb9?

Dasho: It is related to the proportions of structures. Each structure would have
its own basic measurements. This is the thigtshed. They abide the measurement
or they don't. And it is a way of saying that one is going as per the norm of
measurement.
IBA: I know that for the chorte~~s
there are that k h d of measuremen1 norms. but
kinds of buildings there are that kind ofrules."
mean that for

Dasho: For the chortens these measurenlents are very vital - wheras it is not so
for the ordinary houses. But in the ordinary houses apafl from the measurements.

Book on Bhutanese architecture misleading
SIR - The Bhutanese traditional
houses, which resemble celestial
palaces, are built in perfect conformity with our culture and tradition. By chance I got a copy of
page 97from a book on Bhutanese
traditional architecture titled : "An
introduction o Traditional Architecture of Bhutan". I was shocked
to see a drawing that mentioned
that a one-storey house should
have one layer of boh, a two-storey house should havr two layers
of bdr and a three-storey house
should have three layers of l~ulr.
Under no circumstance can three
layers of boh be made, regardless
of any standard In our tradition.
t w o layers of boh along with
'"~rgnngked or plrana are put u p
even if the house is one storeyed.
As a matter of fact even if a threestorey house which puts up only
one layer of boh and ngurrgked, it is
accepted and not considered a defect.
Usually one cannot afford to
put bagam to general houses except
in the case of dzongs, palaces and
Ihakhangs. Quite surprisingly, a
bngam has been put below the
langlhap. T h ~ too
s is a rnisinformation. As per our tradition, a baganr
should be put below the boh but
not below the Ianglhnp. If you put
the bagam below the langlhap it will

look as ~f horns have been placed
o n the head of a horse. There
should be no excuse for complacency, rf we have to wnte a book
to pass on our t r a d i t ~ o ~touthe future genrrat~on,~t should be well
researched, otherw~srthere IS a
danger of losing the authentlc~ty
of h a d ~ t ~ oI nam concerned and
would like to suggest that proper

attention be taken before publishing such books.

'ngnrrgkrd and plrnno refer to
the same member. but ~r~nnxlcd
(crane's ncck) sounds more pleasIng than pl~unrl((pig's nose)
Shingkhar Lam Kunzang
Wangchuk
Bunithang Shinkhu

Chhorten construction
deviates from norm
Some years
t w o Duedul
Chhortens w a v constructed between Trongmand Bumthmg, at
Yotola and Chumela passes.
chhortew were not at all in proportion to the norms of the accepted thigbhcd At that time, I
thought that thesechortens were
constructed by road labourers
who might not have found Professional help. Recently, a
chorten had been constructed in
the centre of Churned valley to
commemorate His Majesty's 25
years of enthronement. It also
does not follow the thigtshed.
Erecting a chhorten is not like
building a house. It is as sacred
as building the statue of the Bud-

dha. In a Uuddhlst m u n t ~like
ours if such
Ne built it
will not only distort our future
&hofien models but alsobring ill
lt has been explnined in detail in ttre text , , L J ~~~b~~~
~ ~ ~ ,
K~~~~~~ Nyimaw
that if shtue6

,dc~~ortensarebu~~taccordlng
to &igtdled, merib and blessing
will be acquired but if not,
memerits
and ,,,jsfo,-t,,ne wiU befall, l think we
not be complacent on such issues. I t would
& ben&-ial if the defects are rectified,
Shingkhar Lam Kunzang
WangchS

Fig. 2 . 1,etters to the Editor ol'Kurrrs~.lsubmitted by Ilasho

the geometry is important - it has got, what do you say ..it has got properties. The
properties are very important.

IBA: Proportions, you r n e ~ ~ n ?
Dasho: No, properties.

lB.4: Whut do you meun b y propcr.ties:'
Dasho: Each.. what it has. What can it get ...what it can't get. Thoh th6mng4lnealls

actually ...in a house some can get one..some can get two, you know..
IBA: You think about for instance the amount of roojs?
Dasho: You know, I mean at this floor ..if it is such a type of house you have this.
At another level you have this. And it could be something where it segregates
also.. the hierarchy or.., you know.
IBA: But may you tell more closely how the rules actually were.?
Dasho: What you can do and what you can't do.. like these properties. So it is
not based on the economy of the person. But if you are building a one-storied
house..what all you can have to it.. If you are building a two-storied house ..what
all you can have ... in order to make it all proportionate from the aesthetic point of
view. And if it is a larger house - what it should have and what it should not. You
know; the does and don'ts.. or should and should not.. depending on the structure
and the quality of the house. But not on the economic state.. or the hierarchy...
(Discussion between them, and translator clarifies:)
Depending on the roof ..in the olden days depending on the hierarchy again. The
roof ..no matter what is the size..regardless of the size.. depending on their status
it says what they can have, and what they can't.
IBA: So it was up to everyboh - depending on how much monqTt h v hod.. (10
determine) the size ofthe house, but when it came to the roofs (and the details)
these were decided (according to the norms related to status).

Dasho: Yes, traditionally. Not now.
IBA: Not now, I know that, but 1 am uper the history~~ou
know But how was the
rules then? Who could have what kind of roofs?

Dasho: The aristocratic families and those who had religious lineage and
religious background (the lam chfijb - for example) they were allowed to have
this. Only aristocratic families and those who had very good blood lineage were
entitled to this initially.
IBA: Thejamthog (see.Jig.3)?

Da~ho:Yes, the jamthog And on temples. But today anyone can put UP that.
IBA: But in earlier days, could one also pay some m o n q and be allow7ed to put
it up?

Dasho: Absolutely not. But even if it was a poor chap who had that status (of
good lineage) - could build ajamthog. Those who had that money and were entitled to do this.
Dasho draws (fig.3); this is what they were entitled to do. It is called dranyim.
IBA: hlay you write the names (of the roof) in Dzongkhu?

Fig. 3. Dasho's drawings of root'typcs ancl their names In Dzonghha
Notes and comments by CB addcd to the drawing and hclow;

Dasho: writes on the drawing fig. 3.
IBA: But u triple layered roof on a Ihakhang, - what would (hut be called?

Dasho: Jab zhi in the top. And gser thog and rgyal mtshun. On this rmf you
cannot put the gser thog. You can put the rgval mtshan, the victory banner. Gser
thog does also mean a victory banner, so this is called the gyen ziru, but this is a
term which is hardly used. Everybody just calls it gser thog.
IBA: But this triple layered roof - you could not have this on an ordinary house?

Dasho: Only on a palace, a phodrang.
IBA: But in this paper (Kuensel)you mention a text...

Dasho: This is a script which describe the basis for the making of statues, sku.'
IBA: I see, but nothing about houses in general?

Dasho: It is only about sculptures.
IBA: But you may remember we talked about this triple l q e r of boo, and Ijust
want to show you these photos. This shows the entrance of Tango (see&. 4).

Dasho: (The triple layer of boo) it will be inside the temples - on the entrances
etc. ..for the sake of convenience.
IBA: For convenience?

Dasho: For the structure ..for adding an extra layer.
IBA: To get it higher?

Dasho: Yes. That is always there.
IBA: SO it is more for houses thalyou s q . there should not be (used)triple b ' e r
of boo?

Dasho: In Shingkllar also - in the temple ..for convenience's sake ..they
sometimes have to do that.
IBA: To make it more impressive, jlozr mean?

a I'hoto in II'AB. 1903

Fig. 4. 1 he rebu~ltentrance of lango monasterq, I Ii~nipliuvalley
F~gs4 a and b show the bu~ld~ng
colnplex before and aller the rebuild~ngabout by end 1980s An
extra floor was added to the bu~ldlngrn front (IeA) w ~ t hthe monk s quarters. and the level oftlie entrance was adlusted to be allgncd with the neb rooflevel. 'l'he small elevated roofbeh~ndthe player
tlag shows the marn entrance 4a IS taken from ITAl3. 1993
Flgs 4 c and d shows the new entrance and a close-up ofthe cornlce u ~ t the
h trlple layered boo

Dasho: No, for the convenience of the structure. Like in Shingkhar for
example..as per the norms one only get this (double layer of boo), but since it
was not possible, you know, they had to raise some here.. and lower some.. so
they had to add something extra. So, for houses, no (you can not use a triple
layer of boo), but for temples (and) monasteries they do.
IBA: So, (hey can have it. Becutrse ifj~olrlook a( his photo of Pot~lluin Lhasa
(see fig.5). Thq, hutv one boo, ~ i n dthen you have /his sn~ulikind oj'u phalla
coming out, and then you have U dolrble boo (ubovr).

Dasho: We do not have like that in Bhutan. In Tibet there is different.. depending
on the availability on wood and this and that.

Fig. 5. Detail ot'a building in Slibl helow the Potala palace in Lhasa. 1996. This s h o ~ smore crude
carpentq and also less elaborate details than in the Potala above..

IBA: Because / interviewed a carpenter in Lhasa and he said thdt in Tihef it wsus
also u hierarch~there (in the detailing) like Ire talked aboul with the rooJs. Atid
he said that on the Potala there should be iiineteen dfirent 1q.er-s... )bu cun
count ...frorn here with the boo and bagan1 and so everything up. On the Potalu
[hereshould be like nineteen layers.
Dasho: In theory it is basically all the same. you know. because it comes from
the same text.
IBA: Which text?
Dasho: It is all there.. fronl the ordinary scriptures.. prayers you can get. It is all
there. It is all in the prayers ..because you are constantly constructing them in
Your mind.6 So. you know - this is there. What is there is given to the making of
the palace. Because you are constantly building it (in your mind).. in the Prayers
which they are chanting.
IBA: But trot an,. spec,~~Lprq.er or text la/k;tlg spe~~$call~~
about atchiterturr:'
just catering to that alone. but if you look
Dasho: There is no particular
at various scriptures of different prayers every one will.. for this is this.. (and it)

is very much there. So.. all that..(i.e. the parts, the sequence) if you do research
and you collect that.. you may be able to compile it together.
(Dasho goes upstairs..)
IBA: Is he going tojitid something?

Ugyen Wangdi: He has got somethirig up there.

While Dasho is away Ugyen Wangdi and I talk about some of his own projects:
Ugyen Wangdi: I will like to construct a small chorten down there.
IBA: O n your plot (in Babesa)?

Ugyen Wangdi (tells - in short): No, in Sisina,' following a sign I received
personally from Dilgo Kyentse Rimpoche.. in the middle of the cliff face looking
like a conch shell on the ledge .. a small chorten 2ft. X 2ft. I can make, and I want
to put a statue of the Buddha inside.. with a solar light burning constantly. This
may be seen by everybody passing on the main road on the opposite side of the
valley, and they may then recite their prayers.

(Dasho comes back with a photo.)
IBA: This is the three dimensional mandalu.

Dasho: You know when you talk about the palace of the gods - Ihu~)iphodra~ig
- this is the conception people have in mind. You try and build your structures
and your houses (accordingly). May be not as elaborate as this, but keeping this
in mind.
IBA: T h ~ lS't what I jhrl - like wirh the ursk in Sjmtokha. The utsP is a hit like this.

Dasho: The physical form of the mandala which you normally have it, you lcnowit is like a khyilkhor - is in two dinlensions ..plain.
IBA: There shozrld be,four entrances..

Dasho: So all the constructions which we do.. is based on this.
IBA: Yes, l know

Dasho: When you look inside..bou see) what you get and what you don't get.
IBA: l have this feeling that Simtokha being the.first of the drongs.. here t h q
tried a bit harder (to achieve the ideal) than they did with later (structures).
Later they became a bit more pragmatic, 1 think. (Seefig. in case 4.2.1)

Dasho: Whenever you build temples, normally you make these chambers.. to
hold these chambers.. so that is why.. for that convenience...in temples you try to
do that ..(design according to the mandala).
IBA: The book on the traditional architecture in Bhutan presents a standard
lay-out plan for an utsk, and again it is only one entrancefrom one side. Do you
think this is quite correct?

Dasho: Yes, this is quite OK.
IBA: Well, on my journey now 1 have visited so many utsb and I think there are
many dlflerent shapes. But when it comes to the utst! in Tongsa - the old khar
- that structure we talked about (in the beginning) - hadjbur stories. Is there any
rules regarding what lhakhang to be on whichfloor?

Dasho: There are some ways. If you have a lot of floors, and what type of statues
go on which floor. There are certain rules.
IBA: This is the lay-out plan for Tongsa dzong, and here t h q told me (the
fol/olc.in&. Well, the groundfloor was c/osed, and on thejrstfloor there w m a
gonkhang, on the secondfloor the main deify was Sangye (Buddha Sakyamunil,
and on the thirdfloor it was was Tsepamt! ( ~ m i t ~ u s ) . ~

Dasho: That is the normal thing.
IBA: But what ~jouldbe on the groundfloor?

Ugyen Wangdi: Under normal circumstances?
IBA: Yes, what (/hakhan@would be there..in terms of statues.

Dasho: It would be the God of wealth.
IBA: Who?.. Kubira? M ~youJ please write this name?

Dasho: Namsq.. It is called Namsey in ~ z o n g k h a . ~

IBA: But is there any specitrl reusonjOr this? What are the thoughts behind?

Dasho: There is a sort of systematic way that has to be put in. For example: You
can never put a gonkhang on top of Sangye.
IBA: I see. But you curl put a gonkhung on fhe top of Namsey?

Dasho: Yes, that is OK.
IBA: What deity is in the gonkhang? Shelging.7

Dasho: She1 giug, Gonpo ...
IBA: But in Tongsu, which deity is there?

(Interpreter gets a phonecall. I talk directly with Dasho..)
Dasho: Shel ging is in Kurjey. Shel ging ..Gonpo Lhamo.. These are the
dhannapalas protectors of the deities.I0They also have their own ranking. Like
Shel ging is of a slightly lower ranking than the Gonpo. Shel ging is only in
Kurjey.
IBA: Yes, l saw him in Kurjey, but who is in Tongsu then?

Dasho: Gonpo.
IBA: But ifthe utst; has sixjloors like in Tashicho dzong and in Punukha, whut
wozrld the other (stutues be) ?

Dasho: The gonkhang will be low down, and the rest can go whatever..
IBA: What was interesting this time was the visit to the tu dzong in Tongsu.

Dasho: (suddenly says spontaneously..adding on to the questions
above)....sometimes they can have deities on the top floor also, but that does not
necessarily mean it will be right on the top.. they have that extra.. So in Jakar
dzong, they have (these) deities right on the top floor, but it is pushed out... It
will be there on the top of the ladder..when you'll be going along the ladder.. The
gonkhang goes on this side...
IBA: But I thought the giinkhang should not he above thc other?

Dasho: For conveniences sake..sometimes, but here..with this gt)nkhang..where
the placement is not totally on the top of the statues ..in fact .. it is the ladder.. So
on the top where the ladder is.. they put the thing. So it is not coming physically
on the top itself."
IBA: In the ta dzong of Tongsa there was this lhakhangfor Gesar of Ling, and
there was this lhnkhangfor Jigme Namgval. And in the Jigme Namgval lhakhang
on the walls were painted Taras all over: (Ishow a rough sketch plan, Fig.6) And
I was wondering why the Taras were used in that context?

Dasho: One was g6nkhang ...?
IBA: I was told this lhakhang was (dedicated to) Jigme Namgyal, and then there
was a small gonkhang on the side here..and on the walls all the way here was the
Taras...white and green Tarns.

Dasho: I do not know much about this, but this is meant for the twelve-faced
Chenresig.
IBA: Chenresig?

Dasho: Yes. the twelve-faced Chenresig.. there is a big one..(of Chenresig).
IBA: No, I do not think so.."

h h o : Are you talking about the top lhakhang or lower Ihakhang?
IBA: The top Ihakhang.

Dasho: On the top there is the gbnkhang..
IBA: So that wvasthe gonkhang..

Dasho: They have also got.. (turn the tape)... just they would be painting
anything on the murals so there would not be any connection between the Tand Jigme Namgyal.. this is just to fill up.. (the walls).
IBA: So this top lhakhang is actual/), the gonkhang..?

Dasho: Right on the top there is a g(lnkhang.

Fig. 6 Ibng\a ta drong. 12nugh shefcli plali of tlic Iliahhang dedlcatcd t o S~gnicNamgysl. and l~~~~~~
OS the wall pa~ntlngs,depicllng green and wh~telaras

thought women were not allowed to go into giinkhangs?
Ugyen Wangdi: Not all gonkhangs. Because there are some gankhangs where
you will not be allowed to go into the.. what to say.. of the Kali, you know,
Pelden Lhamo gonkhang'j you cannot enter - they will not allow women to
enter. So there are certain thing.. like in Chang Gankha also.. there is one area,
because of a certain goddess that is there.. you cannot enter. So (there are) some
gtrnkhangs where females cannot enter. Then again..there are some where the
caretaker is very superstitious.. where if the woman are unclean ..if they had
their babies, .. especially up in the mountains ..it brings rain and thunder and this
and that. So these are certain occasions. But not necessarily would gonkhangs
be parted from all women. That is not true. But in the case of the presiding deity
here in Thimphu, you cannot get into that, because in these Kali things you cannot get in.
In Shingkhar also we had.. You remember the two deities dance.. one was the
Gonpo and one was the Lham.. So Lham is the Kali's deity, and they got that old
shrine in there. And here definitely I do not think they would allow women to get
into that particular small shrine. Although, that shrine came out to the whole tempIe.I4 So actually, in Shingkhar also you would easily consider that whole temple
to be a gonkhang, because it has got three-four gonkhangs facing that whole
area. That is why we are not allowing photography there. So in this context also..
that whole temple is there, but the gonkhang is in one small place.
IBA: But l was just wondering .. it was mainly gonkhangs in the ta dzong - is it
then so that the ta &ong in ilselfwas a gonkhang? .. That the ta &ong being vety
much like a fortress ..that it was main& gonkhangs in there?

Dasho: That is a fact. Because gonkhangs are always protectors and whenever
You go to war even..they are the protectors. They are protecting the gate..like (in)
the watchtowers or whatever.. there definitely be g6nkhangs.
IBA: So like in Puro
museum?

hang there would have been the same before it became a

Dasho: Yes, there was also... So before..the Government used to place a caretaker
lust for the gonkhangs.
IBA: The to &ong was built like with three bastions..(showitlg m),sketches of
Tongsa to d;ony - fig. 7 ) ;t was like this.. And then you had these connecting wulls
hew I was just w~o,lderingi f 11 was built like (this) ..!/you know anv~hingabout
this h i s r o ~i f it was built like one structure, or fir was connected later?

Dasho: Yes, it was connected from the very beginning ..because it has to be con-

nected.. to get to the central part.
IBA: But here you also huve these three (bastions) here.. and then down below
you have the two small ones also. But do you know ifthere were underground
channels or something connecting them?

Fig. 7 Tongsa ta dzong. Rough sketches of setting. plan and seclion

Dasho: Under ground?.. No. this was for strategic reasons, and the lower would
be, you know.. The higher ranking would be up, and (the lower ranking)..the
scouts.. would be down below.
IBA: Bec.ause 1 srnv the water supply was down here (n~arkedon Jig. 9), and
thut was not protected at all, and in case of siege the water (supply) would he a
problem.

Dasho: ...the water is outside.. the chu dzong..
IBA: Yes, in Bumthang I s m l that.

Ugyen Wangdi: No, Dasho is not able to explain that ...
IBA: (Showing White's photo of 1905.from the chu dzongs oj'Drztk Yul -.figs)
This is Druk Yul dzong, so this ~ t a s . .think..
/
the chu d-ongs..the water.sltppl~.

Dasho: Yes.

Ugyerl Wangdi: How did they get the water?
IBA: l think there nllrst hme been U ell.
Dasho: Yes, also like this in Jakar.. chu dzongs.

IBA: .41ld11-1 J L ~ there
~ L It ~
h q huve
~
U )I'LIII
(protec.l~rrg
111~'c~~nnec~tion
hc~t\c~ee,r
rhr
b~~strotis).
I bvulked ull the w q down.
Ugyen Wangdi: Was there water?

Daslio: There are lots o f bats!

IBA: B~C.NLISC
the liluter' (slrpp1)-),jJou ~ I I O M ;thut SL'PIIIJ. to hu\v beer1 I ~ L )r'rukc>.st
J
poiril c!fmarij. of these dzongs. Do jfotr know' abolrr the \c7uter.
.s~rppI).,/or
P1111ukhu
(drong)? ..Just the river:.or. )r'hat?
Dasho: 1 do not know !much about it. But one thing for sure; there is no isater
inside.

..this I lastion outside here.. it says on the draw
wonderin' ..on this ilan.
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Fig. 10 Geometrical shapes and their ritual symbolism

for certain purposes. Square is for other purposes, for more peaceful life and all.
For building such a type of structure.. to give more power to the family.. that
type of reason.
IBA: Why is this giving more power?

Dasho: Depending on the astrological predictions.. sometimes you ....if you build
in such a sort of a shape.. that shape has got some influence maybe on your stars
or whatever it is. So in this case it would have been built at such a time when
they still required more energy and all that. So it would give that.
IBA: So this circular shape was giving more energy - somerhing...stret~@h?

Dasho: It was giving wang

l5

-

means power.

IBA: How do yet, write that?

Dasho: (writes and draws - see fig. 10) So there are thee..fmm
semicircle..tothe triangle.

squareto Le

IBA: The squure.. that is peace. And this ?
Dasho: This is again for strength.. wang.. The triangle - drugpo (discussion)..

is for destruction - to destroy.
IBA: How do you write the names,for these two (shapes)?

Dasho: (writes).. One puts the evils and the demons in it ..for destruction.
IBA: .. You told that during the Shingkhar tsechu - thefirst day thefire wus made
in a triangular shape.

Ugyen Wangdi: Yes, so you destroyed the evil by putting that all on to it and
burning it up.
IBA: OK. But what was the circle?

Dasho: The circle is a peaceful (shape).
IBA: Like the square?

Dasho: Yes, peaceful, and this semicircle is close to peace, but rather..
comfortable.
IBA: Then back to the clzong again. We tulked about that it had grown. That the
old khar in Tongsu was an old structure, and the lhakhung - and that these had
been built together over the years. But which Ihakhnng? The lhakhang here (to
the south)?

Dasho: Just in front of another utse.. close.. not underneath itself..but close by...
There was this Lhamo's small shrine there (the protector' shrine). That was the basis.
IBA: And is this kept?

Dasho: On the side of'the gonkhang.. in the utsC itself.
IBA: But how do you think this big structure developed?

Dasho: There was a small.. like the usual shrine here, and plus also some
chortens here, which were called the chortens Naga. Then in order to incorporate
this whole thing during Zhabdrung's time.. to hold (fortifylprotect) the
monastery this part was constructed (the lower part). Then after that along wit11
this little lhakhang also with the chortens.. then this was the first Tongsa Penlop's

residence.. it was constructed here. Then it went slowly from here (the lower
part).. here onwards till during my time here (in the dzong). While I was around
the upper part was being constructed. And another residence was also built here..
these two were done together at the same time.
lB,4: So the original entrances were these two; the west..the nub and the shar
gate. So this (the upper one) is more new?

Dasho: Yes, the entry and exit were these two points only.
IBA: This is vety interesting. And ut Jakur l presume there was a bit the same
kind of thing. This is rhe plan for Jakar &ong (Fig. 11). Do you know fthis
(structure) was bigger before so that one could go around fhe utse? Because it
looks to me that the opening here, (in the middle of'rhe utsk) is new.

Dasho: Because of convenience..that was the entrance. It was built all at the
same time.
IBA: So as long as you remember it has bee11like this?

Dasho: This was a distinction between the two Governors. Tongsa Governor had
this area, and Jakar's Governor in this area. So he would come during summer to
live here.

r-,

Fig. I I Jakar dzo~igseen from south-east and it's la),out plan. by
J.Maseland.

Fig. 12 I he outor coi~rtqardoE.lal\ar Jlong. 1905. In Wh~lc,I914

IBA: Brrt I li~nwtiirs photogrtrph from I Y O j (Fig. 12), L I I I 11
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I n I907 if nlirsr /?me been then muyhe:'

Dasho: Ugyen Wangchuck would be on this side itself..in this part (the western
part - same as Tongsa Penlop's part from before).
lB.4: I do nor k n u ~ I/:)JOU
i~
r e t ~ ~ e n ~~hLeI~
this
I , (sen~icirc*le).this is the 10 dru~~g:'

Dasho: Yes.
IBA: Behind t h i ~IU drong there is u very smull lhukhung ~ ' h i ~ .isl r!.CL/ l.clilh11
while kemur: Behind here. Do yotr know ~rhozrrfkis?

Dasho: It is the (lhakhang for the) protective deity of the place there ( n ~ ( ! ~ g i
Iha khung), and it was only built later on.. much later, out of an old structure.
Initially it was only one small.. one of these spirit houses (111).

IBA: OK. So it is not very old. I was wondering frhat was maybe the first thing
built,you know.. (Then pointing at the semicircular ta &on&.. So this wcu. not
the queens' residence.. the queens did not stay here?
Dasho: You see, the queens were allowed to live here.
IBA: They were allowed? Why?
Dasho: Because there was no monk body.
IBA: ..already at your time. I see.

(Lunch being served)
IBA to Ugyen Wangdi: You are not afraid of putting precious things into the
chorten (you are planning to build down the valley)..because there are no people
living around there?

Ugyen Wangdi: No, 1 mean..how much precious things can I actually put in?
I was thinking ..I wanted to have some object there with the idea of inspiring
people who move along that road to chant at least one 'mani'.. you know by
saying it ..the whole idea of chortens is to, you know... Although, it has been
sanctified by lamas to bring peace and happiness for the universe and the sentient
beings and all, and at the same time it invokes some spiritualism in the person
who has moved around it, you know. So if they see it has been built at a very
dimcult spot.. just by the ... ?, you know, just by the feeling you know, they
should recite a short prayer..a mani .. or whatever it is. SOif you have about
one hundred people..two hundred people moving along that road who have got
nothing else, to do but just look at it once.. they can be inspired to say a short
Prayer. So 1 was calculating that.. one hundred manis multiplied with that many
da~s..becauseyou have a lot of traffic moving along that way...and the traffic
only increases. So this was the basic idea.
IBA: But what does it mean to yourselp

Ugyen Wangdi: To myself?Too many of these temples and chortens have
been vandalised, and itvs(initial construction) was always done with at lot of
good intentions ..so many hundred years ago. But every temple that has been
you have a few people who for monetary
Constructed for the good of
gains will vandalise it, and more and more of these have been vandalised, You
see.. till we lose out on some of these positive.. what is it.. that positive radiance
that has been emitted from these structures.

IBA: Some of what I was thinking when 1 read Dusho's letter in the Kuensel..was
(hat one thing is that it (the chorten structure) is maybe done wrong, but whut
ubout the intention:' Wasn't it made with good intentions - and isn't thar sort of
eqtrulizing..? Please tell Dasho this question.
Dasho: Yes, of course, that feeling is there which is also important, but at the
same time the looks, it is like comparing with some good looking person and
someone who is not looking as good. So the immediate reaction from the viewers
will be that the looks that radiates are not so (good)..and that difference is also
important. Some amount of, what to say.. penalty will be there on for example
making the body, the statue of the Buddha, out of proportion...like a big head
and small legs..and this and that, so..a certain amount of penalty will go into that
also.. so that it can be compared.

IBA: In what sense? For your own kumtu or what?
Dasho: So penalty in the sense.. although he has.. what to say.. acquired good
karma from the construction.. by that thought, but again, that second thought of
the person who is exposed to it.. and who are always ... you know, will not feel
what they should be feeling.. that is also sort of reflected back on the merit. That
is what I tried to say.

IBA: What kind oj'comments did you get when you wrote this?
Dasho: Nothing.

IBA: Nothing.? Big silence?
Dasho: Yes.
(A pause.. small talks for a while. Ugyen Wangdi has some urgent tasks to be
done. However, I ask him to stay and interpret for some more time ...)

IBA: We visited Tumshing lhukhang in Jukar; and in the entrance to the shrine..
in the opening.. instead ofhaving hoos..there wus some~hingcalled a gang kh!'il.
It looked a bit like this.. (see&. 13)
Ugyen Wangdi: It is in the doorway, is it? No, Dasho does not know this.
Gang khyil, has to do with ..norbu.. the symbol of wealth. Jewel also.

IBA: The norbu? So this m q he like two norhtrs together or. what?

Fig. 13 Sketch of a gang khyil.

Dasho: You can have four or three ...
IBA: But this he does nor really know? The edge is coming out.. and rhis is the
end, and this is coming jusr on the back like this. It is a litle bil like a vajra..likt! a
dovji. I am just wondering, because Tamshing should be an old Ihakhang, and I
was wondering $this was like an early boo?

Dasho: I have not seen it, and sometimes the temples do use their own
innovations ...to make it slightly different.
IBA: Because around the door here.. it was lots of norbus. So it wm norbu ... all
around here it was norbus. So it ;S interesting he is saying it resembles (norbus).
At Rukubji lhakhang (the window panels) look like this (see phoro fig. 1.1).And
here on the rabsel... ifyou look at the details.. they have made the tashi tsagve..
the lucky signs, and they made a lot of carvings here (on the blind panels), and
also this kind qf windows .. not just the ordinary cusps, but this elaborale one.
Whal are the names of these two d~flerentkink?

Dasho: It is just the carving here ..there are no special name.. just pattern..
IBA: Bur what do you call this?

Dasho: hor bzhu.. ..
IBA: M q ljPouplease write it in Dzongkha (seefig. 1517 And doer this word
mean anyrhing?

Dasho: Oh, at the new lhakhang in Rukubji.. The difference betweeen Ling
Gesar's windows. and the palaces of Hor.

Fig. 14 Woodwork at Rukubji Ihakhang, 1995

IBA: This you explainedfbr me lust rime. But I have always been rold that this
was like a royal cusp, and that ir was morefor the roya1,familj~rhanfor ordinav))
people.

Dasho: Those who can afford it may apply these.
IBA: Yes, today, but before?

Dasho: Yes, it was the bigger aristocrats and those who had bigger statue who
could have that.
IBA: But no special name?

Dasho: No, no.
IBA: But again. To puf fhe tashi (sagyes up here in the rcra, is this U new
innovation?

Fig. 15 Wlndow shapes and terms

Dasho: (eager voice) This is quite a new concept that they have done. The
traditional (way) is not like this. Sometimes the carpenters take their own
initiative to do (things like this).
IBA: D o ~ ~ o zthink
r
it is OK or?

Dasho: I do not think it is OK, because 1 feel that sometimes they take their own
liberties.
IBA: 1rernenlber that last rime jlou said there is no discipline a v m o r e .

Dasho: Yes. ..There should be ecra (in the rabsel).
IBA: Yes, there should not be ~ ~ i r ~ d ohere.
w s It should be the dcru.

h h o : The ~ s jyed
e
(of the bottom rows) is too high. (See fig. 14)

Fig.19. T~betantype kemars on Potala palace 111Lhasa. 1996

IBA: (Pointing at the bamboo mats in the openings.) Are thesefly screens?
Dasho: Yes.

IBA: Lust time we talked about the National Library (building)..andyou said to
me that yozr though1 the kemar was (placed) too low - it should be higher up (on
the wall). (Seephoto,fig. 16)
Dasho: I t should have been slightly bigger .. higher up, but they did not (do that).

IBA: I have started to put some pictures together cfdiJJent kemars - this is
Potala, and here you huve like a double layer of kentar also. (Jig. 17)
Dasho: In Tibet one is red and one is black.

IBA: Yes, sometimes. But like in Tamshing fig. 18) here YOU have a red und U
grey kemar: ... Yes, you are saying again it is too low, but c?xcepr.for thnt.. why is
it one grey and one red?
Dasho: That does not have any significance, because it is more for the looks. To
make it look better.

IBA: It is only for the looks?
Dasho: With the black and red.. there are no real significance between the two of
them.

IBA: (Showing a photo of a lull at .Jampu Ihakhang.) Do you think (these lu)'ers) are because they have extended (the building wvith a second,floor), or does 11
have uny significunce?

Dasho: It is because of an extension ... it is all (to do) with an additional (floor).
/BA: But like at Dechenphug.. where the utsP is red und the kemar 1,s gre,!

gig. 19)
Dasho: The colour of the deity himself is red.
IBA: So..aprotective deity is red:'

Dasho: Yes, and because of that they put it red, and it gives the symbol of the
(protective deity) and so you get a black kemar rabdey up there. And they will
be in the category of tshens (to) get this. Tshens are like deities, the spirits of the
forest. (Tshenkhang)
..Dash0 comments something on the way Dechenphug looks..
IBA: Oh, you have not seen the new.. you rnusf go and look.
photofig. 20)

Ugyen Wangdi: So where is this?

(I show another

IBA: This is Karchu in Lhodrak.

Dasho: Oh, yes, Karchu. In Tibet they make more red temples in stead of white.
IBA: But is there the sume symbolism? Is this symbolizing the protective deities:'

Dasho: No, not necessarily, because in Tibet any important temple they will have
it red.
IBA: How do you write the word 'kemur 'T

Dasho: Kemar actually means 'red'.. 'red neck'. Writes.. See fig. 2 1
IBA: So - when it is grey, - do you call it something else?

Dasho: No, we don't.
IBA: But to me it seems to be a difference between Tibet and Bhutan on where to
place the kemav. Look here..in Tibet the kemar is placed on the very top (of the
wall).

Dasho: Yes, there is this difference.
IBA: But still here (on the National Libravy building the difSerence) is too much?

Dasho: Yes. And by making the double kemar, one copies the style of Tibet.

Fig. 20 Karchu IhaLliang. I .liodraL M tlenss

Fig. 21 The spelling of kemiu

IBA: But did you want (the National Library) to have a double kemar:)

Dasho: Yes, that was my advice, but it wasn't (done).
IBA: Just back f o the dzongs again. In Paro and Lhuenfse dongs they have this
funny structure infiont. I did not bring aphoto oflhuentse, but this is Paro. See
fig.22.

Dasho: This is a watch-tower only ..a ta dzong.
IBA: ..only a watch-tower? I think there start to be some cor7fusion regarding
what is actually called a dzong, because I found Cfor instance) at this map I
found in a report which an Austrian made, and here he has written 'Ura dong'.
Does he mean the lhakhang?
Dasho: From the very beginning in the old maps only, they made a mistake and
Put 'dzong' in Ura, and since then they think there is a dzong there ..because
(this mis- information) was there in the map saying this dzong. dzong, dzong
from the very beginning. So when I constructed the temple there I told many that

Fig. 22 Structure I" front of Pare drong Wh~le.1905 (KGS)

since there is already a dzong here (on the maps) we must try and make it the
size (of one)!
IB,4: And this (map) also suys something about a Changchucka dzong between
Zhemgang and Tsirang. l never heard abour Changchucka (&on&.

Dasho: No, I do not know about this.
IBA: Another one is Simu dzong which should be (in the Thimphu valley) above
Churom.

Dasho: Simu is down the river here before the confluence, but no dzong that I
know about.
IBA: So again it is a mistake. And then there was Bitekha dzong in Ha in that list
.for tozrrists.

Dasho: They call it a dzong, but it was an old Dungkhag oftice.
IBA: Where is if actually?

Dasho: On the way to Ha.
IBA: Between Dobji and. :' Dasho: (Yes) ... So it is not the old Ha clzong or anything?

Dasho: No. It is a ... slightly, big looking temple.
IBA: Because on the map here it also says Getta dzong.

Dasho: So again - another Dungkhag. There was a small thing.
IBA: This is drawingsfrom 1783 (by Davis) of Tashichii dzong, and what /.find
interesting is that here is drawn a huge chorten. Here you see the river and the
bridge.. so you see it ji-orn up (the valley).'"

Dasho: At Hejo, isn't it..
IBA: Sonam's parents are running a shop here (next to the &on@, so I asked
Sonam's mother; and she said there had been a chorten here (in the area behind
the dzond and that this was an old cremation ground.

Ugyen Wangdi: That was only a small chorten."
IBA: So that was only a small chorten.

Ugyen Wangdi: But that was not any old cremation ground.
Dasho: But there is an old ..., but there was no signs of this, because those types
of chortens are always those.. squarish types. That is also not on the top, but
down there.
Ugyen Wangdi: But what is very much there is the deity's shrine, and the deity's
shrine does not look like ..that thing (the chorten I asked about).
IBA: You mean up at Zilukha?
Ugyen Wangdi: No, no - exactly where this chorten is.. you have this deity's
shrine. Again red.
IBA: Is it above the road or below?

Ugyen Wangdi: Just above..from Sonam's shop.. if you just go two minutes walk
behind. Directly behind the dzong.
IBA: And there is a small..,I see.
(1 went there after the interview and took a photo, see fig. 23.)

Fig. 23 The IhAhang l\,r the protective de~tybeh~ndTahlchB drong. 1 9 9

Ugyen Wangdi: Sometimes these people they add their own, you know. These
artists they add their own tit bits here and there. Because he (Davis) added a yak
there in Wangdiphodrang and you do not see a yak in Wangdiphodrang right in
front of the dzong.
IB.4: No, bltt those drawings lzlhich ure Sumlrrl D m i s ' own dru~pingsure v e v
accurate, / think, but later buck in England some people started copying, - and
m a q ofthese prints you see like in Drzrk Hotel are these copies. But these
drawings ( I am showing them) are the original drawings b y Samuel Davis
himself
This is another ofthe old photographs l found in the archives in London, and it
was cutulogued - it said it was a house, but to me it looks like it is a lhakhang
becuzrse it has a kemar But where.. what is this? Seefig. 24.''

Discussion between Dasho, Tshering Doma (his wife) and Ugyen Wangdi.
Tshering Doma: I am wondering, because here it looks like a house, and here it
looks like a Ihakhang. This I think they tried to add it later.. they did not make it
all together.
IBA: May be. This is photographed by .John Clutrde White in 1905.

Fig. 24 Photo by J.C' White from 1905 catalogued in the Royal (ieographic
Socictj as 'House near Hya-gha'. Daslio suggests this may have k e n Jakar
lhdhang

(Discussion..it's pine trees, isn't it?)
IBA: So you think it is ruther in Shur?

Ugyen Wangdi: Because John Claude White took his trip to Bumthang along the
old road, and if you see when going to Bumthang - Pele La - on the other side,
you see a lot of big houses all in the bluepine areas.
IBA: But why do you think it is nor in Jakar? In the text it suys it is from
Bumlhang.

Ugyen Wangdi: Bumthang ...
Dasho: Hey! This is Jakar Ihakhang. Jakar itself.
IBA: Where in Jakar?
Tshering Doma: Below the dzong. You know Kaila's Hotel? Just above that. Past
the petrol pump.
IBA: Since you were involved in this reconstruction,you know, (of Tashicho
dzong in the 1960's - re$ my first interview with him.) This (drawing) is aguin
from 1783 (by Samuel Davis), and at that time the dzong had one entrancefrom
the south and one9om the east. So when you made the new things..is this door
(theJirst door along the front tavmak the river) in the same place (as one ofthe
eastern doors of toduy)? Seejig. 6 in chapter 4.2.3.

Dasho: It is not in the same place.
IBA: Not in the same place. So they changed.

Dasho: It was like this wall.. it was more like central.. whereas today You see two
(doors).
IBA: Last time I ~howedDash0 old photographs which show this row nf'
chortens. This is inside the old &ong where this row of chortens is inside the
COurgard See& 13 in chapter 4.2.3."

Ugyen Wangdi: Which dzong?
IBA: Tushichb dzong. You see it ;S this 'tnani dungkhor ' inside the &ong. Thh
is b h i c h a &ong nglrtsi and here is these (chortcm). 11is 0ldph010s. Near!,'
hundred
old

Wangdi: This is looking from the north isn't it? Or from the south?

Fig. 25 Design o f Phuntso Pelri in Paro by Kuenga Gyeltsen.
In D.W.Wangchuck. 1997

IBA: I am not quite sure. By stu4ing the plan (seeJig. 29) 1 thozcght this (mani
dungkhor) may have been going (across) here oust to the north of the trtsi).

Ugyen Wangdi: Yes! So what is happening ..is probably this has been dismantled,
because this is a new construction ... that is why it is called the new lhakhang
(Lhakhang Sarp). So probably they dismantled it to place this (Ihakhang).
Did you see the architecture of this one.. and the architecture of .. .go and have a
look in the Hejo village of the mani dungkhor..it is the same..There is a whole lot
of slate carvings on the top of the temple..
IBA: ljust wonder why it was there (in the dzong)?

Dasho: Eight of them..as per the chortens you have eight (different types).
IBA: The eight original.. the eight drflerent ones.. Let me see..(counting)
...thirteen!

Dasho: They must have all been one type.. all.
IBA: In thut book you know; Of Rainbows and Clouds, l found this draw~ing..and
it says this shows Phuntso Pelri in Paro made by Ktrenga Gyeltsen.. See fig. 25.
Dasho & Ugyen talk ... One Phuntso Pelri is in Punakha.

Ugyen Wangdi: Does it say that it still exists or..? Or he just drew it?
IBA: This was dismantled by the Paro Penlop, it says. But to me this u l ~(?f
'

drawing ..it seems very much to be like what you can see in thangkas.

Dasho: In thangkas they would not do this.. .just with a slant ...Normally in
thangkas there is the other perspective ...
IBA: But is this a very unusual way to design things?

Dasho: I have not seen people draw like this.
IBA: (Showing the photo jig. 26.) What is the name of this Ihakhang in Puro? Is
this the place where Zhabdrung stayed in the beginning when he came? 1s this
that very old lhakhang in ~aro?"

Dasho: This is a later Ihakhang.. Oh, it is Tsondu Ihakhang.
IBA: Is it old? Or what?

Dasho: The idea of making this temple was because there was a lot of flooding in
Paro - so this temple was constructed as..
IBA: So it was for the protective deities against the flooding). But again it is a
bit like a toweK..

Dasho: Two floors ...Yes.
IBA: This is an oldphotograph ofHa dzong, and here it look to me thut Ha
dzong looks very much like N'angdicholing palace. (Seefig. 2 7.)

Dasho: It was the same carpenter..Wangdichtiling,Lame Gompa, Ha.. one carpenter.
IBA: The same carpenter?

Dasho: Bzo mi Genden.. is the name of the carpenter.
IBA: But this was built like in the 1930's or somerhing, wasn'r it? ..Became in
that book Karma C/ra wrote about you, Dasho. -you are telling /ha( when You
came there in the /iflies Ha &ong was v e v modern, venl high standard on the
rooms and things like this...so it rrPasquite n m l J think

Dasho: He (Sonam Tobgye) made all these facilities, you know, because he was
exposed to the Kalimpong and Darjeeling side.. so this was like his residence.. SO

Fig. 27 Iia d ~ o n gby A.tlaah. 1950s

he made it vely niodeni. It was all residential... not used for monks or anything
of that sort.
IBA: Well there nlns an ulstj..

Dasho: No monks.
IBA: But at Wangdi Choling, the utsd has no kemur.

Dasho: Wangdi Choling was more residential.. than temples.
IBA: Just U last thing. This is an oldphotogruphfiom Tongsu again. This is rhr
ta d=ong in Tongsa -.from 1931, and here.. ir looks like ir is an bazar up there. 1
went there to take a look, but today it is just grown Cfull oj'weeds). Seef ig. 28.

Dasho: I cannot remember... There was a school there before. There was also a
guesthouse there.
IBA: Because thejp reully hzrilt much wulls here .. but 1 could not see thut

Ugyen Wangdi: But this i s Tongsa.
IBA: Yes, it is Tongsa. You see it is the .scltne...thetu dzong. Kadrinchr (thank
you), Dasho clnd thunks,for jlour- time, Ugyen.

Dasho: Oh, photo, photo..

Fig. 28 P
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Fig. 29 Discussion on developments of the layout plan o f Tashicha dzong based on a drawing by
li.Kaneko. 1995

I noted down the information, and a discussion took place regarding the term
duskhang being another term for kunrey (the monk's assembly hall), which is not
to be confused with dukhang, meaning a demon house, the GGnkhang.
IBA: (Pointing at the north-western corner)..This is the dining hall today, I think.

Tshering Doma: But they made it very narrow, I do not know (why)...And they
had a chorten here ... it was a one-storied chorten here ...
I returned quickly to fig. 27, and asked about the small group of buildings at the
top of the hill behind Ha dzong in the photo:
IBA: This is Ha dzong.. do you know what is up here?

Dasho: Jang de gGrnpa.

I was invited to a family dinner the next day, and said to Dasho 1 hoped he had
not been too tired afier all my questions. Dasho protested strongly. and said it
had been very interesting - for his part we could have talked until the evening..
and we had stopped by three in the afternoon ...

N O -.T-t.S
-

--

I This interview was conducted at his home in Thimphu. with mainly his brother in-law, Ugyen
Wangdi as the interpreter. tlasho's daughter Choki helped translating our initial talk. until Ugyell
Wangdi arrived. In the transcript I have chosen to write what he says in the form of"1" and no1 -'he
says"..as may be heard on the recording. Sometimes llgyen Wangdi joins in with his own opinions
regarding the topics discussed, and he is then quoted individually. l'shering Doma. Dasho's wife also
takes part in the end. On the recording one may also hear the - at times noisy - atmosphere of a typical Bhutanese family; a large household with the grandparents (like Dasho and his wife). their children. grand children and other relatives and friends coming and going.

The interpretations have been checked by Chris Butlers. and he has also supplemented. clarified and
translated the Dzongkha terms several places - referred to in notes as CB.
'See chapter 3.2.1 where this drawing is included. The Senge area has later been close to impossible
to visit for foreigners.
This photo is shown in chapter 3.2.1

'/hob means to attain. CB
S See fig.2. This text is titled "Lhazoyi Debsar Kunplien Nyinia". CB translates this as '.The religious
craAsmen's new book, all-knowing sunlight."
111mandala type

meditations you visualise it layer by layer.

Both Babesa and Sisina are further down in the Thimphu valley

If YOLI listen to the tape, you will hear that I apply the ususal Norwegian trrnis for the tloors..ground
floor being first floor etc. But I showed him a sketch o f a section while talking - so Ihave thus
corrected my English in this text. What I nieant was perfectly clear to him.
Kubera is Sanskrit for 'Namsey'which again is shortage for 'Nampar-Nalnzey ' (rnatnpor snong
nrdzod);the nanie in Choke for Vairocana. See the glossary; names o f deities and spirits.
10

-The dharmapalas rngonpo or gonpo, are protective deities o f specific places. 'Their shrine is

termed Gbnkhang. Shelging Karpo is the protector in Kurjey. Bumthang. Ging is a 'spirit' demon=
a protector. CB
' l M y understanding o f this is that by moving the protective deities a bit aside. one avoids putting
them physically above the other statues.
12.

rhere is a statue o f Chenresig (Avalokiteshvara) in this lhakhang ref. the sketch lig.8. while Ja~iipa
(Maitreya) was the main deity. I
I3

Pelden Lhamo (Shri Devi), a wrathful protcctor. Across the border termed the divine prolectress of
Tibet.
" There were three niches along one o f the walls (possibly the southern wall) containing the
GOnkIiangs.
IS

Wong - dbang = power/blessings. CB

Ih

See chapter 4.2.3, case Tashichil dzong.

17

Ugyen Wangdi and 'Tshering Doma grew up here as their late father was the Zinipon of Tashicho
dzong.
I8

White writes that this i s the summer residence of Sir llgyen Wangchuck's sister at Sangach()lillg
situated four miles north o f Byagha. White. 1914:447

I9One photo i s included in the 1st interview.

When Zhabdrung came to Paro in approx. 1616, he stayed in an "...old temple of his school. 'Dmg
chos-sdings, next to the ancient market, the largest in western Bhulan." Aris, 1979:212
j0

implying something like: During the 3rd king's time many people came to Thimphu and one
needed office facilities.

b bout forty years ago.

3rd interview with Shingkhar Lam
I N TIIIMPI-IU 1 2 . 0 7 . 2 0 0 1 1

This interview followed up our earlier talks on the traditional architecture. It
also focused on the new booklet Truditior~ulArchiteclure Guidelines (TAG)
published by the Department of Urban Development and Housing. This had just
been released from the department the week before, and Dasho had not yet seen
it. Page-numbers refers to TAG, and all illustrations except our own sketches and
writing are from this book.
Our previous talk included some information about the thobthang; the general
code of architectural properties and hierarchical entitlements. TAG is an attempt
to develop contemporary thoprhung guidelines, and this booklet was thus a
useful reference for a further in-depth discussion on these issues. We also
followed up on issues relating to the thigtshed; the norms of good proportions
and measurements.
First 1 asked him about pillars', and if there are some rules regarding the amount
of pillars required or preferred.
IBA: So what you say about the pillars is that there should never be like one,
three,five seven, nine - never.

Dasho: No, no.
IBA: And you told about a new lhakhung down in the Lungtenphug monasrer), they have built the lhakhang with three - sum - kachens, and this is not good.

Dasho: Sum, no, not good.
IBA: It is inauspicious..

Dasho: The carpenter - the officer in charge - put three kuchens.
IBA: And this is un army monustery?

Dasho: Yes, army monastery.
IBA: l see.

(We laugh.)
We looked up in TAG p.5 presenting what they term a jamthog roof - illustratioll
1.2.2a:

Dasho comments: No, this is not ajamthog, this is a drunyim roof.'
IBA: Dranyim, I see, a double roof But in Shar - in Wangdi - [he roofs are like
/his fig. 1.2.2b)- with two layers only on one side ofthe building.

Dasho: ..other side no roof...

Dasho: Yes.
IBA; At Pmgri Zuapcr it is the sanr~.fi@t%re*
Dasho: At the time of hk late Majesty ..I am (doing astrology). tsi'
Majesty ordered ..is'si

- his

JBA; Like this?
Dash~:Yes, I am doing ..fsi
!BA :Bzrt muqy times yap havs U strucmre like this., f/ draw..) T ' m the ptpp~r
purr w ~ d be
d in the cebole~

Das-ha:Oh, yes.. a good one. Tl-tesenew constructions at TashichS dzmg, I was
doing.

Dasho: And at that time the ~l~se!..is other side ..rsi .. tsi
fBAr 0 t h side?
Dbsho: Yes,and His Majesty,. and rsi And then ws did .. pasifirsn

Rasho: No, HQ, not changed

Dasha: No, no ..csi

IBA: So then you know, this is why. But before, Dmho, with these thobthang
rules. How was it with these lunggo roofis?

Dasho: Lung-go..? No. New name.
IBA: I see, so you do not know this name lung-go. This is a new name.. What
wouldyou call this type of roop See photo l .a fiom TAG below of a 'lunggo'

roof:

Dasho: This is the jabzhi.
IBA: No..because it is..

Dash0 corrects himself quickly: No, no, this is thejamthog roof.
IBA: But chunku .. a small one

hsho: Yes, a small one. (We turn to photo 1.1.3. See next page.) This is the
chenkhep.
IBA: The chenkhep is sticking our on the side. (Being a sub-rwjprotecting the
gable ends). And it has a big jamrhog..

Dasho: No, this is not a jamthog. This is the dranyim.
IBA: This is the dranyim. So thejmrhog is always short or smaller (than the
main roofl ?

Dasho: Yes, this is the &anyim.

me same house has a veranda sticking out on the second floor. Pointing fhis I irk;

IBA: An J this verundu.. Do you hme U special numr for fhis?

Dasho: ..sfengo
IBA: fengo.. a normal verunda. May you write this in Dzongkha.?

Dasho: Yes. (writes)..

IBA: And all people may have fhis?

Dasho: Yes.
IBA: Yes, no problem?

Dasho: N o p r ~ b l e r n . ~
We turn to photo 1.2.1. This shows the utse o f Tashicho dzong with a triple
layered roof. (See above)
Dasho pointing at the upper roof: This is the jabzhi. (Pointing at the layer below)
This is the jamrhog. Jubzhi and jamrhog.
IBA: Thejabzhi muy only be on lhukhangs, ~nonusreriwand dzongs:'

Dasho: Yes.

IBA: People .. the royal family - muy they have a jubzhi?
Dasho: ..ok with the royal family..
IBA: It is OK on a palace ..like Wangdi Choling..
Dasho: Yes.
IBA: And a janithog? Who could have this (type ofroofl P

While we talk we also look at the photo 1.2.2a (see above), and Dasho repeats..
Dasho: This is not a jamthog. This is the dranyim.
IBA: Who could have a roof like this hanyirn?

Dasho: Everybody.
IBA: Everybody could have a dranyim. Butjamthog, who could have this.?

Dasho: Jamthog. No. Not everybody. Today all may have jamthog.
IBA: But before it was not like this.. Who:?The royaljamily?

Dasho: The royal family, the monasteries .. big lamas may have jamrhog.
IBA: And the ch+ fami~ies?~

Dasho: Yes, they may have jumthog. ChojL and Lam. For big. big people this is
OK. Others may not have this. But this was before, now all ..today there are no
rules, but dranyim is OK for all.
IBA: What about the gup in a village? Could he hmle a jamthog?

Dasho: Yes.
We turn to photo 1.2.3b with what TAG terms a 'lung-go' roof - see next page.
As said before is lungg.u a new name for Dasho as this is the type of roof which
he calls ajan~thog The photo shows a very small jamthog

Dasho comments: This one is not good..
IBA:.. not good proportions .. very bad proportions?
Dasho: Oh, yes, yes. Bad proportions.
IBA: So the thigrshed is not good.
Dasho: Yes, yes.
IBA: And this is the jamthog and here they call it the lunggo rooj.
Dasho: Lunggo..lunggo..no. Oh .. lung sgo..
IBA: The roof..like a door for the wind....
Dasho: Oh, yes lung sgo. But no..to call the jamthog for lunggo. That is a new
name.
IBA pointing at the drawingjig. 1 . 2 . 3 ~(see below): Because rhis is fhcjamthog...
Dasho: Yes this is a jamthog. (Referring to the drawing, he comments:)This

jumthog is OK. The size and these.., but (pointing at the gap between the main

roof and the jamthog above) ..this is too small. Should have been a bit bigger.
IBA pointing at photo l .2.3b on the previous page (see above): Bur is rhis O K ?

Dasho: No, no. Small. This is a little bit too small.
IBA: This is the Zangtopelri lhakhang above Taktsang. (Then referring to TAG
page 7 with two photos of drflerent serthog solutions.) These are the serthogs
which are to be only on dzongs, ro-yal..

Dasho pointing at photo 1.3.l a (see below) showing the roofs of the
Changlingmithang Royal Pavilion: This is wrong.

IBA: This is ~ ) r o n g ?

Dasho: Yes, this is wrong. A srrthog should be on top of ajabzhi (like in photo
1.3.l b see below). Many puts a serthog on top of a jamthog, but this is not good
- (not correct).
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and the chu srin ..the water spirit ..actually it is a crocodile.
IBA: It is

(I

crocodile. Not a dragon.?

Dasho: No, no. But it looks similar to the dragon.
IBA: How do you wrife this in Dzongkha.

Dasho: Chu is water. Srinpo is a ' ~ p i r i t ' . ~
IBA: So where do you use this one, and where fhe garuda?

Dasho: So if there i s a triple layered roof, the bottom one will have the garuda,
the middle one will have chu srin, and the top one will have the chunjupatra.
IBA: How do you wrife this chunju patra? Patra means pat fern?

Dasho: Patra is actually sculpture. And the name means the 'water-drainagesc~lpture'.~
Ugyen Tshering: And I am asking why the other two shapes do not have the same
name, because they also have arrangements for the water to go down. Actually
the top one i s the simplest one.
IBA: Why do fhey put the most simple one on the fop? Wotrldn't it rather he the
other way around?

Dasho: There i s no right and wrong exactly..
IBA: 1 thought thaf the top was always the most important in the hierarchy..

Ugyen Tshering: I was also explaining that.
Dasho: It is because it will flash too much..
IBA: Because up here on the top there is so much other dccorutions ulso?
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Ugyen Tshering: But they should rather build another building somewhere..
IBA: Yes. l think that would be much better..

Dasho: They can easily make something really solid somewhere else..
IBA: This is what l think is happening in the society now also..religion is
becoming less..

Ugyen Tshering: ..getting overshadowed..
IBA: But when it comes to the thobthang.. is rhere also some rules for thobthang
in relation to the kachens - the pillars?

Dasho: In a normal village house they normally put two pillars. ..a few..
IBA: W2.11, you said there should never be three.. it should be like two -four -...

Dasho: Yes, you have to have them pairs. If you do not have a pair it is
inauspicious. A superstitious belief is that if you don't have pairs you will lose
a member in your family every year to the kachen. Because it does not have a
partner. So they are always in pairs..two..four..six..twelve.. twentyfour..
Ugyen Tshering: Down in the Lungtenphug Lhakhang they did not know, and
they made it with three kachens.
IBA: Yes. I heard this. It is very bud in a Ihakhung. Bur.. l remember Dasho
Kurrnu Gclay said to me once .. in some houses you have a verandah in.fronr
with some kachens, you k n o ~ ! . t o
make the building look impressive, I think. And
then Dasho said that; "Kuchens down are v e v expensive ~rp." Because if)lou
have kachens down here ..it also means that ))OM may have ro have u.jumthog or
cornices up on the roof

Dasho: There is no thobthang rule for that, but if you t ~ to
y make the house look
impressive and grand with many kacher~sin front ..it will look unbalanced if YOU
don't have a jamthog up on the roof. So may be that is why.
IBA: Yes, because he said that "ktrchens down are expensille up. "

Dasho: It will not be balanced if it is grand downstairs and nothing is up.
IBA: So this is the thigrshed .. the proportiom .

Dasho: Yes. It will not be balanced.
IBA: But fyou huve a rectungular building ..you muy huve like 4 or 6 kuchtms..
but would you have like 8? Is 8 OK.?

Ugyen Tshering: Kachens inside a building?
lBd4:.. or when wouldyou start to make U larger square ..what is a nice
proportion?

Dasho: There is no rules.. it depends on the space you have available. The land
and how big you want to make it.
IBA: But according to the thigtshed, you know, would it be nice with a v q l long
and narrow building - like this (drawing the sketches below)

Dasho draws a sketch (below), and says: This is supposed to be the most

beautiful shape.
IBA: A square with.four pillars..

Dasho: K m A ; da tmhi dhung g&. Four pillars and eight dhung (beams) is g&.

IBA: But how do ?IOU c-oirnt;'

Dasho: You do not count the tour dhungs inside.
(Ugyen Tshering's little son has broken a toy and comes crying to his
mother..and is being comforted)
lB.4: Mujl.you pleuse wlrite (his clown.'' ,4nd this is v e v t bruiitiful?

Dasho: Oh yes indeed. It is supposed to be the most harmonious shape.
IBA: But ifyou have more storeys... This shape rr~otrldb e j o r how many stories:'

Dasho: For one or two stories. This is the ideal mandala pattern.
I t was the end o f the tape, and we continued talking for a while without
recording. From this I include Dasho's sketch below and writing in dzongkha of

the terms related to these window frames.
The shape o f a window opening (above left) is called sheep or goat. In dzongkha

it is written:
The shape to the right is called the chrrn.jtr pur1.a - the 'water-going-shape'; the
same name as the sculptures on the,jcrhzhis (ref. above).
These two shapes for window openings are both more elaborate than the usual
cusp, and according to the (hobthung these were only used in special buildings as
dzongs, ~iionasteriesand palaces. Today they are often called the 'royal cusps'.
Dasho said that the c l i u n , j u p ~ ~ ( rwas
t r o ~ i l yto be used on buildings with a
serthog.

NOTES
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3. lalerviews with Khenpo Plluntsllok Taslli
PROFILE
Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi is about forty years old and originally from Bartsham
near Tashigang in eastern Bhutan. He is a Nyingmapa monk, and a scholar with
the doctoral degree of Khenpo. He studied for this degree in India, where he
spent more than a decade at various Buddhist institutes of higher studies. He
knows ChlikC, Dzongkha, Sanskrit as well as English. For some years now he
has been the only monk scholar employed by the government as a researcher. As
such he is an indispensable intermediary between 'two worlds', and his friendly
and scholarly support has been important for this thesis.
He is employed by the National Commission for Cultural Affairs. First as a
Senior Researcher at the National Library in Thimphu, and now at the National
Museum in Paro.
He has published a manual on how to build chortens, and one on the Zorig
Chusurn 'the 13 arts of making' will soon be released. Together with Lopon
Pemala, Tshewang Padma, Chris Butters and Sig~nundKvalq Sztereng
he contributed in The Treasure Revealer of Bhutan. Pemalingpa, the Terma
Tradition and its Critics ( 1 995). Together with Chris Butters he has translated
several texts utilized in this thesis.
He participated in and was also subsequently in charge of editing the proceedings
of the colloquia on Bhutanese history and culture which have taken place in
recent years.

1st interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi
TtiIMPtIU 2 4 . 0 1 . 1098

The purpose of this interview was to focus on the namthar of Phajo Drugom
Zhigpo' and what is written here regarding dzongs. According to our present
knowledge, this namthar is the first written source where the term rdzong is used.
That's the reason why I had asked Khenpo to go through and translate parts
of this namthar for me, and I thank him very much for doing this. All readings
throughout the interview are thus from this namthar.'
Khenpo: I found references to the word dzong on pages 17,20,23, 38,40. All
these places actually, but only (references to)j the word. It is not talking about
what the (term) dzong (means) as such. It talks about how Phajo Drugom Zhigpo
occupied... how he got that dzong... the four dzongs owned by himself; who
predicted (he would get these dzongs), and where the four dzongs are. So 1 am
only giving the picture. We will first go to this page..no. 17.
IBA: Firsfly, this namthar is from appr0.r. which period of' time?

Khenpo: I was thinking about that also. I thought this na~ntharis from the 13th
century, but when I read about the lineage (of reincarnations of Phajo Drugom
Zhigpo)..it is giving names of the lineage from later than that (time) also. There
is no doubt that the origin of this namthar is from the 13th century, no doubt, but
somebody compiled (it) later..based on this (the 13th century manuscript)..most
of it they copied..transcribed. .and did some edi ting4 ...anyhow...this is (from) the
13th. century.
IBA: But when was rhis version wrilteti ~ o M V I ?

Khenpo: That 1 can't find out, because there is nothing written in here ...it is very
difficult..nothing.. no year. But I have heard that this is from the 13th century.
But when I read also..he says..(on) last page ....that Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's
biography was dictated by Phajo Drugom Zhigpo himself to his son Dampa' ..it
is said like that here. So this only I found.
IBA: Was he the jbunder of C'h~1n.gGunkha.'

Khenpo: (Another son) Sras Nyima founded Chang Gangkha..., Danipa (founded) something in par^.^
To page 17' : The first place the word dzong is coming up is here. The first time

Phajo Drugom Zhigpo visited Bhutan, he came from Tibet to Laya Lingzhi...to
the Jumolhari..where is the Jumolhari?

IBA: This is at the Paro side...towards C'humbi valley.
Khenpo: I am confused. It is talking about from Gasa and the goddesses of
Jumolhari...y ou know..Jomo is the goddess ..the owner of that mountain. She
came to invite him, and he said: "Oh, you are coming to our village...very
good." So actually Phajo Drugom Zhigpo was near to Jumolhari. And he was so
poor. He wanted to ask for some shelter for the night ...And then there was one
lama...(This was on the first time he came to Bhutan).. the lama was praying
for the dead. So then he asked; "Can 1 stay today.." ,and like that.. And then the
Lama said; "no, no, because" ...and then "OK, you can stay, but we have to do
something..our own prayer..we are very busy." So that shows that they did not
have the time to receive him well. So they ignored him a bit. But that night, he
had a dream, that Bhutanese Lama, now there are white rays that fill the whole
valley..in the dream ...and there are the four arms of Avalokiteshvara (Chenresig)..
coming from Tibet and asking for shelter and staying. Then when he woke up
(the Lama said to Phajo Drugom Zhigpo); "Oh, I thought you were just a beggar,
a gypsy, running here and there, (but) in my dream you were the emanation of
the God of Compassion ...so, sorry, yesterday I did something wrong to you (by
not receiving you properly) ...
IBA: ..I have to take better care of.kpou.

Khenpo: Yes,..so he offered one buffalo..and like that..
IBA: And this is written there?

Khenpo: Yes. So this is how he is going to meet the first dzong.. this first dzong
in Bhutan in this area ..800 year old.
IBA: In the Lqja Lingshi or Jumolhari area:?

Khenpo: Jumolhari area...And then at that time..the next day.. I got very good
idea here ..we call Ngalong,' ..by reading books you get knowledge. Today I
got another reference very good.. They said.. Ngon lung here ...Here we call it
Sharchop..here we call it Ngalung. Ngo, is before, and lung is a valley. Phajo
h g o m Zhigpo say here that when he visited Bhutan the tint time he was
received firstly by the Jumolhari goddesses...And he asked: "who are YOU?"
And she said; "l am the most powerful in this valley...as I am the owner of the
Jumolhari mountain.. my name is Jomo. You are not a human being. ~hysically

you are, but mentally you are Avalokiteshvara...so that's why I want to invite
you ..." And so the name of the valley derived from Nga-lung. Nga means first,
so this means the first valley where he was received. So, I think, this is how (the
term) ngalong slowly, spread everywhere.
IBA: Thejirst ureu..

Khenpo: Yes, on page 32..the second line it is coming.. He had to stay there one
more night. Then Phajo Drugom Zhigpo had his own dream.. with predictions
regarding his future in Bhutan.. Then one white lady had a dream, and now she
is telling (in the dream); "Now, there are four dzongs you will have in the future,
but this place has a dzong." So there she is using for the first time the word
dzong. He never knew from before the word dzong."
IBA: But this was a white woman he met ..not Guru Rimpochi?

Khenpo: He met Guru Rimpoche later, at Taktsang.
IBA: Who could this white woman have been? 1s thnf a ~ ~ h iTura,
l e or..?

Khenpo: (reading).. nothing is written about that.
IBA: But then - how does he use this word dzong ..in whuf ~neaning?Is this U
retreat? She says; "Youwill have four dzongs. " Is this.four refreuts .,four caves?

Khenpo: Hmmm..Actually it says; " four caves, four dzongs and four rocks".
This is on page 33 ..in the third line, but on page 32 she came to use the word
dzong for the tirst time.
IBA: But they don'f explain whut /he dzor~gis?

Khenpo: They don't explain. But there are four dzo~igs,four caves; She is not
telling about the four caves. There is a dzong, called ... There are four dzongs, but
one dzong is there... she pointed like that ... So then, when he woke up he knew
that this is one dzong (one of the dzongs) ...he was a little bit confused ..only that
she said, but then; "four dzongs you will have, but this is one of the dzongs (which
will) belong to you in the future." Then she disappeared. So that dzong is ...
IBA:..in the Ngalung area..P

Khenpo: ..in the Jumolhari area.. where all this belonged to maybe.. The lialne
of this dzong is Jago dzong."'

IBA: What clues Jagu mean'
Khenpo: Bya means eagle, bya is bird actually - rgod means eagle..or vulture.
I think actually they are having dzong ..like Senge Dzong,..Taktsang Senge
Samdrup Dzong, ..they are having words for dzong like that. In sanskrit also
they say that dzong is a 'durga'.
IBA: That's a retreat?
Khenpo: Actually, no..'undestroyable'. The meaning of dzong is
undestroyable ...it is a very solid one, you see... So later on that dzong was called
Jag6 dzong. It was the first he came to know. At that time he can't understand
this about "the four dzongs..", and like that. Then he was on his way. That is all
about the details about "four dzongsW..thenames and where it is..everything...
Then he had a full dream ..no, not dreams - he had real visions, early in the
morning about Guru Rimpochd ..all telling (about) the place ..where it is.

IBA: And what does he say ..where are the places?
Khenpo: (reading)" ...Taktsang Senge Samdrup dzongW..againnow... at Taktsang
-the Tiger's nest,..he stayed there one month. So early one morning, a small boy,
having a crystal eaning, and on top of his cap he has a feather.. Then the boy
came to him, and was telling him that; "You will have four dzongs, four rocks,
four caves." So this is what he said. Then the first dzong is Samdrup dzong. he
said. Taktsang Senge Samdrup Dzong. Samdrup is the name of the..
IBA: So not rhe Jag* dzong..the eagle dzong..j~ou
said hat was the-firstone..?

Khenpo: No, in the text he is saying that this was the first dzong, you see. but
then ...
IBA. :So this is later in the text..?

Khenp~:Yes, because she says to him that you will have four dzongs, ..but one
dzong is there ..you look at it there, ..but then it disappemd and he is confused:
"...one dzong is there ..it belongs to me?'He is just confused. ..But now GUN
Rimpoche (in the form of the boy) is telling him in detail about the four dzongs.
So then he says; "There are four dzongs..the tint one is Taktsang Senge Smdrup
Dzong." Taktsang is the name of that rock, and Senge is the name of the local
god. Senge Samdrup; - it is a male, not a female god, and he was subdued by
Guru Rirnpochd. So Guru Rimpochk is telling that this dzong is for YOU. l l ~ e n
Tango ChOying dzong."

IBA: Where is thul?

Khenpo: This is above Tango. Next third is ..Lingzhi Jag6 dzong ..now coming,
you see..
IBA: So he is coming buck to thcrt one?

Khenpo: Yes, Guru RimpochC is giving the details. That boy is Guru RimpochC.
Then the fourth; Yartse Thuwo dzong." I could not find out about that one
..where it is. Yartse..it looks as if this may be somewhere in the borderlands
between Tibet and Bhutan - to my knowledge.
IBA: What does Yartse mean?

Khenpo: Yartse Thuwo dzong. It is the name of the place.
IBA: Yes, but does the word mean something?

Khenpo: Yes, of course.. Taktsang is the Tiger's nest - sen ge is lion. bsuni
- sgrub is fullfill - rdzong is undestroyable. The meaning is there actually.
Then ru'zong mgo is the top of the dzong. chos is religion.. the dharma. dbyings
is...entity, emptiness or something like that. 1,ingzhi ... gling is you know - eden
or garden - gling bzhi means four gardens. That is the meaning, but it is the name
of a place. Like Thimphu.. (him is you sink - phug is a cave. Who sink? The
dharma protector of this Thimphu valley ..he appears in his form - then one lama
says; "You are the local god of this place. What are you doing?" He replies;
"No, I went to help you, because you are the great lama." So, OK, then. And
then he went on telling his life story, and he disappeared in a rock. So thin1 phlig
(means) he sank into a rock.
IBA: And this is the god who is subdued in the rock zip at Dechenphug?

Khenpo: Yes, that's it. So that's the meaning of the name. Then Yartse ..jperis
up, rtse is a top (summit). So I think Yartse is maybe on the hill - maybe above
the border of Bhutan. Thuwo.. mther bo means very strong. So this is the four
dzongs. So.. this is my interpretation ..my opinion ..why he said special dzong?
Then I am thinking ..because dzong is mainly .. the evil spirits before ..they were
staying there ...because this is very solid ...nobody can destroy.. It is occupied
by them, you see -..like a very strong rock ..a solid rock ...whatever dzong
..whatever the meaning is..
And then Guru Rimpoche also refers to that ..because it is undestroyable ..very
solid. This is very powerful. If l can really teach the lesson to this evil spirit,

he will be converted into Buddhism in a good way. Then he will be a powerfil
man. He can help lots. So that's why he thought... may be like the administration
at present .. like working with papers and all those things - ruling - no spiritual
(dimension). So that's why Guru Rimpochd purposely visited (places) like Jag6
dzong ..the vulture dzong.. Senge Samdrup ..then the Yartse Thuwo Dzong
...mther bo is you know a very powerful and mighty dzong..and Dzong-go
Chiiying dzong ..is a very ..to get something, you are...
So all these things.. - Guru Rimpochd (when he did something like that) he said
to Phajo Drugom Zhigpo: "You are not a monk, you are a lay priest. So you will
have to rule or govern the country." At that time there were no kings. Not even
regents. Only local chieftains.. you know. Thimphu was a small village.
IBA: So you mean he wanted to take the power from the evils, and convert their
strongholds into his own?13

Khenpo: Yes, he already did before Guru Rirnpochd himself also..(in earlier
times..800). So now (he said to Phajo Drugom Zhigpo) "You are the right person..to
continue this. They will listen to you, because I already thought a lesson to them. So
now you must continue the four dzongs. If you stay at the four dzongs everywhere...
automatically you can govern the country.. You can really rule the country." That
is what Guru RimpochC meant.. in my opinion. I think I am 80 to 90 right about
this. Nobody can explain exactly, but in my opinion, I think this is right.
Then because the continuation... (there are also) four rocks and four caves ..he
is telling. So then don't stick your mind only to your ruling and you be a good
friend ..and teacher of evil spirits.. They are not any more your spirits, because I
already converted into.. you know, because there were before dzong you see ..the
owner of the dzong, you know.
IBA: You also need the clfls and the caves...

Khenpo: Yes, you also need them to develop your spiritual (dimensions)..yes, I
think so. Because Thugje drak became a place of pilgrimage.. The dzong became
a site of a .. something, ..it is not pilgrimage. Except Senge dzong.. Taktsang
Samdrup dzong, because what we think is that this big Guru RimphC visited
(that place). That's why we made it holy.
IBA: But this may be a laier interpretation. Because like a/ Zhhohdrung 'S rime,
when they started to make these administrative strongholdr ofthe heongs. T h a
was maybe Zhabdrung 'S invention.

Khenpo: Yes, Zhabdrung's time .. Ile got the idea. The meaning is undestroyable
anyhow. He was the superman. He was destroyed by nobody. He was the hero at

that time. Twelve tinies they attacked from Tibet, but he managed, you see.
IBA: Zhahdrung, oh ..yes..

Khenpo: So like that ..he wants to put these dzongs ..why he established them?
IB,4: But it is very interesting (to know) if Phajo Drugom Zhigpo ucttrull~)
had
these dongs built. Doyotr fhink he uctually built something, or was fhis like an
establishment qf these retreats?

Khenpo: Yes, he built, of course. Somewhere he built..
IBA: What did he build.?

Khenpo: Somewhere I think ...(reading)..So when he said for example..Tango
Choying dzong.. when you go up to Tango Choying dzong there are ruins. But
dzong meaning.. ..build means - ..not like a whole, solid one.. Already there is a
rock.. he met like an entrance nicely protected from the wind. Definitely he built,
because.. 1 am giving the example of Tango Choying dzong. I say.. all dzong he
built.
IBA: Bzrt what do you think he built?

Khenpo: He built a dzong. How he built? Because like a dzong... There was
already solid rock ..or (a) solid place ..stable, you know. Because I saw Tango
Choying dzong and where Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's wife stayed.
IBA: It us much higher zrp than today's Tango monuster)z..

Khenpo: Yes, much higher up.. a two hours walk. It took me two hours.
IBA: And there was not onlj! U clif and a cuve? It kvus also some..

Khenpo: There was a big rock. At present they are having a small house ...a
small monastery. But before - ..my opinion is that they were having small like
that only, ..but then definitely, when he stayed one month, two months ..maybe
one year ..he stayed sometimes ..six months ..so definitely ..he can't stay like this
in the open ..so he knew that, and he already built something.. And at that time
many Lama Kha Ngas'hattacked him. But while he was staying in that rock, and
meditating ..whatever he does.. He won! Nobody can destroy him.
IBA: ..he was strong..

Khenpo: So this was a good, auspicious (place) where he stayed. Becauw he was
not destroyed. He was not defeated by.. So that's why, ZhaWrung, I think. got
the idea.
IBA: Yes.. But the caves werefor retreat. What was the purpose of the cl~flg?

Khenpo: No, we did not finish.. So then he said.. now you must write down
(the names of the) four rocks. First; Gom drak. Second; Thugje drak. Third;
Tsechu drak. Fourth: Dechen drak. The rock of Gom drak is in Paro... sgom
means meditation, brag is rock; Meditation rock. Then Thugje drak. Thugje is
Avalokiteshvara.
IBA: And where was that?

Khenpo: Here.. at Phajoding. This is well known. Thugie drak. Then third i s
Tsechu drak.
Tsechu is long life.. the dripping of the holy spring. I have seen that now. This is
at Punakha.. tshe is life, chu is water - the life of the spring falling down. Then
Dechen drak - the rock of blissfulness.
IBA: And that is where?

Khenpo: I do not know exactly where. Because many they are telling (their versions). Now the four caves.
IBA: No, .first a bit more about the ell's ..the rocks. You think the main purpose
ojthese were the mediration?

Khenpo: Yes.
IBA: And what kind? You have this kind of meditation where you look ar rhe
landscape? W h j ~this meditation in (he complete open? Because on a rock ..on a
drak, you are very exposed

Khenpo: Because for example Thugje drak at Phajoding ..the rock is having like
that ..cannot stay...
IBA: By itself

Khenpo: By itself.. The rock is like that, you see." But maybe he stayed near by
somewhere, you see.. He stayed, ..because he already (had) four rocks. So then
Thugje drak is the second one. So he was doing (meditation) there. you know

..by chance or by coincidence - so he was meditating about Avalokiteshvara. His
retreat was like that. He was doing retreat, you know. He was on retreat about
Avalokiteshvara. So then he found ..nothing ..no water to drink at that time. So
then he just came out (of the place). Then.. "if I am really doing something of
benefit for others through my Avalokiteshvara.. Something (will) happen ..for
witness ..or something ..to see." So he just stamped his walking stick. Still (there
is) water. One can see. So after that he had a vision also o f Avalokiteshvara
..from that rock. So then the rock was named after that Thugje drak. But before
that ..only rock.
IBA: Bltt like at Tango - the

Tcr ..the cl#.'

The retreut ..the cuve is under this cliJj:

Khenpo: Yes.
IBA: Is this the same at Phajoding?

Khenpo: At Phajoding it i s not under the cliff.. Having (it) like that.. (you) cannot
stay. It i s open. But then the Tango also will come. Like Corn drak, Thugje drak
..meditation, and all this.. Like at Tsechu drak you cannot stay, and all the time
the holy spring i s coming down.
IBA: Where in Punakha is !his?

Khenpo: Ithink, a few hours ..one hour, you have to drive - exactly one hour.
IBA: Which side?

Khenpo: Punakha side.. M OChu side. On the hospital side ..up up.. you have to
tbllow ..on the way to Gasa.
So the Dechen drak ... then the phug (the four caves). So you see these are the
main.. Guru Rimpoche when he said; "You will become the more or less ruler of
this country." Like a king, ..because he said once later on "I am a king."I6
IBA: He ttsed [he word Gyel.?

Khenpo: Yes, he used the word Gyel-po; "I am Gyel-po", he said. Then the other
lamas envied him. He said; "You are beggars and you are very bad preachers.
Sometimes you say I am king. Sometimes you say I am a good teacher... What
you are, ..who are you? We don't want you to stay in Bhutan. We are Bhutanese
and you come from Tibet." So they are talking like that.
IBA: Btrl there is a cleur distinc/ion bemeen u lanlu und U king? A king is a ruler.

Khenpo: Yes.
IBA: ..and a Lamu is

U

spirifual. ..one.

Khenpo: But he was two in one.
IBA: Like Zhabdrung - he was like 'two in one'?

Khenpo: Yes, so there are many good stories.. When he was staying in the Tango
dzong - then he said; "Now you have to leave.." I heard that ..first. I thought
you were a very good monk in a very simple way ..a simple monk and simple
lay priest. We heard the Lama Lhapa and Lama Nenyingpa17 ...earlier - the
late eleventh century, beginning of twelfth century. They were already here the
Kathogpa and all these. They envied him very much. Because the Kathogpa they
occupied.. They were the regents. They were the teachers. They were the lamas
in the Paro valley. They ordered; "You must bring the rice.. this much we want.."
So they were more or less the lama or regent. And here the Do Ngon dzong ..here
in Dechenphug.
IBA: They also called this a akong?

Khenpo: Yes, Do Ngon dzong.
IBA: Dechenphug?

Khenpo: No, no. not Dechenphug..the monastery here on the ridge.
IBA: Oh, I see

Khenpo: The monastic school. They call Do Ngon dzong. It was before Lama
Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's. So rdo is stone, rngon is blueL8.. dzong is that rock ,or
..it is a dzong.
So they said; "We are the local chieftans or local regents of this valley ..SO
Phajo Drugom Zhigpo," they said, "you are doing something wmng. We have
heard that you are having a wife..and now a child. We heard you had a daughter
once.." Like that. So all these places you, know. Thimphu. Paro - they are
having five great lamas, and they are ruling. So they all joined (together) and
they sent three messengers to him to tell; "Please leave the county, it belongs
to US. You are the newcomer. If you do well, if you listen to our order, then you
can become a good citizen of here. But you are doing something wrong. So You
must leave the country." So the three messengers came to Tango hong. He was
Staying in Tango dzong. Then he said.."Because I am staying (like) a king in the

palace.. in the dzong, being undestroyable - so I am a king." So that time he was
telling like that. If you talk in the administrative way (which they were doing
to him) ..so I am the king. They are then not the king. If he already say about
himself that 1 am the king ..there will not be like two kings in one country.
IBA: So he was the first one of the Kagyud order comingfrom Tibet?

Khenpo: He developed it further. There were somebody from before. He mentions a name ..Shangpa Kagyud sect, - it was already there.
IBA: But he was the.firsr one who became powerful?

Khenpo: Powerful, yes.
IBA: So the word &ong follows the K a ~ u order
d
in a way?

Khenpo: No, Guru Rimpoche.
IBA: He is using the word dzong?

Khenpo: Yes, he already used (the word). In the ninth century he already said to
Yeshey Tshogyal, his consort;"Let's go to Kurtoe Senge dzong", he said.'" But
anyhow..dzong is undestroyable ..cannot destroy. So this way they realized that
dzong is very meaningful, -in Sanskrit also durga - in Tibetan also dzong.
IBA: This where Gzrru Ritnpoche' is telling his consort Khandro YesheyTshogval..
Where is this written'

Khenpo: Many, many places. Everywhere. This is very well known ..Senge
dzong ..then second is Taktsang.
IBA: I was jzist wondering where in the scriptures the word is used?

Khenpo: You can get it from Phurba ..many places.
IBA: I was thinking historically ..what time did they start to use this word:'

Khenpo: Many you will find in the history of the dagger ( phttr pa). Senge dzong

- it will come quite often. So for a long time they have used (this word). But how
they used that (word) dzong ..because this is the vely undestroyable.
IBA: But still thql do not rqfhr to Senge dzong as one of the places in the

namfhar ofPhajo Drugom Zhigpo.
Khenpo: No, only the four dzongs.
IBA: Maybe because they thought of that (Senge) as a part of Tibet?

Khenpo: No that is a part of Bhutan.
IBA: Yes, l know, today. but in those days maybe f h q were thinking more uv

i/.

this was Tibet ..or border area..
Khenpo: No, I do not think so, that Guru RimpochC will have like that ..He will
not think about that.
IBA: Of course, this was before you were thinking about nationalities like that.

Khenpo: I do not think Guru RimpochC thought that it belonged to (any particular country) ..like that. But anyhow, at that time of Guru Rimpochd, they used to
call it Mon.
IBA: Mon Yul..

Khenpo: Yes, M6n Yul. Because when we talk about the history of the dagger
..when you read Senge Dzong ..he was telling to his consort; "Now, I am going
to leave for a place, but you must visit the Mon-Yul Senge dzong." It is not saying in 'Tibet'.
IBA: OK

Khenpo: So, that's why maybe.. So then she said; "J need my friend, some
helper. I have to take my father," she said. "No, your father cannot go along.
Your father is not allowed to go. Because there will be obstacles for his life on
the way. So, the father cannot go," he said, "you must go alone."
IBA: Yeshey TShog)~al?

Khenpo: Yes, Yeshey Tshogyal. ..Then; "Father had to go," he said. And then on
the way he had problems ..so Guru RimpochC had to come to help her.
So at that time ..it was far away from there.. So when you talk about dzong. it is
already mentioned there. But how Zhabdrung Nawang Namgyal ..in what way
he thought to put the dzongs -..this is very interesting to know. And why he ..in
my opinion, I am thinking that, ..because dzong is. you know ..undestmyable,

like that. There are two reincarnate candidates in Tibet. He was expelled ..he was
dismissed...
IBA: / know the story, yes.

Khenpo: So, then he changed everything here, you know.
IBA: But Phujo Drugont Zhigpo also came from Tibet, and he used this ~1or.d
d-ong. So in Tibet maybe, in the tweljth century, they alrea4 hadsomething the))
called dzongs.

Khenpo: Maybe ..in Tibet they had dzongs, maybe they might have had that
tradition.
IBA: But you don't knobv,fi.omthe Kanjur and so on .. f i t is referring to (the
word) dzong .?

Khenpo: In the Kanjur, yes - there is dzong. but in what sense I don't remember.
In Tenjur also. Yes, there is dzong. So that's why anyhow - Zhabdrung Nawang
Namgyal - how he got the idea. I think so because dzong is ..I am the great one
..I cannot say the palace..
I cannot say Gyalpo-khang ..so if l say dzong ..it means I am very powerful
staying there. The dzong itself is powerful - one cannot destroy. So that's why,
I think, when he built Punakha dzong, and whatever dzong, then he called like
a dzong, dzong, dzong.. So that's why, how he got the idea ...to name a very
beautiful way.
IBA: BUIin the 13/11century we tulk about here, the dzongs were very ~nlrch

smalle~.

Khenpo: Yes, very much smaller.
IBA: Do you think here was temple also?

Khenpo: At that time?
IBA: Yes.

Khenpo: At that time I think it was more or less like a present dzong. Like
Punakha dzong, like Thimphu dzong. We are having.. - temple nieans having
pictures, Buddha's image inside the dzong. And having the building's
structure in a little bit different way ..in a spiritual way. And also can they do

administration things also. A dzong is like that. Not only that a dzong is like a
rock - not even having one thangka - they are the lamas (Phajo Drugom Zhigpo
and Zhabdrung..), so they should have a temple inside. How they built?
1 think they might have built a small ritual (place) ...a small flag on the top, the
corners, and all those things..
IBA: Because this is in the second difliion of Buddhism. And then like Rinchen
Zangpo in the area of Western Tibet aroundyear 1000, he started building the
first temples. At that time they might have started to build lhakhangs here in
Bhutan also..
Khenpo: By?
IBA: Built by the lamas. That they started to think about building,you know, and
making their presence visible.

Khenpo: Yes, yes. (phone call interrupts..) There were many monasteries before
Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's time, of course,..many, many..
IBA: Which ones were thef i s t ones, you think?

Khenpo: That I can't tell. I can't tell. Like Bumthang Jampa Lhakhang and
Kyichu Lhakhang, you know very well.
IBA: Oh, yes..

Khenpo: So that's no question actually ..from 600.
IBA: Yes, well that is from the,first diflusion, ..but,fiom the second?

Khenpo: You mean second ..is from Lhasetsangma's time .. after ninth century.
There were many, like Sangkhar, Jamkhar, Mugthangkhar.. All these khars, you
see.
IBA: I thought that was rather a pulnce fortress. The khars.

Khenpo: No, he also ..religious ..many ..he also did many there.. He also did
many there ..because some of his references we can find, he..
IBA: Who is this he?

uenpo: Lhasetsangma. He never used the name dzong. because he say khar. but

when you talk about the temple and a monastery type ..or like a house type ..or
a dzong type.. So they did it like this. At that time also. Phajo Drugom Zhigpo's
(tinie)..long time before..
IBA: Becalise o$these,jbur d o n g s here (in Phujo Drtrgom Zhigpo's numrhur)
Taktsang is still rhere todav. Tango is still there. Well, Lingzhi. .we (ire not quite
sure where, ..and this other ..we are not sure where... I f is u hit the same ~ ~ i t h
these cl~fls.

Khenpo: Rocks.
IBA: They are still there in some oj'the places. So ..which are the caves then?

Khenpo: Then caves (he writes down the names as follows for me); rtsed sdong
rdo phug - this is the first. (Then) ga wa phug. Then lung thangphug - it is in
Wangdi Phodrang. (Then) sen gephzrg - it is in Thimphu. Kasadrapchu, opposite
of that (place).
IBA: Oh, yes, fhaf one.

Khenpo: Ga wa phug is in Tsaluna (?), I think..up Gidakom valley.
IBA: Up at Gidakom. On the way to Phajoding?

Khenpo: On the other side. And rtsed sdong rdo phug is in Paro.
IBA: Where in Paro?

Khenpo: You know Dumtse lhakang ..on that side, a long way up. So you see
he is saying.. (reading) ..these four.. These twelve (the three times four) are the
places of having your good activities. So if you stay (in these places) your activities will develop - will flourish. So you must go there and visit, and establish...
You see, Guru Rimpoche is using this word - establish ..a'rlr, he said..this means
establish, and I think he might have followed (his Gurus instructions). I think he
might have built, actually.
IBA: But he himself'seftledmore or less at Tango? That wus his muin..

Khenpo: Yes, his main place.
IBA: Where he sru)~edwith Sonum Palden, und then his sons spread.. .

Khenpo: Yes, four sons.
IBA: And the namfhar is felling ull these fhings?

Khenpo: Yes, all these things.. And this first dzong we found on page 17. And
on page 20 it is talking of one more..and page 39 ...(reading) ..yes, again here
he is talking of Jag6 dzong in Laya Lingzhi (reading). Before Pajo Rimpochd
that Jag6 dzong was built by somebody. You see, he did not build..(something
was there from) before. So when he was visiting there.. Lingzhi, he was shown
some miracles ..and they were so fascinated.. ,and they turned their minds to
the dharma..and they (said); "Oh..please, we offer our dzong called Jag6 dzong
..please occupy". So it means it might have been built already by somebody,
that dzong they called Jag6 dzong. Again coming that Jagli dzong on page 40..
.then page 23 again, - ..no ..this is on women talking about weaving.. then 40.3
(reading)...They say here: Dzong Jathel, ...l think this is the same - ..that they
mean Jago dzong.. 1 am confused also ...
IBA: Buf what does he say about it?

Khenpo: A storm came. They had a war actually ... already an internal strife ...and
a storm came from a black magician ..black magic, because son~ebodydid not like
him. So they sent (a storm) through black magic power. ..so this dzong had a...
IBA: If was destroyed?

Khenpo: Yes, it was destroyed.
IBA: Destroyed in a storm?

Khenpo: Yes, a storm.20
IBA: Was it a physical storm or

U

baffle?

Khenpo: (reading) ..I think storm..
IBA: From wealher?

Khenpo: Yes, from weather or something like that. and ten people were killed
there. (reading)... There was already a monastery there. This dzong ..l am not
finding it here actually..
IBA: This wus not the eagle ..the Jago Choying?

Khenpo: This is what I am thinking.. Here I am finding Choying dzong, Senge
Samdrup dzong, Lingzhi Jag6 dzong, so Thugje dzong ...so this dzong Jathel is a
different one.
IB.4: This is u jqih one?

Khenpo: 1 don't know.
IBA: This was mav be an exisring one?

Khenpo: Where it is? ..(reading) They are not telling where it is also. Maybe
Jago dzong ..this dzong Jathel ...it may be in Tibet ..maybe.. I don't know this
one, because they are not telling here ..They are just telling the name, and that it
was damaged and ten people were killed .... (reading) Here they are talking about
the Jagar dzong.
IBA: ./agar dzong in Blmzfhang?

Khenpo: It is not talking of Bumthang. Just about Jagar dzong. So that's why I
got confused about this one, you see. This could have been written..
IBA: Much late^.

Khenpo: ..much later. Or maybe similar ..some dzong.
IBA: Because Btrmthung is a very holy place. So with Jampa lhakhung being
very o l d . if could be something more there also..

Khenpo:..here it comes again..this dzong Jathel. (reading) ... Different name..
dzong Jathel is different. Not among the four...
IBA: This is on which puge?

Khenpo: This is on (folio) 79."
IBA: But what does it say uhour this diflkrenf one?

Khenpo: (reading)... I think this is written very old actually. They just re-wrote
later on ..maybe. The way this is (written) ..the structure ..very difficult ..this is
not (of) our age... This is not Zhabdrung's age ..this is not Longchenpa's or Pema
Lingpa's time. The way how it is written.. This is very difficult to understand,
you see. To get the meaning, you have to understand....

[BA : But this word drong, is (written) in the same way?

Khenpo: Same spelling...(reading)...
(turning the tape)
IBA: ..Itwas an existing dzong..which he rook overfvom somebody?

Khenpo: (reading)..Thisbelonged to the Lhapas. He is saying Lama Lhapa.
(reading) All this name of the place he occupied..
IBA: It does not say f i t was a battle?

Khenpo: No.
IBA: Just that he actually took it over: It does not suy where it was?

Khenpo: ..it is all there up...

NOTES
' ~ h a j oDrugom Zhigpo's namthar was published by The National Library o f Bhutan. Thimphu - undated, but approx. 1995. Full title: Phajo (rdo v e gdonpa) Mipham fihe dbang bstan '&m (15471643), Pha 'brug sgom zhig po ' I rnam par rhar pa thugs rje ' I chu rgyun.
The colophon states that the namthar was dictated by Phajo Drugom Zhigpo himself to his son
Dampa in the 12th century. Still ifthis is disputed information, Michael Aris writes regarding this
namthar that "it must be based in part on historical facts," 1979:174. The equivalent namthar in Aris.
possession was rediscovered by Drukpa Kunleg's son in approx. 1580. op.cit.. p. 169
2

Chris Butters has kindly checked some of the informations given in this interview and commented
on the translations. Iiis additional infomiation i s given in the foot notes marked CB.
3

When talking. sentences are not always fully completed. In the process ol'trar~scribingour talk. I
have thus added a few words here and there in order to simplify the reading. Such additional words
are shown in brackets.
When he says things in Dzongkha or Choke, the spelling given is more or less as per colloquial pronunciation. Proper transliterations are given a few places only - then often in brackets - and always in
cursive. See the glossary for explanations.
4

5

6

Certainly they also often added some in this rewriting processes.
Sey Dampa was Phajo's eldest son.

h m p a established Namkhe Lhakhang in Paro, and the Drukpa nobiliw who later built Hunlral khar
descended tiom him.

'On I'olio 17. line I
The etymology o f the lemi 'ngalong' is also discussed in van [Irieni IY92:3. According to him this
term is probably derived fro111ngenlung. mea~li~ig
'ancient region.. while a popular folk etymology
relates that it means 'the lirst to rise' to the teachings o f Huddhisni. Ngalo~igis usually applied as a
temi for both the people ol'western Bhutan and their language. Dzongkha is according to van Ilriem
"...the cultivated form o f the native language o f western Bhutan.." 1992:3. See also chapter 1.1.2.3.
33.1 bya rgodrrt-otrg
33.2 Taktsang: stag tsho~tgsett gr bsam sgrirb rdzotig
33.3 (1) khj-m/ lu rrt-ong bzhr, bzhr phug chen bchr.,

( 2 ) rh-on(: tngo chos Jbyings rkong.
(3) gling bzhi byo rgod rdzong)
(4)yer rrshe tnther bo rhong. CB

'qL.ingzhiJag0 dzong. ref. note l 0 - 33.1 and 33.3 (3)
'l

Ref. note l 0 - line 33.3 (2)

l'

Ref. note 10 - line 33.3 (4)

'"he
'"/U

local spirits ruling the pre-Buddhist landscapes had to be subdued and converted to Buddhism
tna khag lnga

- the socalled 'live groups o f lamas, who were opposed to Zliabdrung's rule.

" The rock is creating a holy area where one meditates near by, not 'on them' or out in the open
necessarily. There niay be huts for meditation near by.These areas are like religious power places.
l' Phajo Drugom Zhigpo says this a b u t himself later - aAer having been given the vision for the
future by Guru Rimpoche.

l' The Lhapas (Ihapn bka 'brg);lrd) the Nenyingpas (gtius rnyrngpo ) and tlie Kathogpas (ka rhog
pa) were three o f the five religious groups opposed to Zhabdrung.

Aris (1979:336) spells this name: " r D o - r g o n (rDo-snpg) rD:ong
I 9 ~ h i may
s refer to an early terma. -e.g. 13th century at tlie earliest
Clii3wang). CB
20

"

- (Nyang Rel or Guru

nri chu tsatn shi

"79.2 rdzong byn gar. and 79.2. r'kong b j a thul. but 79.4 has bya dkur.

2nd interview with Khenpo Phuntshok Tashi

'

THIMPHU, 10.06.2001

IBA: I have developed a perspective on the architecture which I think is very
interesting. I am thinking about calling the Bhutanese architecture o tantric
architecture, and I do not know anyone before who has applied this term. The
reasons why 1 think so is that on the one hand you have the physical structure,
and as such the structure in itself may be regarded as secular But then you
have all the rituals.. you have the tsechus in the &ongs -you have all the rites
during the construction - the sabdag ceremoqv etc.. And because ofall the rituals
involved the architecture becomes sacred, and..

Khenpo: Great! Great! Oh, great.. this is a mind treasure! Nobody thought about
these things.
IBA: Thank you.. And in this part of the world - your religion is tantric .. so in
Bhutan this sacred architecture is a tantric architecture.. The tantrism is rituals.

Khenpo: Great..
IBA: And fi one day this environment becomes veg3secular; and people stop
doing the rituals anv more.. then the tantrism disappears. it becomes a pure
material, secular n~orld..

Khenpo: This is true.. true..
IBA: Seen in a wholistic perspective, I think the material structure is a purr of
religion as ~pell.

Khenpo: Yes, this can fit in Bhutan. but Thimphu is becoming.. as we discussed..
IBA: Thimphu is becoming quite secular in m a y wavs.

Khenpo: Yes, in many ways.. Yes, we discussed with Lama. Because, why I
know a bit about textiles and buildings and all this, is because since 1996... the
first exhibition, you were here I think. the Bhutan exhibition; the Zorig Chusum
exhibition at the Chang Lingmithang ground..
IBA: Yes.

Khenpo: From that year.. no, I think.. comction.. writing I already started in

l993 - all developing slowly, and now I have almost about 360 pages o f a book.
IBA: O n the Zorig Chusum?

Khenpo: Zorig Chusu~nI attached already.. Though I am not qualified, I feel
very sorry, because many people they know the practical (part). The painting,
they know, but they do not know what is behind.
18.4: They do nor know the religious sign~ficunce..

Khenpo: They know (how to) build a dzong.. Many zowpons, I told you, last
time also I am doing many interviews o f zowpons. I am not architect. I listen carefully to
what they do, and I also read the namthars (and here I come across information).
Then I write..like in this (specific) century, they are using the zowpon like this
- he built like a monastery, a chapel or Tashichho dzong with so many o f his men,
and he knows these things, and I interview everybody, and Iwrote everything like
this. So I got a little bit knowledge on these things. I know that.. it i s like that.
Then (Iread about) textiles also. And I interviewed many textile weavers ..many
different in Kurtoe, Rangjung.. and Dungsam - whenever I got a chance. So
finally, exactly I found about site.. in our text now.. specially.. this i s Sangye
Gyatsho, the fifth regent o f Tibet, he wrote a book about the astrological point
of view on how to build a house - the dzong - so he said that the location i s
important. Location is very important, - where to build. And after location, you
choose the site.. the building site.
IBA: You mean whar kincl ofgeomuntic context yotr need.

Khenpo: Yes, what should this (site) have.. He i s explaining that.. the monk..
the monastery.. he explai~isthat.. in Tibet or somewhere.. he built a temple..
in like a narrow (place).. like a female thigh..and like secret organs.. The site
looks almost like that. They built a temple like exactly in the hole.. o f something
looking like the female secret organ. The monks never succeeded.. every time i t
became different. Never succeed. Then (they checked) astrologically why this
monastery became like this. Finally they found out that (it was because) they
(had) built in this shape o f the landscape.. like the female organs. That's why
they were not successful. Because it was very holy.. many lanias visited and
consecrated.. and what now.. add to it? You can build a big stone o f a penis ..on
the other side o f the hill ..in the direction for this monastery ..you can make a
stone.. and after that (it was) very successful.
So he says that the site i s very important in the Himalayas. That's why in
Songtsen Gampo's time.. he mentions in that book. So (it is) like that. And even

you build house, temple, ..everything. Some house - after building house - many
people get sick and die, because of this wrong entrance.. the main entrance. And
your position of your sleeping bed, and your site. These three affect. The second
is (the relations to) the lu and naga.. You did not ask them, you know. You just
thought; "This is my land." You never asked them. Because everywhere there
is a owner.. everywhere is owners.. we are part of that.. But you thought this is
my own land. So you built ..you use it.. Not inviting lama (or) those who knows
in this field, you know.. You did not invite. You just did it.. you know ..how the
tradition.. Like that. So that is why it is causing many problems. he said. So
that's why, lama Kunzang Wangdi and I discussed - whether should I include
someting on this topic ..in this small article. Because in Zorig Chusum you have
to write like ..at least forty pages, you know. Then you can explain a little bit.
Not very detailed even in forty pages. Because I cannot write a hundred (pages)
..because then (the total) becomes like thousand pages.
So lama and I discussed. What about Thimphu now? What about the big city
now? I face problems now on how to include (this topic). Because building
structures (and) things are now OK. Now sites.. A site for Nu. four thousand per
square feet in Thimphu is a low price to pay today. 4.000 square feet you should
have if you want to build. (On) a smaller (site) than that you cannot build. One
small garage, garden and your house. So 4,000. But if you buy in between two
(existing) houses ..no question whether this site is good or not.
IBA: They do nor think about it?
Khenpo: This text of Sangye Gyatso's recommendations - up to which century
does this apply? Now in the city - rhrom, we cannot apply.

-

IBA: But you may always do some rites - ifthis site is not v e v good you can do
some rites to improve it.

Khenpo: To improve, yes. This is what I am explaining - exactly. SOLama said;
"Do not think very narrow. Our traditions are very flexible," he said. We have
antidotes of course. Example, he reminded me, I read already, this story of the
female things.
IBA: Which text is this ofSatrgve Gyatso?

Khenpo: This is..? Karpo. This is full of.. .one chapter is talking about building..
how these things.. and how many (steps) in a ladder.. one, two.. nine, you know:
Gain, loss, gain, loss. .. you know, the counting.
IBA: lt should a/wqy he five, or seven, or nine.

Khenpo: Yes, It should always be the gain. They count gain. loss, gain, loss, gain,
and up on the last one you should always have a gain. If you have 'loss' it means
you lost, and then you can't gain. So gaining (is the point).
So Lama reminded me that Sangye Gyatso explained that.. He did not say that
this site is very bad. Of course (it may be) bad, but there are antidotes. That
is why he mentions this male organ on the other side of the hill in a direction
towards this (site). ..So like that, you know.
lB,4: But it didn't have to be u physical strucfure. It could ulso be a rite - be a
mind thing.

Khenpo: Yes, a rite, yes. So like that - the site is very important. So we
also thought, but we did not think 'tantric' of the architecture .. that kind of
terminology. It is very interesting. Because (it is) involved - like in Bhutan. (Still
if) in Thimphu now it is only a little. This is disappearing now. Only during the
consecration day they hang up big scarfs - beautiful - and they invite and they
consecrate. That is all. But in time ..they don't do.
IBA: They stopped doing this?

Khenpo: Stop means.. not purposely.. because one thing is that they do not have
the time.
Second thing is economic reason.
IBA: Saving on the pujas?

Khenpo: Yes, saving on the puja. Because in eastern Bhutan.. My mother
has a very good voice. She used to get many invitations. Because when you
erect a door, you have to sing a song ..and a very good name. So they have to
sing a song three times outside. Then the zowpon, he will come with a khata,
and he will pray now. This entrance door is to be a prosperous door, - not an
inauspicious door. They make (it), and pray and hold .., and they try, you know.
Whether it works or not, they believe like that.. and in the text also.. And in
which direction .. so text.. this you can find in this Sangye Gyatso. So like this..
IBA: So your mother used to sing..

Khenpo: Yes, I remember still, and I asked why.. I think at that time I was very
mature.
1 appreciated it myself. I asked, why are you going to sing every time (a main
door is to be erected)? What is the reason behind that? My mother said; "It is
because I have a good voice, and our tradition is.. (He walks up to the entrance

door, and opens it. A squeaky sound is to be heard on the tape..) You see, it is
making noise. So in Bhutan they have a big log here.. they make a hole, and
they put these ..half-cut ..they put here, and up there also. And there is no metal
at all.. they just meddle everything, you know.. so.. that's why.. all this kind
of leather.. kind of leather.. it will make a lot of noise if (opened when) you do
secret things inside.. meditation or whatever. So immediately, this will make a lot
of noise. "It is like a bell," she says, and you do not need to have a bell. So when
somebody enters, immediately, you will know, if you are sleeping or whatever.
So purposely they are making noise here in this door. This is the reason. So if
there is not a good voice (doing the singing then) there will be an ugly sound
when you open the door. You will get fed up when you open!
IBA: So she had to sing to make it a nice sound.
Khenpo: Yes, sing nice.. The zowpon will say: "Now, ... you sing." And then she
has to sing.
IBA: So she is like tuning in the door.
Khenpo: Tuning, ..yes. So with this sound one will not get fed up, and this sound
will help you to ...
Each ceremony is like that. But in Thimphu they do not do these ceremonies at
all (now). And sometimes they do not look for the good, auspicious days even.
Because this is becoming pretty rough, you know.
IBA: But there is a special ceremoy for the rabsel as well.
Khenpo: Yes, yes, the rabsel, yes like that. In Bhutan and Thimphu - when you
build - you have got a fixed plot. No choice. You do not have another option. You
have to build on that.
IBA: Yes, but what are all the rites involved? Thefirst one is the sabdag
ceremony.
Khenpo: First one is the sa bdag do chP.
IBA: For the lu.

Khenpo: Klu, yes, so bdug do chk, the owner of the land. So tlow we are going
to build a new liouse here ... and like one hundred years it may last may be.. fifty
Years? So we have to tell like that.. So now. we are asking them. and please, you
should not harm. If you harm.. because you are also sentient beings ..because

there will be some retribution to you. It does not matter. So, they have to tell the
truth. Because the puja means they tell the truth through the text. Now..(reciting);
"Sangye, cho da .. tshog.." So they will say; "Buddha, Dharma, Sangha always
telling the truth." So I am reciting this same thing again. I am a messenger. I am
invited (to) this place..by such and such sponsor. So - on this plot they want to
build now. If you are really harmful, so please, do not make harm. So this we call
like Sa bdag do che.
They are having a drawing also, and they draw down (on the ground) also.
IBA: Oh, yes, if is the,femule earth..

Khenpo: Yes, the female earth. So they draw Sa bdag do che'. Then they can
build - on this (site).
IBA: This is the first (rite).

Khenpo: Yes, this is the first.
IBA: And this they still do quite oflen O K . ?

Khenpo: Everywhere they do .. in the East. This is what I am saying, ..in the
village areas.
IBA: But not in Thin~phu?

Khenpo: In Thimphu, I do not think so, but some do. But most people they just
come and they give a very .. you know - we call serkhim - some kind of offering.
Just like a dinner ..some food. This is also important. This is the shortest version.
They give and all. There are eight powerful owners .. powerful spirits... eight.
We call sde gye ;sde means group, gye (bralad) means eight, - so group of eight
offerings.. These eight are very powerful everywhere. So we are just giving food
.. like a lot of apple..
IBA: But then ulso to the four or eight d~rections?

Khenpo: Yes, they put the colours. Yes.
IBA: But the four .. or the eight?

Khenpo: Actually, the four mainly, - in the East they put in the four corners. But
here it depends, ..but usually the four corners they do. So now from this we are
going to .. from this we are (proceeding) to build the house. So, I think, this is

disappearing slowly, slowly now in Thimphu..during (the last) ten years now.

IBA: But which one is the next?
Khenpo: After Sa bdag do chh - after that the ka ba, you know, the pillar. At that
time you have a ceremony again. For the ka ba. Because then, the foundation is
over, the stone part is over. Because the foundation has come up above the plinth
level. So now it is the main, you know - that eight ..usually they try (to have)
eight ..four corners ..whatever ..something like that.= Then if there is a rabsel then there are like three, this side - middle one - that side ... The rest of them they
do not need. When they try again - some kinds of rites we can ..the ka ba i cho..
IBA: The religious kaba.

Khenpo: Yes, but actually they read Nam sa nang w e d . Khangpo brtsegs pa 'i
mdo. Khangpo means house, brtsegspa'i means building, mdo means sutra,
you know ..this means 'the text of building a house'. This they recite. One lama
- one is enough - and he recite, because this s u m is on building a house.

IBA: M'hich sutra is this..
Khenpo: Khang po tseg pa 'i do. I have this one here.
IBA: Is it a long one?

Khenpo: Short. It is not very long. The Nam sa nang gyed.. Sky-earth-space. So
in earth, sky and space - so many things happen. When they happen .. so many
good things happen.
(Interval)
In Tibetan it is Khangpo tsegpa'i do. We recite this text. Nam sa nang gped do:
this is alnlost forty pages. You have to read that one ..by a lama.
Then second .. after the ka ba and like that - the main I found that - but there is
nothing spiritual.. special.. reading or things like that.. But the main beam, that
main beam - by that time they have a little ceremony. Because this..

IBA: But you meun the main beam up in the roof'
Khenpo: Yes. here (pointing)
IBA: Here, inside.

Khenpo: Yes, inside. Because ka ba and then from that - the main one you know.
Then ka ha ka zhu, you have.. In a lhakhang you have a kd zhu and ka chen, you

know.. to hold it, but in an ordinary house you do not have that one. Only one
beam - one long one. Then the cham can come, you know. So that one they say
- a very powerful man - with a very prosperous name such as Tashi (meaning
luck), - and a very healthy man, not like me - someone very powerful physically
- must come. You know, physically good and name also good - so he has to touch
it all - the whole - because that shows that all the beams and (the) upper portion
easily can hold it. This is what people believe.
(Lunch being served)
IBA: But there is also a muin beam up in (he rooJ Is (hat also put zrp ~ l i r ha
ceremony?

Khenpo: Yes, but mainly (with) the rite Nam su nung gyed, Tashi rsegpu'i do
and Khang po tseg pa ' i do - these three. These three rites. Tashi fseg pa means
heaps of prosperity. That's the name of the text. Tashi rseg pa do - do means
sutra: 'Sutra of the pile of prosperity'. So they read this one, and so many good
things is written in that ...
You are rich. and you become ..There will be no obstacles ..no deaths in this
house, and like that, you know. So if you read (this) - much prosperity will be
there.. So they read.
In the olden times, you know.. in the corners .. in the rabsel side.. in the treasury
room, the nye' khang they read these things.
IBA: When ir comes to /he diffirence ofrires, between ~f:vozrbuild a monastery
- a lhakhang - or a normal house. Is there drflhrences in the ceremonies?

Khenpo: Yes, there are differences. Because in the ordinary houses - only this ..
(as described above.) At the lhakhangs they recite the whole Kanjur. The whole
Kanjur they recite at the beginning.
IBA: During [he earth cere~non))?

Khenpo: After tinishing the earth (ceremony) ..so while they are now working. I
have seen (this) down. Very trained ..because hundreds of monks they recite the
whole Kanjur of the Buddha's teachings, you know.
IBA: l see. So [hen they reud rhe whole Kanjt~r:All rhese monks read rhe ~ l h o l c
Kanjur

Khenpo: Yes, they do. And Nam su nung gyed, Tushi tseg pu 'i h and Kliang p0
rsegpa'i do - these three. These three are compulsory whenever a house is built.

Everyone knows that.
IBA: A house or a Ihakhang?

Khenpo: House and Ihakhang. Both. But this is the shortest version, you know,
and very important texts also. Most people they do. From time to time they also
perform this San$ puja .. a small thing.
(Some talk about the food we are eating in between)
IBA: What are then the main d~flerencebetween these religious ceremonies? if
you have a lhakhang and a normal house - in terms oj'rites.

Khenpo: In a lhakhang there are many special things. The physical, I mean - not
spiritual. .. .. spiritual and physical. Like a whole vase - the bum pu. Such a sa
cho bum pa, gedun duwai bum pa.. So many gedun duwai bum pas. ..in the holy
.~
duwai means you know, the Sangha.
vase, you know.. you put i n ~ i d eGedun
The Sangha community. For the development of the Sangha community. Like the
coming of .. So in the center of the lhakhang - it is very important that they put a
big one, under ground ..completely down - they put..
IBA: Like a sokshing?

Khenpo: No, not a sokshing.
IBA: But a bit the same way oj'thinking?

Khenpo: No, they call.. the Sangha community .. the monk community. 1-0have
a good monk community in that monastery or temple. So they do. And (in) all
four corners they do bum p a - that sa cho bum pa, meaning essence of the earth.
Because you get blessings of the earth. Because when you do - sometimes, you
know - the blessings of the earth will disappear, you know. So you retain the
blessings of earth. Or increase the blessings of earth. And (there will be) no conflicts (in) between the Sangha community. and something like that. So, they have
special things ..(rites) like that. And they also read special texts. But that kind of
things one do not need in an ordinary house.
IBA: But otherwise it is more or less the same?

Khenpo: The same.
IBA: The door. (he beam curemonies.. the pillars..

Khenpo: Yes. But (for) the ordinary (house) it is very simple, you know. They
just make beam with a very powerful and strong man.. in Bhutan, 1 am only
talking about Bhutan, ..and the door also, in the right directions.. like the north
or east. In the north or east they put - and they have a special ceremony - like the
Khangpo tseg pa'i do, the building of house sutra. They read like that ... several
times. And they make the Sang, the purification prayer outside - in order to puriG.So then, when they enter - now everything is finished. Now (it is) ready - now
everything is permanent. Before you were on the way - you were putting up. OK
- now everybody can enter; in - out - in -out. No problem. They don't count this
one.. it is the real things. The real you put now.. fixed now .. now after that they
put the beam and things like that - and it is permanent. So when the first person
enter - the first nlan - it should be (a person) in a very good mind. Usually it is a
gomchen or lama or gelong - they try to come first. Then the zowpon, then the
owner or something like that..
Because this is the good things ..bad things ..so many things.. this is the main
interest.
So that - when you first enter - should be the very good one. So people believe one carry the holy text..(when) entering.. This is also a small prayer, you know..
IBA: But then when the hotrse is finished, you have the rite.for the nioving in 0 1 1
an atrspicious d q .

Khenpo: Yes, the consecration. Yes we call - doing the khung drzcp. Actually - we
call this the za khar treasure. When you move the things, you know. When the
new things come. Because on some days you cannot bring (the things) - because
it is empty. Empty, means your building is empty, you know, after building. So,
when you bring the things inside.. what things do you want to bring? So the first
time when you bring your property - your blanket, clothes, your pot, tea-pot,
whatever utensils.. The first things you bring to that house ..they also look.. they
call; za khov. za, means karma, the stars and things, you know. That is a good
time. All the planets are ready to come. According to your age or sign of honour..
Then at that time they bring small things, you know, small things. Because it is
not possible to bring all at the same time. At an exact time they want to bring - at
once the small things, you know. One pot full of milk or something, fruit, flower
or something. OK, next time, when .. - because you have already spent the good
time. Because all the property belongs to the same group .. so any time you can
bring thein .. so they call it the zu khur treasure or something.
IBA: In this conrexl they also wurd o f e v i l or not? Beccrz4se I htnv been ut one
ceremony where there were rites and we were bringing gijfs,you know and then
at one stage in the ceremony all the people were running around in the house
shouting, and they said it was to ward ofJ evil spirits.

Khenpo: Oh, yeah, may be something like that. Yes.5
IBA: And this is in this ceremony?

Khenpo: No, I do not remember now. I think so - maybe at the same time. But
locally.. they have local beliefs.. local traditions. Little bit. But these three major
ceremonies - the sa bdag do chL puja, you know sa bdag do chP, the owner of
the land puja. Right. They are reading these three texts. And the consecration
time for the after.. filling, and then when you move your property things.. These
four are all the same.
IBA: What they say - what they read is the same?
Khenpo: Yes, the same texts, of course. Every.. they have to follow the same.
But internal, you know, they have in Punakha a different. Tashigang different.
Little bit, you know. May be I do not know this - how they developed, - may
be Bonism, I think - I do not know. They have their own, you know. Little bit
different traditions. Slightly.
IBA: So, where do you think there is more Bon influences. Is t h a in rhe east or in
the west?
Khenpo: I think, if you talk about Bhutan. Everywhere.
IBA: It is evegmlhere? Not more in the east?
Khenpo: No, no. Everywhere. But, the present Bon, 1 mean. Existing where - if
you ask - where now this tradition is strongest. So may be in Dagana .. in the
southern portion - that's Daga. Then, you know.. what is the name of this place?
Still there.. very interesting..
IBA: North or south?

Khenpo: South. .. Tuba drum di..
IBA: Where is that?

Khenpo: This is by Chuzom .. rather by Chukha district. Down there somewhere
- if you go down to Phuntsholing. That narrow place.. Because.. wherever
there is Buddhism.. of course there is Buddhism, but still the Bonism is very
strong. They believe.. the generation.. Because they are cut off. They can not
communicate with others, you know. So they have their own - vely particular

community. And still they are using (BGn). There is a very interesting article
presented by Jagar Dorji on this during our conference. A paper. So this is also
to be included in our book.
IBA: 1 see. On this place.

Khenpo: Yes, on this area and on how they are building things. Building means
smaller houses.. shacks.. hearths.. or things.
IBA: But it was not this puper by Jagar which was published in Ktrensel?

Khenpo: Oh yes.
IBA: l read this.

Khenpo: That article is in our (book) of conference papers.
IBA: They ure the doyas.

Khenpo: Yes, doya. Daya or doya, something... Same anyhow doya or daya.
IBA: But then, you know. When a fatnil)? is living in a house. Then evety year
they have a ritual for the prosperity of thefamily and so on.

Khenpo: Yes.
IBA: And in this context - is also something related to the house itself? Or is it u
tor ality..?

Khenpo: Actually.. it is not (the) house now. Not every year.
IBA: But on these later ceretnonies - is it more for the,family?

Khenpo: For the family. Most for the family. Most of the rites. Whatever is
conducted - the rest after the consecration. And this is all for the.. house..
IBA: But not,for the house?

Khenpo: No not for the house. No, but for having good fortune ..prosperity for
the household.

IBA: Buf fi there are some problem. If somebocj, gets sick or something. If could

also have been aflecled by the house.
Khenpo: Yes, some cases they have like that.. So then they have.. especially to
find out some solution for it.. Because the sabdag...
IBA: The sabdag became irritafed?

Khenpo: The sabdag became irritated or something. Some times the lu.
Sometimes (it is because of) the wrong directions of your things ..of your
entrance. Sometimes when you enter the first day the person was very ..not
auspicious, you know.. not a prosperous person, or something like that. It may be
so many things. This you have to believe according to the divination.
IBA: Thenyou have to have some new ritual.

Khenpo: Yes, a new ritual for that (purpose), because you cannot.. But some
people they try to change. They change the entrance. Some people they change
it. Some people they change their sleeping position in bed. If they sleep in the
rabsel, they move to the kitchen or something..
IBA: And you should never sleep under a kawa, a pillar:. There is some rule on

this.
Khenpo: Yes, something like that. So thus having like that..a little bit.. this is a
very rare case. Because they make sure before. Tsip .. and all this.. the house.
And after that whenever you pray it is not related to your house.
IBA: No, not unless when there w e some problems occurring,

Khenpo: No, not unless the tsipa and rno pa6 say that your house (may be
causing) the problem. Then only ..there. Otherwise (this happens) they will not
directly decide that tomorrow or the day after tomorrow.. or next week .. we
will invite some monk or gomchen as something on the house is wrong. They
will never. Only gomchen and the like.. they will say ..maybe your house..
something.. the location or something .. (is) not so (good). Or your landscape is
not so .. So you have to do these things maybe.
IBA: Somelimes you may have to build a chorten also mqvbe?

Khenpo: Yes. Yes. All this comes from tsip ..the fsipa. After building the house.

lB.4: Then in the lhakhungs. If is the same:.' It is muinly fhe ceremonies ~1hen)~olr
are building and then c*onsecrating, and .. .ajter it is just going on in U wuy.')

Khenpo: There is nothing, yes, changing things like that.. It is just going.. like
IBA: And in 0 lhukhong . . it is norhing that cun go wrong ..or.?lj'rhe Iamu is
getting sick living in there?

Khenpo: No, no, they don't blame..
IBA: Thq: do not blame their Ihakhang.

Khenpo: But in the house quite often ..this happens. Quite often.. means ..people,
you know.
IBA: Why is that, you think, that they do not blame the lhukhang?

Khenpo: Actually, 1 think this is not particularily clearly mentioned by the
Buddha or in some sutra. But my idea, I think, that because in the lhakhang we
will not have a problem like that. Because all is holy ..holy men - or female,
whatever.. holy persons. Holy beings are living there. And the triple gems
are there, in that. You see, wherever you have a triple gem, you do not have a
problem. So you see, - Buddha is there. The representative of Buddha is there.
Buddha statues.. you know, whatever.. Buddha is there. Then his teachings are
there. Kanjur and Tenjur is there. His followers, the Sangha is there. More than
four monks, that's a Sangha. If three, there is no Sangha. Two no Sangha. Four
- then Sangha, - you can name Sangha ..
IBA: It mzrst be jouc

Khenpo: Four. Should be (minimum) four. So in that temple, you should not
have any problem. Because there is the Sangha, the teachings, the Dhanna..
Buddha is there. So even the evil spirit be there, they will be happy. They will
become (protectors). They will be transformed into assisting you. Because they
are happy. They are also suffering of course. They are also beings. They are
not enlightened. When the monks are following the good rules (it will be) very
peaceful. They are happy. So in the texts.. they cry if they move their location.
When they change their location, - dismantle the monastery, temple.. all the
monks in the Sangha is moving to some other (place). And then ..all the local
spirits, they cry. They feel so sad. Sometimes they appear physically to the chief
lama; "Please, why are you going to move? Since you came, we have been
very happy here. And please don't move." Yes, .. they appear .. they came up to

RimpochC .. to Gyalwa Karmapa.. it is a story (like this) in his namthar, you see.
So like that.. Because .. there are antidotes. If there is (something) wrong with
the entrance.. a wrong direction set up by a zowpon, you know. It doesn't matter.
It is not a big deal. It is a very rare case. In the Ihakhangs, like that. A very rare
case.
IBA: But how much do actually the zowpons know about these religious.. ?

Khenpo: Oh, they do not know. They only know the Su hdug do chi. And that if
they don't do (these prayers) - (then) his house will not be successful. He is atiaid,
so he is dependent on that. He builds nicely, but if it collapse, the blame will
be on him. It means that he has to. So like, you know - it is very interesting our
traditions. He has to (give a) guarantee for one year. After having built a house.
One year. In eastern Bhutan. If you are a zowpon. So ..he will say to me; "Now,
Khenpo, 1 have built your house. Do not worry. I will come two times in a year.
After six months, and after one year. After that you are responsible, OK." And he
will (come), and make rounds, you know. Wherever there are cracks.. how..
IBA: ..roof leaking..

Khenpo: ..cracks and.. So when he comes. Then there will be good food. If it
comes there are two reasons ..when it comes some collapse or something. It
happens, you know.. sometimes after building. During the consecration time it
happens that (the building) collapse. It happen. I saw. So all the tsipas falling
down.. (laughter)
IBA: Just very badly built then..

Khenpo: So they believe that ..the zowpon was not pleased by the owner of
the house. He had not been feed with good food, and well paid, you know. He
kept him like a slave, you know. No proper payment - wages - no proper wages
- as a slave, you know. And he argued with hini. He was not satisfied. And then
the owner said; "You leave if you do not want ... I can find some other." So
disagreement .. if there is a mental argument...
IBA : A disagreement..

Khenpo: Disagreement. Then it happened to collapse. That is why in the
tradition, the zowpon is always to be pleased by the owner. Good food. and what
is happening.. and things like that. But he also has to depend on the puja. If the
puja is not properly done, and the owner ignores .. and zowpon also ignores.. and
they think oh, nothing happens.. And then it collapse.

IBA: Bur then ir will alwu)~sbe monks comir~gin doing the pujus?

Khenpo: Gomchen.. yes, yes. Not the zowpon. So the zowpons, they just
believe. He does not know, but he just believes. But now I do not know about
the zowpons - how they think? But in most of the ancient, olden times, - the
zowpons - they did not know. The just believe - oh, we need Sa bdag do chk, or
Lhap sung or Ser kyim or maybe we need a very good Rub ney..? Because - it is
already in his mind there.. the tradition. So like that. But he does not know how
to pray ..what things, - he just believe it is good. That's all.
IBA: Bur then - don'O1ouhave diSferent (kinds oj3 zowpons? 1 am thinking
ubout this mjlrh about Zow Balip, and again Vishnu Karma who is like the
architecr ofthe gods. You know, they were divine masrers.

Khenpo: Of course. They believe. Of course. You cannot step on their
instruments. They believe.. "It is not my instrument," he said, "this is the
instruments of Vishnu Karma." Vishnu Karma is one of the emanations of the
Buddha. The Buddha multiplied. If an architect was wanted, he just pretended to
be architect. If a bridge was needed, he (Buddha) pretended as a bridge builder.
If people need..
(End of tape, and an interval before we proceeded to talk on other topics.)
IBA: 1 am vety inrerested in this connection between Zhabdrung und the Dagana
dzong. Because you told the other day, you know, thar this wus the last of
Zhahdrung's dzongs according to... Is [his in Zhabdrung 'S namthar or is it in the
namthar of'this other man.?

Khenpo: The ?.. namthar.
IBA: Zhabdrtrng's nomthur.7

Khenpo: In Zhabdrung's namthar and others. Many, many. You can find in the
beginning of 18th ...late 17th century.. this namthar. Like just Zhabdrung's author
.. And that is written..
IBA: But did you say thar [he second Zhabdrung had been reincarnated in
Dugana?
Khenpo: The sung ~rulku.'The speech reincarnation was in Dagana.
IBA: Is this the one called Jigme Drukpa?

Khenpo: Jigme Drakpa. No. Chogley - sung trulku Namgyale ..But the same
name like before - like this one..
IBA: And he was then born close to the dzong or in a villuge in the
neighbourhood?

Khenpo: If you walk straight in about maybe one kilometre, ..but you have to
climb down, and then up.. It is about a one hour walk for the local people. For
us about maybe like two hours. The name of this place is Nyidukha. In the text it
says this ..Nyidukha.
IBA: Because 1 read somewhere that the tribute, you know - the tares which
Zhabdrung got to pay for his.. that this came from one of the Duars which is
below Dagana.

Khenpo: Yes, yes. Because in Dagana ..like we call now the river Sungkosh
..above the Sungkosh they had a Drukjegang.. Druk.. means Zhabdrung's
'mint'9,je means footprint, gang means a hill. "On the hill (where one) found
the footprint of Zhabdrung". So before.. he made there .. So they offer so many
..so special, you know, the saltin (?), the rhinoceros, the elephant trunks, and so
many kinds of medicines, some skin of the leopard, the tiger, .. so from that the
Drukjegang. Because, they believe very much .. I have written all in my article
..all this. They believe the "Zhabdrung Puensum" - puen (spun) means brother.
It means the three Zhabdrung brothers. It means that the Tango Tulku ..it is one
Tango Tulku, and then the Gangteng Tulku - there is also one Tulku. There is
also Zhabdrung. These three brothers - or very high incarnations; one is the
Zhabdrung reincarnation, one is the Gangteng reincarnation, one is the Tango
lama's reincarnation. These three brothers belong to the same parents. So all
these three - they visited there. So there is a song actually. Still we are singing
(this) ..actually Jigme knows the Zhabdrung's song from there; the "Zhabdrung
Puensuni". So when he visited Dagana - to consecrate - people said "oh, please,
come here and visit our place". And his walking stick is a cypress tree. 1 have
seen it. 1 have a photo. And where he rested (there) is a big flat stone - like a
throne they made for him. A stone throne. And he put on, - because you have a
belief.. if you have a belief or strong faith in me ..everything (good) will happen to you. Because a part of you is a strong belief. So he just said. And he said;
"You watch this one." So he put his walking stick (into the ground) and it grew.
Still you can see that one. This is what people say.
IBA: But jVoualso said that Dagana &ong were a kind qf ~ r u "dzong. A d-ong
specrfically to fight the enemies.

Khenpo: Yes. Dra dzong. Enemy means ..In that area (people were known to be)
savages. You know, very cruel. They were very strongly savage. They just hide
in the jungle. They have a very special arrow. Completely savage. (The people
in) like Tashigang, Bumthang, Zhemgang, Tongsa, Haa, ..were very civilized
compared to them during Zhabdrung's time. That's why Zhabdrung received
invitations two times - two times from people down (in Dagana). Some elderly
people, you know, they discussed; "How long can we survive like this? Everyday
something is happening here. They are killing each other, and they rob. They
make problems." And so they thought that Zhabdrung is very powerful. Why he
can't come here? He can visit here. We can pay. Whatever. So they discussed,
and they approached Zhabdrung. In 1947.
IBA: 1647.

Khenpo: 16, oh sorry. Like that. Zhabdrung said; "OK, I have so many visitors,
you know, I am erecting dzongs everywhere. Of course, I will see, I will see.."
IBA: What was the name .. Tenpa Tshering or?

Khenpo: Tenpa Tshering...(?)l'
IBA: Was he one of these local men who you said was building the dzong?

Khenpo: He is a very important man. A very fascinating man. He was the
representative official to Ralung.
IBA: To Raltmng?

Khenpo: Yes. When he (Zhabdrung) fled - then the enemies of Zhabdrung in
Lhasa .. You know, another Zhabdrung, they came there. "Now you are here.
Hold the properties. You bring the kachag. What do you have?" Zhabdrung is
no more there. Zhabdrung is in Bhutan. So they want to occupy - they want to
capture. So he was a representative sent by Zhabdrung from here.
IBA: To rake care o f .

Khenpo: To take care of his (properties). And he said; "Oh. I have so many
things, and this like that..", and he just give everything, and finally they wanted
to kill or assassinate him. He knew. He was a very wise man. Then he said; "I
have a very important treasure. Very important treasure. I have to go to that
place, and 1 have to take it out. I have buried it under ground. I will take it out
and give it to you. But it will take me two days." So he just told them, but he

fled. He just ran away to here. Then Zhabdrung was in Punakha already, and he
informed him of everything. And he said; "My life is very important, and I don't
want to die, you know, like that in their hand. I want to see your face, and want
to serve more what you want. So alone, I could not do anything there in Ralung,
you see. So I handed over everything. So that's how I escaped." Then Zhabdrung
said; "Yes, very good how you did it. When you were alone, how could you
fight? What could you do? It is OK." Then he became one of the first Zimpons.
Zimpon ...l2 I do not remember now, very much.
IBA: Oh, those details are not so very important, but I am interested in this Dra
&ong concept, you know.

Khenpo: So then he became Zhabdrung's advisor cum military officer. But he
was a monk. So Zhabdrung always consulted him regarding where to build a
dzong. What kind of site do you think (would be suitable).. And how to get
these people to build? So he delegated; "You go to Tongsa", and "You go to
Tashigang." So he went all the way to Tashigang and Lhuentse. He occupied
everything. Under Zhabdrung he did this.
IBA: So he was like Zhabdrung's architect in a w q ?

Khenpo: Yes, yes. Then he went all the way there, and he said; "Now you do
like this and this building and dzong." He is telling stories.. Lhasetsangma's is
also here.. Now Zhabdrung is there. Zhabdrung does not necessarily want to
come here physically - so he has commented like this. Now it is the same rule ...
But he did not appoint.. So he was away, and Zhabdrung could not send him
down to Daga. He is on the way back in 1648. Then Zhabdrung got a message.
This Tshering (ref. note 9) is coming - now to Zhemgang. Then Tongsa. Once
he reached Tongsa, they said; "The Zhemgang side is now very difficult. They
do not want to become subjects." So again for six months he has to go down
there to the Zhemgang side. So just in the beginning of 1649 he came (back). So
he (Zhabdrung) said; "I have heard everything you have done. Thank you very
much. You did a very good job." Then he was promoted by Zhabdrung. So he
said; "Now I am old. I have an invitation to go down. A messenger came here.
What about things here on Daga?'After one month or so of resting then he
started to go down (to Dagana). Just to investigate how the situation was down
there. When he came back, he said; "I need Bhutanese heroes." So along with
such heroes he went there. In 165 1 his mission was completed. In the winter time
he came back, and he informed; "Now south, east. north - all the four directions
- all these khu zhi they are called. ..now they are under you - under one law and
one rule. So they have agreed." And; "1 built this dzong, and this dzong is like a
dra dzong," he said. So many enemies were coming, and they wanted to attack.

So this is like a ...this can be effect to central Bhutan. What they called the
center was like Punakha and not Thimphu ... it comes .. sometimes it happen, you
know.. So now no more enemies any more. This is like a special dra dzong. Not
like some kind of ..dzong, you know. This is a special dra dzong.
18.4: But when you studied the kachag, did you.find information jronz so,far
back?

Khenpo: No, no.
IBA: No, this wus only from later:

Khenpo: Later. Later means late seventeenth century. From Tenzin Rabgye's
time the document goes back. But from the namthar..
IBA: From his namfhur?

Khenpo: From Zhabdrung's namthar, not the karchag. ...Then each history ..they
write more in detail.
IBA: But did you get an idea when yotr were there and looked at it, - how large
that f i s t building could have been?

Khenpo: Oh, yes, I have an idea. I have a drawing, but it is all in Paro now."
This I drew .. the main original, and an extension.
IBA: Because you talked about a sniall utsk of2 I D storey inside the other utsP.

Khenpo: Yes, inside the other ...more new. It is built like that.''
IBA: l see.

Khenpo: But people are telling that the dzong was much bigger before. An earth
quake collapsed it ..because locally everybody say. I might agree, because on that
side the ruins are still there.
IBA: I see. Next to ..

Khenpo: Outside (it is) like a corridor now. Outside (it is) a big ruin. So they
say this was the main building ..dzong. But they don't tell anything ..But in my
opinion... Because the first was Tenpa Thinlay. He was appointed the first Penlop
in Daga. So during that time, Desi Tenzin Rabgye ..no it was Nawang Sherab

something. This ..Je Khenpo he became. He is the one who for the first time
introduced the festival and a monk community.
IBA: When.? This was only later?
Khenpo: Yes, later, I think maybe like fifty years (after) Zhabdrung's (time). So
it means that, I think, it was not necessary to have a (large dzong).. Because the
local people explain that this was a big dzong. The utse was the center, and it
was very huge. Built solidly on the whole ridge. You can hardly walk ..because
it is very narrow. The dzong is built on the top of a hill. The ridge itself is like
the foundation - it is piled up like that, you know ..climbing. So it is made. So
still I see ruins, but they say that there were many corridors. They can stay here
- the caretaker and attendants of the Penlop and so on, they say. This is the main
dzong .
IBA: So the courtyard was large^. ?
Khenpo: Very large. Then two times there were earthquakes.Is So they reduced
it. But I think that this (around the dzong) was like a chagri - a wall. This is my
opinion. My guess. Because at that time there were very few people, and it was a
jungle. A jungle. Because the namthar says that when the lama visited there they
needed to shout (to ward off) bear and leopards or.. Because a waterfall is also
there in front of the dzong. A small water fall. And they have a small blue lake.
IBA: But there is not a confluence?
Khenpo: No confluence. Only down. So they say in the writing that this was
a very dangerous place. Forest. So it means .. (with such a big) forest. I am
thinking, this must be like a fence, you know. (To protect against) some animal
or enemy - whatever. The main (dzong) inside this original.. 1 measured
everything with meter..
IBA: Did you...
Khenpo: Yes, yes. Because 1 asked one engineer there. He drew all the sketches
for me. So I think maybe the utsk was the main dzong at that time. This is my
idea. And then again up.. but when you look - it looks very old. The complete
utse.

.

IBA: But is it like two d~ferenrcourhqards..like in Punakha and Wungdi? That
~ ~ have
o u the monks' courtycrrd and the administralion?
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Khenpo: Yes. Yes.

IBA: Andyou can walk around the zrrsi?
Khenpo: Yes, walk around. The same. Walk around all. When you enter - then
down on the left side was the newly made (part). Newly means like one hundred
years ago it was renovated by the Talo Zhabdrung, Jigme Namgyal ..or?17..Talo
Zhabdrung, you know. So his previous Zhabdrung was (from) there - and (this
is) their connection with the Daga people. The Daga people only want tlie
Zhabdrung. Only Zhabdrung. They do not know anything about the Nyingmapa
or things. Only Zhabdrung. They believe very much ... Always. So he went to
visit that (dzong). So when he visited he brought one statue from Talo with him,
and that is now installed. I saw. So they are telling (this) story. And the kachag
also mentions about that. Because this has newly come up. So the main fence for
the dzong is huge. Very big. On the hill.
IBA: Outside fhe buildings...

Khenpo: Outside tlie buildings you can see (this). So now grass is growing ..
some trees are growing. Like that. In Daga.

I

IBA: And this is the dzong they still use t o d q ?
Khenpo: Yes. Still.

IBA: And they have a monkbody?
Khenpo: Yes, monkbody and a Lam Neten. It is a full-fledged dzong like
Wangdi.

IBA: Andyou said that it is the Lam Neten who is writing the kachug.
Khenpo: So they have ..Lam Neten, Umdze Kudrung - the chant leader who
is making the music, playing the music, so he is also important. Ku cirung, you
know, is the one holding the stick, who beat.. in charge of the monks (discipline)
- how they obsewe the rules; chief observer of the rules. So (nowadays) these
three people are like representatives of the dzong - so they meet and discuss:
Who donated this year? Buddha statue - of four feet - made of silver or copper.
So - who donated (this)? So like that they continue the kachag.

IBA: In the meeting? You mean - they have this meeting with all the three people,
and then..
Khenpo: ..one, the Lam Neten is in charge of making the entry.

IBA: Oh, that's interesting.
Khenpo: ..They make entries. And if they want something new.. for example..
we do not have a Dramitse Nga Cham dance. and the Lam Neten says; "Oh,
we should have this dance. It is everywhere now." So then the monks send (a
request) ..or somebody is invited there.. and who (may) sponsor...

IBA: ..costumes..
Khenpo: Sponsor costumes ..the community ..or the government or someone?
And what kinds of materials (do we need)? From China? Hong Kong? Silk.
India? So they make (a list of) everything. And everytime they make an entry. So
it comes like that.

IBA: And this is once ajlear or? Or nothingfixed?
Khenpo: 1 think it is not on fixed dates. But if objects or things conie (to the
dzong), you know. Sometimes they just write. And sometimes when you read this
kachags you (come across) very interesting portions. But most of the times it is

just like a kachag, you know, like (in) a library.. one book came.. entry number
given, like that. But sometimes, you know; This Dzongdag came.. this Dzongdag
he extended .. he changed the law .. he changed the Thrimkhang. He built new ..
he renovated .. at that time ..fell down or something. (The kachag) explains like
that - some times very interesting, and sometimes only entries on objects.
IBA: Andsometimes they a h explains rhe recaotisfor doing this or that:'

Khenpo: Yes, yes. The present Lam Neten is introducing now the Black Hat
dance - a very special thing, you know.
IBA: But for instance these geonzantic things on selecting a site. IJ'they extend
with another building. Do they rhink ohour geomantic things then or is that only
in the first phase?

Khenpo: In the first phase.
IBA: Only the,first phase.

Khenpo: Only the tirst phase, yes. They do not think about that with extensions.
IBA: Have you seen muny diJferen~kachugs?

Khenpo: A few. Because.. Punakha I have seen. Wangdi I have seen. Paro I have
seen. Daga I have seen. But they are mainly similar.
IBA: And how j a r buck do they go?

Khenpo: Some go quite far back. They have different, different kachags, you
know. They bring. But they do not know which ones are old. But when you read
- and you are an historian - you can easily understand which are the early ones.
Sometimes they say; "This is the earliest one", but they don't know. But when
you read the names of people, you know - it is reflecting the historical made
books ..so (then you understand) this is the oldest one - so sometinies I write
down the number. This is the old one - this is the one you give.. Or you could
make one book, because in those days the Bhutanese paper was made (in) rolls.
The rolled it, and they made long extensions.
IBA: Thejljusr glued on .. cmd made it lotiger cmd longer?

Khenpo: Yes. Long. But some are eaten by the insects. You can't read (them). I
have seen at Paro Dzongdrakha ..very ..I think.. zowpon.., what is the name of

that zowpon? He had a dream of how to .. actually ..he had already been briefed
by the local people or something on how to build, because he was hired, you
know, to build, and paid. But then he had a dream on how to build this dzong.
Next day he said; "No, no, I have idea now. I have to build it differently ..
according to this rock.." He built a very beautifbl dzong. So this is written in the
kachag, you know. And things like that is very interesting sometimes.
IBA: And was thisjor Paro?
Khenpo: Yes, Paro .. Dzongdrakha. At Bondey, you know, if you look up there. A
long, light, white line is on the rock.
IBA: So ifthere was afire in the kong, what would the caretakers ~ t to
y lake
out? Was the kachags so importanr that they would try to rescue them?
Khenpo: No, they would never give priority to the kachags. Never. That is not
so important. The most important is the Kanjur. The first they think about is the
Kanjur. Then the holy bell - the drilbu. Then..
IBA: ..statues?
Khenpo: Yes, some statues ..means very special statues. Namely those statues
which speak to you, those which we call sung jhoen no. So they try to rescue
such statues. Like at Paro, ..the Paro thongdrel, you know. So in Paro they
had a fire, and the first thing they did was to throw the thongdrel - because the
thongdrel was very holy - they threw that huge one from a window. And Kanjur,
Tenjur..like that. So they never consider the kachag in such situations - first the
holy objects.
IBA: The Karsapuni, and..
Khenpo: Yes.
(Interval)
1 had sent my paper "On Bhutanese and Tibetan dzongs" to Khenpo, and he
wanted to inform me of some of his comments to this. In the following he is
also referring to a conference on dzongs which he taken part in organizing in the
spring.ls

Khenpo: On the khars, on page no. 6 (in my paper), 1 wrote a few things here.
During the ninth century - Lhasetsangma's time - during one and a half century

- during this time the name of the dzongs were khar. During his clan's time. So it
started from the ninth century.
And you write that (he reads out from the paper - the passage under the sub
heading "The Khars"); "The khars were fortified palaces for ruling lords built
according to the tower typology. In the Yarlung valley we find the only known
surviving example in Tibet of one such khar which was once a dwelling place for
the early kings: namely 'Yambu Lakhar' - So this you already wrote about the
khu1.s and Tibet.
So if you (have the terns) - dzong, khar and phodrang - in Bhutan, - then 1 think
that khar was the oldest ...
IBA: Even older than the phodrang?

Khenpo: Phodrang was the .. actually..
IBA: That is the very eldest, isn't ir?

Khenpo: The eldest, yes. That is old. And in Bhutan phodrang was the eldest, but in the century (of Lhasetsangma) - in that time-period they called the dzongs
the khar. Now it is dzong, now. So in this period - who initiated and who built?
So when we check through the history - it is only in the times of Lhasetsangma
that we can find the khars. Before in Songtsen Gampo's time, when they built
a monastery. a temple and something like that - you can never find a khar. But
during Guru RinpochC's time - like Jamkkar - say 8th century, 9th and in the
10th century almost, they changed. Changed means that they did not use this
name any more. So like 8th, 9th, beginning of 10th was the period of the khars in
Bhutan. Like Chamkhar, Tshenkhar, Domkhar, Melongkhar, Bengkhar, Samkhar
..still we can see ruins (at these places). There are still ruins. I have seen so many.
So when you look at the bricks, they are not like today. Sometimes you can see
the bamboo. Then I ask, why are the stone, in .. (sip why? They can find the
bricks.. with this bamboo. (This is) a special kind of bamboo. A very thick one,
you know, the one we are eating in curries sometimes .. that bush, you know. So
then they say, (it is) because when earthquakes come - or something like that - it
holds it..(strengthen the bricks). So still, you can find in Jamkhar, Tshenkarla,
all these.. So these khars; Chamkhar is the tirst ..before Chamkhar you never
find khar (in the texts). Chamkhar at Kyikha Rathod19times. So in the Bumthang
area you have Chamkhar. In Tashigang side you have Samkhar. Then Tawang
and all these sites of Melongkhar ...So you can find these khars in Bhutan - built
by Sindhu Raja, Gyalpo Sindhu Rajazoand later (in) the ninth century during
Lhasetsangma.
IBA: But when ir cornes to ./akar. it is ~ c ~ i t t e~nn u nplaces
j~
that this wus,firt~tu

lhakhung built by a saint in the 10th or I lth century.

Khenpo: You mean Jakar or Chamkhar?
IBA: Jakar:

Khenpo: l l th century..?
IBA: Where the &ong is todq..at Jakar dzong, not Chamkhar.

Khenpo: That is not so old, 1 think, - that is Jakar and not Jakhar. It means a
white bird.
IBA: But I read many places that before the dzong was built there was a
lhakhang at the same site. Have you seen references to this also?

Khenpo: No, no, I have not seen that one.
IBA: Because what / also think is very interesting is that outside mug! of the
dzongs - in Jakar also - and here in Tashicho dzong - we have these small, red
shrines of protective deities behind the dzongs. You know this little building down
by the dzong?

Khenpo: Yes. Yes. A red one.
IBA: And this is for the protective deities -for all the hangs?

Khenpo: Yes. By most of the ancient dzongs, you can find this.
IBA: Like in Wangdi also?

Khenpo: In Wangdi .. of course.
IBA: And in Dagana also?

Khenpo: Yes, in Dagana also.
IBA: And it is red?

Khenpo: No, not necessarily. Because only (those built for) the Tshen is red.
Because there are many different deities. Only Tshen is red.

IBA: So - Decher~phug- that is ulso the Tshen?

Khenpo: Tshen, yes, of course. So the Tshen , Lha and Lu, you can find like
this..
IBA: Which are red?

Khenpo: No. no. Different deities, you know. The Lha deity, the Lu deity. the
Tshen deity.2' Local deities. So you can find different colours - different forms.
IBA: What are the dgferent colours?

Khenpo: 1 think, usually the Lu was made white. Completely white. The Lha is
like blue usually - they make (it blue) - but I do not think they paint (this color)
or build and paint the bricks.
IBA: But since most building are ~ j h i t e- also the dzongs - does that have
something to do with the Lu?

Khenpo: No, no.
IBA: What is the signrficance ofthe white?

Khenpo: I do not know this actually. But the white of the dzongs are not related
to the Lu. But the Lukhang in the garden should be white, you know.
(We return to the khars..)
Khenpo: I have written in my paper (on Dagana dzong) that khar - this
'mkhar' means in the sky. I have explained this in depth there. This is my own
explanation. So at the conference on dzongs the other participants said "this is
OK, - nobody can refute you."
Because the meaning of mkhar; when we call dunj i tia tnkhat:. - means found ..in
your sky, you know, you always look here.. You can imagine that beautiful lake
..in the middle ofthe lake - there is a beautiful refuge tree, on that branch like
that ..we always create like that in front of .., like in na ntkhar: Khar is the same
meaning. The same spelling. So why I think that name was derived, why they
had that idea in those days: They always built khars on the hills, you know. And
on very important places. And the khars were always built, you know, not like
the bungalow type - (it was) always up and almost like a tower, you know. The
khars. So it means like 'castles in the sky' or 'forts in the sky'. Khar means sky.
And this concept is connected to Bonism. Because they always think that things

are coming from the sky ..coming down to the human beings. So (this is) their
claim - it is not like a law.
They are coming from this ..and the lord of these people are coming from that,
and their house is called khar. And this is maybe how they got the name of khar.
So if you want to quote; the explanation of the khar is the sky. And also the
phodrang - pho means male. Pho - mo; male - female. But pho also means hero.
IBA: The male hero's palace..

Khenpo: brang does not mean palace, but residence actually. Like Labrang,
Phodrang, Kyendrang ..brang has the same spelling, and this may mean
residence. So the real, literal meaning is the residence of the hero. So it means
residence of the hero .. or the noble family.. Because for the queen one also says
btsun mo pho brang. btsun mo means queen. So brang means residence. You
cannot say that an ordinary house is a phodrang. So phodrang means a special
house - for a hero or heroine - or like for the noble families. In the center where
they stay is a phodrang. But who used that term? When did it start? At Buddha's
time.. Buddha said that pho brang, or gyal pho I brang about King Bimbasara's
Palace, which all the monks will visit tomorrow for lunch. Here he already
mentioned this there. So it means that - during that time phodrang is permanent,
and we are still using the term phodrang. Continously. But then khar and dzong
are discontinued now, because about the King's palace we never say dzong.
But still we say phodrang. So phodrang comes from the sanskrit word, which
is translated in the Kanjur, and you quote the same thing2*,and still this name
is used in Tibet also. They are using this everywhere. Phodrang. Palace. The
meaning is brang. So Labrang .. so bla means lama's residence. This is because a
lama is a hero. He is a noble, a higher person. So this comes from Buddha's time,
and has been used continuosly.
So in our language - and in ChtikC - there are two types .. - one is explainable
- you can explain the meaning of the word. Another one you can not explain.
There are like two names we call .. dojel and jeydub. Chris knows. There
are always two names. When you give the name - you are the name-giver. So
everybody is giving names. Like ..a telephone. like ..a book. So Buddha said;
"Without a name people would become ignorant"..
In order to clear the ignorance people got names, he said. Because if there is
no names ..then we cannot communicate. "This is a cup," he said. Else people
became ignorant ... So he said, how many types of names do You have? - Two.
One you can explain. The other one you cannot explain - it just comes up. Like a
fire, he said. A fire you cannot explain. A fire is a fire. But this ..khar. ..phodrang
- you can explain. Like khenpo, tashi - all these you can explain. Which is the
explainable group.
But before they gave the name .. some may have thought about it - as you can
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explain .. Khar is discontinued now. Then dzong is .. you have written this
here also - from Guru Rinpoche's time actually. In a namthar, Zunglingma - or
sometliing like that. I l th or beginning of 12th century. Phajo Drugom Zhigpo
- in 13th century - then it was known already. He knew about the dzong. So
the meaning of dzong comes from Guru Rinpochd's time. Dzong you have
explained very well here. Very nicely. ..from durga.
IBA: The nieanirig ofrlzrrga in Sunskrif?

Khenpo: In Sanskrit durgu means strong, but Durga is also the name of a female
goddess. She has this name because she is very powerful - very strong. So then
the term dzong was already there by Guru Rinpoche's time, but who named the
physical (structures of) dzong? Why didn't they use the term khar or phodrang?
This is very interesting.
Zijidpal, his name, a contemporary of Tsangpa Jarey in I I th century, his disciple
was Sangay Rinchen or something..? When Zijidpal visited here (Bhutan) - he
was the one who built - in Gidakom. In the forest there is one dzong Jathel
dzong." So he was the first to build that dzong. When you read, you find that this
was the first dzong which was built in Bhutan. 12th century - mid 12th century,
1 think. Before that there was no dzongs, I think. Only the name - like Senge
Dzong. But the written records are later than this Gidukha - Gidakom dzong.
Gidakom was already built - he already named that in his namthar. It goes back
800 years. He already said Jathel dzong.. then he said; "why did you build Jathel
dzong?' This was like the center for Paro and Thirnphu. So it was very easy
(to reach) - so that's why he built Jathel dzong. In our discussion (at the Dzong
conference) we all agreed that this was the first dzong. Because before that we
cannot find any dzongs (in the texts) with names and so on. Before that you find
the khar and the phodrang. No dzong. So now the (term) dzong continues. In
Bhutan we use it as a word for province or region, dzongkhag. The strong man
who stays there, or something ... But in those days, Guru RinpochC meant Drupu
dzong la,.. Senge Dzong, ..Dzongdrakha.. all these ...
(Short interval.)
Then I asked him about what kind of changes may have been made on Simtokha
dzong - when it was rebuilt after it had burnt down shortly after it was built.
Khenpo: No, they did not do anything. Because it was (rebuilt) in the same
position. The same they built.
IBA: Do you know that,for sure?

Khenpo: Yes, I think so. Many histories they say (this). Lopon Pemala's history
says .. and some other histories also. Because they did not dismantle completely
or clear all these things (which were there). Because the Tibetan invaders
managed to bum down something, but when they renovated .. they built in
the same position. And Jetsun Tenzin Rabgye also renovated - and during the
consecration he was the one.. Everywhere you can find this. So I think - it was
the same they built there.
IBA: But isn't it ulso so that ifyou have something which is clone by a very holy
lama - like Zhabclvung or Pemalir~gpa.Thenyou should not touch it.

Khenpo: Actually there are two concepts. Somebody you can touch, no problem.
Others - it depends on their significance.. this you find in the written reports. If
this says this is very special - purposely built for that ..or something ..so then
they do not touch. They do not touch. They just renovate and build on that as it
is. For some very reason..
(Short interval in recording)
IBA: Tashicho dzong had so many needs to fullfill. But Simtokhu - when
Tashicho dzong was there - Simtokha became more a monastery

Khenpo: More a monastery. Yes. Yes.
IBA: So then it was less pressure on it in a w q !

Khenpo: Yes, yes. Because this was the first dzong, and in many references
you can find why he built (it) especially in that place. It says like that because
Wangdi Phodrang, Punakha, Thimphu, Paro - they travelled by horse, and all
these (dzongs) had to be located in junctions. And first he built in order to subdue
the evil spirit, and you see what he meant when he built. So a dzong is more or
less holy also, ..subduing. Today we are thinking the administrative way, but at
that time it was both, you know, both spiritual and things, you know.
IBA: But have you ever come across any explanations on the geomantic ruasom
.for the (localisation) of'simtokha akong? Hmje you read something on this
somar~here?

Khenpo: No, I do not remember. I regret (this) - I thought I remembered. I regret.
IBA: (During yoztr conference) - did unvone mention this.for Paro h-ong or..
these geomantic things?

Khenpo: Tongsa, I remember, I think, there were some ideas. Tongsa dzong of
Minjur Tenpa. For the others I do not remember.
IBA: Because some people have this theory that the ulsi of Tongsa &ong is an
old khar; or Ihakhar~gmaybe..

Khenpo: Lhakhang. It was a Ihakhang. They mentioned that (it was) a Ihakhang.
IBA: But a khur ~ f o u l also
d
huve a shrine inside..wotrldn't it?

Khenpo: Yes.
IBA: So it could huve been like a residence with a lhakhang and..

Khenpo: ..everything. Yes, in those days (it used to be everything).

NOTES
~
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This interview took place at the house of Khenpo's brother in Thiniphu. where he was staying at
thal time since he was on sick leave from his job at the National Museum in Paro.
Chris Butters has kindly checked some ofthe informations given in this interview and commented
on the translations and transliterations. His additional information is given in foot notes marked CB.
Khenpo himself also checked this transcription when he stayed with us in Oslo for a while Inid 2002.
When talking. sentences are not always fully completed. In the process oftranscribing our talk, I
have thus added a few words here and there in order to simplify the reading. Such additional words
are shown in brackets.
When he says things in Dzongkha or Choke. the spelling given is Inore or less as per colloqtlial
pronunciation. Proper transliterations are given a few places olily - then often in brackets - and
always in cursive. See the glossary for explanation of words and terms.
See the glossary for explanations.
'See the 3rd interview with Shingkhar Lam. The most beautiful shape has four pillars and eight
beams.
-' bsong

is a purification ritual with the burning ofjuniper leaves.

'They bury bttmpu s in the ground with holy of'erings inside
5

First comes the driving out ceremony. then the rub ney (rub gnas) the peaceful. consecration
ceremony. CH

h IS;

pa, astrologer - mo pu, divinator. CB

Chogley or gsung sprul were the titles most comnionly used for Z h a h g ' s vcrbal tncanrslluns
Phyogs Ias rnam rgyol ( 1708- 1736) was h e Ist gswtg sprul. Aris, 1979:270.
The Ist and 3rd mind incarnations were both named Jigrne Drakpa ( J ~ gmed
s grags p)
Dagana became like Zhabdrung's 'treasure chest', his main source oftnxes and gifts. Rhino horns
and elephant trunks were for instance the most popular tribute or giA.
'O

Dra (dgra) - enemy.

We got the name wrong here. This refers to llruk Namgyal ( 'brug rnanr r ~ y a lof
) the 'Obs mrvho
family of Gasa. His brother, Tenzin Drukgyal (bsran'akin 'bmg rgyas - 1 591- 1656) hsd become a
monk at Ralung in 1601. He was one of the of Zhabdrung's most trusted allies and reigned as the
tirst Desi in 165 1-56. According to Ardussi was he the one who was in charge ol'supewising the
construction of several dzongs. (Ardussi, 1977:286) Druk Namgyel was appoir~tedthe caretaher
Ralung in 1623 and remained there until 1647. Back in Bhutan he was appointed governmen1steward, and in 1650 chosen to coordinate the military actions involved when Dagana was incorporated
into Bhutan. (Ardussi 2000: 11) Mainly his namthar and the kachag of Ilagana dmng were the sources for Khenpo's contribution when he presented a paper on Dagana dzong at the Bhutanese Dzong
conference, spring 200 1. Khenpo informs that the dzong was built dunng 1648149 until Ih5 l.and it
was completedjust before Zhabdrung passed away.
'l

l 2 His correct designation was Zhung Dronyer. He may confuse this with ha brother (sec note Y), as
he sewed as Zhabdrung's Zimpon for many years before he was appointed the first Desi in 165 1.

Khenpo is living in Paro now, see note I .
l 4 He also told me once not recordingthat he thought the remains of this earlier 2% storey structure
kept inside the utsk may have been built as a gompa originally.

He told me that one o f these earthquakes may have been as early as about 1774. 'The other may
have been in the one in 1897 which damaged parts of lbngsa dzong and the utsd of Tashicha dzong.
l6 During the years we lived in Bhutan. Dagana was an area out of reach for foreigners. and the
photos Ihad seen of Dagana dzong were of poor quality. Just after this interview Iwalked into a shop
downtown and just in front of me I suddenly found this postcard with a good dzong photo.
l 7 Must either have been the 5th Zhabdnmg, Jigme Choegyal(1862-1904)or the 6h. Jigrne Dorji
(1905-1931).
l 8 See

Tashi (ed.), 2001

l 9 Khyr &hara rhod. a nickname which means 'Dogmouth Goatskull'. The name refers to his illqimate and seemingly bestial paternity. being the son of one of King Trison Detsen's (Khrhrisrong I&
brrsan) queens. He i s connected to the cult of the hidden land (the beyul - sbaspl) and the Sindhu
Raja legend. The legend refers to a terma which seems to have been recorded for the first time by
Pema Lingpa (1450-152 l). See Aris 1979:60-82

King Sindhu Raja was an Indian refugee king who according to the legend recorded by Penia
Lingpa founded a kingdom in Burntha~igand lived in the palace of Chanhar (Imgs mkhar) Ile was
a patron of Guru RinpochC. See Aris. op. cit. p.43-59

20

21 Tsen (brsan),

Lha (Iha). 1.u (klu)

-- See Amundsen. 2 0 1 . note 27
77
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'l'he information given by Khaipr) here dilkrs pi~rtlyfrom wllat I:rilllcoise I'onimaret has written in a short summary o f Pajo I)rugom Shigp's namthar. She writes that Pliajo struggled with the
Lhapas. and "...Phajo turned their own magical dcvices against them: the I,liapa magicians vomited
blood. a thunderh)lt fell on Jathel dzong. the walls of the LhngOn dzong collapsed, and the C'helkha
Dzong was destroyed by tire. ... Thr Lhopas then leR I'aro and went to scttle at Bemcthoklia 1-Fzong.
in Ciidakorn valley." In Schicklgrukr and t'omniaret (eds.), 1907: 1115. According to this Jathel dzong
is in the area o f I'aro valley. and Heniethokha dzong is the name o f a ci;r..ong in the Ciidakorn valley.

4. ' H o w t o organize Shearab's Palace':
t e x t for reference
Published in Beguin and Vergara (eds.) Demeures des Hommes, Suncruuirrs
des Dieux, 1987:92-8

b. LV

- I1 p . l u r o

dello Shen (Shengyl ph*

h a ) : a - e, dlregnl rchernallcl delle tappe del-

h eortruzlone; I, plantr: l , p o m d'lnpresro; 2,
d d o l o d'lngresso; 3, vestlbolo della cmppel*: 4. cnppella del 80tra (Per I rnonacl); 5, tee*
ro; 8, cuclnr; 7. rneguzlno m r granrglle; 8, rnrm l n o per II cornburllblle, gll utennlll. I'arah,Ie rnnclne; 0, cortlle per Iu v r l l l ed IIbeellama; 10, ~ p e l l del
r hntra (par lo Shen); 11,
Onndo m l r e m r g u l n o ; 12, stanza per gll
O l p l t l e l frrnlllarl (S. Kumry. R. Astolfl).

-

b. LV Le Pllels du Shen (Shengyl phoh g ) : a e, rchbrnas des blape8 de construch;
f, plan: 1, porle d'entrbe; 2, entrbe; 3, v e
Mtbule do Ia chapelle; 4, chapelle den sOtra
(Dour le rnolnes); 5, tr6sor; 8, culslne; 7, r6serW dn graln; 8, d6pbt do cornbustlble, outlls,
ChrrUe, rneuler; 0, cour do chevrux et du b6WI; 10, chapelle der Irntrr (pour le Shen); 11,
OrMde mile et r6eewe; 12, charnbre pour h&
1.8 01 farnllleure(S. Karrnay, R. Artolfl).

L'ORGANISATION DE L'ESPACE
SIECLE
SELON UN TEXTE TIBETAIN DU XILME
Samten G. Karmay

Les textes tlbbtalns sur I'archltecture son1 rarer, surtout en ce
gul concerne I'habltat lalc. Pendant ma mlsslon de recherche
du CNRS en Inde, octobre-septembre, 1883, mon collbgue,
Lopon Tenzln Namdak, m'a rappel4, au cours d'une
conversatlon. I'exlstance d'un passage consacr4 B la .malson
ordlnalrer dane un texte lntltul4 p. Yunp drunp las rnam par dap
m'l rpyud comprenant 20 chapltres en 210 tollos ' . I1s'agit d'un
corpus consacr4 aux enaelgnements Mnpo en gbn4ral.
L'Bdltlon de ce texte a Btb bas4e sur un manuscrlt provenant de
Dolpo au nordouest du Nepal, mals I1 ne porte pas de date de
Wrutlon. Le Bdnpo Monastlc Centre B Dolanjl, Himachal
Pradesh, lnde du Nord, prepare actuellement une autre Bdltion
xylographle provenant de Trochen au Gyarong (Tlbet orlental).
L'ouvrage eat consld4r4 comme trbs Important par les Bdnpo et
eSt de ce fall place au debut de leur canon (Kanjour)'. I1 est
consldbrb comme un terms, c'est-bdlre un texte cache par un
maitre A 1'4poque royale tlb4talne (Vlle-IXe sl4cles ap. J.C.) et
rdecouvertr plus tard par un tertdn pr6destlnb. Dane le cas
prbsent, le terldn est Gyerml nyi0. Selon le colophon de
I'ouvrage. I1 a transmls le texte aprbs sa d h u v e r t e B Matan
Sldzln.' nb en 1092 d'apres la chronologle bbnpo. Grace A
I'Btude de A.M. Blondeau, nous connalssons malntenanl un
peu mleux ce personnage . II a joub un r61e consldbrable dans
1'8tabllssementde la tradltlon rellgleuse ~clectique.
Le passage consacr4 h I'organlsatlon spatiale de I'habltat se
lrouve au chapltre 10, mals I1 ne s'aglt pas d'une ~malson
ordlnalrer: elle est dbslgnbe comme .palals du prbter (Shengyl
phodang), ce qul suggbre une posltlon soclale elevbe.
Une certalne conception de I'archltecture tlbetaine s'exprlme
dens ce texte.
Afln d'organleer I'espace, II y eat questlon: d'une part, du tlr
d'une flbche pour d4termlner la longeur d'un cbt8 et d'autre
part. I'lmplanlatlon des quatre premlera pleux qui ont pour but
de marquer les orlentatlons. Ces notlons refldtent en fall une
pratlque anclenne d4jB appllqube lorsque fut fond4 le premler
rnonastbre tlbbtaln de Samye. Selon une verslon du sBabzhed.
ouvrage hlstorlque, le rol Thlsong Detsen (rbgne: 7S787) aurall
tlr4 une 'flbche pour marquer la dbllmltallon de I'espace et
tracer le mur d'encelnte du monastbre. On aurall aussl plant6
quatre apleux de stdpm atln de supprlmer les d4mons.m Mals II

'

'

me remMe que c88 quatre plrur on1 d'abord 614 mls en place
Pour merquer Ies orlentatlons, u r lee qurtre stow n'aurolt 416
b r l g b au'wrbr I'acMvemrnt de Ir conrtructbn do I'ensembla
des edlflcee du moruat6re aux rndroltr oci 108 q u t r e pleux
avalent 6tb plant4r7 (Le8 Qurtre StC)p. on1 614 d4trult et k
plupart den rutres edlflces 8 Samye on1 616 m c a g 6 r per !e(
Chlnols pendant la R6voluUonCulturelle).
L'organlertlon de I ' e s m e est adaptbe aux orienbtionc
coemlquw en m&me temp8 qu'elle ss1 tondbe aur certalnec
croyances. D'une part, certalnes porter ront orlent4er =!on
lea quortlers de dlversea divlnltbs comma celul de la d b s s e de
la terre qul se trouve au subouest; d'autre perl. Ir dlvlslon dr
I'espace eat conGue B k manidre d'un mandrla. Ceci explique
pourquol lo maleon ee presente toujours sur un plan cerr8. h
dlvlslon spatlale et Ies orlentatlons de Ia maleon don1 I I est
questlon don8 ce texte se retrouvent encore de nos jours dane
Ia construcllon de malsons de certalnes rbglons du Tlbel.
NOUSaavons que Ia plupart des maisons tlbetalnes son1
dlvls4es en trols nlveaux, surtout au Tlbet orlental, ce qul les
uracterise par rapport aux habltatloni des wuples volslns. Le
rez-dechaus4e abrlte le betall, le premler 6tage setl
d'habltatlon et le grenler est surtout r e s e ~ nu
4 foln.
Cependant, dans notre texte. I'espece habltb par les homme se
trouve au rez-dschaussbe. Cela correspond sane doute d
cerlalnes maleone du Tlbet central ou de I'ouest et nous fournit
pout-&Ireune lndlutlon sur I'orlglne g-raphlque
du terte lulmOme. La chapolle se trouve au sudouest et la culrlne A
I'ouesl. De plus, dans notre texte, la chapelle, d k r l t e en detail,
est concue comme dbtachbe de la malson prlnclpale et
prerente un btage. Slgnalons seulement qu'elle contlent vlngtneuf plllers ce qul est Ia reule Indlutlon do dlmonslon pour ce
mlals.

TIIADUCTION DU TEXTE TIBETAIN.
Dans un lleu ausplcieux et covenable,
Un prBtre d4vou4,
ArrBte une date proplce favorable (pour la

35.

Par 18, la fllle du Ndjln, Dogzangma,
Accordera le pouvolr de la rlchesse.
Dans le cornpartlrnent de sud-ouest,
Pour que la porte des d4rnons soit ferrnbe,
On construira les palais des dleux, Yungdung
kdleg.. .

40.

La rnalson des dleux regarde vers I'est.
Par 18, le solell et la lune, flls des dleux, donnent
leur lumldre.
Le tiers du cornpartlrnent du sud
on le laisse P I'est.
Les deux tlers qul restent A I'ouest
sont pour le vestibule du palals des dleux ou les
rnolnes pratlquent tes vertus.
Les tlers du cbt4 de I'est,
(est pour I'entrbe) au palals du Shen, et la porte
regarde vers le sud.
Les deux tiers du compartlrnent du sud-est, seront
plac4s au sud
pour les hates et pour ceux qul sont dependants
(de la farnille),
La porte donne P I'ouest.
Par IP, la bienveillance donnera acc4s A ce
cornpartlrnent.
(Le cornpartlrnent) de I'est et un tlers (du
cornpartlrnent) du sud-est sont confondus.
C'est la grande salle,
le d4pbt des objets utilltalres.
La porte de cellecl
Donne A I'ouest 8 partlr du sud-ouest.
Par 18, on verra le chernin de I'Etre Eternel.
(Le cornparllrnent) du nord-est et la salle de reunlon
des laiques.. .
Elle a deux portes, I'une donne au sud et I'autre a
I'ouest.
La partle du centre est pour les anlrnaux
domestiques (fig. L V O .

construction),

6.

10.

15.

20.

25.

30.

Un hornrne fort, tenant un arc tlre un flbche,'
Pour d4llrniter la longeur d'un cbt4 (sur le terrain),
On plante quatre pleux (aux quatre coins) pour
dbterrnlner sans erreur les quatre dlrectlons
Interrnbdlalres.
Puls on circonscrlt un cercle autor d'eux cornrne
syrnbole des quatre cornpassions (fig. LVa).
A partlr de chaque direction Interrn4dlalre,
On trace des llgnes vers I'lnterieur (fig. LVb)
On plante quatre pleux pour dbterrnlner sans erreur
les quatre dlrectlons cardlnaux.
C'est la rnesure du palais du Shen.
Autour d'un tel Ileu.
On trace quatre llgnes rellant les quatre polnts
cardinaux et les quatre polnts lnterrn4dlalres (fig.
LVC).
Puis chaque cbt4 dolt Btre dlvls4 en trols parties.
On y trace quatre llgnes (c.P.d. deux horlzontales et
deux vertlcales), II y aura neuf cornpartlrnents (fig.
LVd).
Les cornpartirnents de I'est, du nord-est et du sudouest,
On les laisse sans &re divls4 par le trace des
Ilgnes,
Mals (les cornpartirnents) du nord et du nord-ouest,
On y trace une llgne de I'ouest P I'est en les
coupant en deux parlles (flg. LVe).
Dans le cornpartlrnent du nord.
On garde la charrue, les rneules et le combustible.
La porte de celuici donne au sud.
Par l&, I'accurnulatlon du rn4rite sera accornplie.
La partie nord du compartlrnent du nord-ouest
est le grenier.
La porte de celle-cl donne au sud-est.
Par 18, la d4esse de la terre, Tenrna, apportera son
essence.
La rnolti4 ouest du cornpartiment du nord-ouest est
la culslne.
La porle de celle-cl donne de I'ouest vers l'est.
Par l&, on aura le blenfalt de la clartb.
La rnoitl4 sud du cornpartlrnent de I'ouest est le
tr4sorerie.
La porte de celle-cl donne du sud vers le nord.

45.

50.

55.

M.

TEXTE TlBETAlN

(1. BBe, 5) mtahan (Mb, l ) ldan bkra shls sa gnas aul
dad 'dun ldan pe'i gshen rab kyle1
phun sum 'tshogs (tshogs) pa'l dus dzung lal
ver hrlm gyad kyl shugs tshad l a l
ngos clg phyogs kyl chang bzung nasl
phyogs rntsharns rna nor phur bzhl gdebl
thugs rje bzhi ldan mu khyud bkodl
de yl phyogs shlg bzhl cha n l l
zur nas nang du bod (dgod) par byal
phyogs mtshams me nor phur bzhl gdabl
gshen rab pho brang gzhal yas tshadl
de ltar bkod pa'i sa skor lal
phyogs mlsharns thig bzhi gdab par byal
de nas phyogs rer gsurn gsum bgosl
thlg bzhl gdab pas llng tse dgul
shardang byang shar Iho nub gsurnl
gshag thlg rnl gdab sor bzhag lal
byang dang (BTa, l)byang nub phyed rna r u l
nub dang shar du lhlg gdab gshagl
byang phyogs byang gi gling skor nal
shing lcags ran dang zhugs shing rndzodl
de yl mdzod sgo Iho ru bstanl
bsod narns tshogs rnarns rdzogs par 'gyurl
byang nub gllng gl byang phyogs chal
gshen gyl spyad rkyen 'bru bcud rndzodl
mdzod sgo Iho shar Iho ru bstanl
Iha mo brtan rnas bcud ster 'gyurl
byang nub nub kyi phyed cha bsdoml
gshen rab khrlrns sde g. yo (g. yos) spyod rndzodl
rndzod sgo nub nas shar du ltal
gsal ba'i mdangs kyls byln phebs 'gyurl
nub kyl phed chs Iho yl gllngl
gshen gyl rln chen gter gyl mdzodl
mdzod sgo Iho nas byang du bstanl
gnod abyln bo (bu) rno rndog (67b, l ) bzang masl
rln chen gter gyl dngos grub sterl
Iho nub mtsharns kyl gllng skor Is1
rag she srln po ('l) sgo bcad phylrl
g. yung drung bkod legs gsas rnkhar bzhengsl ...
(Boa, 3) Iha yl gzhal yes shar du Ita (blta)l ...
Iha sras nyl zlas rndangs ster 'gyurl
(88a, l ) de nas Iho yl gllng skor gyll
sum cha shar du bcad par byal
sum gnyls nub tu lus pa lal

45.

ernad khyams tshangs pa'i dgr apyod u r (M)/
rum ch. ahar du bcad pa n l l
Oshrn gyl pho brang ago lhor blue (blc.)l
(0a. 4) Iho rhar gllng g1 rum gnyls n l l
Iho yl phyoge su bkod pr n l l

50.

gnas med skyaba d8ng rlen gnas t e l
ego nl mtshrrna nas nub tu b h n l
thugs r l r atobs kyls gnas (Wb, l ) b u n g thobl
ahar d8ng Iho ahar r u m cha barral
Oahen gyI pho brang phyl khyams to1
gshen n b bon gyl kr r t (ca)
~ ate1
phyl khyarna de yl ego phyogs kyangl
Iho nub mtshams nas nub tu bstanl
g. yung drung rrerns dp8'l h m mthong 'gyurl
byang shar khyim pa'l agrub tahogs m r l ...
(Wb. 4) ego anyls Iho dang nub tu bltal
dbus dang byang g1 phyed cha n l l
rts dang khyu mchog rkang 'gros mdzodl

55.
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